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PUBLIC ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1962

XONDAY, MAY 14, 1962

U.S. SZNATE,
CoMMrrrzE or FinANcE,Wewa /to , D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice at 10:20 a.m., in room 2221,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Kerr, Long, Anderson, Gore, Talmadge,
Hartke, Carlson, Bennett, Curtis, and-Morton.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk.
The CHAIRMAN. The hearing today is on the Public Assistance Act

of 1962, H.R. 10600. 1 submit for the record a brief summary of the
major provisions of and a detailed comparison showing changes made
in existing law by H.R. 10606, as well as a copy of the bill.

(The summary, comparison, and bill follow:)
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PUBLIC ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1962

BRIEF SUMMARY OF MAJOR PROVISIONS OF .L i0*.
PUBLIC ABSISWANCI

A.n *. vm iFedel mat i ormA*for tae a.d, blndW 'A ndd
. The Federal ma i share in the case of the programs for the aged th.

blind and the disabled would be increased to twenty-nine thirtyi-ffthi oi the
first U35 of the average monthly payment per recipient and the maximum for
matching would be raised to $50 on a permanent basis. Under the present
temporary provision, which was effective October 1, 1061, theru is Fedorol
matohni-on four-fifths of the first $81 'with a maxmum of $8. Thi pro-
vision ere on June 80, 1902, whereupon the formula will revert to four-
fifths of the Ant $80 with a maximum of $65. The change does not affect the
mW provision for medial care in the oldage assistance. program. Cost

Westimate),l $11.1 million.,
B. Serview and bain*n in goe pubis auidav program

Under existing law, a State$ it io q , may provide services tow"a this
end.. uder all the public asistance programs except melical assistratce for the

.~.. .heFederal Governm ntch these e~nlue na5-0bss
arithervisioim-which governs aid nstra'v 00eoea&

.. -i , . mwejnrec prod ta m sermvies for *p)i-
bt and reipients, whUi the S eta would. ptoibe, tO help l ..to

.tai ,pr (9d-ap asmtan,)a self.eupp .a.d self-c re. (tflt W4 -ad
thdbsnd.to st.ngth foy Isabde cht lrom ).:ere

a 6I, Wliiu kequire rvicesi ftr meia stance to the ae. .

SThe bill would authorie 75 pr t ]sdeid mtd ths ing in pUo, -
sawstlte for cranservie to besecfed b -the Secretary of Health, td:.

clio; land WoUr 7 _The avices could a ppy to ap mts and te .Ipmt. to
~ch llkey to become' or ihoavs been~' reiplnt

the mt Its ots*& pwsof(witiia such perods as the SerAet y. p e
e" s 75 pet matching would a be available, t ina

Wo ae 46ipoyed, or who are preparing to work, In State,welfare agencIes+
s.~ er .eswhich. the Secretary does not designate would be cnt

*t5Gpsrcuit m.tn4g, as would all other a nAtive costs.- ost (,O EW
"istfnte), 40.8 million .(with-over hlf goingin the ADO program). ..

07; "Cap in th aid to dependnthil"w (ADO) pogrm
1I. Additiona *WhoiC to &a~t"e to prrm W abwse ini did to dependeAt cW"r

Pa ont.-It wou'A be provided that various method (short of deiying!i.-
ance to the chid) may be usod by State. to see that ADO payments ouunsd in
thi bat inter ts of te child. It would also be provided that, begipig Otober
1d 1i62,June 30, 1967, pa t for. . p to5ecetof reiodtl ut

WMA66%FW .".-Mto be maide to , ir paes interested ntewi fare oftI&
c where % b determined that the paet is so incapabe of managing funds
that the child's welfare is affected. certainn seguards and standard would be
prescribed. Cat ,.EW estimate),"

72. on as baq.o h aww" the pus t.-ai t a
proviio of eisting law, wch is =4 l y , 1981 toJuue'30, 1082,1olZ

ded 5 yeasn be ed to coyr bot parents Mtead of gae
xin As provision would be added which would dmy aid t &

socepi rtrai ng without good cause.
i to law,.AO p nmmta cul4 be made only op the basis of the

, d"-y or abece, f the parent, ost (nHEW estmate), 8 milliono
(o $ , 2 y~lll cs8 is atswributable to te eoond pet provisio).' .

'Os41,a + "'" •. .. ;''l " + S L" "



PtULIC ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1962

3. Paymerst on tU batie of te dibi4l" y of th pare--Federal matching
would be expanded to cover payments for both parents of children who are
needy because of the-disability of the pa!nt. At the present time the Federal
Government matches for one adult recipient only. Cost (HEW estimate)
$22 million.

4. C njimnity work and'ti'aining pmogram8.-The bill would provide that
beginning October 1, 1962, for a period of 5 years, Federl mathing funds
would be available in cases where payments are made under work programs
which are a part of the ADO program and meet certain standards. Under
interpretation of existing law there can be no matching as to payments made for
work by a welfare agency and such payments currency are financed wholly by
State and local funds. Cost (HEW estimate), negligible.

5. Payne to children retmd b t order into foster cre.--Under
temporary existing lw, which is effective May I, 1961, to Jane 30, 1982, pay-
ments can be made to ADO children removed by court order into foster home
Care. TI provision would be made permanent. Payments under prior law
were limited to children living with specified relatives. The bill expands
the program to include, childr placed in private child care institutions as well
as those receiving family home care as in existing law. Cost (HEW estimate),$4.1 nilioii.,'•• ...

D. Oer chavn pmi 0etietaae program
I. nenZ v f'or eM pmnt through c onsidesratNon qf ezpnes-The States.would .be re0., d in ae.teriing the amount of assistance to be, provided for'

the needy aged, bLnd, disabled, and depdent children, to take into account
neoeuary expeas that may reasonablybe attributed to-the earin of income.
Under curret administive policy, the States may,, a tler optio.n oiuler

Also, in desterminn "need"1 inr the AM.0 progratn the States would be
dto disre 4 c earned or other income put aside for the child's

fute need (e,-such items. as education or preparation for employment).
Ooet (LMWes m), neglgile.

2 , .s..Optionalinge ta6& ianfor aged, blind,d ,led, and m asm .itde
f U th-e A-States would be allowed to operate these program under a single
plan. . ,.too which seect the sin.e plan, would bwcme dlgble fo Fedr
makhig for medical care for recimpent of aid to the blind and to the disabled
on, the some basis as now available for recipients of old.age assistance Ci., u
to $16 a-month pe' recipient for vendor medical oars). Such adki

• matching would not be available if. States. ren al der their separate
joranms. Administration would be allowed, however, for'separate ezistink
t B~ncle C~~ost (HEW estimate), $7.4 milion."

3.-aN pulic astatse wiorkers-The provisions of present law
autiz grants to States to increase he znutbber of adequately
ti pu lo welfare personnel to work in public .assistance pros, which
are due tq espie June 30, 1983 wodbe mae permanent, with dollar limita-

ions i authorized appropriations for gats to Stated for training of public
stance work=r-- .5 nilion infsca983 and $5 million a, year thereafter.
"( oMt (NEW estimate), negIgible,'" y teafr

4. ,4 tance to reab-uad Amerian citizem.-Th provision of existing
lawM, wich was effetve on'Juna 30, 1961, and wl exfr on June 80, 1962,
P ts g ilorary asitance to .citizens returnin Pfrom 'gx countries
becaub of lles, destitution or crisis. It would , extended for years.

5. Dmm"Son prjko. -The bill would permit the Secretary of Health
-ducatlon, and Welfare tp..wiv any Sate p requrment wnhic he deemed
iecessary (such as statewide applicabiliyo pln)for 'pilo or demonstrtion
proects deSzgned to improve the public 'cst. Poapx. and would provide
altrtive methods of financing such-projects out of public 9n appro-
priations. Cost (HEW estimate), neglgble.

I o ,

I.



PUBLIC ASSISTANCE ACT OF - 1962

6. Aid to the blind program (Mksouri and Pennsilvana).-The provision
of the 1950 amendments, which granted an exemption to certain aid to the
blind programs (in effect at that time) from the income and resources test of
Federal law, would Im placed on a permanent basis. It has been extended
periodically and woule, under existing law, expire in 1964.

CHILD WELFARE SERVICES

The authorization for child welfare services would be increased from the
present $25 million per year to $30 million for 1963, $35 million in 1964 $40
mllion in 1965-66, $45 million in 1967-68, and $50 million in 1969 and there-
after. Of the amount between $25 and $35 million, there would be specific
earmarking for day eare of not more than $5 million in 1963 and not more thaft
$10 million in subsequent years. Cost (HEW estimate), $5 million " (increas-
ing in subsequent yeasv as noted above).

ADVISORY COUNCIL

The bill provides for an Advisory Council, to be appointed by the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare in 1964, to review the status of the publc
assistance and child welfare services programs and report their findings to the
8ecretw. ' Z ,

I 01t fUt" fo 19 0L ~."
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J. Chid welfn myvie under aid
to dependent children ppa-

M. ce.. -hme to put ambe.
PrPepa:
ACc~adderatln of opmess in

deterafmiatio of e&

B. 7athng of publs. Asisence
peencand:

1. Purple at authorntlon...

Paye' So madeS to a rOIelatve wth whom the
chd, buIn only f109*" 1 areevd by the chad is
In the farm i mew paymeims

'lTk LV rvdeewan to the Slat. far aid to d.
N pecic p s ..............................

In 4mtermling nd In the old-ege blind, iedn
6r Ddhb lWs program the Sati s agency
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Effectiv July 1, 1963.

1. No change.
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(H.R. 10806, 87th Cons., 2d sees]
AN ACT To extend and improve the public assistance and child welfare services programs

ot the Social Security Act, and for other purposes

B Be it ewoted bV the Bfiete and Home of Repruesnstive. of tbe Unied State
of Amerim in Cdsavm aseembted, That this Act, with the following table of con-
tents, may be cited as the 'Public Welfare Amendments of 1062".

TABLE Of CONTENTS

TITLv I-PULIC WoLFARE AMUNDMENTe

PART A-IMPROTnMUNT IN sIRVICUS To PROVSNs o KnDUCE D3P3NDnxCT

See. 101. Services and other administrative costs under public assistance programs.
Va) Federal financial participation LA costs of services.

_ State plan provisions foi services.
Sec 102. Expansion and Improvement of child welfare services.

Ia) increase in authorisation of appropriations.
(b) Coordination with dependent ihildren program and extension of child

welfare services.
Allotments for day care.
Definitions of child-welfare services.

103. Welfare services for each child under dependent children program.
104. Technical amendments to reflect emphasis on rehabilitation and other services.
105. Community work and training programs.
106. Incentives for employment through consideration of expense In earning income,

and provision for future needs of dependent children.
Se. 107. Use of payments for benefit of child.X108. Pr tlve payments under dependent children program.10 . A12 tor ,*Pa, of relative with whom dependent child is living.

PART --IMPNOVDMMET IN ADMINISTRATION THROUGH DBUONUTRATIONS, TRAINING, AND
PUBLIC ADVISORY GROUPS

11 Advisory councl public welfare.
132. Waiver of State plan requirements for demonstrations.
13. Trailng grants f public wel at personnel.

PART C-IMPNROVM3NT OF PUMLIC WBLAS PROGRAMS THROUGH AXTBNSION OP TNMPORART
PROVISIONS AND INCRAS2 IN UDURAE sHARs OF PUBLIC APSI&TANCB PATMBST&

Sec. 181. Extension of aid with respect to dependent children of unemployed parents or in
foster family bomes. k 1
(_a) Extension with respect to children of unemployed parents.

Eab) -xtension with respect to foster family home care.
S4& IS$. Increase In Federal share of public assistance payments.
See. 188. Mitension of assistance to rqatriated American citizens.
Ome 184. Refusal of unemployed parent to acept retraining.
Se, 18$5. ]edsat paments for faster ears In ebild-care Institutions.
Sem. 186. Certain State plans not meeting income and resources requirements for the blind.

PART D--UIMPIICATION Of CATIOORSS

Se. 141. Optional combined State plan for aged, blind, and disabled.

PART R-MIS LIANSOUS AND TECHNICAL AMdNDMINTS

Se. 151. Increase in limitation on total public assistance payments to Puerto Rico, the
Vir n Islands, and Guam.

See. 152. Payments to relative of child whem child is dependent.
Sec. 156. Denitions of "State" and "United States".

TITLE I-O8NIRL

Sec. 201. Meaning of term "Secretary".
Sec. 202. Zlective dates.

TITLE I-PUBLIC WELFARE AMENDMENTS

PAr A-IMPIovMmwT IN SuRVICr8 To PARENT OR RIEDUCE DEPzNDENCY

SERVICE AND 0THER ADMINISTRATIVE" COSTS UNDER PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

Federal Financial Participation In Costs of Servle.

8C. 101. (a)(1) Sectlon 8(a) of the Social Security Act Is amended by
striking out paragraph (4) and inserting in lieu thereof the following:"(4) in the ease of any State, an amount equal to the sum of the gollow-

lng proportions of the total amounts expended during such quarter as found
necessary by the Secretary of Ifealth, Education, and Welfare for the
proper and effient administration of the State plan-
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"(A) 75 per centum of so much Of such extinditures as are for-
. "(i) services which are prescribed pursuant to section 2(a) (10)

and are-provided *(in accordance with the- next sentence) to ap-
plicants for or recipients of assistance under the plan to help them
attain or retain capability for self-carm, or

S " (it) other services, specified by the Secretary as likely to pre-
vent or reduce dependency, so provided to such applicants or
recipients, or

"(IH) any of the services prescribed pursuant to section 2(a)
(10), and of the services specified as provided In clause (Hi), which
the Secretary may specify as appropriate for Individuals who,
within such period or periods as the Secretary may prescribe, have
been or are likely ,to become applicants, for or recipients of as-
sistance: under the plan, If such services are requested by such
individuals and are provided to such Individuals in accordance with
the next sentence, or
' : "(Iv) the training of personnel, employed or preparing for employ-
ment by the State agency or by the local agency administering the
plan in the political subdivision; plus - -

"(B) one-half of so much of such expenditures (notincluded under
subparagraph (A)) as arm. for services provided, (in accordance with

*-. ,the next sentence) to applicants for ora'eclplents of assistance -pder
the plan, and to individuals requesting such services who (within such
period -or periods as, the Secretary may presribe) have been or are
likely to become applicants, for- or recipients of such assistance; plus

"(C) one-half of the remainder of such expenditures, o
The services referred to in subparagraphs (A) and (B) shall Include only-

"(D) services provided by the staff of the State agency, or of the
local agency administering-the State. plan in, the political subdivision,
and *

"1(E) subject to limitations, prescribed by tWe Secretary, services
which in the Judgment of the State agency cannot be as economically

- or as effectively provided, by the staff of such State or local agency
n.,;d ar not otherwise reasonably availaole-to individuals in need of

of them, and which are provided, pursuant to agreement with the State
agency, by the, Statq health authority or the State agency or agencies
administering or supervising the administration of the State plan for
vocational rebabilitation services approved under the VOcational Re-
habilitation Act or by any other State agen, y which the Secretary

. .iay 4gtfrmine to be appropriate (whether provided by Its staff or bycontract with public (local) or nonprofit private agencies) ;
except that any such services which are defined as. vocational rehabilita-
tion services under the Vocational Rehabilitation Act and which are avail-
able, from the State agency or agencies administering or supervising the
administration of the State plan for vocational rehabilitation services, to
individuals under programs for their rehabilitation carried on under such
State plan, may be provided only by such State agency or agencies (in the
manner described in subparagraph (H) except to the extent agreed to by
such State agency or agencies. The portion of the amount expended for
administration of the State plan to which subpagraph (A) applies and
the portion thereof to which subparagraphs (B) and .(C) apply shall be
determined In accordance with such meth.o ,and procedures p may be
permitted by the Secretary."

(2) Section 408(a) of such Act isamended'toread a' follows:.
"(a) from the sums appropriated theicefor, the Stereary shall pay to each

St te, w~iiebhas0 an approved plon for id and'servies to, needy fam~le# with
children, for; ea& quarter,. bqgiunlug with, the quaror covawne44u October 1,

"(1)"Inithe case of any State other than Puerto lico'; the Virgiii Islands
and Guam, an amount equal to the sum of the following proportions of the
tot# amounts expended during such quarter as aid tO families with depend-
e i hll4e p. under the state plan (including expenditures for Insurance

Ve64wlsj ot med[ or any, other type of remedial c re or the cost there-
"'a .. 'fotlrteeil-seventeenths of such expenditures, not ounting so

f'ich.of any expenditure with respect to any Isonth as exceeds the
pr duct of $17 multipled by the total numbei of re ipients of aid to tam-
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iles with dependent children for such month (which total number,
for purposes of this subsection, means (i) the number of individuals
with respect to whom such aid In the form of money payments is paid
for such month, plus (it) the number of other individuals with respect
to whom expenditures were made in such month as aid, to families with
dependent children in the form of medical or any other type of remedial
care) ; plus

"(B) -the Federal percentage of the amount by which such expendi-
tures exceed the maximum which may be counted under clause (A),
not counting so much of any expenditure with .respect to any month
as exceeds the product of $W multiplied by the total number of recipients
of aid to families with dependent children for such month;

"(2) in the case of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam, an amount
equal to one-half of the total of the sums expended during such quarter as
aid to families with dependent children under the State plan (including ex-
penditures for insurance premiums for medical or any other type of remedial
care or thebecost thereof), not counting so much of any expenditure with
respect to any month as exceeds $18 multiplied by the total number of
recipients of such aid for such month; and."(8) In the case of any State, an amount equal to the sum 'of the follow-
ing proportions of the total amounts expended during such quarter as'found
necemary by the Secretary of Health,.ducation, and Welfare for the proper
and eMclent administration of the State plan-

* "(A). 75 per centum, of so much of such expenditures as are for-
"(i) services which are prescribed pursuant to section 402(a) (12)

and are provided- (in accordance with the next sentence) to any
relatite; specified in section 400(a), with whom any dependent
child (applying for or receiving aid to families with dependent chil-
dren) iS living In order to help such relative attain or retain capabil-
ty for self-support or self-care, or services which are so prescribed
and so provided in order to maintain end strengthen family life for
any such child, or

"(ii) other services, specified by the Secretary as likely to prevent
orreduce dependency, so provided to any such child or relative, or

"(III) any of the services prescribed pursuant to section 402(a)
(12), and of the services specified as provided Inclause (1i), which
the Secretary may specify as appropriate for any relative specified
in section 406(a) with whom any child (who, within such period
or periods as the Secretary may prescribe, has been or is likely to
become an applicant for or recipient of aid to families with depend-
ent children) Is living, or as appropriate for such a child, if such
services are request by such relative and are provided to such
relative or child In accordance with the next sentence, or

"(lv) the training of personnel employed or preparing for em-
ployment by the State agency or by the local agency administering
the plan in the political subdivision; plus

"(B) one-half of so much of such expenditures (not Included under
subparagraph (A)) as are for services provided (in accordance with
the next sentence) to any child who is an applicant for or recipient of
assistance under the plan or who requests such services and (within
such period or periods as the Secretary may prescribe) has been or is
likely to become an applicant for or recipient of such assistance, or so
provided to any relative, specified in seqtion 406(a), with whom such
a child is living ; plus '' ' . . . .

"(C) one-half of the remainder of such expenditures.
The service referred to in subperograpbs (A) and (13) shall inclde only-

"(D) 'services provided by 'the 8taff of the State agency, or of the
local agency administering the State plan in the political, suljdivision,
and

"(M1) subject to'limitations prescribed by the Secretarys4rvks which
in the judgnaent of the State agency canno t , be. as economically or as
effectively provided by the staff of such State or local agency and are
not otherwise reasonably available to Individuals in need of them,
and which are provided, pursuant to agreement with the State agency,
by'the State health authority Or the State agency or agencies administer-
Ing or ouperijng the admin strattown of the State plan for vocational

82
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rehabilitation services approved under the VocationAl Rehabilitation
Act or by any other State agency which the Secretary may determine
to be appropriate' (whether provided by its staff or by contract with
public (local) or nonprofit private agencies);

except that any such services which are defined as vocational rehabilita-
tion services under the Vocational Rehabilitation Act and which are avail-
able, from the State agency or agencies administering or supervising the
administration of the State plan for vocational rehabilitation services, to
individuals under programs for their rehabilitation carried on under such
State plan, may be provided only by such State agency or agencies (in the
manner described in subparagrah (E)) except to' the extend agreed to by
such State agency or agencies. The portion of the amount expended for
administration of the State plan to which subparagrah (A) applies and
the portion thereof to which subparagrahs '(B) and (C) apply shall be
determined in accordance with such methods and procedures- as may be
permitted by the Secretary."

(8) Section 1003(a) of such Act (as amended by section 182 (b) of this
Act) is amended by striking out clause (8) and- lnserting in lieu thereof the
following:

"(8) in the case of any State, an amount equal to the sum of the following
proportions of the total amounts expended during such quarter as found
necessary by the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare for the proper
and efficient administration of the State plan-- . i

"(A) 75 per centum of so much of such expenditures as are for-
"I) services which are prescribed pursuant to section 1002 (a)

(18) and are provided (in accordance with the next sentence) to
applicants for or recipients of aid to th% blind to help them attain
or retain capability for self-support or self-care,'or

"(i) other services, specified by the Secretary as likely to
prevent or reduce dependency, so provided to such applicants or
recipients, or '

"(lII) any of the services prescribed pursuant to section 1002
(a) (18), and of the services specified as provided in clause (it),
which the Secretary may- specify- as appropriate for individuals
who, within such period or periods as the' Secretary may pre-
scribe, have been or are likely to become applicants for or recipients
of aid to the blind, if such services are requested by such indl-
viduals and are provided to such individuals In accordance with
the next sentence, or

."(iv) the training of personnel employed or preparing for em-
ployment by the State agency or by the local agency administering
the plan in the political subdivision; plus

"(B) one-half of so much of such expenditures (not included under
subparagraph (A)) as are for services provided (in accordance with
the next sentence) to applicants for or recipients of aid to the blind,
and to individuals requesting such services who (within such period
or periods as. the Secretary may prescribe) have been or are likely
to become applicants for or recipients of such aid; plus

"(0) one-half of the remainder of such expenditures.
The services referred to in subparagraphs (A) and (B) shall include only-

"(D) services provided by the staff of the State agency, or of the
local agency administering the State plan in the political subdivision,
and

,,(N) subJect to limitations prescribed by the Secretary, services
which in the Judgment of the State agency cannot be as economically
or as effectively provided by the staff of such State or local agency
'and are not otherwise reasonably available to individuals in need of
them, and which are provided, pursuant to agreement with the State
agency, by the State' health authority or the State agen,2y or agencies
administering or supervising the administration of the State plan for
vocational rehabilitation services approved under the "7oeational Re-
habilitation Act or by any other State agency which the Secretary
may determine to be appropriate (whether provided by its staff or by
contract with public (local) or nonprofit private agencies) ;

except that any such services which are defined as vocational rehabilitaUon
services under the Vocational Rehabilitation Act and which are available,
from the State agency or agencies administering or supervising the admin-
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Istrgtion of the State plan for ,vocational rehabilitation services, to Indi-
viduals under program for their rehabilitation carried. on under such
State plan, may be provided oily by such State agency or agencies (in the
manner described in subparagrah (E)) except to the extent agreed to by
such State agency or agencies. The portion of the amount expended for
administration of the State plaL to which subparagraph (A) applies and
the portion thereof to which subparagraphs (B) and (C) apply shall be
determined, In accordance with such methods and procedures as may be
permitted by the Secretary."

(4) Section 1403(a), of such Act (as amended by section 132(c) of this
Act) to amended by striking out clause (8) and inserting in lieu thereof the
following:

"(8) in the case of any State, an amount equal to the sum of the
following proportions of the total amounts expended during such quarter
as found necessary by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare for
the proper and efficient administration of the State plan-

"(A) 75 per centum of so much of such expenditures as are for-
"(I) services which are prescribed pursuant to sector 1402(a)

(12) and are provided (in accordance with the next sentence)
to applicants for or recipients of aid to the permanently and
totally disabled to help them attain or retain capability for self-
support or self-care, or

"(11) other services, specified by the Secretary ag likely to pre-
vent or reduce dependency, so provided to such aprlicants or
recipients, or

"(IWI) any of the services prescribed pursuant to section 1402(a)
(12)o and of the services specified as provided In clause (i), which
the Secretary may specify as appropriate for individuals who,
within such period or periods as the Secretary may prescribe, have
been or are likely to become applicants for or recipients of aid
to the permanently and totally disabled, If such services are re-
quested by such Individuals and are provided to such individuals
in accordance with the next sentence, or

"'(lv) the training of personnel employed or preparing for em-
ployment by the State agency or by the local agency administering
the plan in the political subdivision; plus

"(B) one-half of so much of such expenditures (not Included under
subparagraph (A)) as are for services provided (in accordance with
the next sentence) to applicants for or recipients of aid to the perma-
nently and totally disabled, and to individuals requesting such services
who (within such period or periods as the Secretary may prescribe)
have been or are likely to become applicants for or recipients of such
aid; plus
1"(0) one-half of the remaluder of such expenditures.

The services referred to In subparagraphs (A) and (B) shall Include only-
"(D) services provided by the staff of the State agency, or of the

local agency administering the State plan in the political subdivision,
and

"(9) subject to limitations prescribed by the Secretary, services
which in the Judgment of the State agency cannot be as economically or
as effectively provided by the staff of such State or local agency and
are not otherwise reasonably available to Individuals in need of them,
and which are provided, pursuant to agreement with the State agency,
by the State health authority or the State agency or agencies admin-
istering or supervising the administration of the State plan for voca-
tional rehabilitation services approved under the Vocational Rehabili-
tation Act or by any other State agency which the Secretary may deter-
mine to be appropriate (whether provided by i staff or by contract with
public (local) or nonprofit private agencies) ;

except that any such services which are defined as vocational rehabilitation
services under the Vocational Rehabilitation Act and which are available,
from the State agency or agencies admiAistering or supervising the admin-
.istration of the State plan for vocational rehabilitation services, to Individu-
als under programs for their rehabiiitation carried on under such Ctate plan,
may be provided only by such State agency or agencies in the manner de-
scribed in subparagraph (E)) except to the extent agreed to by such State/
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agency or agencies The portion of the amount expemded for administration
of the State plan to which subparagraph (A) applies and the portion thereof
to which subparagraphs (B) and (0) apply shall be determined in accord-
ance -with such methods and procedures as may be permitted by- the
Secretary."

State Plan Provisions for Services

(b)(1) Sectlop.2(a) of such Act Is anlended by striking out paragraph
(10) (C), by Inserting "and" after the semicolon at the end of paragraph
(10) (A), 0y redesignating paragraphs (10) and (11) as paragraphs (11) and
(12), respectively, and by inserting after paragraph (9) the following new
paragraph:

"(10) provide that the Stateagency shall make available to applicants
for or recipients of old-age assistance under the plan at least those services
to help them attain or retain capability for self-care which are prescribed
by the Secretary; and include a description of the steps taken to assure,
In the provision of these and any other services which the State agency
makes available to Individuals under the plan, maximum utilization of
other agencies providing similar or related services ;".

(2) Section 402(a) (12) o such Act is amended to read as follows: "(12)
provide that the State agency shall make available at least those services to
maintain and strengthen family life for children, and to help relatives specified
in section 406(a) with whom chIldren (who are applicants, for or recipients of
aid to families with dependent children) are living to attain or retain capability
for self-support or self-care, which are prescribed by the Secretary; and include
a description of the steps taken to assure, in the provision of these and any
other services which the State agency makes available to individuals under the
plan, n.xmum utilization of other agencies providing, similar or related

5--
()Section 1002 (a) (18) of such Act is amended to read as follows: (13)

provide that the State agency hall make available to applicants for or reelpents
of' aid to +the blind at least those services to help them attain or retain capability
for self-support or self-care which are prescribed by the Secretary; and include
a description of the steps taken to assure, in the provision of these and any other
services ,which the State agency makes available to individuals under the plan,
maximum utilization of other agencies providing similar or related services".

(4) Section 1402(a) (12) of such Act is amended to read as follows: "(12)
provide that the State agency shall make available to applicants for or recipients
of aid to the permanently and totally disabled at least those services to help
them attain or retain capability for self-support or self-care which are pnwcribed
by the Secretary; and include a description of the steps taken to assure, In the
provision of these and any other services which the State agency makes avail-
able to Individuals under the plan, maximum utilization of other agencies pro
viding similar or related services".

ZXPANX10N AND ZMPROVEUrNT OF CREW WELFARE ShvICES

Increase In Authorization of Appropriations

Sic. 102. (a) Section 521 of the Social Security Act is amended by striking
out "there is hereby authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal year, beginning
uith the fiscal year ending June 30, 1961, the sum of $2,000,000" and Inserting
In lieu' thereof "the following sums are hereby authorized to be appropriated:
$25,000,000 each for the fiscal year ending June f0, 1961, an4 the succeeding
fiscal year, $30,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 80, 1968, 435,000,000 for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1064, $40,000,000 each for the fiscal year ending
June 30 1065, and the succeeding fiscal year, $4,000,000 each for the fiscal year
ending June 80 1967, and the succeeding fiscal year, and $50,000,000 each for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1969, and succeeding fiscal years."

Coordination With Dependent Children Program and Extension of Child Welfare
Services

(b) (1) Section 523(a) of such Act is amended by striking out "each State
with a plan for child-welfare services developed as provided in this part an
amount equal to the Federal share" and Inserting in lieu thereof "each State-

"(1) that has a plau for child-welfare services which has been developed
as provided in this part and which--
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" "(A) provides for coordfnation between the services provided under
such plan and the services provided for dependent children under the
State plan approved under title IV, with a view to provision of welfare
and related services which will best promote the welfare of such children
and their families, and

"(B) provides, with respect to day care provided under the plan-
"(i) for cooperative arrangements with the State health author-

ity and the State agency primarily responsible for State supervision
of public schools to assure maximum utilization of such agencies
In -the provision of necessary health services and education for
children receiving such day care,

"(i) for av advisory committee, to advise the State public -wel.
'fare agency on the general policy Involved in the provision of day
care under the State plan, which shall include among Its members
representative of other State agencies concerned with day care or
services related thereto and persons representative of professional
or civic or other public or nonprofit private agencies, organizations,
or groups concerned with the provision of day care,

"(iI) for such safeguards as may be necessary to assure provi-
sion of day car e under the plan only in cases in which It Is in the
best interest of the child and the mother and only in cases In which
It is determined, under criteria established by the State,' that a
need for such care exists, and

"(iv) for giving priority, in determining the existence of need
for such day care, to members of low-Income or other groum In the
population and to geographical areas which have the greatest rela-
tive need for extension of such day care, and

'(2) that makes a satisfactory showing that the State is extending the
provision of child-welfare services in the State, with priority being given
to communities with the greatest need for such services after giving con-
sideration'to their relative financial need, and with a view to making avail-
able by July 1, 1975, in all political subdivisions of the State, for all children
in need thereof, child-welfare services provided by the staff (which hall
to the extent feasible be composed of trained child-welfare persanel) 4
the State public welfare agency or of the local agency partlcipating in the
administration of the plan In the political subdivision,

an amount equal to the Federal share".
(2) Such section 528(a) is further amended by striking out "costs of district,

county, or other local child-welfare services" and inserting in lieu thereof "costs
of State, district, county, or other local child-welfare services".

Allotments for Day Care

(c) (1) gectIon 522(a) of such Act is ani-nded-
i(A) by striking out ' .ie sums appropriated for each fiscal year under

section 521" at the beginning of sach section and Inserting in lieu thereof
"All but $10,000,000 of the total appropriated for a fiscal year under
section 521, or, If such total Is less than $85,000,000, all but the excess
(if any) of such total over $25,000,000," ;

,(B) by striking out "H shall allot to each State $50,000 or, if greater,
such portion of $70,000 as the amount appropriated under section 521
for such year bears to the amount authorized to be so appropriated"
and Inserting In lieu thereof "He shall allot to each State $70,000 or,
If the amount appropriated under section 521 for such year is less than
$25,000,000 he shall allot to each bState $50,000 or, if greater, such portion
of $70,000 as the amount appropriated under such section bears to
#25,000,000"; and

(0) by striking out "the remainder of the sums so appropriated for
such year" and Insetting in lieu thereof "the remainder of the sum
available for allotment under this subsection for such year".

(2) Part 8 of title V of such Act is further amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new section:

I
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"DAY OAR.

"SEo. 527. (a) In order to assist the States to provide ad.equately for the care
and protection of children whose parents are, for pait o4 tbq day, working or
seeking work, or otherwise absent from the home or unable for other reasons to
provide parental supervision, the portion of the appropriation under section 521
for any fiscal year which is not allotted under section &22 shall be allotted by the
Secretary among the States solely for the provision, under the State plan de-
veloped as provided in this part, of day care in facilities (including private
homes) which are licensed by the State, or are approved (as meeting the stand-
ards established for such licensing) by the State agency responsible for licensing
facilities of this type, as follows: He shall allot to each State an amount which
bears the same ratio to such portion of the appropriation as the product of (1)
the population of the State under the age of 21 and (2) the allotment percentage
of stich State (as determined under section' 524) bears to the sum of the cor-
responding products of all the States, except that their allotment of any State
as so'computed which is less than $10,000 shall be increased to that amount, the
total of the increases thereby required being derived by proportionately reduc-
ing the allotments to each of the remaining States (as so computed) having an
allotment In excess of that amount, but with such adjustments as may be neces-
sary to prevent the allotment of any of such remaining States from being thereby
reduced to less than that amount.

"(b) The amount of any allotment to a State under subsection (a) fo- any
fiscal year which the State certifies to the Secretary will not be required for
the purposes for which allotted shall be available for reallotment from time
to time, on such dates as the Secretary may fix, to, other Stated which the
Secretary determines (1) have need in carrying out such purpoqet for sums in
excess of those previously allotted to them under substction () and'(2) will
be able to use such excess amounts during such fiscal year. Sch reallotments
shall be made on the basis of the need for additional funds in carrying ouit
such purposes, after taking into consideration the population under the age of
twenty-one, and the per capita Income of each such State as compared with the
population under the age of twenty-one, and the per capital income of all such
States with respect to which sUch a determination by the Secretary has been
made. Any amount so reallotted to a State shall be deemed part of its allot-
ment under subsection (a)."

Definition of Child-Welfare Services

(d) (1) Section 521 of, such Act is further amended by striking out "public-
welfare services (hereinafter in this title referred to as 'child-welfare services')
for the protection and care of homeless, dependent, and neglected children, and
children in danger of becoming delinquent" and inserting in Heu thereof "child-
welfare services'.

(2) Part 3 of title V of such Act is further amended by adding after section
527 (added by subsection (e) (2) of this section) the following new section:

"DEINMITON"

"SEC. 52& For purposes of this part, the term 'child-welfare services' means
public social services which supplement, or substitute for, parental care and
supervision for the purpose of (1) preventing or remedying, or assisting in the
solution of problems which iaay, result in, the neglect, abuse, exploitation, or
delinquency of children, (2) protecting and caring for homeless, dependent, or
neglected children, (3) protecting and promotingi the welfare of children of
working mothers, and (4) otherwise protecting and promoting the welfare, $
children, Including the strengthening of their own homes where possible o*",
where needed, the provision of adequate care of children- away from their
homes in foster family homes or day-care or other child-care facilities."

,WELVAR SERVIrCF O O EACH CHILD UNDER DEPIt DNNT CHILDRWI PROGRAM

SEC. 103. Section 402(a) of the Social Security Act Is amended by striking
out "and" after the semicolon at the end of clause (11), and by inserting before
the period at the end of clause (12) the following: "; and (18) provide for the
development and application of a program for such welface and related s r!ees
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for each child who receives aid to families with dependent children as may be
necessary In the light of the particular home conditions and other needs of
sUeh child, and p0"lde for coordination of such' program and any 'oter
dwr*Cies phede44e for'.cbldren under tbe tate plano "With thb chiltiegre

W ceplan deefoWedas provided In part S of tile V, ,with at view toward
w~qdin fw e and elated services b, ll best promote the welfare

Zucb child and hi family".,

TWHNIC#AL AiANbU2Wft- ltO I&~ RMHAOB ON *3kA$JU~tATO#At (*#r

R= .10t. (a) (1) The headingof'title IV ofthe Social Security Actk amended
td readuan olows: -

"TITLE IVW'O-RANTS TO STATES FOR AMl AN!) SERVICE, . NEDY

(), The beading of section 4W of sne Act Is a aeded to read ,as-follw ,

'"8TATIC I.AMS YOU, AID AND SERVICE TO WNYT FAAMSe Wm CEIWE'~oh_!

(8) n4bifollowing Provisions of stch Act are amended ,by striking ouat "'aid
to dependent children" each time It appears and inserting In Uei thereof "atoft t, with dependents, lrn:.. . .".-. :-> .. .,- a) ei,(4 ( 9) and (10) of cton *,(a . .

O 4 ctia 4 24,(b)()(n) . 4

I., section , ( ) ; e o ' . . . . ,. .

''t) seetlom 408 (c);.4.; e. i" e .ou 4().().., "n 14 ,. . .. .

sw)na d wsectl f ctiop 401 of suc .Act is amendq by s out"tt plan. for aid to 4epends.t ebildrea" and I In J the'qo "Stat
plans for ai ad ert to needy faimlles with children. : ...... ...

(5) The following provisions of title IV of such Act are amended by striking
out 'pan for aid to dependent chtr )" and 4uartIng I lieu thereof "plan for
aid and services to needy families with children": "

(A) the portion ofosetion 402(a) which Prcedes clavoe:~ A s and
(B) the portion of gection40d which precedestlanse (I)b4

* Back State. PPLo apprQved. uder titleIV ofU the Social Seimlty iAct and
In effect on the date; of the enetment of this Ad shall -be deed fojr4 purposes
of such title, without the necessity of any change In such plan, to have been con-

ed with the amendments made by subsectdon,(a) ot thl* seton. *4t-,, ,
(a) (1) Thel,a1 Pentence of section 1 of Sauch Act Ist amended to read as fol-

lows: 'For the purpose (a) of enabling each State, as far as practicable under
the conditions In such State, to funrml Anancial assistance to aged needy Indi..
viduals, (b) of enabling each State, as far as pareticable under the conditions in
such State, to furish medical assistane'on behalf of aged Indlvidual* who are
not recipients ooldage assistance but whose income and resources are nsuA-
citst to meet the costs of necessary medical oervlces. and (c) of encouraging
each Ste, as far, aspractk*a3b nde the conditions in such State, to furnih
rehabilitation and other srvies to help Individuals referred to, in clause -(a) (ii
(b) ,to attain or retain cap4lilty for selt'car, there Is hereby .autborled toto
appropriated-for esh hsal- yew a sum sucent to carry t th 04 ,roe ofth st tl .. .., -. *.g;., ,, ., 4 . . .,, .4 ,. ,-.. . '

(2) Tho Arst seuteweo of setIon 401. o such Act Is amened (A) ', inst-

retain capability for" after "attain".
(8) The frst sentence o scton 101 ofsuch Act is amended (A), byInstit-

lu "to furnish rehabilitation and other services" before "to hf.lp sl Ipdvi-
duas"o and (B) by inserting "or retain capability, for" at "attqI .n" : .
" e(4) e first s.ete ce otfsection 1401 bt snchAc i amended (A' byWlnsert-

ln 1t furnish' rehabilitation and other' 9er"p.e before , h"lp ,NV ch, in-
dlvNu&W'atnd (B3) by- hnrtb* "or etN capability 1Wr1 aftetr"attain .

I
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COMMUNITY WO AND TRA "IN G PROGRAM

OM 1O6. (a) Title V of the Social $KrKAt is amended by adding at the
end thereof thef.-lowing new section: ,

'!9OMMUNMT W0SJC AND TS41NIGPORS

"Sru. 400. (a) For the purpose o a4ssstin the States hi en'ouraiiug, through
community work and training programs of a 0o0struetive ntute the conserva-
tion of work skills and the development of vew skills for individual who have
attained the age of 18 and are receiving aid to families with depenet children,
under ,condlt oj..wfih are designed to assure protection of tM, health and
welfare cf such ndivl4ualq and the .4ependept children involved,, expen4lturq
(other than for medical or any other type of remedlal care) for any month witli
respwt to a dependent child (including payments to meet th ne ds of any
relative or relative, speified In section 406 (a), with whom he Is living) under
a State plan approved under section 4(M shall not be excluded from aid to fami-
lips witli depedent chldreI dtures are made In tbe form of
payments for Work perfo auch month by ne or more of the relatives
with whom such'hlld vi such work is8 pfo for the State agency or
any other public c d rh W ed(I be n efect in all
political subdivis the State) d entered by nd supervsio
suft e ,if &r6 atoO afival~ t
and If such'S plan inU " *"e.... . tu . "

"s(1) visions whi t in eju oft of' friay vidi reason-
able range that

(A) app, ato" rds t&,sa ,4and o conditionscable the perfo work s relattv are estab-

"") et for k a at rO loss thint-
mum rate(1fny)pr orun r tolW forthe t

work t" te lingo IV

* O)1 s te serve 1 pubic!~
purpose, t o regular
the perfo, nce by rlti t would othe )be per
oruiedb oy o lie g titt ororgau-

tions, a (e In which olve des or
care of a n rug tre) a t, wh has

n nr ly been und the, O Statoo r uniy,

in detem Q ofi relave, additlo
, e reasonable butable such sh will be dered;

such reltive vs reasonable o unities to seek
reglare oyment and to secure any *pproprlat ug orretrain-
ing whc be available;

(F) any su lative will, with respect to e work so performed, be
--covered under te wormew'ork , tion law or be provided
comparable protection; a

"(0) ald pnder the plan will not be denied with respect to any. such
'telative (or the dependent child) for refusal by such relative to per-
form any smch work i be has good cause for such reusal;

I'(2) provision for entering into cooperative arrangements with the system
1t,'bf public employment ohkw In the State looking toward employment or,

", psdoWa training of any such relativet'performing work undef such
Ort tgt ,' incloding appropriate provision for registration and perlodle s -
registration 'of msuh relatives and for maximum utilization of the job plOa-
I"eilt hirvices' and other services and facilities of such ofees; - .

; " (5) provision for entering Into cooperative arrangementswith tMe State
agency or agencies resonsible for administering or supervising the admin-

' Itrationot vocational education and adult education* in the State looking
toward maximum utillsation of available public vocational or adult educa-
tion sertles and facilities In the State 1h order to enourage the training

"'fr retitinlg-of any shoh relatives peitnimnng work under such' ro, f
Ab4 otherwise asist them In preparing toregular spiPloyment; '
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"(4) provision for assuring appropriate arrangements for the care and
protection of the child during the absence from the home of any such relative
performing work under such program in order to assure that such absence
and wor will not be inimical to the welfare of the child;

"() provision that there will be no adjustment or recovery by the State
or any political subdivision thereof on account of any payments which are
correctly made for such work; and

"(6) such other provisions as the Secretary finds necessary to assure that
the operation of such program will not interfere with achievement of the
objectives set forth in section 401.

'(b) In the case of any State which makes expenditures in the form described
in subsection (a) under its State plan approved under section 402, the proper and
efficient adm!nistration of the State plan, for purposes of section 403(a) (3),
may not include the cost of making or acquiring materials or equipment in con-
nection with the work performed under a program referred to in subsection (a)
or the cost of supervision of work under such program, and may include only
such other costs attributable to such programs as are permitted by the Secretary."

(b) The Secretary shall submit to the President, for transmission to the Con-
gress prior to January 1, 1967, a full report of the administration of the pro-
visions of the amendment made by subsection (a), Including the experiences of
each of the States in paying for work under community work and training pro-
grams under the provisions of their respective State plans which are in accord
with such amendment, together with his recommendations as to contlguation
of and modifications In such amendment.

INCENTIVES FOR EMPLYMENT THROUGH CONSIDERATION OF EXPENSES IN EARNING
INCOME, AND PROVISION FOR FUTURE NEEDS or DEPENDENT CHILDREN

SEC. 106. (a) (1) Section 2(a) of the Social Security Act is amended by In-
serting before the semicolon at the end of subparagraph (A) of paragraph (11)
(as redesignated by section 101(b) (1) of this Act) ", as well as any expenses
reasonably attributable to the earning of any such income".

(2) Section 1002(a) (8) of such Act is amended by inserting before the first
semicolon ", as well as any expenses reasonably attributable to the earning of
any such income".

(3) Section 1402(a) (8) of such Act is amended by inserting before the
semicolon at the end thereof ", as well as any expenses reasonably attributable
to the earning of any such income".

(b) Section 402(a) (7) of such Act is amended to read as follows: "(7) pro.
vide that the State agency shall, in determining need, take into consideration
any other income and resources of any child or relative claiming aid to families
with dependent children, as well as any expenses resasonably attributable to the
earning of any such income; except that, in making such determination, the State
agency may, subject to limitations prescribed by the Secretary, permit all or
nny portion of the earned or other income to be set aside for future identifiable
needs of a dependent child ;".

Uss or PAYMENTS FOR BENEFIT OF CHILD

Szo. 107. (a) Section 406 of the Social Security Act is amended to read as
follows:

"USE OF PAYMENTS FOR BENEFIT OF CHILD

"SO. 406. Whenever the State agency has reason to believe that any payments
of aid to families with dependent children made with respect to a child are not
being or may not be used in the best interests of the child, the State agency may
provide for such counseling and guidance services with respect to the use of such
payments and the management of other funds by the relative receiving such
payments as it deems advisable in order to assure use of such payments in the
best interests of such child, and may provide for advising such relative that
continued failure to so use such payments will result in substitution therefor of
protective payments as provided under section 406(b) (2), or in seeking appoint-
ment of a guardian or legal representative as provided in section 1111, or in
other action authorized under State law which is deemed necessary to protect
the interests of such child; and any such action taken by the State agency pur-
suant to such dtate law, other than denial of such payments with respect to
such child while in the home of such relative, shall not serve as a basis for
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withholding funds from such State under section 404 and shall not prevent such
payments with respect to such child from being considered aid to families with
dependent children."

(b) Section 404(b) of such Act is amended by inserting before the period at
the end thereof the following: "; nor shall any such payment be withheld for
any period beginning on or after such date by reason of any action taken pur-
stiant to such a statute if provision is otherwise made pursuant to a State statute
for adequate care and assistance with respect to such child".

PROTrECiVE PAYMENTS UNDER DEPENDENT CHILDREN PROGRAM

SEc. 108. (a) Section 406(b) of the Social Security Act is amended by inserting
"(1)" after "includes" and by inserting before the semicolon at the end thereof:
", and (2) payments with respect to any dependent child (including payments
to meet the needs of the relative, and the relative's spouse, with whom such
child is living) which do not meet the preceding requirements of this subsection,
but which would meet such requirements except that such payments are made
to another person who (as determined in accordance with standards prescribed
by the Secretary) is interested in or concerned with the welfare of such child and
relative, but only with respect to a State whose State plan approved under

section 402 includes provision for-
"(A) determination by the State agency that the relative of the child with

respect to whom such payments are made has such inability to manage
funds that making payments to him would be contrary to the welfare of the
child and, therefore, it is necessary to provide such aid with respect to such
child and relative through payments described in this clause (2) ;

"(B) meeting all of the need, as determined by the State, of individuals
with respect to whom aid to families with dependent children Is paid;

"(0) undertaking and continuing special efforts to develop greater ability
on the part of the relative to manage funds in such manner as to protect
the welfare of the family;

"(D) periodic review by such State agency of the determination under
clause (A) to ascertain whether conditions Justifying such determination
still exist, with provision for termination of such payments if they do not
and for seeking Judicial appointment of a guardian or other legal repre-
sentative, as described in section 1111, if and when it appears that the need
for such payments is continuing, or is likely to continue, beyond a period
,specified by the secretary;

"() aid in the form of foster home care in behalf of children described
in section 408(a) ; and

"(F) opportunity for a fair hearing before thq State agency on the
determination referred to in clause (A) for any individual with respect to
whom it is made".

(b) Section 403(a) of such Act, as amended by the other provisions of this
Act, is further amended by adding at the end thereof (after and below paragraph
(3)) the following new sentence:
"The number of individuals with respect to whom payments described in section
406(b) (2) are made for any month, who may be included as recipients of aid
to families with dependent children for purposes of paragraph (1) or (2), may
not exceed 5 per centum of the number of other recipients of aid to families with
dependent children for such month."

(c) Paragraph (1) (A) of such section 403(a) (as amended by section 101(a)
(2) of this Act) is amended by inserting immediately after "remedial care" the
following: ", plus (iii) the number of individuals, not counted under clause (i)
or (ii), with respect to whom payments described in section 406(b)(2) are
made in such month and included as expenditures for purposes of this paragraph
or paragraph (2)".

(d) The Secretary shall submit to the President, for transmission to the Con-
gress prior to January 1, 1967, a full report of the administration of the provi-
sions of the amendments made by this section, including the experiences of each
of the States in making protective payments under the provisions of their respec-
tive State plans which are in accord with such amendments, together with his
recommendations as to continuation of and modifications in such amendments.

840710--62----4
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AID FOR SPOUSE OF RELATIVZ WITH WHOM DEPENDENT CHIW IS LIVING

SEc. 109. Section 406(b) of the Social Security Act, as amended by section 108
of this Act, is amended by Inserting "(and the spouse of such relative if living
with him and if such relative is the child's parent and the child is a dependent
child by reason of the physical or mental incapacity of a parent or is a dependent
child under section 407)" after "relative with whom any dependent child is
living" in clause (1) thereof.
PART B-IMPROVEMENT IN ADMINISTRATION THROUGH DEMONSTRATIONS, TRAIN-

ING, AND PUBLIC ADVISORY GROUPS

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PUBLIC WELFARE

SEc. 121. Title XI of the Social Security Act is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new section:

"APPOINTMENT O1 ADVISORY COUNCIL AND OTHM ADVISORY GROUPS

"SEC. 1114. (a) The Secretary shall, during 1964, appoint an Advisory Council
on Public Welfare for the purpose of reviewing the administration of the public
assistance and child welfare services programs for which funds are appropriated
pursuant to this Act and making recommendations for improvement of such ad-
ministration, and reviewing the status of and making recommendations with
respect to the public assistance programs for which funds are so appropriated,
especially in relation to the old-age, survivors, and disability Insurance program,
with respect to the fiscal capacities of the States and the Federal Government,
and with respect to any other matters bearing on the amount and proportion
of the Federal and State shares in the public assistance and child welfare serv-
ices programs.

"(b) The Council shall be appointed by the Secretary without regard to the
civil-service laws and shall consist of twelve persons who shall, to the extent
possible, be representatives of employers and employees in equal numbers,
representatives of State or Federal agencies concerned with the administra-
tion or financing of the public assistance and child welfare services programs,
representatives of nonprofit private organizations concerned with social welfare
programs, other persons with special knowledge, experience, or qualifications
with respect to such programs, and members of the public.

'(c) The Council is authorized to engage such technical assistance'as may
be required to carry out its functions, and the Secretary shall, In addition, make
available to the Council such secretarial, clerical, and other assistance and such
pertinent data prepared by the Department of Health, Educatioh, and Wel-
fare as it may require to carry out such functions.

"(d) The Council shall make a report of its findings and recommendations
(including recommendations for changes in the provisions of the Social Security
Act) to the Secretary, such report to be submitted not later than July 1, 1966,
after which date such Council shall cease to exist.

"(e) The Secretary shall also from time to time thereafter appoint an Ad-
visory Council on Public Welfare, with the same functions and constituted in
the same manner as prescribed for the Advisory Council in the preceeding
subsections of this section. Each Council so appointed shall report its findings
and recommendations, as prescribed in subsection (d), not later than July 1
of the second year after the year In which it is appointed, after which date
such Council shall cease to exist.

"(f) The Secretary may also appoint, without regard to the civil-service laws,
such advisory committees as he may deem advisable to advise and consult with
him in carrying out any of his functions under this Act.

"(g) Members of the Council or of any advisory committee appointed under
this section who are not regular full-time employees of the United States shall,
while serving on business of the Council or any sueh committee, be entitled to
receive compensation at rates fixed by the Secretary, but not exceeding $75
per day, h1cluding travel time; and while so serving away from their homes or
regular places of business, they may be allowed travel expenses, including per
diem in lieu of subsistence, as authorized by section 5 of the Administrative
Expenses Act of 1906 (5 U.S.C. 73b-2) for persons in Government service
employed intermittently.
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"(h)(1) Any member of the Coincil or any advisory committee appointed
under this Act, who Is not a regular full-time employee of the United States,
is hereby exempted, with respect to such appointment, from the operation of
sections 281, 283, and 1914 of title 18 of the United States Code, and section
190 of the Revised Statutes (5 U.S.C. 99), except as otherwise specified In
paragraph (2) of this subsection.

"(2) The exemption granted by paragraph (1) shall not extend-
"(A) to the receipt or payment of salary in connection with the ap-

pointee's Government service from any source other than the private
employer of the appointee at the time of his appointment, or

"(B) during the period of such appointment, to the prosecution or par-
ticipation in the prosecution, by any person so appointed, of any claim
against the Government involving any matter with which such person,
during such period, is or was directly connected by reason of such appoint-
ment"

WAIVER OF STATE PLAN REQUIRZEENTS FOR DEMONSTRATIONS

SzC. 122. Title XI of the Social Security Act is amended by adding after
section 1114 (added by section 121 of this Act) the following new section:

"DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

"Se. 1115. In the case of any experimental, pilot, or demonstration project
which, in the judgment of the Secretary, is likely to assist In promoting the ob-
Jectives of title I, IV, X, XIV, or XVI in a State or States-

"(a) the Secretary may waive compliance with any of the requirements
of section 2, 40Z 1002, 1402, or 1602, as the case may be, to the extent and
for the period he finds necessary to enable such State or States to carry
out such project, and

"(b) costs of such project which would not otherwise be included as
expenditures under section 8, 403, 1003, 1403, or 1603, as the case may be,
and which are not included as part of the costs of projects under section
1110, shall, to the extent and for the period prescribed by the Secretary,
be regarded as expenditures under the State plan or plans approved under
such title, or for administration of such State plan or plans, as may be
appropriate.

In addition, not to exceed $2,000,000 of the aggregate amount appropriated for
payments to States under such titles for any fiscal year ending prior to July 1,
1967, shall be available, under such terms and conditions as the Secretary may
establish, for payments to States to cover so much of the cost of such projects
as is not covered by payments under such titles and Is not Included as part of the
cost of projects for purposes of section 1110."

TRAINING ORANTS FOR PUBIo WELFARE PERsoNEL

Stc. 123. Section 705(a) of the Social Security Act is amended by striking
out "for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1958, the sum of $5,000,000, and for each
of the five succeeding fiscal years such sums as the Congress may determine" and
inserting in lieu thereof the following: "for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1963, the sum of $3,500,000, and for each fiscal year thereafter the sum of
$5,000,000,.

PART C-IMPOVMENT OF PUBLIo WELFARE PROGRAMS THROUGH EXTENSION OF
TEMPORARY PROVISIONS AND INCREASED SHARE OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PAY-
MENTS

EXTENSION OF AID WITH RESPECT TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN OF UNEMPLOYED PARENTS

OR IN FOSTER FAMILY HOMES

Extension With Respect to Children of Unemployed Parents

SEC. 131. (a) So much of the first sentence of section 407 of the Social Security
Act as precedes paragraph (1) thereof is amended by striking out "1962" and
inserting In lieu thereof "1967".
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Extension With Respect to Foster Family Home Care

(b) So much of the first sentence of section 408 of such Act as precedes para-
graph (a) thereof is amended by striking out ", and ending with the close of
June 30, 1962".

INCREASE IN FEDERAL SHARE OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS

Szc. 132. (a) Paragraphs (1) and (2) of section 3(a) of the Social Security
Act are amended to read as follows:

"(1) in the case of any State other than Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,
and Guam, an amount equal to the sum of the following proportions of the
total amounts expended during such quarter as old-age assistance under
the State plan (including expenditures for insurance premiums for medical
or any other type of remedial care or the cost thereof)-

"(A) !Z of such expenditures, not counting so much of any ex-
penditure with respect to any month as exceeds the product of $35
multiplied by the total number of recipients of old-age assistance for
such month (which total number, for purposes of this subsection,
means (I) the number of individuals who received old-age assistance
in the form of money payments for such month, plus (ii) the number
of other individuals with respect to whom expenditures were made
in such month as old-age assistance in the form of medical or any
other type of remedial care) ; plus

"(B) the Federal percentage (as defined in section 1101(a) (8)) of
the amount by which such expenditures exceed the maximum which may
be counted under clause (A), not counting so much of any expenditure
with respect to any month as exceeds the product of $70 multiplied by
the total number of such recipients of old-age assistance for such month;
plus

"(0) the larger of the following: (1) the Federal medical precentage
(as defined in section 6(c)) of the amount by which such expenditures
exceed the maximum which may be counted under clause (B), not
counting so much of any expenditure with respect to any month as ex-
ceeds (1) the product of $85 multiplied by the total number of such
redpients of old-age assistance for such month, or (II) if smaller, the
total expended as old-age assistance in the form of medical or any other
type of remedial care with respect to such month plus the product of
$70 multiplied by such total number of such recipients, or (ii) 15 per
centum of the total of the sums expended during such quarter as old-age
assistance under the State plan in the form of medical or any other
type of remedial care, not counting so much of any expenditure with
respect to any month as exceeds the product of $15 multiplied by the
total number of such recipients of old-age assistance for such month;

"(2) in the case of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Ouam, an amount
equal to-

"(A) one-half of the total of the sums expended during such quarter as
old-age assistance under the State plan (including expenditures for in-
surance premiums for medical or any other type of remedial care or the
cost thereof), not counting so much of any expenditure with respect to
any month as exceeds $87.50 multiplied by the total number of recipients
of old-age assistance for such month; plus

"(B) the larger of the following amounts: (1) one-half of the amount
by which such expenditures exceed the maximum which may be counted
under clause (A), not counting so much of any expenditure with re-
spect to any month as exceeds (I) the product of $45 multiplied by the
total number of such recipients of old-age assistance for such month, or
(II) if smaller, the total expended as old-age assistance in the form
of medical or any other type of remedial care with respect to such month
plus the product of $87.50 multiplied by the total number of such
recipients, or (i) 15 per centum 9f the total of the sums expended during
such quarter as old-age assistance under the State plan in the form of
medical or any other type of remedial care, not counting so much of any
expenditure with respect to any month as exceeds the product of $7.50
multiplied by. the total number of such recipients of old-age assistance
for such month ;".
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(b) So much of section 1003(a) of such Act as precedes clause (8) is amended
to read as follows:

"(a) From the sums appropriated therefor, the Secretary of the Treasury
shall pay to each State which has an approved plan for aid to the blind, for
each quarter, beginning with the quarter commencing October 1, 1958--

"(1) In the case of any State other than Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,
and Guam, an amount equal to the sum of the following proportions of the
total amounts expended during such quarter as aid to the blind under the
State plan (including expenditures for insurance premiums for medical or
any other type of remedial care or the cost thereof),

"(A) 29/35 of such expenditures, not counting so much of any ex-
penditure with respect to any month as exceeds the product of $35
multiplied by the total number of recipients of aid to the blind for
such month (which total number, for purposes of this subsection, means
(I) the number of individuals who received aid to the blind In the
form of money payments for such Month, plus (11) the number of other
Individuals with respect to whom expenditures were made in such month
as aid to the blind in the form of medical or any other type of remedial
care) ; plus
"(B) the Federal percentage of the amount by which such expendi-

tures exceed the maximum which may be counted under clause (A), not
counting so much of any expenditure with respect to any month as
exceeds the product of $70 multiplied by'the total number of such recipi-
ents of aid to the blind for such month;

"(2) In the case of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam, an amount
equal to one-half of the total of the sums expended during such quarter as
aid to the blind under the State (including expenditures for insurance
premiums for medical or any other type of remedial care or the cost thereof),
not counting so much of any expenditure with respect to any month as ex-
ceeds $37.50 multiplied by the total number of recipients of aid to the blind
for such month; and". I

(c) So much of section 1403(a) of such Act as precedes clause (8) Is amended
to read as follows:

"(a) From the sums appropriated therefor, the Secretary of the Treasury
shall pay, to each State which has an approved plan for aid to the permanently
and totally disabled, for each quarter, beginning with the quarter commencing
October 1, 1958-

"(1) In the case of any State other than Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,
and Guam, an amount equal to the sum of the following proportions of the
total amounts expended during such quarter as aid to the permanently and
totally disabled under the State plan (including expenditures for insurance
premiums for medical or any other type of remedial care or the cost
thereof)-

"(A) % of such expenditures, not counting so much of any ex-
penditure with respect to any month as exceeds the product of $35
multiplied by the total number of recipients of aid to the permanently
and totally disabled for such month (which total number, for purposes
of this subsection, means (1) the number of individuals who received
aid to the permanently and totally disabled In the form of money
payments for such month, plus (i) the number of other Individuals
with respect to whom expenditures were made In such month as aid
to the permanently and totally disabled in the form of medical or any
other type of remedial care) ; plus

"(B) the Federal percentage of the amount by which such expendi-
tures exceed the maximum which may be counted under clause (A), not
counting so much of any expenditure with respect to any month as ex-
ceeds the product of $70 multiplied by the total number of such re-
cipients of aid to the permanently and totally disabled for such month;

"(2) in the case of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam, an amount
equal to one-half of the total of the sums expended during such quarter
as aid to the permanently and totally disabled under the State plan (in-
cluding expenditures for insurance premiums for medical or any other type
of remedial care or the cost thereof), not counting so much of any expendi-
ture with respect to any month as exceeds $37.50 multiplied by the total
number of recipients of aid to the permanently and totally disabled for
such month; and".
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(d) Section 303 of the Social Security Amendments of 1961 (Public Law
87-64), and section 6 of the Act of May 8, 1961 (Public Law 87-31), are repealed.

EXTENSION OF ASSISTANCE TO REPATRIATED AMERICAN CITIZENS

SEC. 133. Subsection (d) of section 1113 of the Social Security Act Is amended
by striking out "1962" and Inserting in lieu thereof "1964".

REFUSAL OF UNEMPLOYED PARENTS TO AEPT RETRAINING

SEC. 134. Pargraph (3) of section 407 of the Social Security Act is amended
by inserting "(A)" after "provision" and by inserting before the period at the
end thereof ", and (B) for denying aid to families with dependent children to
any such child or relative if, and for as long as, the unemployed parent refuses
without good cause to undergo any such retraining".

FEDERAL PAYMENTS FOR FOSTER CARE IN CHILD-CARE INSTITUTIONS

Sw. M. (a) Clause (8) of paragraph (a) of section 408 of the Social Security
Act is amended by inserting "or child-care institution" after "foster family home".

(b) Paragraph (b) of such section is amended by striking out "of this section
in the foster family home of any individual" and inserting. in lieu thereof the
following: "of this section-

"(1) in the foster family home of any individual, whether the pay-
ment therefor is made to such individual or to a public or nonprofit
private child-placement or child-care agency, or

"(2) in a child-care institution, whether the payment therefor is 'ade
to such institution or to a public or nonprofit private child-placement
or child-care agency, but subject to limitations prescribed by the Secre-
tary with a view to including as 'aid to families with dependent chil-
dren' In the case of such foster care in such institutions only those items
which are included in such term in the case of foster care in the foster
family home of an individual".

(c) Clauses (1) and (2) of paragraph (f) of such section are each amended
by inserting "or child-care institution!' after "foster family home".

(d) The last sentence of each section is amended by inserting before the
period at the end thereof the following: "; and the term 'child-care institution'
means a nonprofit private child-care institution which is licensed by the State in
which it is situated or has been approved, by the agency of such State responsi-
ble for licensing or approval of institutions of this type, as meeting the standards
established for such licensing".

CERTAIN 9TAT8 PLANS NOT MEETING INCOME AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
THE BLIND

Sw. 186. (a) Section 1002(b) of the Social Security Act is amended by adding
at the end thereof (after and below paragraph (2)) the following new sentence:
"In the case of any State (other than Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands) which
did not have on January 1, 1949, a State plan for aid to the blind approved
under this title, the Secretary shall approve a plan of such State for aid to the
blind for purposes of this title, even though it does not meet the requirements
of clause (8) of subsection (a) of this section, if it meets all other requirements
of this title for an approved plan for aid to the blind; but payments under sec-
tion 1003 shall be made, in the case of any such plan, only with respect to ex-
penditures thereunder which would be included as expenditures for the purposes
of section 1003 under a plan approved under this section without regard to the
provisions of this sentence."

(b) Section 344 of the Social Security Act Amendments of 1950 is repealed.
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PART D--SIMPLIIOATION OF CATEGORIES

OPTIONAL 'OMBINED STATE PLAN FOR AGED, BLIND, AND DISABLED

SEC. 141. (a) The Social Security Act is amended by adding after title XV
the following new title:

"TITLE XVI-GRANTS TO STATES FOR AID TO THE AGED, BLIND, OR
DISABLED, OR FOR SUCH AID AND MEDICAL ASSISTANCE FOR THE
AGED

"APPROPRIATION

"SEc. 1601. For the purpose (a) of enabling each State, as far as practicable
under the conditions in such State, to furnish financial assistance to needy
individuals who are 65 years of age or over, are blind, or are 18 years of age or
over and permanently and totally disabled, (b) of enabling each State, as far
as practicable under the conditions in such State, to furnish medical assistance
on behalf of individuals who are 65 years of age or over and who are not re-
cipients of aid to the aged, blind, or disabled but whose income and resources
are insufficient to meet the costs of necessary medical services, and (c) of en-
couraging each State, as far as practicable under the conditions in such State,
to furnish rehabilitation and other services to help individuals referred to in
clause (a) or (b) to attain or retain capability for self-support or self-care,
there is hereby authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal year a sum sufficient
to carry out the purposes of this title. The sums made available under this
section shall be used for making payments to States which have submitted, and
had approved by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, State plans
for aid to the aged, blind, or disabled, or for aid to the aged, blind, or disabled
and medical assistance for the aged.

"STATE PLANS FOR AID TO THE AGED, BLIND, OR DISABLED, OR FOR SUCH AID AND
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE FOB THE AGED

"SEC. 1602. (a) A State plan for aid to the aged, blind, or disabled, or for aid
to the aged, blind, or disabled and medical assistance for the aged, must-

"(1) provide that it shall be in effect in all political subdivisions of the
State, and, if administered by them, be mandatory upon them;

"(2) provide for financial participation by the State,
"(3) either provide for the establishment or designation of a single State

agency to administer the plan, or provide for the establishment or designa-
tion of a single State agency to supervise the administration of the plan;

"(4) provide for granting an opportunity for a fair hearing before the
State agency to any individual whose claim for aid or assistance under the
plan is denied or is not acted upon with reasonable promptness;

"(5) provide such methods of administration (including methods relating
to the establishment and maintenance of personnel standards on a merit
basis, except that the Secretary shall exercise no authority with respect to
the selection, tenure of office, and compensation of any individual employed
in accordance with such methods) as are found by the Secretary to be neces-
sary for the proper and efficient operation of the plan;

"(6) provide that the State agency will make such reports, in such form
and containing such information, as the Secretary may from time to time
require, and comply with such provisions as the Secretary may from time to
time find necessary to assure the correctness and verification of such reports;

"(7) provide safeguards which restrict the use or disclosure of informa-
tion concerning applicants and recipients to purposes directly connected
with the administration of the plan;
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"(8) provide that all individuals wishing to make application for aid or
assistance under the plan shall have opportunity to do so, and that stieh
aid or assistance shall be furnished with reasonable promptness to all
eligible individuals;

"(9) provide, if the plan Includes aid or assistance to or on behalf of
individuals in private or public institutions, for the establishment or desig-
nation of a State authority or authorities which shall be responsible for
establishing and maintaining standards for such Institutions;

"(10) provide that the State agency shall make available to applicants
for or recipients of aid to the aged, blind, or disabled under the plan at
least those services to help them attain or retain capability for self-support
or self-care which are prescribed by the Secretary; and include a description
of the steps taken to assure, in the provision of these and any other services
which the State agency makes available to individuals under the plan, maxi-
mum utlizatlon of other agencies providing similar or related services;

"(11) provide that no aid or assistance will be furnished any Individual
under the plan with respect to any period with respect to which he is re-
ceiving assistance under the State plan approved under title I or aid under
the State plan approved by title IV, X, or XIV;

"(12) provide that, In determining whether an individual is blind, there
shall be an examination by a physician skilled In the diseases of the eye
or by an optometrist, whichever the individual may select;

"(13) include reasonable standards, consistent with the objectives of this
title, for determining eligibility for and the extent of aid or assistance under
the plan;

"(14) provide that the State agency shall, In determining need for aid
to the aged, blind, or disabled, take into consideration any other Income
and resources of an individual claiming such aid, as well as any expenses
reasonably attributable to the earning of any such income; except that, In
making such determination with respect to any individual who is blind,
the State agency shall disregard the first $85 per month of earned Income
plus one-half of earned Income in excess of $85 per month; and

"(15) if the State plan includes medical assistance for the aged-
"(A) provide for Inclusion of some institutional and some noninstitu-

tional care and services;
"(B) provide that no enrollment fee, premium, or similar charge

will be imposed as a condition of any individual's eligibility for medical
assistance for the aged under the plan;

"(0) provide for inclusion, to the extent required by regulations
prescribed by the Secretary, of provisions (conforming to such regula-
tions) with respect to the furnishing of such assistance to Individuals
who are residents of the State but are absent therefrom; and

"(D) provide that no lien may be imposed against the property of
any individual prior to his death on account of medical assistance for
the aged paid or to be paid on his behalf under the plan (except pur-
suant to the Judgment of a court on account of benefits Incorrectly paid
on behalf of such individual), and that there shall be no adjustment
or recovery (except, after the death of such individual and his surviving
spouse, if any, from such individual's estate) of any medical assistance
for the aged correctly paid on behalf of such individual under the plan.

Notwithstanding paragraph (8), if on January 1, 1962, and on the date on which
a State submits its plan for approval under this title, the State agency which
administered or supervised the administration of the plan of such State approved
under title X was different from the State agency which administered or super-
vised the administration of the plan of such State approved under title I and
the State agency which administered or supervised the administration of the
plan of such State approved under title XIV, the State agency which adminis-
tered or supervised the administration of such plan approved under title X
may be designated to administer or supervise the administration of the portion
of the State plan for aid to the aged, blind, or disabled (or for aid to the aged,
blind, or disabled and medical assistance for the aged) which relates to blind
individuals and a separate agency may be established or designated to ad-
minister or supervise the administration of the rest of such plan; and in such
case the part of the plan which each such agency administers, or the administra-
tion of which each such agency supervises, shall be regarded as a separate plan
for purposes of this title. t
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"(b) The Secretary shall approve any plan which fulfills the conditions
specified in subsectioia (u), except that he shall not approve any plan which
impses, as a condition of eligibility for aid or assistance under the plan-

"(1) an age requirement of more than sixty-five years; or
"(2) any residence requirement which (A) in the case of applicants for

uid to the aged, blind, or disabled excludes any resident of the State who
Las resided therein five years during the nine years immediately preceding
the application for such aid and has resided therein continuously for one year
immediately preceding the application, and (B) in the case of applicants for
medical assistance for the aged, excludes any individual who resides in the
State; or

"(8) any citizenship requirement which excludes any citizen of the United
States

In the case of any State to which the provisions of section 44 of the Social
Security Act Amendments of 1950 were applicable on January 1, 1962, and on
the date on which Its State plan for aid to the aged, blind, or disabled (or for
aid to the aged, blind, or disabled and medical assistance for the aged) was sub-
mitted for approval under this title, the Secretary shall approve the plan of such
State for aid to the aged, blind, or disabled (or for aid to the aged, blind, or
disabled and medical assistance for the aged) for purposes of this title, even
though it does not meet the requirements of paragraph (14) of subsection (a),
if it meets all other requirements of this title for an approved plan for aid to the
aged, blind, or disabled (or for aid to the aged, blind, or disabled and medical
assistance for the aged) ; but payments under section 1608 shall be made, in the
case of any such plan, only with respect to expenditures thereunder which would
be included as expenditures for the purposes of section 1608 under a plan ap-
proved under this section without regard to the provisions of this sentence.

"(e) Subject to the last sentence of subsection (a), nothing in this title shall
be construed to permit a State to have in effect with respect to any period
more than on State plan approved under this title.

"P&YMERTS TO STATES

"S=o. 1603. (a) From the sums appropriated therefor, the Secretary, of the
Treasury shall pay to each State which has a plan approved under this title, for
each quarter, beginning with the quarter commencing October 1, 1962--

"(1) in the case of any State other than Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,
and Guam, an amount equal to the sum of the following proportions of the
total amounts expended during such quarter as aid to the aged, blind, or
disabled under the State plan (including expenditures for insurance pre-
miums for medical or any other type of remedial care or the cost
thereof)-

"(A) 2% of such expenditures, not counting so much of any expendi-
ture with respect to any month as exceeds the product of $35 multiplied
by the total number of recipients of such aid for such month (which
total number, for purposes of this subsection, means (I) the number of
Individuals who received such aid in the form of money payments for
such month, plus (i) the number of other individuals with repect to
whom expenditures were made In such month as aid to the aged, blind,
or disabled in the form of medical or any other type of remedial care);
plus"(B) the Federal percentage (as defined In section 1101(a)(8))
of the amount by which such expenditures exceed the maximum which
may be counted under clause (A), not counting so much of any ex-
penditure with respect to any month as exceeds the product of $70
multiplied by the total number of recipients of aid to the aged, blind,
or disabled for such mouth; plus

"(C) the larger of the following: (i) the Federal medical percentage
(as defined in section 6(c)) of the amount by which such expenditures
exceed the maximum which may be counted under clause (B), not
counting so much of any expenditure with respect to any month as
exceeds (I) the product of $M multiplied by the total number of such
recipients of aid to the aged, blind, or disabled for such month, or (1U)
if smaller, the total expended as aid to the aged, blind, or disabled in
the form of medical or any other type of remedial care with respect
to such month plus the product of $70. multiplied by such total number
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of such recipients, or (if) 15 per centum of -the total of the sums
expended during such quarter as aid to the aged, blind, or disabled
under the State plan in the form of' . medical or any other type of
remedial care, not counting so much of any expenditure with respect
to any month as exceeds the product of $15 multiplied by the total
number of such recipients of aid to the aged, blind, or disabled for
such month;

"(2) in the case of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam, an
amount equal to-

"(A) one-half of the total of the sums expended during such quarter
as aid to the aged, blind, or disabled under the State plan (including
expenditures for insurance premiums for medical or any other type
of remedial care or the cost thereof), not counting so much of any
expenditure with respect to any month as exceeds $37.50 multiplied
by the total number of recipients of aid to the aged, blind, or disabled
for such month;"plus

"(B) the larger of the following amounts: (i) one-half of the amount
by which such expenditures exceed the maximum which may be counted
under clause (A), not counting so much of any expenditure with respect
to any mouth as exceeds'(I) the product of $45 multiplied by the total
number of such recipients of aid to the aged, blind, or disabled for
such month, or (II) if smaller, the total expended as aid to the aged,
blind, or disabled in the form of medical or any other type of remedial
care with respect to such month plus the product of $37.50 multiplied
by the total number of such recipients, or (if) 15 per centum of the
total of the sums expended during such quarter as aid to the aged,
blind, or disabled under the State plan In the form of medical or any
other type of remedial care, not counting so much of any expenditure
with respect to any month as exceeds the product of $7.50 multiplied
by the total number of such recipients of aid to the aged, blind, or
disabled for such month;

"(8) in the case of any State, an amount equal to the Federal medical
percentage (as defined in section 6(e)) of the total amounftA expended dur-
ing such quarteras medical assistance for the aged under the State plan
(Including expenditures for insurance premiums for medical or any other
type of remedial care or the Cost thereof) ; and

"(4) in the case of any State, an amount equal to the sum of the following
proportions of the total amounts expended during sucb quarter as found
necessary by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare for the proper
and effielent administration of the State plan-

"(A) 75 per centum of so much of such expenditures as are for-
"(I) services which are prescribed pursuant to section 1602(a)

(10) and are provided (in accordance with the next sentence) to
applicants for or recipients of aid or assistance under the plan to
help them attain or retain capability for self-support or self-carm or

"(ii) other services, specified by the Secretary as likely to pre-
vent or reduce dependency, so provided to such applicants or recipi-
ents, or

"(14t) any of the services prescribed pursutnt to section 1602(a)
(10), and of the services specified as provided in clause (ii),: which
the Secretary may specify as appropriate for individuals who. within
such period or periods as the Secretary may prescribe, have been or
are likely to become applicants for or recipients of aid or assistance
under the plan, if such services are requested by such individuals
and are provided to such individuals In accordance with the next
sentence, or

"(lv) the training of personnel employed or preparing for em-
ployment by the State agency or by the local agency administering
the plan in the political subdivision; plus

"(B) one-half of so much of such expenditurns (not Included under
subparagraph (A)) as are fdr services provided (i accordalice with
the next sentence) to applicants for or recipients of aid or assistance
under the plan, and to Individuals requesting such services who (within
such period or periods as the Secretary may pivecribe) have been or
are likely to become appliceWts for or recipients of such aid or assist-
ance; plus
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"(0) one-half of the remainder of such expenditures.
The services referred to in subparagraphs (A) and (B) shall include
only-

'(D) services provided by the staff of the State agency, or of the
local agency administering the State plan in the political subdivision,
and

" (E) subject to limitations prescribed by the Secretary, services which
in the judgment of the State agency cannot be as economically or as
effectively provided by the staff of such State or local agency and are not
otherwise reasonably available to Individuals in need of them, and Which
are provided, pursuant to agreement with the State agency, by the State
health authority or the State agency or agencies administering or
supervising the administration of the State plan for vocational rehabili-
tation services approved under the Vocational Rehabilitation Act or
by any other State agency, which the Secretary may determine to be
appropriate (whether provided by Its staff or by contract with public
(local) or nonprofit private agencies);

except that any such services which are defined as vocational rehabilitation
services under the Vocational Rehabilitation Act and which are available
from the State agency or agencies administering or supervising the admin-
istration of the State plan for vocational rehabilitation services, to indi-
viduals under programs for their rehabilitation carried on under such
State plan, may be provided only by such State agency or agencies (in
the manner described in subparagraph (E)) except to the extent agreed
to by such State agency or agencies. The portion of the amount expended
for administration of the State plan to which subparagraph (A) applies and
the 'portion thereof to which subparagraphs (B) and '(C) apply shall be
determined in accordance with such methods and procedures as may be per-
mltted by the'Secretary.

"(b) (1) Prior to the beginning of each quarter, the Secretary shall estimate
the amount to which a State will be entitled under subsection (a) for such quar-
ter, such estimates to be based on (A) a report filed by the State containing Its
estimate of the total sum to be expended in such quarter in accordance with the
provisions of such subsection, and stating the amount appropriated or made
available by the State and Its political subdivisions for such expenditures In such
quarter, and if such amount is less than the State's proportionate share of the
total sum of such estimated expenditures, the source or sources from which
the difference Is expected to be derived, and (B) such other Investigation as the
Secretary may find necessary.

"(2) The Secretary shall then pay, in such installments as he may determine,
to the State the amount so estinmted, reduced or Increased to the extent of
any overpayment or underpayment which the Secretary determines was made
under this section to such State for any prior quarter and with respect to which
adjustment has not already been made under this subsection.

"(8) The pro rata share to which the United States is equitably entitled, as
determined by the Secretary, of the net amount recovered during any quarter
by the State or any political subdivision thereof with respect to aid or assist-
ance furnished under the State plan, but excluding any amount of such aid or
assistance recovered from the estate of a deceased recipient which is not in
excess of the amount expended by the State or any political subdivision thereof
for the funeral expenses of the deceased, shall be considered an overpayment to
be adjusted under this subsection.

"(4) Upon the making of any estimate by the Secretary under this subsection,
any appropriations available for payments under this section shall be deemed
obligated.

"OPERATION O
r 

STATIC PLANS

"StvM1604. If the Secretary, after reasonable notice and opportunity for hear-
Ing to the State agency administering or supervising the administration of the
State plan approved under this title, finds-

...."(1) that the plan has been so changed that it no longer complies with the
provisions of section 1602; or

"(2) that in the administration of the plan there is a failure to comply
substantially with any such provision;
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the Secretary shall notify such State agency that further payments will not be
made to the State (or, in his discretion, that payments will be limited to cate-
gories under or parts of the State plan not affected by such failure), ulktil the
Secretary is satisfied that there will no longer be any such failure to comply.
Until he is so satisfied he shall make no further payments to such State (or shall
limit payments to categories under or parts of the State plan not affected by
such failure).

"DEFINITIONS

"Szc. 1600. (a) For the purposes of this title, the term 'aid to the aged, blind'
or disabled' means money payments to, or medical care in behalf of or any type of
remedial care recognized under State law in behalf of, needy individuals who are
65 years of age or older, are blind, or are 18 years of age or over and perma-
nently and totally disabled, but does not include-

"(1) any such payments to or care in behalf of any individual who is an
inmate of a public institution (except as a patient in a medical institution)
or any individual who is a patient in an institution for tuberculosis or men-
tal diseases, or

"(2) any such payments to any individual who has been diagnosed as
having tuberculosis or psychosis and is a patient in a medical institution as
a result thereof, or

"(3) any such care in behalf of any individual, who is a patient in a
medical institution as a result of a diagnosis that he has tuberculosis or
psychosis, with respect to any period after the Individual has been a patient
In such an Institution, as a result of such diagnosis, for forty-two day&

"(b) For purposes of this title, the term 'medical assistance for the aged'
means payment of part or all of the cost of the following care and services for
individuals who are sixty-five years of age or older and who are not recipients
of aid to the agedA blind, or disabled but whose income and resources are insuffi-
,ient to meet all of such cost-

"(1) inpatient hospital services;
"(2) skilled nursing-home services;
"(3) physicians' services;
"(4) outpatient hospital or clinic services;
"(5) home health care services;
"(6). private duty nursing services;
"(7) phb'acal therapy and related services;
"1(98- dental services;
"(9) laboratory and X-ray services;
"(10) prescribeddrugs, eyeglasses, dentures, and prosthetic devices;
"(11) diagnostic, screening, and preventive services; and
"(12) any other medical care or remedial care recognized under 8tate

law;
except that such term does not include any such payments with respect to-

"(A) care or services for any individual who is an inmate of a public
Institution (except as a patient in a ,me(Ucal institution) or any individual
who is a patient in an institution for tuberculosis or mental diseases; or

"(B) care or services for any individual, who is a patient in a medical
institution as a result of a diagnosis of tuberculosis or psychosis, with respect
to any period after the individual has been a patient in such an institution,
as a result of such diagnosis, for forty-two days."

(b) No payment may be made to a State under title 7, X, or XIV of the
Social Security Act for any period for which such State receives any .payments
under title XVI of such Act or any period thereafter. .

(c) Section 1109 of such Act Is amended by striking out "sections 2(a) (7),
402(a) (7), 1002(a) (8), and 1402(a) (8)" and inserting in lieu thereof "sections
2(a) (11) (A), 402(a) (7), 1002(a) (8), 1402(a) (8), and 160(a) (14)" and by
striking out "a State plan approved under title I, IV, X, XIV" wherever it
appears and Inserting in lieu thereof "a State plan approved under title I, IV,
X, XIV, or XVI".

(d) Section 1111 of such Act is amended by striking out "and XIV" and insert-
ing in lieu thereof '"XIV, and XVI".

(e) Section 618, of the Reveaue Act of 1951 is amended by striking out "or
XIV" and inserting in lieu thereof "XIV, or XVI (other than section 1608(a) (3)
thereof) ".
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(f) In the case of any State which has a State plan approved under title
XVI of the Social Security Act, any overpayment or underpayment which the
Secretary determines was made to such State under section 3, 1003, or 1403 of
such Act with respect to a period before the approval of the plan under such
title XVI, and with respect to which adjustment has not been already made
under subsection (b) of such section 3, 1003, or 1403, shall, for purposes of sec-
tion 1603(b) of such Act, be considered an overpayment or underpayment (as
the case may be) made under section 1603 of such Act.

PART --MISCELLANEOUS AND TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS

INCREASE IN LIMITATION ON TOTAL PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS TO PUERTO RICO,
THE VIRGIN ISLANDS, AND GUAM

SEC. 151. Effective for fiscal years ending after June 80, 1962, section 1108
of the Social Security Act is amended to read as follows:

"LIMITATION ON PAYMENTS TO PUERTO RICO, THE VIRGIN ISLANDS, AND GUAM

"SEc.. 1108. The total amount certified by the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare under title I (other than section 3(a) (3) thereof), IV, X, XIV,
and XVI (other than section 1603(a) (3) thereof) for payment to Puerto Rico
with respect to any fiscal year shall not exceed $9,800,000, of which $625,000
may, be used only for payments certified with respect to section 3(ai (2) (B)
or 1603(a) (2),(B) ; the total amount certified by the Secretary under such titles
for payments to the Virgin Islands with respect to any fiscal year shall not
exceed $330,000, of which $18,750 may 'be used only for payments certified with
respect to section 8(a) (2) (B) or 1603(a) (2)"(B) ; and' the total amoUht certi-
fied by the Secretary under such titles for payment to Guam with respect to any
fiscal year shall not exceed $450,000, of which $25,000 may be used only for
payments certified with respect to section 3(a) (2) (B) or 1603(a) (2) (B).
Nothwlthstanding the provisions of sections 502(a) (2), 512(a) (2), 522(a), and
527 (a), and until such time as the Congress may by appropriation or other law
otherwise provide, the Secretary shall, in lieu of the initial -(or, In the case
of section 527(a), the minimum) allotment specified in such sections, allot such
smaller amounts to Guam as he may deem appropriate."

PAYMENTS TO RELATIVE OF CHILD WHEN CHILD IS DEPENDENT

SEc. 152. Section 406(b) of the Social Security Act is amended by striking
out "for any month" and by striking out "if 'money payments hare been made
under the State plan with respect to such child for such month".

DEFINITIONS OF "STATE" AND "UNITED STATES"

Sw. 158. (a) Paragraph (1) of section 1101(a) of the Social Security Act
Is amended by striking out "X, and XIV" and inserting in lieu thereof "X, XI,
XIV, and XVI".

(b) Paragraph (2) of cuch section Is amended by striking out ", the District
of Columbia, and the Comnwonwealth of Puerto Rico".

TITLE I1-GENERAL

MEANING OF TERM "SECRETARY"

SEC. 201. As used in this Act and in the provisions of the Social Security Act
amended by this Act, the term "Secretary", unless the context otherwise re-
quires, means the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.

EFFEOIVE DATES

SEc. 202. (a) The amendments made by sections 101(b), 102(b) (1), 108, 106,
and 134 shall become effective July 1, 1963.

(b) The amendments made by sections 102(c) and 123 shall be applicable in
the case of fiscal years beginning after June 80, 1962.
(c T'/e amendments made by sections 101 (a), 102(b) (2) and (d); 132 135,

and 152 shall be applicable in the case of expenditures, under a State plan
approved under title I, IV, X, or XIV of the Social Security Act or developed as
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provided in part 8 of title V of such Act, as the case may be, made after June
30, 1962.

(d) The amendments made by sections 107(a) and 109 shall be applicable in
the case of expenditures, under a State plan approved under title IV of the
Social Security Act, made after September 30, 1902..

(e) The amendments made by sections 105 and 108 shall be applicable in
the case of expenditures under a State plan approved under title vV, of the
Social Security Act, made during the period beginning Octolr 1, 1062, and ending
with the close of June 30, 1967.

Passed the House of Representatives March 15, 1902.
Attest:

RALPit R. RoERTs, Clerk.

The CHAIRMAN. The first witness is the Secretary of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare.

The Chair desires tp state, Mr. Secretary, that on Januar y you
paid a visit to my office and provided me with a memorandum outlin-
ing proposed amendments to the public assistance legislation which, as
I understand it, are generally included in the bill before tlO'fmmittee
at this time.

As chairman of the Senate Finance Committee on January 17, I
wrote you a letter relating to the proposals in which I asked'ond gen-
eral question and a series of questions in detail on the' nine proposals
outlined in your January 5 memorandum.

On January 24, 1 received .reply from you answering the one
general question, and stating that you were asking your staff to pre-
par* answers to the detailed qu1tions which I had subtkiitted.

. Now, 4 months later, 'you iand-deliVer to me your.,reply to the
detailed questions. For the information of the committee, I will
insert your replies in the record, both in the letter that you wrote of
January 26, and the one delivered today dated May 11, which I am
assured contains your answers tolall of my questions.

(The January 5 request of the chairman and the January 24 and
May 11 replies of Secretary Rilbicoff follow:)

THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,

Washington, January s;1962.

MEMORANDUM FOR HON. HARRY P. BYRD

Subject: Revisions. in wOlfare legislation.
From the time r became Secretary, I have been convinced that our 'Welfare

laws needed revision, When I testified before the Senate Financ0 'Coumittee
and the House Ways and Means Committee, I promised that I would itnideftake
a careful review of Federal welfare laws and have a legislative'prokrdin 'ready
for 1902. I believe that thls administration must assume leadership ix' this
field and be out with a constructive program' for others to follow.

During this past year I have sought and received advice and reportA from
several groups of distinguished persons "in the welfare field. What has emerged
frointhls review is a clear recognition of the. fact that today in 1962 the welfare
program of 195 Is out of date. Born qf depression, the original Ionberlng
welfare legislation well met the problems of, Opt time, but the quarter of a
century that has passed has taught us ninny new things. We are not sAtipfied
with our welfare programs and: there is much that can and must be d6id to
improve them. On the basis of the suggestions that have been made' 'tb me I
have already announced 10 changes-in Our welfare programs thht cfn be accom-
plished by administrative action. '. .. ''.'

These a&4;mnstratIvw changes are deslned to (1), promote rehabilitation Perv-
ies and develop a family-centered approach, (2) provide children with1 0emliate
protection, support, and a maximum -opportunity to'become' reSpolsible'. flt)efis,
and (8) reshape the administrative structure of welfare so it may be more hnipftil
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In accomplishing these objectives and In dealing more constructively with such
problems as locating deserting fathers and reducing fraud.

Those steps are the first part, of a broad action program for revision of our
welfare programs. In addition, legislative proposals will be necessary to carry
this effort forward. Among the legislative proposals which we have considered
pre the following:

1. Provide for Federal financial participation in community work-training
programs with adequate safeguards to protect the health and safety of the
individual and to encourage the reemployment, retraining, and conservation
of skills of employable persons on the aid-to-dependent-children program.
In addition to the requirement that payments for such work must be at
rates not less than those prevailing on similar work in the community, the
work performed must be on projects which serve a useful community or
public purpose and do not result in displacement of regular workers or in
the performance of work that would otherwise be-perfor .el by other em-
ployees. In addition, provision must Je-lfade for issuing Appropriate ar-rangements for the care and proton of the children during th'ti.bsence
from the home of any parent pv forming such work, as well as sue'-ther
provisions that the Secretary,% vises necessary to assure that the progim
will operate with the best fterests of the program( Andthe individual A,,
mind. rik p metto

2. Provide for permit, g the States,o&mmlie pr tective U,10n1: to a
very limited number of ndlvlduals )yhere the ndi-liual Is ha /lg difficulty
in satisfactorily manf,'ng funds - Such pro ective )ayn~exits could only
bm nide to some lndl dual who lfqd a direct ntoreat -the welfa 'f the
recipient puch as rel ive, neighbor, friend, o r.oun in~k private or public
Welfare agency. Th re would have to be a tafegul-ds b the tate
agency with reslpecA o such protective pae toif lcludin pe odic r ew
to apsuro that they ere not copt 4ued Ind A i telyapd to pr v [de the n -es-
sary'se rvices to ena lo indlvdi0ala, i o, eve o , grpqter capa llly In ma ag-
ing thleIr funds. D rect payments to I ntloi5ds5 m r wo'lld.o be
,permitted under this irovso. l3. Authorilze add[ 'onal P4e a Iud -ogie fl) lta es an incentive

to provide services t rehabilit to per ihs n wvel a'e a 1 1 p sovde pre-
ventive services to t1 ose who ght, 6therwisp co " o I t 0welf -rolls,
At the present time th Federal government pa3'y one- alf f the cost o' all
administrative and se vice costs which the Rtateq incur.I By sopa ting
out and identifying ser ce costs and payJng the Stas thr eifourtJA of the
cost of such services the tates will l4yo an Incentiv to pr vldoeore com-
prehensivo services to reha litate persons om.jvlfare. I

4. Provide for Inereasing deral funds for child welfare services including"
specific authorization for fund for day care of children of working mothPs.
In addition, the States would becequirqd to extend their child welfa~repro-
grams with a view of making avallable by 1975 child welfare so 4 ces to
all children In need of such services It-thi'State. Federal funds for, childl
,)velfarp servIces would be increased progressively -ovepia10-year period.

b. Provide for extending on a permanent basis the provisions of the tom-
po ary law makingg available, Federal funds for (a) children of unemployed
fa1hers,' (b) foster family care where the child has been removed from the
,homa, t pd (a) increase of $i In the Federal financial care of the aged, blind,and disable ....

6. Provi146 for the firpt time Federal financial participation in the as.
sotx.tce coqts meetIng the needs o both parents of the needy child. At the
.p-esinlt tiz te Federal law only provides for Federal financial particlpa-

' tilh of meefg the needs of one parent. Thla would enable. more adequate
payInent8 to be made under the aid-to-dependent-ehildren program.

* 7 , rovlde that the existing authority for 100 percent Federal funds for
thie trplnlig o e~inpoyees be directed to providing services to children in the

j'aidto~pndit-children program and the child welfare prograrp, -

8. sttbl~ls an optional niew single category for the aged,' blind,, a d
disabled an'd for medical assistance for the aged which may be substituted by

.any, Sta ,for thme three present programs under the existing law. This
/woijl ez/lle "the States to simplify some of their procedures and, book

tiping and would also enable them to Improve the adequacy of assistance9Qfll.e three c~tegbri~s7

1. Provide for a number of othit, technical and administrative changes
which are designed to eniphaslze rehabilitation and service to welfare
recipients.
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The legislative proposals that I have outlined above can reorient the whole
approach to welfare from an eligibility operation to one In which the emphasis
is on rehabilitation of those on welfare and prevention ahead of time. While
all of these changes will require additional appropriations from the Federal
Government, thy will make substantial improvements In the program and help
to prevent dependency.

The success of these revisions will require close cooperation with State, local,
and voluntary welfare groups and influential leaders In public and private
welfare agencies. I believe this is the time to take leadership in making what
will be a tremendous Improvement In our welfare programs which will greatly
help to strengthen family life and prevent continued dependency of many
families.

ADRAnHAM RYICOFF, Secretary.

JANUARY 17, 1962.
Hon. ABRAHIAm RInICOFF,
Secretary of health, Eduoation, and Welfare,
lVa8hingtott, D.C.

My DEAR MR. SECRETARY: I thank you very much for your memorandum of
January 5, 1902, outlining proposed changes In public assistance programs.

I have -now read the proposals carefully, and numerous questions have arisen.
Those Involving detail with respect to each of the proposals are listed In the
attachments to this letter.

One question of a general nature arises from the next to the last paragraph
in your memorandum. I do not understand the first sentence In that paragraph:

"The legislative proposals I have outlined aIbove can reorient the whole ap-
proach to welfare from an eligibility operation to one in which the emphasis Is
on rehabilitation of those on welfare and prevention ahead of time."

Can this be interpreted in any way as contemplating elimination, lowering,
or avoidance of meeting needs tests for participation in existing or new
programs?

Your views on this matter and answers to attached questions would be
appreciated.

With my very best wishes,Faithfully yours,
HARRY F. BYRD, W/hairman.

With respect to proposal No. 1 in your memorandum of January 5, 1962:
A. Would these community work-training programs be separate from the

manpower training and youth employment programs proposed In the President's
state of the Union message of January 10, 1062; if so, would there be any rela-
tionship; If not, what would be the distinguishing characteristics; In either
event, how would overlapping be avoided?

B. Does this proposal contemplate establishment of new programs or expand-
ing or extending existing programs; would Federal participation be confined
to public agencies; If not, where else and under what standards would it be
available?

0. Would coverage under this proposal be limited to unemployed persons on
public assistance rolls; If not, who would be eligible?

D. What would be the status of unemployed persons under this proposal with
respect to unemployment insurance benefits under the present programs; under
a federalized program as proposed by the administration ?

E. What would be an example of work projects which would serve a useful
community or public purpose and do not result in displacement of regular work-
ers or In the performance of work that would otherwise be performed by other
employees?

F. Would provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act apply directly or indirectly to
wage rates'paid for work on projects constructed under this proposal?

G. Would you supply more details as to the arrangements which are con-
templated for the care and protection of children of participating parents, and
other provisions that the Secretary advises necessary?

H. What need tests would have to be met for participation under this
proposal?

I. What are the total cost estimates for this proposal in the first year; in sub-
sequent years; and by whom and to what extent would the costs be defrayed?
How do these costs compare with those of similar programs now in operation?
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With respect to proposal No. 2 In your memorandum of January 5, 1962:
A. Why should States need Federal permission to make "protective payments"

to individuals "having difficulty in satisfactorily managing funds"?
B. Under what circumstances would individuals be found to be "having diffi-

culty in satisfactorily managing funds"; what and whose funds; who would
make the determination?

0. Is this a new program? Would the Federal Government participate in
It financially, and otherwise; If so, to what extent, and in what duration?

D. For what purposes would "payments" under this proposal be used; could
they be used to compensate "guardians" for their services; what would be the
qualifications of a "guardian"; could one person act as "guardian" for more
than one account?
14. Would coverage under this proposal be limited to persons on public as-

sistance rolls; if not, what would be the coverage limitations?
F. The proposal would prohibit "direct payments to landlords and grocers."

Could direct payments be made to others such as druggists, physicians, sup-
pliers of fuel, etc.; what other prohibitions would be imposed?
G. What need tests would have to be met for participation in this proposal?
H. What are the total cost estimates for this proposal in the first year; in

subsequent years; and by whom and to what extent would the costs be de-
frayed? How do these costs compare with those of similar programs now in
operation?

With respect to the proposal No. 3 In your memorandum of January 5, 1902:
A, What would constitute "preventive services to those who might otherwise

come on welfare rolls"?
B. Who would be eligible for these"'preventdve services"?
0. Would persons who had the benefit of these "preventive services," be

barred from public assistance rolls after the: "preventive services" had been
rendered ?I,

1). Would "preventive services" be a new program or an expansion or exten-
sion of some existing program?

E. What need tests would have to be met for participation in "preventive
services" aspects of this )ro)osal?

F. What are the total cost estimates for this proposal in the first year; in
subsequent years; and by whom and to what extent would the costs 1* de-
frayed? How do these costs compare with those of Aimilat programA ho* in
operation?

With respect to proposal No. 4 in your memorandum of January 5, 19062:
A. Htow would the Federal Government enforce the "requirement" under this

proposal that all States extend child welfare services, including day care for
children of working mothers, by 1975.

B. What need tests would have to be met for participation in this proposal;
what income and other criteria would have to be met by the mothers; what
eligibility criteria woz.ld have to be met by the child of the working mother?
C. What are the total cost estimates for this proposal in the first year; 'in

subsequent years; and by whom and to what extent would the costs be de-
frayed? How do these costs compare with those of similar programs In
operation now?

With respect to proposal No. 5 in your inemorandun of January 5, 1962:
A. Why were the provisions referred to in this proposal enacted on a tem-

porary basis; what Is the Justification for making them permanent?
B. What changes are contemplated in making these provisions permanent?
0. What need tests would have to be met for participation in this proposal?
D. What are the total cost estimates for this proposal in the first year; in

subsequent years; and by whom and to wht extent would the costs be defrayed?
How do these costs compare with those Incident to the program as it is now
operating?.

With respect to proposal No. 6 in your memorandum of January 5, 1962:
A. Would this proposal to provide aid to both parents of dependent children

make such aid available to either or both parents who are receiving public assis-
tance under other programs?

D. Would provisions of this proposal make this aid available to common law
parents; deserting parents; persons other than the natural parents?-

0. What need tests would have to be met for participation in this proposal?

84071-62-5---
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1). What are the total cost estimates for this proposal in the first year: In
subsequent years; iand by whom and to what extent would the costs be defrayed?
How do these costs compare with those incident to similar lprograins (for one
parent) which are now in operation?

With respect to proposal No. 7 In your anemoranduin of January 5, 19(12:
A. Would you cite "the existing authority for 100 percent Federal funds for

training employees"; summarize activities under the program as It exists; and
suit a clear explanation of how and under what conditions this program would
be "directed to providing services to children in the aid to dependent children
program and the child welfare program"?

It. What need tests would have to be met for participation i this proposal?
C. What are the total cost estimates for this proposal In the first year; In

subsequent years; and by whom and to what extent would the costs be defrayel?
How do these costs compare with those Incident to the existing program?

With respect to proposal No. 8 In your memorandum of January 5, 1962:
A. Would you please submit a summary and explanation of the optional

"single category for the aged, blind, and disabled and for medical assistance
for the aged which may be substituted by any State for the three present pro-
grams" suggested in this proposal?

B. What need tests are required to be met for participation in the present
programs; what changes would be made in each instance under this proposal?

C. What are the total cost estimates for this proposal in the first year under
optional plan; in subsequent years; and by whom and to what extent would the
costs be defrayed? How do these costs compare with those incident to the
present programs?

With respect to proposal No. 9 In your memorandum of January 5, 1962:
A. Would you submit in summary the "other technical and administrative

changes designed to emphasize rehabilitation and service to welfare recipients"
which are contemplated under this proposal, and In each case:

(1) State clearly what the applicable need tests may be; and
(2) The estimated costs with comparative present figures.

JANUAiRY 24, 1962.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: Thank you for your letter of January 17, 1962, and the
detailed questions that are enclosed with it.

In your letter you quote a statement from my January 5 memorandum:
"The legislative proposals I have outlined above can reorient the whole ap-

proach to welfare from an eligibility operation to one in which the emphasis Is
on rehabilitation of those on welfare and prevention ahead of time."

You ask whether this can be interpreted in any way as contemplating elimina-
tion, lowering, or avoidance of meeting needs tests for participation in existing
or new programs.

Let me assure you that the legislative proposals that we are making do not
contemplate any lowering or elimination of the determination of individual need
for financial assistance. I am convinced, however, that much can be done to
eliminate the need for assistance and I would anticipate that we would provide
preventive services such as counseling, referral to employment or rehabilitation
agencies, and help in working out situations that prevent an individual from
being employed before the time came that he actually needed financial assistance.
I would also emphasize similar rehabilitative services to individuals on the
assistance rolls with a view to minimizing the amount of assistance they need
and the length of time that help is required. Up to this time the emphasis in
our public assistance programs has been on giving people money to meet their
day-to-day needs. While this aspect of the program will undoubtedly be with us
for a long time-, I am determined that we should put more emphasis on avoiding
need Itself, and, where it arises, of getting the individual back on his own feet.
It is in this sense that I would hope to reorient our whole approach to welfare.

I am asking the staff to prepare anwers to the questions enclosed in your
letter, and will send these to you as soon as they are ready.

With best regards,
Sincerely,

I ABRAHAM A. RrsxoFF, Secretary.
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MAW.iI 12, 1062.
lion. ABRA[AM A. RIBICOFF,
SccrctaiT/ of health, Education, and WPelfare,
W]ahflgtott. D.C.

My DEAn Mn. SECRLTARY: This Is In further reference to my ltter to you of
January 17, 1962, and your subsequent reply, relative to your proposal for
changes in the public assistance programs.

It would be helpful if the answers to the questions I raised in the attachments
to my January 17 letter could be expedited.

With my very best wishes,
Faithfully yours,

IIABUY F. BYRD.

TIuE SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
lVa8hington, May 11, 1962,

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Ohairnan, onmunittee on Financo,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEA1 SENATOR BYRD: In your letter of January 17, 1002, in addition to the
basic questions which you listed and which I attempted to answer in my letter
of January 24, 1962, there was attached a series of lists of questions with respect
to specific proposals in the administration's welfare program. Developing an-
swers to these has required a substantial amount of work and I regret that it has
taken this long to complete them, however you will find answers to each of the
questions attached.

Sincerely,
ABRAHAM A. RIDIOOFP, Secretary.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS RAISED BY SENATOR BYRD

PROPOSAL NO. I

Question A. Would these community work-training programs be separate from
the manpower training and youth employment programs proposed in the Presi-
dent's state of the Union message of January 10, 1962; if so, would there be any
relationship; if not, what would be the distinguishing characteristics; in either
event, how would overlapping be avoided?

Answer. The community work and training programs would be separate from
the manpower training and the youth employment programs. The program un-
der the public welfare bill would serve those unemployed who are recipients of
assistance but would be related to the other programs through provisions in the
bill. The individual must be given an opportunity to secure training or retrain-
ing. The bill contains provisions which are designed to tie in these training pro-
grams. Under the first provision in the public welfare bill it will be necessary
for the States that wish to have a community work and training program to enter
into cooperative arrangements with the public employment offices looking toward
employment or occupational training which may be available for the individual.
Inasmuch as the employment office is to act as a point of referral to the retrain-
ing programs operated under the other legislation, there will be opportunity here
to direct public assistance recipients to such programs where they can receive
a more formal type of retraining experience. The second provision in the public
welfare bill specifically requires the State public welfare department to enter
into a cooperative arrangement with the State agencies administering the voca-
tional educational programs of the State directed toward having such programs
available to the maximum extent possible to the public welfare recipients in order
to encourage their training and retraining.

Since the community work and training programs are to be supervised by the
State agency responsible for aid to dependent children under title IV of the Social
Security Act, they are primarily intended for the parents or other relatives caring
for dependent children. Generally speaking, we do not anticipate that the older
ADC children will be employed on this program.

The community work and training program is designed primarily to provide
constructive employment for needy parents or other relatives caring for depend-
ent children who might otherwise have no opportunity to be employed and to
retain or to learn work skills and habits. The primary emphasis will be on the
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employment of such Individuals and it iM hoped that iln the course of this employ-
ment or becatwo of the program emphasis and direction in the legislation, It will
be possible for more Individuals to obtain training which might be useful In future
employment.

Question 1t. Does this proposal contemplate establishment of now programs or
expanding or extending existing programs; would Federal participation be con.
fined to public agencies; If not, where else and under what standards would It be
available?

Answer. Tie community work and training program would be now to the fed-
erilly aided aid to dependent children program, but work relief Is riot new to the
public welfare programs of this country. It has not been a part of the federally
aided public assistance programs because there were few employable persons in
the program. The States which have operated such programs have done so
usually as a part of their general assistance program which operates without

federal financial partlclpatlon. It nay be possible for States to move sonme of
their general assistance community work and training programs to the aid to
dependent children program If they fulfill the standards specified in the Federal
legislation. To the extent this Is done, the now legislation would not result In
the establishnnt of new programs. It is expected, however, that the availability
of Federal funds under the Federal legislation will encourage States to establish
somue programs which are not now in existence through general assistance.

Federal participation would be available in the cost of the payments to the
Individual recipient of assistanceo If such Individual is employed on a project
sponsored by a public agency. It In not possible under the proposal for private
organizations or individuals to have work programs in which the Federal Gov-
ernment will participate in the cost.

Question C. Would coverage under this proposal be limited to unemployed
persons ou public assistance rolls; if not, who would be eligible?

Answer. Payment in which there Is Federal participation would be limited
under the administration's proposal to unemployed persons who are recipients
of aid to dependent children. No other person would be eligible for such
payments.

Question 1). What would be the status of unemployed persons under this pro-
posal with respect to unemployment insurance benefits under the present pro-
grains; under a federalized program as proposed by the administration?

Answer. So far as title IV Is concerned any other available Income and re-
sources would be taken Into consideration, including unemployment Insurance
benefits, If they are payable.

Question R. What would be and example of work projects which would serve
"a useful community or public purpose and do riot result In displacement of
regular workers or in the performance of work that would otherwise be per-
formed by other employees ?"

Answer. Public parks and recreation facilities offer an excellent opportunity
for public . gencles to establish community work or training programs which
would ni~e,. the criteria specified under the proposed legislation. On the
assumption that: communities have not been able to include In their budget f unds
for the extension of recreation areas and for the installation of recreational
facilities, would be possible to use recipients of aid to dependent children under
an appropriate program to work rut this type of project. Mountain trails,
campsite, and shelters in public parks could be created or extended, picnic
areas could be developed, grading and landscaping of otherwise undeveloped
public property could be undertaken. Public institutions also offer an oppor-
tunity for the development of loca) projects. Once again, on the assumption
that the county body has not been able to appropriate enough money to maintain
the Institutions as they should or to provide certain types of extra services and
facilities, would be possible to establish projects that would fill this gap. Such
employees could supplement the services of attendants by providing additional
and necessary services to patients or inmates, might develop recreational facili-
ties for patients In public Institutions and the like.

Question F. Would provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act apply directly or Indi-
rectly to wage rates paid for work on projects constructed under this proposal?

Answer. The employees would be local or State employees and would not
be Federal employees. The Individuals working on community work or training
programs would be subject to whatever existing State laws and regulations there
are which apply to wages and hoUrsi applicable to the type of work performed
on this project. Other than these provisions wage rates paid would have to
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conform to that which generally prevails in the community for the type of work
to be p rformed.

Question G. Would you supply more details as to the arrangements which
are contemplated for the care and protection of children or participating par-
ents, and other provisions that the Secretary advises necessary?

Answer. It Is likely that the States that wish to imploieint the proposed Fed-
eral legislation would do so ii an effort to find employment for Iho mieniployed
parent of children receiving aid to dependent children. In most Instances, this
will be the father and thus there will be no particular application of the pro-
visions in the statute relating to tle care and protection of the child. If States
should decide, however, to extend this activity to mothers who would otherwIse
be at home hearing for their child or children, it will be necessary for the States
to establish certain safeguards it order to provide assurance that the child
will not suffer by reason of the absence of his parent at work. The standards
that would apply in these Instances would be those developed by the State under
general provisions of Federal law. They will be designed to cover the points
which will need to be taken into account in determining whether tle child Is re-
ceiving care and protection while his mother Is employed. These could include
leaving the child with a relative or friend, arranging for the child's care In a
nursery or day-care center, or for the mother to b employed while the child
is In school. All States have varying provisions in their plans now for this
type of safeguard for the employed mother. It will be necessary for the States
to carry these safeguards over into the community work or training program
If they decide to have one. Inasnmuchi as this Is a new development in public
assistance, the bill contains authorization for the Secretary to prescribe other
provisions, as needed, in order to have the work programs operate smoothly and
effectively.

Question H. What need tests would have to be met for participation under
this proposal?

Answer. The need tests would be the same ones used for the aid to dependent
children program in the State. Expenses of employment would be considered
in determining need. This program Is designed only for recipients of assistance,
and assistance Is provided only after the family has established its eligibility
oi a needs test basis.

Question I. What are tie total cost estimates for this proposal in the first year;
in subsequent years; and by whom and to what extent would the costs be de-
frayed? How do these costs compare with those of similar programs now In
oleratlon?

Answer. Under the administration's proposal, the Federal obligation is limited
to participation in the cost of assIstance paid in tie form of payment for work.
Inasmuch as the employed individuals would otherwise be recipients of aid to de-
pendent children, the payment of money for work equal to the assistance re-
ceived does not Involve any additional expenditures. Under the administration's
proposal, it will be necessary for the States to take into account the work expenses
of the Individual under the community work or training program. This sum Is
small. States and localities would pay the cost of materials, equipment, and
supervision used in tie program.

It Is not possible to compare the cost of operating community work and train-
Ing programs under the aid to dependent children program with those that are
already in operation. Inasmuch as the already existing work relief programs
operate without Federal participation and often without State participation,
records are not available on a uniform basis, and it is not possible to compare
costs of the two programs. It is likely, however, that communities will be able
to carry over many of their projects now operating under general assistance
into the aid to dependent children program, if they choose. It is possible that
the requirements for standards provided in the Federal law will increase State
costs to some extent.

PROPOSAL NO. I

Question A. Why should States need Federal permission to make "protective
payments" to individuals "having difficulty in satisfactorily managing funds"?

Answer. Under the Social Security Act, Federal participation is limited to
money payments made to the needy individual as medical care or footer home
care in their behalf. States may make other types of payments without Federal
financial participation and a number of States do so. Persons receiving money
payments are free to use the funds without agency restrictions. This method
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of payment gives the recipient the freedom to carry on activities through nor-
zial channels of exchange and have the same rights as do other members of the
community and In doing so conserve and develop his ability to manage his own
affairs. This method of payment achieves these objectives In a very large ma-
jority of vases. A small number of ADO recipients do not spend the ADO pay-
Inent constructively and apparently need continuous or short-term supervision
in the management of these funds. The provision in the administration's bill
wouhl qualify States to receive Federal financial participation in the small nunx-
ler of cases when money payments are not suitable. The bill provides for .,
"protective payment," whereby the money may be paid to another person in
behalf of the ADO recipient.

Question B. Under what circumstances would Individuals be found to be "hay.
lug difficulty in satisfactorily managing funds"; what and whose funds; who
would make the determination?

Answer. When the State agency has found on the basis of evidence that the
parent or relative of children to whom the payment was made is not using
the funds to provide for the needs of the child and has demonstrated inability
to do no, such cases could be subject to the protective payment procedure if the
State elects to do so. It Is the State that makes the determination as to which
families require this service, on evaluation of evidence of mismanagement.

Question C. Is this a new program? Would the Federal Government partici-
pate in it financially, and otherwise; if so, to what extent, and In what duration?

Answer. This is not a now program. This provision would make available
a method of payment other than a money payment which the State can use for
cases already found eligible for assistance. Although no specillc time is sped-
fled, once such cases are identified they will receive both supervision and other
services required to help them to learn) how to manager their assistance money
and their homes satisfactorily. Their situation will be reviewed from time to
the to determine the degree of progress made; e.g., whether they have progressed
sufficiently to be permitted to manage their funds on their own. If after a
reasonable period of time they prove themselves unable to do so, then it is
expected that action would be taken to have time court appoint a legal guardian
or legal representative to provide supervision of these funds for an indefinite
period.

Question D. For what purpose would "payments" under this proposal be
used; could they be used to compensate "guardians" for their services; what
would be the qualifications of "guardian"; could one person act as "guardian"
for more than one account?

Answer. The ADO payments, under this proposal, would be used for the same
purposes as for any other ADO payments; namely, to pay for basic needs such
as the food, clothing, and shelter of children and the caretaker of those children.
In such cases, the decisions as to how to spend the money would be made by the
person designated to act in that capacity rather than the parent. It is not an-
ticipated that the person designated to serve as the supervisor of the payment
during the period of time that tMe parent Is unable to (o so would be paid for
his service. Qualifications for such a person are that they be interested,
knowledgeable, reliable, and living close enough to the family for whom they will
be acting, to be able to render service. They may be relatives, friends, neigh-
bors, or welfare agency employees. It is possible that one person would act as
"representative payee" for more than one family; the bill does not prohibit this.

Question 1. Would coverage under this proposal be limited to persons on
public assistance rolls; if not, what would be the coverage invitations?

Answer. This proposal would apply only to certain families who were receiving
ADC assistance.

Question F. The proposal would prohibit "direct payments to landlords and
grocers." Could direct payments be made to others such as druggists, physi-
cians, suppliers of fuel, etc.; what other prohibitions would be imposed?

Answer. Under this proposal, the person designated would act for the parent
of the children receiving ADO and make all decisions regarding payment for
goods and services received. No direct payments would be made by the agency
except for medical services.

Question G. What need tests would have to be met for partlclpation In this
proposal?

Answer. The need tests applied to such cases would be that applicable to ADC.
The only difference* is that under this proposal families who have been (leter-
mined to be in need and eligible for assistance will have a person selected to
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supervise the spending of lhe payment ili the interest of the welfare of the
children.

Question I1. What are the total cost estimates for this proposal In the first
year; ini subsequent years; and by whom and to what extent wouhl the costs
be defraytl? How do these costs compare with those of similar programs now
in operation?

Answer. Relatively little or no cost Is involved Iln this proposal for this year or
in subsequent years because the people to receive a "protective payment" would
be those already eligible for and receiving ADC. Although no definite statistics
are available on the number of such cases, such information as are available
Indicate that the number is very small.

PROPOSAL NO. III

Question A. What would constitute "preventive services to those who might
otherwise come on welfare rolls" ?

Answer. "Preventive services" are those types of social services which can be
provided to Individuals who are iot now dependent but who, if they do not re-
ceive such services, are likely to become dependent in the foreseeable future.
This provision Is included in the bill in order to make it possible for State public
welfare departments, if they wish to help persons who request help in dealing
with their personal problems, but who are not recipients of assistance at this
time. As an example, such services would be that which might be rendered to
a woman whose husband has deserted her and her children but who for the
moment has enough income or resources so that she Is not eligible for, and does
not wish to apply for public assistance. She might receive help in locating
her husband, to see whether le might return, or in collecting support front hint.
She might also need hel) 1In adjusting to her new circumstances of living apart
from her husband. It Is possible that such services might make it unnecessary
for the children to receive aid because of their father's desertion.

Question B. Who would be eligible for these "preventive services"?
Answer. We contemplate that these services would be available only to those

whose circumstances identify then as Individuals who are likely to become
recipients of assistance In the near future because of their circumstances or
those who formerly received assistance. We do not see tits as a broad program
because we feel that the State public welfare dej)artnments should and will want
to concentrate their services on those persons who already are recipients of as-
sistance. States, however, have pointed out that If Federal funds were avail-
able to assist them in dealing with such problenis at the prevention stage, some
applications for assistance would be unnecessary and greater expenditure avoided.
Services can be offered people who are applying for assistance, even if later
found not eligible. "Preventive services," however, are offered to those who are
knowingly not eligible for assistance but who request service.

Question C. Would persons who had the benefit of these "preventive services"
be barred from public assistance rolls after the "preventive services" had been
rendered ?

Answer. Many of the people who request "preventive services" and who receive
them will not find it necessary to apply for public assistance. Prior receipt of
such services does not affect eligibility for assistance.

Question D. Would "preventive services" be a new program or an expansion
or extension of some existing program?

Answer. The provision of "preventive services" would be more accurately
described as an extension of existing programs rather thaan the development of
a new program. All public welfare departments to varying degrees provide
services now to persons who are not applicants for or recipients of assistance.
They receive no Federal participation, however, in time cost of these services.
Very often these services are given because the State ,recognizes that a failure
to do so will only aggravate the problem which the Individual brings to the agency
and will increase its expenditures when assistance application becomes neces-
sary. The administration's recommendation Is to encourage the States to pro-
vide "preventive services" with a view to ultimately reducing the number of per-
sons who need aid. The services provided would be comparable to those avail-
able to persons who are already on the rolls and, thus, these services can be more
accurately described as an extension of the existing programs.

Question E. What need tests would have to be met for participation In "pre-
ventive services" aspects of this proposal?
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Answer. It Is not contemplated that "preventive services" will be made avail-
able to applicants who could )urchase the type of consultation and service
which they need from available community resources, but who are not at present
applicants or eligible for assistance. Nor is it contemplated that these services
would be extended broadly to very many people other than those already on the
assistance rolls. It is the objective of tie provision to reach people who are
likely to become recipients of assistance in some immediately foreseeable period
in the future. It will be those people to which this provision is directed and
thus it would not be practicable to set limits as to the income or resources such
individuals may have. States may choose to set limits, however.

Question F. What are the total cost estimates for this proposal for the first
year; in subsequent years; and by whom and to what extent would the cost be
defrayed? How do these costa compare with those of similar programs now in
operation.

Answer. For the first year of operation it is estimated that the cost of "pre-
ventive services" In Federal funds would be $12.5 million; in 1904, $18.8 mil-
lion; in 1905, $24.8 million; in 1060, $30.9 million; In 19067, $37 million. Addi-
tional sums of State and local money will be required, the exact amount of which
cannot be accurately estimated since it is not as yet determined which of these
services would be provided by the States with Federal share at the rate of 75
percent and which will be provided with the Federal share 50 percent. There
are no cost data available which would make possible a comparison of these costs
with the cost of similar programs now in operation.

PaOP0SAL NO. IV

Question A. How would the Federal Government enforce the "requirement"
under this proposal that all States extend child-welfare services, including day
care for children of working mothers, by 1975?

Answer. The administration bill (H.R. 10032) contains a new condition for
approval of State child-welfare plans which would require each State to make
"a satisfactory showing that the State is extending the provision of child-wel-
fare services In the State, with priority being given to communities with the
greatest need for such services after giving consideration to their relative finan-
cial need, and with a view to making available by July 1, 1075, In all political
subdivisions of the State, for all children in need thereof, child-welfare services
provided by the staff of the State public welfare agency or of the local agency
participating in the administration of the plan in the political subdivision who
shall, to the extent feasible, be trained .child-welfare personnel" (see. 102(b),
pp. 18 and 10 of H.R. 10002).

Thus the requirement that all States extend child-welfare services would be
achieved through the annual review and approval of State child-welfare plans,
Since there is no change fix the present provision of the law requiring joint plan-
ning between the Department and the State welfare agencies in the development
of State child-welfare plans, regional child-welfare representatives would be
working closely with the States to asslst them in developing and carrying out
plans for recruiting and training personnel and extending social services
throughout each State. It will be noted that the above-mentioned plan require-
ment is limited to services of staff of State and local public welfare agencies.

Question B. What need tests would have to be met for participation In this
proposal; what income and other criteria would have to be met by the mothers;
what eligibility criteria would have to be met by the child of the working
mother?

Answer. The Federal law would not require need tests for participation in this
program. It is expected that the States would establish income and other crl-
teria for payment of costs of day care for individual children. These criteria
would be included as part of the State child-welfare plan. The usual pattern
followed by both public and voluntary day-care facilities is to require parents to
pay part or all of the costs in accordance with their financial ability. This is
done through a "sliding scale" which allows for variations in the amount to be
paid by parents. i

Question 0. What are the total cost estimates for this proposal in the first
year, In subsequent years; and by whom and to what extent would the cost be
defr.,yed? How do these costs compare with those of similar programs in opera-
tion now?
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Answer. The total cost estimate for the day-care proposal in the first year;
i.e., fiscal year 1963, is $5 million. The administration bill specifies a coiling
of this amount for the first year (see. 102 (a) and (c)). The bill also sets a
coiling of $10 million for the day-care program In subsequent years. The States
would be required to match the funds allotted for day care with State and local
funds expended for child-welfare services under the State child-welfare services
plan. We know of no similar programs In operation now with which these
costs might be compared.

PROPOSAL NO. V

Question A. Why were the provisions referred to in this proposal enacted
on a temporary basis; what is the Justification for making them permanent?

Answer. There are three proposals which were enacted last year on a tempo-
rary basis which the administration is now proposing be made permanent. The
first Is the extension of the aid-to-dependent-children program to include the
children of unemployed parents; the second is extension of the aid-to-dependent-
children program to include a few children who must leave their own homes
because it is not suitable for them to continue living therein and to live in a
foster family home; and the third is a program of assistance to American citizens
and their dependents who must be returned to this country because of personal
need or conditions abroad.

The first two of these provisions were proposed by the administration last
year as a temporary measure to deal with emergency situations which had
arisen in the country. The administration asked for the approval of this
legislation on a temporary basis pending a complete study of the public
welfare programs in the development of a comprehensive plan for their improve-
ment. The study has now been made, and the administration's proposals have
been submitted to the Congress.

To help relieve the hardships of unemployment, it was necessary to offer
the States some Federal assistance in providing for children of unemployed
and thus the extension of the aid-to-dependent-children program to provide
for this care was authorized. The provisions regarding unemployment are
proposed to be made permanent because the level of unemployment in at least
some States requires help to families with unemployed parents. Such aid
has the further advantage of encouraging the unemployed parent to stay in
the home rather than leave.

The recommendation for foster care for certain ADO children was made be-
cause of the instances which had arian of States discontinuing assistance to
children living in unsuitable homes, yet there was no certainty that provisions
would otherwise be available for the children because there was no assurance
of Federal financial sharing In the cost of care in foster homes. The provisions
regarding foster care are proposed for permanence because it is recognized
that there will continue to be some Small number of children for whom pro-
vision other than their own home is needed.

fPhe third provision relating to the care in this country of American citizens
who must come back to this country because of severe personal problems or
because of international upheaval was enacted on a temporary basis by the
Congress pending experielice in the administration of this small program. The
administration now proposes that this too be made permanent because there is a
continuing need which must be met.

Question B. What changes are contemplated in making these provisions
permanent?. Answer. Several changes are proposed in the two extensions of the aid-to-
dependent-children program. With respect to children in foster care, it Is
proposed that this provision be broadenedSo as to include the possibility of the
child being sent to a private child-care il'stItution as well as to foster family
homes. This proposal is made so as to allow.the States a wider latitude in find-
ing the most suitable place for an individual child.

Irhe administration's proposal that the States be permitted to set up commu-
filty work and training programs is particularly planned for the parents whose
children receive ADO because of their unemployment. It will enable such In-
dividuals to be employed at a type of Job which would not only pay their assist-
ance costs, but enable .them to have a satisfactory work experience. Another
change would be one to direct the States to deny assistance to any individual
receiving assistance under this program who refuses to participate, without good
cause, in a vocational training program.
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Question C. What need tests would have to b), met. for particiliation inI hils
proposal ?

Answer. For the two extensions of the aid.to-dependent-chldren program,
the need tests to be met would be that which the State imposeS for particle.
potion in that program. With respect to the repatriation program, the need
test that would be Imposed would be one developed by the Federal Government
and used by the States and would Itn general take Into account the current,
Immediate circumstances of the indivilual. Inasmuch as under this program, the
Federal assistance responsibility Is plickedi up at the tine the Individual arrives
at an American port, either returned by the )epartment of State, or identified
by that Department as a repatriate, it is necessary to make some immediate
provisions for the Individual. The period of time lie may need aid may be only
so long as it takes to locate his relatives or other resources li this country or it
may take a longer period before the individual can he considered to be a State
responsibility. Individuals aided by this program are expected under the legis-
lation to repay the assistance granted.

Question D. What are the total cost estinmates for this proposal in Ithe first
year; in subsequent years; and by whom and to what extent would the costs be
defrayed? How do these costs compare with those incident to the program as
it is now operating?

Answer. Tile cost In Federal funds of extending the aid to dependent children
program to cover tile children of the unemployed would come to $73.4 million
In 1903, $50 million in 1964, and the same amount in l1H15, 106, and 1917. Tho
cost in Federal funds for the extension of old to dependent children program
to cover children tit foster (are would come to $4.1 million in 1913, -$4.2 million
lit 1964, $4.3 million in 1965, $4.4 million in 1966, and $4.5 million in 197, The
anticipated expenditure in Federal fundR for the repatriated Americans' program
is $400,000 a year in each of the years specified.

In the two extensions of tile aid to dependent children program addit onal State
funds will be required. The exact amount of State funds as related to tite Federal
flnids, Is determine lit accordance with the formula and now lit title IV of the
Social Security Act. The repatriated Americans' program Is recognized as a
Federal responsibility and there are no State funds Involved.

The above figures Indicate the cost of the program as compared to the program
operating without the extensions described.

PROPOSAL NO. V1

Question A. Would this proposal to provide aid to both parents of dependent
children make such aid available to either or both parents who are receiving
public assistance under other programs?

Answer. This proposal is Intended to enable the States to Include in their
budgets the needs of both parents of dependent children. Inl determining eligi-
bility and the amount of assistance needed, States are required to take into ac-
count and resources of the applicants. Thus, If ono or both parents tire eligible
for other forms of assistance, that would be taken into account and might mako
that parent ineligible for aid to dependent children. Under current provisoim
of Federal law, persons may not simultaneously receive ADC andI other forms
of federally aided public assistance.

Question Ii. Would provisions of this proposal make this aid available to
common law parents; deserting parents; persons other than natural parents?

Answer. The proposed amendment makes no change in present law as to who
i a parent. This depends on State law. The purpose of this proposal is to
provide Federal sharing in assistance that States may give to the second parent.
They may do so now, but without Federal financial participation.

Question C. What need tests would have to be met for participation III tills
proposal?

Ans er. The need test that would be met Is that which the State establishes
as applicable to tho ADO program generally. Parents must be needy if their
children are to receive assistance; relatives other than parents would be eligible
for assistance, if they are caring for the child, If they meet the same need test
as the parents must meet.

Question 1. What are the total cost estimates for this proposal in the first
year; in Subsequent years; and by whom and to what extent would the costs be
defrayed? How do these costs compare with those incident to similar programs
(for one parent) which are not in operation?
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Answer. 'i'he costs to the Federal Government would be $34 million in 19063;
$34.6 iln .196.1; $35.2 in 1905; $ .1) i 1900; $30.5 iln 1067. Tite Federal funds
would beione available to the States when they add to It appropriate aniounts
of State funds. ''he exact aniount of State funds re4luired are determined by
the operation of the formula stated in title IV.

It is diflicult to comamre the costs of the )rolH)sal with that for other pro-
grants for one parent which are now in operation. The only such program now
in operation Is AI)C; under the administration's proposal, such costs would in-
Crease40 If the States C1100.40 to include .such spouse in the assistance plan and
if they have not been (ollig so out of State funds. 'Tho puI'lH)Se of tile recoin-
niendathbi, however, is to give such families the additional money they re-
inilro to take care of the needs of both parents as well its the children.

PIiOPOHAL NO. VIl

Question A. Would you cite "(he existing authority for 100 percent Federal
fends for training emiloyees"; stumnarle activities under the program as it
eXists; and subinit it clear exllanation of how aIn! under viat conditions this
program would be "directed to providing services to children in the aid to le-
pendent. children program aad tihe chil-welfare programil'"

Answer. Section 705 authorizes 1M percent Federal funds to assist the States
I lciireasing the number of trained persons to help then administer their
Imbllc assistance programs. Under the administraton's proposal, this legisla-
tion would be repealed, and substituted therefore, would be provisions for 100
percent Federal funds for the training of persons to work specitlcally in the
ditlieult areas of AI)C. Appropriations have never been made to implement tie
sect ion 705 autlhorization. Under the admnlnitration's proposal, the Federal
Government would make grants directly, or through grants or contracts with

public or nonprofit private Institutions of higher learning, for special courses of
stttdy, senuinars of short duration, and for experimental training; for establish-
Ilg and maintaining fellowships or traineeships; and for Increasing the facil-
itles for the training of professional and technical staff. This proposal follows
along the lines of existing federally financed training programs in the medical,
social, mental health and other areas. The proposal contains provisions to
assure that the individuals trained will work iln the public assistance program
or they will need to repay the costs of their education. The administration's
proposal also includes amending section 520, funds for research and denlonstra-
tion grants in childd welfare services to authorize the use of some of these funds
for the training of staff to work in child welfare services.

Question B. What need tests have to be met for participation in this propoal?
Answer. The Federal law requires no means test for participation as a recip-

lent of a scholarship. Some universities may limit such academic help to per-
sons meeting certain tests of need. The purloso of this proposal is to assist
in the administration of the AI)C program by encouraging people to enter
schools to train them for this difficult and exacting work. These objectives would
not be achieved If a means test. were ipos,-d on the l0ple to be trained.

Question 0. What are the total cost estimates for this proposal Ii the first
year; in subsequent years; and by whom and to what extent would the costs be
defrayed? How do these costs compare with those incident to the existing
program.

Answer. Costs to the Federal Government for the first year would be $3.5
million in 19 3, $0.4 million in 1964, $9.1 million in 1905, $12.7 million in 1960,
and In 1967, $16 million. These expenditures would be made by the Federal
Government. To encourage the training of the number of persons needed, it is
not required that States share In the costs. These expenditures can be com-
pared only with the existing provisions of law now being used, for the Federal
Government sharing with the States on a dollar-for-dollar basis In the costs of
training as a part of the administration of the program. (As mentioned above,
the provisions in title VII for 100 percent Federal funds have not been imple-
mented by appropriations.) In the fiscal year 1962, it Is estimated that $750,000
will be spent by the States, matched by an equal sum of Federal funds. Tite
number of persons trained with these funds Is estimated at 700 persons, only a
tiny fraction of those needed in the administration of the program.
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PRtOPOSALI NO. Vill

Question A. Wotld you pleasto subillt a sulalry tntI Oxl)lallatiol of the op.
tonal "tsinglo category for the aged, blind and disabled, and for the modleal
assistance for the aged which inay b substituted by any State for tile three
present pirograms" [4iggostod in tbis proposal?

Answer. The administration proposes that the Statos have an opportunity to
file i slglo I)11n for their throw adult assistance programs, old-age assistance,

hit to the )ihnd, and ail to the i)erlanently and totally disabled. With hut few
t)Xtiplont, the State plan rtmlulres Federal matchhig and other provillons which
are connon to titles 1, X, and XIV of the, act are ili.orporattd it tile now title,
and those provisions of titles I, X, or XIV which tire not. common to the other
two tro applicable only to the category presently covered by them. Tlus, the
Iproviiol in titlo X on disregarding earned income of blind indivhidal Is nppili-
eablh under the new title only to such Individuals: the prohibition aglnat any
duration of residence requirement iii tile caso of medical assistance for the aged
minder title I would apply i(lor tile now title XVI only for purpose of medical
assistant, o for tile tiled. (The now 1-year limitation on rehldeno requirements
under title I, X, and XIV, of course, would apply under the provisions of the
new title.)

The purpose of title XVI would ie to enable States to have a simpnler tippronebl
to their assistance admllistration )y having a single plan for their adult cate-
gories. ''herm hav len questions raised in many States because of the eate.
gorleail approach to puib1li assistanto, a1d a rejnost that the Federal law pro.
video for a cobnalntion of categories, The conlbilnation of categories whose
provisions are similar Is a logical action to take. rho bill has provisions which
tire designed to encourage tlhe States to take this action.

The formula now in effect for old-age assistance, Ineluding tile sllcal medical
filnancinig provisions added In 1960, would become applicable to the disabled and
tile blind. This would enable .tates with vendor medical care provisions in their
disabled or blind asslstate Iprogranm to obtala additional Federal financing 11ow
avallablo only li the aged Irogranm, It would also enable States to average
Iptlynielis across categorical lilos, something not now )ossible, For example, the
State with an average payment below $11S a month for the dlsahlvl. hut with an
average payment above the Federal matching naximnum for the aged, could
reelve additional fund by averagilng all the payments u1iid1or tho combnld
program.

Question I. Whiat. n(,l tests are required to ie met for lpartilptiton in the
present program; what ehanges wotld be made lin each Installe ilnuder this
proposal '?

Answer. The need tests tihat would le required are exactly the same as those
now appliable for old-age assimtaee, aid to the blind, and aid to th perimanlietly
and totally disabled, qhe proposed title XVI (loes not make tiny changes so for
as ollgbility Is concerned,

Question C, What are the total cost, estimates for this proposal in the first year
lender optional plan ; In sbpsciuent years ; and by whom and to what extent wolld

the vtots lie defrayed? low do these costsomparo with those incident to the
present Iprogranla?

Answer, Th, total cost iln federall fluidA for 111(1 i estimated to le $7.4 mlliOn:
Iii 111 1- $10 Inlln; 011nd tile 01ne anmount fgr tleh years 106, 1900, and 1017.
These eosts arise because, of the ehango i lit til. fornlila destIrlecri above permitting
tile States to recelv Fedoral fliuds for vendor iedletil l)Rayln'ents above the linit
now flianed inder the blind antd disabled program and by einalitint tile States to
average their Impynmnt aero. eategorles. Iti the (.onihbimed categories, State
fundm will, of course, It riliumvld III Mlbtntialh 1 s11s for the finac111g Of tile
program ii as viow trpo under the same forms of tslttn(,e <ilOratld by way of
separate wateprApm.

PR'aOS0A 4 NO. IX

Question A. Would you "uhmt in summiary the otherr technical and adminis-
trotlVe elealiges designed to oiliphaslzo reoiabilltatlon 'and sorvleo to welfare
rciplentls" which aro contemplatod under tilhs proposal, and in each eao:

(1) State clearly what the applicable need tests may be: and
(2) The estImated costs with comparative present figures.
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AnswIIer. The hi11'lltfolihis a1 miliber of t0('hlll 41imii0 en111tm deitedQ~ t)
vtllyaw 11('Ito svrvi(*i9 fiil( ri'0i,4b1taitive nsj~v(!t.4 of the piiile weilare program.
Tho reflileelt' for t4t i14tt plans under title IV would hi o 11M(l(d Ho 444 to
requ1I1' t S-tnte 10ito dev'olop if plan for ve1e chtild lit te ADIO foaily with it view
toward providing weioro andl rintedi services w~ilieli will bes't proltioto lte- wol-
f41ro of the e'1111( and( Mio fiunilly. A further alnendinlont w~oulid elhange the 1141111
oft thei n1(1 to dependo101t edli11OI p)ogra11 to 411( and1( RorvIves to l(oody fanillien
with Oiiil!011n, The Iltlt'11411t of pi)1'poso of ('41(1 of tiit j111i)11 o(1ttintveI' tffit i
of the -Social Se('1vrty A0t, would he slighitly mnodified No as to, more clearly Identify
the( concep'Qit of 1'oinil~itfatioII 410 Nv('l It" tiv l' 0?ivpt of' fluonc1ini OH44Ital('( It"4 a
pulrposo for 041ci1 of the pregrimo,

Tito administration ol abao reolilniing tile m4tol1iii411('1t of ll Alvimol'y
('onilil olf P4114110 Wvt'fario to review tMe e114Iout. i4t41tu1 4111(1 to make1( 1'00011114e11d11
101n4 1'('In(ig th11 desirableh1 (eiI4IngelN 11lel III tho( prlog1'aIlNm of 1111i0 4444tst 411'.'()

4a1n( Oi111( NveOi4I o tivives. PTe l'evoi111141('11(ia pr11jovides for 4111 adv11isory
teititeil to be? ('4tabllishil In 196-1 011(1 for' suhmo-qul1elt. ai(ti4oI'y eouitellm to 1)0

to iidviso himi oi his tunlvtionlo to the Holial 1ecurily Act.
A further 1't001111011iondtionl of t he 41(inlilitratio Is14l for the Secretary to lie

givon ithor1111tt to waive tilly 01' 4ilo 1 0111 oftutp4 '(luirvilnonts l4 (jeitied for
a1pprova'4l of 41 plil 01r to regardi othiQ~io unn11)fteliloiiend4411(iturlo n14t miatchoiii'i

iI (to Itetrest of the 5t44to'f4 (bOei)111fg l~ itative 1new o1' eXpi4'l1'1t41 flit
proue(im' to the ladmiliit ratioii of liibIle ass4)itance, At the present tiino, 501110
of the 1)1441 requi1re14101to iaii~t, dilicll for the Slates to 1444 'o fi11 oxlierlinolixtni
ap1ri)410 to iuliil wolfaire pr1o1)eiml. Thll adm11i1114411'4ti41 o1144 prloptoses that a
811)11 not to exveed $2 llion~l of tile 441444414t appropr'iai1ted for' pliyntentlt to the

('041(itieolO 440 the Seeretary many P.4tols)h for 140yinen1t4 to tile Stateo to eaver-o

Illtti of tilt) cost of expecrimenltal ll(I0t0 44 141 re 1 fotveroli by 1411ymo1'It' olthelr.
't''o -ovo41141111 idor tile pu11411 ns1s44ta11o titio.'. Th'ie puripose oif tis INl to
IMIC01ll4) find( to HlnIlpilfV t1joeff''torts of Stittes to dltiop) exio'lintai flp.
Pl'041t'ielt1 tile 11idiiltrationl of puhile welfare.

A few''t fl(1(li(141i 111101 aniondine111011t 01-0 proosei by till ndnflIillst41ti(41to
cl'ify existinlw, t None10 of the 111h0vo' illendinetst w't'lh tile 0(imIinittlt(4f
IN PI-11'4ingd1i Wttollie14 alfililo)1 littin 4l wity to InivI1(1141 who d1o ntt Ibet, theo
111044110 tel-t 411I)lialt to till exiing9 pulict assis4tance'( pro'grams41. Nonle oft these
plll)ogl wul'01i Invl'Ove ti1 4(ldit1oInot outiny of iledel'i 01' St4tt fun1dt! witih the
Posslib~le Oeeption of the llrdoIiontratioll projects which4 nu1thioll 41 ileI klin lIl~t
of ItiOflOy (see above) to be use0d so 4144 to (1Po111'41go tile ttes0 to delopII hlw
methiodsan no1( Ilolpproflilen find0 to tr'y out ('Xpetrimeti llt11 the allflls~itratto"
of mervleeig.

STATEMENT OF RON. ABRAHAM RIBIO~j, SEORZTARY OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE; ACCOMPANIED BY WIL.
BUR -T. OHEN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY (FOR LEGISLATION);
ROBERT M. BALL, COMMISSIONER, SOCIAL SECURITY' ADMINIS.
TRATION; CHARLES R. HAWKINS, LEGISLATIVIE REFERENCE
OOP[E~ts SOCIAL SECUITY~ ADMINISTRATION; KATH]MYN D.
GOODWIN, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF FAMILY SEVICES; An
KATHERINE B. OETTINGER, CHIEF, CHILDREN'S BUREAU

Secretary Rihnwo'1. Mr. Chaii'miai and members of the ornnittoe,
with met here today is Mvr. 'Wilbur J. Coheon, Assaia Soorotary;
Robert M. Ball, Conunlssionor of Social Socurity.; Charlos IN. H~aw.
kins, Tegislative Referencei Officer Sooial Security Admninistration;
Mrist. Katherino ()ottinger, Chief ol tile ChiI(Irctn's 11111 4,11; 1111d1 MisS
Ktd0lryu Goodwin, Dirmcto r, of Clio Bureaul of F~amily Swrime.

I ain happy to appoiu' before) you today in sup1port of legislat-ion
to o(ot(M1I aiid illpIxMV0 t110 public listlue) and Chl d wo'lfaro sorvicew
programs of the Social Security Act.
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I believe that, this bill, although differing in some rms)e tS frou1
the bill preiientxI by the admlinistri-tion, ifleud(i, 11 nnl of Hig.
nicllnt stops forward toward ouir common goal of i improved
public welfare P)rogram, iudlr it Fodlral-Stato partilot"lip, which
will meet more etlfctivoly the probloniis and the needs of Che 1900's.

The keynote of all our efforts is prevention of dopendooy in
this and future generations find the rehoabilitation of those who now
find themselves on the w0i11r. rolls. We believe that many can be
helped toward griter solf-support, and self-cam. We face this year
the historic opportunity to improve and modernize our public as.
sistance and Oil d wel fare Prograns.

Since the passage of the S60ial Security Act more than a quarter
century ago, we have witnesMd the important role t hee pigraol s
have played, espouially in relieving the filnaoial hardship facid by
the destituto aged, blld, and disliabled adults, and by dlo)endollt
children.

The Nation's strength and well-being have lmi1 markedly onhalle
by our broad public welfare pro vralns and tho protections they offer
against so1e of life's hazards. 'hso prog'tanis hold the potential
for contributing in oven larger measure to the gonoral welfare.

Willingness to improve upon past methods anid p)O1'fOrlllfo nc( is it
sign of strength and vigor. There has boon growing re)gnition
1,1ong thoso poisons most involved in thle programs that.
financial help is not a complete a nswr to the inemisngly sevor
personal and social programs which confront people in need.

In 19560, the Congress amended the Social Security Act to make
clear that the provision of helpful social services is among its major
purposes. Progress in carrying out this purpose has varied widely
among the States.

e'lh program before you today puts increased emphasis on preven-
tive kind restorative services whie can alleviate individual esllSt
of dopendonooy and long-term need while continuing to assure basic
economic assstaleo. The bill whioh the administration presented
to the Colres this year, and the bill before you today, contain many
features wflioh make them landmarks in the history of public welfare.

In summary, these are:
Services to help families become solf-supporting and independent.
Prevention of dopendenoy by dealing with pro blems which cluse

this unfortunate state.
Incentives to 1 'ipionts of public assistance to i1Ijprovo their condi-

tioll and incentives to States to improve their welfare programs.
Useful conmntit' work and training programs and other measures

whioh will assist reopients to become better able to care for themselves.
Assistance in providing training to relieve the acute shortage of

skilled welfare personnel. Without skilled staff, the other objectives
cannot be attaine(l.

Our challenge-and our opportunity-was stated by Ptreident.
Kennedy in his special mossago of February 1 to the " ongress on
welfare. Ie said-

The thuiv, the condltIons, the problems have changed, amid the mture and
obJmtives of our public uislstattno aurd child wvelfare programs must bo changed,
also, If thoy are to meet our current needs.
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legisdlatioll wals 1lt1(ll'$ol'(' by the' Ne(' tIlit this wils tile first t'esi-
dent ill Illeiitsge v'ilt i el'y tlevottd to () 1)11)1 we faill ever slbllitted to

rea1pp)t'l 15111 of ti 10wel flie p)l'(glallis I II r l) -l i loll1 for the HsllblllissiOll
of It iegisitit IVO p)rIgi'lll I Ills year'. I'1111 mko tis Hhly, Nve iviktd mild

Riot. Only helpfl'4 but liild'eliilig. It. rltC&li(d the det'll of ilitol'st
alld( (olit'Oi'll whichl lus beenl fuhi, ammurll I 110e, tii(lltti(1 of Amoirietuls
Nwho work illhsfed15p1d ~~illtaos xol VSo agelicbes,
ediueat olN., 1111(d 50'ifli 11Orcl'ks'8

We, olganr/.d mal d li o olmlitteo oil p111)110 wvelfare comiposed
of vi)O k01 Nv'itii (list illgid~ild recVordsl of 8irvieO ill plilio ll~d priviltv
Welfare. This voninlit tece1 wilth t10 help of it pro'fem5101111 stifl and
ltimlidi aid from thie Field Folldlt.1011 devoted 11l1l1t10m to ItIl ilitell-
Sive study of the prblemst'1 ftviligf I)Uh1biC ti58i4il( ill tile neXt de0CMde
and tie ~~asIll W11oi 10 l~l I) llis II) ight be 1110'.

1 11111 pleased to .41lbiiiit. the collmuittest1 ilil import. for the re-ord.
T1h10('1IAM~MAN. Without, Objt'CtiOll.
(The colmllittv~l port, follows:)

ltml'oll' OlF At) 1100 (COMMITlTRI ON V11,io IVKW.AIC TO TI F31ORMCAIlY OF UKALT11,
IODUCATXONt AND) Wram.FA@ g*lrmcmlul 1001

AD) leu Com m rpTKI ON PUDlLKO WICIFARF,

1101. AIIIIAIIAM A. Runvoyr,

11'1110111011111, )).O.
M)ARI MR, HicomrIARY: T1he Adile Jonlwoittee ol Pulic Welfare, appolinted

lit May 19161, is pleased( to present itR report to yol herewith.
lit resipioise to your charge to the commiatteg, ita reoen~flidatI~tion re forxiiu-

lated lit tile following two closely rin ted areas:
Illimme~ilato St01)5, wllel'h iInildi pro0posals o11 aid to depmildtelt children

(ADCt), iliegitlinnoy, work relief, residence reqirezusionts, child welfare, the
totally 011d p)artially disabled (AIYL'D), voucher pnyillonts; elriitge of youth;
and

I'ro(1l)sls for Ptirthold Action, wihichi deal with asitstauco and rehabilitative
seryices to failie, Improen'llfts ii the traning of lporsonliol to render thoe
melvl minded researchk andl denoiontratilon, IIIId child welfare.

'rho commnittep eiiprense Its apIprecintion to tile, Field Foundation and the
Amnericaln Cilid GuildillQo F~oun~dation whose gelorous support hane enabled It
to carry out its work. It Is grateful as well to otaff Miemlbers of tho elmrt-
lulut of Heal1th, education, andm Welfare, wioleu 110pid. the Commnittee wvithi
Ilpeded in~formlationl It requested, miii to the manny ili vidlulls and orgauuitiolls
wile Nf) gellerowily gave tile colil'.Avo thio benefit of their exp~eriene, and coun1-
sel. Speelil acknoled(gmienit Is due Wayne Vatioy, dean of tile Hellool of BOOMa
'Work of Ruitgers Unliversity, for hits skilled and ludefitlgilo service as con-
militan~t to tile (!ommllittoos and11 Mrs. Virginia lDoacher, who ailaitod II tile
llrelarat ion of the comnIittee's 01101 document.

It is the hope% of tile Ad Mie ComnuIittee tht this report will aid you lit tour
eoliieldable desire to iNtrellgtilei public welfare lit Atuerica Tile coutte
%tandi; ready to be) of anyl future tissistanele yot stllyl a5k of it In the fuirtherancee
of til objective,

Itmesectflly mubmitted, AitoSu mi
(VAalruiau Rtmuttve Wloo ~Pretitt, National MOMts~ lelfart; Board,
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Joseph P. Anderson, executive director, National Association of Social Workers.
Philip Bernstein, executive director, Council of Jewish Federations & Welfare

Funds,
Clark W. Blackburn, general director, Family Service Association of America.
Robert Bondy, director, National Social Welfare Assembly.
Rudolph T. Danstedt, director, Washington branch, National Association of

Social Workers.
Fred DelliQuadri, dean, New York School of Social Work, Columbia University.
James R. Dumpson, commissioner, New York City Department of Welfare.
Loula Dunn, director, American Public Welfare Association.
Fedele Fauri, dean, School of Social Work, University of Michigan.
Very Rev. Msgr. Raymond Gallagher, director of Youth Services, Diocesan

Catholic Charities, Cleveland, Ohio.
Dorothy Height, associate director folt training, Young Women's Christian

Association.
Raleigh C. Hobson, director, City Department of Public Welfare, Richmond, Va.
Mrs. Trude Lash, executive director, Citizen's Committee for Children of New

York City.
Norman V. Lourle, deputy secretary, Pennsylvania State Department of Public

Welfare.
Hont. Justine Wise Poller, Justice of the domestic court, city of New York.
Joseph H. Reid, executive director, Child Welfare League of America.
Mrs. Pauline Ryman, director, Social Service Department, Henry Ford Hospital,

lDetroit, Mich.
Harleigh Treeker, dean, School of Social Work, University of Connecticut.
John W. Traniburg, commissioner, State department of institutions and agencies,

Trenton, N.J.
Dr. Ellen B. Winston, commissioner, North Carolina State Board of Public

Welfare.
Dr. Ernest Witte. executive director, Council on Social Work Education.
Dr. Whitney M. Young, Jr., executive-director-elect, National Urban League.

Members of this committee have served as individuals. Titles are listed
for identification purposes only.
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DUJES' SUMMARY

TMe Nation's people are its most important resource. Public welfare's func-
tkii in society is to aid in preserving and strengthening these human resources
by the most efficient and economical means.

In a fast-changing world it is essential that there be periodic review and
revisionn of public welfare programs and operations.. If public welfare is to
*fill Itg role in the Nation effectively, its policies and practices must be responsive
to changing conditions.This report contains proposals for adapting public welfare to the needs and
problems of the '190's. It projects recommendatons for meeting currently
pressing needs, and'for more major revisions to be undertaken at the earliest
posIbie date.

Immediate 8teps
1. Rehabilitative services to strengthen aid to dependent children (AD).-

Accelerated and intensified rehabilitative services aimed at reducing family
breakdown and chronic dependency and helping families become self-supporting
ahd independent; provision of personnel with skills to accomplish this by sup-
port of training. I

2. ADOIlegislati n, recent amendments arid proposals for further changes.-
Extend present provision related to uiemployed parents and foster home care,
add a provision to include in the assistance grant disabled and unemployed
fathers living at home, and require complete compliance by September 1962
with the suitable homes provision.

8. Measures for studying and dealing with the problem (f illeultimacy.-
Initiate a thorough evaluation of the general problem In 'all segments of the
population and uindertake rehablitatip activities among persons receiving
assistance. .
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4. Federal participation in work relef.-Federal funds to be made available
for grants to persons on work relief programs with appropriate standards and
safeguards.

5. Improvement of car'e for ehildre.-Substantal improvements and expan-
•slon of ci11ld welfare services including Federal support for day care services.

6. Earnings of youth on. ADO.-Partial exemption of earnings of youth to pro-
vide incentive for work and development of responsibility.

7. Removal of residence requirements for assiatance.-Financlal incentives to
States to encourage progress toward elimination of residence requirements as an
eligibility factor for public assistance.

8. Voucher payments under suitable provisions.-Use of voucher payments for
assistance grants as an alternative for cash assistance in suitable situations with
proper safeguards.

9. Ewten8ion. of aid to the disabled.--Inclusion of temporarily and partially
disabled persons in eligibility for assistance.

10. Eapermentation and progress in research and demonstration.-- Develop-
ment of new information to aid In attacking problems of dependency and family
breakdown and to discover the best ways of meeting the whole range of problems
in public welfare.

Proposals for further action
11. Assistance and rehabilitative services to families.-A new approach to

attacking. the needs of families through a single category of assistance which
makes it possible to give service to the complete family as a unit through intensi-
lied rehabilitative services.

12. Improving personnel for rehabilitative services.-A major attack on the
problem -of graduate and Inservice training with a 10-year target for training
of personnel of State and local public welfare agencies.

13. A stronger role for basic child welfare s8ervices.-Dealing effectively with
the hazardsthat jeopardize the well-being of many of the Nation's children by
stronger child welfare services.

14. Provision for continuing prograi of research and special demonstration
project.-A program designed to encourage and assist States to incorporate re-
search and demonstration as fundamental elements of their program operations.

FRAMEWORK OF THE REPORT
The task in the 1960's

The Nation's people are its most important resource. Public welfare's func-
tion in society is to aid #a strengthening these human resources by the most effi-
cient and economical means.

In the past 26 years progress toward this end has been achieved under the
social insurance, public assistance, and child welfare programs. People have
been restored to productive employment or to a greater degree of self-care.
Families have been maintained, children and aged provided protection, and
disabled cared for.

These programs were originated, however, under conditions vastly different
from those of today. Since that time-

There have been basic changes in the industrial and agricultural economy;
considerable additional knowledge has been acquired about cause and

effect in human behavior;
there haSve been sweeping social and cultural changes;
large numbers of people have changed geographic location, often moving

to a totally new kind of community (rural to urban, urban to suburban);
industries have shifted from one section of the country to another, many

times with profound effects on the economy of both the communities they
leave and the ones they come to;

new work skills have been required as agriculture has become more
mechanized and industry more automated;

medical advances have revolutionized health care.
These drastic shifts in the Nation's life have had direct effects on its people.

New social problems have been created and old ones have been aggravated.
Increasing numbers of those who find it difficult to compete in a complex and
demanding society' become the casualties of progress. Among them are those
who have been denied an opportunity to make the most of their innate capacities
because of lack of health care, discrimination, inadequate lucation and train-
ing, physical or mental handicap, family breakdown, or circumstances of birth.

4071--62--6
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To meet tile stern demands of this decade, public welfare services must
progress and change to meet today's needs and opportunities. Changes are
needed, both small and large, and they must be made.

Public welfare must contribute to the attack on such problems as dependency,
Juvenile delinquency, family breakdown, illegitimacy, ill health, and disability;
reduce their incidence, prevent their recurrence, and strengthen or protect the
vulnerable or helpless in a highly competitive world. Unless effectively dealt
with, these problems pyramid, affecting society as a whole and extending their
consequences in troubled families from one generation to the next. A second
or third generation of a family receiving welfare is a challenge to the Nation
to recognize that financial help alone has not been enough.

Public welfare should be a positive, wealth-producing force In society. It
must be more than a salvage operation, confined to picking up the debris from
the wreckage of human lives.
Supporting Amerioan prinCiples

The American people are traditionally generous in their response to human
suffering. They have a strong innate sense of fairness and recognize the
relationship between opportunity and freedom. They also believe strongly in
individual responsibility and place a high premium on independence and self-
maintenance.

Americans want help to be given when It is needed, but they want to be sure
also that help is going only to those who really need it. While studies have
repeatedly shown that the incidence of fraud In public assistance is generally
less than 1 percent, any amount is to be decried. Where fraud occurs in public
welfare, it reflects a basic weakness In the standards of moral responsibility
in modern society Just as this is evinced in cheating on income tax, scofflaw
behavior, graft, and embezzlement, and in other aspects of everyday life.

Assurance that aid goes only to those who are legally eligible for it can
best be safeguarded by adequate numbers of well-qualified staff to evaluate the
needs of recipients and determine their qualifications for receiving help. An
important function of these workers, too, is to help people on assistance under-
stand the responsibilities which go with the benefits they receive. A con-
structive public welfare approach rests on the belief that capacities of persons
to meet their problems and to behave responsibly can be reinforced by knowl-
edgeable, well-directed help which builds their self-respect.

The challenge requires cooperation
Welfare shares the burden of dealing with the many problems created by

social and economic conditions with other programs such as public health,
vocational rehabilitation, education, the social insurances, and urban develop-
ment. In many instances, people who require public welfare services also
have health, school, housing, and vocational problems. Private welfare agencies,
too, have an important role In the total welfare program. They have tradi-
tionally played a vital part in the Nation's welfare effort and have a basic
function to perform in meeting social needs. It Is characteristic of America
to meet its requirements through a variety of social institutions. A cooperative
relationship between private and public welfare agencies Is essential.

The role of Government
The scope, the intensity, and the cost of the Nation's social problems demand

vigorous national leadership In working toward their solution. There must
be a consistent and positive policy in using the resources of the Federal Gov-
ernment to raise the level of assistance and rehabilitative services in public
welfare throughout the country, to establish and maintain standards for assist-
ance and services, and to support the analysis of welfare needs and ways of
meeting them. This is national leadership in its finest sense. The goal of
Federal effort should be that of helping individuals and families wherever they
live to achieve their highest level of productivity and responsibility.

There are few problems that are strictly local, State, or even regional. Needs
that are nationwide In scope demand national attention. But they are a con-
cern also of State and local government where the people live. Recognition of
this productive partnership In the present structure of public welfare has proved
successful and is consistent with the American system of government. Needed
changes should be made within this structure and problems should be solved in
ways which do not *weaken the prevailing local-State-National balance.
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Before the Nation today is a great opportunity to expand the effectiveness of
one of its Institutions. Doing so could give dynamic forward impetus to tile
Nation; it could also ulthiately reduce the cost of public welfare services.
Internal and external factors

The proposals and recommendations presented in this report inevitably in-
volve implications for organization and structure in public welfare programs.

These inatters were not appropriate to this committee within Its charge. Be-
cause of their great importance in accomplishing the objectives outlined in this
report, however, it is urged that they be given careful attention.

The quality of public welfare services, as well as the efficiency with which they
are provided, depends on the effectiveness of their organization and the suit-
ability of the structure in which they are provided. The concept of rehabilitation
is common to all programs and services designed to maintain and improve the
health and welfare of people. Coordination of all these efforts should be sought
and every attempt made to avoid fragmentation of service. Related parts
should be brought together in the interests of unity and efficiency.

Public attitudes on welfare services and understanding of it also are a key
factor in determining how effectively welfare dollars will be used to serve the
community and those who are helped. There is evidence, however, that the
public has not received sufficient or accurate enough Information about the pur-
poses of public welfare programs, the legislative provisions and principles on
which they are based, the requirements for administering them efficiently, or the
adjustments needed to adapt them to changing conditions. This situation is a
matter of primary concern and should be given prompt and thoroughgoing
attention.

People are quick to respond when an individual is In need. They find it more
difficult to conceive of and relate to needs of masses of people. This tendency
should be taken into account in efforts to communicate generally information
about public welfare.
Rase8 for the reconinendations

Many social and personal difficulties originate in the failure or inability of the
family unit to fulfill its functions adequately. This is not always due only to
circumstances within the family, but also to failure of other social institutions
to undergird the family. A new and dynamic approach to strengthening family
life in America must supply the dimension of social welfare endeavors in the
1960's.

The recommendations of this report are designed to reinforce and support
family life through rehabilitation, prevention, and protection. They are also
intended to reduce the wide disparities in the contributions made to this goal
by welfare programs throughout the country. Accordingly, 'the following are
basic to all the proposals of this report:

Rehabilitative 8ervice8 by profesIonally trained peraonnel.-Financlal assist-
ance to meet people's basic needs for food, shelter, and clothing is essential, but
alone is not enough. Expenditures for assistance not accompanied by rehabilita-
tive services may actually increase dependency and eventual costs to the conmu-
nity. The very essence of a vital program should be full use of all rehabilitative
services including, but not confined to, provision of financial assistance. The ul-
timate aim is to help families become self-supporting and independent by
strengthening all their own resources. Achieving this requires the special knowl-
edge and skill of social workers with graduate training and other well-trained
specialists.

Reaching people before they become dependent should be inherent In these
programs. It costs society less to pr.avent a problem or deal with it in its earlier
stages than to correct it after it has become serious.

Adequate levels of financial assistance to needy persons and families.-The
consequences of deprivation are likely to produce children who overcrowd health
facilities, correctional institutions, and other community facilities, and grow to
adulthood as liabilities to society.

Inadequate assistance levels threaten the unIty and stability of families, yet
modern knowledge of human behavior has clearly demonstrated tile inestimable
value to children of growing up in a family. In addition to the advantages to the
child and to society, it also costs the community less when a child can be raised
in a family instead of being placed elsewhere.
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Elcien t adninistration and organization of welfare progran8.-Consistent
efforts to discover and utilize means for the most efficient assignment of staff,
keeping of records, and other administrative functions must be encouraged. This
kind of administration Is the community's best assurance that only those persons
who need help are getting it. Cnseloads too large to be effectively handled, ex-
clusive preoccupation with eligibility controls and inefficlent use of trained staff
are among the deterrents to sound administration.

Improvement through continuing rcsmarch.-The causes of dependency and
family breakdown nust be thoroughly understood if these social evils are to be
reduced or eradicated. Study of their basic causes and the remedies for them,
continuing analysis of methods used in administering programs and in providing
rehabilitative services, and studies to improve preventive and protective services
should be the chief targets of needed research programs.

State backing for local welfare programs.-The crucial test of a welfare pro-
gram comes at the point at which its services actually are rendered. This Is at
the county or municipal level of government. Achievement of the desirable ob-
jectives of rehabilitative service depends upon how effectively programs are
administered locally. To carry out these responsibilities, local administration
needs strong backing from State and Federal Governments.

State standards of operation for local public welfare programs which accom-
pany financial support by State governments are an assurance that all people of
the State are treated equally and that people receive the best possible service
wherever they live within the State. These standards permit recognition of local
difference.,, but maintain the important principle that the way in which a person
is treated should not depend upon the accident of where he happens to live.

IMMEDIATE STEPS

The recommendations which the committee believes should be acted on. with
the greatest possible dispatch are listed in this section. Brief supporting infor-
mation is given with each one. More extensive information relating to some of
these is provided in the final section of the report.

Reootnmetidation 1. Strengthening aid to dependent children (ADO) fami-
le. -Measures should be adopted for the immediate initiation of an accel-
erated, intensive program, throughout all welfare departments, of rehabili-
tative services to ADC families by trained personnel. Adequate financial
support should be provided to States and localities to enable them to help
individuals and families receiving ADO become self-supporting, and to cor-
rect or prevent the family disruptions which result from absence of a father
or his unemployment.

Many families who are today receiving ADO suffer from social and personal
Inadequacies and problems. If costs to the community are to be reduced and
the children in these families are to become adults who will be productive mem-
bers of society, the families must be helped now.

Some States and localities have convincingly demonstrated that by combining
skilled rehabilitative services with the provision of assistance, a large number
of families can be returned to self-support; the period of need for assistance
can be shortened; reapplications for aid can be reduced In frequency; and
behavior detrimental to the community can be decreased. The application of
these findings should be extended to recipients in all parts of the country. This
cannot be done without greatly increasing the numbers of qualified staff.

Assistance contributes to rehabilitation when it is coupled with Auch services,
rather than being a routinized, mechanical procedure solely to determine eligi-
bility for aid. The measures recommended to accomplish these objectives are:

(a) Expenditures for rehabilitative and preventive services should be
classified separately from other State and local administrative costs; ;

(b) The basis for Federal grants to the States for rehabilitative and pre-
ventive services should be revised so as to Increase Federal participation in
the support of these services; and

(o) Appropriations of $5 million annually should be provided for grants
to the States to ht.,,rove effectiveness of personnel by making training
available to State and local ageney'staffs, plus $2,500,000 annually for grants
to accredited schools of social work for costs of teaching and scholarships,

Federal support for rehabilitative and preventive services is essential if prog-
ress is to be made in attacking dependency and family breakdown. At present
Federal aid is provided only for service costs of administering financial assistance
at the rate of 50 percent of the adminlhtrative costs. These recommendations
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would bring Federal support for both administrative and rehabilitative services
to the same Federal proportion of cost as is allotted to the States for assistance
payments.

Recommendation 2. ADO logIslation.--Reen t amendment8 and propo8al8
for chanGyes.-The amendments to title IV in the Social Security Act passed
in 1961 should be extended to continue (a) assistance to children of unem-
ployed parents; (b) assistance to children in foster homes; (o) a new
amendment should be adopted to provide for Federal participation in meet-
ing the needs of physically or mentally incapacitated or unemployed fathers
residing In the home, on the same basis as participation now is available
for others in the household; and (d) compliance by all States with the
suitable-homes requirement should become effective by September 1, 1962,
as provided by legislation subsequent to the ruling of the previous Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare.

These provisions in ADO legislation furnish other essential supports for
making this program more effective in bolstering family life and therefore pro-
tecting the community from the results of family disruption and dependency.
They provide assistance for children in families not previously covered prior to
the 1961 amendments under title IV, but whose needs for financial assistance and
services are Just as acute as the needs of those who were already included. A
child is in no less need of help if his father is out of work than if the father is
out of the home or disabled.

Excluding Federal participation for payments covering the father in ADO if
he is in the home makes the assistance grant inadequate to meet the needs of
the entire family. The presence of these fathers in the home is due to unem-
ployment or disability. Excluding them from the grant weakens their position
as head of the family. The best current knowledge of human behavior and child
development strongly supports the importance of the father's role as family head
in helping the children develop to sound adulthood.

The vital benefits of coverage for children in foster homes should be continued.
This will permit complete review of the effects of this new provision, including
consideration of broadening the definition of foster care to cover children in
institutions and small group homes.

Recommendation. 3. Measures for studying, and dealing with the problem
of illegitimaoy.-Because of the disturbing rate of growth of illegitimacy in
all segments of society in this country, and its impact as one of the major
causes of dependency in ADO, it is recommended that (a) a comprehensive
national study of the social causes of illegitimacy in the total population
and of effective measures of prevention and treatment be undertaken by the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and.(b) there be Federal
encouragement and financial support for special projects by State and local
public welfare agencies to provide intensive preventive and treatment service
for mothers and their children born out of wedlock.

A total of more than 221,000 illegitimate.children were born in 1959. There
were approximately 52 out-of-wedlock children in every 1,000 live births in that
year, with the highest proportion occurring among teenagers. Information on
the exact causes of illegitimacy is far from complete. More precise and more
penetrating information is 1 euired if its progression is to be halted. Some of
the factors may be general changes and attitudes toward sex behavior; results
of family disorganization and breakdown; deep-seated emotional disturbance.

Only one of every eight children of illegitimate birta is receiving assistance
through ADO. Special attention to this problem among those receiving fluancial
aid, however, could create dividends in the prevention of recurrence of this
behavior, and in greater assurance of normal, healthy adulthood for these
children.

Special Federal support to States on the basis of 100 percent of cost is sug-
gested to permit smaller caseloads, with skilled workers to give intensive treat-
ment to mothers and children, including counseling, use of psychological services
and other specialivzed services as indicated by the individual nature of a problem.

Recommendation 4. Federa; participationl in work relief.-Federal lartic-
ipation in payments to public assistance recipients for, work done on local
public programs should be permitted. under federally approved State plans.
These should set standards to protect the, health and safety of the worker;
provide for payment at not less than. prevailing wages; and avoid replace-
ment at not than prevailing wages; and avoid replacement of regular jobs in
private or public employment. Development of work relief by localities
should be optional, but in accord with State standards.
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In planning for these programs it must be borne in mind that approximately
90 percent of persons receiving assistance are too young to work, too old to work,
disabled, or are caring for young children on ADC.

Almost all people prefer to work for what they get. Moreover, work is im-
portant to maintain morale and prevent attrition of skills and erosion of self-
respect. Every effort should be made to maintain work habits and skills among
the unemployed who are able to work.

The first essentials for dealing with unemployment are unemployment com-
pensation and strong programs of training and retraining, conducted without
discrimination and aimed at the fullest development of skills. Broad public
works programs are also desirable. These measures can be supplemented by
work relief which is buttressed by a program of rehabilitative services aiued at
restoring persons to regular employment. For maximum results from the dollars
spent, the work relief program should involve useful work and should be planned
so as to make best use of the skills of those enrolled.

The unemployed of working age include those unemployed because their skills
are no longer needed and those left behind when industry moves. They can
benefit from retraining opportunities as well as long-range public works pro-
grams. Such programs are the province of other appropriate agencies of gov-
ernment who should be encouraged to develop them.

Some people are out of work because of a downswing in the business cycle;
because they are between jobs in times of prosperity or are not able to get
work due to discrimination. Others are unemployed because their inadequacies
make it difficult for them to find work, or because they cannot hold Jobs due
to serious mental deficiency or physical or emotional inadequacy. Among these
are persons for whom work relief programs may be suitable. Along with work
relief, however, rehabilitative services can prepare many of them to get and
hold jobs.

Recommendation5. Improvement of care for chlldren.-Child welfare,
appropriations should be raised to the authorized amount of $25 million to
improve the adequacy of preventive and protective children's services. A
supplemental appropriation of $5 million should be made to provide essen-
tial day care services for children.

Public child welfare services have never reached the point of adequacy, either
in quality or coverage, to meet the needs of great numbers of children who re-
quire them. More and better trained staff Is needed to keep family homes Intact
and avoid foster home or lnsttiutional care, and to protect children who are in
circumstances detrimental to their well-being. Such measures are fundamental
to the prevention of delinquency and future dependency by assuring fair oppor-
tunities for all children.

A serious welfare problem confronting the country Is provision of day care
for children of working mothers and children who need supervised care for
other compelling reasons. Of more than 22 million working women in the labor
force, about 8 million have children under age 6 and another 4,500,000 have
children between the ages of 6 and 17.

During the past decade, when more than a million mothers of preschool chil-
dren entered the labor force, there was no appreciable increase in day care
services provided for children by social agencies. More than 400,000 children
under the age of 12 were caring for themselves while their mothers worked full
time according to a census survey conducted In 1958 at the request of the Chil-
dren's Bureau. This did not include the thousands in unlicensed, unsupervised,
and inadequate facilities.

Experience of the past few years demonstrates the urgent need for Federal
leadership and support to the States in improving both the quality and the
quantity of day care services.

Recommendato* 6. Rarntings of youth on ADO.-Deductlon of all of the
earnings of an employed child in the household should not be required. Legis-
lation should be enacted which will j -%mit exemption of such earnings from
deduction from the amount of assistance granted the family.

This would provide an employment Incentive for youths under 21 and en-
courage preparation for responsible adulthood. Requiring contribution of total
earnings to the household discourages young persons from seeking to increase
their earning power, tends to develop an apathetic view toward work, and
encourages many youths to leave home earlier than is desirable. This should
be done on a carefully prescribed basis by allowing exemption of earnings up to
a standardized amount. I
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Recommendation 7. Removal of residence requircnCflt8 for a88istanC.-
All restrictions based on length of residence should be eliminated as eligibil-
ity requirements for public assistance and there should be a system of finan-
cial incentives to States to encourage them to move in this direction, with
the option of taking such steps in one assistance category at a time.

In an economy that requires mobility of population, restrictive limitations on
residence are in conflict with the freedom of movement which is essential to
economic progress. Moreover, there is inconsistency in imposing State residence
requirements for services financed in large part by Federal funds.

Complicated administrative practices and procedures are needed to administer
the requirements of residence for receipt of public assistance. It has been
found that the expense of such administration may be greater than the amounts
saved through these procedures.

Recommendation 8. Voucher payment under suitable provlsiions.-For
those persons who are found to have severe problems of money manage-
ment, but who do not require a court-appointed guardian, special pro-
vision should be made for payment of assistance by voucher, provided that
proper safeguards are maintained.

Vouchers payments increase dependency when improperly applied. For the
relatively few persons whose problems of money management threaten their
own welfare and that of their families, however, there should be greater flexibility
in Federal policy on their use. This change in policy should involve the
following:

(a) Before resort to voucher payments, more frequent, smaller assistance
payments should be tried, and counseling and other help such as home-
maker service provided in an effort to develop greater capability in money
management.

(b) Before a person is given voucher assistance, the local welfare depart-
mient should be required to show that efforts such as those listed in (a) were
made; the decision on the substitution of voucher payments for cash relief
should be made by the State agency after reviewing the facts and the
recommendations of the local department; and provision should be made
for appeal of the decision.

(o) There should be periodic and regular review of each instance in
which such restricted payments have been approved with the aim of
removing recipients from voucher relief as soon as they have demonstrated
ability to manage their money.

(d) Where a family has been found unable to manage cash payments, every
consideration should be given to the desirability and possibility of legal
guardianship and, when indicated, the use of personal representatives in
place of voucher payments.

When assistance is provided by voucher payment it should be for the full
amount of the assistance authorized for the cash payment. Under no circum.
stances should the voucher payment method be used to reduce the amount of
assistance.

Recommendation 9. Ewtcntaon of aid to the disabled.-The aid to the
permanently and totally disabled program should be extended to include
persons who are temporarily or partially disabled. This would permit as-
sistance to persons whose ability to provide for their own needs is inter-
rupted by temporary sickness or injury, which may be no less disruptive
in its Immediate effects on themselves and their families than the problems
of those permanently and totally disabled.

Statistics show that illness occurs more frequently and is of longer duration
in low income families. Interruption of earnings presents serious problems to
those with marginal income who are unable to provide for emergencies. One
important advantage would be the opportunity for special attention to be di-
rected to the possibilities for rehabilitation of disabled persons as soon as prac-
ticable after disablement occurs. Such rehabilitation services may restore
earning capacity and promote independence. Special needs arising out of dis-
ability may be met. Treatment gains achieved through medical and health care
can be maintained and augmented by financial assistance and by rehabilitative
services.

Reoomnmdat in 10. Ewperltnentation and progress in researoh and
demontration.-A sharply increased program of research and demonstra-
tion should be supported by the Federal Government to stimulate the de-
velopment of new knowledge of the complex problems relating to dependency
and family breakdown, and to provide for experimental approaches to meet
these problems.
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This proposal would augment and extend the programs authorized by the
1956 amendment to the Social Security Act for which $350,000 was appropriated
in fiscal year 1962. This amount is a beginning. Much more is needed if State
and local public welfare, private agencies, and institutions of higher learning
are to shed light on some of the most baffling questions which arise in public
welfare.

By way of example, it is suggested that attention be given to the value of
more information on the Impact of desertion on wives and children. A study
of school dropouts in ADO could be undertaken, particularly it accompanied
by service projects designed to encourage children in these families to complete
their studies. The potentialities for mothers in ADO families, in properly se-
lected situations, to become self-supporting through employment needs thorough
study.

Progress could be achieved, too, by coordinating presently scattered informin-
tion. This could lead to measures for reducing the weakening effect on society
of deeply ingrained dependency In situations where there are multiple problems
among members of one family.

One of the handicaps of the current research program was the failure to pro-
vide funds for Federal administration of the programs. Any new program
should provide for sound, creative administration.

PROPOSALS FOR FURTHER ACTION

The four recommendations presented here are of no less immediate concern
than those in the previous section of the report. All of them are of far-reaching
Import. Adoption and practical fulfillment of them would constitute a major
step toward eventual reduction of welfare costs and toward retarding the weak-
ening effects on the Nation of chronic dependency, faintly breakdown, and other
social problems.

Carrying out these recommendations would give strong impetus to a concerted
national approach to public welfare in which the emphasis is on prevention and
restoration. If in time this approach permeated all welfare services, the positive
results in strengthening the Nation's people that might accrue in years to come
is beyond estimation. These are first steps.

Recommmn4 atton 11. Assistance and rehabilitation services to families.-
A new approach to reducing social problems by serving the family through
a single category of assistance with Intensified rehabilitative services, sup-
ported by special Federal grants under federally approved State plans, is
urgently recommended.

This category would include those now receiving aid to dependent children and
aid to the permanently and totally disabled. It would also permit States to
include persons now covered by State and local general assistance measures.
This proposal would serve the following purposes:

(a) enable public welfare to undertake a major accelerated and Intensive
program directed to developing more able Individuals by strengthening
family units;

(b) accent the provision of rehabilitative services to hell) families achieve
the highest degree of self-support and independence of which they are capa-
ble, In order to reduce Incidence of problems such as illegitimacy, desertion,
chronic dependency, effects of mental illness, and chronic ill health;

(o) raise the level of assistance to meet adequately the minimum finan-
cial needs of families;

(d) simplify administration and reduce its costs by unification;
(e) eliminate eligibility restrictions which cause inadequacies in assist-

ance and tend to force family separation or desertion;
(f) maintain close ties and promote cooperation with private agencies In

providing preventive and protective services, including purchase of services
for those persons and families whose degree of difficulty has not yet created
financial dependency;

(g) increase participation by public welfare agencies in working coop-
eratively with private agencies in: the development of suitable community
services.

Federal support to the States In raising the level of assistance could be made
through a system of grants which would be based on these principles: equity in
provisions for chl'Jrien and adults; equalization ainong the States by, basing the
grants on the fls .al ability and need of individual States. It would extend the
provision for higher matching in lower Income State. 1....
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Another objective is simpliflcation of methods of granting funds to States. In
addition to providing equity among the States, it would also be an important step
toward simplification of the present complicated formula for granting Federal
funds. The practice of using a maximnt basis for Federal matching related
to the average of all payments of assistance should be continued.

An Important feature of this proposal is the elimination of technical eligibility
requirements now in effect which militate against rehabilitation. Inclusion of
all members of a family in the fandly budget would eliminate the incentive for
fathers to desert as the result of exclusion of their needs from the assistance
payment.

The most usable basis which has been found for equalizing grants to the States
has been the State's per capita income. Under such a plan larger grants are
mado to States with lower per capita income and a smaller Federal share is
paid to those States with higher per capita income levels.

The cost of services should be maintained separately from administrative
costs in order to permit a better picture of purposes for which funds are ex-
pended. Federal grants to the States should include participation and costs of
service to prevent initial and recurring dependency. This practice would per-
wit States to claim support for rehabilitative and preventive services, as well
as those involved in the granting of assistance. The Federal Government
should pay the same proportion of administrative and service costs that it now
pays for )ayments of assistance grants.

It would take time to put this measure in effect in the States. Adoption
should be optional until such time as it would be possible to prepare needed
legislation and administrative policies and procedures in a State plan. There
should, however, be a time set within a period of years for termination of grants
to States for the categories which would be replaced in effecting this program.
States should be encouraged and assisted to initiate this new category by the
use of a formula for granting Federal funds which will strengthen their ability
to establish strong programs.

Recommendation 12. Improving personnel for rehabilitative purpose.-
To make possible the rehabilitative services so strongly advocated, the goal
uhould be established that within 10 years, one-third of all persons engaged
in social work capacities in public welfare should hold masters' ,degrees in
social work. This should be sought through an augmented program of
grants to States, as well as continuation of Federal support to accredited
schools of social work. There should also be support for a stepped-up
emphasis on upgrading staff through inservice training in State and local
welfare agencies.

This recommendation is based on essential ficts. The level of rehabilitative
service which is needed, and which is advocated in this report, is not possible
without people qualified to do the work required. The most effective way to
prevent fraud and be assured that only those who really need help are getting it
is by adequate numbers of well-qualified staff.

In early 1060, 89.5 percent of the caseworkers--those dealing directly with
troubled individuals--had no graduate training in social work. Only seven-
tenths of 1 percent had master's degrees.

While some individuals and families receiving assistance in all the categories
require only financial assistance, others need help in finding the road to self-
sufficiency. They need the kind of special services which have been described
elsewhere in this report, including expert counsel. Information is already avail-
able, and has been tested, on measures of treatment for families in which the
Incidence of multiple problems has created a pattern of dependency. With
enough trained workers available, these patterns could be broken by applica-
tion of this knowledge. As the proportion of individuals and families who are
in need because of severe disturbances in their pattern of life increases, the
demand for skilled services increases. These positions are critical ones demand-
ing trained understanding of human behavior and of human needs.

Grants directly to schools for teaching and training have ample precedent in
such programs as public health, mental health, and vocational rehabilitation.
These grants have the long-range value of enlarging the total supply of profes-
sional personnel available to public welfare agencies throughout the country.
They would increase the student capacity of professional schools through teach-
ing grants.

It is suggested that the various programs for training grants to educational
institutions within the Department of Health, education, and Welfare be effec-
tively coordinated with respect to comparability of standards and policy.
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Inservice training is an indivisible part of any program for raising the level
of staff performance. Introducing new staff to the policies and services of the
agency, and to the methods used in administering assistance and services is much
more successful if done on an organized, planned basis. A worker is more valu.
able if he understands what the programs are designed to achieve. Special
courses to help staff keel) up with new knowledge in social welfare or to learn
the technical features and requirements of new services strengthens the
organization.

For example, when such programs as medical services are added to public
welfare, a whole new set of demands is placed on the knowledge and skills of
welfare personnel. The worker needs general knowledge of the services, and
specific knowledge of how to help people avail themselves and make good use of
these services.

Some of the knowledge required by workers in public welfare is transmitted
through agency sponsored and conducted courses of study, other information
and skill through courses organized and conducted jointly with education
institutions.

Recommendation 13. Improvement of child welfare serviee8.-It is imi-
perative that the resources, professional competence, and range of coverage
of the public child welfare services be brought to a level that will enable
them: (a) to deal effectively with the hazards that jeopardize the well-
being of too many of the 'Nation's children; and (b) to give greater emphasis
to protection of children living in their own family homes. For these pur-
poses, Federal child welfare grants to States should be increased to include
greater support for the ongoing public child welfare services, and to continue
to stimulate State and local efforts. They should be on a variable formula
basis.

Present public child welfare programs are severely limited in their efforts
to protect and care for children. Most efforts must be directed to crisis situa-
tions and to correcting damage to children after it has been done. As one con-
sequence, the care of children in foster homes and institutions absorbs a dis-
proportionately large share of the time and money of public child welfare agen-
cies throughout the country.

It is axiomatic that it is more costly, and less desirable, for children to be
cared for in foster homes or institutions than with their own families. Yet a
substantial number of children being cared for away from their own families
today would never have had to leave home. or could have been returned to their
parents after a short time, if their difficulties had received proper attention at
the critical time, or if preventive measures had been taken earlier. For many
others their experiences fall to contribute adequately to their becoming re-
sponsible and productive citizens.

From the viewpoint of humanity, economy, and the stability of society, it is
far better to place first emphasis on the prevention of social disasters and the
preservation of normal family living for children wherever possible. This is a
task, however, which calls for a high degree of skill in workers, supported by
community facilities and resources such as day care and homemaker services and
psychological, psychiatric, and medical diagnostic and treatment facilities.

The primary objective should be to build up a strong program of basic social
services for children in public welfare agencies, to undergird the total effort of
rehabilitative services to individuals, to families and to the community. The
public welfare agencies could then contribute to the solution of broad social prob-
lems such as Juvenile delinquency, school dropouts, unemployed youth, depen-
dency, neglect of children, disturbed parent-child relationships, problems of
behavior and social adjustment. In carrying out these responsibilities the public
welfare agencies must also be able to function cooperatively and supportlvely
with the agencies of the community having related and common objectives, such
as the voluntary social agencies, the churches, courts, corrections and law en-
forcement, and health services.

The existing pattern of public welfare programs jointly supported by Federal.
State, and local governments has been the basis for substantial progress during
the last quarter century, and contains the potentialities for further development
along sound and constructive lines.

A major contributing factor in these past gains has been the stimulative and
supportive grants, together with the leadership and technical assistance, which
have been provided by the Federal Government. The fact is, however, that this
Federal participation has not kept pace either with the growing and urgent

I
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demands for improved programs or with the expanded efforts which are being
put forth by most State and local governments.

The attainment of all effective program of preventive and protective social
services for children and youth should be of Just as much concern to the Federal
as to the State and local governments, and Federal participation should reflect
this. In carrying out this proposal, the well-established principle of variable
Federal grants should be preserved. This facilitates the maintenance of equity
among the several States by taking into account In the allocation of funds such
factors as the fiscal capabilities and the ratio of the child population of
individual States.

It is recognized that many specific factors must be considered In effecting
the needed improvements In public welfare services for clilld 'n and youth. Tile
general directions here outlined, however, are intended to encompass the broad
scope, and if carried out, would form the foundation for major advances.

Recommendation 141. Provi81ons for co titmuing program of research and
special denonsratlon projcct8.-A long-range program of support for re-
search and demonstration programs should be developed through two chan-
nels: (a) grants to States for efforts to determine facts affecting the needs
in the State for assistance and rehabilitative services and to evaluate the
effectiveness of administration; and (b) grants to other social agencies or
institutions of T lgher learning for projects to shed light on the basic.causes
of social problems and special approaches to services which promise benefit.

Such social problems as desertion, illegitimacy and chronic dependency, while
very much in evidence in daily life, are not sufficiently well understood to permit
the full development of experimental measures which could deal with them
adequately. As social and economic conditions change special needs emerge,
such as those of aging in the current population or those of children facing diffi-
culties of adjustment to new suroundings as families continue to migrate.
Research is just as important in the social sciences as a basis for valid action as
it is in the physical sciences.

Testing of existing methods and experiments with new methods should both be
conducted on a continuing basis. Knowledge which is valuable to all public
welfare agencies is lost because of the failure of agencies to analyze and com-
municate the results of experience to other agencies. Special project grants,
soundly designed, offer hope for greater insight and possibly desirable solutions
to the most nagging and persistent social problems found among those who need
public welfare help.

To maintain economy and efficiency of operation, it is essential that adminis-
tration of Iublic welfare be continually reevaluated. As new knowledge of means
of treating social problems is acquired, it is necessary to consider whether struc-
ture, organization and practices need to be adjusted to assure that application
of this knowledge is being made in the most efficient ways.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Some of the background for the proposals In this report was omitted in the
body of the report in the interests of brevity. On the following pages is addi-
tional material which supports and amplifies the recommendations.

Rehabilitative gervice8.-Throughout the year public welfare's efforts to de-
velop rehabilitative services have been hampered by insufficient and under-
qualified staff and a complex system of eligibility requirements. The intent of
the recommendations on rehabilitative services is to make them the primary
focus of the programs.

For many people the outcome of such services will be a return to employment.
But for others, restoration to employment may be a remote or even unattainable
goal. For them rehabilitative services should aim at developing the highest
degree of self-care of which they are capable. Some have come from a back-
ground of generations of broken family life, or have suffered the restricted op-
portunities of minority groups. To break this chain of dependency will require
intensive, professionally competent work with these families, utilizing every
resource of the community.

Accomplishing in all public welfare programs the savings that have already
been proved possible in certain limited areas will necessitate provisions of re-
habilitative services in every community. Some of these are:
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Counseling by qualified staff: Skilled counseling can be decisive In building
up and maintaining individual confidence and family morale. It helps a person
draw on his own resources and inner strength. Counseling can be valuable, not
only in directing an Individual to sources of training, retraining, or vocational
placement, but also in helping him to take maximum advantage of such opportu-
nities. It can also help him to find and to use specialized services, when they are
needed and are available in the community.

Homemaker services: There are many situations in which a substitute home-
maker, working under the supervision of a trained caseworker, can be of great
benefit in situations in which the regular homemaker is incapacitated or absent.
A related service, sometimes called home helps, may be extremely useful in cir-
cumstances in which the mother is in the home, but is incompetent in household
management The help and guidance of a capable person of demonstrated
ability in household management can make a very significant difference in the
lives of members of such families.

Health and medical care: Ill health and physical disability are major causes of
dependency. Illness occurs more frequently and is of longer duration In low.
income families, Almost 15 percent of the public assistance dollar went for
vendor payments for medical care in the first half of 1961. Medical care services
in public assistance should include an assessment of the physical status of all
members of the family, and measures should be instituted to alleviate illness and
correct conditions which can be overcome or reduced through medical treatment.

If the local community affords adequate facilities for diagnosis, treatment,
rehabilitation, and preventive measures, these services should be made available
to the public welfare clientele. In some instances the public welfare agency may
need to stimulate development of such resources, or make available to recipients
resources outside the Immediate area.

Families may need to be helped to use medical care and other health services.
Through fear and ignorance they may delay treatment until the condition be-
comes untreatable. They may also neglect preventive measures such as inocula-
tions and vaccination because of ignorance. In this highly vulnerable group
there should be special emphasis on preventive health measures.

Prevention: Early identification and prompt application of all necessary
measures are essential in the prevention of social problems. These problems
are found at all economic levels. Wherever they exist they weaken the fabric
of society, and they must be attacked wherever they are found. This is why it
is essential not to wait until families have reached the stage of economic de-
pendency to apply rehabilitative measures.
Recommendation. 1. Rehabilitative 8e 'i8cs to strengthen aid to dependent

children (ADO) families
With extension of the social insurance program in 1939, to include survivors of

the deceased worker, this program covered a group of the population that is
generally considered to be less weighted with serious family problems. This left
public assistance with a larger proportion of families with more serious problems.

The proposal for an appropriation for training grants to States is based on
known facts regarding the number of public welfare personnel ready to under-
take such training and the possibilities for inservice training programs. The
suggested amount for grants to educational institutions is computed on the
number of persons who can be reasonably accommodated through scholarships
in graduate schools of social work, and the costs of teaching to make this
expansion possible.

Recommendation 2. ADO legialation-Rec nt amendments and proposals for
further change

It should be noted that some of the provisions In the current programs of pub-
lic welfare inadvertently contribute to weakening the family. The amendment
to title IV extending aid to children of the unemployed is in no sense a sub-
stitute for unemployment compensation, but it does provide for the family in
instances in which insurance benefits have expired before the father is able
to get work.

The amendment to title IV which provides payments to children in foster
homes Is a significant departure from the earlier exclusive stress In this program
on children living with parents or relatives.

Almost all of the States have complied with the suitable homes ruling. The
deadline of September 1962, for those States which required legislation for
compliance is a reasonable one, and n6 further deferment should be permitted.
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Recommendation 7. Removal of resldence requirement8 for a8si8tanee
In an historic opinion relating to freedom of movement, E'dward8 v. The People

of the State of California, Supreme Court Justice Douglas wrote:
"The right to move freely from State to State Is an Inci(lent of national citizen-

ship protected by the privileges and Immunities clause of the 14th amendment
against State interference * $ *."

Mr. Justice Jackson, in another concurring opinion noted;
"Any measure which would divide our citizenry on the basis of property into

one class free to move from State to State and another class that Is poverty-
bound to the place where it has suffered misfortune Is not only at war with the
habit and custom by which our country has expanded, but is a shortsighted blow
at the security of property Itself. Property can have no more dangerous, even
if unwitting, enemy than one who would make Its possession a pretext for
unequal or exclusive civil rights."
Recommendation 8. Voucher payments under suitable provl8ion8

The principle of granting assistance in cash protects the dignity of the indi-
vidual and promotes a sense of self-reliance. It avoids stigmatizing the family
by making them conspicuous In the purchase of food and clothing. The whole-
sale use of voucher payments could only be based on the false assumption that
an individual Is incapable of managing his affairs simply because he Is in need.

Control through restriction of payment must be a last resort. For people
able to do so, the importance to the maintenance of their self-respect and morale
of being able to manage their own resources cannot be overestimated.,

Many people have some difficulty in managing their funds. The less money
a person has, the more difficulty he is apt to-encounter. Thus, people receiving
public assistance have special troubles. It is unfortunate that the few who
have severe problems with this are so conspicuous and create a false impression
of general responsibility.

The legal remedy of a court-appointed guardian does not take *care of all
such cases. It is frequently too complicated and expensive. Some State laws
permit a less technical approach through the appointment of an individual
called a "personal representative." This method is desirable, where. possible
under State law.
Recomrncndation 11. As8i8tance of rehabilitative 8rvices 0to families

Under this proposal the technicalities of proving eligibility would be mini-
mized. It would no longer be necessary, f6r example, to deal with the question
of the reason for dependency as an eligibility measure. It would permit exami-
nation of the reason for dependency more, specifically and sharply as a basis
for rehabilitative service.

An important part of the method of computing the Federal share of the grant
to the State is the use of the average of all assistance grants. This should be
continued. It greatly simplifies bookkeeping and reporting, thus reducing costs
very measurably. It also permits much greater adequacy and flexibility of
approach in the individual States.

A serious problem arises in the disparity and size of payments among the
States. The average aid'to dependent children payments in June 1902 (including
vendor medical care) ranged from $178.57 per family in the State with the
highest average to $41.05 to the State with the lowest average. The average
amount per recipient ranged from $51.01 to $10.10. The figures are no less
striking for aid to the permanently and totally disabled. Here, the highest
average among the States was $182.90 per recipient and the lowest, $37.55.

Secretary RInicoFr. In a further effort to obtain expert counsel on
ways of improving our operations, George Wyman an outstanding
administrator experienced in welfare activities at local, State, and
Federal levels, examined our program at my request. I also wish to
submit Mr. Wyman's report to you, Mr. Chairman.
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(The report referred to follows:)

A REPORT FOR THE SECRE'rARY OF HEALTII, EDUCATION, AND WE.LFARL

(By George K. Wyman, August 1961)

LOs ANGELES, CALIF., Augu8t 26, 1961.
The Honorable the SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: The attached report is submitted in accordance with my
assignment to offer you recommendations and suggestions for administrative and
program actions relating to procedures and operations in the Children's Bureau
and the Bureau of Public Assistance. The recommendations and suggestions
refer to action which can be taken within present statutory authority. Addi-
tional recommendations are offered which will require statutory change and are
so identified.

The preparation of this report has been a singularly pleasant and satisfying
experience. The officers and staff of the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare have been extremely cooperative. I owe a debt of gratitude to the inem-
bers of the ad hoe Committee on Public Welfare and to other distinguished per-
sons interviewed by me in the course of compiling information, opinions, and
data for the report. Their names are listed in the appendix.

I wish to thank the Field Foundation for its sponsorship and assistance In
making this effort possible.

Respectfully submitted.
GEORGE K. WYMAN.
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INTRODUCTION

The consistent finding of this report is the necessity, even the demand, for
strong, active Federal leadership in public welfare.

After 26 years the Social Security Act remains an effective instrument of
public policy in this field. But a dynamic, creative leadership role by the senior
partner of the Federal-State-local governmental team is essential.

Public interest in welfare and demand for action to correct abuses has never
been higher. Editorials, news commentators, discussion groups, and magazine
articles all reflect this interest and this demand. The time is ripe for positive
action to put into effect the fine principles of the 1956 Social Securtly Act Amend-
ments to help needy people maintain and strengthen family life, to attain self-
care and to achieve self-support. These principles are accepted as thp guide for
the Department's public welfare program. But they have never been put into
full effect because clear public understanding and support is lacking.

Much can be done within present statutory authority. The Secretary has
broad powers under the act. He may reassign grant-in-aid program responsi-
bility and transfer staff and administrative funds. He can require much more
in the way of elective performance by States than has been done. He can ac-
complish this through his approval of State plans which "provide such methods
of administration * * * as are found by the Secretary to be necessary for the
proper and efficient 'operation of the plan." 1 Because the latter lends itself
readily to immediate action, recommendations are made in this area. Other
recommendations requiring changes in law, however, are included.

A great deal has been said and written In the past few months with respect
to the organizational structure of the Children's Bureau and the Bureau of
Public Assistance. Strong beliefs, sincere concerns for program activities, and
special fears for personal interests are reflected in the attitudes of persons both

1 Sees. 2(a) (5) ; 402(a) (5) ; 1002(2) (5); and 1402(a) (5) of the Social Security Act.
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in and out of the Department. This interferes with an objective approach to
consideration of program development and improvement. The determination
of function must precede the pattern of organizational structure and alinement
of staff to carry out the function. A recommendation refers to this subject.

The 1961 temporary amendments to the Social Security Act now require ad-
ministrative action for joint program development by the two Bureaus. Some
of this has been done, but in foster care for children, training grants for staff
personnel, increases in the Federal share for the adult categories, and aid for
children of unemployed parents, problems must be solved. A close, continuing
working relationship between the Children's Bureau and the Bureau of Public
Assistance is imperative. Recommendations are offered in this area.

RECOMMENDATIONS
I. Federal leadership

1. Publio 8upport.-Use every means to inform the public and to enlist its sup-
port for the positive values of the public assistance program while recognizing
the necessity for correcting abuses in the program.

2. Public information.-Tell the public (as well as congressional leaders and
key committees) of plans for corrective actions and improvements.

3. State admtnistsrator&.-Invite State administrators as a continuing commit-
tee to indicate problems, participate in program planning, and determine joint
Federal-State action to improve operations.

4. Governors.-Seek the support of State Governors to implement administra-
tive and program improvements.

5. Establish as needed ad hoc committees composed of persons with special
competence to offer advice and counsel on specific problems.
II. Adminfstrative actimts

1. Social Security Admnitttraton.-Strengthen the Office of the Commissioner
of Social Security to enable him to carry out his responsibility to coordinate the
public welfare programs.

2. Deputy (ommisioner of Social Seourity.-Designate the Deputy Oommis-
sioner of Social Security head of a permanent task force to develop and coordi-
nate programs, policies, and procedures lx.tween the Children's Bureau and the
Bureau of Public Assistance.

3. Study group an arga#&Lzatioit.1-Appoint a study group on the mission and
organization of the Social Security A4ministration and its constituent bureaus.

4. Merit system and gi'ant-in--aid atudts.-Review the policies, procedures, and
practices of the merit system and grant-in-aid audits to insure maximum State
administrative discretion consistent with Federal statutory requirements.

5. ADO rceearch.-Use Federal appropriations for research to evaluate the
accomplishments of the aid-to-dependent-children's programs against its stated
purposes and objectives.

6. Medical care re8earch.-Use Federal appropriations for research to study
medical care under public assistance, the extent to which it is meeting needs,
and be in a position to help States with medical care programs, standards, and
quality of service.

7. Reduction of dependeney.-Dlrect that all Department statements of policy
and program regulation be focused on the prevention and reduction of social
and economic dependency.

8. Caseload man agemen t.-Require States to establish caseload diagnosis,
management, supervision, and review methods.

9. Services it problem ca8es.-Require States to provide intensive casework
services and to offer maximum preventive, protective, and rehabilitative services
for all family and children's cases involving proven money mismanagement,
social maladjustment, illegitimacy, and behavior problems.

10. Work for rellef.-Permit States to establish "work for relief" projects for
all employable recipients, with statewide standards and local determination of
work project necessity.

11. Training for r-cipictlts.-UEncou rage States to establish training and re-
training programs for those recipients with potential for self-support and self-
care.

12. Incentives for employemnt.-Permit States to provide incentives for chil-
dren and adults to accept employment by allowing the retention of a portion of
individual earnings for future Identifiable needs, thus meeting legal requirements
to "take into consideration all other Income and resources" in determining the
grant of assistance.
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18. Rceruitnent, training and utilization.-Strengtlen joint Federal-State-
local efforts In recruiting personnel, providing professional and inservlco train.
Ing, and effectively deploying and utilizing personnel.

14. Identiflation of 8ervives.--Develop a departmental plan which identifies
costs of services, e.g:., homemaker services, its distinguished from overhead ad-
minislratIve costs, e.g., office rent.
III. Legislative recommendation

1. Family aid and eervives.-A new program, emphasizing the strengthening
of the family and the provision of services, family aid and services, should be
established to combine the present "Aid to dependent children" and "Aid to the
permanently and totally disabled" categories.

(a) In defining the new program, temporarily disabled persons and needy
children living in licensed foster care facilities should be included.

(b) The new program should emphasize diagnostic, preventive, protect.
tive, rehabilitative, and consultative services for families and individuals.

2. Bureau of Sooial 11'clfarc.-The name of the Bureau of Public Assistance
should be changed to the Bureau of Social Welfare.

3. Etensio(n. of temporary provision8.-Pending the establishment of the new
category of "Family aid and services," temporary provisions of the aid to ft.
pendent children's program relating to assistance to children of unemployed
persons and assistance to children in foster homes, should be extended indefi-
nitely.

4. Prinelplos for financial fortmulas.-The category of "Family Aid and' serv-
Ices will require revision of Federal financial formulas to provide (a) equity
between categories, (b) equalization between fiscal efforts by States, (o) incen-
tives to Improve program standards, and (d) siplilleation.

5. Incentive to provide 8e)'vices.-States should be encouraged to. provide serv-
ices by offering incentives to States through a change in the formula for Federal
participation in costs of aidmlistrat ion.

0. Appropriations for -researol& atl training.-The full Federal appropriatiol
as authorized by Congress for training grants and for research and demonistra.
tlon projects should be obtained.

7. Appropriations for CVIS.-The full Federal appropriation as authorized by
Congress for "Child welfare services" should be obtained.

8. Rcsidionce requirom nts.-Residence requirements for all categories shoulil
be reduced to a permissible maximum of 1 year's State residence in order tq
qualify for Federal participation.

9. Vendor paVrn-nte.-The use of vendor payments for other tha4 medical care
should be allowed as a protection in proven cases of mismanagement 4nd social
maladjustment under statewide standards which include identification, review,
provision of services, reports on ease progress, and appeal.

NoTr.-If recommendations Nos. 10 and 12 under "Administrative actions" are
not feasible, then:

10. Work for relief.-States should be authorized to establish "Work' for
relief" projects for all employable recipients, with statewide standards and
local determination of work project necessity.

11. Incentives for employment.-States should be authorized to provide In-
centives for children and adults to accept employment by permitting the re-
tention of a portion of the individual's earnings for his own use.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
I. Federal leadership

1. Public support.-The vital force of public welfare in our society and the
contributions of the Social Security Act are well known to the practitioners
and to informed legislators and Congressmen. But the average man in the
street Is either indifferent or interested only in sensational news stories about
fraud, misuse of funds, illegitimacy, idleness, and permanent dependency. Cur-
rently, 7'A million people receive $3/1A billion in some form of public assistance.
As one of Government's largest domestic programs, it has proved its value
as a public service to the needy in.meeting most of their basic economic and
social needs.

Nevertheless, public understanding and support are necessary if any public
institution is to make Its maximum contribution. The public is interested
in program achievements and these are numerous and impressive. Success
stories relating to persons restored to self-support, families maintained, the
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blind and disabled aided toward self-care and self-sufflciency, and children
provided protection and opportunities for normal growth and development, are
to be found it every public welfare office in tile country. But the public doesn't
know about them, in part because of our overzealousness about confidentiality
of records. A wealth of material Is available with which to engage public
interest and support if local, State, and Federal administrators would use it.

In our efforts to show the positives, we must be realists. We must freely
acknowledge that occasional fraud exists, that mismanagement occurs, that
there are illegitimate children, that some people are lazy, and that there are
cams':i of second and third generations receiving assistance.

We must make clear that we believe fraud cases should be prosecuted, that
the misuse of public funds must be corrected, that we do not condone illegitimacy,
that private employment and public work for relief should be available to the
unemployed, and that the "chain of dependency" is not the American way of
life.

These situations represent a small number of cases but they are persistent,
widespread geographically, and are complex and difficult of solution. Facts
regarding their Incidence, their causes, and, most important, wlamt will be done
about them, inust be presented to the public.

The Secretary cannot undertake a public relations program alone. But
he can provide leadership to State and local administrators in encouraging their
efforts aMong these lines. Ile call set the pace in his own press conferences,
news releases, speceics, and TV and radio appearances. Ills staff can develop
good public relations materials and techniques adaptable to local situations, an(l
they can gather facts, ease situations, data about causes and information the
Public must have to gain Its support.

In these ways public welfare will remain responsive to the public interest,
while demonstrating the effectiveness of Federal leadership.

2. Public iaformation.-The Newburgh, N.Y., situation has gained nationwide
attention. It has focused as nothing before, latent fears, concerns, and attitudes
on the defects of public assistance.

In the face of this public outcry, the Department has not become panicky.
It is trying to find answers to the difficult problems enumerated above. Key
congressional leaders and committees have been assured by the Secretary that
the Department Is aware of these problems, is doing something about them, and
will bring in a legislative program of improvement. The general public should
be given this same information.

3. State adminftratore.-From time to time, State administrators have been
called to Washington ah a group or a small committee to advise with the Depart-
ment on policy matters or to learn about legislative implementation. These
consultations have served a useful purpose, but they have been sporadic and
sometimes not completely successful.

On the public welfare team, the State administrator plays a very important
role. He is competent professionally, knows his State, its program, and its
special problems. Most important can be the personal enthusiasm, initiative,
and emphasis he gives to program advancement in his State. The continuing
involvement of State administrators in tile development of program policy
and regulations with Federal representatives can insure effective implementation
at the State level, resulting in better service for people in need.

State administrators are ready and willing to contribute their skills and
knowledge in support of a program under strong Federal leadership. They
have confidence, that the Secretary, being a former State Governor, understands
their problems and will support their efforts to install improvements. If they
are asked to contribute, they will do so.

The Executive Committee of the Council of State Administrators, with such
additions as are necessary, could serve as the permanent committee to advise with
the Department on pertinent policies, program, and regulation. Staff should
be assigned to serve the committee and it should have regularly scheduled meet-
ings. This move would do much to improve Federal-State relationships.

4. Governors.&-The Secretary, as a former State Governor and former member
of the Executive Committee of the Council of State Governors, is in a unique
position to enlist the support of the Governors for his program. It is obvious
that the involvement of State administrators and the support of State Governors
Is required if plans and programs are to be put into effect.

Having determined upon his program in light of the recommendations sub.
Ifitted from various sources, the Secretary can approach the Governors through
the Commission on Intergovermnental Relations or the Council of State Gov-

84071-02----q
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ernors. It might be appropriate to use both means since local government is
represented on the former and their support will be essential for proper imple-
mentation of the program.

5. Ad hoc committees.-The Department has made effective use of ad hoe
committees in the past. Most of them have been established by congressional
action, however. They have studied the public assistance program, child wel-
fare services, or social security financing. Currently, the Ad Hoc Committee on
Public Welfare is preparing legislative recommendations on public welfare for
the Secretary's consideration. This committee Is composed primarily of execu-
tives of public and private welfare agencies who bring a wealth of knowledge
and background to bear on the problem.

Private agencies, both local and national, have used ad hoe committees to a
much greater extent than public agencies. Many public agency executives be.
lieve their function is just to administer the laws as enacted by the legislative
body and to carry out the Chief Executive's policies. They cannot visualize an
effective role for an advisory committee which does not have ultimate respon.
sibility for putting recommendations into effect.

This is a shortsighted view. Ad hoc committees, composed of knowledgeable
and influential persons, can serve the agency in many ways. They can bring
a different viewpoint and the benefit of their overall observations to the commit.
tee deliberations. They can serve as a means of communication to the community
for support of agency activities. They can generate an ever-widening public
interest in the positives of the agency's programs.

Ad hoe committees should be composed of persons who can contribute to the
deliberations and can help in finding solutions to problems. One source which
the Department has not used extensively for committee assignment is the influ.
ential and knowledgeable lay members of national agency boards. These per.
sons are recognized for their leadership and interest in the general field. They
could serve as important additions to the Department's special committees
covering a wide variety of subject matter.

11. Administrative actions
1. Social Security Adminitration.-The Commissioner of Social Security is

responsible for the coordination of the programs of the constituent bureaus of
the Social Security Administration and for maintaining proper balance between
the various income maintenance programs of the Department, the Bureau of
Employment Security and Railroad Retirement Board, and for reporting upon
the social and economic effects of other governmental programs, e.g., veterans'
benefits, of private employee-employer health and welfare plans, and of develop-
ments abroad. Recently he has been charged with administration of research
and demonstration funds looking into the causes of dependency and methods for
strengthening family life.

Since the Reorganization Acts of 1946 and 1949, the Commissioner has been
handicapped by a lack of staff to carry out all these duties. Many of his former
functions have had to be delegated elsewhere, with a resulting decrease in the
effectiveness of his coordinating effort.

If the Commissioner is to do a proper job of coordination, particularly as this
relates to programs of the Children's Bureau and the Bureau of Public Assist-
ance, he must be given additional staff. Operating responsibility should be dele-
gated to the Bureau but coordination must be strengthened at the Commissioner's
level.

2. Deputy commissioner of Social Security.-The 1961 amendments to the
Social Security Act have brought into clear focus the urgent necessity for a
continuing coordination of programs and policies of the Children's Bureau and
the Bureau of Public Assistance. A current example of such coordination is the
jointly developed addition to the Handbook of Public Administration entitled
"Foster Family Care in Aid to Dependent Children," issued by the Bureau of
Public Assistance. Other areas of mutual concern are in staff development,
training, and research.

The two Bureaus have worked jointly to resolve problems. One example was
the development of a joint statement to~resolve the issue of proper administrative
cost allocation by States when both child welfare services and public assistance
was given the same family. Unfortunately, this issue took 2 years to settle.

These cooperative efforts have been of an ad hoc nature and generally borne
out of necessity. No plan to establish a means for continuing coordination has
been developed, although the necessitV for it is readily apparent.
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Part of the difficulty lies in different emphasis by the two Bureaus. The focus
of services in the Children's Bureau is on the child, and the impact on all children
of those social conditions and problems in their personal and social relationships
and functioning that interfere with their healthy growth and development. The
focus of services in the Bureau of Public Assistance is on the family, and the
impact on family relationships and unity, of financial need, illness and disability,
old age, and parental discord, unemployment and absence.

These differences in focus correspond to different statutory requirements. But
they are brought together under the general public welfare program which en-
compasses both families and children. In the Federal Government they are
joined at the Social Security Administration level, while they are integral parts
of single welfare departments in all but two States, Kentucky and Illinois.

Regardless of the organizational pattern of the State or local agency, i.e.,
separate units or integrated staff, the ultimate goal of providing effective direct
services to families and children has been agreed upon and established. Both
public assistance and child welfare have responsibilities for: (a) early recog-
nition of the problem, (b) exploring the extent, nature and causes of the problem
and its effect on the family and the child, (o) considering what services will
best help the family, and (d) through joint consultation and planning to deter-
mine the services to be given and by whom.

The extent to which State and local agencies can effectively provide direct
services is determined in large measure by the attitude, the desire and the means
to achieve effective program and policy coordination at the Federal level.

The Office of the Commissioner is the logical place to provide the means for
continuing program and administrative coordination. The Deputy Commissioner
should be designated as head of a permanent task force to develop Joint pro-
cedures and policies affecting:

(a) Program planning: There should be a continuing collaboration in plan-
ning to strengthen services to families and children and to review and evalu-
ate effectiveness of such services.

(b) Reporting: There should be a plan for Joint reporting by public
assistance and child welfare which is simple although comprehensive as
to personnel, services, needs, community developments, statistical, and other
data necessary for informed action at the Federal level.

(o) Policy development: There should be continuing joint effort to define
the nature and scope of services which will Implement the purposes and
objectives of the programs.

(d) Staff development: There should be joint planning for operation of
training programs, including educational leave, stipends and grants, for in-
service training, institutes, and for orientation of staff.

(e) Research: There should be jointly developed procedures for request-
ing research funds, establishing criteria, deciding on areas of inquiry or
demonstration, evaluation, etc.

(f) Fiscal procedures: There should be uniform fiscal requirements, pay-
ment an I reporting to the extent that legal necessity permits.

(g) Pqrsonnel: There should be uniform personnel standards for all em-
ployees who have the same degree of education, training, background, and
responsibility regardless of the specialization of the individual employee.

(h) State plans: There should be a single State plan submitted to the
Department covering the public assistance and child welfare aspects of serv-
ices provided families and children, utilization of other State, local, anal
voluntary services, and narrative material.

3. Study group on organization.-The reports of the Advisory Councils on pub-
lic assistance and on child welfare services, the President's task force on social
security and the ad hoe committee on public welfare should be reviewed and
evaluated with regard to recommendations for program and function. The ad-
ministration's public welfare program can then be developed for presentation to
Congress.

Having determined program and function, an organizational structure can be
devised to carry It out. This should be undertaken by competent staff within
the Department. One suggested method is that followed recently by the Study
Group on Mission and Organization of the Public Health Service. In this in-
stance, staff of the Public Health Service were detached from other duties,
assigned the specific job of preparing a plan and submitting recommendations
for changes in organization and were given sufficient time and facilities to do a
thorough job.
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The use of Department staff has many advantages. Most of the reports
referred to above were made by other than those in the Department. While
Department people were relied upon for facts, data, suggestions, and staff service,
there was not the same degree of staff involvement as contemplated here. In
the long run the career employees must "live with" the organization. They will
do so more readily if they have had a chance to participate in organizational
planning where their competence and experience can be brought to bear.

In light of all the suggestions, recommendations, and rumors of the past few
months regarding reorganization of the Bureaus and the Social Security Ad-
ministration, it is a real tribute to the career service people that employee
morale has not been damaged more than it has. An activity of the kind sug-
gested would be very helpful to the Department and its personnel.

4. Grant-in-aid aludit8 and the nerit system.-When the Social Security Act
was adopted, States were in varying stages of public welfare development.
Some had well-organized departments with many years of experience in admnin-
istration of old age, blind, widow and orphan, and general assistance programs.
Others had none.

The Social Security Board undertook many activities to strengthen State
administration. In some instances Federal people were in constant attendance,
of necessity, at the time of initial organization and during the early formative
years of State welfare departments. That their efforts have paid off is shown
by the generally good administration enjoyed by all States today.

Times change, progress is made, and administrative know-how develops. It
is no longer necessary to "hold hands" with the States. They can be trusted
with administrative details so long as general program, practice, and develop-
ment are assured. The Department should raise its sights to this level rather
than continue to concentrate on the minutiae of day-by-day State operations.

This is particularly true insofar as grant-in-aid audits are concerned and in
certain practices of the merit system. Everyone agrees to the necessity for
proper accountability of public funds. But the detailed reporting requirements
And tracing of fund matching, particularly in administrative expenditures,
does not warrant the time spent.

The merit system has nade one of the greatest contributions to public admin-
istration in history. The requirement for the merit selection of public welfare
personnel has stimulated the establishment of local and State civil service sys-
tems all over the country. Nevertheless, it Is timely to review merit system
practices and requirements in the light of current personnel developments to
be certain nothing stands in the way of effective program operation.

5. Aid to dependent children research.-Governors, Congressmen, legislators,
county supervisors, and the general public are interested in results where tax
funds are concerned. Some unanswered questions developed from the public's
concern over welfare are, "What are the results of the aid to dependent chil-
dren's program? Has it made good adult citizens of children who were deprived
and dependent? Has it restored mothers to self-sufficiency when their children
became too old to qualify for aid? Has it really strengthened family life? Has
it restored disabled fathers to useful, productive lives?"

Supporters say "Yes" and can justify their answers by citing a few case ex-
amples. Detractors say "No" or leave the question unanswered and thus raise
more suspicions. Unfortunately, no one knows the answers for any substantial
part of the caseload. Studies have been made at various points in time regarding
the current recipients of aid, but no study has ever attempted to measure results
or to gather information about the family after the case has been closed.

Now that the Social Security Administration has funds for cooperative re-
search, it is possible to investigate the results of the aid to dependent children
program in light of the stated purposes and objectives.

0. Research into medical care.-The 1960 amendments to the Social Security
Act directed the Secretary to develop guides and standards of medical care and'services for use by the States, require reports from States, and to publish data
and other information relating to medical care.

Since medical care is the fastest growing part of the public assistance program,
'the 1960 amendments, cited above, are vpry important in order to secure !nforma-
tion as to what is taking place, and to provide States with guides and standards
for services. Also because the Kerr-Mills bill is gradually going into effect in
several areas and there is a possibility of medical care being provided under so-
cial security, the necessity for review of the current status of public medical care
throughout the country is urgent. I
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The reporting as to kinds of medical services available, a quantitative tabula-
tion of persons served, etc., is helpful. But the real measure of a medical care
program lies In its quality, scope, adequacy, and availability. These factors
vary widely throughout the United States, but there has never been a compre-
hensive study and analysis of them, particularly in relation to public assistance
medical care.

The services for crippled children and for maternal and child health have
earned a fine reputation in the States and with the medical profession generally
because of the insistence of the Federal Government upon a high quality of care.
The quality of public assistance medical care remains an unknown.

For the plirpose of strengthening medical service to public assistance recipi-
ents, the Department should undertake a research program which will measure
quality, scope, adequacy, and availability of such service. Then the Department
will be in a position to assist the States to extend the scope and content, and im-
prove the quality of medical care and services for needy and low-income individ-
uals everywhere.

7. Reduction of dependency.-As an extension of the Federal leadership role, a
clear-cut statement of program, purposes, and objectives should be adopted by
the Department for the public welfare program. This statement should reflect
the purposes as stated in the statutes with strong emphasis on toe service com-
ponent.

Tie reason for such a statement would be to announicto the public a firm
position of aggressive determination to Improve programs, to help needy and
dependent people, to encourage self-care and self-support, to restore self-respect,
and to strengthen families. Just as important, the statement would serve as a
basic declaration for guiding departmental efforts long lines which will pre-
vent and reduce social and economic dependency.

8. Caseload managctnt.-Under the Secretary's authority for "proper and
efficient administration," he may require a number of actions. One of these is
the proper deployment of State and local staff resources. According to the 1960
manpower study, only 4 percent of the public assistance workers and only 30
percent of the public child welfare workers have completed 2 years of graduate
school social work training. Tie total output of these schools in 1960 was only
2,000 graduates for the entire field. It will be many years before supply can
equal demand.

Additional measures are necessary to conserve the admittedly inadequate
social worker supply. One method now being used by some States and localities
classifies cases by the degree of severity of problems involved. Having diag-
nosed the cases, they are then assigned by ratio of severity and inversely by
quantity to the most qualified personnel. Intensive casework service, other
services and supervision are thus concentrated on cases which require the most
attention and offer the best potential for improvement.

Those cases requiring little or no service other than meeting income mainte-
nance needs are assigned in larger numbers to less well qualified personnel.

This concept of caseload diagnosis, treatment, supervision, review, and subse-
quent reassignment of cases has been developed as a result of the successful
methods followed by the medical profession in the use of paramedical personnel
to perform subprofessional medical functions.

The Federal Department can require the same sort of efficient and effective
use of State and local staff in public welfare. The scarcity of trained profes-
sional social workers requires Federal action to be sure program objectives
are obtained throughout the country by proper assignment of staff.

9. Services in problem case&.-Public indignation over program abuses calls
for Federal leadership in directing States to concentrate intensive casework and
other services on cases involving serious socioeconomic and behavioral problems.
Federal plan requirements could call for specific provision of rehabilitative,
preventive, and protective services in those case situations warranting them.

The kinds of cases which call for action are those of illegitimacy; fraud;
misuse of assistance payments; neglect and abuse of children; child misbehavior
such as persistent stealing, truancy, and conflict with the law; and adult and
child idleness. It does no good to explain that public welfare does not eause
these problems; the public wants to know what will be done about them.

Obviously public welfare people and programs alone cannot solve these prob-
leme, but a number of actions can be taken which will Improve the situation
while safeguarding the rights of individuals. Services must be tailored to the
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needs of the Individual case. The following are examples of services which are
being provided by some States and can be developed by others:

(a) Proven mismanagement: The mother in an ADC case may be a poor
homemaker, spends her money unwisely and neglects her children. Case.
work services for behavior problems, such as alcoholism, drug addiction, or
mental illness may be necessary. The payment of assistance in weekly In-
crements instead of in a monthly sum, or the provision of vendor payments
for that part of the grant which exceeds the Federal share, are possibilities.
Homemaker services, training in money management, nutrition, buying
methods, group work services, adult education courses, etc., are other aids to
case improvement.

(b) Illegitimacy: Use all available resources to improve parential function-
big and adverse housing and home conditions. Seek support from the putative
father and his assumaptlon of parental responsibilities. Develop alternate
plans for foster care, adoption, or placement with relatives. Involve other
community services and groups, e.g., churches or community centers, to de-
velop facilities and assistance for parents and to provide children with op-
portunities for healthy development and growth.

(o) Fraud: Refer all cases to appropriate law enforcement agencies for
investigation and possible prosecution. Determine the cause of the fraud
and seek to correct conditions which led to it. Provide casework services for
helping with problems of conflict in the family, mental or physical health, or
physical surroundings.

(d) Delinquency behavior: Intensive casework services should be available
to children and youth with behavior problems. Protective services are
needed for children who have been neglected or abused, or found to be in
situations endangering their health and welfare. Foster care services, in-
cluding foster family homes, group homes, day-care centers, institutions,
and other group facilities should be available. Protection of the courts,
guardianship, and probation services may be required.

(e) Idleness: Every effort must be made to find jobs for employable
adults and older children. Services for vocational training, retraining, ad-
ditional education, and part-time work should be developed. Much can be
done by arranging for mutual babysitting or group child care to free mothers
for employment. The use of recipients' homes as substitute foster care
facilities, especially for minority groups where recruitment of homes is diffi-
cult, can provide good child care and enable some mothers to accept em-
ployment outside their homes.

10. Work for rellof.-The advantages of employment for all who can work
need not be dwelt upon here. The concept of work is so ingrained in our culture
that when the public sees their tax funds used to maintain public assistance
recipients in idleness, their reaction is understandable.

Unemployment insurance is properly the first line of defense against the
hazards of job loss. Public assistance supplements these benefits as necessary.
It is at this point, however, that public interest is aroused when people are not
kept busy.

The Social Security Board adopted a ruling in 1936 to the effect that pay-
ments made to the aged, blind, and dependent children should not be "worked
out" on work relief projects. This action was proper at the time. States
had primary responsibility for unemployment relief, the WPA provided work
relief opportunities for many employables, and the Federal Government was
engaged in a large program of public construction projects as well.

Circumstances have changed. The addition of care for the children of un-
employed parents to the Social Security Act makes a decision regarding work
for relief necessary. Meanwhile many States and localities have continued to
operate work programs for employable general assistance recipients ever since
the 1930's. Any program of work for relief should comply with the following
principles:

(a) Flexibility: States should be required to-establish statewide stand-
ards but permit local determination as to the necessity for work projects.

(b) Statewide standards: Work for relief must insure employment on
useful puolie projects under sponsorship of public agencies which does not
displace regular employees. The prevailing hourly wage on a 40-hour
weekly basis must be paid, or relief at this rate must be worked out.
Recipients must be assigned to suitable work within their competence.
Appeal to the State agency must ,be authorized. Aged, blind, disabled
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mothers with young children or without child care arrangements, and other
unemployable recipients cannot be referred to work for relief projects.
The Secretary, in light of the foregoing, should revise the 1930 ruling of
the Social Security Board and authorize approval of State plans for work
for relief which meet Federal requirements.

11. 'Pratning for rcciplcts.-There Is every Indication that an increasing
number of young people and older workers who have been displaced by tech-
nological changes, automation, and plant removal will remain a public charge
in the years to come. Work for relief will hell) to maintain work habits and
skills, it will have therapeutic value, and it will contribute to civic Improvements.

But it is not a complete answer to the major problem of unemployment, which
is to provide jobs for all who need them. Neither will a program of training or
retraining for the unemployed solve the problem, but it will encourage an up-
grading of skills, apprenticeship training, and maintenance of work habits.

State welfare departments should not operate training programs directly but
they should be encouraged to work cooperatively with community agencies-
schools, industry, and labor--in establishing and strengthening such programs.
Under Federal guidance, States should provide assistance to individuals under-
taking such training. They should offer social services and make referral to
other services, such as vocational and employment counseling, in all instances
where this help Is necessary.

State departments should take the lead in organizing and stimulating state-
wide and local organizations and agencies to provide training programs with
preference to be given appropriate welfare recipients.

12. Incentives for entployment.-One of the deterrents for public assistance
recipients to accept employment is the interpretation of the law that "all Income
and resources must be taken into consideration" in determining the grant of
assistance. It is human nature for people to expect to receive some benefit from
their work effort. If they receive no net gain as compared to sitting at home,
they will do the latter.

For a long time the Department construed the law very narrowly because
it didn't wish to encourage a pension program in public assistance. Later regu-
lations allowed an employed recipient the cost of transportation expenses, union
dues, uniforms, etc., in computing his grant, but since these are out-of-pocket
expenses anyway there is not net gain to the individual.

Therefore, as an incentive to recipients to seek employment the Department
should change its regulations to permit mothers who have appropriate child
care facilities available, and adolescent youth particularly, to retain a part or all
of their net earnings for future identifiable needs. These needs include school
clothing, books or tuition, better quality clothing for office employment, cosmet-
ice and other aids to appearance in seeking better jobs, etc.

These changes in regulations should be disseminated widely in order to encour-
age recipients to take employment and for better public understanding of the
purposes and objectives of the program.

13. Recruitment, training and utfilzation.-The shortage of competent person-
nel in public welfare is well known and has been commented on above. Public
welfare will have to rely on less than completely trained social workers for a
long time to come. With this in mind, it is important to recruit the most intelli-
gent and potentially competent persons available to the professional and subpro-
fessional Jobs in public welfare.

Most of the people seeking jobs in public welfare agencies do so after they
have exhausted other employment possibilities. No real nationwide effort is
made to interest high school or college students in social work careers. Efforts
that are made currently are local in nature and are sporadic. While more
colleges and universities are developing undergraduate curriculum in social
work, efforts to encourage students to enter the field are not started early
enough with high school and college guidance counselors, parents, the clergy,
and others to channel young people Into this work.

Federal leadership is needed to encourage State and local action along these
lines. The Department should prepare recruiting materials, pamphlets, posters,
speech outlines, slide films, radio scripts, and other means to assist public
agencies in this effort. Regional field staff of the Department, in conjunction
with State and local personnel, should participate In "career days," student
assemblies, and meetings of school guidance people to further recruitment
efforts.
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The Department has done many things in the past to improve staff per-
formance by encouraging training institutes, staff orientation, and staff develop-
ment projects. Now that Federal funds are available for training, the Depart-
ment will be able to step up its activity along this line and every encouragement
should be given to do so.

Accompanying this suggestion are the recommendations above with reference
to the effective deployment and utilization of staff, according to their compe-
tence.

14. Idcntifleation of servie.-One of the reasons the 1956 amendments to
the Social Security Act have never been fully Implemented is that services
an( overhead administration are not clearly defined. In fact, States were only
asked to report the services, if any, they planned to provide as a result of
the amendments. No incentives were offered by the Federal Government to
provide more services. Some States will continue to do very little as long as
the Felderal Government pays only 50 percent of their administrative costs as
compared with as much as 75 percent of their assistance costs.

If the new Federal program is to emphasize services, these must be identified.
A distinction has to be made between services which represent direct client
benefit; i.e., social work salaries, homemaker services, etc., and overhead ad-
ministration; i.e., State administrator's salary, office rent, etc.

A study must be made of the subject at the Federal level in order to establish
uniform methods and procedures for cost allocation and claiming. Congress
and the State legislatures, to say nothing of the administrators, will have then
a clear picture of the cost of operations and the kind of services provided. They
will be able to make informed judgments as to the level of support required for
program development.
Ir. Legislative recommendations

1. Family and serviees.-A new category combining titles IV and XIV of
the Social Security Act and to be called "Family aid and services," Is proposed.

In keeping with the title and its purposes the new category should empha-
size the necessity for State plans to include diagnostic, preventive, protective,
rehabilitative, and consultative services for families and individuals. While the
focus of the new category is on families, single persons who meet eligibility
requirements would be included.

To meet needs not now covered, it is proposed that the new category include
persons who are temporarily and partially disabled as well as those who are
totally and permanently. The four States which provide disability insurance
for temporarily disabled persons as a part of their unemployment compensation
programs have effectively demonstrated the need for and the administrative
know-how required for such a program. All States have had extensive experi-
ence in providing aid to the temporarily disabled through their general as-
sistance programs.

A second needed group is proposed for inclusion. These are the 100,000 needy
children who would be receiving aid to dependent children now except that
they are not living in the home of a relative listed in the Federal act. They
are needy children, "the forgotten children", living in licensed foster care
homes and institutions.

The Federal Government has an interest in all needy children regardless of
where they are living. This was borne out by the 1901 amendment to provide
Federal aid for a few ADC children in foster family care homes. The new
category should include all needy children, some of whom are the most depend-
ent and deprived, socially and economically, in the country.

The aged and blind should continue as separate categories. They have special
needs and Interests which will require separate consideration.

The advantages of this proposal are: (a) It would strengthen the family,
(b) it would have built-in emphasis for a wide range of services, (c) it would
combine two categories into one and would cover most of the people receiving
general assistance, and (d) it would leave the blind and aged categories undis-
turbed.

2. Bureau of Social Welfare.-It is proposed that the name of the Bureau of
Public Assistance be changed to the Bureau of Social Welfare in accordance
with the changed emphasis in providing services to families and Individuals.

Public assistance denotes money assistance. While this is an important
service, it is not the only one provided. The broad term "social welfare" covers
other important services which are gging to be strengthened. In keeping with
the new category and the new emphasis, there should be a new name, Bureau of
Social Welfafe.
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3. Eotension of temporary pronions.-If the new category of "Family aid
and services" is delayed or is not established prior to June 30, 1902, it is suggested
that the temporary provisions of the aid to dependent children's program be
continued Indefinitely.

These temporary provisions which are due to expire next year provide assist-
ance to the children of unemployed parents and foster home care for certain
ADO children. Neither of these provisions has been on the statutes long enough
for all States to change their laws in confromity with the Federal statute nor has
there been enough time to evaluate State experience. Therefore these provisions
should be continued without time limitations.

4. Prinviple, for financial formula.-The development of Federal financial for-
mulas for the public assistance programs is an exceedingly complicated process.
Certainly no attempt will be made In this report to develop such formulas. There
are a number of principles which should guide formula makers, however, par-
ticularly with respect to the new category, "Family aid and services."

(a) Equity: There should be an equitable relationship betw, en the Fed-
eral categories. Currently adult categories are favored over the children.
In a family program, this should be rectified.

(b) Equalization: Some States with limited financial resources make sub-
stantial fiscal effort on behalf of public welfare. Others in a better economic
position, do not. In order that high per capita income States carry their
proper share and that low-income States are benefited, the Federal formula
should reflect an equalization factor as between States.

(o) Services: States must be encouraged to provide services. Other rec-
ommendations have dealt with the identification of services. When States
provide them, the formula should include additional Federal funds for such
effort. Overhead administrative costs, i.e., office rent, should continue to be
reimbursed on a 50 percent matching basis.

(d) Simplification: All Federal formulas should be simple, clear, and
understandable to the lay person.

5. Incentives to provide services.-The necessity for identification of services
as distinguished from overhead administrative costs has been discussed elsewhere
in this reporL Under present law the Federal Government reimburses all States
50 percent of their costs of administration regardless of the degree of State effort
to supply services.

Some States receive as much as 75 percent of the costs of public assistance
grants from the Federal Government. There Is no incentive, however, for them
to step up services when they are reimbursed only 50 percent for their efforts.

In fact, it may be easier to let people stay on relief than provide services to
help them become self-sufficient, if the State receives as much as 75 percent for
doing little or nothing and only 50 percent for increasing services.

Some States are quite proud of their low administrative costs. Invariably,
they will point with pride to the fact that their costs represent only a very small
ratio of the total costs of public assistance grants. This can be false economy.
They are probably spending more for assistance than they should because they
are not putting enough effort and resources into preventive and rehabilitative
services.

Therefore, it would se~m prudent to distinguish between administrative over-
head and services. It is recommended that legislation be adopted which will
encourage States to provide more services. This can be done by a formula
which maintains the present 50-percent reimbursement for overhead admin-
istration, e.g., office rent, and gives a larger percentage of reimbursement for
services, e.g., homemaker services.

6. Appropriations for research and training.-In 1956 Congress authorized
as much as $5 million per year for cooperative research or demonstration projects
and a similar sum for training grants for public welfare personnel. The au-
thorization for training grants expires June 30, 1902.

Although the Department tried valiantly each year, Congress did not appro-
priate money for research until 1960 and for training until 1961. And the
appropriations have been substantially below the authorization in each case.

The need for adequate factual information and demonstration of methods
leading to a reduction or prevention of dependency is very well known. No
activity of Government even remotely approaches the expenditure of $3% bil-
lion per year but about which so little is known. Government has centered its
research interest in the physical and biological sciences. It should do more,
ft least as much as it has authorized, for social science research.
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Training needs, too, have been adequately demonstrated. While the Congress
has been quite willing to provide other training grants In mental and physical
health, education, and vocational rehabilitation, it has been reluctant to do as
much for public welfare. Now that an initial appropriation has been obtained,
it is hoped Congress will remove the expiration date and increase grants to
meet the need for trained personnel.

7. Appropriations for child welfare service.-The history of Federal appro.
priations for child welfare services has been a steady progression of increases
over a period of years. The 1958 amendments to the Social Security Act
eliminated the requirement to provide services in 1)!edominantly rural areas
and areas of special need, and changed the allotment formula.

As a result, child welfare services are more readily available throughout the
States and the need for more adequate financing is apparent.

Currently the appropriation does not match the authorization of $25 million
per year. Every effort should be made to increase the appropriation to the
full amount if the needs of children are to be met.

8. Residence reqluiremots.Hilstorcally, States and localities have imposed a
durational residence requirement as a condition of eligibility for public assist-
ance. Upon adoption of the Social Security Act, States were permitted to
impose residence requirements if they did not exceed 5 years' residence out of
the preceding 9 in the adult categories and 1 year's residence in the aid to
dependent children's category. Only three Jurisdictions-Hawaii, Puerto Rico,
and the Virgin Islands-have completely eliminated all durational residence
requirements for general assistance and the four categories, although all States
have been free to do so.

The facts of a highly mobile population, easy transportation, and the concept
of "national citizenship" require a revision of the residence requirements. As
long as States pay a substantial proportion of assistance costs, it will be im-
practical to completely eliminate permissive residence requirements in the
Federal laws.

Therefore it is recommended that the Federal statLtes Iermit States to require
not more than 1 year's State residence as a condition of eligibility in all
categories.

9. Vendor payment..-Vendor payments for the purchase of medical care for
public assistance recipients were authorized by Congress in 1950. This was
the first time Federal participation was allowed in other than money payments
made directly to the recipient. All States having a medical care program make
all or a substantial part of these payments as vendor payments. They have
also continued to use vendor payments In general assistance cases and a few
categorical aid cases (as a result of which the Federal Government does not
participate in them financially).

States thus have had long experience with vendor payments and have found
them a useful device under certain circumstances.

With the new Federal emphasis on services, States should be encouraged to use
a wide battery of such services geared to the protection and rehabilitation of the
Individual case. There should be no Federal bar to the use of such services.

The payment of aid in the form of money Is important to assistance recipients
In our money economy. Relief recipients should not be treated differently from
other people. Their self-respect should be maintained and their eventual return
to self-care and self-respect should be encouraged.

Not all relief recipients, however, are capable of managing money In their
own or their families' best interest. Through lack of education or opportunity,
they have not learned to adequately handle cash assistance. They and their chil-
dren need protection, guidance, service, and help with their socioeconomic
problems.

Unfortunately, there are some people in every community who would like to
punish assistance recipients for their shortcomings, both real and imagined. The
rights of every individual must be preserved and protected. The rights Of,ypqblie
assistance recipients must continue to be assured as they have been In FedenAl
and State laws.

Therefore it Is recommended that vendor payments be permitted ir cases in-
volving proven mismanagement and oclal maladjustment. State plans Inust
insure statewide standards which include criteria for determining the type of
case needing this sort of protection and service. There must be provision for
services to each case, periodic review of the situation, State approval of the
action, periodic reports of case progress, and prompt action on individual appeals.
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10. Work for rclief.-It may not be feasible to establish "work for relief"
projects without legislative action. If such is the case, the findings and conclu-
sions in support of recommendation No. 10 under "Administratice Actions" will
apply to this recommendation.

11. Inc ntive8 for eMploly"&et.-Itecilients of aid should be encouraged to
become self-sufficient. One of the means of encouragement is to provide an
incentive for accepting full- or part-time work. Present law is interpreted to
require States to "consider all income and resources" in determining the
grant of assistance. Federal requirements do not permit States to offer incen-
tives for work, such as the retention of a part of the earnings for the individual's
own use.

It is claimed that to allow incentives would lead to a pension program and
would not be fair to those recipients who are unable to work. Neither of these
arguments is valid in face of an overriding desire to help people become self-
sufficient. If the incentive program Is well administered, it will not lead to a
pension program which has no relation to needs and resources. If the idea of
providing services based on individual need is accepted, then the need to work
,vii be recognized as being just as important and necessary in some cases as the
need for medical care is, for example, in other cases. No one believes that the
medical care case is enjoying unfair advantage as compared to the case which
does not need medical care, although the former is, in fact, receiving more special
service than the latter. Employment is as much a needed service as medical
care or any other service, and the case which needs employment should be en-
couraged to accept it.

There must be protections and services available to recipients who are en-
couraged to accept employment. There must be adequate child-care facilities
for employable mothers, adolescent youth should work under protection of
appropriate child-labor laws, and adults should be referred for suitable work as
determined by State employment departments.

As an incentive to employment, recipients should be permitted to keep a basic
sum, say $10, of net earnings without deduction from the aid grant. For each
$2 of net earnings which exceeds the basic sum there should be an offset in the
grant payment of $1. This type of graduated incentive h's proved satisfactory
in the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program and should be equally
effective in the public assistance program.
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Secretary RIIBICOFF. My personal conviction, based upon my years of
experience as a Congressman, a Governor, and as a Secretary, is that
new directions are urgently needed in welfare. Failure to confront
head on this need for constructive change would be no service to the
Nation as a whole or to the persons who depend upon welfare assist-
ance. We must do everything in our power to make certain that the
taxpayer's welfare dollar is spent in a way guaranteed to return full
value in human resources.

We in the Department have welcomed new ideas from all sources
and the discussions, criticism, research, and analysis which accom-
panied them.

All of this study and intense activity within and outside the De-
partment culminated first in a series of changes within the Department
and then in the legislative proposals which we presented to the
Congress.

You are probably familiar with the series of administrative actions
which I have announced in recent months. They were designed to
promote rehabilitation services and to develop a family-centered ap-
proach to human needs and problems. They were intended to pro-
vide children with more adequate protection arid support and an
opportunity to become responsible citizens, and to develop a more
efficient and effective operational structure to accomplish these ob-
jectives. I would like to submit for the record a summary of these
administrative actions.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
(The summary referred to follows:)

OFFICE MEMORANDUM, U.S. GOVERNMENT

DECEMBER 6, 1961.
To: Mr. W. L. Mitchell, Commissioner of Social Security.
From: Abraham Riblcoff, Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Subject: Administrative actions necessary to improve our welfare programs.

Revision of our welfare programs has been one of my principal objectives
since becoming Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare. At my confirma-
tion hearing in January I told the Senate Finance Committee that these programs
deserved a fresh, new look, that we would review existing laws and policies care-
fully during the year and that we would propose significant legislative revisions
for consideration by the 2d session of the 87th Congress. I have discussed
these matters with Chairman Harry F. Byrd and other members of the Senate
Finance Committee and with Chairman Wilbur Mills and other members of the
House Ways and Means Committee, and have been encouraged to move forward
with this effort.

During this year we have sought and received advice and reports from several
groups of distinguished individuals. The staff of this Department has carefully
evaluated this material and contributed valuable suggestions.

What has emerged from this review is a clear recognition of the fact that
today in 1961 the outlook of 1935 is not up to date. Born of depression emer-
gencies, the original Federal welfare legislation well met the problems of that
time. But the quarter of a century that has passed has taught us many new
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things, We are not satistled with our welfare program , and we know there Is
tnuh that can be done to iaprovo them.
Wo must move toward two obijoetives: eliminating whatever liuses have

crleit into these programs and develoing inore contrurtlet ivo upprommhos to get
peoplO off amistane and baek into iueftul rol's li soeity.

Many revislons will require legislation. 'i'heso will lie presented to the
Oinmgress lit January.

I wish to make several elmanges lit our welfare programs that can be aeeoma.
plishod by admministrat lvo action. Soio of tile patterns of 19,5 Imavo got to Ie
overhauled, anid the step, we take today ean make a substantial start it that
direction.

in addition to moving more effectively against suelt problems as locating
deserting fathers ani fraumi tiheso administrative ehamges are ti, sigimed to (1)
pr'Onmote rehaIliltation Servies and develop it fanmlly-centered approachh, (2)
provide ehildren with adequate protection, support, antd a ninaximunt opportunlty
to become reso1lonsiible eltizens. and (l) r'\eslap our administrate ive structure so
it tIay 1o mlore helpful to the States it at'omt-lllishing there objectives. 'i'htse
changes will help carry out, the purpose\,t of title IV of the Social Security Act
(the aid to dependent ehiildron program) whicl spe ,ifiaily Include strmgthltinlg
"family life" and assuring the "prolr and eiliient administration" of State
plibli assistance plns.
The steps taken today nr the first part of a broad act lon program for welfare

revision. LTegislative rOlmosals early next, year will carry this effort forward.
' t, lite en4phasis1O that the sucesx,,s of this revision will require close tooierat it

with State, local and voluntary welfare groups. 1i an l ious to work with ill
those li ani out of (loverltnent who eoan help move forward this important
endeavor. I would like you to proceed Iunedlately to imlplement the following
det'klolts .
1, lore t,,ffct't'tr Imtiles of des rtist partns.--Ono problem warranting

prompt attention Is the large number of welfare cases caused by the desertion of
a parent. The numtbr of tiesrtions across State lines Is Increasing. Efforts
must be spurred to locate parents who have deserted their dependent families.
These efforts should Involve the following course of action by the States.

Each State shall establish within its administrative organization for public
asslstatee a spelal unit r\ponlsible for locating desriting parents of cltihlren
who are applicants or recipients of public ailstance. This unit will be S;p-
arately Identified and adequately staffed. It will assist law onforctement otleers
and others In their efforts to require effective discharge of family respolmlsbillitis.
The objectives of tils special unit will be to reunite fanilles whenever feasible
and to obtain financial support.

Among the responsibilities which this unit would help perform would be:
(a) Handling Intrastate and interstate Inquiries concerning deserting

parents, and coordinating and supervising such activities of local public
welfare agencies within the State:

(b) Reciprocal cooperation with other States lit belping to locate desert-
ers, obtain support from parents who live in States other titan where their
dependents are, and assess ways of restoring broken honimes; and

(e) Establishing procedures for analyzing all desertion cases to make
sure the agency Is making every possible effort to locate the deserter.

2. Admiststrative actions to reduce antd control fraud.-Control and preven-
tion of fraud must be a constant objective of welfare administration. Informna-
thon from administrative reviews and slelal studies by Independent experts all
indicate that the proportion of Ineligible persons who receive assistance Is not
more than 1.5 percent. Those who receive it as a result of willful misrepre-
sentation are a small part of that percentage. Nevertheless, effective steps and
constant vigilance are necessary by Federal and State agencies both to prevent
fraud and to deal effectively with It when It occurs.

"Proper and efficient operation" of State plans under titles T. IV, X, and XIV
of the Social Seturity Act requires that provision will be made to assure that
assistance by the States Is provitIed only to those who are eligible for It. To
this end State and local welfare departments already maintain extensive proce-
dures for investigation and control of Improper payments, but improvements
can and must be made.

xlstlng administrative requirements should be strengthened by inclusion In
the State plan of the following:

(a) A definition of fraud in actiordance with State law as It relates to
receipt of aslct an". payments ;
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(b) The administrative procedures by which the State will assure that
it has proper and efficient methods for identifying, Investigating, evaluating,
and referring cases in which there Is reason to believe there may be fraud
by assistance applicants or recipients;

(o) Methods that will b used ili investigation of instances of suspected
fraud that are consistent with the legal rights of Individuals;

(d) Designation of a point of responsibility within the State welfare
department for the followup, and, if Indicated, referral for legal action, of
cases in which fraud appears likely;

(o) State supervision, review and control, by which the agency will assure
that the pilan provisions for dealing with cases of suspetted fraud tire
carried out; and

(f) Keeping records anti making periodic reports.
'Tho States should makn periodic reports to the )epartnent of Health, Educa-

thin, and Welfare on the nature and ew:tent of the lrobleni so that It can he kept
tinder continuous and carotftl sui'vollaneO with a view o' (uatking iny future
administrative or legislative changes that may he Indicatcd.
-3. Allouivhg childresi to co'ierlQ ific4nti for etIo('nlt aadi! t'nipiojinicn.-Title
IV of the Social Sovurity Act provides that assistant be given only to dependent
children whio are lit need. rho existing policies 11u1ke It clear that States may
permit a child with Income to use It to iteet certain special needs without a
deduction from the public assistance grant. These Include costs for medical
eare, school expenses, extra (lothing, and translportation needed for emnploy-
ment, ete. All of these needs for wlhieh the ehild's Inconio may 11e used relate
to something which Is currently needed by the child. Not enough emphasis has
be.en given, however, to the possibilities of recognizing certain additional needs
of children that retired expenses lit the future for whih. their own income
should hie conserved. Theso needs include education, medical services and
prelration for etploymnit. We must not stifle Incentives for children to earn
money that will contribute to their future independence.

The present policy should therefore tie modified to permit the States to
develop their own arrangements uindro which income of (hildren can be dedicated
to appropriate future needs wlhout a deduction from the public assistance
payment, States should be encouraged to take full advantage of tie oppor-
tunities tils change in policy affords.

4. S-fegtardipg the children i failies of untaarr4ed. parent.-In about one-
fifth of all ADO families a parent is unmarried. These families face serious
social problems, which tire of concern not only to themselves, but to the entire
community.

For all ADO families, but specially for this particular group of eases, receiving
an assistance payment is not a complete answer. It we are going to avoid as far
as possIblo more Illegimato births, if we are going to help these families become
responsible citizens, we have to render to this category of families special services
that we have seen can be effective. Providing these special services will Involve
the following steps in each State:

(a) Careful examination of ADC families with an unmarried parent, and
of the special problems they face, to see which families are most in need of
special services and which problems can best be resolved by services;

(b) Placing the selected families in caseloads stfficlently small so that
effective services can be provided to them and making sure that special
services are in fact rendered:

(o) Assigning to these cases staff members who are best qualifled by edit.
cation dnd experience to provide the kind of services that are needed;

(d) Increasing the frequency of home visits to these families so that
those with serious social problems are seen at least once every 3 months; and

(e) Coordination with the child welfare services program to assure the
maximum use of child welfare staff in providing consultation and services
for the slelal problems of these families.

Developing plans to provide these special services will require close cooperation
between the States and the Federal Government. I therefore propose we proceed
Initially by Issuing to the States within the next few weeks materials outlining
these important responsibilities, Thls will enable the States to make an early
start in coming to grllxs with these unusually difficult problems. Shortly there-
after we will meet with the State welfare administrators in Washington so that
we can discuss with them whatever practical problems there may be In providing
these special services. On the basis of this advice and the experience gained in
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tile coming months, we cal expect to issue formal policies by the middle of next
year.

5. Shfcuaarditnl children in families in which tle father has deserted.-A
second group of ADC families where special services should be provided are
those in which the father has deserted. l)esertion of a parent with tile accom.
panylng evasion of family responsibility is one of the serious Indicators of family
breakdown in our society. The families broken by desertion are faced, in most
intstances, by many serious social, economic, and other problems. This is par-
ticularly true within tie period just after the desertion occurs.

Therefore, in addition to the steps outlined with respect to the location of
deserting fathers, the same kind of standards should be established as to the
identilleatlon of such families, caseloads of limited size, the provision of services
by trained personnel and the provision of home visits at least once each 3
Iontlihs, that are established for families in which tile parents are not married.

Time procedure for developing these special services should be tile same for this
group of families as applies to the group discussed in paragraph 4.

0. a.fet'girditlp children it hazardosis honte situation s.-In addition to families
in which the mother is unmarried and those in which the father has deserted,
there are other family situations it which the physical and moral development
of children is seriously threatened and where the home is in danger of becoming
unsuitable for tile children. Ilere preventive and protective services are clearly
called for. While no sln!tle pproblen generally accounts for these threats to the
development of children Into responsible citizenship, we know there is a need
to identify such situations at tile earliest possible moment and to afford them
tile best appropriate services that we are capable of providing. These families
mnay have special problems such as money nmismanagement, or may have home
conditions or conduct by tile parents that is likely to result in inadequate care,
inadequate protection or neglect of the children. Such families should be made
a third group subject to the same standards of intensive casework service, using
the best available personnel, that are established for the families whose problems
arise from untmarried parents or desertion.

With reslect to this third group, arrangements should also be made for Includ-
Ing In tile State plan (a) tie conditions under which various protective methods
will be used in making payments to such families when appropriate to the
individual ease, Ie., weekly and blionthly issuance of assistance checks, use of
legal representatives, and guardianship, anld (b) a program for increased State
and local leadership and participation in the development of community services
for rehabilitation in these cases.

7, Improtvemmet of State staff traiting and develomictit progranms.-The cen-
tral core of proper and effclent administration is personnel-adequate In num-
her and appropriately trained to do the job required. With the changing char-
acteristics of the public assistance caseload, and the need to emphasize more and
more the preventive and rehabilitative aspects of public welfare, tile existence in
each State of an adequate staff development program is imperative.

Studies show an alarming shortage, In the public assistance programs, of
personnel with the necessary professional and technical training needed to deal
with difmcult problems such as Illegitimacy, deserting fathers, and protective
services for children and the aging, Federal financial participation is now avail-
able for the administration of staff development programs, including inservice
training and educational leave, as a part of the costs of administering public
assistance. However, States vary In their present implementation of a balanced
and comprehensive staff development program.

Ranch State should have a statewide staff development plnn which would in-
clude both Inservice training and opportunities for professional and technical
education.

In issuing new requirements in this area we must recognize that States will
need time before they can be expected to have the fully developed training pro-
gram which is contemplated. Accordingly, provision should be made for per-
mitting the various steps to be implemented gradually, starting with the re-
quirement for the submittal of a 5-year plan and at least one full-time training
position in each State agency by July 1, 1902. An annual report should be sub-
mitted by each State indicating the progress made in implementing the plan it
has developed.

& Developing services to famille-s.Too much emphasis has been placed on
Just getting an assistance check into the hands of an individual. If we are
ever going to move constructively ii this field, we must come to recognize that
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our efforts must involve a variety of helpful services, of which giving a money
payment Is only one, and also that the object of our efforts must be the entire
family.

To emphasize these ideas the name of the Bureau of Public Assistance shall
be changed to the Bureau of Family Services. This new designation will more
accurately express the major emphasis in our activities and policies in the future.

9. Encouraging States atd localities to provide more ffcotive family welfare
8ervicvc.-There shall be established within the newly designated Bureau of
Family Services, as one of its major units, a division to be known as the Division
of Welfare Services. This Division will give special attention to activities car-
ried on by the States in the reduction of dependency; services to children of
unmarried mothers and deserting fathers; services to families with special
problems arising from financial mismanagement or mental or physical in-
adequacy; studies of work relief activities and incentives to employment; and
other activities of this nature which can contribute to the prevention and
alleviation of dependency among aged, blind, and disabled persons, including the
development of more effective legislative proposals to accomplish these objec-
tives. This new Division will absorb the functions of the former Division of
Program Standards and Development; additional staff will be shifted as re-
quired to the new Division of Welfare Services in view of its new responsibilities.

10. C"oordinationm of family and community welfare servics.-In order to as-
sure that the maximum benefits are derived from our programs for the pro-
tection and well-being of children carried on by the Children's Bureau and the
related ADO program administered by the Bureau of Family Services, there shall
be established a new position of Assistant Commissioner in the Social Security
Administration. The Assistant Commissioner will give full time directing the
coordination of these programs and to the development and stimulation of wel-
fare services that will involve the resources of community organizations, both
public and private, in dealing with welfare problems. This effort should give
special emphasis to all services and activities contributing to the strengthening
of family life.

OTHER ACTION REQUIREb

The 10 actions outlined above Involve, in my judgment, the beginning of a sig-
nificant reorientation of our welfare programs. In order that we may be able to
have the advice and full cooperation of the States, I am extending an invitation
to all State welfare administrators to meet with me and our staff here in Wash-
ington on January 29, 30, and 31. Please make the necessary arrangements for
this meeting with the view of obtaining the suggestions of the State administra-
tors for any Improvements, changes, or additions.

Please arraneg also for the further development by the staff of other possible
changes in policy some of which have already been discussed but on which the
staff work is not yet completed. I should like to have a further report on these
Items by not later than March 15.

Today I want to discuss with you six specific areas to which we in this
Department Intend to devote special attention In the days ahead. We recognize
that problems exist. We want to do more to solve them.

These are the six points we intend to work on:
1. We ieant to eliminated all unnecessary paperwork

Our services to troubled people must expand. But the staff available to
perform these services is in serious short supply. Until we have more such staff
we must take every conceivable step to put what we have to the most constructive
use. This effort is tangled too frequently in an administrative underbrush of
forms and pieces of paper.

This is all wrong. There is too much paperwork in government. It stifles
new ideas. It eats up time. It frightens away topnotch workers; it leaves their
tasks to the pedantic and the unimaginative.

The social welfare worker especially must deal with people, not percentages.
He cannot waste his time with irrelevant pencil pushing and envelope stuffing.
He must have energy and hours to devote to those who need him.

For this reason I have directed the Commissioner of Social Security to organize
a work group of technically qualified people from the States and localities to
work with our Department. This group will make a determined, forthright
effort to simplify and improve all our welfare forms and procedures. It will
eliminate every unnecessary piece of paper that now burdens us.

84071--- 8
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Its Job is clear: 'To see that casework no longer bows to paperwork. I at
confident we can mako substantial progress. I recognize, of tourso, that good
records serve many useful purpboses-not only to insure against abuses but also
to provide essential information to tell us the progress our programs are making
ind where we tilust do1 iore. ]tit I cannot believe that every Item on every
form filled out by every caseworker is essential. I am sure Improvements call
be itade, and I asic each and every one of you administrators from tie 50 States
to give its the benefit of your experience. I want you to review your own forms,
aind tilt, Federal forms as well, and let me know which ones you believe cal
either be cut in length or eliminated completely without loss to the integrity
of the progratn.
$. We (ire iit ftig eore cffct, tuvo services for em iblrcn anlloutk

Our chihlren are our investment iu the future. They need help they nust
have it. If they can be provided with opportunities, we must assure them these
opportunities. To fall to do so is to flirt with fate, both theirs and our own.
We are taking actlio to make all relevant social and educational services avail-
able to our Nation's children, Including those on our welfare rolls.

I have directed the establishment of two staff units on youth development In
the I)epartment---ono in the Chihlren's Bureau and one in the Office of fduca.
tion.

''l ese new units wil help develop local continnity programs to combat Juvenile
delinquency. However, it will be their continuing responsibility to take a broad
approach to the problems of all the underprivileged youth In our land, In order
to give them the ntaximumi social, educational, and health services.

In tHle (lmlhlre''s Bureau, the Youth Developmnent Unit is being set up it the
Office of tho Chief. Made u) of youth workers experienced In community or-
ganiziation 111d developmennt, tihe staff members will be available for consultation
and techllical assistance to State and local welfare agencies. They will be avail-
able also to local ,ommunlitles In planning for improved coordantion of till wel.
faro services for special problems of youth, Thus, we hope to encourage mo-
bilization of till possible resources In our communities into it coordinated pro-
grain providing services to children and youth, particularly those oil the ADO
rolls.

The Youth Development Section In the Ofilce of Education will have special
responsibility for working oil the school problems of children and youth with
particular attention paid to those who tire on the welfare rolls and to the con-
tinuing formidable problem of school dropouts. The new unit will promote
better coordination between the school authorities and the welfare agencies.

8. We are itetisf/tng our efforts to combat iilegitimaeo
Disturbed by the rate of growth of illegitimacy in all segments of the society

of our country, some people have jumped too easily from isolated instances to
blaning the ADO program for the pattern. We know, of course, that illegitimacy
accounts for 20 percent of ADO children-by no means all the children or even
the n iority.

But we know, too, that we urgently need more precise and penetrating infornia.
thon on the exact cases of Illegitimacy and the most effective methods of dealing
with it if its sad Increase Is to be halted. I am concerned that there are many
communities In which we are not applying even such resources of knowledge
and skill as we have to meeting the problem of Illegitimacy. Therefore, I am
asking the Comnmissioner of Social Security to establish a work group to review
existing programs, see where further study Is needed, highlight the most promis-
ing areas of research, and develop programs that will help combat illegitimacy
and the dependency it fosters.
4. We will inirease our emphasis on research and dcnwm mtration to reduoo do-

vendcney
We must know where we are succeeding and where we are falling short-

which methods work and which do not-if our public welfare program is to
succeed.

'rogress is now being made in stimulating grants for research and demonstra-
tion projects in a number of fields. The Social Security Act authorizes such
grants for projects relating to the prevention and reduction of dependency
which will ail In effecting coordination of planning between public and private
welfare agencies. I wish to encourage and accelerate work in these two im-
portant areas. I
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Starting with a modest $350,000 In 1961, funds for cooperative research in the
Social Security Administration's appropriation were doubled In 1962, and our
present request in tl' 19M budget will add more than another million dollars
to these funds.

Child welfare funds were first made available for research or demonstration
projects it 19M', in the amount of $275,000. Our request for 1963 Is for $795,000.

Our related program of research and demonstration in vocational rehabilita-
tion continues to be expanded with our request for the current year totaling
$10,200,000. We are particularly eager for vocational rehabilitation and public
asslstatie agencies to engage more widely in cooperative projects for restoring
more disabled persons from the welfare rolls to employment.

however, I ain concerned that we are not realizing our full potential for
research in the social welfare field, and I believe that the recommendations
intde last year by the distinguished advisory group who reviewed the research
jirogriti. of the Social Security Administration provide a sound basis for further
planning and action. To Implement those recommendations, I have authorized
the ,xpansion of [he research facilities of the Social Security Administration In
order to assure continuing attention to the development and carrying out of
,tudies In the broad field of human resources and social welfare. I have also
authorized the appointment of a continuing committee on research development
to help carry out our research planning responsibilities and especially to find
ways to reduce dependency and to stimulate self-care and self-support.
5. We will strengthen vocational rehabilitation serves for disabled rcoipiant8

of ptiblio assistatce
State vocational rehabilitation agencies have been working with State and

local public welfare agencies in a cooperative effort to prevent public dependency
and to rehabilitate disabled people receiving public ass!stance. Figures for 1960
and 1061 indicate that aniout 1i percent of the total number rehabilitated had
been receiving public assistance each year. Of the 921500 disabled men and
women rehabilitated into employment in 1961, about 15,000 were persons who
hand been fully or partially dependent upon public assistance. In addition,
another 4 percent, or 3,700, in institutions, had been supported from public funds.

Miss Switzer, the Director of the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation, shares
may belief that the vocational rehabilitation program can do even more. I have
asked her to establish a task force to determine what administrative steps can
be taken under present laws to further expand and improve vocational rehabili-
tation services for disabled persons on welfare rolls. This task force is con-
sidering current policies and priorities in acceptance of disabled applicants; the
opportunities for joint State training institutes for personnel of the two agencies;
new uses of demonstration projects in more communities; and other specific
steps to make full use of the authority and funds now available to restore more
public welfare recipients to productivity and self-sufficiency.

6. We plan more effective training of publio welfare personnel
The need for more trained personnel in public welfare is obvious to all of

us who are connected with the administration of the program. The President
has requested in the budget. $3.5 million for the fiscal year 1903 for grants to
the States for a program of training in professional and technical fields relating
to public assistance. This is an important item which I hope will be adopted this
year. The budget estimate will permit increasing the number of trained per-
sonnel by providing for about 600 fellowships and traineeships. Provision is
also made for training through short-term study groups or seminars for about
800 employees of State or local agencies.

Because of the need to train more social workers, the deans of the schools
of social work have established a committee to consider ways to assist in
training more social workers for public welfare. I have directed our staff
to consult with this committee of deans and with State welfare agencies, so
that we can assist In taking all necessary and proper means to increase the
supply of adequately trained personnel for public welfare.

Secretary RmnIcoiT. However legislation is now required to move
further ahead. Members of the Congress have proved, over the
many years, their own deep interest in meeting human needs by
repeated amendments to the Social Security Act. We have a firm
foundation on which to build.
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The reasons behind the urgent need in 1902 for new advances aIe
numerotis and widely known, fit fict, they uri' to be seen by eatelt
of us in oir' everyday,', life.

We tre no longer the Nation we were in the 19,10's, it, the ile of
the great depression and the birth of social security. At; both endls
of our lifespan tihe utu1ners of ersmons are rapidly growing. We
live much longer than we did, so the number of those over 65 is
constantly intetasin1g. MAny of them will wo know, require our
help nt, only to keep) body and 8111 together bit to benefit from other

8s01IretS whlh will nuake their litter years more hentlthftl anduseful.
Theo numbers Of children are increasing, (tId at propo)t(ion Of C1i0111

will continue to be born into ,irc.unist ntes w hero they are threatened
by economic and social IIlI zards. Whether these (el)eleil, hihlren-
our' future citizens-will become mature tmId resjloitsilhSi adults or
live lives which repeat the problems their own parents fated will
depend to it eonsiderablo degt-ree on whar1t welfale- set'Vic~s ca11 (10 forthem.

11h1en the social secuit y progrtanl origiutited, tlie over riding prob-
lent1 wuas prWOVisioll Of H1i1161ial Hr)port, to he Vlst, numbers o0fllllell-
ploed ulnd their fatilhies. Since thien the Coutry hias undergone
hro;fo'fild change. There is colintal ollovell lent, of people froitlone
part. of the Nation to another, following itilusltry deveollents in
sercIeh of work Or it 1)ett e' life. FIanilv ties ao oftet weitkened by
solut'atioit alld social pressures. rher'is i trend towar-'d early mar-n
rtige, oftell before emotional maturity is reueltedl. ])esertion and
divor o have increased.

Many persons are crowding into urban centers without any previous
exper'ienCe or understanding of the complexities of city life. Un-
skilled, uneducate( workers, who used to find simple labor, now see
their Job opporunities eaten tit) by thte onrush of automation. Costs
of mat\y necessities, including medical care, lhve outstripped resources
to paiy for them.

Such factors as the.e, which could not have been fully anticipated
when the historic Social Security Act wits passed, have brought to ottr
welfare de)mrtnments new kinds of prol)lems which they have often
been, unable to handle successftll y. In addition to the physically
handicapped ws'hom we all recognize as plainly in need and deserving
of help, we muSt answer the often unspoken appeals of the peol)le
who have not learned to adjust to the complicated, industrial urban
society we live in. Unequipped for opportunities which do exist, and
often denied these opporh-titties for reasons beyond their power to
control, bewildered by strange problems, isolated from the main-
streatus of Comnutnity life, they live without hope in the midst of a
society which has proved its ability to provide abundantly for most of
US.

Thte vast majority of these fellow Amer'icans of ours want desper-
ately to leave the i•lfare rolls. They want self-respect and a con-
tributing role in our world. If we don't, try to accomplish this, we
conmit ourselves to an endlesms cycle of dependency.
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'IMIIE ROAD TO 11IIHIA1ITATION

We would all like to two the (day when public assistance would be-
Wine cOIil)lotely 1111113cessat'ry. Wo realize tiat this day may never
come. But we call 10ke Ou1' p ublic assistance program is IL tool for
reducing the size of the problem. No lill which might h tltawit could
g uarlittee a quick or easy victory in this struggle against dependency.
Bitt ill its eIpltII.is Oil extending social serVices, this bill promises onew
and renewed effort in every State andI county along lines which we
know, front local experiences, will pity dividends.

'ito President in hiis welfare message to the Congress observed that
conmi cities which have attemlted to save money on welfare expendi-
tur's tilrouglh t'uthless ald arbitrary cutbacks have met with little
sucecess.

I to satid:
* * * bt conijnitnies which linve tried the rehabilitative road-tho road I

have recouniended today-have demonstrated what ,an be done with creative,
thoughtfully conceived and properly managed programs of prevention and social
rehllit llli, In those communities, families have ken restored to self-reliance.
ond relief rolls have beeti reduced.

What, do we mean, Mr. Chairman, by rehabilitative social services?
It, refers to sl)eciic, log-tarm help which cani be extended by properly
traitied workers through frequent home visits, guidance, counseling,
altd uso of all available coulintttity resources in health, education, and
welfare. 1t, Iean11s b giiug to bear on troubled families all the
kutowledge antd skills wni(h a community posseses. Most of the
fain ilies Oil welfare rolls tire unaware of ways to help themselves. But
a skillful social worker, devoting his or her time to helping them break
whttever chains bind tlein to their lives of poverty tnd dependency,
cim ith1ti fy their problems.

A woman abandoned by her husband and the father of her children
nay be overwhelmed by her first experience of having to manage, a
family alone. Her children become uncontrollable. She has no ox-
perionce with handling money, budgetin or planning ahead. She
miay have the ability to work if her small children can be properly
cared for wit. outside help. The interest and knowledge of a wel-
fare worker can lead her out of apathy, despair, and worsening prob-
loins to a new life of order and hope.

A man vitay be contiually defeated in attempts to find steady work
to support his wife and children. As is often the case, he may have
had little formal education. He may be unable to read or write well
enough to apply for a job or to hold the kinds of jobs which might
turn up through an employment service. He may work for a few
months and live on public assistance between jobs, a pattern that can
be repeated through a lifetime. A welfare worker can help the mother
learn how to run the home more successfully, and direct the man to a
vocational school where he can get training in a skill which has some
value in the job market today.

This kind of service has been extended successfully to welfare re-
cipients in many communities where caseloads have I en reduced and
workers given a chance to spend sufficient time and effort on individ-
ual families. Unfortunately these attempts have been limited by the
shortage of workers and the lack of State and local funds. But we
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know from the results they have yielded that such efforts can pro-
duce astonishing long-range savings.

An experimental family restoration unit in Chicago using 5 able
welfare workers reported 163 families-one-third of its caseload-
ready to leave the assistance rolls within 7 months. It. was also pos-
sible to reduce grants in 29 other cases and to keep 8 families from
requiring public assistance at all. The savings from this one-teamn
operation was $182,000 a year.

In Arizona, a special family casework unit of 1 wlfare department
reported, after 5 months, that the efforts of its 5 selected workers,
serving 40 families each, had made it possible to suspend, or close
entirely, aid to 46 of the original 200 families, at a saving to the wel-
fare program of more than $28,500 for the period.

An 11-month project in Allegheny County, Pa., using the services
of professionally trained social workers assigned to small caseloads,
resulted in the closing of 98 out of 349 cases. These were families
with physical, social, and mental disabilities, no skills and no ex-
perience. The agency estimated its savings in dollars alone at $28 000.

Despite high unemployment rates in Niagara County, N.Y., 17 tam-
ilies out of 41 on assistance for 5 or more years became self-support-
ing within 8 months after highly skilled social workers were assigned
to them. More than half the families took concrete steps to improve
their own tapa ities'for jobs. In Lake County, Ind., intensive coun-
seling services with 125 chronically dependent families resulted in
savings of more than $16,500 in welfare costs in the first year, and
more the next.

This kind of program is both realistic and profitable--in terms of
actual dollar savings-and compassionate, for it produces a more
lasting result in stronger, happier, more capable and productive
human beings.

The bill before you would stimulate the extension of services in the
assistance programs of all our States. For inany years, the Federal
Government has paid one-half of the costs of administration of the
public assistance programs. Under this bill, the Federal share of
the most urgently needed services would be increased to three-fourths,
while the Federal share of. others administrative costs would be left on
the present 50-50 basis.

TRAINING OF WELFARE WORIFIRS

Through this bill, we are attempting to assure substantially more
constructive services to the people supported by public assistance. As
I have indicated, we will never be able to move recipients in impor-
tant numbers off the welfare rolls--away from dependency and toward
self-sufficiency-unleis we have more skilled welfare personnel to
help them help themselves.

A major obstacle which must be overcome is the acute shortage of
adequately prepared social workers. In public assistance agencies
today, only about one welfare worker in' eight has had any profesional
training at all and only a fraction of that number has been gradu-
ated from a school of social work.

In most places, efforts are made to equip new employees with the
skills they need after they arrive on the job. But these in.5ervice
training programs have been relatively inadequate in many States and
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frequently have not contributed as much as they could to the devel-
opment of at least, the basic skill which would enable a worker to help
resolve the enormously difficult human problems burdening many of
the assistance families she sees.

In carrying out the purposes of this bill therefore, we face a train-
ing problem of emergency proportions. We must quickly find ways to
upgrade the skills of workers already employed in welfare agencies.

'ihe administration proposals include two types of provisions de-
signed to stimulate training. One would be an increase in Federal
participation in training efforts undertaken by the States. Ihe other
would authorize the Secretary of health, Education, and Welfare to
Provide, either directly or through contracts or other arrangements,
for the training of skilled stair to reduce depeudency.

I urge the enactment of these provisions in the administration pl'o-
posals. We believe them to be the most direct. and effective, way of
attacking the problem.

Short-term training of public welfare stail will be an immediate
objective under our proposals. We recognize that short-term training
is not a substitute for full professional training. But the social wel-
fare manpower crisis today is of such dimensions that training of any
kind is urgently needed.

Under our proposals raining would be offered to groups for whom
it is difficult for indivih, tl States to provide programs. These would
include personnel who could be prepared to teach other staff members,
top administrators and supervisors, and persons in key positions such
as casework supervisors. All of these persons would provide leader-
ship in their welfare departments.

The States are handicapped in trying to furnish training for them
groups by the scarcity of teachers and technical material. The Fed,-
oral program would thus be a service to the States to supplement their
own general staff training efforts, but not to duplicate them. It would
also be broad enough to permit grants to schools to help them improve
their resources and facilities so that they can fill their important role
in meeting the need for trained staff.

I woulc like to make clear that the training grants in other depart-
mental programs, such as vocational rehabilitation and public health,
which have been implemented by appropriations are made by the De-
partment, so that Federal training funds can be made available
through our universities. I recommend a similar program for the
training of public welfare personnel.

In addition, we also strongly sup ort the concept of Federal aid to
the States for training, with the Federal Government contributing
75 percent of the administrative costs of the State staff development
programs. These programs include both inservice training and pro-
vision of stipends or scholarships for school attendance.

PxEVENTION OF PROBLEMS

The* focu 8 of most of otir administrative actions and legislative pro-
posals is onl those programs reaching our dependent and often neg-
1ete children. For we believe strongly that, while helping persons
to overcome problems is a Profitable investment, preventing those
p oblenis'from. arising in the children.,of the coming generation is
bound to assure even greater returns.

ill
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Therefore, the administration recommended that tile provision en-
acted last year for aid to dependent children of unemployed parents
be made permanent. In March of this year, the last month for which
we have figures more than 284,000 needy persons benefited from this
program in 15 States. A study made by our Department of the first
months of operation of the program fully justitles the recommenda-
tion which we lnade. I would like to submit a copy of that report.
H.R. 10606 would extend the program for another 5 years.

(The report referred to follows:)

ADMINISTRATION Op Am ro I)F.PENDENT CIIDREN, FOiR FAMILI5 OF UNNMI',OYED
PARENTS, UNDER PUBtIa LAW 8T-31, IN 13 STATES, 1961

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Social Security Administration,
Bureau of Family Services, March 1902

ADO-UP FROM MAY TO NOVEMIIEI 1901 '

Aid to dependent children (ADO) was extended to children of unemployed
parents (ADC-UP) in May 1901 by an amendment to title IV of the Social
Security Act (Public Law 87-31).

Until then, Federal grants to States were available only to children lacking
support or care because of death, absence, or disability of a parent.

The extension was part of the administration program to ease the effects of
unemployment. It represented a significant change in Federal welfare policy.
For the first time, the Federal Government shared the cost of assistance to
families of the needy unemployed. The measure was temporary, scheduled to
expire June 80, 1902.

In November 1961, 18 States made payments under the program extension:
Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts, New York,
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Utah, Washington and West Virginia,'

Additional States may consider It if the amendment is made permanent. In
the other States and territories the major reasons for not acting to be Inade-
quate State funds, lack of Interest or a belief that unemployment is not suf-
ficiently severe to justify an extended program.

A study of the adihistraton of ADO-TIP In its first 7 months of operation
(May-November 1901) was made by the Bureau of Family Services. Practice
was reviewed In 45 localities in the 13 States (North Carolina and Oregon had
not yet started to make payments) where ADO-UP was in effect in September
1961. More than 1,800 individual case records of public assistance recipients
were readd. The selected localities were urban centers with substantial unemploy-
nmnt or other areas where unemployment was relatively high.

The study also included examination of characteristics of the relevant Sthte
plan provisions and analysis of monthly statistical reports of the States, Dis-
eussions were held with officials of two other Flederal agencies Involved in the
program-the Bureau of Employment Security of the Department of Labor
and the Division of Vocational Falucatlon of the Office of Flucation.

In the May-Novemler study period, 12 of the 18 States 8 received 80,300 ap-
plications for ADO-UP, processed 80,400, and granted assistance to 66,100 or
82 percent.

Assistance payments totaled $33.3 million (luring this period. Cash payments
accounted for about 95 percent of the total and vendor payments for medical
care the other 5 percent.

In November alone, ADC-UP payments totaling $6,719,000 reached 48,200
families with 157,000 children.' The vast majority-95 percent of these fami-
lies,-lived in 6 of the 13 States (Connecticut, Illinois, New York, Pennsylvania,
Washington, and West Virginia). Tie average monthly payment per family
was $155, and the average monthly payment per recipient (based on the total

I Prepared in the Bureau of Family Services. I
2 North Carolina and Oregon have put prografs Into effect sinee November.
'Washington data was not available except for numbers of families and children and

amounts of payments.
' In January 1962. more.than 55,500 families with more than 200,800 children received

total payments of $8,800,000, according to the BPS Division of Program Statistles'and
Analysis. I I I I
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number of children and one parent or other adult relative where the needs of
it least (silo such adul Were considered In determining the grant) was $34.

lindividlal State payment averages In November ranged front $90 In Delaware
to $'2Ti0 In Illinois per family till(] front a low of $18 in Delaware to a high of
$48 I Illinois per reliient.

.0f the 14,800 applications that were denied or disposed of for reasons other
than approval during the May-November period, only 1 percent were rejected
because th parent refund to accet,t sulitalie enilloylnllt Other reasons for
denying AIJ-TJI' Included failure to meet the State's deiinitlon of uneinploy-
illenlt. (10 percent) ; failure to meet the State's residence requirements (2 per-
(eit) ; presence of Incoine in eXCeNs of need accorling to til State's assistance
standards (21 percent ) ; posse4slon of reNources other than Inconle in excess of
State standards (3 percent). Partial information o the remaining (10 percent
1ndh'a1es, that relatively large numbers witldrew their applications or failed to
keep apqolntments with the agency, perhaps li-cause employment was obtained.
Sone aplpllcants failed to give required Information an(1, In some Instances,
ellglilly was estllilblll(l under the Incapacity provision of ADC, instead of
the tituteniployin -ient provision.

The proportion of approved applications to total applications (isposed of
ranged among States from a low of 57 percent in Maryland to a high of 94
percent in Rhode Island. (Oklahoma Is excluded from this consideration be-
cause of the small numbers Involved-20 applications disposed of wIth 7 ap-
prove(.)

Nearly half (46 percent) of the 66,100 applicants approved were receiving
general assistance at the time they were accepted for ADO-UP. The proportion
of such cases among States ranged from 1 percent In West Virginia to 95 per-
cent in Delaware and Illinois. All of the 13 States except West Virginia and
Oklahoma had general assistance for unemployed families statewide or in some
localities.

Unemployment compensation benefits were being received by 12 percent of the
applicants at the time of their approval for ADO-TJP. Another 20 percent had
unemployment compensation claims pending and 68 percent were neither re-
ceiving benefits nor had claims pending. The latter group Included 19 percent
who had received unemployment compensation benefits within 0 months before
their approval for ADO-UP and 48 percent who had not.

The turnover in the ADO-UP caseload was rapid. By the end of November,
25,80 cases, 87 percent of those approved for assistance or transferred to
A1)C-UP, had been closed. In most cases (68 percent), the parent-usually the
father-had obtained a job. The proportion of closings because of employment
ranged from 15 percent in Maryland to 73 percent In Rhode Island. (In Okla-
homa, the one closed case was due to employment.) Among the 68 percent who
were successful in returning to work, 23 percent went back to their former Jobs,
8 percent obtained employment through employment security referrals, and 42
percent found work through their own Initiative or with the help of friends and
relatives. Administrative review reports for the 18 States indicated that most
unemployed fathers were searching for work day in and day out and in other com-
munities as well as in their own.

Other cases were closed because there was no longer an eligible child in the
home, 1 percent, and refusal to accept a suitable Job, 2 percent. Partial in-
formation on the rest indicates many received unemployment compensation,
moved and left no forwarding address or failed to comply with requirements.

In addition to the 60,100 applications approved for ADC-UP, another 2,900
families who had been receiving ADO for reasons other than unemployment,
became eligible under the unemployed parent provision, usually when an absent
father returned to the home. These families would have been ineligible for
ADO without the extension of the program in the States where they lived.

One of tho most Important factors affecting the number of families who qualify
for ADO-UP is the definition of unemployment, which varies from State to State.
Broad, program coverage is permitted by the definitions in Delaware, Hawaii,
Illinois, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Utah, and Washington. Cover-
age under this definition Is restricted in Oklahoma and limited in Connecticuit,
Maryland, Massachusetts, and West Virginia.

In a broad program, ADO-UP would include children or parents who have
been in the labor market but are not currently employed, have not been in the
labor market but are currently seeking work, are employed part time, or have
been self-employed.
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aMV111r0'10M it (Ilit'11111 ioeth itt t'11Nnl4 tilt. 11,v mn. mliloymnent. 'PTh xex'rleeo furhtea'
Ilit~latt.'l the tiuetwtty (or ine an ititl or quanttttedi anobtattiro ~iWo't andtiti iiaohd.
Iltitil tit f t'eunaauuiily roiivai or galslat Ioil of Ihonit tvlitro thuety Ito n1ot oxit;
it) ooet fill, liatimt, sovInt oni tM'onoiilu. protihoniN.

''li'ou.' R0'aerat gRilupH of uii~njnoyothli rtnt£ oiirgt'd fromt that Wtilily:
M whIm~ o pltt 'iilitli'tl JotIttotut (1uity (Ori MtiOl't 1it0004ii11, TilPH0'4 W01 0 I'iiilt

mtiei '110. vaiatile Oif woirk id with Nittule work retortlN, wh'io had( tcu uitito-
lilo'voit lt'oa thall It nieuatht., Th'Iey wet'o ttftii stetil, eotst ruet toll, or other twonoi
worker". lit oiio est, Ntuet (athora otaitied work before tho augoey haul
tite1,tilto thueti' aitla it' puiltt liolN. ltoughty, oumo'oiuut h of thme vaa,.elad lit
fihe Plid tif Mtptenutiei prolalily fell Into this groups,

(2a 'iTiom whoo vt' liia'e, for ret uraltig to work di0t101t11M uiponm broadened
t't'ttitttiepit kill tty, treituiug ori't tral i lt, ad other ~otiit £eryivt. ili
group I ittelithl atelioot itriotiiad voting peraoin revtt hy d hivtaice fromn
mill tary svrvieuoo w lit) ha t no work ex 1ie'tiue Or skithsN. Oftenftuae woreyouiager
wt'rkvrat with liittted vtlut'amtittu anmd tatieita wh~o lad moved from nt o iiort-terun
Job tA o tolie th Ito vocational goal. Older meni, 80 to (Ml yearit of uige, with
largo titnilloo andi oduatliu tielow vighth-grade level, wero uttso lit the group.
Vtho atHilte the-y itight pio-ateva utre not tritumirfratilo to xtttig Jobsi. About haluf
tite eawsload woi'o twiltiel to itt lit thin 'aitegOry.

(3 Ths 'Vu we~hoe~e qutaillettione. anid uiatentiale. wakeh rotiploymeint ext remedy
dittleult. Aitottg titt woI'o itneittployetl, utitkithtd labhor'ers whot lit a'dditio0n to
liuittodl education and poor work expertence had phiysical, inenital, or emotional
handhes pe. At least one-fourth of the mtsltiad appeared In this groip.

Tito 10111 aniinenutit reqluirod vooliraiivo ttgieemititt. witht State oniploymnent
sorvhcw~ and 18tate vocationtal edticatiout agencies. Tito cooperative aI'raig-
ittents w-ort) provided to asslat retraining of thoso with Ilinited ability or dIs-
placXd by teehtn1ologtcal ctaitgee. frontl jtobg they ontce ]told.

Very few AIDV-.Il tathiers (I Ii 20 of those whol roturnted to work, lit fact)
woi'o lail' Ini jobs thrui'tgh public emiploymtent ottlees, Theso pitreiltRs a f
wvhole have tenet education andI teats ttkill than other job applicants. Unileuts they
ame gil-ei prelfereuttlal trvatittut, the placiemnut service Is not apt to be effective
for them. Thoy c4Annot eonte~t on an equal footing wv1M other job registrants.
A Aew welfare agences have cotablshed their owit employment diivision".

Seven tof the 13 Stattm flelaware Hawall, Illinois, Now York, Penneoylvanta,
Utah, West Virginia) teected to Include AI)O-UP recipients lit their work relef
progM in.

h'\'~dral matching Ainds could not ho claimed on that portion of assistance
paymtist Vor wvhich work w'as performed.

The extent to which ADO-UP recipients took part in work relief programs
could not be determined precisely. Available data Indicated a relatively sMall
number was included lit most States.
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lit vionrly fill NtuatenA ('olr#0114 ivoo given, li nul ocilpationo no practical nurn-
lu1g, food sljlolvil in 1111nhdllilg, IIIitlle operation. sewing, and typing.
Th lu1(1 of training remo~urei, however, wasi a problem (ooII lain all Stauto.

1. Stato Ateifi' vlc,
2. M~uj il oiig Mt it.'aii ~li('hl tiii AlO .1( 1 ei'4xtonlonl wasih ii ('t(. lit Holit('I.

ihoi I011, tu f11it iti' reeving anni4t 1111( tiue tho extJaI4ihn anid pe~rcolitago

:1, Htnitt'H' ttt'INlII (1.4 to 11l i'lWit. aid( to dl~eendent (hailren of unozn11ploy(Xd
iaroidstN Weliiiinry 12, 19612,

4, 141)'ieai (lhiraeteriittcs relaitinig to iiii'iiployiitoit of it iflreiit, HoJptoiber
11)(11.

11, A O-U I I. Tiho 1II Htitten 1it1( 46 lcalI unit ineludled fin tutu review.
0t. AD)O411'. Niair of ('1150 reviewed li eachl Ktate, by typo.
7, Month i 1)(11 lin whicht Al )(-U1' liocaim' oeeetivo lit 13 "tates,
8. SMit ivl. fitbior. 1-8. Aid to dl~nponl~t child~renl of u~nemfployedl parent^,

Novoaitnr 1110t by Htteo (tiatt oil tpplit'atiopis, active cames, digeon.

9). "l1haiployitit N4)lv(o coopeiirationi wi.I pulic agn4istalIWO agencies on '(10-
p02~ondot-c'lild' progria, U.S. lDeartnient of Labor, Blureau of Ru~iaploy-
iiiett Hoetirity, Aliy 10, 19061,

It0. "P'rovidinhg w1i'o nil~l tril fug of unepllflloyed loarepits," M.R, Depa rtnient
(if 1ithl, l40lll('htl0P, titit Welfaire, Office of loductton, Division of Veen-
tiolial Ndhuention, May 18, 19)(1.

AI'NIX 1. 14TA'Fb) HTAVV VINwu

Views of 14t11tl) woltliIo agolley staff menbero, tho persons ehlargcet with nak-
Ing till 111w ('(1111( to it, wVore( co(llected lInformnally during the roview of prnc.
lIce, 'J'i opilions onl till future of AD-Ut'1 which woere, hoqrdI nmt; frequently
ai1I) mumnirI~lal etre.

Ti'o ADO prograin should( bo b~roadened( to Include all nmetly families with
-bliill, regaurdleMtu4 of the (11114 of thou' deprivatIon. For one reason, with tho

exteinsiln (of ADU Lo children of the unemiployedl, nearly a11 fUMilies With children
now ireeligiblo. TLhe d Ietcoitt tian('ti of specialI group igs of fai nilMoo accordi ng to
ronsola for need( would simplify the determination of eligibility processw and carry
out the principle of nosttitflfct for all faliniiCt with ne~edy chllildren,

TIwo groups of faitlies are not covered by present assistance programs. 11fle
are couples 1111( indlividulil who aro unemployed buut without children anti fam-
Mome with children lin which the wage earner Is fully employed but cannot earn
enough to support his fam11ily colfpletoly.

lin tho niountlinte, contiuantlen of ADG-Ut' on a permanent basis was reconi

Social services to families of unemployed parents, Including training arid Coun-
solitig for rtieiiployipient and services to prevent dependence In families not re-
ceiving atlu41mitlnce, should ho biroadlened In s~cope.

Jtouideiice reqiiirepueruts should Piot. ho permitted for ADO atince fiuch restric-
tiomis liit tWe miobliity of workers In going to localities with greater economic

'12Too much State anid local agency ataff time i now spent on administrative
(lltJill which (Iliutracts attention from smervice to ADC families. Any reduction
In tletuili and1 complexity of paperwork, whether Introduced at the Federal, State,
or local levels, would free sWtuf for service so long as it did not reduce idinis-
trative eflilny.

The unemployment Insurance program should -be further extended wherever
possible to umet more adequately the financial needs 'of the unemployed.
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PUBLIC ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1002

APPENDIX 5

AD(T-UP: h'1, 18 i.tates and 4- local tisits lenluded tit the rovivelo

.State

Con ticut ...............

I)ehw r...........

Ilaw ..................

i .liio.................

Maryland .................

Massachusetts ............

l oQal agclie's reviewed

tlridgeoort district.
Waterbury district,
Norwich district.
Kent County.
New Cnastlo County.
Oalu County,
Ilawall County.
M1ui County.
Kauti County.
Cook County.
Franklin County.
Marion County.
St. Olair County.
Kankakee County,
Macon Cotnty.
Baltimore City.
C901i County.
Wlshinitton County.Boston city,
Salem City,

pr 111$00d City,
Chi OPeM City.
Hioly'oke City.

state

Now York ................

Oklahoma- ..............

i'ennsyl vanli...........

Rhode Island .............

Utah ......................

Washlgton ..........

West Virginia.............

Local agencies reviewed

Erie County,
Onidhla (ounty.
Clinton County.
i'ulton County.
Tu1 l County,.
Pottawatomte county.
Philadelphia County.
801ulyikill County.
Cam bria County.
Cleartlel County.
l'rovidence area"
Woonsocket area.
Salt Lake County.
Utah County.
Carbon County.
Orays Harbor County.
King County.
SNokano County.
Yakima County.
Cabell County._Lgapn Poulity,
W6od County.

APPENDIX 0

AI)(-UP: Numbr" of 0as08 P'v-Io0w 4 19 00c& Mtato, by typ

State Total leIoev1tng Denied "p- Olosedoaes'
assistailoo piloations I

Total reviewed ........................ 11,870 1,006 83 817

Connetiout ............................. 160 60 84 46
l)iware ............................... 89 84 0 38
lawall ......................................... 112 69 6 87

Illin o is ...................................no. 344 178 90 79
Maryland .................................... 104 73 18 18

assacusetts ................................. 70 38 18 17
New Yok ...................................... 200 100 47 69
Oklahoma ...................................... 18 6 7 2
Pennsylvania .................................. 238 120 38 80
Rhode Island ................................ 97 48 16 33
Utah .......................................... 143 81 19 43
Washington .................................... 167 101 81 38
West Virgl ........... ..................... 181 84 14 33

I The sample was selected from 6pplieatlons denied because the definition of "unemployment" was not
met and because of the parent's refusal to accept a Job offer. In 7 States, some denials for other reasons
were also reviewed.

' The sample wAs selected from thoa closed because the parent obtained employment and beouse of
the parent's refusal to accept a job offer. In 7 States, some closings for other reasons were also reviewed.

' For the ow reviewed in which the unemployed ADO parent had been assigned to work relief, eas
information relative to this assgnment was secured in addition to the material obtained for all a . Such
assignments had been made In flawAli, Illinois, New York, Pennsylvania, Utah, and West Virginia.
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Aonth in 1961 in which ADO-UP became effectivte 14 13 rtate8

Stote
Connecticut .................
Delaware ----------------
H awailli ---------------------
Illinois -----------------------
Maryland ...............
Massachusetts ---------------
New York -------------------

Month
effeoflve State
July. Oklahoma --------------------

Do, Pelnsylvalia ----------------
Do. Rhode Island ................

May. Utah --------------------------
Do. Washington -----------------
Do. West Virginia -----------------
Do.

AID To DEPENDENT CHILDREN OF UNSP.IPI.OYE' PAIENTS, NOViMiER 101

Tile attached tables suninarize available information on the uneniployed-
Iarent segment of old to dependent children. States were enabled to extend
their aid to dependent children programs to cover children of unemployed
parents by Public Law 87-31, which was effective May 1, 1)61. The unemployed.
parent segment of aid to delendent children is an integral part of the overall
program of aid to dependent children, and data for this segment of ,-tatt, pro-
grais are included in all data pertailning to the State program as it whole.

Tables I and 2 of tie attaehtdl set are Included In te "Advance Release of
Statistics on Public Assistance, November 1961," as tables 6 and 17, respe--
tively; table 1 will also be published in the Social Security Bulletin. Because
of difficulties encountered lit Initiating separate reporting for this senmtent of
thu caseload, some items of information covered by the attached table" are cur-
rently incomplete for some States. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Social Seeuritv Administration, Bureau of Fatally Services, Division
of Program Statistics and Analysis, .January 18, 1962.

APPENDIIX 8

TAtLE 1.-Aid to dependent children of une,,ployed parents: Reeipients oad
payments to rciepiente, November 1981

Number of recipients Payments to recipients

Ntimber
State of Average per--

families Total I Children Total .

Family Recipient

Total- ......---------------------- 43,215 100,337 167,139 $8,719,38 $15.49 $33.71

Connecticut ........ ............ --- 1,117 4 17 22,940 20317 46.34
l)elaware .............-.................. 340 :84 1:45 30,97 89.99 18.17
flawali i ------------- - -................... 1 1087 872 27,848 149. r 20. 33
Illinois ...................-.------ -5,78 $0,003 21,079 I.18,t90 ;.I J7.
Maryland ...............--- ............... ------ 0 896 s8 1" ,8 8
Memahusetts ...... I ............. ,277 1,206 9M0 76,2 180.88 30. 1
New YOrk ......................... , 757,379 17;8 35.
Oklahoma 5 -- -21 16 83 (8) (3)
Pennslvn ............ 1........ 5 8 48.219 1,30,8W.18 12.9 29.34
Rhode Island ------------------------- 441 2,088 1,647 77,961 170.78 37.34
Utah ---------------------------------- 465 2,026 1,581 44,789 90.32 22. 11
Washington ............................ 1,017 7,212 5, 595 155, 811 96.38 21.60
West Virginia .......................... 9,785 41,862 32,2120 1,220,740 125.37 29.30

I Payments for children o; unemployed p.rnts tinder aid to dependent children were authored b y
Public Law 87-31. Data for this segment of the program, shown separately hero, are included in data for
the total program. Figures In Italic represent program under State plan not yet approved by the Social
Security Administration. All data subject to revision.

I Includes as recipients the children and I parent or other adult relative In families il which the rojuir-
ments of at least I such adult were considered in determining the amount of assistance.

Average payments not computed on base of fewer than 50 recipients,
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T'AII.t.: 2.-Aid to dolendvt childrml of lici'nplojjed )arcIit8: Appllcatlons (and
00808, byi State, Novembewr 1961

Slato

''otal I ........................

('olet tell I .........................
D )elaware ............................
jlhm'.....................1l3ln3..... ..............................
Mtu'ylndi. ............................

M1smuehusetts.........................
New York ....... ................
Oklh onm ...............................
Pe, mq),qlVnlnl ....................
l33hole Islandl.....................
t111h ....................................
Wshhl3l tl o ..........................
Wv'zt Vrrgi 313........................

I'vytenfs for ellIren of unemployed iirents utoiur tld to dWeliIIent Children were fluthorlyed by
I'ul'llc ftow 87-31. Data for this segnnt of the herogrn, 1l owil sujlrtoly here, aroelue d in (lit for the

total programt, All dlata subJect to roviilolh
I t)ot not avalloe for WVtashington.

'iA11 M 3..-A d to dfif)eln1ht (h1il(iEi of tl eployle'd parent: Num ber of applica-
timvI tefhin ('gt . dli'ttij the inth ip rasoll of teriliatfoi, by ,Stat' Not'('m-
her 1961

liefl

It'

tle
Wit

refer

lDenlhd or otherwlue ditspnvd of

iel to nec1ptSUilale

1011141enle(It Iunome
Ilesldenee exceeds

...- ther. require- deter.
oj- Other Inent miled

11t source of leed
rMy. employ-
rraol iertoffer

0

(1)
'4

(')

. .

0
0

0
0
0
0I
0

(I)
5

I l)ut not mtiohdlo for Washlngton.

464

1s(3
2

134
2
0

118
0

1750
2

O)
10

Apiphatimis

It oelvelduI"rl
iOlnt

10,487

4W32
144
015

1.287
352
109

2,I)
3

3,084

213

779

iTernil.!natedl

9, 784

418

1,041
284

92
2.7(9)4
2,810Vr.,

213

41)

at enfl ofifOlIIt~h

0,1334

48
(15
22*2, 609

157
49

1,054
7

810
12
10

V'393

Ahded
dlllrhlt

7, 335

3154

43
592
184
P85

2,046i

3W)
82

103
(1)1696

Closed
durIl

4. 308

0220
120
5'J

1,674I
1,447111

112

397

(Con-thll.~
tintned
to IlextInlllh

40,022

3,03
341
230

240
9,309

12,25M
431
524

()9. 761

t4tote

t'tvstatesI

(:nlh, d Staltes 1.

('onnecth, ut..

Delaware ......flhwlill ..........
111039 ...........
Mltrylhind -------

M1 t15ehlumtt ...
Now York .......
Oklahoma .......

'enlIS| vanlh....
lhode Island ....

tTtsj+h ...........
Wiashi gton ...West Vlrglnl ....

Total

0,784

418
3345

1,041
284

92
2,700

4
2,81(1

W2
213

(1)
1,839

AssIst-

tthor.Ized

7,33A

354
96
43

592

85
2,046

0
I,99

82
101

(I)
I, 60

other

liteoitext<etl
stite's

ta

state's
defil t1on
of tlillem-
ployntent
not met

281

0
'4)
PA

24
2

103
3

2A
3q

Other

2.$

212
74
3

45

3

38
(I)

72

I
11
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TABLI 4.-Aid to dependent children of unemployed parents: Cases added dmr.
ing the nonth, classified by general assistance and unemployment compcn.-t-
lion benefit status, by State, Novm ber 1961

(lencral assistance Unemployment compensation benefit status

Receiving No claim pending
Not re- uem-

State Total Receiving celving ployment Claim
general general con pen. pending Benefits Benefits

assistance assistance at ion resolved not received
benefits within past within past

6 months 1 months

United States I ....... 7, 335 1,020 0,315 647 1,719 1,438 3,446

Connecticut ................ 354 59 295 41 160 75 78
Delaware .................. 906 93 3 8 46 12 30
Hawaii ..................... 43 1 42 7 15 5 16
Illinois ..................... 592 50 92 62 21 140 358
Maryland .................. 184 5 179 0 70 49 65
Massachasetts ............. 85 19 06 (1) (1) (1) (1)
New York ................. 2,046 236 1,810 255 690 276 825
Oklahoma .................. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pennsylvania .............. 1,996 07 1,929 242 629 453 672
Rhode Island .............. 82 34 48 9 28 11 34
Utah .................... 1 0 161 4 50 13 04Washington.-.............. V; (1) V;) () (1) (1) ()
West Virginia .............. 1, 06 1,690 5 398 1,274

I Data not available for Massachusetts and Washington,

TABILE 15.-Aid to dependent children of unemployed parents: Cases closed during
month, classified by reason for closing, by Slate, Novembcr 1961

State

United States I

Connecticut ------
Delaware ---------
Hawaii ............
Illinois ..............
Maryland ......... _
Massachusetts .......
New York ----------
Oklahoma ------
Pennsylvania ......
Rhode Island ........
Utah ..............
Washington -------
West Virginia -----

Total

Parent refused to
Parent obtained employment accept suitable

employment

Returned
to former
employ-

ment

4,308 740

183
55
36

220
120

62
1,5741
1,447111

112
(9)397

18
6
2

38
3

18
308

0
260
12
16

(6) 59

Employ- Other
inent source of

security employ-
referrms ment

offer

158 1 2,042

18
1

4
474
0

21
19
0

() 6

76
31
13

130
4

12
784

0
773
50
28

() 141

Employ-
inent

refuritreferral

I

0
0
1

21
0
0
2
0

(2) 22

Other
source of
employ-

lent
offer

110

01

()
61

No eligi-
ble child Other
in home I reasons

0
0
7
01

0
2
0
0(I)
9

I Data not available for Washington.

1.180

69
15
18
29

109
16

3391
389
28
68

(9) 99



TABLz 6.-Aid to dependent children of unemployed parents: Number of applicati ns received and disposed of, 1 States,' May-November 1961

Percent of applications denied or otherwise disposed of for speciied reasons

Total Refused to accept suitable
applics- Approved Denied or States employment Income Other Pending

State tions for assist- otherwise definition Residence exceeded resources at end of
received dance disposed of of employ- require- deter- exceeded Other period

meant not Employ- Other ment mined State's
met Total meant source of need standardsecrr employ-

refer menut oer

Total ----------------- 86,315 66,128 14,325 10 4 1 3 2 21 3 60 36,134

Com .ecut --------------- 2,407 2,003 3M 25 5 2 3 2 29 6 33 48
Delaware ------------------- 736 554 117 5 2 1 1 3 3 1 87 65
HAwa -.-------------------- 422 356 46 (2) ) ) (2) () (2) (2) 22
33hincs --------------------- 11,741 7.006 2.286 13 3 1 2 1 28 3 51 2,509
m yand ------------------- 1,451 742 551 20 1 1 (4) () 1 7 157
Masachusetts. ------------- M6 482 62 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2 () (2) (2) 49

New York. ---------------- 22,671 17,775 4,020 14 8 3 a 0 19 4 56 1,054
Oklahoma ......----------------- 27 7 ]3 (2) (2) () (2) () P) () ()
Pesylvania -------------- 30,486 24,368 5,288 2 3 (') 3 24 1 67 810
Rhode Island --------------- 1,003 929 62 (2) () (2) 1 (2) (2) (2) (2) 12
Utah -------------- - .--1,442 1,151 281 32 2 1 1 7 2 57 10
West Vfrglna.--------------13, 389 10,755 1,243 14 5 3 2 5 13 3 61 1,391

IData for Washington not available. Data shown partly estimated for some Items for a Data not computed on base of less than 100.
sme States. ' Less than 0.5 percent.

2Diffa from total received less numbers approved and denied or otherwise disposed
of because of reporting adjustments.
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TAIMN& T,- A i to rleenfrilel ldre of 11plf'Iflp ed puefllDIta fiti.s of coes~' ap~.
twtoved for (168atIfeeC utitt rempret It? ect"gItt of general aniaantatso anad tmem.
IplotImieDI coeoD~g('$$Itio beilf"If at fln Iii~of a*f1Ir( el, U2 KI~ltea,' A(IIykNoI('DDI h
11)(1

Total

for Mia

l(Awta........
tlao...........

N I m I t Its ...
Now vork ...

tm~hlaloal ....
M AII.. Y......

6A., 1118

M

W42

7

Ik'rtvaat of

ttev1v.
Ing

26
135

41)

Not "~.

Im~'aeral

A 4

74
81

48
30
7A1

100

Iteiv al

al'.oy

tloll

12

1

111

Permit of casI

WitItno V1InaI j'TIdiaI8

U11 n'MamIot tIot re-
pmoit 0 Within

I ttolis p31st 6
I totitlit

20

84
31)
81
4

84

22
2a)
21
10
1I

50
5
87

21
to
A

16
27

80
13
7

15

31

30
3 1

47
(3)

21)
82
75
83

k D~ata r wM-0slatton )lot Availale.1atisawaprtyetaitdfrsno tm o oe1tts
111%,"1011n totals evw011Itlg 'Niasaicatasot; (1100 11ot aivllalala'.
l'orveatages nlot willpited onl t1a of lesthaln t00.

*IAIs tha 110.5 peVftnt.



TABLE 8.-Aid to dependent children of unemployed parents: Reasons for closing cases, 12 -Slates, I May-.ovember 1.961

Ptrcmt of cases closed because-

State Total cases Parent obLained employment Parent refused to accept suitable
closed employment No eligible Of other

child in reasonsI " Ihome
- Returned to.Employment Othesourer source

Total former em- I security of employ- Total security of employ- I
ployment referral ment offer referral mt offer

Total4 ------------------- 25.763 68. 23 3 1 1 29
Connecticut ---------------------- 1,005 55 12 61 38 2 (2) 21 1 42

Delaware ---------- ......-------- 211 70 :23 2 45 2 1i 27
HawaiL -------- - -9 34 9 3 6 4 0 60
Illinois --------------- 1.078 69 183 "2 11 2 3 26
Maryland ------ .........------ -- 342 15 3 4 8 41 3 82
Massachusetts ....-------------------- 210 64 26 61 32 1 1 0i 34
New York ------------------------- 8,623 73 25 5 44 3 1 123
Oklahoma ..------------------------- 2 (3) () i() I (3) (2) (3) () (2)
Pennsylvania --------------------- 11, 33 71 25 2144 (:9 1 (2) (2
Rbode Island --------------------- 522 73 14 47 1 (3) (2) 26
Utah ----------------------------- 6461 2 2 () (2) 37

1105 125 1j 622
West Virgnia ------- ------- 6 ~ 2 54

I Data for Washington not available.: Data sbown.partly estimated for some items for 
2 

Less than 0.5 percent.
some States. - Percentages not computed.on base of less than 100.
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APPENDIx 9

US. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
BUREAU OF EMPLOYMENT SECURrP.Y,

Was8higton, D.C., May 10, 1961.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE PROGRAM-LnlTEB No. 1175

To: All State employment security agencies.'
Subject: Employment service cooperation with public assistance agencies on

"dependent-child" program.
Public Law No. 87-31, approved by the President on May 8, 1961, amends title

IV of the Social Security Act to provide, for the period beginning May 1, 1961,
and ending June 30, 1962, aid to dependent children of unemployed parents.
Under the provisions of the law, the program will be administered by State public
assistance agencies. However, in order to qualify for this assistance an-unen-
ployed individual must, among other things, be registered at a public* employ-
meat office and must not have refused without good cause to accept an offer of
employment made to him through the public employment office or directly by an
employer. We have developed a base understanding with officials of the De-
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare concerning this program, and of
the respective responsibilities of the State public assistance agencies and of the
State Employment Services. The following guidelines are for your Information.

The language of Public Law No. 87-31 provides that the plan of the State public
assistance agencies include "(A) provisions for entering into cooperative arrange-
inents with the system of public employment offices in the State looking toward
employment of the unemployed parents of such children, including appropriate
provision of registration and periodic reregistration of the unemployed parent
of any such child and for maximum utilization of the job placement services and
other services and facilities of such offices, and (B) provisions to assure that aid
to dependent children is not provided to any such child or relative, if, and for as
long as, the unemployed parent refuses without good cause to accept employ-
ment, in which he Is able to engage, which (I) is offered through such public
employment offices, or (ii) Is otherwise offered by an employer if the offer Is
determined by the State agency after notification by such employer to be a bona
fide offer of such employment * ."

Participation in the program will be a matter for individual State determina-
tion. For those States which do participate a coopeative agreement is con-
templated between the State public assistance agency and the State Employ-
ment Service. Pertinent to such an agreement is the following understanding
between the Department of Labor and the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare of the respective responsibilities of the State public assistance agency
and the State Employment Service:

(1) Public assistance applicants not already registered by the public em-
ployment office will be directed by the public assistance agency to the local
employment office for such purpose. In most States employment service
identitiation cards with current validation can serve as evidence of
registration.

(2,) Applicant sent to the local employment office by the public assitance
\ agency will be given the same treatment and consideration as other appli-

cants in the registration, selection, and referral processes.
(3) In making referrals, all employment service policies shall apply, in-

cluding the policy of selecting qualified applicants for job openings, I.e.,
selection and referral of individual applicants will be based on Individual
qualifications to perform the job and not on other factors.

(4) The local employment office will notify the public assistance agency
when applicants are placed In jobs or when they iall or refuse to take
action requested of them in relation to employment.

(5) The public assistance agency will make all determinations as to
whether the individual applicant will be given assistance payments.

A number of State employment services already have cooperative agreements
with public assistance agencies, and the arrangements already in effect in these
States will probably not be altered appreciably by the introduction of this new
program.

Transmitted to State agencies administering approved public assistance plans by State
letter No. 483 dated May 26, 1961. e
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It is expected that the workload under this program will be relatively light.
Experience in certain States, however, Indicates that the load from this type
of program may be heaviest initially, and that consideration should be given to
having the public assistance agencies schedule applicants to visit the local em-
ployment offices in the late afternoon or during other periods when workloads are
relatively light. The normal State policy and practice for deferring the taking
of written applications for certain categories of applicants should be explained to
the public assistance authorities, so that the employment service's identifica-
tion card can serve as evidence of registration where a full application card is
not completed. Public assistance authorities should also be advised as to the
length of the validity period.

With reference to the required determination as to whether a public assistance
applicant has refused an offer of work for good cause, the public assistance
agencies may request some guidance from unemployment insurance officials, par-
ticularly information on precedent and policy. It is not expected however, that
the workload for this activity will be such as to constitute a burden to any
State headquarters or local office.

To avoid possible misunderstanding that recipients of assistance under this
new law will receive any priority or special treatment, it would probably be
well to explain to the public assistance authorities the pertinent employment
service policies, including the policy requiring the selection of qualified appli-
cants for referral to job openings, i.e., selection and referral based on qualifi-
cations to perform the Job.

Forms and procedures for notifying public assistance agencies of job refusals
can be patterned on those used for unemployment Insurance claimants, as much
the same information is needed to determine eligibility for each type of payment.
It Is also suggested that for ready identification the application cards of public
assistance applicants be marked with an appropriate symbol In one of the
selection factor blocks. Arrangements should also be made for identifying the
application cards of previously registered employment service applicants who
become recipients of public assistance under this law. Then, in the event a
public assistance applicant is placed, fails to answer a call-in, or refuses a job
offer of an employer, the public assistance agency should be notified. Notifi-
cation should include such pertinent information as the applicant's name and
occupational classification, employer's name and address, title and wages of Job
offered or in which applicant is placed, and probable duration of job. Other
factors on which the public assistance agency may desire information include
distance of employment from applicant's residence, transportation available,
working conditions, and any significant relationship between the job offered to
the applicant and his skills, training, and experience.

Determinations on eligibility for assistance under thL program are entirely
the responsibility of the public assistance agencies. Questions on eligibility
as well as requests for general information about the program should be referred
by employment service personnel to the appropriate public assistance office.

The State employment services may be requested to provide information on
public assistance applicants as an aid to the public assistance agency in en-
couraging the retraining of certain individuals. The amendment to title IV
provides that the plan of "the State public assistance agency include a provision
"for entering into cooperative arrangements with the State agency responsible
for administering or supervising the administration of vocational education in
the State * * * to encourage the retraining of individuals capable of being
retrained." Information regarding counseled public assistance applicants' voca-
tional plans or information on their ability to profit from a training course as
indicated by aptitude tests given for specific selection purposes will likely be
useful to the public assistance agency in encouraging training or retraining.
Arrangements for providing this information, if requested, should be kept as
simple as possible.

The act provides that a State may, at its option, deny all or any part of the
aid made available under the act if the unemployed parent is in receipt of tun-
employment insurance. Welfare agencies normally procure information directly
from the recipient as to his financial resources. Therefore it is unlikely that
the employment security agencies will be asked to furnish unemployment in-
surance information to the welfare agencies on any significant number of cases
under the new act.

Four copies of the agreement between the State employment service and the
State public assistance agency should be transmitted as an amendment to the
State plan of operation, in accordance with instructions CIntained in section
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1206(A), part I of the Employment Security Manual. This will insure that
the national and regional offices of the Bureau are notified of the participation
of a State agency.

The estimate of financial requirements for the remainder of the current fiscal
year indicates that most States can absorb any costs in connection with this
program. If, however, individual States will need funds for this purpose during
fiscal year 1961, a supplemental request should be submitted. Instructions to be
followed by State agencies in submitting 1962 budget requests for this purpose
will be issued in the near future.

Sincerely yours,
lIOBERT C. GOODWIN, Director.

APPENmx 10

U.S. I)FPARTMENT OF HKALTH, EDUCATION, AND WVE1FARE,
OFFICE OF EDUCATION,

DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
Wa8hington, D.C., May 1, 1911.

Sent to: State directors of vocational education.'
Sent by: James H. Pearson, Assistant Commissioner for Vocational Education.
Subject: Providing vocational training of unemlloyed parents.

Public Law 87-31 approved by the President May 8, 1961, provides for al ex-
tension of Federal grants to the States for aid to dependent children for the
period of May 1, 1961, to July 1, 1962, to include those children who are in need
because of the unemployment of a parent. Hitherto children were eligible for
aid if one of their parents was dead, incapacitated, or absent from the home.
This program extension was proposed by the President as one of the measures
to deal with the current high rate of unemployment. A copy of the text is en-
closed.

For those States which wish to implement this amendment to the Federal law.
certain conditions will need to be futilled. Among these is the following addition
to the requirements for the approval of State plans for public assistance:

"* * * provision for entering into cooperative arrangements with the State
agency responsible for administering or supervising the administration of voca-
tional education in the State, looking toward maximum utilization of available
public vocational education services and facilities in the State in order to en-
courage the retraining of individuals capable of being retrained."

The State agency referred to in this provision is the State board for voca-
tional education. You may expect, therefore, that in those States which decide
to take advantage of the new Federal legislation (it is not expected that all the
States will do so), the director of the State welfare agency will be discussing
with you how this requirement can be fulfilled. The cooperative arrangement
referred to in the Federal law should include provision for the State welfare staff
to become familiar with the training resources available to the State and an
orderly plan for the referral of persons to time facilities you have for training or
retraining of adults.

This will offer an opportunity for you to become familiar with the training
needs of the recipients of public assistance and to make such modifications as
may be needed In your training plans to meet the needs of this group.

Seci-etary RimCOFm'. Our present law permits reco-nition of plav-
melts made by States, in families with dependent chilffren, to the clii-
dren and one adult relative with whom they are living. In hoies
where incapacity or unmployment is the cause of need, two' pa-rets
may be living. A majority of the States do recognize the need of the
second parnt in the budget, but there is no Federal financial, part ici-
pation on the basis of his inclusion as a recipient. We believe that
)oth parents should be included with full Federal participation in

such cases, and we believe that this change would hl) to strengthen
family life and prevent undue hardship.

' Transmitted to State agencies administering approved public apslitance plane by Si6te
letter No. 489, dated May 2, 1961.
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In a few situations, children may be removed from their parents'
home because conditions in the home endanger their well-being. We
recommended, and the House agreed, that the limited provision en-
acted last, year for Federal sharing in the cost of foster home care of
such children be made permanent. We also recommend that. pay-
ments be permitted for care in child-care institutions to permit place-
ments in institutions if they are found more desirable for an indi-
vidual child.

Foster care is a relatively small activity under the temporary pro-
vision. Only some 1,120 children receiving aid to dependent chil-
dren support were in foster families in March. But provision for this
kind of help is an important part of our total effort to give needy
children care and protection.

liROTEC'PIVE PAY MENS'8

Nearly all welfare recipients have l)rovel their ability to make
ti1e1 .Very small ,muIMs of 11ol1N available to them stretch to cover
food, shelter, and clothing, al'id to care for their children. Some
few, however, have difliculty in handling their funds so that. there
children receive the full benefit of the money made available by the
States. Current. provisions of the aid to dependent Children pro-
grain have some limitations in dealilig with these situations. Fed-
eral financial participation is now confine'd to assistance given ii)
the form of money payiients. Although States have been free to
pay assistance in other forms, and many have done so, the fact that
Federal funds could not be used in these payments has been considered
a handicap by some people to the effective protection of children whose
parents or other relatives are not giving the children the benefit of
the payment made.

The Administration in its legislative proposals offered a new pro-
tective payment method for dealing with these prqlem situations.
This involved the identification of situations which required such
special handling and the payment of. the welfare, grant to a third
person who is interested in the welfare. of the reqipient family while
the agency worked with the parent,to remedy the fitpation.

The method incorporated in section 108 of the House bill provides
safeguards which wold assure fair treatment and protect the rights
of the recipient families while also l)rotecting the interest of the
dependent children. In situations where it is clear that the problemm
cannot be solved in this fashion, legal guardianship or other arrange-
ments would be an alternative solution.

We believe that this position is sound and I strongly recommend
its adoption. The House saw fit to raise the maximum number of
families which nightt be inel'edA ujider this-provision from our rec-
oinmnemided 6ole-half of 1. per~oit of the case load to 5 percent. We
would imot object to that change. '

Tihe bill as it, -passed the House contiined not only the provision for
"protection payinents," section 108, l)ut also an additional provision
in section 107(a) vhih I cannot. recommend. The House-added
pi'0visiom would enable States to'give advice and counsel to recipients
on the managenent of their !money anmd to advise them that continued
failuar tb fiigo th, paymentt -in the best 'interest of the child "would

84071-) 2 -10
84071--10
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result in payments other than money payments. Many such actions
could hav6 been and very likely are now being talken by States,
However, I see no serious objection to its inclusion. In addition,
however, the House provision said that the States might take "any
other action authorized under State law in behalf of the child," except
the denial of assistance to the child.

This language added by the House is not necessary for dealing
with money management problems. The "protective payments" pro-
vision is a specific answer to the problem and it has essential safe-
guards and fair-play provisions. These not only protect recipients
against arbitrary action but also give the States the assurance that
the payments are being made only in instances in which 'th y are
needed. I can foresee serious difficulties if the House added language
relating to "an' other action authorized under State law" becomes
a part of the I ederal law. This can lead to serious administrative
difficulties and considerable friction in Federal-Stato relations.

This wording makes it possible for States to take undesirable and
unsound action in dealing with suspected cases of mismanagement.
Among the kinds of action States could take would be use of voucher
payments directly to landlords, grocers, and other merchants. Each
of these methods has been extensively used in the past in the adminis-
tration of public assistance. They have been found unsound because
they are humiliating, increase dependence instead of encourage inde-
pendence, and are costly.'

The most economical and effective way to administer public assist-
ance is by a money payment. Variance from this method must be con-
sidered an exception justified only by special circumstances. The
additional cost and planning for these exceptional cases must be ac-
cepted as necessary to protect the children in the home. The House
language does not recognize the exceptional nature of the problem and
would permit actions to be taken in cases without limitation as to numni-
ber and without any of the safeguards which I am confident most
people would regard as essential.

The Iouse language, furthermore, has no outer limits. It is any-
thing authorized under State,'la;--other than denial of assistance.
It is not po§ible to foresee at this time all the possible actions States
might take. The goal of protecting children against the relatively
few. instances of neglect through money mismanagement can be
reached by the enactment of the proposal on protective payments in
section 108 of the bill.

IMPROVEMENT IN CHILD WELFARE :SERVICES

To provide a wider range of constructive welfare services for chil-
dren, we urge the expansion of child, welfare services to retwh ll
areas of the country. The ceilings authorized, for.annual ptppropria-
tions for child welfare grants would be increased gra.dually for this
purpose. Beginning with 1963, the, ceiling woqld be raised to $30
million, and would reach $50 million for th fiscal year 1969 and
thereafter. . . .

At the outset, the additional nioney would be used to qenourago the
establishment of (lay care facilities and services. There are bout
4 million children under 6, and antioher b million childrenxbetween the
ages of 6 and 11 years, whose mothers are now Working.
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Many mother of these children must work because of sheer eco-
nomic necessity. The lower the 'income of the husband, the more
likely that his wife is working. For example, one out of every four
married women who have children under 6 and whose husband earns
less than $3,000 a year is in the labor force. In sharp contrast, the
proportion is 1 out of 10 when the husband's income is $7,000 or more.

Many employed mothers have no husband in the household. About
51/2 million children are living with a mother only. Nearly half of
these children have a mother who is )=ipg. Undoubtedly, many
if not most of these mothers.,are"iiaintamnmng"thojr families inde-

e)ndently, thereby suppotiing themselves instead if applying for
financial assistance"

Day care services t9day are grossly inaleqvate. A recent udy has
shown that 400 000 childrenn under 12 ypars Iof age have no tanned
supervision while ieir motheraAof* ful\ time. I)I the entire Uited
States the total dumber of all licensed day carq tacilities-including
both day care c nters ani'family &,y carbolnes-cafprovide cAre
for only about 185,000 children... .. /

Because of t e urgent need for - ng ad it rovi g day care
services, espec ally for children working moh , wetcomnmen[

grants for ~~ca ,r a a .sriemaking fund availabls- ecifical fojay carg vices. Up to $
million would be earman'k e r . hi- .uilpp-eyvthin t'he-heild welfare
grants for 19' 3. The maximi#1 earmaed' Vr day care. services
would be $10 illion, b innin , ith the flscal. jar, 1964. Through
these funds, e ry State woul 'able *6,beg n'imiddiately to I-
velop the nece ry varietAy of' day caieservidis--toward the end tht
the well-being children in need of day care would )16 longer/be
jeopardized through inadequate provision or th ir cmwe and p1taec-
tion. /y

The balance of thoadditional money, through the increased coiling
for child welfare grant, would assist tle States in extendinyand im-
proving the preventive kd rehabilitative services to chilren. At
present, child welfare services are not available at all"in some parts
of almost every State, and wh -they are. available the number of
workers is insufficient.

Child welfare workers help children, regardless of their economic
situation, who are neglected- or abused, who are in broken homes,
who are born out of wedlock, and children in need of care and
protection away from their own homes. The administration proposal,
as does H.R. 10606, contains provisions to assure full coordinat ion of
the services of the child welfare program and those for children re-
ceiving aid to dependent children. In this way, maximum use will
be made of all the resources of public welfare agencies so as to pro-
vide services that will best promote the welfare of children and their
families.

The administration proposal contained provisions, not included
;n H.R. 10606, to add authorization for grants for special projects
for training personnel in the field of child welfare. These special
projects could also include traineeships. This proposal would com-
plement the p)rovisions of the administration proposal for training
of public assistance personnel.
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A major roadblock ill securing qualified personnel for child welfare
and public assistance is the 1)epartment.'s lack of statutory authority
for making grants diretly to institutions of higher learning, thereby
enabling ttlm to increase the pool of t.raied per-sonnel aid expandl
and improve training resources. As a result, the public welfare pro-
gram is at. a competitive disadvantage in attracting available person-
nel and the latter are attracted to other fields of social work where
there are greater opportunities for training. Moreover, the addi-
tional authority )rovided in the administration l)oposal vould make
l)ossible experi mentlation in and demonstration of new and improved
methods for training personnel already on the job and would( con-
tribute significantly to improving the quality of existing public wel-
fare services.

11i1 I IANCE A)' WORKt~

If asked to choose between a job and a relief check, most Americans
would have no iprollem at all. The immediate answer would be Ia
job." But. jobs are increasingly difficult to filld for persons who lack
skills or educate ion, or wh suffer some social or cultural handicap.
The bill before you would make it )ossiblo for the Federal Govern-
ment to participate for tile first, time mnder the Social Security Act
in payments for work performed on a work or training 1)roject.

We believe that if the Federal (iovermnent is to share in these wel-
fare payments these projects s must be work ad t raining l)I et s wh icI
will give recipients a clmce to (t10 useful work l1d ( olltain training
or retraining for future eml)loyment. State plans should assure. that
the pmrevailing wage will be paid, that health and safety standards
will he observed, anld that children are well taken care of if their
mothers are working on such projects.

Present Federal policy permits States to take into account all costs
of earning income il determining tile assistance grant, Some do
this and others (10 not. As a further incentive to enilploymnent, the
)ill requires St ates to consider sich expenses.

IESIDEN CE IEQUIREMENTS

It its proposals to reduce the residence requirements for a pl)licailts
of public assistance to 1 year ill all categories of aid, thl adminis-
tration recognized that in this Nation peol)le move vith unparalleled
frequelncy front one State or region to another in search of work or to
be near members of their family. Separations and personal hard-
ship sometimes occur, and these l)rollems are worsened by the vary-
ing limits which lmve been set, by States on the length of time an indi-
vi(lUal must liave lived there to qualify for aid.

The Social Security Act does, not stipulate a residence requirement.
It does, however, permit Sta-te requirements up to 5 years out, of the
precediug 9--including the year immediately prior to an applicat ion--
or theo aged, the blind, and dis-

tbied. Tie Federal in the Cost of tleso p ms
averages nearly 60 percent for tile Nation as a whole and1 runs to
nearly 80 percent in some States. This money is collected from l)er-
sons In every State for the Welfare of l)eopl in all States.
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To simplify operations an(d Ievent iliidile individual hardship, we
recomm1end that the residence limitation be a maxinnum of 1 year for
aged, blind, or disabled a1pl)icants. This requirement al ready is in
effect for aid to dependent children. The majority of States-,27
plus the District of Columbia-now require a residence of 1 year
or le&s to establish eligibility. This limit. also was recommnude(I by
Ihe 1959 Governors' Conferenwe.

Experience indicates that the 1-year maxillumi is not likely to have
any significant etfect upol) prograni costs, nor has it proved an in.
ohioeiient to people to move from o0e place to another to receive as-
sistan11ce.

We also lprole se t it small increase ill 1Federial finds he pro-
vided to any State which has no residence requireients for any of its
federally, ai(ed proigral1is. We believe that this would result in nmre
equitable 1 and improved welfare administrat ioll.

EXIIMENTATI()N IN PII(IAIAMS ANZ) .I)M'IN'ISTIATION

There is much that we still do not know abott. the lost effective
and humane methods of providing welfare services, although knowl-
edge of needs and resources increases daily. 'The bill before you would
make it easier for States to embark on imaginative pilot or demon-
sI mtion projects which could lead to iml)roved operations.

The bill also would help streamline welfare administration by per-
mitting tile States the option of simplifying welfare administration
by conil)ining the I)1h1s for the aged, blind, and disabled welfare re-
clients and for medical assistance to the aged. Matching Federal
funds under this optional combined category would he available for
Iiiedical payments to tie blinl anl disabled oil t lie same basis as they
are now available to old-age assistance recipients.

()11I ElilIROVISIONS

FleI administration recommended that. (he teIl)orar increase of $1
ill the maxinmn Federa,1 matching payments for tie aged, blind,
and disabled be made permianent. rihe House has added another $4
to the formula for tlese three groui)s. In addition to the $20 million
annual cost for extension of the existing temporary increase, tile
change represents an additional annual costof $140 million. This lat-
ter i increase was hot recommended by the administration and is not
iluded in the administrat ion's budget. Therefore, it. would lre-

sent a serious fiscal problem.
'The ldininistrilt.ioll's bill )roposed tile removal of the dollar limi-

tation on Federal grants for public assistice to Puerto Rico, Guam,
and the Virgin Islands. When, as in the case of Puerto Rico, the ap-
plicable formula produces a result slightly above the limitation tile
administrative problems involved for tle jurisdiction and the Federal
Government. are very cosiderable. We believe, it is both administra-
lively desirable and'equitable that the dollar ceilings be removed for
tihese three jurisdictions. In recognition of the special status of these
jurisdictions, we also' recommended that the Federal sharing remain
umder the more litnited formula than for tie States. Essentially this
ilealls 150 percent, part-iciI)ation in the assistance payllllts in tile
three jurisdictions.
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CONCLUSION

As the comprehensive nature of this bill indicates, we are today at
a major crossroads in public welfare. We are all aware that changes
are essential if we are to meet our responsibilities to taxpayers and
to the recipients. We cannot afford to rely in the future mainly on
the provision of financial support to solvQ the problems which chang-
ing times have thrust upon us.

We can do much more to restore individuals and families to inde-
pendence and self-support. The provisions I have outlined would
take us a long way toward our goal.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The staff and myself will be pleased to answer any questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Anderson?
Senator ANDERSON. Mr. Secretary, at the very end of your presenta-

tion about the extra $4 you say this latter increase was not recom-
mended by the administration and does not include the administra-
tion's budget. Therefore, it would present a serious fiscal problem.

Secretary RIiCOrF. That is correct, Senator Anderson.
Senator ANDERSON. Are you for or against it?
Secretary RuIlCOFF. I an against the additional $4-the $140 mil-

lion.
Senator ANDERSON. Now, would that $140 million, which would

leave the provision the way it is; would that be the total cost? I had
better give you the total history.

In the so-called Kerr-Mills bill money was made available for ad-
ditional medical expenses but in the State of Massachusetts, for ex-
ample, during the 15 months from October 1960, which was the first
month that Kerr-Mills became effective, to December 1961, 63 per-
cent of the 29,000 cases opened were transfers, which were already be-
ing taken care of by Massachusetts.

And all we did, we gave Massachusetts an additional $1,600,000
while they spent $1,100,000 less in local and State money and had a
half million dollars to put back in their treasury.

Do you think that was the purpose of the so-called Kerr-Mills res-
olution?

Secretary RIBICOFF. I do not. 'I don't think that was intended at
all. What would happen here frankly would be the Federal Govern-
ment would be assuming an additional $140 million cost. There is no
assurance and there is no requirement that the States pass on this $4
to the recipients today. The States could give the same amount of
money-

Senator ANDERSON. Preoisely.
Secretary Rmicoriv. And lower their budgets and their own expenses

to their own State treasuries.
Senator ANDERSON. And then they could take the $120 million and

match it for Kerr-Mills purposes.
Secretary RmIcopF. I suppose they could do it.
Senator ANDERSON. You ar supposing. You know they could do it.
Secretary RnucoFF. That i, true.
Senaor ANDERSON. They could take it to match Kerr-Mills and

make $250 million or thereabouts additional Kerr-Mills money avail-
able.
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Secretary RIBICoFF. That is true.
Senator ANDERSON. You may not regard that as the purpose of the

legislation but I do. I don't want to commit you to it. But there is
no provision of any kind in there, is there, that this be passed on to the
recipients?

Secretary RIBICOFF. None whatever.
Senator ANDERSON. None whatever.
Secretary RiBICOFF. There is no requirement or condition that this

money be passed on to the recipient and while some States might
many States won't.

Senator ANDERSON. Yes.
Now, in the case of MAA the money that was spent in February

1962 was some $15 million, of Which $8,123,094 went to New York;
$3,589,639 went to Massachusetts, $1,484,989 went to Michigan, and
$1,312,804 went to California.

1have you any idea how much that represents against total expendi-
tures?

Secroetary RIBICOFF. I would say it represents a little over 80 per-
cent as going into 4 States.

Senator ANDERSON. Did any of that go into the great State of
Virginia?

,Secretary RIBICOFF. Virginia got nothing.
Senator ANDERSON. Any go to New Mexico?
Secretary RIBIcOFF. Nothing to New Mexico.
Senator ANDERSON. I am just trying to get the chairman to where

he tries to get something for Virginia.
The CHAIRMAN. As a matter of fact, Virginia doesn't ask for much,

either.
Senator ANDERSON. Fortunately, it doesn't need much.
Senator BENNE T. Maybe, Mr. Chairman, that is why a famous

editorial written many years ago had to reassure your Virginia there
is a Santa Claus because you don't get any benefits.

Senator ANDERSON. Santa Claus is there. Virginia just didn't
take advantage of it.

What about the pooling of these three funds? I am referring to the
House Report, page 23, and you referred to that in your statement,
about pooling these funds. Pooling these funds would make a little
bit more money available too, for medical payments.

Secretary RIBICoFF. Yes, it would. It would make more money
available and you would be passing on to the disabled dnd the blind
the benefits of medical programs.

Senator ANDERSON. Do you have to pass it on?
Secretary RInBrCOFF. What is that?
Senator ANDERSON. Do you have to pass it on? Could you use it for

matching purposes?
Secretary RumIcoFF. That money is earmarked for medical, and it

can only be used for medical assistance.
Senator ANDERSON. I realize it is medical but it is combined now.
Secretary RIBICOFF. That would combine it and enable them to

pool it. This would give the States a break; would allow the States
to administer these programs more effectively and more efficiently
instead of having three separate programs, it would give them a
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chance to )001 their overall l)aylments to get tlt) to their averages, and
it would give the States a break, yes, it would.

Senator ANDERSON. And would take a little money that the
States-

Secretary RIlICoFF. We estimate that to do this, would cost $7.4
million in additional Federal funds. ,

Senator ANDERSON. Well, supposing, they wade a little of that avail-
able for matching under Kerr-Mills, then what would it cost? I
read:

If the State's average payment for old-age assistance, for example, exceeded
the Federal matching maximum, the State receives no Federal funds with
respect to expenditures above the maximum, ,even though in another assistance
program, the average State expenditure may be below th specified matching
maximum. States which choose to combine their programs, under the terins
of the new title XVI, will be able to average the expenditures as among the
categories.

If they were a little high in ordinary medical work could not they
)ring this down?

Senator RImIcorM'. It wouldn't affect the Kerr-Mills because these
people who are medically indigent could still come in and get pay-ments under Kerr-Mills. I think we. have done this, frankly, as a
sense of fairness. Basically if a blind person requires medical at-
tention, and if a disabled peron requires medical attention, I would
say they should receiv-e it, in the same way that an old-age recipient
should get it.

Senator ANxijEtsoN. I am not worried about that, I am worried about
a section of the report which says,

The substantive provisions of the medical-assistance-for-the-aged program.
while incorporated in this title, are in no way changed.

I wonder if you had your counsel examine'that to see if they might
not be changed.

I realize you think they aren't changed but there are people who
think there is a little loophole there that might change it.

Are you sure you have checked it?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, I think we have. Senator Anderson. As far as

the 1960 provisions of the medical assistance to the aged, while they
are included in this optional single combined category no change
is inade in that part of the program, and the matching for that medical
assistance would still be separate. So that I don't think that there
could be any combination with that provision. The combination
copies on the money part, the cash part for the aged, the blind and
disabled or on the so-called vendor I)ayment for medical care to the
individual who is on the assistance rolls.

Senator ANDERSON. Well, I want to say, Mr. Secretary, and Mr.
Cohen, that as I remember. and my memory may be badly at fault,
I never saw the so-called Kerr-Mills provision discussd in the open
hearings we had in the Senate. The only contact I hatd with ihe,,
was over in the old Supreme Court Chanmber when we were about to
report out a bill and I would hate to get some new language written
into this bill that again amended our procedure without an op)por-
tunity to diuscus it in public. That is why I wanted to ask you what
this section means. It, may be that while there is a loophole in it
we have enough legislate ie history that it can 1)e used for that purpose
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and we may be able to hold the line against the raids that might
follow.

You would agree, though, if the States saved the $120 million as
carried in this provision, they woull be able to liut this money into
the financing of medical care for needy persons under the Kerr-Mills
legislation?

Secretary RIBICOFF. That is correct.
Senator ANDERSON. There is nothing that requires that it be passed

on to anybody?
Secretary IBICOFF. There is nothing, no.
Senator ANDERSON. Therefore, it is easy f ree money to use as they

wish?
Secretary RIBICOFF. Yes; what it is really is that you are putting

the burden on the Federal Government and taking it away from
the States.

Senator ANDERSO.N. Precisely.
It is exactly what we did in the State of Massachusetts. By giving

them an extra $1,600,000 we permitted them to match and reopen
cases, and well, New York State during the first 15 months, 41 per-
cent of their 55,000 cases opened in the Kerr-Mills program were
merely transfers from another prograln. We didn't give much to
anybody else.

Secretary RIBICOFF. Not imuch any place.
Senator ANDERSO.N. We just transferred it. We did the same thing

in Massachusetts except we enriched the treasury of Massachusetts
by $500,000, and hurt the Treasury of the United States by $1,600,000;
is that correct, Mr. Secretary?

Secretary RimcoF. That is correct.
This has been happening. In California out of a total number of

cases of 12,539 you transferred 9,914 cases of old-age assistance over
to them, over to the Government.

Senator ANDERSON. Yes.
That was done in order to let these poor States like New York,

Massachusetts, and California get a little help, was it? Or aren't they
poor States in your estimation?

Secretary RmIcoFv. Well, 1 would say every State has got finan-
cial problems whether they are rich or pool-.

Senatoi A-NDFRsoN. Well, I am willing to accept that, but the last
time I saw a report on what New York State had in its treasury and
reserves, it was in fairly good shape even as to unemployment, con-
penisation' and almost every other thing.:

Secretary RnncoFF. New York, out 'of 64,000 total cases opened
tinder Kerr-Mills, 23,826 were transfererd from old-age assistance.

Seiiator ANiwitsoN.;. That is 41 percent. I have a figure of 41 per-
cent for New York.

Secretary 1 rvw- ,, "Thnt if About, it.
Senator ANDERSON. Transferied.
So that this extra $4 provision need not and probably-well, it need

not go to aI a. edjpmeson but, could be a relief to tile treasury of
that Stateof $120 million to all the States, or if turned tomatching
purposes, if they actually used it, could be a $120 million cost to the
Federal Treasury?

Secretary RImICOFF. You are correct, Senator Anderson.
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Senator ANDiSON. Thank you.
That is all.
Te CHAIRMAN. Senator Carlson?
Senator CARLSON. Mr. Secretary, hasn't it been the history of these

)ast, funds that the Federal Government has voted to be matched by
States where we didn't put some limitation on it, these funds were
available for any purpose a State wanted to use it for, not just par-
ticularly Kerr-Mills but any other phase of this legislation?

Secretary RiBICOrF. They release State funds that are then avail-
able for other purposes, that is correct.

Senator CmR,soN. But generally speaking when we voted increases
from the Federal Government to States, unless we wrote a provision in
thact where it must be used, they were privileged to use it any way
they wanted it?

Secretary RnIacoFF. That. is correct.
Selator C,\r.soN. And that would be true at the present time?
Secretary RuIICoFF. You are absolutely correct, Senator Carlson.
Senator CmRtJSOm. I am interested in a sentence in your statement

that, I think you might clarify for me:
You say:
The bill before you would make it possible for the Federal Government to

Ipartleiipate for the first time under the Social Security Act In payments for
work performed on a work or training project.

And does that mean sort of a WPA or what are we going to do?
Secretary RiBicor. No; I mean what you have got at the present

t ime we have cash assistance. There are States, and there are coal-
inunities that have work 1)rograms. But these worik programs have to
be 100-percent State or local funds.

Under the law the Federal Government cannot contribute toward
work programs .

Of course, it is my personal philosophy and I think it is important,
that to the fullest extent possible to have people work instead of just
drawing money without doing anything.

Now, it is my feeling, too, that if a person on assistance could do
useful work that otherwise would not be done, then everybody would
be the gainer, society would be the gainer, the community would be
the gainer, the recipient would be the gainer, and I am for contribut-
ing Federal funds to a person who works on a community project,
and to the community for putting across this project, and havingthem
work instead of just handing them out a check.

Senator CARLSON. Do I understand some States, and, under the
present situation, States only, can originate and pay for training
programs under the act'?

Secretary RIICOFF. That is correct, but not under the Social Se-
curity Act.

Senator CARLSON. And it is your thought that the Federal Govern-
ment. then should participate in these State programs?

Secretary RIBICOFF. That is right.
Senator CARLSON. How many States do have that program?
Secretary RiDiCOFF. Well, we have here, there are 27 States that

have work programs.
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Now, you take your State of Kansas, there were 16 local jurisdictions
having work programs iii Kansas, and the number of individuals
employed are 336.

Throughout the United States 438 communities have work pro-
grams employing some 30,427 people.

Now, the States carry this burden on their own. The Federal Gov-
ernment cannot make a matching contribution. It is our feeling that
we should encourage people to work on cons-,ructive projects and in-
stead of having a person on welfare just sitting by doing nothing,
that we ought to encourage the States to have more of these programs
and to have the Federal Government contribute toward those work
programs as they would toward payment of a welfare check when a
person doesn't work.

Senator CARLSON. This is new to me, and, therefore, I am com-
pletely ignorant of it and I want to ask a question.

Secretary RIBICOFF. I am delighted to answer it.
Senator CARLSON. How much are you recommending that the Fed-

eral Government contribute on a nationwide basis for this type of
work?

Secretary RamiCoFF. Well, they contribute the same amount as
assistance.

As a matter of fact as far as our budget is concerned we don't put
any thing extra in our budget for this. In other words, in this respect:
John Jones is receiving a hunderd dollars on an assistance program
from the State of Kansas or the State of Connecticut, and let's say,
for simplicity, it is a 50-50 matching program so the State puts up
$50 and the Federal Government puts up $50.

Suppose Kansas or the State of Connecticut puts Joln Jones to
work on a community program that costs $100, the Federal Govern-
ment would contribute $50 and the State $50. So basically it is not
going to cost the Federal Government anything extra but the, State
and the community will be getting something worthwhile accom-
plished and the individual willbe working which I think we ought to
encourage.

Senator BE.NNE:i-r. Will the Senator yield?
Senator CARLSON. Yes.
Senator BENNher. The individual will still receive the same amount

of the money; he will get his $100 but he will work for it.
Secretary RimiCOFF. He will work for it.
Senator BENNrrr. He will not get $100 plus whatever he gets for

work?
Secretary RiBICOFF. That is right.
In other words, he will be given whatever the budget of the welfare

department calls for and what they will do, they will pay him a pre-
vailing wage. He won't get double.

In other words, if he was to receive $100, he does $100 worth of work.
He gets $100 but not an additional $100. He will get the same $100
but le will be working for it.

Senator CARLSON. May I inquire then, under the existing setup
we have with the States, do they pay prevailing wages in every
instance?
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Secretly Rimiorp. I would say some do and sonic don't. We tire
putting in it condition here that in order not to (lepres a labor market
that they pay not the Federal prevailing wage, bit the prevailing
wage that may exist, in that community, whatever it. may be. If for
it certain type of work it is $1.20 an hour you will give a man $1.20 an
hour. If it is $1.50-

Senator CAnR.SON. Who would determine the prevailing wage? If
you put. it in the statute that the State will, receiving matching funds
from the Federal Government. or assistance based on eml)loyment on
prevailing wages, who (letermnines that ?

Secretary Rhmt1'i . TIhe State.
senator (mIARLSON. Eaich State.
Secretary ,,uniort.'. In other wor(ls, each State will l1roduce a plat

for approval with the Iederal Goverliment and they **,ill list the pre-
vailing wage ini a' community for w jo) is $1.20 and for y job is
$1.50. The State will make the determination of what. is the pro-
vailing wage in the community-not the Federal Government. This
is carefully written in the bill.

Senator MORTON. Will the Senator yield for a niomnent?
What was the document, Mr. Secretary, from which you read ihe

list of the 27 States?
Secretary lhimco,'. I have them here, I will be pleased to put it in

the record. Your State of Kentucky has two local jurisdictions with
work progranis eml)loying 304 people. I will be pleased to l)ut a
co y in the record.

senatorr CA SoN. I think, Mr. Chairm.in, it should be in the record.
I think it would be rather iteresiinfg

-ecretary Rimiion.. Yes, I will insert i cdy for the recor(l.
The CIAIRMr,\N. Yes, it will be inselte(l in the record.
(The list. referred to follows:)

Work relief: Number of Iocal jtrisdletiotu with work reief and number of
individuals employed, 9cptemnber 19611

Local iu- Number of Local iu. Number of
State risdictions individuals State risdictions Individuals

with work employed with work employed
relief relief

United States ------ 2438 30.427 Montana ----------------- 9 43
Nebraska ----------------- 2 !1California ---------------- 12 2,512 New York ................ 26 919

Connecticut I ............. 7 233 Ohio -------------------- 91 6,078
I)elawar- -_-------------- 1 71 Oregon ------------------- 7 80
ihawail ......------------- 4 160 Ponnsylvania -------------- 30 1,223
Illinois ------------------- 79 6,373 ]Rhode Island I ----------- 3 74
Indiana I ------ 1 603 Utah --------------------- 17 547
Iowa ---- _---------------- 9 101 Vermont I ------------- 2 5
Kansas ------------------- 16 M Virgin Islands --------- 1
Kentucky ---------------- - ' 304 Virginia ------------------ 1 8
Maryland - -------------- - 2 87 Washington ------------- 24 20
Massachusetts I ------ 13 275 West Virginia ------------- i) 1, 22
Michigan ----------------- 38 6,756 Wisconsin ------------ 18 1,2W9
Minnesota ---------------- 11 353

Based on State reports covering all local general assistance jurisdictions In 42 States and complete reports
for District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and Virgin Islands; Guam did not report. For 8 States with very
large numbers of local general assistance jurisdictions inquiry covered only largest population centers
having specified percent of State population as follows: Connecticut, 63 percent; Indiana, 48 percent; Maine,
53 percent; Massachusetts, 58 percent; New l1ampshlire, 61 percent; New Jersey, 50 percent; Rhode Island,
90 percent; Vermont, 56 percent. For Indiana 7 jurisdictions among those reporting work relief in a pre-
liminary inquiry (17.3 percent of State population) supplied no detail and are not included lit this table.I No local jurisdictions included for West Virginig where State operates program; or for Alaska which
reported 6 villages had work relief but supplied no further detail.
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Senator CAILON. Mr. Secrettry, it is an interesting proposal but
I woull want to study it more before I would have any definite views
on it. I share your views about putting people to work but I do
like to keep it as close to the local communities where these people live
and are employed and we will look this one over.

Secretary RImIcoFI.. I am sure, Senator Carlson, when you examine
the language of the Hiouse bill you will recognize they zealously
guarded and were careful to insure that in all instances the local stan -
ard woild prevail.

Senator CAuLSON. That is all, Mr. Chairman.. .
The CHAIR AN. Senator Gore?
Senator GoRE. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis?
Senator Cu'rS.' Mr. Secretary, section 123 calls for Federal funds

for training grants to the States for public welfare l)ersonnel with 80-
percent Flederal money and 20-percent State money.

Why are you coining to the Senate Finance Committee for this
appropriation rather than to the Appropriations Conunittee?

Secret ay IillmrC)F. This is a change in legislative authorization, it
is niot. all appropriation.

Senator Curis. Well, isn't is trite that for the fiscal year 1958 the
Appropriations Coimnittee turned down an 80-20 appropriation re-
quest?

Secretary RmicorF. Yes, they did.
Senator Cuu'ris. Who made the request?
Secretary R-ImcOFF. They have always turned it down. The au-

thorization now by this committee is 100 percent, but the Appropria-
tions Committee still has turned it down. I think it is most unfor-
tunate because what we hav---we are desperately short, of traiiied
personnel, and if we are ever going to change the road of our welfare
programs, the direction of our welfare programs, we are only going
to do 6 by trained people and we have given you examples of what
trained peol)le can do.

Senator CURTIS. I am not raising the question of the value of train-
ing, but isn't it true that in May of that year the Congress authorized
an increase, 80-20, and the Appropriations Committee turned it down?

Secretary RIBICOFF. They turned the request down, Senator Curtis.
Senator CURTIS. Would you approve a provision in the law which

would enable a State to appeal a ruling by the new Bureau of Family
Services which was formerly the Bureau of Public Assistance, with
respect to a State plan for old-age assistance or any of the other free
assistance programs?

Senator BnNNE.NU. Where would they appeal it?
Secretary RuncoFFF. Of course, personally, constitutionally, I al-

ways feel that no executive agency should ever act arbitrarily, and
so far as. I amn personally concerned, I have no objection to a State
appealing a decision that is arbitrary or unfair.

Senator CunrIs. This morning I do not have in mind an appro-
priate individual or tribunal to suggest, but you would give consider-
ation to that if we could come up with something?

Secretary Rmicorp-. I would.
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Secretary lR~IQF tljk kJWftjjst tho rlighjt as you. read, along,
States woild be; 7equired to make: ItaalaLl 4U'iilcn~ n e~ih~at

leAst'itbe toll*Wlfig Oervices, 4to be -prescribed bY~ the isecretary -of.Health, Edu-cation, and Wetfare: In the case of old-age assistance applicants and reclp~ento,"to help them attali or reta~n capablity for itf- rIn!~ the. case of, japplic nts
apd ~eciient o~ U~ i~n~ an dte~b~dpr tai', '4 o* Relt) tbin' kttairn or retacapability for Wf-support or self-care"l 1 ft thO cabe, 6f the dependent childrenprogrAM "to, swtatau- and! strengthen, faml~Y. life for!~ children, and to -help

masy be made dvailable, at,.the option of 'the StAte. I thintk-tha' 1irkpitragraplvwehaVe: thosi6 that &ro'keq~irements ad the'- secohdpuaragraphiwe have those that are optional.

SeCretAty~Ri61ooFF. 'ItIs optionlal.
Senator Cuimrs. N6w,odh(.page- 9,a, tate hiust- provide for denyingatid to famil ies as long as the. unemployediparent re4fuses forgw~d eause

to undergo such training. ' F<. -

In ,other woiidso'bk~cally vit-he, pireeeit time "O'Ur feeling Is we *ant
to move ,pqopI e(bffThe, dependency~ rolls , If it, is deerined, thAt ai~aitoidt'ti'd. o ' jOo aildif-he iaefuseesto-Witrainedso, hecan find work, we don't think he ought to be paid.

K vWy ohpage44.l4 e bil Mfr us requires 'that a State agenoy indeternurung'- need., must tI~ke intoaceount, any; expenses, that ur e , be
mheoonablkilattributable t~o the earning of :inconoef v

i I Therqirinlentis n~w;it isotI
A, t a~ino~Ti is orreoti.
f!-fi$entorObT;E plaihow t1t'ouldo*rAI

Secretary Rnmcon'. Well, basically, let 4;way, that for 6a *oran or a
mian to get a ob lhe would-have toake atrain or abus? aildthe tins-
pQrtatiopexpensesmigtb$1&1d&a,)?,-J

Hewuld have togiven a dredit for $1, oaday, or,.let Iu8.84y hehad ajob where he had to get sei gPJg, e ospeasafety hoes,
items of cloth 4'gir.Jet' say he k ajo wheife hewa"- required tobtiy uttifordwa W wL~zighhav ' Jkdb; in~agad-statiowo~ ql-hotel,, where
the uniformushad to be bought. -'vSexiator (uimns A &tate oCah tak6 those thing intoW acount now?

Secretary RwiicoFiF. They can. But not a 1 of them d&. Whatwomaitryuwk )bb -do,- Senator Curtify is'.do Wier ting-wet an to -,en-
courage people to get & J ob and. work: and we. feel -it, is important to
Itcoutao the)&atees , B~yhaviing~tis_ provision, the: Stite will take

-iitp-xoiuntheser~penses ao peoplewill get j~b i Lbelieve, thai~tie
Sti~e should give them an allowance for tlioweiteuia' thatar'e necessary
-idxtthem ztogt flis!o~

enAoUunNowi -on. page, 18 Iof ,the samo doouxnent neiar the

(1) Plan must provide tor coordination between sarv e4-,ltovilded 'Undet, Itand services provided under the Statb's Plan Of "."41toW dOP$Gdent childre44itha vi ew to provision of welfare and, related services which wll best promote
the -welfare at stich children and their families.

That is mandatory, isn't it I
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Secretary RmicoFF.' That is correct.,
Senator CuwRT1. Regardless of whether they are desirable or not,

and I am not ,contending that they are all undesirable, it does put
more mandatory requirements-in thelawi does itnot?,

Secretary RImBoFF* That, is correct.
Senator Cuwris4 Am you- familiar with the survey made in , the Dis-

trict of Columbia on ADO program to ascertain abume ; s ,.! "',
Secretary RmnicoFr. I know what I have read in the newspapers

and oui .Drtment is 1okingi mto it at the present time and making
a study but it has not completed the study.

Senator Cvrzns. Who conducted that survey I , .
Secretary RIwoo n.- This was not done by us.
Senator, C. rAns Whoconducted that?.
Mr. CoHEN. A special strict of Columbia Welfare

.Departmenti ,
Senator CunI t wns done by the welfare le.
Secretary R coF. Of the Distfict, yes, Isir.. '.
Senator Did the, r ontg. have, ie-part

inpit ih ,. t 00 74

hundre saRi oj et t what it
tiebu eYdid..':,

Sena rCuRs twas a
See t.a iy R 1Bx

Sec etauy Rim coru P t inernp ftstimi , did
show hat the V aRRn zrt¥i. , wh *d , t reemh

co sp W ith.. at ,t i. po n, = 8 01
their neral icy n, of % W aren
that -t ere sman i t h 0 go. oan, ,meh 't the
policy hexcbild n rem el* WF o istA :44
Sen:uasr.f roen , tmA Ae w4a! IQ 0yol

hundred .ases what percent w sho tt ye ab"t44@r-
Secret4 mRh1o n asaj po n. o T t enber

the8 exact

Secretary R oiwi. L~don'tblie itcnlj
Senator Cmns. t in and coun tlpr
S4Wcretary !Raxcor sed onAWtherl V4e rytwliesysir
Senator Cusw iy. Q QfI IO .(W,0f0t~i1

abuses.th eno
Secretary Rmioor. Well, that is thqu~tion-, Stiatorvh4 s not

yet been determined. There was a deorip n taii 9 rnt of
twcases thav. wego xre d tOwe W a j hh9q, the

bigcku"4ostjf whe~hir the wani wa# thesuppoA of th~p ~aiwy, ~Sti
remains unanswered, that is what s being-that s the fsu-
m 0tio1 that's not available.

$eatr(uSupoethey -issw lqnr Jy 1Q0 pat_ it

Un~. ouwt, Well,! I "~~k you. arei -if, I maa, kn dpt~
Inaiu when you,,.se th ,word "Ab& liuse .Chaoi w twe don' koW a ithhoe eyna u nThere may hay. beeai mn thhm th rq

investigation and came in and found there was a man in' the home.
But the question. in the District still is whether that man wa the sup-
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port of the family, and so I don't think you can determine from that
fact whether there was abuse or not.

You need additional information to come to that conclusion.
Senator CURTIS. What was defective about their survey?
Mr. COHEN. I think the thing that was defective is, let, us say, going

into the home and seeing some evidence there was a man in the house
and from that presumption making a conclusion that he was the sup-
port of the family.

Senator CURTIS. Was that survey just limited to counting men, lo-
cating men?

Miss GooiwxN. There were some cases in which temporary employ.
ment of the mother was involved or of someone else in the h1ouisehold.

Senator CURTIS. Did it involve temporary employment of the
mother?

Did it involve use of the funds for proper care of the children in the
survey?

Mr. COHEN. I don't think it did, Senator.
Senator CuRTIs. Well now, maybe it was high, maybe the survey

was erroneous but, it did run close to 50 percent. Is the ADC situation
in the District of Columbia typical of the ADC program nationally?

Mr. COHEN. Well, I think it not typical, because they do have this
plan which is what, in effect, this temporary legislation attempted to
overcome. If I may put it this way: The problem that is presented,
Senator, is that under the ADC program since the very beginning,
eligibility for ADC has been based on the absence of a parent from
the home due to the death, disability, or other absence of a parent.

Now, to the extent that that means that when there is an employ-
able man, the family is not eligible for assistance-that was one of the
reasons why the recommendation was made to provide assistance where
there was unemployment in order that an eligibility condition of
absence from the home would not encourage men to leave the home in
order to make their families eligible.

In the District of Columbia they have a rule if th,,re is any evidence,
as I recall it, that there is a man in the home, then the family is not
eligible for assistance, so the question really, as far as the District is
concerned, and I am sure there are some other States, is a factual one,
is whether there is a parent who is supporting the family.

Senator CurrIs. Well, my question is it was reported there are
abuses in about half the cases in the District of Columbia.

Is that typical of the program nationally?
Mr. COHEiN. No, sir no, sir.
Senator Cu RTs. Why isn't itt
Secretary RiicoiF. I think other surveys which have been made

indicate that a fraction of the cases-abuses are a fraction of that
amount.

Let me say this, so far as I am concerned there is no justification
for any abuse or any fraud no matter how small, and one part of the
administrative rulings that were made by me not requiring legisla-
tion, No. 2 of the administrative ruling was that requiring adminis-
trative actions to reduce and control fraud. Control and prevention
of fraud must be a constant objective of welfare administration.

We require the.States to do the following things:
I:

/
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To come up with-
(a) A definition of fraud in accordance with State law as it re-

lates to receipt of assistance payments;
(b) The administrative procedures by which the State will assure

that it has proper and efficient methods for identifying, investigating,
evaluating, and referring cases in which there is reason to believe
there may be fraud by assistance to applicants or recepients;

(c) Methods that will be used in investigation of instances of
suspeted fraud that are consistent with the legal rights of individuals;

(d) Designation of a point of responsibility within the State wel-
fare department for the followup, and if indicated, referral for legal
action, of cases in which fraud appears likely;

(e) State supervision, review and control, by which the agency
will assure that the plan provisions .for dealing with cases of sus-
pected fraud are carried out; and

(f) Keeping records and making periodic reports.
We are requiring each State to tighten up on its own procedures,

and then on Decem r 8, we issued a State letter setting out what we
require the States to do to go into and check fraud.

(The letter of December 8, 1961, follows:)
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION,
lVa.Rhington, D.C., December 8, 1961.

STATE LETTER NO. 540

To: State agencies administering approved public assistance plans.
Subject: Recipient fraud.

This letter transmits a new handbook section IV-2600, "Recipient Fraud," aspart of the official interpretation and requirements for State plans under titles
I, IV, X, and XIV governing eligibilty for assistance payments, to become effec-
tive April 1, 19!2.

Charges of widespread ineligibility, recipient fraud and agency failure to
apply safeguards gain easy public acceptance if factual reassurance is not easily
forthcoming. Many times such charges are based on differences of opinion
about who should receive assistance, rather than any knowledge of ineligibility.Information from the Bureau's administrative reviews, State agency reviews,
and special studies all indicate that the proportion of ineligible persons whoreceive assistance may be about 1.5 percent. Those who receive it as a resultof willful misrepresentation are, of course, an even smaller part of this total.

Because of the special concern of the public about improperly granted assist-ance, everyone concerned with the administration of public assistance programs
needs to understand what constitutes fraud in its legal aspects, the kind of
action to be taken in case fraud is suspected, the functions of specific staff mem-bers in regard to such cases, and methods and procedures for performing these
functions.

State public assistance agencies must be able to demonstrate that they have,taken reasonable precautions to prevent fraud and have developed clear and
Just methods for dealing with fraud when it occurs. This can be accomplishedthrough the development of policies and procedures which define the duties of
staff, and provide for mandatory records and making periodic reports.

A statement, "Development of Policies and Procedures Relating to RecipientFraud in Public Assistance," has been prepared by the Bureau to assist State
agencies in this area of administration. A copy Is enclosed and additional
copies may be requested through the regional offices.

We will be happy to receive any comments or suggestions you may have about
this policy statement.

Sincerely yours,
KATHRYN D. GooOWiN, Direc or.
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Instruictions for handbook maintenane.--Insert in part IV the enclosed hand.
book pages, IV-2600, IV-2620, page 2; and IV-2030, page 3; immediately fol.
lowing pages 2520-2531, dated August 14, 1953.

HANDBOOK OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION

PART IV. ELIGIBILITY AND PAYMENTS TO INDIVlDUALS

200-290--.Iigilbility--Decoiuber 8, 1961

2600. Recipient Fraud
2610. Provisions of the Act (Se Wl'-2110, Provisiotts of the Aet)
2020. Interpretation

The prdvlsions of the S-ocial Security Act set forth the scope of responsibility
In grant-in.aid programs of public asslotance. They Impose an obligation oil
State agencies to provide assurance with respect to the eligibility of recipients
-of 'public' assistance. Such assurance neeisarily rests on the efficiency,
thoroughness arid integrity of the'total processes by which initial and continuing
eligibility are determined. These involve legal, financial, and social safoguard.
They are discussed in other sections of the flaudbook.

Pl9blic assistance applicants, and recipients have the same bgslc human quall.
ties tat ' are found In the general population and may be subject to the sleclal

$pressures of social and 'financial Indeeurity. The great majority of applicants
and recipients will be honest in their dealing ,with, public assistance agencies,
Insofar as they understand pertinent regulations. However, some persopas will
attempt to obtain assistance through fraud. It is expected, therefore, that
methods of administration be provided not only to minimize the opportunity for
fraud" 'but also to place responsibility for referring to the proper authorities
those situations- li which there Is reason to suspect that fraud may exist.

Fraud, in all of its aspects, is a matter of law. The definition of fraud that
governs between citizens and governmental agencies is found in the general
statutes of all States. Prosecution therefor and the imposition of a penalty, if
the individital is found guilty, 'ae' prescribed by ,law and are the respqnsibility
of the jaw enforcement officials and the courts. All such legal action Is Subject
to due proess of law 'and to the protection of the rightsof the individual af.
forded by this process. The .State, agency should seek the help of its legal
authorities in defining fraud according to the ,interpretation of the State law,
and establishing criteria for determining when there is valid reason to suspect
that fraud has:been practiced in order to obtain assistance.

Although agency action must be taken in either case there must be clear dis-
tinction between misrepresentation with intent,to defraud theGovernment and
misstatements due to the individua's understanding of eligibility requirements
or of his. responsibility for providing the agency with Information. Similarly,
distlcton must alo, be ,made between; intent to defraud by the Individual, and
omission,, neglect or error by, the agency'a representatives in securing and record-
lug ifnimaton. Methods of securing facts necessary to support the agency's
deciaIonswith respect to eligibility and amount of payment, and/or referral to
law enorcatent officials should.be consistent with principles recognized as af.
'fording.4aeproces of law.

lemuse ,of the special concern of the public about Improperly granted assist.
anee, 'eqpnsIbilIty tor identification, investigation, and legal action should be
clearly designated. There must be clearly defined procedures for determining
whether the iageny's -facts are to be referred to law, enforcement officials for
their decision as to prosecution. Some States may wish to retain responsiblUtY
for all such decisions in the State office; others may delegate It to local agencies
under specified conditions At either level a position or Individual should be
designated as handling responsiblity. These decsions may depend on whether
negemry prosecution will be carried out by, the State or local law enforcementOfficials. , •

The State agency Is responsible for supervipion, review, and keeping informed
of action In cases of fraud, Irrespective of. methods of State and local agency
orlganiqatiov and assignment of duties. Everyone concerned with the admini.
tration of public assistance programs needs to understand what criteria are use
to refer for decisions as to possible fraud; the kind of action to be taken in
case fraud is ausected; the funqtions of specific staff members In regard to such
cases; 'and methods and proqedures for performing these functions. The
agency's responsibility does not Include, and may not Infringe upon, the functions
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of the State's law enforcement officials and Its courts In prosecuting and adjudi-
cating with respect to fraud.
2030. Requirements for State Plane

Effective April 1, 1962, a State plan under titles I, IV, X, or XIV must set
forth the legal base and the administrative procedures by which the State will
assure that it has proper and efficient methods for dealing, with facts that present
suspicion of fraud by applicants for or recipients of public assistance. Specific.
(ally, the State plan must provide for:

1. A definition of fraud in accordance with State law as It relates to
receipt of assistance payments.

2. Identification of cases in which there is reason to suspect fraud, in
accordance with clear criteria.

3. Methods that will be used in investigation' of instances of suspected
fraud that are consistent with the legal rights of individuals.

4. Doeignation of official positions that are responsible for decisions that
individual case situations are to be referred to law enforcement officials.

5. State supervision, review and control, by which the agency will assure
that conditions and criteria for dealing ,witl cases of suspected fraud are
fulfilled.

6. Keeping Lvecords and making periodic reports.
2631. Federal Finanotal Paeloipa4ioe:

Federal, financial participation Is available in payments to or in behalf of
individuals found eligible by the State agency, provided the agency has acted
In accordance with the conditions specified in, Handbook;IV-2232, Federal Finan-
cial Particpation-D--etermlnation of Eligibility, and IV-12-MS.2, Federal
Financial Participation-Eligibility in Relation to Payments.

Federal financial partfclpaton may- not be claimed in payments In which
assistance has been obtained,through fraud unless the State agency has taken,
prompt action on indicattOns of Ineligibility an 'spelfled In; the abovecitedsections. ' . . . ,. . ..

DvhrOPMaw? O POrILrOI s A b P2OW3DUflS RELAT119 TO R.IMPNT ftATUD fl
PUBLu ASStANU083

D~partmentrof Health, Edueation, ai Welfare; Social. Security Administration,
Bumau of Public. Assistant; DiVision of State Admrinistftive and Fiscal
Standards, December 1061,

It Is necessary that a State public assistance agency carry out to the best of
its, ability all the, responsibilities given it by the legislation governing the ad-
ministration of the public assistance program, This: apples to the State's re-
sponsibility to deal with those persona who deliberately contrive by concealment,
misrepresentation or other dishonest means to cause erroneous payment to be
made. Before a State agency can carry out its obligations in this area, it must
have a clear understanding of the nature of Its responsibility when there is reason
to believe that fraud may have been practiced in 'order to secure assistance.The purpose of the statement is to assist States in clarifying the role of the
public assistance agency in dealing with fraud and in distinguishing, the' agency
function from that of the laW enforcement authoritieS. Specific suggestion are
made with respect to (1)' te content of State agency poHelies and procedures for
bundling cases of. suspected fraud; (2) methods fbr developing policies and,
procedures; and (8 measures for' preventing recipient'fraUd.

The kind and extent 6f responsibility that can be prtody eiereised Ii this
area are not a matter which a State agency sl free todeoide for itself . To find
the anger to thl question it is n1 ay ft the State agey to look to its tells-
lation governing fraud and interpretations, ah4d ddsione thereof b. apptopriate
legal authority. 'here must also bb o tfve" planning between the public
assistance and the iaw enforcement ateniee* to estAblish clear understanding
of the tole and responsibilities of each, methods Of referral and etehbnge of In-
formation and what each agetdy ruy expect of the, other, The, 1# enfore
meat offiali will be ible to adt'l a4 to the types of statlons dtltAble forprosecution, approlniat& JYestlgtiv practices, the kinds.' of *Mbst#nntittn in-

'See Handbook of Public Aistance Administration. IV-2400, "Recipient Fraud."
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formation whih will bo required, and the forni i whieh eoldence Is to he suhi.
tnitted. The public assistance agency ci interpret to the law enforcement

officials the reuirements of the programs Its administers and the legal safoe.
guards which have been established to protect the rights of ('llents.

Once these matters have been clarified, the Stite agency can proceed to it.
velop policies and instructions so that everyone concerned with the tidi tlls( ra.
tion of the public assistance programs can understand what. constitutes fraud;
the kind of action to be taken in case fraud Is suspected ; the futitons (It SpcifIC
staff members in regard to such cases: and methods and prtwedures for i),r.
forming these functions.

All administrative requirements of the agency should be kept In balance, so
that procedures to be employed when there Is reasons to sus1ect the Ix)ssibility
of fraud do not outweight overall administrative effort directed toward ac-
complishinent of the agency's objectives.

One of the basic objectives In public assistance Is the conservation and de-
velopment of human resources. These human resources have a direct relation.
ship to economic resources. Their conservation involves consideration of such
matters as health, employment skills, the desire and ability to manage one's
own affairs, family solidarity, and the parental care of children who are the
future workers and parents. This objective can be attained through socialwork
methods where there is sufficient staff and skilled supervision to apply then to
overcoming the hazards that threaten needy Individuals.

Experience through the years has shown that the agency Is faced with a
minimum of uncertainty or suspicion as to Its determination of either eligibility
or Ineligibility when it does two things; first, it establishes clear policy state.
ments, requirements, and procedural guidelines concerning eligibility eftablisb.
meat; second, it implements these with staff through a continuing inservice
training program,

Policies, requirements, and recommendations shoaild be established on a sound
and logical premise that public assistance applicants and recipients have the
same basic human qualities that are found in the general population. A fund.
mental premise of democratic government is the recognition of the right of an
individual to avail himself of government services and the companion responsi-
bilities which he assumes by virtue of exercising this right. A major, respons-
bility in this respect Is that of honesty In his dealings with government agencies
The Bureau has always accepted and fully endorsed the concept that people are
essentially honest. in their dealings with their public agencies. No reasons to
support a change In this principle have ben brought forward. As a consequence,
the Bureau has encouraged State agencies to develop their policies and adminis-
trative procedures In line with this major premise.

On the other hand, the Bureau has recognized that there are exceptions to
this general principle among persons applying for or receiving public assistance
even as exceptions to It are found in the general population. To protect against
this small minority, the Bureau requires State agencies to adopt and exercise
the proper controls against the opportunity to commit fraud.
A, Content of State agency poliolee and procedowcs for haidWipg cases of

auspeoled tread
4. Local agenoi responetbtiity for hnvestiation.-(a) Definition and Inter-

pretation of fraud: Before staff can be expected to perforin their functions
In a responsible manner, the State needs to define those actions which, if proven,
constitute fraud. The definition of fraud In a State's law Is the basis for
the development of this interpretation. The definition in the State law, how-
ever, usually needs interpretation to public assistance staff with respect to
the "willfulness" of the misrepresentation, or withholding of information of
significauce to the receipt of assistance. The State agency, with the help of
Its legal adviser, will want to make a clear distinction between deliberately
fraudulent conceilment or representations by an Individual and incorrect omis-
sions or representations made because of mistake or lack of understanding
,f eligibility requirements or of his responsibility for providing the agency
with information. Similarly, dlstiRction needs to be made between willful
misrepresentation and agency omission, neglect, or error in securing and record-
ing Information. , Experience of staff In dealing with various types of cases
ot swwce fraud, whether or not tbeeproved~to be fraudulent, will be helpful
to the State agency in formulating a definition of the actions that would con-
stitute fraud In public asalstanc . Furthermore, this experience should be
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11setul In developing criteria by which staff canlk apply such Interpretation inI
specific cases.
(b) Responsibility of staff when Intent to defraud Is suspected: Even with

clear criteria as to actions likely to be adjudged fraudulent, It will sometimes
lie difficult to determine whether there Is reason to suspect fraud in the individ-
ual case. Therefore, manual material should also Include instructions to staff
mis to how to procetl whken indications of possible fraud come to their attention.
This might cover such points as a more intensive investigation around the
particular eligibility factor involved and review of the facts with the case
supervisor, both to evaluate the significance of the Information obtained and
to plan next steps in the Investigation process.
(o) Facts necessary to support a fludiuig of fraud: Whether fraud on tihe

program has occurr d is usually by law a question for the courts to adjudicate.
However, the public assistance agency is responsible for determining whether
there Is a basis for belief that fraud may have been committed. Certain kinds
of facts are necessary in making this determination. For example, intent and
mental competence are important elements and therefore staff will need guidance
in the kind of evidence necessary to establish an Individual's motives when
intent to defraud is suspected. This Is an area which the State agency's legal
adviser or law enforcement officials will be able to make clear.

(d) Review of questions by State office: The instructions to local staff should
make clear who in the agency will be responsible for decisions that there is intent
to defraud. Some States may wish to place such responsibility in the State
office for all cases; others only until such time as it Is apparent that local staff
are secure in their understanding of policies.

State instructions should explain why these decisions are being made In the
State office and should include criteria governing the selection of cases for review
by the State office. The State field staff will be helpful In teaching local staff
to understand and use the criteria in determining which cases or types of cases
will need to be reviewed by the State office and whetbei there is sufficient In-
formation to support the belief that fraud has beeni committed.

Cases where It is clear that the problem is one of misunderstanding or mistake
of the client or agency error will, need to be handled in accordance with other
agency policies. Instrucmtione should be specific regarding the responsibility of
recipients and staff in case assistance is received due to misunderstanding,
failure to report facts promptly, or agency error. Clear Instructions covering
Improper payments should help staff to deal with various sitvationis Involving
Improper payment in an objective fashion.

Agency policy should provide for the continuing of assistance it current
eligibility of recipients is clear, while facts are under review by the State office
or the law enforcement authority.

2. Responsibility for referral to la-m enforcement aathorites.-(a) State
agency: If the State decides to place in the State office declsioninaking responsi-
bility for referring cases for possible prosecution, the Instructions should (1)
give the reason why this is being done, (2) indicate the extent of authority to
be exercised by the State office, (8) designate who in the State office will carry
out this responsibility, and (4) include the methods and proce~lures to be fol-
lowed, After these methods have been decided upon, staff need to be trained
In their use.

Any action taken by the State office should not infringe upon the function of
the State's law enforcement agencies. Thus, any action taken by the State
agency should consist of a determination: as to whether the facts In each case
might support a finding of fraud by law enforcement authorities. This prin.
ciple may result In the State office taking one of three different courses of action.
It, after thorough review, there is reason to believe that fraud may have been
commiitted,. the State office would decide in accordance with established criteria.
whether to refer the case to the appropriate law enforcement authorities. and
the latter would decide whether prosecution or other forms of legal action
should be undertaken. It it is clear to the Stpte office'that fraud is not involved,
the action would consist of making this known- to the local office with an explalln-
tion as to why this decision was reached, and some advice as to how to work
further with the case, In the event the State Is unable to reach a decision
because of Inadequate information, State office action would consist of requesting
the local office to furnish additional specified information, giving the reasons
why such information is needed.
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The State agency will designate the State staff member or members who will
exercise the authority outlined above. The agency's legal adviser should play
an important part in this decision, for his training and experience will be useful
in determining whether the facts might support a finding of fraud. ln States
where cases would be referred to State law enforcement officials, the instructions
should include procedures to inform the local office of the progress and outcome
of such referrals.

(b) Local agency: In States where responsibility for legal action will be car-
ried by the local law enforcement authorities, it will be necessary for the local
office to determine whether the facts supl)rt a belief that fraud has been com-
initted and to refer cases to the authorities for appropriate action. This respon-
sibility must be carried out under State supervision in accordance with State
policies and procedures. The local office will need to review carefully each case
before a decision is reached. As part of this review, the local office may want
to consult the local board or a designated board member, the State field super-
visor, the agency's legal adviser, or the local law enforcement officials. In cases
where it is difficult to reach a decision, the local office may find it helpful to sub-
mit these cases to the State office for advice. This would afford an opportunity
to have difficult cases reviewed by the State's chiei legal officials before referral,
as well as by State office personnel.

It should be clear to everyone In the local office participating in these decisions
that the role of the public assistance agency is limited to a determination whether
referral to the law enforcement authorities for legal action is Justifiable,. It
should also be clear that the public assistance agency does not have the author-
ity to prescribe punishment.

8 ReepoibIWt, for continuing work with indfveduoal referred to law en.
foroement author/tte#.-The local agency will need clear instructions as to what
its responsibilities are when cases have been referred to the law enforcement
authorities for evaluation as to evidence of fraud. If the latter decides that
prosecution should not be undertaken, the local agency will need help in under-
standing and accepting the decision and In carrying on its service to the indivi.
dual under regular policies and procedures.
B. Method* for detelos ng polilee an po'edtree

A State's policies relatg to recplient fraud should be qelghed to cope with
the' kinds of situations fAced by locaL staff in the day-to-day administration of
the public assistance programs. Policies can be developed i6 accordance with*
the realities of the State situation bY securing illustrationa Of t6e kiid- of cases
in which staff believe there was intent to' secure asslsftned, through, frud, Dii-
tinctlons can be wadd between such intent and oecdaons When thee iS some
reason to suspect the vdracit$ of applicants or recipients but no'dezionstrable
Intent to defraud.

To facilitate the development of criteria to identify the 'llst t1i , al agency
may wish to review Illustratio~s Ofthe'various types of case in Which fraud was
believed to have occorted, and borderline cases in WiIch It was later decided
that any assistance hniproperly received wais due to agency error or' to mIs-
understanding by the recipient of hik responsibIlitiet. Tlids mllit include illus-
trative cases that have developed In tbe past year or tw0W and sotde current
cases. Information should be furnished by the local agncy 'i support of its
belief that fraud was Intended. Analysis of these cases will be valuable to the
State agency in Identilfying the kinds of problems *orter4 and clietit have in
understanding each other. Policies should be formulated t& help the staff to
clarify its responsibility Aid dlsharge it eftidely. _ .. ...

The State shoUld collect Information on the, number of emet or sipected
fraud, the efrefnstances under whlith inteit to d~frad appears to arise, the
kind of action taken by the agency, the diont; the la enforcement Officials and
the courts, etc. The Stato agency' Intru.tios shOuld be spotiflft about the
kind of information required, WhO ii responsible for reportiut, and mothodS ofrep rting, . . . • . ..

The'State agency, in making an analysis, of such'0epdrtsI may Wish to' draw
upon the experience and skill of both ageny stff nienftberd And its, legal adviser.
This 'might be accomplished throdgb the establislunent Of a comnMlttee which
could include staff responsible for' p0611ey development, field- supetrisiott; super-
vision of local workers, and the agency's legal adViser., Srich a groups &Ight set
forth some of the essentials of itaff' training In contilbutln tothe' undorstandIng
and proper application of these policies. These are'recognized as htibly Impor-

t
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tant, particularly since it is possible that relationships may be strained when
State decisions are made which do not correspond with the views expressed by
the local offices. These differences can be reduced to the extent that there are
(lear and comprehensive instructl91p which are understood all along the line.

C. Measufroa for preventing reopient fraud
Taking positive measures to prevent the occurrence of fraud is a part of the

basic responsibility of every public assistance agency for proper and efficient
administration. It is only when preventive measures fail, as they will in some

cases, that measures to protect the interest of the agency and public should
come into play.

It is highly important to develop a positive program to prevent fraud through
policies and procedures designed to strengthen the determination of initial
and continuing eligibility. A preventive program based on this principle will
promote efficient and economical administtation, establish a basis for good rela-
tions with the public, and, most of all, give applicants and recipients the oppor-
tunity of working with the agency on a basis of mutual understanding of their
respective obligations and responsibilities. These are some of the elements of
administration which are considered essential to the development of a positive
program of fraud prevention.

1. Sound program objective.-The agency's objectives, as expressed in poli-
cies and staff practices, should be positive and constructive, reflecting concern
for people, recognition of human rights, and the intent that assistance will be
granted promptly, adequately, and equitably to all eligible persons.: A climate
of suspicion, arbitrary action, and harassment of recipients will discourage the
kind of cooperative relationship between worker and Client necessary to mutual
exploration of his resources and potentialities for a better life.,

2. aompetent staff.-Staff competence Is an essential element in enabling a
public assistance agency enlist client cooperation so as to carry out the complex
operations of determining initial and continuing eligibility and the proper amount
of payment in such a manner as to reduce to a minimum the opportunities for
improper payments of all kinds. Staff must be able to help each cienti under-
stand and accept the agency's policies governing eligibility. Staff must be able
to apply these policies to individual cases. Wkll in establishing relationships
and in interviewing demands, some knowledgeof the motivatious of, people
and how these motivations influence tho behavior of people ;n rouble. The
aim of supervision and staff triiIlng should'be to help i deveDoP te compe-
tence needed for proper administration of the public assistance programs.

. Olear polioite.--Vontlnuzing emphasis needs to be placed upon clear policies
and Instructions to staff regarding the objectives of the State's public asastance
program. These Instructions should set forth the specific resonsebilities of
staff in carrying out these policies n a way rhich is conduciv- to' establThing
a relationship with needy individuals In which facts can: be seured and ana.
lyzed together and sound decisions reached that are based upon 'theee facts.

4. Methods of invMeegatio,,- 4w met of investitgik pshpzld ,be suited
to the widely varying situations of 1ndMvla .iio the difrerent elIigiility
factors. However, they mxst also be subject to provislops of law safeguarding
the civil liberties of individuals. The methods of investigation pnay not result in
any infringement of these right by, agency ptga,, such ap liypsloh of the ptiivacy
of the home, unreasonable search and seizure, denial of due proc* 0f law, the
right to legal counsel, use of qonfldentlal Information for purposes other than
admlnistratio'i of pubhlie asltai i , tc. The jie t to iibplly and verify
information obtained from the applicant or recipient at the method of verifica-
tion will depend upon the complegxty of thWe egbiW IA factor ltsWf and careful
appraIW1 o the indl~ld p li, uunierataid Qf wht,i s- Ieid 4 a~ l is capacityto secure It. One way to a this unqerstndi', is y meticul'us eCl'an'to
of eligibility requiri~ent and'f tlhe lndidual's blikat!i s e W #nges
in his health, his income, his resources, his living arrangements, and othet facts
that affect his need for assistance. Agency instructions, superveioan, ,nd all
aspeets 9f,0t#$T day opuzt salul4 be sq, 4lremt*0 tat* t %l w a kethese points clear' n the .it&I interview A' I'nI a s uDe9.i~nt,,ontacts ivth
individuals receivin aissistA.ice ' ."

Difculties may be apparent when there Is 1a! reluctance: o the part of the
tndividuaA to give accurte and, complete inrmation. or to asist the agency in
securing facts Anrtalnln ' .la .ell1ibty,, 1AA- d¢cu4 , J Aslfuty 're-
corded wil guide tge 'gei! In -91etrM t h erp'tre of pture
contacts *ith pet n ., ked i rw1 MI als64irn~st cluet to in.
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stances of possible misinterpretation which can then be appropriately handled
under agency policies. These discussions should be supplemented with a leaflet
summarizing the eligibility requirements and the responsibilities of IndivIduals
in connection with the receipt of assistance. In addition, a written statement
might be mailed periodically with assistance checks to remind recipients of their
responsibility to report changes in circumstances.

5. Administrative sesperv8ison, controls, and analysf.-All agency procedures
should be scrutinized to assure that effective controls are established and are in
operation to prevent improper payments at any time. Records should contain
information regarding the precise facts which are specific to each eligibility re.
quirement. Agencies should determine how frequently, within the minimum
Federal and State requirements, reinvestigations of eligibility ought to be made
and should establish criteria for the selection of cases for more frequent contact.
Proper administrative controls should be established continuing eligibility and
providing other services. Competent supervision is likewise essential in the
development of these criteria and controls, in assuring that they operate prop.
erly, and in teaching staff how to use them effectively.

Periodic analysis of cases involving improper payments and the factors result-
ing in such payments can be helpful to determine if there is a relationship be-
tween misunderstanding or misrepresentation and specific eligibility require.
ments.

The effect of the frequency of investigation upon the extent of improper pay.
ments and of concentrated effort to help the recipient accept his responsibility
for reporting changes can be studied in order to develop proper agency policy.
This analysis may also throw light upon gaps or weaknesses In agency procedures
or controls requiring corrective measures in order to strengthen the administra.
tion of the program and thereby reduce opportunities for misunderstanding or
fraud.

6. Public interpretation.-State public assistance agencies should be able to
demonstrate that they have taken reasonable precautions to prevent fraud and
have developed clear and Just methods for dealing with fraud when it occurs.
The public should be informed of the nature and purpose of public assistance,
how It differs from social insurance or pension programs, and the rights and
responsibilities of recipients under the law.

Secretary Rmcon,. Now, I think, Senator Curtis, the situation is
this: That basically, as you know, the administration of these programs
are State operations and the Federal Government matches. We don't
run it.

Senator CuRis. I understand that. But did the Department secure
a copy of the survey for the District of Columbia, analyze it, and
evaluate it?

Secretary Rmcon'. My understanding is that it isn't finished yet.
Senator Rs. Well, I will confine my question to that part wlich

has been completed.
Has the Department obtained a copy of it, and analyzed it and

evaluated it?
Miss GooDWyAN. We have not obtained a copy, Senator Curtis, be-

c, aleeMtheIrS no copy, nothing has been written except the newspaper
reports. We have had staff over in the District office reading paral-
lel cases but not trying to interfere with the survey being MnIAe.

Senator Cuwris. Nothing has been reduced to writing?
Miss GooDwix. Not that we have received. The survey is not

complete.
Sinator Cumi. s. I understand that, but certainly these published

reports are surely not a reliance oi somebody's memory.
Secretary Rmicon'. I think they are newspaper accounts of what

the findings are at the present time. But a Miss Goodwin indicates,
this investigation has not been completed by the District.

Senator Cmrxs. Well the Get e''l Accounting Offie's activities in
this wouldlt be confined to newspaper releases, would they?
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Secretary RiBicoFr. I don't think they have had the reports.
Senator CuRTIS. Or as I understand it, there was a governmental

Suirveyv..

Well I will go on to something else. I am disappointed that hasn't
been followed through on.

In reference to old-age assistance, how many recipients are there
per hundred people over 65 on a national level?

Secretary RiBicorF. 13.4 percent.
Senator KV1. Let me be sure I understand it Senator.
In the United States, recipients over 65 years of age, 13.4 percent are

on the assistance rolls?
Senator CURTIS. On the old-age assistance rolls.
Senator KERR. Old-age assistance rolls.
Senator CURTIS. Read for me the highest five States and tell me

what the figures are for those five.
Mr. CoimN. Louisiana, 50.8 percent; Mississippi, 42.3 percent; Ala-

bama, 37.4 percent,; Oklahoma, 34.8 percent, and Georgia, 32.1 percent.
Senator CUIS. Now, read the five lowest and give the figures for

those.
Mr. Coh N. Pennsylvania, 4.3 percent; Maryland 4.1 percent; New

York, 3.5 percent; Delaware, 3.3 percent; and New Jersey, 3.3 percent.
Senator Curis. What is it for Virginia and Nebraska?
Mr. CoheN. Virginia is 4.9 percent; Nebraska, 8.6 percent.
Senator CuwRS. The national figure is 13.4?
Mr. COHEe. That is correct, sir.
Senator Curis. I have a question about this comparison and as I

understand it, it. is not your publication ?
Mr. CoHm. No, it was prepared by Mr. Arner and Miss Levingston.
Senator Cuu'ris. On page 6 it lists the States, plus Guam, Puerto

Rico, and the Virgin Islands. What does that-for the record, what
does that table refer to?

Mr. COHEN. You mean the long list of States?
Senator CURTIS. Yes.
Mr. CoHmq. That is the Federal percentage that the State gets

for medical payments.
Senator KF.RR. Is that not the percentage which the Federal Gov-

ernment pays?
Mr. CoHENi. Yes, sir; that is. That is the Federal share of expen-

ditures in medical payments.
Senator KERR. In the medical care payments for those on assistance
Mr. ComEN. That is correct.
Senator KER& Is this under the Kerr-Mills feature or under the

regular medical care for the aged for those on assistance?
Mr. CoHEN;. This is the medical assistance for the aged.
Senator KERR. For the aged on the old-age assistance rolls.
Mr. Coir'Ex. Well, this table here is the MAA and the OAA beyond

the maximum.
Put it thatway : These are the pelrentages-_
Seilit6k: KER. Sir?
Mr. CoHte. These are the perceiltages under what is popularly

known as the Kerr-Mills program.
Senator KFrJW. Well, is tliat percentage the same as it is under the

regular medical care aid?
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Mr. CoHnm. It is the same percentage for the excess of payments
under those payments but the Federal share for most medical pay-
ments goes from 50 to 80 percent, also. But then for payments--

Mr. HAWxINS. Within the $15. If it is above the $66.
Senator KERR. Let's get it Senator; you want to get it. accurate.
I think this is a percentage with reference to a part of the program

and for %11 of the Kerr-Mills program.
Mr. CoH.l. That is correct. It is for that part which is in excess

of the Federal maximum, medical payments in excess of $66 for medi-
Cal payments to people who are on assistance and then also under the
Kerr-Mills for medical payments to people who are not receiving
cash assistance.

Senator KERRP. And the one with reference to those over $6Q is only
such States as have a program in which both assistance and the regu-
lar medical exceeds the $66?

Mr. HAWKINs. That is where this percentage would be applicable.
Senator K=R. That is where this percentage would be applicable?
Mr. COHEN. That is correct.
Senator CuRTis. Let me ask you this; prior to enactment of Kerr-

Mills, in what categories did the Federal Government match for the
payment of medical exp s I

Mr. COHEN. You mean immediately prior to Kerr-Mills?
Senator Currs. Yes.
Mr. CoHEN. Because there were some changes previQisly.
Senator Cu ra. Yes.
Mr. CoHEn. For medical care.
Senator CuRTIs. Yes.
Mr. Com=N; - Immediately prior to the Kerr-Mills the only medical

payment that was matchable was the Federal share on payments to
individuals on assistance upto $6, was it not? Up to $6?

Senator Co s. That is an average of $6?
Mr. Couz. Yes that is an average on $6.
Mr. HAWR!NSS. That provision dropped out in 1958 about the $6.

Medical payments from 1958 to 1960 were exactly like other assistance,
the sameFederal participation in them.

Senator Cuiris. What categories were reached by medical assist-
ance before Kerr-Mills in which the Federal Government paid a part?

Mr., HAWKINS. Old-ageassistance, aid to blind, aid to permanently
and totally disabled and aid to dependent children,

Senator Crms. In other. words, prior tio the enactment of Kerr-
Mills, the Federal Government would participate on the medical ex-
penss of all the people who were under welfare programs ?,

Mr. HAwxNs, -On exactly the same basi's as they would participate
in other payment ,.

SenatorpCvusR . Where it'swtted a prpgl*r I
.,Senator Krm, Where x stated ,a program for them in which the

Federal Government would participate.
Mr. Com. I think the problem, Senator, we have to make clear is

that immediately before Kerr-Mills there was no earmarking, of medi-
cal enses forrvendqr payments. ;,.

Senator KzRR. By the Federal Government ::
Mr, COmw; By the Federal Government.
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There had been between 1956 and 1958 an earmarking of, as I re-
call, $6 on the average for the aged, the blind, and the disabled, and
$3 for the children for that 2-year period between 1956 and 1958.
Then in 1958 that was eliminated and it was brought in with an

increased averagepayment for the total program.
Senator KiRR. Let me ask you if this isn t a correct statement of it.
In 1959 and 1960 medical care was recognized by the Federal (c. 7-

eminent as having the same status in securing Federal participation
as subsistence.

Mr. HAWKINS. Exactly.
Senator KERR. The sum total of the two, however could not exceed

the maximum set forth in the law in which the Federal Government
would participate ?

Mr. HAWKINS. That is right.
Senator KEm. The Federal Government did not require that in or-

der to get that maximum; any part of it had to be a medical care pro-
gram?

Mr. H,\wKiNS. That is correct.
Senator KERR. But if the State haA a medical care program, it was

recognized by the Federal Overninmit participated in with match-
ing funds by the Federal Government, ist the same a %.hough it had
been matching funds by the State for subsistence, without A1hdical
care is that correct V1

Mr. HAWKINS. That is right, Senator.
Senator Cuws. Now, then, this table reflects the percentage of

matching for the program just described by tho Senator from Okla-
homa.

Mr. HAWKINS. No, sir.
Senator KF;RR. Do you wait me to tell you what. this is, right here;

I can tell you in very simple terms, I think.
Senator Curs. All right.
Senator KEm. No. 1, this is the matching formula for money used

for Kerr-Mills which is entirely separate and apart from the money
we furnish for medical care to those on the assistance rolls.

Mr. HAWKINS. That is right.
Mr. CoiTEN. That is right.
Senator Kimu. That isNo. 1.
No. 2, under the present law in old-age assistance the Federal Gov-

eninent will go above the $66?
Mr. HAWXINS. That is correct.
Senator KEsm. And match exclusively for medical care for those on

the old-age assistance rolls, up to a total average monthly accumula-
tion of $15.

Mr. HAWKINS. That is right.
Senator Kmam. Per old-age recipient per month.
Mr. HAWRIIs. That is right.
Senator KFnR. And where the Federal Government is participating,

aside from Kerr-Mills, In an, amount in excess of $66, which amount
is being used for medical care for the aged on the assistance rolls, the
Federal Government's participation is as identified in this formula;
is that correct V

Mr. COnFir. That is a correct statement, Senator.
Senator CutTIS. All right.
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Now, what were the national costs, Federal costs, for ADC last
year? I presume the fiscal year is the easiest way to ascertain it.

Mr. Col.N. For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1961, the total cost
for the aid to dependent children's program was $1,118,991,000.

Senator KuR. Total Federal cost?
Mr. COHEN. No, total Federal, State, and local cost.
Senator CURTIS. I want just the Federal cost.
Mr. COHiEN. The Federal cost was $655,872,000.
Senator CURTIS. What was it for, say, the 9 prior years?
Mr. COHEN. I have a table here we can put in the record or I can

put the whole table in the record.
Senator CURTIS. What period does the table cover?
Mr. CohE . It covers 1936 to 1961
Senator CURTIS. All right, you can put the table in if the committee

will consent and then telT me offhand what was the cost 5 years ago?
Seijator KERR. That would be 1957.
Mr. COhEN. In 1957 it was $412,701,000.
Senator KERR. Federal share?
Mr. COHEN. Federal share, yes, sir.
Senator Cuwns. Increased about 50 percent.
Senator Kum. From 1957 to 1961.
Mr. COEN. Yes, sir.
Senator Curris. What was it 10 years ago?
Mr. COHEN. In 1951, it was $288,769 000
Senator CuRTis. A little more than doubled, then, in the last 10 years.
Mr. CoiiEN. Yes, sir.
(The table referred to follows:)

Aid to dependent children:.Annual assistance payments and amounts from
Federal funds, fiscal years 1936 to date

Federal Federal
Fiscal Total Fiscal Total• " 'i' 'year

Amount Percent Amount Percent

19 6 $22,853,000 $1,691,000 7.4 1949 ...... $414,139,000 $176,383,000 42.6
1937 88,501,000 12,008,000 20.5 190 ...... x 330, 000 227.210,000 43.7

198 80,000 22,269,000 26.4 1951 ... 567,63,000 288,769,000 5.
Im .... it 50o0 .. ...
1939-.. - ,5000 27,844,000 2&7 5 ...... B47,2000 28 812000 52.2
1940 123.38 ,000 40,447,000 32.8 193 ...... 03000 317,46,000 56.5
1911 .. 146,003, 57,533,000 9.4 ...... 861,111000 325,500,000 8 0
1942.. 17,40,000 6Z 774,000 39.9 195 ...... 620,&5000 81,000 57.4
1943 . 14,962,000 ,627,000 39.1 1956 ...... 6 ,M000 862,7 000 5.7
1944 . 13,898,000 0,268O 37.0 1957 7 2...... 7 8,000 412,701,000 58.9
194. 13,53,000 S , oo8,2000 3 9M ...... 815,1,a000 4,1 ,000 59.67107000 4 9,000 31. 197 9 ...... 95 514,351 0 60.1947......254,54,000~85,000 37.71960. 8 9 021,0 0 '0 6113,,,000 59.9
1948.:..- - 325,718,000 125 695, 000 38.6 1981 ...... 1,118,991,000 65, 872, 000 5,.6

I Beginning with fiscal year 1951, Includes vendor payments for medical care.
3February-June 1936.

Senator CurIS. Now, what were the Federal costs for old-age assist-
ance last year? , IMr. COHEN. I have a comparable table for that, too.

Senator CURTIS. All right. Give me last year's costs and I will
ask you about a couple of other years.Mr. CoILFJN. Last year's cost for old-age assistance was $1 billion--
the Federal share--

Senator CuRTzs. Yes.
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Mr. CoHEN. $1,159,941,000.
Senator KERR. At tile end of June 30, 1961?
Mr. CoHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator Cuans. What was it for 1957?
Mr. COHEN. 1957 it was $956 462,000.
Senator CuRTIs. What was that increase?
Mr. CoHENz. That increase would be roughly 200 and some million,

about two-ninths, a little over 20 percent, I would say.
Senator CuRTIS. What was it 10years ago?
Mr. CoHENm. In 1951 it was $794 million.
Senator KERR. $800 million.
Senator CuRTIs. $700 million. What did you say it was this year?
Mr. COHEN. Rouhly if you want a brought figure, 1.2 billion.
Senator CuRTIs. it is increased 500 million U
Senator KEW. Fifty percent, 400 million.
Mr. COmHE. Yes, roughly from $800 million is the round figure in

1951 to $1.2 billion in 1961.
(The table referred to follows:)

Old-age aesietance: Annual assistance payment an4 amount from Federal
futido, flsoal years 1936 to date1

F(deral Federa
Fiscal Total Fiscal Totalyear yearAmount Percent Amount Peroent

198361.... $52,907,000 $16,602,000 31.4 1949 ... , 269,381, 6A3690,000 65.1
1937 ...... 244,201,000 119,096,000 48.8 19M0 ...... 1,437, 9",000 78, 862,000 54.9
1938......349,000 174,085,000 48.3 1961 ...... 1,472,644,000 794,001,000 58.9
1...... 18,30,000 19, 645, 000 47.6 1962 ...... 1,487,606,000 78t,7000 62.7
1940 ...... 449, 269,000 220,416,000 49.0 198.. 1,O,0030 876,180,000 6.4
1941 ...... 05,063, 000 251,271,000 49.8 1984.. 1,890,618,000 897,024,000 80.4
1944...... 879, 329, 000 326,845,000 4 1987 ...... 6,W8,000 98,462, 000 65.5

1946 ...... 761,87,000 34,983.000 48 1959 ...... 1,888,004000 8,0 7000 54.3
1947.......910,330.000 471,998,000 1.8 1960 ..... 1,8,6000 1,111, 14, 000 58.7

1948:..... 1,037, m4, 000 53,, 181,000 82.0 1981 ...... 1,914,948,000 1,18, 941,00W 60.6

3 Beginning with iscal year 1951, includes vendor payments for mediWcl care.
IFebruAryJune 1936.

Senator CuRts. Yes.
Now, Mr. Secretary, in regard to your recommendations for pay-

ment of ADC to third persons, that is limited to 5 percent in the over-
all is it not?

Secretary RIBICOFF. Yes.
Senator CurIs. Is that 5 percent of the dollar amount or 5 percent

of the cases?
Secretary RimcoFF. Five percent of the people.
Senator Cuwrxs. Five percent of the people
Secretary RIBICOFF. Yes, sir.
Senator Curris. Not 5 percent of the families I
Secretary Runcor. Five percent of the people.
Senator CURTIS. Is it children or families?
Secretary RIICOFF. Both. It would be the recipients and you

would add the people.
Senator CuwNs. So it wQuld be children.
Secretary RwicoFr. Children and adults because we have both.
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Senator Cuw is. I see.
Now, that third person could be an institution, if I understand your

statement correctly.
Secretary RIBxcOFF. No. It, has to be a person. We don't consider

an institution would get the payment.
Senator CURTIS. On page 5 of the House report.
Secretary RIIUCOFrp; Ar you talking about a person in an agency

or are you talking about a corporate person?
Senator Cuwris. I am just asking the uestion.
The first paragraph on page 5 of the House report says:
Under temporary existing law, which would expire on June 90, 1962, payments

can bt md6 tdc htfdt%4irerfio 6ved b$, coui-t order into foster fa& This provision
would be made pe~aneit. .

Mr. COHEN. That is a'diffetoent'"'oblem.
Secretary Rimcor. W drtt taikng, hbout, a diftrent thing. i un-

derstocW a difterefit quetion..
Senator CUwrI. I see.
Payments under prior law were liiited to living with specifed

relative. The bill also expands the program to. include children
placed in child care institutions as wellas those receiving family or
home care under existing law.

Secretary RmicoFy. That is right.
Senator CuRTIs. That would mean children's institutions.
Secretary RIBICOFF. That is correct.
Senator CtUnS. Must they be public institutions?
Secretary Rmicolr. No.
Senator Comris. They can be run by charitable or religious organi-

zationsI
Secretary kimooFi. That is correct, sir.
Senator CRTIS, And.this relates to the ADC program.
Secretary Rmncor'. That's correct.
Senatr CuRns. Now, also there was language in your remarks, and

I think it was good, to give latitude to theStates in carrying out pro-
grams to make this tffotiv6 and to prevent abuses, was there notV

Secretary Rimcon'. That is correct.
Senator CuwIS. Would that latitude extend this far, and I refer

to the program carried out in Sweden. As I understand it-.--
.The CHAXMUAI. I think that ig a rdlloll on the clottire vot', quorum

You had not concluded your questions, of course.
Senator Cuvr. No, if that is all right.
Do yOU4 want the Secretary to omnie back?.
The CHAIMAN. Do you want the Secretary to come back at 2:301
Senator Cunnm. I shall not, necessarily Miake that request unless

there are others who want to ask him. 1 got in kind bf bad before
this committee last Friday.

Senator Lo~o. I would not insist At this time, Mt. Chairman. I
have only one or two questions to ask.4 I -I

The CHAIRMAN. I don't waht to cut off thl Senautor from'Nebraska.
Secretary Rxucor. We will b glid to answer these questions inwriting..
The ARmAiq. He can come back at .80 if yot care---
Senator Ctmnl& I will state this question fo. you to make an answer

afterward/and then I will waive my other questions.

168,
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As I understand it, and I realize we aren't talking about the major-
ity of cases, there are some very severe abuses in every State on ADC.

Secretary Rirco. Correct.
Senator CURTIS. Some people say, "We will cut off the money"; that

is unfair to the children.
Secretary RIBICOFF. That is correct.
Senator CURTIS. Some people say, "Let's take the children away

from the parent," and sometimes that is necessary; but sometimes it is
highly pleasing to a very few unworthy parents; isn't that correct?

Secretary RmicoFF. That is right.
Senator CUrTS. Now, as I understand it, the Swedish people have

set up a program, and I am talking about the extreme case, wherein
the mother is not a fit person the children should be removed. There,
an appropriate authority orders the children into an institution where
they receive good care, sanitation, training, sleep, and discipline. At
the same time that same court or authority orders the mother to per-
forzA labor in the institution for sufficient hours a month to pay the
full bill of keeping h~r children therein and thus puts parent and chil-
dren together. I

It avoids relieving thb parent-the mother-of all of her responsi-
bilities. It serves 4 a verV effective training school for the Parent, be-
cause she is taught household duties, she is tMugt other duties at
enable -hr to keep a better' home a- well as t1nin lot p, b
employment. i .o .. o

My question Ihis and I have had to describe it rather hurriedlv:
My question is this: ioflid the latitude that you alr grant g tot ie
States to take effective sops to prevent abuses in ADC, permit a State
to go that far if it wanted to, and you can put your answer in writing.

Secretary Rxwooi'', In writing -
Senator Cmrxs. In the record.
I don't want these gentlemen to miss the rollcall.
Secretary RIBIcoM . I *ill put it in writing.
(The following Was litter received for the record :)

As I understand your. description.of the Swedish plan, in instances in which
the chlds well-belgAs.at risk, the courts will commit the child to.ani nsti.
tution ad arrangelfor the mother to be employed in the institution so that she
can be near the child. While at the institution, both mother and child receive
the kind o care and, training. which will enable, the mother to, return -to, the
community and provide.a more satisfactory home for the child., You asked me
whether such a plan would he poosible under the Public Welfare Amendments of
1962. We presume that the work performed by the mother would not pay the
full cost of care and thus there would be a need for some form ot assistance.
Otherwise, such a plan would, eliminate the need for awistance and accordingly
not be affected by the Federal statute,.
Under the proposed legislation as under current provisions of law, it is pos.

sible for a mother and child to be living together in a congregate living arrange-
ment undjr which the mother uses her ADO grant to purchase board and room.
Training for employment and appropriate social servims can be provided by the
public welfare department, either alone or In conjunction with other age&cieL

Although not cemon,. m ch an wrwwg ent on an experimental basis t In
effect in the Ditrict of Oolumbla. The mother must have made a decision with-
out restraint of court order to enter into the living arrangement in order, for
Federal public assistance funds to be available for the program, Although it is
probably too early to evaluate, the reu. of the District of Oolumbia experiment
Indicate that It is serving a useful purpose.

The differences between the project in the District of Columbia and your de-
scription of the plaq in Sweden 1ie in the arrangements by which the mother en-
ters the lnstitutIon, whethert/the childl is in fact living with the mother, and

84071 -- 19
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whether the chilh is under tie direction of tie court or whether the mother is
basically responsible for his care and well-being. As you described the Swedish
program, It would not be possible to carry it out as a part of the regular pro-
gram under the public welfare laws amended by H.R. 1000, although some of its
features could be. Under section 122 of 11.1t. 10(0, it. would he possible for tWe
Federal Government to participate on a project basis in an experiment along the
lines you have suggested. This section sets up a plan whereby program improve.
went projects can be approved which do not conform to the provisions of the
Social Security Act that relate to regular ongoing operations.

I am directing my staff to Inquire more closely Into the Swedish experience to
see whether there is anything we can learn from that which will be usef ul to our
own problems In this country.

The CIRMAN. It may be sote member of the committee will want
you to come back later on. I understand you will be out of the city
tomorrow?

Secretary RIBWoFF. As a matter of fact, I am slated to make a
speech at. the annual meeting of the American Nurses Association to-
night and I have to take a plane to Detroit at 3:30.

The CHAIRMAN. We have 4 days' hearings including today and I
don't want to interfere with your engagements so if we need you later
on in the week-

Secretary RIDICoF. In other words, I will be here and I have to
go to the Cuban refugees in Miami tomorrow but I will be in the city
Wednesday and Thursday and I will be at the call of the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. If we need to recall you for further questioning we
shall endeavor to suit your convenience.

The committee will adjourn until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
(By direction of the chairnaio, the following is made a part of the

record : .. S AT E,

CorMrrTEE ox LABOR AND PUnLc WELFARE,
SuBCOUMMrrEu ON MI0ATORY LABOR.

Mail 18, 1962.
Hon. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,
chairman, Senate Oommittee on Finance, Washington1 D..

DECAR M. CU,,RMAN: I would like to call attention to the close relationship
between the proposal, S. 1131, and the subject matters included in the bill.
H.R 10600, both of which are now pending before ybur committee. . The bill,
8. 1181, providing day care facilities for migrant children, has the strong sup-
port of this administration, and to my knowledge there is no opposition or con-
troversy involved in the legislation.

In view of these facts, and in view of the convenience and possible conser-
vation of yor committee's time, I would like to request that your committee
consider the desirability of including the S. 1181 proposal in the bill, H.R. 10600.
when the latter bill is taken up in executive session.

There is rersistent and pressing need for day care legislation if the migrant
children in this Nation are to be given the care and supervision necessary for
their educational growth and their becoming productive members of our society.

Ample documentation for the need and advisability of providing day care
facilities tl) migrant children is included in the attached statement and admlnis-
tration reports which, along with this letter, I would appreciate being Included
Inthe record on H.R. 10606.

I have carefully studied the problem of providing day care facilities for these
youngete', and am convinced that the amendment of H.R. 1060 to include the
proposals in S. 1181 would greatly alleviate the burdens Imposed upon these chll-
dren and the communities through which they pass. I

The Senate Finance Committee is, therefore, respetfnlly urged to act favor-
ably old this request to include the 8. i181proposals In H.R. 10006 during execu-
tive session.

Flincerbly,
6 "HAutisoi A. WrULIAMS, Jr.,

OhaIran, 'Subcommittce on Migratory Labor.
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tACKtGROUNID

Approximately 100,000 to 150.000 ihldren under the age of 14 accompany their
parents on their yearly migration for agricultural work. Because one wage
earner's Income is rarely enough to support a family, it is usually the case that
the wife, and often the older children, work also. Infants and younger children,
if they are left at the home camp, are usually tended by a woman too old or too
sick to work, or by an older child-perhaps only 9 or 10 years old himself.
Sometimes infants are taken to the field with their lprents, and left for the
whole day with little shelter, care, or attention. In short, these children are
generally left uncared for and when care is provided, it is usually inadequate.

In a study made by the Children's Bureau in 1960, the overwhelming consensus
of States welfare agencies was that day care centers are desperately needed for
children of migratory agricultural workers. Some States have already allocated
pmrt of their State child welfare appropriations for day care facilities for inigra.
tory children. Yet today, in the entire Nation, there are still only 24 licensed
day care centers which primarily serve children of migratory families. Thirteen
of these centers are in New York State alone. The combined aggregate capae.
ity of all 24 centers would probably serve fewer than 1,000 children.

Aside from day care, an equally serious situation exists in the area of child
welfare work. Migratory families and their children have a greater-thanaver.
age number of social problems. However, in the 89 counties estimated to have
5,000 or more migratory workers, 10 do not have any service available from a full-
time public welfare worker. Ten others either have one full-time worker for
the county's total population, or services only on a shared basis with one or more
counties.

RECOIMENDAnON

Children of migratory farmworkers should be provided better care and pro.
tection while their parents are at work in the fields. The Federal Government
should stimulate establishment and maintenance of day care facilities for
children of migratory agricultural workers by making financial assistance
available for this purpose to States. Such assistance should be made available
to States on a matching basis by a formula which makes allowance for the
State's I*r capita Income, and Its total number of domestic migratory workers.

JuLYt, 6, 1961.
H01, HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Oommittee on Finattc,
U.S. Sente,
lVoesinglon, D.O.

DAR SENAToR BYaD: This Is in further reply to your request for our comments
on S. 1181, a bill to amend title V of the Social Security Act to further assist
States in establishing and operating day-care facilities for the children of migrant
agricultural workers:

We are greatly concerned with the problem of providing adequate care and
supervisory program for the children of migrant farmworkers. Although the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare would have primary -response.
ability for helping devise the best techniques for these programs, this Department
deems the provision of satisfactory day-care programs while parents work in
agriculture absolutely essential. This need would be Increased under legislation
supported by this administration to regulate the employment of children in
agriculture outside of school hours.

It is estimated that there are 500,000 domestic agricultural migrant workers in
the United States. Domestic migrants are employed at various times during the
year in 47 States, with 28 States having 5,000 or more migrants at the peak
harvest season. The number of children under 18 years of ae who migrate with
their families Is estimated at between 175,000 and 225,000. Reports of national
voluntary organizations and State public welfare agencies, contained In a docu.
meant entitled "Children In Migrant Families," prepared by the Children's
Bureau of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in 1900, indicate
that day care and protection of migrant children are grossly Inadequate.
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Although several States have initiated day-care services for children of migrant
workers, State resources have not been sufficient to establish adequate programs.
We think it is appropriate, therefore, in view of the national concern for the
welfare of migrant families, and in line with governmental efforts to improve
their working and living conditions, that Federal funds be made available for
vitally needed day-care services.

The Bureau of the Budget advises that there is no objection to the presentation
of this report from the standpoint of the administration's program.

Yours sincerely,
ARTHUR J. GOLDERRO, Seoretarj of Labor.

Source: The Migratory Farm Labor Problem In the United States, a report together
with IndIvidual views to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, U.S. Senate, pursuant
to S. Res. 26T (S6th Cong., 2d sees.), Rept. 1098, Sept. 20, 1961.

DPABTMENT OF AGraCUT.TUaE,
O('FICE o THE SEcRETARY,

Washington. Auguet 1, 1961.
Hon. Emy F. BaD
U.S. Senate.

Dzal SaiAOR BUa: This replieS to your letter of March8, 1961, requesting a
report on N. 1181, a bill "To amend title V of the Social 8ekcnrity Act to further
assist States in establishing and operating day-care facilities for the children
of migrant agricultural workers." '.. . - I

We rwommend the passage of this bill if the Secretary Of Health, Education,
and Welfare denuiders it practical and workable.

The problem of day-care facilities for children of migrant workers who travel
with their families is a difficult one., Tis bill would assist States that already
have such day-care facilities and encourage others to provide them. It would
make ouy dyYcar faelitietu6rllished b7 any State revelvit* aid under this bill
available to all w othaut huy kesidebee reqiirements.

Tho 'E u df the 1,udiget advises that there Is b6 objection to the presentation
of this oreo f the kandoolnt of the admitiftration's pg$am.

Sinerly youts, "Ol t.. r. I

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
BUREAU OF THE BuDGe,

Washigon, D.O., July *8, 1961.
Hon. HAaar F. BYrD,
Ohairman, Oomm 1te on Pinance,
U.S. Senate, WaShinlOtn, D.O.

DrAx MIL CRauAN: This Is in response to your request of'March 0, 1961,
for a report on S. 1181, "To amend title V of the Social SecurityAct to further
assist Stats Iu. establishing ,and operating day-care facilities for the children
of migrant agricultural worker '  .

In his report to your committee on this bill, the Secretary of Health, Educa.
tion, and Welfare is recommeading Its enactment subject to two modifications.
The Bureau of the Budget concurs with the views contained in that report and
advise that enactment of 8. 1181, modfllod as recommbuded by the Department
of Health, aducaton and Welfare, would be consistent with the administration's
objectives.

. .. . ,PI IILLIP 8, lin~ua,.
Assistant Direotor for Le o l tive Referenoe.

Di*XTiLSXT, 0? MEL , W .DUATIO1I, AND WUN.iIA,

VV. ....... Wahto*Augus 1,161.
Wa~lis*oa, D.C

)&aM&, CO an i: This is in reponse to your request of March 69 1M,9
for a report on S. 1181, a bill to amend title V of the Social Security Act to
further assist States in establishing aad operating day-care facilities for the
children of migrant agricultural workers. '

/ I
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This bill would enable further cooperation with State public welfare agencies

which have included in their plans for child welfare services provisions for day-
care facilities for the children of migrant agricultural workers, through author-
izing an annual appropriation of $750,000 to be used exclusively for the estab-
lishment and operation of such day-care facilities (including, as defined In the
bill, (a) day-care centers whether provided directly by the State or any political
subdivision thereof or indirectly through purchase of care or other basis, and
(b) individualized care provided through foster home services). Matching
would be required on the same formula as for Fede.-al child welfare funds under
existing law,

We support the objectives of S. 1181. The need for more adequate day-care
services for children of migrant workers is documented in a recent report pre-
pared by thi Children's Bureau at the request of the Senate Appropriations
Committees. In brief:

"Report from national voluntary organizations and State public welfare agen-
cies show a gross lack of adequate care and protection for migrant children
while their parents work. The tragic plight of these children is vividly por.
trayed in reports, over and over again, of tiny children taken to the fields early
in the morning with their parents and left long hours alone in locked cars;
children, left to care for themselves, playing in roadways or drainage ditches
and sometimes having accidents resulting in serious injury or even death; and
children left in the camp areas or other migrant housing sites under the care
of older children-older children who are themselves no more than 9 to 12 years
of age, and sometimes younger." ("Ohildren in Migrant Famlies--A Report
to the Senate Appropriations Committee of the 87th Congress, U.S. Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, Social Security Administration, Children's
Bureau, December 1960. Page 5.' Copy attached.)

The total estimated number of domestic agricultural migrant workers In the
United States Is about 500,000. Domestic migrants at. some time' during the
year are found in 4T States--with 28 States having 5,000 or more migrants at
the peak. An estimated 175,000-226,000 children under '18 migrate with their
f a m i lie s . I 1 . i I , ... ' " , .. ... . .
S. 1181 would build on the progress that has been made in establishing and

extending child welfare services under the provisions of title V, part 8, of the
Social Security Act. Several States have used Federal child welfare funds to
begin the development of day care program for children of migrant' workers.
Among these 'States are Pennsylvania,; Virginia, North Carolina,, Iowa,- Ohio,
Florida, and Maryland. But the resources of most States have not been suffli-
clent to provide, for the establishment, of, these programs on a more general
basis. Clearly, A ittonwide effort, with Federal assistance and encouragement,
is needed to stimulate the development of more dAy care facilities so that these
children will have opportunities for adequate care and protection wherever they
may be residing.

The bill provides for allotment of the funds to, the respective States in an
amount which bearb the same ratio to'the amount approprlatedfor each 'year
as the total number of children. of migtant agricultural workers who wen in
the State duringthe preceding fiscal year, (ts determined by the Secretary -on
the basis of the beet 'data available to him) bears to the total number of such
children., At the present time, adequate statistics are 'not available ;o the num-
ber of such children and, pending the availability of these statistics, it will be
necessary to use an Index such as the peak number of 'migrant workers in each

,State.. Regardlss of the statistics used,, however, because of the' variation 'in
the number of migrants In the different States, some States would reoeilVe under
this formula an aziount which wonldl be insuafcienti, although combined with
the State and local matching funds, to enable them to develop the faellities for

'even a small mw of these bhildren.I The, Department'.uggeto that the for-
mula Include provisien, for i minimum allotment of ,1,i500. This could be' done
by adding the following phrase at the end of section 527(b) : Provided that the
minimum allotment available shall not be less than #1,)0.' . .:"

We %Ian' tO'fke a comprehensive rdriew of the child welfare sk*Iede pro-
grami including tl4 JArt l ular ned- of 1 mlqrant children for day;oe facilities
in the near fttur e.'We wouldaccordingW recommend that thep arad uthor-
ied. by'S. 119 & Vi'lhted to a ,year period s6 that the e6nclusions derived tkom

1our study , 111,ba 'aVailable, when permanent legislation to deal wthtkep 'oem
Is consideredi- - I, '1"w oiu i' . '';,"
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Subject to the modifications indicated, we recommend the enactment of
S. 1131 by the Congress.

We are advised by the Bureau of the Budget that there is no objection to the
presentation of this report from the stand point of the administration's program.

Sincerely yours,
ABRAHAM RIBICOFF, Secretary.

IS. 1131, 87th Cong., 1st sess.)

A BILL To amend title V of the Social Security Act to further assist States in establishing
and operating day-care facilities for the children of migrant agricultural workers

Be It enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the Utnited States
of America in Congre8s assembled. That (a) title V of the Social Security Act is
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new section:

"I)AY-CARE FACILITIES FOR CHILDREN OF MIGRANT AGRICULTURAL WORKERS

"Sx 527. (a) For the purpo se of enabling the United States, through the
Secretary, to further cooperate with State public-welfare agencies which have
included in their plans for cIhild-welfare services provisions calling for the pro-
viding of day-care facilities for the children of migrant agricultural workers,
there is hereby authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal year ending.June 30,
1962, and for each succeeding fiscal year, the sum of $750,000, which shall be
used exclusively for the establishment and operation of such day-care facilities."(b) At the beginning of each fiscal year (commencing with ;the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1962) the Secretary shall allot the sums appropriated pursuant
to subsection (a) to States as follows.i He shall allot to each State the plan of
whose child-welfare agency calls for the providing of such day-care facilities an
amount which bears the same ratio to the amount appropriated pursuant to sub-
section (a) for such year as the total number of children of migrant agricultural
workers who were in such State during the preceding fiscal year (as determining
by the Secretary on the basis of the best data available to him) bears to the

-total number of such children who were in all such States for such preceding
year (as so determined).

"(c) From the sums appropriated pursuant to subsection (a) and the allot-
ments under subsection (b). the Secretary shall from time to time pay to each
State the public-welfare agency of which includes in its plan for child-welfare
services provisions calling for the providing of day-care facilities for the hil-
dren of migrant agricultural workers an amount equal to the Federal share (as
determined ,under section 524) of sich portion of the total sum expended under
.smhR plan,((including the coot of, admiuistration of theplan) ;as is attributable
to the providing of such day-care facilities. Such amounts shall, be payable

, in the. manner provided by section 23 (b).
, "(d) The amount of any allotment to ,a State under subsection (b) for any
fiscalyear which theiState certifies! to the Secretary will not-be required for
carring out the provisions of Its State plan relating to the providing of day-care

.facilities for the children of migrant workers shall be available for reallotment
from time to time, on such dates as the Secretary may fix, to other States which
the Secretary determines (1) have need in carrying out the provisions of their
State plan which call for the :providing of such facilities for sums in excess of
those previously .allotted to them, under-such subsection and; (2) will be able to

. use ,such excess amounts during such fiscal year in carrying out such provisions.
Any amount so reallotted to a State shall be deemed part of its allotment under
subection (b).

"(e) In no ease shall a State receive Federal financial assistance with respect
to the same expenditure under. this section and the preceding sections of this
part.

"(f) For purposes of this section-
t"(1) The term 'migrant agricultural worker' means an individual (A) whose

primary emaplgymentis agriculture, as..efined-in-section 8(f) of, the Fair Labor
.*tandards Act of !198 (29 U.S.C. 208(f).),,or performing agricultural labor, as
:defined, in :section, 8&21(g) of the InternalRevenue Code of .1064 (26 U.S.C.
,8121(t) ), on asaaamal orother towrary.lbsIsN and 4B) who establishes with
his family for the purpose of such employment a temporary residence;,

"(2) The term 'child' means a child who makes his home with his parent or
the individual who stands in loco pare tts to the child; and

//
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"(3) The term 'day-care facility' includes (A) day-care centers whether pro-
vided directly by the State (or any political subdivision thereof) or indirectly
through a purchase of care or other basis, and (B) individualized care provided
tlrogh foster home services."(g) No funds appropriated under the authority of subsection (a) shall be
payable to any State which imposes, as a condition of eligibility for day-care
facilities, any residence 'equiremeut which excludes any otherwise eligible child
physically present in th, State."

(Whereupon at 12:15 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene
at 10 a.m. Tuesday, May 15, 1962.)
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TUESDAY, MAY 15, 1962

U.S. SENATE,
COMMM'iM OX FINANCE,

Wasington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess at 10:15 a.n., in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator #arry F. Byrd (chairman)
presiding.'

Present: Seiators Byrd Kerr, Williams, Carlson, and Morton.
Also present: Elizabeth Bh. SPringer, chief clerk.
Tile ()HAMMRqN. The committee will come to order-
The first witness is- Miss Elizabeth Wickenden of the National So-

cial Welfare Assembly.
The Chair is compelled to go to the Armed Services Committee this

morning. We will ask Senator Kerr totakethe chair. I shall return
as soon as possible:. ,

Senator KEII (presiding). Miss Wiokenden, we are very happy
to htve youhere thismorn- g and you may prooeed-in youi 6wnway.

STATAEXT OF REL=B3ETH W KIOE , DE) oHlt O AL, CONSULT-.
ANT QN PULIO SOCIAL, IOUCZi NATIONAL" S0CIA, WELFARE

Mis.. Wmckk* '. My 'nam0l, is Elizabth Wiekenden.," I i the
technical cotisiltant on Otblio Social policy -for-the INati nal &I1
Welfare Assembly whieh is a central planrming tnd comoidintiIg f'd-
eration of national organizations, 57 voluntary organizations, 14 pub-
lic agencies, and 4 associated groups.

Consequently, I am speaking today n(t only iii lehaf of the Social
Welfare Assembly but also of the following organigtions And indivi,
duals,:-

Th4 Natiofial Federation of Settlements andV4eighbrhoodtCentirs.
They have alo' asked t6t I file an additional st&tent in theoi be-
half, which I will- gie t the reporter, fot th6 Council df Jewish'Fed-
erations and Welfare Funds, Iam also filing'th asppl1enits

statement; for the Council on Social Work Edu "ion a*IBTfigh. 1 a
siupplem tar' statement; 'the Dpa ntent of, Public-  t fira 6f the
Cormnmity Serfice Sbciety of New yrtk, al6 fioe a 1su m11 t~r
statement, the Young Women'S Christian Aod atirit1 ational
Council 6f Jewish .Woftien the' Citizens' 00mi teeforCliildr f,
New York,. the Nationdl"A:ssoitn -for- Seei, vie6 W rtU jnMiiedP
en491 afidit SilvvatiofAiniy.
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There is in addition a group of organizations that support, our state-
ment and are testifying in their own behalf. These are the National
Urban League, the National Travelers Aid Association, the Family
Sein-ce Association of America, the National Association of Social
Workers, the National Council of Churches of Christ in the U.S.A.
and the Child Welfare League of America.

In addition, I am also speaking for the following l)ersons who are
members of our committee and wish to be identified with this state-
ment in their individual capacity: Mr. Lyman S. Ford, executive
director, United Community Funds and Councils of America; lr.
Sanford Solender, executive vice president, National Jewish Welfare
Board; Mr. Conrad Van Hyning, executive director, American Social
Health Association. Miss Naomi Hiett, executive director, Illinois
Commission for Children; Mr. James Dumpson, commissioner, New
York City Department of Public Welfare; Mr. Raleigh C. Hobson,
director, Richmond (Va.) Department of Public Welfare; Miss Helen
Harris, executive director, United Neighborhood Houses of New
York, Inc.; the Honorable Justine Wise Polier, justice, Domestic
Relations Court of New York. Mr. Harleigh Trecker, dean, Univer-
sity of Connecticut School of ocial Work; Mr. Sidney Hollander, of
Baltimore, Md., and Miss Jane Hoey, former director, bureau of public
assistance.

Sir, I will file for the record the formal statement of this group,
but I think it would be more useful if I would summarize its points
informally in my actual testimony.

I wouldlike, first of all, to indicate that the National Social Wel-
fare Assembly has this year for the first time adopted an official
statement on public welfare which make& clear what. i-think has been
the growing sentiment among all voluntary welfare organizations
that their central interest lies in the strengthening of the public wel-
fare program.

If there ever was a time, and perhaps there was in the past, when
people felt that there was some possible conflict of interest between
public and voluntary welfare, that time has long since passed, because
with all our resources, we know that voluntary agencies cannot begin
to meet the problems that confront us today.

I would like to ask that this official statement be incorporated in the
record.

Senator KFMR. What is the official statement?
Miss Wxr.NDEN. I have several items to submit. The position

statement on public welfare of the National Social Welfare Assembly.
Senator KRR. Now, are these statements that you are talking about

repetitive ?
Miss WCUENDEN. Well-
,Snator Kmm. My suggestion is that yopir statement be made a part

of the record. You summarize it as you. wish.. If you have a supple-
mental documents, that you file them with the record,

Miss WI1.0_]OXRN . 'All right. Yes,, I have several documents and J
won't ask eachtime then, if that is not pecessory.

Senator K.JU All right. The material you, are Submitting will'
follow your oral presemtat .n.

/
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Miss WICK.ENDF.N. In accordance with this statement, there has been
a very great interest among all, the whole social welfare community
in the efforts during the past year to reappraise the public welfare
program. 'T'his has been done in many ways. I myself last year was
the director of a project at. the New York School of Social Work
which published a report "Public Welfare, Time for a Change."

Many of the people associated with our committee served on the
Committee appointed by Secretary Ribicoff, the Ad Hoc Committee
on Public Welfare. We haye welcomed in every way the effort imade
by the Secretary to take a look at public welfare, with the hope of
making it mcre responsive to current needs.

We were, therefore, very supI)ortive of the proposal submitted by
the Secretary, and which now comes to you in the orn of H.R. 10606.

Senator KRn. Is that endorsement general or do you care to dis-
cuss the

Miss WICKENDEN. 'We have certain reservations, sir, that I am pre-
pared to present.

Senator KERR. You would be of the greatest service to me, I don't
know about the committee, if you would tell me what this part of the
bill would do and whether you think it wise or unwise.

Miss WICKENDEN. I think, sir, that is what we would like to do.
In terms of what we see as the central focus of the bill for which
we are very enthusiastic in our support. I would say there are two
basic intentions in this bill.

The first is to give the States a greater flexibility, wider resources
to meet the actual problems that confront them.

I think that it is important to note that this is basically a States
rights bill that this enlarges the opportunities of, the-Statesto ,meet,
their probiemis as they see best. in at least 12 different ways that I have
noted in this whole bill.
I I think the second point that is important to know is the effort,

make it possible for public welfare and, most particularly, that part
of the program, both through public assistance and child welfare that
deals with families with children, to be more constructive in its
ability to approach the individual problems of individual families in
their own terms.

These, I would say are the two central ideological, philosophical
differences in approach in this bill, and our group of agencies is very
strong in their support that this should be done.

Now, I would like to speak at this point of four sections of the bill
or I should say four points on which we would like to to see the bill
as it came from the House modified.

The first of these concerns section 107(a), which was added in the
House, and was not in the original proposal of the administration.
Of course, I think everyone now realizes, and our official statement
says this, that there are a few families that come on to public as-
sistance for whom an outright cash payment may not be the best
answer, and the great difficulty about these families is that although
there are perhaps very few of them, they do endanger the program
for all those who are in great need..

,As one. might, say, every, time.an assistance, checks cashed, inj a4
bar, that.fact .is'very quicklyspread. around the community,, and'

tends to discredit the entire program for those in need.
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So the Secretary made the proposal, which is contained in section
108, which we, in general, support; that is, that in those cases excep-
tions might be made under highly controlled conditions, and within
only a limited percentage oi the cases, one-half of 1 percent, as he pro-
posed-5 percent as it was changed in the Ways and Means Commit-
tee--so that the payment could be made to a third party, really a kind
of conservator, who would help that mother spend her money wisely
and assist her in straightening out her affairs.

That person might be a worker in a private agency. It might be
someone in her family. It might be someone in the Public Welfare
Department.

Butt the advantage of this proposal is that it does not affect the basic
principle that people should receive cash. It simply affords a method,
a very simple method, for making exceptions, a method, I might say,
that has worked out very well in ol -age and survivors insurance
where you have for one reason or another beneficiaries who cannot
handle cash.

Whefi this proposal, which was adopted in the House, came before
the Ways and Means Committee, it was apparent that there were
some members who felt that this: provision did not go far enough, and
so they added a second provision to deal with the same kind of prob-
lem which would seem in effect to supersede 108 altogether, and this
is section 107 (a).

Section 107 (a) says that if a mother or othdr recipient is not spend-
ing her money in the best interests of the child she. must 'be warned,
cautioned ad so forth, but, if she persists in her waste then she may
either-bo'plwced under gtardiinship or under the protective payment
device or "under any other plan, provided foi- by State, lawv."

IAnd it is that phrase: "aiy plan provided for 'by State law"' to
which we object, because this is a cooperative Fedetal.State program.

In many States the, Federal, Government pays 80 percent ofhe bill.
It seems to us that it goes counter to the whole, eoiicp& of 'State
relations'*ith the Federal Government whereby the Federal, Govern-
ment svecfies the minimum plan requitemets under which a State
can ql~ali1 t for iid, if "it then comes around behind the back door
and says, Well, we have these minimum plan requirements but any-
thig' the State deide in *this group of cases wilt be AIl right."

So our basi objection ere is that 'this: really undercut the whole
principle on which Federal'aid iS now give in -this tprogram,•

If the 'Federal Congress does not feel that the provisions recom-
mended by the Secretary are adequate, then it seems to me, it should
consider its own views in this matter, but not simply, abdkiate to the
States in, this particlail respect .

Senator Cam1. Mr. Chairman, if Miss Wickenden would yield
here, I thinkit should be made a point in the records tlat. the Sec
retary of, Health, Education, and 'Welfare, Mr. Ribicoff yesterday
er d hig opposition to.section 107.

ss, W .XzNDM.; .-I am delighted to' hear that he did, because
this is causing, us gfeat Anxieby. We feel that the b*eo, concept!of.
Federal aid is not unlike that of the Federal, Costitution, that pro-,
videe for, 4 cooperative relationship between the States aed the Federal
Government, but within certain general standards .whikh are specified,
in the Federal law. This systeli has ,worked extremely well during!
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the whole period of the act. The minimum plan requirements, have
been modified from time to time to meet particular conditions, but
certainly the idea that one should a prior give any State action ap-
proval, would seem to run counter to the basic principles of the law.

There are other dangers, too, of course, in this provision. , Whereas
the 108 recommended by the Secretary is a method ,of making excep-
tions for a few cases, this would seem to open the program quite wide
to every kind of pressure. Certainly already there is evidence of
pressure mfrom iWalOrd'4vho,(tould like t6 bav, the. $tte: agency
become collection agents for them. t , I,

Experience in the past, and it has been a long post-we haven't had
it since 1935--with voucher payments, shows that there: is a great
danger of collusion between the vendor, this opens a whole new area
for corruption, It is very expensive to administer. I4 is, very un-
satisfactory in terms of rehabilitation.

But I think it would be a mistake to consider that this 107(a) was
simply an authorization to pay people invfuchers. ,In .k-stipple-
Mentary statement that I would .like to file with you, I hAveindated
some of the kinds of actions that have been discxssed,'euch as, 'for
example, Shouldan ADC mother become pregnant with an. illegitimate
child that criminal penalties might be applied. There -have. even' been
proposals that compulsory sterilization b applied.
There are many kinds of punitive or Controlling actions that cold

conceivably be, considered in moments of high emotion in'the States.
Miss :icamV;EzN;. -Then too, PI, think there is. always the problem

of the fact that we want, oi course, .-to build up;the socialA work .service
component in; this program, ,but ive know that at the prese~ttiie we
do not have a sufficient number of highly trained workers.: I think
that the protest that would come to the Congress if every, mvestigator
in a public,'welfare agency would .go odut and decide,'whether 'any

.particular woman, was capable of managinir her-'affairs; wheth~i she
should have 'this or thattype of-instruction about,'her:moneyi whether
it should be controlled in this or that sort of way, that iti'would
probably give Just as many complaints as whatever the presentt situa-
tion is. '.' , :

So we 'would hope that sgh ,.aidrastic change 'in the Federal-State
plan -would not be ,enacted. in this form, and weo feel ,that. '108, as
proposed by the Secretary, should be sufficient to meet the problem ,

The second point on which Iwould like'to speak more briefly relates
to residence laws,.

We had be pleased to 'note; the Seretar's ,reommenton, in
this respect, in his original proposal; ,first of all,, that the' maximum
residence perod in any State be, limited tol year, aild! second! 'f ;all,

...that thode States,'that,eliminated residence requivementaibewgiih an
additional increment in Federal reimbursement ito bompensate them
for that.

These two Proposals were eliminated in the laws, ",We regnt that,
and would, hope that they might be restored, if not. entirely,' then at
least in part. "'; -, ,
", Thisis a problem of our whole Federal-State system., If we allow
'Stateis to .liniit their own jurisdiction in a program where 90 percentof Federal money or up to 80 percent ismvoved,you have a large
group of people who simply fall outside of any jurisdiction, and we
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have recently adopted another position statement in which we under-
take to point out the value in solving economic problems in migration.

If an area is depressed and there is no work for a person in that
area, the most constructive thing he can do may well be to move
to a place where there is work. But in doing that'

Senator KERR. What does that have to do with what you are
talking about'i

Miss WICKENDEN. Well, what happens now is that a family, say,
from a depressed mining area in West Virginia, may move to, say,
California or some other State, to work, but then that family may be
subject to all the hazards that afflict any family; perhaps the father
will get ill, and then they have no entitlement in the State to which
they have gone.

Senator KERR. And you think that State should have no voice in
determining on what basis it would participate in a relief program for
that family ?

Miss WiOKEwDEN. Well,
Senator KERR. You talk about what the Federal Government should

be permitted to do, and you spoke against the language whereby the
State was able to limit the application of funds provided by the Fed-
eral Government.

Do you not think that in a cooperative effort that if one is to have
that right in certain areas the other also should have it?

Miss WICKENDEN. Well, of course, as you know, under the present
Federal requirements there are limits on the residence period.

Senator KERR. What are those I
Miss WicKzNDE-N. Five out of nine years for old-age assistance and

1 year in ADC. I I
Senator Kzm. Under that law, the level of payments has been fixed

and has become a pattern in the various States, haven't they ?
Miss WiCKENDEN. Yes, and that is a matter of State option; yes, sir.
Senator KERR. Now then, the level of payments is different in the

various States?
Miss WICKENDEN. Yes.
Senator KERR. And many States tnder that pattern have taxed

themselves to where they are paying up to $100 a month on a 50-50
basis or paying up to 35 percent of it, while other States are under $40
and paying only 20 percent of it.

Now, then, you think that that Sate which has taxed itself and
has built a pattern on the basis of the Federal authority to levy 5 out
of 9 years' residence requirement should now jeopardize by a vast in-
flow of beneficiaries from other States who are under another pattern
by change of the requirements by one of the two contracting parties

'If the State has that 6-out-of-9 provision, it is by reason both of the
Federal law and contract with the Federal agency, isn't it ?

Miss WIcKENDEN-. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. Don't you think that-do you think that contract

should be changed by one of the parties without the consent of the
other?

Miss WICKENDEN. Well, as far as consent goes, of course, all changes
in the Federal law are the responsibility of Congress, though I think
the States have been very quick to,-
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Senator KyRn. That is all right for the States. But what about con-
tracts that have been issued and entered into by the Federal Govern-
ment under existing law?

Miss WICKENDEN. Well. let nie answer your question in the series.
If you ask me what I think, I ersonally would be in favor and our

general position is in favor of abolishing all residence entirely.
Senator KERR. I would say so far as this member of the committee

is concerned, I am impressed by your argument about section 107, but
totally unimpressed by the other.

M[iss WICKENDEN. Rut this is our position.
Senator KERR. That is fine.
Miss WICKENDEN. However, the Secretary has not asked for that.

He has asked for an incentive to help States abolish residence require-
ments and to put all States on no more than a 1-year---

Senator KFW. If the Federal Government has made a contract
whereby it agrees to match the States' money with reference to those
people in a State who have been there 5 out of 9 years, and then the
Federal Government wants to change that, don't you think the Federal
Government ought to pay for the change it asks?

Miss WICKENDEN. Well, that really is a part of the Secretary's
proposal.

Senator KERR. No. no. The Secretary's position would be a re-
quirement with a reward, wouldn't it?

Miss WICKENDEN. Yes, I am sorry if I misinterpreted.
Senator Kim. That is quite different from an incentive without

coercion.
Miss WICKENDEN. I don't want to take too much time on this one

point except I would like to make two more points.
I am a taxpayer of New York State. New York State is on of the

few States which has no residence requirements and does have a very
high standard of assistance. I am happy to pay taxes for that purpose.
I think the studies that have been. made in New York have showed
very little evidence that people move in order to get assistance. They
do come to get jobs, and sometimes thin happen that make it im-
possible for them to support themselves. They have to-

Senator Km.iw. What time is it in New York now I
Miss WICKENDEN. What ?
Senator KERR. What time is it in New York now?
Miss WICKENDEN. Of day?
Senator Kau. Yes.
Miss WICIKENDEN. The same time as here.
Senator KFR. What time is that ?
Miss WICKENDEN. A quarter of 11.
Senator KFiiu. What time is it in Los Angeles I
Miss WICKENDEN. Well, it is quarter of 8.
Senator Kmm. Now, the fact that the people in New York in their

wisdom or that part of the country under the Federal Government are
under one time and California is under another, do you think New
York ought to have the right to say California ought to adopt our
time schedule?

Miss WICKENDEN. Sir, you are talking about the course of the sun
and I am talking about a purely legislative relationship.
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Senator KERR. What you are talking about is the Federal Govern.
ment taking an action which would be just as arbitrary.

Miss WICRENDEN. Well, I would like just to add one more word
and then go on to something else.

I sm a great believer in the State programs. I have worked for
many years for the American Public Association; I believe in our
Federal-State system. But this problem of permitting a State to
have wide latitude in limiting its own responsibility in a federally
aided program does present very real problems in a country where 82
million people move every year.

We are a single country.
Senator KfRR.' , That move is not compulsory.
Miss WicxRNDrN. I think that you may not be able to do what I

favor all at once.
Last year you did in your bill, in your amendment, Senator Kerr,

the Keir-Mi Is amendment, you did rule out residence requirements
for that part • of the program. We all th6Ught that was a wonderful
f6 *ard step so all I would say is I would hope you wouldgb a little
further.

:Senator KIRl. But you see that was a new 0.gram.
Miss WIcxENDr. Well, we had had "medical care only" cases.
Senator Knoi "I Understand but there had been no piograw under

Kerr-Mills. That was a new program and the Federal _oernment
set it up and fixed thierulesi which 'they had the right to do.'

What yu are talking about doing 'i changing the rules that had
been in effect for nearly 80 ears.

Miss ;WW mNuN. Wel, I would hope Iehator, that it migut be
possible to find the means toladvance this frontier Just a little bit
further-and I qno not going to try t- ,Senator KEIW. 'You areverygraious: '"

Miss Wit-, NDrN (continuing)., Tell you how to do i t I would
fiklo-

Senator KERg. !And may I say very persuoive.
Miss WrcxurSDES.' :I wooIld like also to put in the record an official

policy statement adopted 4y the United Cbrnmunity Funds and Cow-
oils of America representing all the 'local chests in which they urge
also the abolition of residence requiremetitsfoi the simple reason that
when apple are starving and others no public' aid they 4av to be
held through voluntary agencies, and this pu6ts a very great burden
on the agencies supported by the chest such as, ay, the Salvition Army
and the Travelers Aid. I don't think anybody, wants to' let *these
people starve.

Now, the next thing I want to speak about vry briefly relates to
social work training,

The Secretary's proposal has,1as:I said at the beginning as 'dne'of
its central features an effort to *rhb about really contraceptive 'help
to families -thatareih trouble. th ossenle of thiS Id-tof hp is
qalfled professional staff, and this we unfrttufiately hive veqXylittle
of in public welfare. I am going to stibmit materialprepared by the
Council on Social Work Education on these shortages in profsionally
trained social work. ,

I
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In the Secretary's original, proposal, there were two prvisiblis, 0one
under title 4 and one under title 5 for child welfare tlatwould p6er nit
the Federal Goverinent to do in this urea what it is already doing in
certain other areas of social work training, I think paieticultirly of
training for mental-health work, for OVR and certain military social
work officers, and that is to give fellowships and aid to the school1. so
that- we can add to the pool of social worker personnel." going into
public welfare in fact, committed to public welfare, and we, would
ike to.See that restored.
We know the bill contains provisions for the States to do training

Under this program. But we feel that that should be sujplementeL
with a plan which would add to the overall pool of workers as is
done in these other fields.

Now, the fourth point on which I wish to speak specifically relates
to the increase added in the House for old age, the Federal matching
for old-age assistance, aid to the blind, and aid to tlhe physically
disabled.

We are naturally not opposed to increasing the benefits for these
groups. But we are greatly disturbed by the social injustice that
seems to us to be involved in the fact that, we now are matching under
the Federal program 21/ times more for these old joplebind people,
and disabled people ,as we are for families with 'cli[dren, and cer-
taiuly, there is--our position is that people in need are equally in, need
regardless of whether they are old or whether-they-are youl, i.'

if anything, we have a greater-at least as kreat- -n b.lgatoh
to our children and it is very hard to see any justicatio in ilthoe actual
cost of rearing children that would justify a two and a half times
differential. - - ... " 4 . .,. 1.

Another way of putting this same problem is what happens in a
State. A State has so much money available that its legislature will
appropriate for public assistance expenditures.

If a State chooses to put that money into either iny of these three
preferential categories it ge an infinitely higher return in Federal
matching than it does for the money that it puts into title IV. I have
a statement I would like to read on that.

Under the House-passed bill, if a State has $6 per recipient to spend
for assistance, this will bring it $29 in old-age assistance, aid to the
blind, afid aid to tae permanently disabled, but only between $17 4nd
$19.75 Ier ce eir ADC.,'Obviously a State with all t4e~e P 6dI in
need,will nat'rY pu i 0te o ey i4.to that pAt of the ,rogramor, at
least there will ben temptation -to do so, that will bring it the highest
amount in-Federal. aid, and this tis certainly reflected-in zthe figutes.

So we wodld like to urge you 0 consider this ih01e'Prlo f
eqitabe treaien among hese various groups befoe this bill is

Thoseare iy-yfour points, and, in general, we fiel that thibs 1III
represents a landmark in pubic, elfar devlopnot Atd wh b8

a.u will be, able, t9 ina1e t 4 hnges. .t o k It, iynmo' sev
Senator. 1u, Thank yoU very, much, Miss. Wickenden.
We have a very high respect for, you and as I said you are ye

Does the Snatorhave any question ,
540T1--.2---15
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Senator CarlsonI No, only this: The Federation of Protestant
Welfare Agencies in our Nation has written a letter to our chairman
in regard to section 107 which I think ought to be made a part of the
record and I ask it be so made.

Senator Kzm It will be made a part of the record.
Miss WICIONDEN. I believe Mr. Hotchkiss will testify on that.
Senmator CAmsoN;. I didn't know that. There is no need to make

it a part of the record if he will testify. (Mr. Henry G. Hotchkiss,
testified in person in behalf of tle Federation of Protestanb Welfare
Agencies on Wednesday, May 16. His statement appears on p. 377.)

senator KEmR. All right.
(The statement and exhibits referred to by Miss Wickenden

follow:)

TESTIMONY ON H.R. 10606, PUBLIC WELFARE AMENDMENTS OF 1902

Submitted by Elizabeth Wickenden In behalf of:

OBGANJZATIONS

National Social Welfare Assembly
National Federal of Settlements and Neighborhood Centers
Council of Jewish Federations and Welfare Funds
Council on Social Work Education "
Department of Public Affairs of the Community Service Society of New York
Young Womez's Christian Association
National Council of Jewish Women
Citizens Committee for the Children of New York
National Association for Service to Unmarried Parents
The Salvation Army

AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS TESTIFYING IN THEIR OWN BEHALF WHO ARE ALSO IN
A9,8EM9NT WITH TIlE NATIONAL SOCIAL WELFARIE ASSEMBLY POSITION.,

National Urban League
National Travelers Aid Association
Family Service Association of America
National Association of Social Workers
National Council of the Churches of Christ In the U.S.A.
Child Welfare League of America

MEMIERS Of NSWA COMMITTEE ENDORSING STATEMENT IN THEIR INDIVIDUAL
CAPACITY

Lyman, S. Ford, executive director, United Community Funds and Councils of
America

Sanford Solender, executive vice president, National Jewish Welfare Board
Oonrad Van Hyning, executive director, American Social Health Association
Miss Namo Hlett, executive director, Illinois Commission for Children
James Dumpson, commissioner, New York City Department of Public Welfare
Raleigh C. Hobson, director, Richmond, Va., Department of Public Welfare
MiisHelen Harris, executive director, United Neighborhood Houses of New York,

Ito.'
Hon. Justine Wise Poller, Justice, Domestic Relations Court of New York
Harleigh Trecker, dean, Uiverslty of Connecticut School of, Social Work
Sidney Hollander of Baltimore, Md.
jane Hoey, former director,'Bureau of Public Assistance
,ll Cohen, executive secretary, National Committee on Employment of Youth
Walter B. Johnson, asusoclat professor, dlvIsIon of social service, Indiana Unl.

Robert H. MacRae, associate executive director, the Chicago Community,Trust

I Supplementary statements being filed.
I

yI

I
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STATEMENT 3Y ELIZABT WICKENDEN

My name is Elizabeth Wickenden and I serve as technical consultant on public
social policy to the National Social Welfare Assembly. This organization Is the
central planning and coordinating agency for national organizations In the
health and welfare field. Its affiliates Include 57 national voluntary organ-
izations, 14 agencies of the Federal Government, and 4 associated groups. The
statement which I am today making Is submitted In behalf not only of the
National Social Welfare Assembly, but also of the organizations and individuals
listed above.

In addition, certain of these organizations have requested that I submit In-
dividual statements reflecting their supplementary views on certain points
covered by this legislation.

The proposed shift of emphasis and direction in public welfare policy reflected
in most of the provisions of the bill is warmly supported by the agencies for
which I speak and many others that are presenting their views directly to the
committee. We feel that Secretary Ribicoff and his colleagues in the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare are to be commended for their diligent
efforts to seek out constructive solutions for the current problems confronting
public welfare agencies and especially for the extent to which they have sought
the views of persons and organizations In the voluntary as well as the public
welfare field. The resulting emphasis in H.R. 10606 on provisions to expand
the possibilities for providing Individualized constructive social services and
to give the States more flexibility in meeting particular needs (with the excep-
tion of one provision which I will discuss separately) Is very much In line
with the position taken in the official policy statement of the assembly, adopted
at its annual meeting on December 13, 1961. I would like to, request that the
text of this document, "Position Statement on Public Welfare," be incorporated
In the record of the hearing, as it bears directly on the provisions of this bill.

This statement, as well as the continuing activities ofthe assembly comilit.
tee on social issues and policies, reflect the growing recognition by vou#try
welfare agencies of their own stake in an effective public welfare progtani a
the mutual complementary interest of public and voluntary welfare Services
in meeting the needs and problems of individuals abd families. In this context,
I would like to refer especially to one section of the position statement which
bears' specifically on this complementary relationship between public and volun-
tary agencies:

"The purposes of democracy are best served when social welfare programs
function under both voluntary and governmental auspices. Programs supported
by voluntary contribution and effort have the freedom to emphasize varity,
flexibility, and experimentation; they can develop limited programs for pik-
ticular needs or particular groups, new approaches to needs, and Varied !ap-
proaches to needs of long standing. But this freedom depends, in turn, Upon
the existence of a governmental program adequate in coverage and resources to
meet those welfare needs that lie beyond the capacity of voluntary effort, Only
Government can meet widespread social welfare needs which require programs
based on rule of law, tax-based financing, or principles of universal availability.
There are, in addition, particular circumstances in which a social service can be
better or more acceptably provided by Government than by a voluntary welfare
agency or where the public interest will be best served by proViding the Individ.
ual of community with a choice of auspices. The relationship is complenentary
rather than competitive. -The one is necessary to the other."

In linewith this general position, I, therefore, appear before you to express
support for most of the provisions of H.R. 10000. We feel that th6 general
emphasis throughout the bill on constructive social service offers the best hope
for helping families, wherever possible, find the means to self-support apd in all
cases of Tfamily difficult$ to doa better Job in rearing dependent chUd to be-
come'useful citizens. We al6 welcome thb many provisions In. this bill, wbe
will give the States more flexiblity and wlder resourcedin making an imnagIA-
tive approach to solving the many difcult problems with which they ar cmr-
rentlyconfronted. There are, howevef, four points In H.R,,10600 to .wlch.we
feel the Senate should give careful' reVew With the thought of making tnodifia-
tions In Its provlieoug as adopts in the Rou$e.
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Protective payments
While it Is recognized that the problems of a few families dependent on publicassistance cantiot always be adequately or constructively -met by an ,unrestrictedcash payment,: we believe that the proposal fok protective paymetnfs in a limitednhiml*r- of Individugl 'cases (as now. contained In sec. 108 of J..10600) pro-videa ample authority to deal with exceptional needs without Jeopirdi ing theptogram as a whole or infringing the rights;of individuals. This carefully con-cived and safeguarded proposal would seem, however, to be- virtually Wvalidatedby the provisions of Subsedtion (a) ofscton 107 (as added id H.R. 10606 bythe House of Representatives) which permits unlimited action under Staf6'law(so long as aSsistance is not denied a needy child) with none Of the' Safeguardscontained In section 108.
This provision not only runs counter to the principle of safeguarding individualrights and entitlements which has prevailed since- the initial passage of theSfclal Security Act but also seems to ignore the general principle that programsrOlying.on Federal funds should be safeguarded by minimum Federal standards.

It does not always seem to be recognized, that these minimum Federal require.ments, when based on reasonable nationwide goals and standards, are a help andprotection to State polieymaking and administrative bodies in maintaining a con-structive and stable program, even in the face of temporary, localized, 'and ill-
advised pressures. ,I ..... . ,
..A fuller discussion of the, dangers that inhere in this provision has beenprepared .by the Assembly for the Information of its members and I wouldlike to-request that this be incorporated in the record of this hearing if

appropriate
Because this provision has caused .widespread alarm among all those inter-elted in the maintenance of constructive Federal-State policies in public welfareand because the provisions of section 108 for protective payments, appearsamply 'broad to meet the ltirements ,of special situations, we urge you to

delete section 107 (a) from the bill.
on" laws'

r many years we have worked through our own organizations and.specialsubcommittee on residence laws of te Assembly Committee on.Social -Issues
m Policies in an effort to bring about better. understanding of thedeleter-
~ eo fe-sldence, restrictious In, PObWi, assistance., These restrictionste hardships for Individuals, place burdens on voluntary agencies -whichthey are financially unable to meet, endmiger- the whole grant-in-aid principle•t combining Federal financial, a14 with .State administration, are administra-Aively costly and run, counter to the baals economic needs of a country in whichpopuIation mobility is a primary factor In adptle progress. , ; , I.This last point ha been elaborated in a second position statement adoptedby the Assembly entitled "Molity Anai'l which Lam likewise submit-

ting t, you for incorpogation in the record.
It wja therfQre , a, great, dlappotment to us that the Hous -of Representa.-tves, did not see fit to, include in HR. 10808 the relatively modest recommen-dations of the administrtion to place -,a,. maximum limit on, residencerequirements of 1 year and to offer a4 small, ompemnstory increment In Fed-eral mating to those States which voluntarily eliminateresidenee restric-t to their. own, a 9n programs. We ure the Senate Financeto r...,yre a part or all of these provisions in order that we maycontinue to rAove forwar4 In reducing this substatial weakness in our totalprovisions for protecting the American people against destitution and extremeardship.wherever they may ocM. . .

Socia wVork trs"ln
It to rOY reco ied that t0 success ote wbol eort to br about
~ o pstiv. emphasis in public weltaref ped upon an increase in theI'tbe' mOf -professonalI qualified worere, , public welf 'e lagcles.

tesn t shortagee are so staggering- t_ only a .tjor n ultfia rt appr,chft oi ome b'eb o qu 1-4p:O#*.el 0de'n e''i ifh 6#t opeOnI.Mh rofeow J~) the- 166. -a''ita~ Losty o~onl,ser8ce, ousl*goltmf tie
problems, and social services Inseleei demonstration pirO eejt s .This requires not only State programs to meet their own Immediate stafftraining needs but also a national program of fellowships and direct aid toschools in order to encourage more students to prepare themselves for public

• / '
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welfare employment. Under present conditions many who might like to do
so but cannot meet the full cost of such professional education are either
required to work at subprofessional jobs or are drawn into other areas of
social work specialization for which Federal and other scholarship aid is
now available. Considering the tremendous investment which the Federal
Government now makes In public welfare program costs, this gap In fellow-
ship aid seems both Illogical and very poor economy. We, therefore,: hope the
Senate will restore the provisions to authorize such direct aid for social work
training under both titles IV and V of the Social Security Act as originally
recommended by the administration.

Matoling 4fapar"Ue.
We are greatly concerned by the growing disparity In the levek of Federal

matching as between needy families with children and the needy aged, blind,
and physically disabled. The increase in Federal matching added;by' the
House for title I X, and XIV further aggravates' an already untenable dis.
parity, We believe that need should be the sole determining factor with
respect both to eligibility for assistance and the amount of aid given. With-
out attempting to Judge the desirability of- this increase in Federal matching
in other respects, we do not believe that any difference In cost of living or
relative iqeed can Justify a formula which, recognizes a maximum level of
matchable aid for the needy aged and disabled which is 2% times higher than
that authorized for'needy children and-thbir parent& Moreover, the'advan.
tagebi rate 'of Federal relmnbursement fdi. these groups can only serve todl-
courage States front lifting their own expenditures for needy children to appoint
where thev can receive assistance at a level bf adequacy. wclt Will permit
to g ow up in dt not3 and health. . ''I . , I - "1 •

We,- therefore, Urge you to consler the matching formula In title !WIth
a view to eliminating or reducing this dis atry'policy twar&fa!es
with childro7 olcytwad a.e

Ineiclhlstc, Iwish to urge your favorable at1on o H. 10608 With mdifi-
cations in" thbTom, areaO discussed above. h'i s bill, If enacted, will btb&d
as landniA in the evolving Welfare policy Of Ohe 66uzt in which the oO )e -
tion of Federal' State, Ad voluntary -welfare a clesc stitu te.an outsnd-
g. evi dence of the sesf: tbe ff o fa in of 'te A-e ,. eric.nktem.

' 'I ' ' ':''¢ 
'

J. o ' ' ' " " ' "

'POSITION STATEMENT, ON' PUBrIO WE3IFARII,

"""atonl Social Welfare Assembly, -Inc.

~l~ satinet xspport fo~r public welfare ha 6 enaotd yt% 4"ii~n
Soc AN Welfare Asebray e b.ele thatno social welfare ageny, w4Al verit6 immedtat reipoibtll%, can do Its own Job welUnMs.It does " WItn oe
framework of a sound governmental welfare pocy. While public welfare pro-
grams to carry out thl* policy must adapt to changing needs and circumstances,
the convictions and prlnclples supporting them are basic and enduring. Essentialto, 1$ ioci.J welfare programs, both public and voluntary, Is the belief that in a
democracy, socsligood and individual ,welfaM,.depend uponeac9 .the .

Woday p q.WplfE4repQlIQy Is, uder reexamination by thioseb Whould- Mekt
seqtiettOr 4a0pte4 current needs and unaer "zalnge, oy those who arweuE
recopcll 6dto Its role hpmoern society.,, This statement i intended ao ope conw
tributlonto the discussion and iunderstading of , a l~portant c0ret issue,.

0,AL WELA 'A UU WO AD VOLUNT• . .

v8I ae'pq ays V 1 IudWsp9 16l role In thel~actioning, of, 1A246Merndenio-
crt~ cet In ope sense thIs Is a mass soqipty 4pdn frIj~opr

on bi oogazi4zatrns, $pet.alized jobs, and'com~yeX reitionshlps tht lnevlaW
t6l4 townjid 10peroay 14 tisi als6 a soift Webh lce hl_* elz
on-the-AIndltlduai'; W-i oportiutiles, security, a04 ; vell-b6ig W_ i1 e4
helps mld, tflie)," '*6 values; it Is one of th4evl-c .tied ,y Ode;t6tr
etore t1 t~ce lp ler of 'ie ividUal. ,ti j.b to helpW.e fo
ze lmp~qna t oM mas instItnst b '66slnjthb . sl1pb h nevl c -eWt

f~r ji~t~cdiisr IndlfHti~J "dt groups in the flat6. 'Social rWolfar pr4-
grmns assist people, either as individuals or as a group with a common problem,
through periods of economic stress and social crisis in their lives. In doing this
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they supplement and underpin the family and other forms of personal association
that help meet the needs of, individuals. Their social purpose is twofold: -to as-
sist and strengthen the Individual and, in so doing, help society work smoothly
in the best interests of all.

The purposes of democracy are best served when social welfare programs
function under both voluntary and governmental auspices. Programs supported
by voluntary contribution and effort have the freedom to emphasize variety,
flexibility, and experimentation; they can develop limited programs for particu-
lar needs or particular groups, new approaches to needs, and varied approaches
to needs of long standing. But this freedom depends, in turn, upon the existence
of a governmental program adequate in coverage and resources to meet those
felfare needs that lie beyond the capacity of voluntary effort Only government
can meet widespread social welfare needs which require programs based on rule
of law, tax:based financing, or principles of universal availability. There are, in
addition, particular circumstances in which a social service can be better or more
acceptably provided by government than by a voluntary welfare agency or where
the public interest will be best served by providing the Individual or community
with a choice of auspices. The relationship is complementary rather than com-
petitive. The one Is necessary to the other.

11. THE PURUO WELFARE PROGRAM

"Public welfare" Is the name commonly applied to those social welfare pro-
grams which function with tax support under governmental auspices and are
directed toward the specific economic and social needs of particular individuals
and families. Public welfare departments are the principal agents of government
in carrying out this task. State and localities have major responsibility for the
actual discharge of most public welfare responsibilities but the Federal Govern-
ment assists them with some of these through grants-in-aid.

Public welfare is the channel through which the responsible level of govern-
ment assures to individuals and families the means of meeting those social and
economic needs It recognizes as basic, but for which other provisions have proved
inadequate. Among the present program provisions of public welfare, often
spotty In their availability and limited In their adequacy, are the following:
economic assistance in those circumstances when individual and other resources
are either lacking or Insufficient to meet minimum needs; social services to help
and protect children or adults in a particularly vulnerable situation; counseling
and other social work services which help individuals and families regain self-
support or function more effectively; financial aid and social service to help in-
dividuals secure medical and related health services not otherwise available to
them; special services for the aged; operation of institutions for those whose
welfare needs can best be met in this way; the provision of services for young
people or stimulation of other community efforts in their behalf; the setting of
standards for voluntary or commercial agencies operating in the welfare Aeld;
and other governmental functions requiring social work knowledge.,

M!. MEASURES THAT PREVENT WELFARE NEEDS

Public welfare helps support a healthy society by assisting Individuals in times
of hardship, readjustment, and social difficulty. But there afe limits to What it
can do. It cannot take the place of an economy which provides the'means of
livelihood to all. It cannot substitute for the broad social measures that reduce
or prevent need. Too often public welfare Is blamed for the very social ills it
seeks to mitigate for individuals. It cannot do Its own job effectively if It is re-
garded as a panacea for all social problems or a convenient scapegoat for their
existence. An effective public welfare, policy must, therefore, be built upon a
foundation of broad economic and social measures that contribute to general
prosperity and minimize economic hardship and social handicap for individUals.
Basic, to this objective is the existence of a health adaptlve economy with pro-
dutitn sufficient to assure jobi to all persons in the labor market iand'a reason-
Able standard of living to those who- use of age, disabllty, fat y rponsi-
bililties oi temporary economic dislocatono-are not ablto work.'

The cost nd volume of public welfare services can best be minim1ad by the
development of conditions and measures" that prevent',the needs tha. l r
people t public welfare agencies. iIn this way the agee cane t tO

/,
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perform their own essential function of individualized aid and service to meet
particular needs. To this end we support:

Contributory social insurance programs to meet predictable needs on an
adequate level;

Provision for the training, placement, relocation, and assisted migration
(if needed) of occupationally displaced or handicapped workers as well as
for young people and others entering the labor market;

Provision of employment at prevailing wage rates through public works
programs for persons, including young people, for whom other Jobs are not
available;

Publicly financed preventive and remedial health services for the protec-
tion, treatment, and rehabilitation of persons of all ages affected or threat-
ened by physical or emotional illness;

Provisions to support fair labor standards;
Provisions to assure equal treatment and opportunity to all groups in the

population;
Provisions to assure decent housing and community conditions; and
Provisions for research and demonstration programs related to the causes

of economic need and social maladjustment.

IV. NE ED CHANGES IN PUBLIC WE"ARE

We know from our firsthand experience and observation that many individuals
and groups do not today receive from public welfare agencies the help that they
desperately need. There is a vast gulf between present reality and our goal: a
public welfare program which first provides a floor of economic and social pro-
tection on the basis of actual need to all individuals and families who fall below
an-acceptable minimum standard and, second, does so in a way which supports
their self-respect and helps, wherever possible, to remove the cause of theik
distress. We, therefore, urge the States to examine their laws,, resources, and
policies with a view to making their public welfare programs more adequately
serve the needs of all those within their boundaries and- to. do so In terms of
statewide. standards that assure minimum protection in all their subdivisions.
But because ours, is one nation,, based on one economy and serving one people,
we also: look to the Federal Government to use Its leadership and broader based
financial resources to help the States develop policies and programs. that assure
adequate protection to all Americans wherever they may live. We, therefore,
urge the Congress and the several State legislatures to examine and revise their
welfare laws and supporting appropriations with the following goals. in mind,

It is to the general public interest that public welfare benefits and services
shotild be promptly available to all those who need them. Elligiblity should be
bas6d on actual and individually determined need for such aid and/or services
without arbitrary restrictions related to residence, categorical definitions, social
status or formulas for the sharing of costs among the several levels of govern-
ment. Social services should not be restricted to persons in economic need. This
is especially important when prompt help will serve to prevent-or minimize such
long-term problems as family breakdown, chronic dependency, or invalidism.
Child, welfare services should move toward a plan of Federal-Otate cooperation
which emphasizes statewide applicability and a broadened definition of their
scope to include, preventive, protective, and supportive services to all children
who need them,
Program

Individualized aid and service is the essence of the public welfare program.
It Is, 'therefore, essential'that the financial and other program resources of the
public welfare agency be sufficient in amount and variety to meet actual needs
in te ',hOst constructive way.- For many peQple whoe need is unusual and
continuing (for example, the very old who iieed nursing home are) the principal
need'it forL more adequate financial assistance in order to provide a life of
dignitt'and i' better standard of care. 'For others there is need for a mbre
intensive iny"tment in social service in order to help them 'find the imieans to
ee-gupjbrt' 6r a more satifactory way of life. For others the primary need
k 'for & ided-'Varlety of direct services -such' as physical rehabllltatI6u voca-

tionsI iA*t6lfing, experience, and relocation;! da.*c&re and other Child-caiing
setvlces -'homemaker service; prOtected living ar'rangetents; specalized Institu-
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tional care, etc. lMting dhe service to the need will in the long run prove the
best economy in public welfare expenditure and the best investment in better
Individual and family functioning.
Meafn to tleae ende

TO achieve these ends four kinds of change are paramount. First, there is
need for better financing from all levels of government, given under conditions
which assure an adequate level of help to people wherever they may live.
Second, there is a compelling need for more professional social work and related
personnel and the resources of all levels of government should be committed to
an intensive investment in the training and employment of such personnel for
public welfare functions. Third, there is a need for streamlining public welfare
agency structure, policies, and administrative procedures to better serve these
ends. Fourth, there is need for a better interpretation of the Job of public
welfare so that the public may be fully informed.

On December 13, 1961, the assembly annual meeting adopted this position
statement and, on motion from the floor, added the following statement with
respect to the pulic assistance responsibility of public welfare agencies:

In adopting this position statement on public welfare, we, the members of
the National Social Welfare Assembly in annual meeting on December 13, 1961,
wish to reaffirm our belief in public welfare as a vital responsibility of a
democracy which recognizes the dignity and rights of human beings.

We'wish also to express our confidence in the integrity of the vast majority
of thoso who have been obliged to turn to public assistance in time of need.
These are people like the rest of us who would prefer to remain self-supporting.
Where dishonesty occurs, it represents the same small percentage as may be
found in other walks of American life. We do not condone this. But neither
do we think It Just to condemn an entire group or program because of the mis-
deeds of a -snal minority-a small minority whose infractions can' be dealt
with by the regular process of law.

,The purpose of public assistance is to provide a living for those without other
means ,of support, Obviously, in-a money economy individuals must have
money to survive. Public assistance rolls are made up primarily of those who
are in need because .they are unable to work: the old, the young, the disabled,
and those for whom no employment is available. hese are factors for which
the individual cannot be held responsible..

We reaffirm our belief that for long term gains, prevention and rehabilitation
are' essential parts of public welfare services, for public Welfare must be an
instrument for restoring and maintaining people in lives of usefulness. T/1o do
the Job well, there is no substitute for well-qualified staff and adequate fAnantng.

The National Social Welfare Assembly is the central national planning and
coordjnating agency for the sociai welfare field. Adoption Of 4 popltion state-
ment by h assembly Oiall not be eonstr ed as speaking for the affiliate orani-
"ations Natiqnal, ocial Welfare Assembly, 345 East 46th Street, New York, N.Y.

GRADUATE PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS OF SOCIAL WORK

AO=DrtED BY ColuIssio!n ON. ACCREDrTATIOlr: ,

Council on Social, Work Education, 845 East. 46th 'Street; New York, N.Y.
January 1962

FOREWORD

The purpose of rcred~tins In social ,work is to insure the establishment and
maintenance of high standards of professtonal education.. The purpps of an
accredited list are to enable prospectivq social work students to, select approved
program of prpfepsional education, to acquaint prospective employers with the
hoIs that hayre heep reeogn i gd as qualif&4 to prepare, prqfeow asoial

work personnel, and to inform the pqbli ,. the d in social
S tat merit s, ppo4,
SSociatwork educaton, has, used a process ot acereditingsilnce 192i, when the

rofesional SlSQ previouly orgazed as an aa#caton of acilools o social
work agreed t .orwat and ma nMin eucationa, standards, and t" apply
te e to!dgla.tlew ciooh oe,.xdmiston. to mtM1be.sp9l , ,Whae

//
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accreditation did not, in the initial period, carry any legal authority, a legal
status has now become attached to the accrediting function in social work
through legislation, rules and regulations governing the employment of social
work personnel by Federal, State and local agencies.

On July 1, 1952, the accreditikig fdnctiou previously undertaken by the Ameri-
can Association of Schools of Social Work was transferred along with its other
functions to the Council on Social Work 'Fducatioh. The .ounc carries on its
accrediting responsibility for schools of social work in the United States and
Canada through a semiautonomous Commission on Accreditation'. .'.'

The present accredited list reflects a newv accrilitation policy adopted by the
commission and approved by the board to become effective on July 1, 1959. This
policy provides that a school of social wdrk shall be accredited for its basic
curriculum and that there shall be no accrediting ot any speialization by any
definition. The basis of this policy Is the belief that the 2-year graduate social
work curriculum provides the basic professional preparation for social work
practice In the variety of programs, services and agencies which fall within the
general field of social work. As a result of this new policy, the previous practice
of noting certain accredited specialisatidns on the list has been discontinued.

Schools of social work generally provide a 2-year sequence of class and field
instruction In the method of social casework; a number of schools provide also
a similar sequence in the method of social group work; a few schools provide
opportunities In addition for related class and field instruction in community
organization, dilnistrstion, and rearch., All 6ho1 use & '*arlety of agen-
cles, programsAd-sersi-ee for field fngtrtion. .'Thb dat: in k renttlesess in the a~eredtte dIist i dkqat'est'tbyea' In.which the
school was accredited. Sequences In the master14 pN0gram' aid advanced pro-
grams of post-master's education are not subject to separate accreditation, but
for Identificatgli. pprpos.e, pehoos, offering th year and. dtoral programs or
both are marked with, t .e . All khoo er a -year sequence of class and
field Instruction In soca! casework. Schools marked with a # offer a 2-year
sequence In class and field instruction In social group work. Inquiries about the
types of agencies in which field Instruction in social casework and social group
work Is offered, and educational programs and .admission requirements of the
various schools should be directed to the Individual schools. Some schools have
developed sequences of class and field. instruction in community organization,
administration, and research, and Inquiries concerning these sequences should be
-direted t6 the Councion Social Work Education.

In addition to the current list, the Councll 0n Social: Work Education main-
tains, for reference purposes, a master list of all schools of social work that
have been accredited by the Amerlcan Ageoclation of Schools of Social Work
and the council, showing the dates of establishment and discontinuance, the
actual and retroactive datks of accreditation of Oasic progrfts, and the' dates of
change in status and former approval of speciallzed pi'ogbams. ,

CANADA

BRITISH COLUMBIA •

#University of British Columbia, School of Social Work, Vancouver, British
Columbia. William G. Dixon, director (!945).

MANrTiA ,

#University of Manitoba, School of Social Work, Winnipeg, Manitoba. Helen
Mann, director (1949).

ONTARIO~

University of Ottawa, St. Patrick's College School of Social Welfare, Ottawa,
Ontario. Rev. Swithun Bowers, O.M.I., director (1951).

#ftniverety of Tor6nto, School of Social Worki Toionto, Ontario. Charles H.
Hendry, director (1919; withdrew 1928; readmitted 1989).

,Laval 1Uiv~rslt0, Schbol of Social Work, Quebee, Queb., Smond Pard, director
(1952). .

#McGill University, School of Social Work, 8600 University Street, Montreal,
Quebec. John 3. 0. Moore, director (1924; withdrew 1932; readmitted 199).

Universltd de Montral, L'Ecole de Service Social, CP. 6128, Montreal, Quebec.
Rev. Andr&M. Gulllemette, O.P., director (1951).
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UNITD STATES

CALIFORNIA

#tUniversity of California, School of Social Welfare, Berkeley, Calif. Milton
Chernin, dean (1928).

University of California at Los Angeles, School of Social Welfare, Los Angeles,
Calif. Mary E. Duren, acting dean (1949).

#tUniversity of Southern California, School of Social Work, Los Angeles, Calif.
Malcolm B. Stinson, dean (1922).

COLORADO

#University of Denver, The Graduate School of Social Work, Denver, Colo.
Emil M. Sunley, director (1933).

CONNECTIOUT

#University of Connecticut, School of Social Work, 1380 Asylum Avenue, Hart-
ford, Conn. Harleigh B. Trecker, dean (1949).

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

#tThe Catholic University of America, The National Catholic School of Social
Service, Washington, D.C. Frederick J. Ferris, dean (1937).

#Howard University, School of Social Work, Washington, D.C. Mrs. Inabel
Burns Lindsay, dean (1940).

FLORIDA

Florida State University, School of Social Welfare, Graduate Program in Social
Work, Tallahassee, Fla. Coyle E. Moore, dean (1950).

GEORGIA

#Atlanta University School of Social Work, Atlanta, Ga. William 'S. Jackson,
dean (1928).

HAWAII

#University of Hawaii, School of Social Work, Honolulu, Hawaii. Mrs. Kath-
arine N. Handley, director (1942).

ILLINOIS

#tUniversity of Chicago, School of Social Service Administration,'Chicago, Ill.
Alton A. Linford, dean (1919).

#University of Illinois, The Jane Addams Graduate School of Social Work,
Urbana, 11. Mark Hale, director (1946).

Loyola University, School of Social Work, 820 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Matthew H. Schoenbaum, dean (1921).

INDIANA

#Indiana University, Division of Social Service, 122 East Michigan Street,
Indianapolis, Ind. Mary Houk, director (1923).

IOWA

State University of Iowa, School of Social Work, Iowa City, Iowa. Frank Z.
Glick, director' (1951).

KANSAS

#University of Kansas, Graduate Department of Social Work, Kan~as Qity,
Kans. Joseph Meisels, chairman (1948).I,

MENTUKY

University of Louisville, The Raymond A. Kent School of Social Work, Louisville,
Ky. Arleigh L Lincoln, dean (1937).,

tBective July. 1, 1962.

l 

.
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LOUISIANA

Louisiana State University, School of Social Welfare, Baton Rouge, La. Earl
E. Klein, director (1940).

#tTulane University, School of Social Work, New Orleans, La. Walter L.
Kindelsperger, dean (1927).

MASSACHUSETTS

Boston College, School of Social Work, 126 Newbury Street, Boston, Mass.
Rev. John V. Driscoll, S. T., dean (1938).

#Boston University, School of Social Work, 264 Bay State Road, Boston, Mass.
John McDowell, dean (1939).

Simmons College, School of Social Work, 51 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston,
Mass. Robert F. Rutherford, director (1919).

tSmith College, School for Social Work, Northampton, Mass. Howard J. Parad,
director (1919).

MICHIGAN

Michigan State University, (College of Business and Public Service), School of
Social Work, East Lansing, Mich. Gordon J. Aldridge, director (1952).

#tUniversity of Michigan, School of Social Work, Ann Arbor, Mich. Fedele F.
Fauri, dean (1922).

#Wayne State University, School of Social Work, Detroit, Mich. Charles B.
Brink, dean (1942).

MINNES0TA

#tUniversity of Minnesota, School of Social Work, Minneapolis, Minn. John
C. Kidneigh, director (1919).

MISSOURI

University of Missouri, School of Social Work, Columbia, Mo. Arthur W. Nebel,
director (1919; withdrew 1937; readmitted 1948).

St. Louis University, School of Social Service, 3801 West Pine Boulevard, St.
Louis, Mo. Rev. A. H. Scheller, S. J., director (1933).

#tWashington University, the George Warren Brown School of Social Work,
St. Louis, Mo. Benjamin E. Youngdahl, dean (1928).

NEBRASKA

#University of Nebraska, Graduate School of Social Work, Lincoln, Nebr.
Richard Guilford, director (1940).

NEW JERSEY

#Rutgers, The State University, Graduate School of Social Work, New Bruns-
wick, N.J. Wayne Vasey, dean (1957).

NEW YORK

#Adelphi College, School of Social Work, Garden City, L.I., N.Y. Joseph L.
Vigilante, acting dean (1951).

University of Buffalo, School of Social Work, Buffalo, N.Y. Benjamin H.
Lyndon, dean (1934).

#Fordham University, School of Social Service, 134 East 39th Street, New
York, N.Y. James W. Fogarty, dean (1929).

#Hunter College, The Louis M. Rabinowitz School of Social Work, 695 Park
Avenue, New York, N.Y. Paul Schreiber, director (1958).

#tNew York School of Social Work of Columbia University, 2 East 91st Street,
New York, N.Y. P. Fred Delli Quadri, dean (1919).

#New York University, Graduate School of Social Work, Washington Square,
New York, N.Y. Alex Rosen, dean (1955).

#Syraucuse University, School of Social Work, 400 Comstock Avenue, Syracuse,
N.Y. Howard 9. Gundy, director' (1958). ...

#Yeshiva University, School of Social Work, 110 West 57th Street, New York,
N.Y. Morton I. Teacher, dean (1959).
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NORTH 0AROLINA

University of North Carolina, The School of Social Work, Chapel Hill, N.C.
Arthur E. Fink, dean (1920; withdrew 1932; readmitted 1936).

OHIO

#tOhio State University, School of Social Work, graduate program, Columbus,
Ohio. , Everett C. Shimp, director (1919)..

#tWeitern Reserve University, School of Applied SociaL Sciences, Clevel nd,
0h1io, Nathan E. Cohen, dean (1919).

OKLAH9MA.

University of Oklahoma, School of Oocial Work, Norman, 'Oka. 0.. Stanley
Clifton, director (1938)..

PENNSYLVANIA

tBryn Mawr College, Carola Woerishoffer Graduate Department of Social Work
and. Social Research, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania. Mrs, Katherine D. Lower,
director (1919).

#tUniversity of Pennsylvania, School of Social Work, 2410 Pine Street Phila-
delphia, Pa. Ruth E. Smalley, dean (1919).

#tUniveraity of Pittsburgh, Graduate School of Social Work, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wilber I. Newstetter, dean (1919; withdrew 1922; readmitted '1934).

,,U ot< OT o U,

#University of Puerto Rico, School of Social Work, Rlo Piedras, Puerto-Rico.
Georgina Pastor, director (1935; withdrew 1937; readmitted 1947).

TENNESSEE

#The UniVersity o Tendh see, School 6 social Woik 810 Broadway, Nashville,
Tenn. Sue Spencer, director (945) (formerly Rashville School of Social

. I 'TEXAS 0 . I

#Our Lady of the Lake College, The Worden School of Social Service, San An-
tonio, Tex. Sister Mary Immaculate, director (1945).

University of Texab, School of Social' Work, Austin, 'Tex. Lora Lee Pederson,
director (1952).

UTAH

#University of Utah, Graduate School qf Social Work, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Rex A. Skidmore, dean (1940). VIRGINIA +" "

Richmond Professional Institute of the Colleges of William and Mary, School of
Social Work, 800 West Franklin Street, Richmond, Va. George T. Kalif,
director (1010). .. . .. ,

WASHINGTON

#University of Washington, School of Social Work, Seattle Wash. Victor I.
.lowery, dean (1934)'k

WEST VIRGINIA., .

West Virginia University. Department, o Socf , Work, Morgantown, W. Va.
Bernhard Scher, chairman (1942),. ,. ... , ..- /

#Unversity of Wisconsin School of Social Work Madison, Wis. Ersel ].

Le Masters, director 1,( 2 withdrew- 197; riAdmnited A?9).

COUNCILM on SbcIAL *0K lbtMATIOlf

Ruth E. Smalley, president
Felix P. Blestek, 5.3., chairman, Comnosslon on Accreditation
Ernest F. Witte, executive director , ,
Katherine A. )Kendall, associate director
Mildred Sikkema, consultant on educational standards
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UNDERGRADUATE DEPARTMENTS 0? COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
OFFERING COURSES WITH SOCIAL WELFARE CONTENT

Constituent members of the Council on Social Work Education,
345 East 46th Street, New York, N.Y., July 1962

FOREWORD

The purpose of this directory is to make readily available a list of under.
graduate departments in universities and colleges in which -courses with social
welfare content are offered.

The council makes no qualitative evaluation of undergraduate education nor
is it allowed to do so. It is, however, making every effort within its resources
to help these departments make such education as meaningful and helpful to
the student as possible.
(ounoil memberehip requirements for undergraduate dep artments

To become eligible for constituent membership in the council, educational
institutions administering undergraduate education for social, work must:

A. Be accredited by their respective regional accrediting associations.
B. Have a well-defined and integrated curriculum extending over at least

2 years, designed to include social welfare content as a part of a general educa-
tion program available to all students-

1. To prepare graduates for advanced professional education;
2. To include education in social welfare for students going into immediate

employment with social agencies which require only a bachelor's degree
for entrance into employment; and

3. To include social welfare educational content In the liberal education of
students for citizenship.

C. Have a curriculum based on a foundation in general liberal arts education
which -shottld include a concentration in their social sciences and other subjects
relevant to social welfare. The concentration should include a sequence of
course in the junior and senior years involving a core of 10 semester hours in
social welfare content. 1 :-_1

D. Make payment of annual membership dues of $25 per year. The members
ship year dates from the month in which the application is approved to thi
same month a year hence.
Director listing

Listed in this directory is the name of the Institution, the name of the de-
partment responsible .or the organized sequence of courses In social welfare,
the address, and the name of the person to whom correspondence shw4d bb
addressed . ..... .

Sir George Williams University, Montreal, Quebec, Robert C. Rae.'

rUNITC STATES'

ALABAMA

Alabama I College Department of. Sodal Sciences; Post Office DraWer B;,Montd-
vallo, Ala., James D. Thomas.

ARIZONA

Arizona State University, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Tempe,
Aris., Mrs Naomi M Harward.'

The University of Arizona, Department of Public Administration, Tucson, Awls.,
Raymond A. Mulligan.

ARKANSAS

University of Arkansas, Department of Social Welfare, Fayettevllli, Ark.,, Mrs.
Mattie Cal Maxted.

CALIFORNIA

Chico State College, Division of Social Sclences,ehi*6 Calif4;,Aihie McDonald.
Fresno State Oolege Department of Social Welfare, Fresno 20, Calif., Thomas M.

Brigham.
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University of California, Berkeley, Department of Social Welfare, Berkeley 4e
Calif., Milton Chernin.

University of California, Los Angeles, Curriculum in Presocial Welfare, Los
Angeles 24, Calif., Raymond J. Murphy.

Mount St. Mary's College, Department of Sociology, Los Angeles 49, Calif., Sister
Mary Brigid, C.S.J.

Sacramento State College, Division of Social Sciences, Sacramento 19, Calif.,
Dorothy Zjetz.

San Diego State College, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, San Diego
15, Calif., Irving B. Tebor.

San Francisco College for Women, Department of Sociology and Social Welfare,. San Francisco 18, Calif., Mother Constance Campbell, R.S.C.J.
San Francisco State College, Social Welfare Department, San Francisco 27,

Calif., Mrs. Bernice Madison.
University of San Francisco, Department of Sociology and Social Welfare, San

Francisco 17, Calif., Mary J. McCormick.
San Jose State College, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, San Jose 14,

Calif., Milton B. Rendahl.
Whittier College, Department of Sociology, Whittier, Calif., Gerald R. Patton.

COLORADO

University of Denver, Department of Sociology, Denver 10, Calif., W. Arthur
Shirey.

FLORIDA

Florida State University, School of Social Welfare, Tallahassee, Fla., Coyle E.
Moore.

University of Florida, Department of Sociology, Gainesville, Fla., Mell H.
Atchley.

University of Illinois, The Jane Addams Graduate School of Social Work, 1204
West Oregon Street, Urbana, Ill., Mark Hale (effective February 1962).

Mundelein College, Department of Social Sciences, Chicago 40, Ill., Sister Mary
Liguori, B.V.M.

Roosevelt Unversity, Sociology Department, Chicago 15, Ill., Arthur Hillman.
Southern Illinois University, Department of Sociology, Carbondale, Ill., Roger W.

Vander Wiel.
Wheaton College, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Wheaton, Ill.

Gordon S. Jaeck.
INDIANA

Anderson College, Department of Sociology and Social Work, Anderson, Ind.,
Val Clear.

Goshen College, Department of Sociology, Goshen, Ind., Lester Glick.
Indiana University, Division of Social Service, 802 Ballantine Hall, Bloomington,

Ind., Mary Houk.
Valparaiso University, Department of Sociology and Social Work, Valparaiso,

Ind., Mrs. Margaretta Tangerman.

IOWA

Morningeide College, Department of Sociology, Sioux City 6 Iowa, EL Wayne
Johnson.

Wartburg College, Department of Social Work, Waverly, Iowa, Lola Reppert.

KENTUOKY

University of Kentucky, Department of Social Work. Lexington, Ky., Harold E.
Wetmel.

MAINE

University of Maine, Department of, Sociology and Anthropology, Orono, Maine,
Raymond Forer. I D

College of Notre Dame of Maryland, Department of Sociology, Baltimore 10, Md.,
Sister Maria Mercedes, S.N8.D.

.j / .I ,' : . , j :. ,

/ ,, o*
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Hood College, Department of Economics and Sociology, Frederick, Md., Wayne C.Neely.St. Joseph College, Department of Social Studies and Presocial Work, Ekmits-

burg, Md., Gilbert L. Oddo.
University of Maryland, Department of Sociology, College Park, Md., Harold

Hoffsommer.
MASSACHUSETTS

American International College, Sociology Department, Springfield 9, Mass.,
Robert H. Bohlke.

MICHIGAN

University of Detroit, College of Arts and Sciences, Department of Sociology and
Social Work, Detroit 21, Mich., The Reverend Robert N. Hinks, S.J. '

Kalamazoo College, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Kalamnzoo 49,
Mich., Raymond L. Hightower.

Marygrove College, Department of Sociology, Detroit 21, Mich., Sister M.
Christina, I.H.M.

Michigan State University, School of Social Work, East Lansing, Mich., Mrs.
Lucille K. Barber.

University of Michigan, Department of Sociology, Ann Arbor, Mich., Mary N.
Taylor.

Northern Michigan College, Department of History and Social Science, Mar-
quette, Mich., Mr. Jean R. Pearman.

Marygrove College, Department of Sociology, Detroit 21, Mich., Sister M. Chris-
tina, I.H.M.

Michigan State University, School of Social Work, East Lansing, Mich., Mrs.
Lucille K. Barber.

University of Michigan, Department of Sociology, Ann Arbor, Mich., Mary N.
Taylor.

Northern Michigan College, Department of History and Social Science, Mar-
quette, Mich., Mr. Jean R. Pearman.

Western Michigan University, Sociology Department, Kalamazoo 45, Mich.,
Mrs. Nellie N. Reid.

MINNESOTA

Carleton College, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Northfleld, Minn.,
William L. Kolb.

Concordia College, Sociology Department, Moorhead, Minn., Raymond 0. Farden.
Gustavus Adolphus College, Department of Sociology and Social Work, St. Petei,

Minn., Floyd M. Martinson.
University of Minnesota, School of Social Work and Department of Sociology,

Minneapolis 14, Minn., John C. Kidneigh.
St. Olaf College, Department of Sociology, Northfield, Minn., Kenneth G. Lutter-

MISSISSIPPI

Mississippi State University, Department of Sociology and Rural Life, State
College, Miss., Marion T. Loftin.

MISSOURI

Likidoln University, Sociology Department, Jefferson City, Mo., R. Clyde Minor.

MONTANA'

Montana State University, Department of Sociology, Anthropology and Social
Welfare, Missoula, Mont., Harold Tascher.

NEBRASKA

Nebrpska Wesleyan University, Department of SoCiology and Political Science,'
Lintoln 4, Nebr., E. Glenn Callen.

N&W, HAMISHIBE

University of New Hampshire, Department of Sociology, Durham, N.H., Pauline
Soukarls.
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NEW JEasrE

Rutgers, the State University, Douglass College, Department of Sociology, New
Brunswick, N.J., Mrs. Emily Alman.

UpMIa College, Departmet of Sociology, East Orange, N.J., Robert R. Wharton.

NEW YORK

Adelphi College, Department -of Sociology and Anthropology, Garden City, Long
Island, N.Y., Frank F. Lee.

Brooklyn College, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Brooklyn 10, N.Y.,
Richard H. P. Mendes.

University of Buffalo, School of Social Work, Undergraduate Program, Buffalo
14, N.Y., Frank J. Hodges.

The City College of New York, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, New
York 31, N.Y., John Gabriel.

College of St. Rose, Sociology Department, Albany 8, N.Y., Sister Felice, C.S.J.
Elmira College, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Elmira, N.Y., Mrs.

Clara Uepmann van do Wall.
Rosary Hill College, Department of Sociology, Buffalo 26; N.Y., Charles M.

Barresi.
St. Bernardine of Siena College, Department of Sociology and Social Work,

Loudonville, N.Y., Egon Plager.
Sarah Lawrence College, Department of Psychology, Bronxville, N.Y., Jane G.

Judge. - I -
Skidmore College, Department of Sociology, Saratoga Springs, N.Y., Elizabeth A.

Ferguon.
Syracuse University, College of Home Economics, Preprofessional Social Work,

Syracuse 10, N.Y., Catherine Street Chilman.
Syracuse University, Department of Sociology, 400 Comstock Avenue, Syracuse

10, N.Y., Howard B. Gundy.
Wagner College, Department of Sociology, Staten Island 1, N.Y.;. Frederick

Heussler. ' . A I
Wells College, Department of Economics and Sociology, Aurora N.Y., Albert F.

Stern. ..
NORTH CABOLINA

Lenoir Rhyne College, Department of Social Studies, Hickory, N.C., Wade F.
HIook.

Woman'a College of the University Of North Carolina, Department of Sociology,
Greenboro, N.C., Lyda Gordon Shivers.

NORTH' AKOiTA

university of North Dakota, Division of Social Work, Department of Sociology
and Anthropology, Grand Forks, N. :Dak,, M. Edwin Nuetzman.

"" ,£ " .' ' , OH IO " '' .'

Bowling Green State University, Soclolog Department, Bowling Green, Ohio,
Frank F. Miles.

Central State Voiled, Department of Social W efvr , Wilberforce, Ohio, Jou C.
Alston 4ol... , ... e, t ( , . ... .. . .

College of St. Mary of the Springs, Iepaftment of Sociology, Columbus 19, Ohio,
The Reverend Bernard 0. Hart, O.P.

Colige of,.Woostq, Partueat of- Sociplogy., Wooster, Ohio, Atlee L. Stroup.
Miai niveIrsity, department of Sociology ant Anthropology, Ogford 'Ohio,

Johanne W. Fathauer.
The Ohio State University, School ,of Social Work, 1947 North College Road,

Columbus 10, Ohio, Everett 0. Shimp.
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Furman University, Sociology Department, Greenville, S.C., Laura Smith Ebaugh.
Winthrop College, Department of Sociology, Rock Hill, S. C., Allen D. Edwards.
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nooga, Tenn., StanleyJB. Williams.
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Claxton Hall, Knoxville, Tenn., Ethel ,T. Painter.
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COUNCIL ON SOCIAL WORK EDUCATION

Ruth E. Smalley, president
Ernest F. Witte, executive director
Katherine A. Kendall, associate director
Cordelia Cox, consultant on undergraduate education

POSITION STATEMENT ON MOBILITY AND PROGRESS

National Social Welfare Assembly, Inc.

A POSITION STATEMENT CONCERNING THE NEED FOR POLICIES WHICH RECOGNIZE
THE CONTRIBUTION OF MIGRATION TO THE SOLUTION OF ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
PROBLEMS

MIGRATION PAST AND PRESENT

Survival and progress for the human race have always depended In part on
man's ability to move from a limiting environment to another location affording
better opportunity. The United States owes its very existence and growth to the
migration of millions of people seeking a better life for themselves and their
families.

In today's complex society mobility of the American working force is more
than ever an essential aspect of economic and social progress. The individual
or family that, through a successful move, improves a personal situation, contrib-
utes also to the better functioning of society as a whole. In fact a democracy
relies largely on this kind of individual response to economic or social pressure
to bring about adjustments to economic change. Thus the men who leave an
area where resources have been depleted for one where industry is expanding
are helping to meet a manpower need as well as finding a new source of income
for their families. Boys who leave the farm for work in a factory are not simply
seeking their own fortune in the city; they are also helping to correct the popu-
lation imbalance which helps keep farm income low. Workers who are drawn to
high wage areas from those where surplus labor keeps wage-rates depressed
contribute to the welfare of those left behind as well as to their own.

GOVERNMENT POLICIES

The development of this country was based on governmental policies which
recognized the positive social role of migration. Free land on the frontier
stimulated repeated waves of migration which served both as a capital invest-
ment in-he Nation's hitherto undeveloped areas and a form of relief against the
econbmtic and social pressures in its older settlements. Immigration policies were
desired to bring not only farmer-settlers for ,the land but also the workers who
stretched our transportation and productive facilities across the eountby. Tariff
policift protected the infant industries which in turn attracted people in increas-
ing numbers to the cities and other centers of Industrial and commercial devel-
opeut* In later years, other public policies encouraged the world trade which
has further expanded markets for a growing production. At each stage people
mxi6 a-in order to adapt to these changing circumstances in our national life.

TODAY'S oHLzLEI GE

Today migration is still needed to maintain the growth and adaptation of a
healthy national economy; the programs and policies that will encourage con-
structive movement must be suited to new conditions. It is science and tech-
notogy that create today's frontiers: first, by opening up new fields of production
and services and, second, by making it possible to produce more goods and serv-
ices with a lesser investment of human labor. In the process of adapting to
these changes old plants give way to new, old Jobs become obsolescent as new
ones open up and the distribution of our working force must follow suit if the
benefits of economic progress are to be fairly shared by all parts of the '06u44y
and all groups in the population. ' '

New job opportunities nzust be continuodsly created not only to tate tli place
of those displaced by progress but also to 'atsorb a. growing work force': people
must be guided to these Jobs, trained for the skills they require, and helped to
move--if necessary-to the places where their work is needed. While there are
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obvious economic and social advantages to bring new job opportunities into the
communities where people are already living, to the extent that this is not
feasible, Migration is the only answer to stagnation and dependency.

Moreover, many essential functions in modern production require seasonal labor
which can only be provided by migratory workers. Too often these workers and
their families are denied the benefits, opportunities, and assurances generally
available to the American people, and are viewed with prejudice and suspicion
by the very communities which! benefit from their labor.

Policies which impede needed migration place a heavy burden on the economy
and a grave injustice upon those whose labor is thus devalued. When people
remain where their labor can no longer be efficiently employed, the locality is
handicapped in three different ways: (1) the community must carry a dis-
proportionate cost in dependency; (2) the wages and income of all are threat-
ened by the competition of surplus labor and the loss of purchasing power; and
(3) the individuals who cannot find work are unfairly deprived of opportunity,
independence, and self-respect.

A positive program for constructive migration must, therefore, provide not
only an expanding frontier of job opportunities for all available workers but
also for the removal of existing barriers to their needed migration. Among such
barriers is the obsolescent concept of "legal residence" which restricts entitle-
ment to public benefits to those persons who have lived in a particular State or
locality for a period of time specified by the State. This is especially indefensible
in those programs, like public assistance, where the major share comes from
the taxes paid by people in all parts of the country to the Federal Government.

.In a country which owes its own existence and growth to people with the
courage to pioneer in new locations and will only continue to prosper as its
people make the adaptations needed for progress these restrictions constitute
a self-defeating anachronism which should not be tolerated. Because this is
a national problem it will only be solved through national policy based on Federal
action. One way in which this could be achieved is through requirements or
incentives attached to the Federal grant-in-aid programs which help support
State-administered programs of public welfare, public health and related fields
of direct service to individuals.

The Supreme Court has already, through its decision in the Edward* case,
established free movement as one of the rights guaranteed to individuals under
the Federal Constitution. The economic well-being of the country requires
that this right be implemented in all aspects of Federal policy. Community
welfare requires that all persons exercising this right be protected on the same
basis as other members of the community against the hazards inhering in the
organization of modern life. The welfare of individuals and families, on which
depends in turn the welfare of Nation and community, requires that there be
no exclusion from the protections which a democratic society affords its members.

Adopted by the Executive Committee of the National Social Welfare Assembly,
January 16,1962..

,The National Social Welfare Assembly is the central national planning and
coordinating agency for the social welfare field., Adoption of a position state-
ment by, the Assembly shall not be construed as speaking for the affiliate organl-
zatios. National Social Welfare Assembly, 34 East 48th Street, New York,
N.Y.

POSITION STATEMENT ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

Approved. by Board of Directors United Community Funds and Councils of
America May 6, 1960

The brbad coverage social welfare programs, such as public assistance, are
primarily the responsibility of Government Voluntary agencies- provide many
sp11ied services aimed at strengthening the family and enriching eopm-
munity life. Thus governmental and voluntary agencies are complementary.
o6t h should build upon the dighi and sell-respect of the Individual .should

dev'v0p6.services foir the rehabilitation of those who can become self-suppor ,
productive members of society. ... .

Public assistance programs without arbitrary restrictions such as residence or
place of birth. should be available In all parts of the 1 country on the basis og
nek , While public assistance is primajly, the, responsibility of State'and local
governments, federal participation has produced some degree of milformity
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throughout the country for specific categories of need. There has been, inequity,
however, for those needy ,persons not falling within these categories.

The Federal Government should take leadership In studying, and seeking, with
the several States &ad voluntary social welfare interests, an equitable and
common solution to this problem.

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF PROV10IONB. 1N THU Buverr OF Ti m U.S. Bum=Au or
FAMILY SERVICES AND THE CUimm's BuapAu ra TRAINING OF PuBLIO WzL-
FARs PRSO.(NjZL (H4RR 10608), COUNCIL ON SOCIAL WORK EDUOATION IN .,
Nzw Youx, N.Y.

There are currently more than 85,000 State and local public assistance
employees throughout the country, only 4.5 percent of whom have had the
basic social work training recommended for practice in this field, and yet they
are expected to deal with some of the most complicated personal and family
problems coming to any social agency, such as unmarried parenthood, dependent
children, family breakdown, desertion, delinquency, and chronic dependency.'
.The, acute shortage og personnel qualified by education to staff State and
local public welfare and particularly aid to dependent children programs is,
of course, directly worsened by the critical shortage of social workers throughout
the wholq field.- I' Would like to emphasize to this committee that this is the
most, neglected area of training in the field. . . .

S$ce Congress, has before it request for funds for training doctors, nurses,
dentists, and other categories of professional personnel which are in short
supply, we need to bring to your attention the critical need for funds to help
train public welfare stags who deal with. the largest number of cases requiring
public care.

The reason why tbl lack of training of public welfare personnel is viewed
so seriously Is that we now have enough evidence resulting from recent research
anz4experjmqntation to show, that properly trained social work personnel working
Intenve,.with ADO families can restore them to greater self-relance, give
the children of these families an honest chance to become self-reliant citizens,
to conisve hum4, and economic values and resources as well as to save public

The request, that you, provide training funds for. public welfare staff is in no
sense new to the Feteral Government, for Federal funds have been and are being
made available for, the training of, social -workers In psychiatric, medical, voca-
tlgnal rebabilit4tion, and military programs., i. ....

nuzi ough tht. need for 7 trained public welfare staff is acute there are large
numem Q-public welfare, employees and; college students who, are- eager to
study social work. itthey can!get some help In, meeting, the costs and, if the
schoo s os oclal W9rk can accommodate them. . , ...

Scholarships and traineeships are needed, but this Is not enough' The schoold.
of .soi#l work gsdiuated 9,SO studentalast year and have come, very close" to
reach ig, ful) capacity,. In., enrolments. . This iapaclty is. totally inadequate to
Mneet the A~r9 eape staff training requirements. ! These schools are grossly tinder-

finned a.d wll need flntanial +aid. to. expand itheli, faculty and facilities, h
order totrail the additional people needed for this public welfare program. -, ,'

We respectfully urge this committee to restore to H.R 10606 the provisions
which were in the original bill (H.. 10032) #uthorxzWg under both titles IV
and V of the SociAl Security Act direct grants to institutions of higher learning
by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Under these provisions,
the Secretary could make grants to sch~ols of .soial Work and for scholarships in
order to facilitate the tralning'0f public Wlfatre Staff. I

These provisions are extremely important tp the pup of the legislation, to
bi alut-aa em .phsi on ebltation'21 I ,f u , welfre recipient& They
WOUld mekeit V oesible for ,tl(.d a ent t supplement whatever' State trinlng
ProMa, 06 a' carried 6ultunder It1e05_pe2ent tan, colpg provisions of -the bll;.

TlqeO are, ome o6f ur States whi do n.t ve a OC40l of social work oven'
though the4' re 'public welfat s ian memberO and coege+Stude intee
11"reang themselves for Work in thi ,field but, who. is have dlMc!4ty in

'S~I~fl4Woz~nu ouBitienaof9 socl* welfare Mompower,"f loft U.0. Bumeu of
s.e"h.v T C.O ValValte of Soial, W9Woj serve: Preimfinary Report on 10 Deoion-!J ' Plarel iaPsb~l l uitaate,. (eopy attached+ 1: .4 .. ,,, .. . .

I+
i'1.
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doing so under a program which channels all Federal training funds for welfare
personnel through the State welfare department, In such States there-are very
sutantial diffculties standing In the way of the welfare departments, making
direct grants to a school of social work in another State in, order ito enable
that school to expand its capacity and improve it4, educational program. This
is one of the major reasons why we hope that, direct Federal grants ,can be
made to schools of social work in addition to the grants .which may be going
to the'State welfare departments for training purpo .p. These, provisions would
greatly augment the number of staff beingtjrained: An te, State programs and
thus facilitate reaching the. goal of -staff ,eompekence which Is reqmred.,We have attached tO this statement appenidixes which providecertain factual
information about the supply and demand.of social workers, Inluding a report
of 10 demonstration projects in public welfare which show bow. intensive social
services by trained personnel can rehabilitate dependet, families, requt~ng, in
more productive and useful lives for the individuals and ultimately in savings
to the taxpayers. Since then more evidence has come to our attention, further
confirming this fact.

It conclusion, let me state that only if funds are provided to help universities
provide larger number of well-qualified social workers can the basic objectives
of rehabilitating people and reducing dependency be carried out In an economical
and effective manner.

STATEMENT OF NATIONAL FEDERATION'OF _SrtrL*M:NTS AND NEIOHBORHO6D CENTERS

fStuuMrrT BY

ELIZABETH WIOKENDEN, NATIONAL SOCIAL WELFARE ASSEMBLY

The National -Federation of Settlements and Nelghborhood Cefiters favors the
publicrwelfare amendments as embodied In H.R. 10606,except for section 107(a).

- SPECIAL NEE DS THIS LEOISLATIO: CAN K'

60r experiencece In wprkingwit todays problevas lead, us to believee that
dependency can be reduced, particularly in relation to pome of the newer prob-
lems-w4ch we now face. We see these, generally,. asfo1OW. .. -

,There Is the so-called hardcre unempployed. Almospalways theqe families are
the victims of dependency which may be ca,sed1y Ia.ofbucation, or because
their jobs have disappeared due to scientific improvements of our time. A health
or accident problem may have Impaired their ability to Work. The wage.earners
in these families can be helped, either through a training program, a retraining
program, or a counseling program, so that they may find their place in s ety.
These families that are now unproductive can become productive. : Jobs must also
be made available with local communities..

Then we have a whole group of disorganized families for Whom life has become
too, complex, so that they tend to become spectators rather than participants.
Theyneed the kind of friendly hand that will,help them to find their places iA
their-own communities and help them to learn the very elementary steps, that have
to betaken so that responsibility can be assumed for oneek future., This is
particularly true of many of our younger people, , i ,, .- i - , s-, , I,, .,,
IWith thetwo or three generations of families whose sole income has been from
relief, we find this group of families associating with each, bther; the 'daughters
marry the weakeridependent men of other dependent families; and each gehier-
ation, producing a, weakerfamily. We believe that this cycle khust be stopped-and
know from results already achieved inthi* area that it canube stopped .

. Migration has meant that families are cut off from the ties with near iealtives,
and the -wider, family upon which previous generations could'depend' is not press.
ent - In thenew community ,These families.need the, social worker;as as, fried
and counselor at many tritical.ies in their liveei Often these!fafliesibeget
big, troublethat began with little troubles but the friendly hand has beea absent
to help them through these little troubleC 'In their home communitie, a relative
might have given this support; in theurban area" thee :relatives are not present
In previous generations the church might have igiVen this support, but in .our
communities today too often these people do not affiliate with any. hurch
i .*.A.&urban communities have become more and more-complexVweflltdfamwlle in
need.of, helpr dasot. know how to ask for helluor.,whxe totu,'Mnay I-da
that this phenomenon -of our; complex urban, areas Is notonl r tue,of low4ucom
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families, but equally true of a large number of other urban families. The result
Is that too many families are reaching a point where trouble is a way of life,
rather than a temporary problem to overcome. As we have worked With these
families, It is not hard to find that they often have strengths that can be brought
to the fore and built upon-and these strengths can be used for the same kind of
positive chain reaction that brought negative reaction through endless troubles.
Except for a small'group of families who have been so destroyed by the situations
in which they find themselves that they may be "incurable," we find that In the
majority of the multiproblem families motivation for the positive Is always
present. What Is needed is the worker who can get close enough to help them
find the key that will unlock that which Is good. With many of these families it
doesn't take a great amount of work to discover this point. As we give attention
to these people by accepting families where they are, as they are, and by lending
a helping hand to which Is added professional skills, we are truly able to assist
these families.

In the past, we have by and large tended to direct a great amount of our public
welfare program toward the child. Sometimes we feel, in our work, that the
child has been "oversold" in the public programs at the expense of his parents.
We say and we know-again from experience-that as we strengthen the hands
of the parents we solve the problem of the child. Moreover, there will never
be enough professional workers to go around. If sound family life is so im-
portant to our society, why should we not develop our public welfare programs
in a way that will help parents do their rightful job?

COORDINATION WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN PROGRAM AND EXTENSION OF CHILD
WELFARE SERVICES

The child welfare program has been marked from the beginning with a very
high quality of service to children. The standards for professional staff have
been high and, In general, the services well rendered to promote the welfare of
children. The same services need to be extended to promote the welfare of
families. The same high quality of the service that has been available to children
in rural counties is now available to children in the urban areas, but farther
authorization of funds Is necessary In order to meet the needs' 'On the other
hand, the ADO program has had a more specific function and has had to cover
a much wider range of families. The two services could well be coordinated now
for the benefit of children and their families, and both programs be provided
with the necessary funds to do the job.

DAY CARE AND COORDINATION WITH HEALTH AND EDUOATIONAI, SERVICES

During the war we developed throughout this country high-quality day-vare
services for children, under the Landom Act funds. Shortly after the war, these
were closed out and few communities have been able to find new financing to take
up this program. Children have suffered as a result.
. In one community, I was told that more children are carrying keys of their
homes today because their parents are at work than was true during the war
period. This was a major concern then that led to the establishment of the day-
care services at that time. In a southwestern community, the staff members of
one of our settlements are buying supper each night for a number of children
who are left to the streets because their parents are at work, and day-care
services are not available.

More women are working today to supplement family income because of the
Increased cost of living. Minimum wages are not universal, nor have wages
risen in many occupations to meet the cost of living. Women n large numbers
of families are the sole or major wage earner. In other famileg the mothers
are dead, physically Incapacitated, or maybe mentally Ill. The father may
wish to keep the family together, but because of the fact that adequate day care
is not available they must be separated and put into foster homes..

I In other words, the same human reasons exist today that existed earlier to
provide a decent program of day care for our children. The new factor of the
Increased number of children in oum crowded urban centers makes this need
even more urgent today. We therefo*e particularly urge this amendment upon
this committee.,

We are talking here about a day care program where the existing, health and
existing educational services of the community are tied In with; the programs
and where 6 program of parent eddcatlon isan;Integral part of it-

/I

tI
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR ANY FAMILIES IN NEED OF REHABILITATION

Another important amendment in this program urges that assistance may be
provided under appropriate plans as an aid to families with dependent children,
rather than restricting it only to aid to dependent children. This too Is impor-
tant in strengthening the family. The emphasis upon rehabilitation here is
proper, in that this program would try to help families to attain self support.
This should not simply be a program to provide "bread."

REHASIITATION SERVICES FOR RECIPIENTS OF MEDICAL CARE FOR THE AGED

The Same program of rehabilitative services now available to recipients of
old age assistance should be available in the States for any families who are
now receiving medical care under the new medical care program.

In less than a year, a demonstration project carried on by Neighborhood House
in Buffalo, with some 40 women receiving old age assistance, housebound because
they seemed to have minor illnesses, succeeded in getting all of these women
out of their rooms. Some returned to active life in the community and others
even returned to employment. The medical care aspect of this demonstration
was minor in comparison to the emphasis upon rehabilitation. We owe such
older" (and many times forgotten) citizens the best that we can provide.

Such psychological adjustments in older people as the depression that follows
the death of a mate often result in the loss of identification with their surround-
ings. But such depression can be treated, can be helped. We have numerous
illustrations of how the social services working with these people, in cooperation
with the necessary medical help, helps them to find their places in life again.
Older people who have serious operations who lose the sight of an eye, or the
use of an arm, need help in getting back into ordinary routines. In one of our
settlements an older man who was a retired tailor became. interested in art and
sat each day enjoying his sketching. One day, in the club, he had a severe
heart attack and it seemed that everything was over for him. But, because
our agency saw to it that a rehabilitation program was provided, he again
found he had something to live for because he could paint. And now the agency
is about to arrange for a one-man art show, where his paintings will be displayed.

COMMUNITY WORK AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

Work, as we all know, Is important to the individual and to the community.
A program of community work and training with the proper safeguards can be
a beneficial aspect of public welfare.

Such programs should not be established unless safeguards are provided in
order that' such work contributes to rehabilitation of the individual as well as
being useful work in the community. For example, a person may have a physical
disability and because of this learn the art of jewelry making. But Jewelry
craftsmen' are no longer needed in the community. This person will need the
kind of community work program that will recognize physical disability as well
as need for training in a new occupation. New work opportunities are also
needed to help younger adults who may never have had the opportunity for
regular work so tbat-they come to understand the value and dignity of work.

All families havy pride. Often families with little of this world's goods have
the strangest measure of pride. A variety of work opportunities should be
available to enhance this positive factor.

sEOTIONI07(A),

'We are Opposed io section 107(a). This will not only lead to very expensive
administration of the legislation if the door is opened for our State legislatures
(6 make' bill collectors out of the welfare personnel, but It works in direct oppo-
sltion to 6ther reabilitative aspects of the legislation. No one sanctions the
misuse of tunds,'buttlie sanme kind of protection must be. built into this section
of the 1egislat0iod, if It is to remain in the bill, that is found in section 108.

PROTECTIVE PYMZNT6 t3NDft DEPENDENT CHI UJa'S PROGRAM

There are times and situations when peoplefor a time, inay not be able to
manage their own funds.:  This problem'may be somewhat lccentuated it our
communities at present due to some of the problems mentioned earlier In, thh
testimony, and due also to undue publicity given to some of these families.
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In our experience, if programs are carefully tailored by professional social
workers who understand the needs of the families, ndicatlg how much respon-
Sibility, when to Withhold it, kte., aftr ti relatively shoz't period families gain
strength and are able ito manage oti their own. Such pr)granis cAn ou'hy be
started if under the gidanCe of ,41qed broesslonal people.

FUNDs, IFolk T&&MINIQ * AND bemoNoThATiOr

The attached reports from Rochester and Syracuse, N.Y., illustrate the kind
of success and the kind of learning 'that can 'come about In carefully planned
demonstration programs for rehabilitation of families. Some of the problems
that we are dealing withltoday are stil; new enough s thht Varilous approaches
need to be tried in smaller ways before they bCOme =-of our public programs.

In view of the shortage Of social workers ,'special aittentlon '&ut b6 gieni to
ways of increasing: the stijply. iiai .funds are mot 'urgently needed. We
therefor6 commend to .y'Our most *favorable attentionn' seton' 123. ° In view of
the'dollar cost as well as the htimtijtarianaspect of our public welfare program
we belIeve this setion lasic to the prog ami•.

*xTENsION OF TIE A6 ?3O1RA1M TFAMmiES Or UI4EiPwYEb PARENTS A1 . FOBTN i
"AMIL 1O4E68 sHOULD DECOUl A PERMANENT ii. nA .....

The temporar* extension of aid to parente of ADC children, granted by the
first session of tbls Cbtgress, should -bAkobie permanent., -The exMerlence with
thls extended prootam has been good, and the country continues to be plagued
byv a sizable rate of u.4employtnent.. Itb addition to lis, recommendation/ may 'I
say that there ts nd decrease- ii livig cots that-woUld indicate anything othek
than the need for keeping'the binreased payment that was ten1oh rarely granted,
and, indeed, I feel that the payments to ADCfamiliei should be further- increased.

Il _view of the mobility of families and the .fact that "faknLy .eedh kiow no
State borderline," we would recommend that the Federal aid be directed;tW the
States in a manner that would eliminate all residence requirements between
States Just as soon as possible..

15JMPtflOAiON1 OP CATEGORiES

We think it is costly in terms of family need and in termS of public money to
continue the separation of aid by categories. We would-therefore like to see an
amendment that would make It possible for the States, as rapidly as they choose
and can arrange to do so, to bring about the existence of a'single category-of
assistance.' ~ :' i"'

CouXQXJ oir 3ZwiSJ FIDERATIONI AND WELFAREFUNDS, IeIq.,
*Neo Yorkj-,N.Y., MaV it, 1968.'J

lion. UAirY FoOD(,ByaDt
Ckairmath (7ommittes-on Ffaanoet Senate Office Building, -WasAinton, D.C.

'D A E Bv : The ,Cuncil of Je~tsh Federations and Welfare Funds
,submits this: statement for inclusion tilS recok'd of thd printd'earingi - to
b* held by the Committei on Finan i*f the U4. SBenate on H..10 Pblic
Welfare Amendments of 1962. "" 'HR106,uli

With this statement, we enclose a copy of a letter submitted to the Ways
and Means Committee of the House bf Representatives on HAL 10082, Public
Welfare Amendmpnt*# pf1 lyZ I1 k~ s tucluo~ In the," hrne ~ea AKOf
that' mb eiee., , -.

ThisW statement exrnoses thlocei f u on fdircwrs ab4O1i ner
eaiembW, our spno logo ln b~*~ majom' f*ures' JAI ts gIlatioi.

ASanIsoodatl~o0 of, sm3w~l n Vefe 4 fd iom
8( wishconvuzu~4f 'tfih4 1Wnte tates, id wt ate

a vast, 6tork of hwith and Welfar'e alend-s, we nave k a d f itan4 deep
stakein tile stre itheninu of the pu0licwqllarprop~ms.

The eUP rIe 0 wM*ice ais leads uk t6 "Iv 1nbf 'the emphasis
bthe 1mibiq weJ arq asnd~meteouF44bhWilt$Ye p whlvi Ruve as

I~/1
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We particularly, welcome such provisions as the following :
1. The increase from 00, to, 75 percent for Federal matching grants for service

costs in administering State public aintstance programs.
2. The extension of assistance to needy children of unemployed parents for

5 years; thus providing aid to the children In needy families whose both
parents may be at home; also, the continuation of payments for dependent
children in foster homes and now in child care Institutions.

3. The increased authorization for appropriations for child welfare services.
4. The.kthorftat9on for appropriations for training professional public welfare

personnel.
5. The establishment of Federal support for a program of day care services.
6. The creation of an Advisory Council on Public Welfare.
7. The development of community work and .training programs with appro-

priate safeguards.
.8. The provision containing incentives for the employment of people receiving

public assistance by the consideration of expenses in earning their income.
9., The extension of assistance to repatriated American citizens.
10. The: freedom given. States to combine into a single plan aid fot the aged.

blin4, and disabled.,
Uqwever,. we believe that this measure maybe strengthened by the restora

tion of certa, provisions which were part of the original bill when it was
known, as H.R, 1000f2 and, which Incorporated the recommendations of the
Secretary, of .the .Deprtment of Health, Education, and Welfare, TheSe are
as follows:

A. BRmination. of reekdeno requiremovas.-The provisions in the original
bil, provided incentives to States to reduce or -eliminate residence requirements
for welfare pas0ftanc We believe that the principle of the free movement
of, ,p "l o from *one locality to another,- In order to, find better opportunities
for, economle 1idepep4ence should, be recognized,. This Is required as an esw-n.
tJgl ekqmen of , healthy national economy whereby ..Individuals are encouraged
to seek ew Job opportupitlees where work may be available,:instead of remain-
:,. DRe tre4 . xpwu. l s t leuc , technology, vnxL other ctht nes mak-
jobd olbp*leta In, ov~me areasw~f w4W~ aJopeping up poew ones in others.,-

Ap t1Upr req~~ops a4opWe by opr governing body ln4lcat~i we, regard -free-dom- of pnore~ept .", a ftudamenWa, bupnan .ght, In a democracy, and a .basic
rait of 'a, mzodem conomy,.
*We hopq tlhat.,yout. go te igve earnest, iQeratlon to the restora-

tion of the ad lulitJop,, recommendationS for reduction and elimination
Q rqlAcq,*eujreine~t8.& , qndtioU for pt~licassistance._,i~. B.", Prtecm~eI "-Section A08, i this 1egplatlop ,contans -.- lizmtted

plovision for making carefully guarded exceptions ,tthe -general ,requirement
that ati'st e be. v.e oplytl t'he form of . zpopey, payment" to, the. respen-

o be, fre~ae~v.,. In tl, orialll ,., this exception was limited to ono-half of
I perce t .ol iUt! ep..Thip e.ptatlon NvWps, raised by. the House,Q Repre-
sentatives to 1 percent Another sibsection, (a) of section 107, was added,
however, which we believe might invalidate section 108 by giving to the States
the very broad authority and latitude to take any other action in regard to
assistance, tq needy'.- p nlies with the xpeplon.,that they cannot deny pay-
mento .ih, respect to children while in the home of a relative. We are fear-
ful that' this broad altitude, without the need to respect any Federal standard,
could result in most serious abuses .such astJe rqduct/on of grAnt below aAy
general acceptable standards by the omission of the mother, and/or other adults
from the family budget, punitive action, and the use of voucher, paymes,
T"is wo..O be., a. optradiction of the cenal pure and pMDciples of he

tn11 r. V4belleve p 7 - .- .

These safeguards lncl ude.: ' .'Pete 4 atio' s~th tate' ager that p ym t4lq thnqhEhld Fitie re r'uie for his Wit 11 4#s
- ee I OV gk the h ai determine&by th "tae, of indivduai vin

cbttui tpeci* eforstoedft&ailt

te abil
,' r, .ft ift 

'  
&,i, fal e, '.., for"t sj -. ,J; . " ,6 ',- d6 .':; t*,i .

,f . 1 t : , . , e p,, ! : . . .' :; i , ' I , '
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Periodic review to see if protective payments are still required;
Aid in the form of foster home care In behalf of children; and
Opportunity for a fair hearing before the. State agency on the

determination made.
Our concern regarding the danger in the possible Indiscriminate use of

voucher payments for the purchase of food, rent, and other necessities is moti-
vated by the experience during the depression years in the 1930's with the
widespread use of this form of public assistance. The abuses were such as
to deprive relief recipients of elementary rights of privacy, dignity, and morale-
important attributes of any rehabilitation program. It was because of these
abuses and contradictions of fundamental American democratic concepts and
principles that this practice was discarded. The reasons for ending voucher
payments are fully as valid today.

C. Match ing dparie.-We are concerned with the growing disparity in
the level of Federal matching as between needy families with children and the
needy aged, blind, and disabled. Each member of a family group within the
needy-children provisions can receive federally assisted aid only up to $30 a
month. This bill would authorize up to $70 plus medical care per month for
individuals in the other categories-2% times higher than that authorized, for
families with needy children. We urge that equal standards should be applied
in the administration of all forms of federally aided assistance, that such
standards and policies should reflect determination of need and more specifically
that families with dependent children should have the same standards anplied
as other public assistance recipients. . . .

D. Social work training for -welfare personneL.-The key, to the success of
any rehabilitation program Is the skilled competence of the professional staff
administering it. This legislation wisely authorizes appropriations for the
training of professional public welfare personnel. However, the original bill
took cognizance of the fact that if there were to be adequate training oppor-
tunities, grants would be-required for direct aid to tho schools which train this
personnel. It is of Vital importance that more students be encouraged to pre-
pare themselves for public welfare employment. This "requires a national pro-
gram of fellowships, as well as direct national aid to schools. , Whent we consider
the tremendous investment which the Federal 6oveirnment makes in- public
welfare program costs, ,it is a losrather than an economy to permit continuation
of the gap In fellowship aid. We earnestly hope that your eommitte6 will
restore the recommended provisions (which we understand were deleted by
the Ways and Means Committee because of a committee procedural technicality
rather than a difference in substance) t6 authorize such direct aid for social
work training under both titles IV and V of the Social Security Act' as In-
corporated In the original bill.,

If the above revisions are made, H.R. 10606 could bring a significant advance
in the effective expression of our Nation's concern With the welfare of Its
people, and could be a vital force In strengthening our economy and democracy.

Respectfully submitted.
IRVING KANE, President.

COUNCILL O JBWISH FEDERATIONS AND WELFARE uIN,
New York, N.Y., Pebruarv if, 1962.

Mr. Lzo H. IRwiN,.
Ohief Oou'nel, Committee otn Wales and Means,
H64#6 of Representati'e.,
Washingon D.O.

DEAR MR. iawi: ,The Counci of Jewish Federations and Welfare FundsAub-
mite this statement for Inclusion In the record'of the pr,ted hearings ,Ield by
the Ways and Means Committee of the House of epresentgve on .R. 10002,
Public Welfare Amendments of 1962. 1 1 1 , ,

The Council of Jewish Federations and Welfare unds" is a nponal associa-
ton of 215 Jewish federations and welfare funds, embnracing 800 Jewisb pom-munittes In the United 8 tep,. ;Thepe organizations, are' respnsble, for the
financing, planning, and Operation 'of a comprehensive net~org ot,.health. and

welfare agencies in their respective citl. ,Together they operate on, budgets
eXceeding $260 mili ona nnvaly. *They share in the; oorqdInation andsupportot health and welfare services, public and private, of the entire c0 3m 9nty.

Their needs, services, and finances are directly affected by the scope' And
quality of the tax-supported programs. I

I I
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Our board of directors and our general assembly, which Is our supreme govern-
ing body, and which consists of the delegates of our member community organ-
izatlons, for several years have considered the social welfare problems to which
this legislation is directed. The board and the assembly have endorsed the
basic principles underlying the provisions of H.R. 10032.

As a member organization of the National Social Welfare Assembly we have
also, through our executive director, Philip Bernstein, who serves as chairman
of the assembly committee on social issues and policies, participated in the
development of its position statement on public welfare. We wish to associate
ourselves with the testimony presented by Robert E. Bondy, director of the
National Social Welfare Assembly, before the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee, February 9, 1962.

Enclosed Is the resolution adopted by our last general assembly In November.
It reflects the position of our member community organizations on the basic
purposes of this legislation. It Is completely consistent with the objective of
"stressing services instead of support, rehabilitation instead of relief, and train-
ing for useful work (with adequate safeguards) instead of prolonging depend-
ency"-as described by the President in his state of the Union message. We
request permission for this letter and the attached resolution to be included in
the printed record of this hearing.

The experience of our member welfare organizations over many years has
brought the conviction that emphasis on rehabilitation by well-trained profes-
sional social workers with reasonable caseloads will restore many people to
independence and self-support, and In the final analysis will save tax funds.
There is needed, therefore, a concerted effort to overcome the shortage of trained
social work personnel. Our experience has demonstrated that there are many
people Interested in social service as a career who for financial reasons cannot
undertake the required graduate education and training. Over 80 percent of
the students in graduate schools of social work are receiving some 'financial
assistance; the majority of these cannot, on graduation,' go Immediately into'
governmental agencies because they are on scholarships which commit them to
a perlod;of work in the voluntary agency which has granted them the assistance.
Comparable governmental training grants would help provide the public service
with the trained personnel needed to deal with the complex and difficult human
problems which the governmental agencies must overcome and to administer most
effectively the billions of dollars spent for these programs.

We. welcome the aspects of this legislation which encourage elimination of
residence requirements as a condition for eligibility for federally aided public
assistance program& We associate ourselves in support of the testimony pre-
sented by Mr Savilla Millis Simons, general director of the National Travelers
Aid Association, and chairman of the Subcommittee on Residence Laws of the
National Social Welfare Assembly, presented before this committee on Feb-
ruary 9, 1962. Our own board of directors on June 10, 1957, adopted the following
resolution on residence laws and settlement:

"Whereas--
"Freedom to move is a fundamental human right in a democracy;
"The right of an individual to move to better his economic and living conditions

must not be abridged;
"This right of free movement Is essential to the continued effective functioning

of the economy of the United States;
"Restriction on a residence basis against the newcomier in obtaining the funda-

mental needs of food, clothing, shelter, and medical care results In human tragedy;
"The failure of such individuals to receive public assistance places a heavy

burden on voluntary philanthropic agencies, which they cannot meet;
"Length of residence requirements are an archaic, inefficient, costly survival

from previous and different periods: Therefore be it
"Resolved, That the Council of Jewish Federations and Welfare Funds, repre-

senting organized Jewish philanthroplc services In communities throughout the
country; is Opposed to length-of-residence requirements for public or private a -
sistance, and urges the removal of such limitations where they exist."

This resolution has been reaffirmed by our general 'assembly.
'We welcome the proposed increase in Federal participation ln Statb-

9dminsteted plUblic assistance programs which will-"make It possible for ,the
In tIrvddal States to strengthen rehabilitative efforts. 'We 'note the lmportafte
of 4iafeguarding th6 work training programs so that they may contribute tWth
respect and dignity of the individUals, and their restmtion to self-abWpot. We
believe that the measures for extending the aid to dependent children will
strengthen the Integrity of family life.
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Finally, we welcome the encouragement of experimentation and demonstration
of new methods of administering public welfare programs. These have as their
aims the prevention and reduction of dependency, better coordination between
private and public welfare agencies, and increased effectiveness of services.

We are pleased that the chairman of the Ways and Means Committee is spon-
soring these Important measures, urgently needed and forward looking, and it
Is our hope that the committee will report favorably on this legislation.

Respectfully submitted.
IRvINo KANx, President.

RE OLvTION 0S PuBLo W=Y A=

Adopted by the General Assembly, Council of Jewish Federations and Welfare
Funds, Inc.; November 17, 1901, at Dallas, Tex.

All citizens have a deep and profound stake in the health and welfare stand-
ards and services of the Nation. For the voluntary agencies serving these needs,
there is a special concern and Interdependence with the scope and quality of gov-
ernmental programs. And there is a particular responsibility at this time to
strengthen public welfare services and to resist the weakening of these services
by undocumented charges of waste of tax funds.

We recognize that the general welfare Is set In the foundation of a vigorous
economy and sound social conditions which assure to all persons the opportunities
top, their fullest development, and which prevent and minimize dependence and
disabilities. . -. . i ,

For those who do-require help, financial aid alone .s not enough; with it must
be provided skilled,fservice which strengthens self-respect and restores these
persons to Independence as quickly as possible..

, In furtherance of these purposes, we note with commendation the measures
endorsed by the board of direckors of this council and enacted; by the last session
of , Congrew :

.StrengthIng Of the soci al security system through raising the levels, of
benefits and broadening the scope o eligibility; -.

Doubling the appropriation for research and demonstration projects on
the causes, of family need and social disability; I

Extension of aid to dependent children to benefit families with unemployed
father and to include foster home care for, children whose own homes are
not suitable;

Improvement -of community health services through Increased aid for
construction of most urgently needed facilities, for personnel training, tech.
nical services, and research in noninstitutional progems,-

We urge the next session of the Congress to continue this progress by enact-
ment of legislation endorsed by the board of; this council which would: -

Provide medical care for the aged through, the mechanism of old-age and
survivors Insurance program;

Extend Federal participation to assure public assistance financing and
services for all needy persons not now covered under Federal law, with -no
restrictions based on citizenship or residence requirements;

Provide grants for professional training of social workers to help overcome
the staff shortages in public welfare agencies, across:,the country, and to
assure the skilled serylee required tor the e"rlest -rehabilitatiou of those
in need.

Increase further the, appropriations for march aud dewonstratio rj-
ects in social welfare beyond the modest beginnings which ,have been made,

lo.HAlEY FLOOD BV ~o~or~ .. pi B,.9g
Oharns*, 96.we F ,noe .mm, ee, ! ....

x "l sr BV, pW,:he Comwdt On lvbl/ Affairs -the Oommni.y
8erIce 8oa ety stronglyr urges your support of 11. 10606, formerly A.R., 1008%
a bill "to extend and Improve, the public, assistance; and child welfare services
pgram. 9f the Social ecurlty:Act, d for other purposes",

/ /
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We are enclosing for your information a copy of our letter of February 28,1962, to the ComMittee on Ways and Means of the House of Representativeswhich was written prior to the present bill's amendment. We are still pleasedwith the central direction of the bill which places such strong emphasis onrehabilitative, restorative, and preventive services to families an4 individuals.Nevertheless, we are concerned about three amendments made by the Committeeon Waya and Mean" and adopted by the House of Representatives.The first of these amendments Is the addlion t6 '. . 1060, of subsection107(a), section 40, beginning on page 37, ne 13 entitled "Use of Paymens forBene fitof Child." We are particularly concerned with the last nine linees ofthis qetion (page 38, lines 5 through 18), which provide specifically that-"any action taken by the State agency pursuant to * * , State law other thandenial of payments while be Is in the home of the rela tive, shall not eerve asa 'bass for withholding ftuns from such State Under aecion 404' an4 shall totprevent such payntents With respect tO such child from being, considered aid tofamilies with dependent children." [Emphaslisadded.] '-This provisiqn, amending as it doeo section 404'and In turn 4062f the SocialSecurity Act, which together contain, 13 minimal requirements of State welfareplans, appears to us to run counter to the principle of safeguarding Individualrights and entitlements *hich has prevailed since the *pitial passageof theSocial Security Act. It thus J0eopardiz4s the fundamental purpose of the billby making it possible for the States to adopt, for example, legislation permittingthe extensive use of voucher relief or any other punitive rather than rehabilta.tive legislation, at the same time prohibiting the withholding of federall moneyfrom States whose laws 'lwer the minimum standards now provided byse¢ton404 4nd 402 of the Social Security Act. It does not seem to recognize that theseminimum Federal requirements, when based on reasonable nationwide goalsand standards, are a help and protection to State policymaking and admidstra-tive bodies In maintaining a constructive and stable program- To permit sucha provision to'be enacted into law does a profoud disservice to an otherwiseessentially sound bill intended to be aimed at.'acileving individual and faml yrehabilitation and thus eventually, hopefully, reducing welfare costs in a mannerthat develops and promotes human dignity and self-respect. To preserve Rdq-quate standards of State public welfare legislation and aministration, we there-fore recommend the deletion, 'of subsection 167'(a), section405 Protectivepayments in special situations requiring them are more. than amplyprovi4 forunde the original proposal section 109(a), begii 'w page line 21, andcontinuing through line 16, page 41.Tho second amendment of concern to us pe rld i6, titles X, Xiv -and XVI,Wh ea with grant to'the States for aid to thi4 blid tq th permanently, andtotally disabled, and to the aged. While we dO Of;t object to theincreas inFederal reimbursement to the States for the categoriesprov1ded for underthese titles, we, also believe that Federal aid to the States *fdr aid and servicesto needy families with chidrenshould be Increased at the same time, In orderto prevent the present disparity from being further widened.The third amendment is referred to by Congressman Mills In his report ofthe Committee on Ways and Means to the ommittee of the Whole of the Houseof Representatives as :"a purely technical and conformingchange," It pertainsto the section of the original bill (p. 44 of H.R. 10032),Which was intended toprovIde nebutie to the- Statee for, removing, reskefrice ~u1remenM: AA indl-ated in: our letter too O6ngessman Mills, tho 8o etyli Oommittee -n 0 ibliAffalf* "long has taken the position that State and deal' 'rf1dence te qni imentbfor public welfare assistanceae' inhumane aid that stith laws impede theprogress of our economy by violating the fundamental right of 4o ti , z1welrtb'strive to improve'their conditions by moving frel6lj, *Itkn their Ow cntii.tWe had, therefore, approved th encouragement hlch, ER. I0Q8! .avtot

'enmoval, of resdence requiremente and 11O* deeltl t that 1 "-.4#d
not contain this provision.

WVd hopO thatyou, atid your conittee will $lveslous e~1ddetat to ourcommentt anMd find Some' Way, Of tierving~ln it!-what', 0evi, oolilinal intent and purpose of this bill, ..w what .. tel ev, - be the
Respectfully yours,

JoHNI . LMATmi, -(Jkirman,6 Oommiltee os Legiulation, (ommittee on Publio Aj'Esie
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COMMUNITY SERVICE SOCIETY,
New York, N.Y., February 28,1962.Hon. WiLuut D. MiL s,

Ohairma1 Walys and Means Oommittee,
House ol Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DFAm CONGRESSMAN MILLS: After careful examination and consideration of
H.R. 10032, the Committee on Public Affairs of the Community Service Society
of New York, the largest and oldest voluntary family welfare and health agency
In the United States, wishes to record Its support of the general intent and
purpose of the bill and its major proposals. In this society's experience in
working with people In need, it has been abundantly evident that rehabilitative
services are necessary to an effective public welfare program as well as financial
assistance for those In financial need or likely to become so if appropriate social
services are not provided. For years, even a large agency like ours has recog-
nized its own inability to provide service to more than a relatively small number
of such persons and families in need and has seen the development of social
services within public departments as the only logical solution.
H.R. 10032 gives contiiderable encouragement to the States to develop social

service programs which, if properly staffed and administered, should eventually
reduce public welfare costs and, of at least equal importance, should also
strengthen family life as the contribution of each individual to society is de-
veloped to full capacity.

Rehabilitation, where it is possible, obviously requires the best use of pro-
fessionally qualified people, and thus we welcome the provisions of the bill
which make possible staff training and research and demonstration programs
to advance knowledge and skills in helping troubled and sometimes troublesome
people.

The Society's Committee on Public Affairs long has taken the position that
State and local residence requirements for public welfare assistance are in-
humane and that such laws impede the progress of our economy by v;o1ating
the, fundamental right of our people to strive to improve their conditions by
moving freely within their own country. We, therefore, approve the encourage-
ment the bill gives to the removal of residence requirements.

While there are certain aspects of the bill which we might question, and which
may require future amendment as experience is gained, it is our belief that the
bill is a major step in the right direction.'

Therefore, the Committee on Public Affairs of the Community Service Society
of New York supports and urges adoption of H.R. 10032 and its prompt 'mple-
mentation by adequate appropriations. We further urge that scheduling and
action by your committee be takenpromptly.

Respectfully yours,O
°" JOHN H3. MATHIS.

Chairman, Oommtittee on Legislation, Committee on Publio Ajafrs:

FAcT SHEi r ON Bocmx' Wox: MA1POWER AND SOCIAL WORK EDUCATION, 1961-62

1. Exclusive of health and education, current expenditures for welfare services
in the United States are at the rate of $5 billion annually. Of this amount not
more than 1A ' billion is from voluntary funds. (Not included in these figures
are amounts expended from the socal Insurance programs under the Social
Seertty Act)

2' There are 106,000 social.welfare workers in the United States, exclusive of
recreation workers, according to the 1960 survey of social weifarq manpower.'

& The growing and ever more id.tcal;phortage Of social worked r is shown by
the following facts: ,

(a) There are 56. accredited schools of social work in. various universities
2# 'the UnitedStates,.7 in Canada., They admit, to full-time study, leading
it2 years to a master's degree, Students who have completed a bachelor's
degree.

2 "Salares and Workin Conditions of Social Welfare Manpower in 1960."- A sutvei ion-
ducted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics In cooperation with the National Social Welfare
.smb*, available from the Assembly, p45 East 45th St., New York 11, NY,, $1.Y. ,

/'
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(b) The 56 schools have currently enrolled (November 1961) 5,496 full-
time students,° of whom 40 percent are men. The Canadian schools bring
the total to 6,028.

(o) Last year (June 1961), 2,310 students completed their social work
education and received their master's degree in social work. This includes
2,162 In the United States, 148 In Canada.

(d) These 63 schools have an estimated capacity to enroll approximately
6,106 full-time students--5,600 in the United States and 500 In Canada---
without major additions to their teaching staffs and field instruction place-
Ments. Capacity in the 56 U.S. schools could be increased to a possible
potential of 7,000 full-time students by 1965, and in the 7 Canadian schools
to 1,000, If financing for such additions could be found..

(M) One additional school of social work opened in 1961, and another will
be in operation in September 1962. Each school may be expected to enroll
about 40 students in its first 2 years, prior to review for accreditation.

(I) The best estimates (based on sample studies) indicate that there are
at least 10,000 current social work vacancies for which funds are available
but for which qualified staff cannot be found.

(W) The most careful estimates available (based on sample studies) indi-
cate that upward of 15,000 persons would have to be recruited annually
to replace those leaving the field, to staff necessary expansion of existing
services, and to man newly developing services. This estimate does not
take account of the full expansion of services that would be required by
the recent rapid growth In population.

4. Only one-fifth of the persons in social work positions in 19601 had basic
professional education for their work (2 years of graduate work in a school of
social work). Public assistance programs, with the largest staffs, have the
smallest proportion of staff with basic professional education (4 percent). The
significance of this can be realized only when it is known that these agencies
must deal with the most difficult human problems in the families and individuals
coming to them for help. Lack of professional staff thus tends to perpetuate
or to create dependency, and falls to provide preventive measures, particularly in
families with children.

,5. Two major factors standing; in the way of increasing, the supply of fully
prepared social workers are:

(a) lack of funds to develop additional social work teachers and to engage
faculty for class and field instruction; and

(b) lack of adequate funda~to help students finance the cost of tuition
and maintenance for the 2-year period required..

8. Salaries for social workers are increasing but must be raised especiallyy for
experienced workers) if they are to be attractive to promising young people
selecting a career. The average salary of social welfare workers in 1960 had
increased 76.percent since 1960, a 43-percent gain in real wages when adjusted
for the rise in the cost of living, Average salary for workers who had their
master's degree in social work' (the, first professional degree) was nearly $2,000
higher than the average salary of the total group. The few with doctoral
degrees earned a median salary $2,500 higher than those with master's degrees.

PROJECT ON PUBLICC PEdUICES.FOR. FAMWL!ES AND CHILDREN

Sponsoredby the NeW, York School ot Scial "Work,
Colitiziboia U~ersity, New O, ,

Tug~ PaucrwA. VA4i OF SocuL Woi : "' Wa'w:'
Pag=r..?UABy R~?Rowr 10. P~mqNsTuAZ~ PB0~ 1IPYU A558185W

(By Winifred Bell, 4p. 20, 4)kpr.

During the last decade numerous demonstration projects darred out In public
welfare agencies have provided convincing evidence that -ubstAntial savings
to the taxpayer can be secured by reducing caseloads of prblic-assistan'e workers
so that they have time to -counsel actively with the troubled families seeking

WpacWa ald. .~ i *

Our past efforts to save, money have. led us to keep asistance grant$ 't th e
Minitmum,- tO Insist upon tight controls over eligibility, and 'to spread the eas6-
loads ,over small,. untrained, aud pobrly' paid staft, The 10 detionstratfoh
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projects reviewed to date consistently show that they have been a "penny wise,
pound foolish": approach. It is, in fact, one. way to guarantee that dependency
will not only persist, but will Increase.

The cost of dependency is not easy to measure: Certainly, it far exceeds the
cost to the public- assis:ance agency, but even viewing,this- limited aspect of
the problem, unless our Investment is returning some dividends in terms of
preparing families for independent living,, we are wasting m6ney. Our 'present
penny-pinching policies could not be better designed to encourage-the cbntinua-
tion of dependency, not only for this generation but, for generations to come.
It could not better promote high turnover of staff, wasteful concentration on air-
tight controls at-the expense of time to give constructive help. -

If we did not know better, It would be more uderstandable. The conclusions
set forth in this paper are not new,. They have been presented In i variety of
forms by their sponsors, but the impression Is secured that they are In,- but not
of, the public domain. .

What do they prove? (1)- It Is wasteful to concentrate the efforts of public.
assistance agencies exclusively on. the determination and verification of eligi-
bility. This may well continue to be the, focus for those families with simple,
uncomplicated economic need including mothers who are needed at home to care
for young children. -But for those with complicating social problems we must
tocus our efforts: on discovering the obstacles to self-help and provide services to
strengthen families if we wish to save money. (2) No investigator 'or social
worker will have time to counsel with families unless he Is responsible tot only
a "reasonable caseload", generally defined at ranging from 35 to 50 cases. (3)
Skilled supervision and lnservice training programs ire essential t6 a con-
structive program Id. public assistance. This Is ,particularly true IA-these days
of acute shortage of graduate and experienced social workers. (4) Untrained
investigators may have -been able to verW 'eligibility, but effective family
counseling requires the skill of trained, -social workeisi and the more skillful
the staff the more aloney the community will save. This Is tantamount to saying
that we don't save money by hiring 10th-graders to build missiles.
- The, 10 projects reviewed returned a significant number of families to sef-
support and decreased both the duration of grants and the incidence of reap-
pIcation. In some 4nstancesi the maximum, money grants allowed by -the

states were increased during the studies; nonetheless, savings - overbalanced
costs incurred by smaller caseloads, more highly, trained personnel, and skilled
supervision.

.The 10 studies: also showed that thepublic image of the "lasy, Indolent" as-
sistance recipient is simply not based on fact. t Most of these families wsh' to be
employed, and this Includes the "ADO mother." But their marginal skills dud
minority status; reader them peculiarly' vulnerable to shifts in the economy.
Many of them -came from- families who. had known only misfortune and dis-
crimination, brokenhomes, and dependene*. The current adult on public as-
sistence, Is our warning for the future, for ourpresent policies are excellently
devised to breed more In the same mold., ;Again and again, these studies note
that the typical public assistance recipient is the "ftrt fired, afid lst hired." ' '

In these demonstration projects, social workers devoted time and skill to build-
ing confidence exploring diMculties, extending employment counseling, andrefer-
ring for vocational training. When mothers were in a position to work, ingenuity
was brought to bear on formulatiog adequate Din forphlldrep during thermoth-

eW pyme Te eJtomy~o± prtvink Equate vbeational turning, day
care, and homemaker 4ailitles.was demonstrated. , . W can safely conclude whenwe study the i.eermt 'Wmth c t" k~, given ttle -toh#plOre the obstacles to. inde-
pendent living, a conceri abtit helping faimileb t overcome those obstacles, a
community atmosphere in w ch minority groups Iare exnpoyel during times of
stress on some at 6Qia I p tnd given, day, carefacilities so -that 1o4Inom mothei'z cat thout neglsctng their chl-
dren, substantial social agni econpic, saVlp coud ,be effected.

The studies reviewed Weie carried out i Californa, Michigan, Pennsylvania,
1.9 oWa, Texa N W oo vd .4Washlngto, D.Q, S&uppbrtng evidefe f16fnd

~I~RA4.t1J~QS,. aine, New, Jeisey, and Notth Carolna. -l
., ec~z ofc the deastraton proJecte, the focus ot the work With .famitlies

w. ceavged wm 4wIeelvveyeoneeried With the determination and vebtfea-
tion of eligiblit to one centered on helping families with their diftlcult Pree,

wheZieI~tbe ~op.I.budgeting,;emp cqait, marital# r~r~tcidi~s.~ er the orlaft-bl ftr ,n
3~qsud~s - - -o~osly-couftnedi with hsecurlng - tfie-'6M~l~ylne~

. r - Fkpp fCetti. lysh, When-the pvoJetu deat pt-

/ / ,
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manly with ADO cases, this goal might well be questioned, since the program
was initially established to enable mothers to provide the supervision and nur-
ture required by children in their formative years. In 1935 when the Social
Security Act was passed, this appeared to require the presence of the mother
in the home. However, these studies and others in recent years suggest that
mothers on ADC consider themselves to be second-class citizens and they would
prefer employment. The crux of the matter Is how and why the mother decides
to work and what plans she is able to make for her children. Should mothers
on ADO be forced to work because insufficient appropriations mean that they
cannot support their children in dignity and self-respect? Should social workers
be pressured into forcing mothers into the economy as a proof of success? Or
should mothers and social workers be free to plan jointly for the welfare of the
family? These studies suggest that current inadequate assistance grants seri-
ously limit the freedom of choice.

Without exception. in these demonstration projects, caseloads were reduced.
In 1959, the median caseload of public assistance workers for the Nation was
147 cases. In these projects, on the whole, caseloads ranged from 35 to 50 cases.
In the project reported in the 1960 Annual Report of the Texas Department of
Public Welfare, the size of these special caseloads is not mentioned. Hqwever,
note Is made of "specialized caseloads" consisting primarily of ADO cases.
"By intensive, training along specialized lines, and by removing diversions
caused by working with cases in other categories, these specialized ADO case-
workers were able to meet and overcome some of the problems facing ADO
families.' Considering that Texas had the hIghest caseloads in the Nation at
the time of that study (in June 1959, 360 cases per worker), it seems probable
that these caseloads were not only specialized but reduced.

The increased visits with families made possible by this reduction varied
from "being available quickly whenever needed," as in Marin County, Calif., to
approximately once monthly, as in Washington, D.C. At both ends of the
spectrum, a totally new experience was available to the families receiving public
assistance, since their traditional relationship with the agency has had to be
limited to the infrequent and brief visits required by statute to verify eligibility.
But quantity is not the only change. The new focus, the concern for strength-
ening families, meant a new spirit and a changed, pace for visitor and family
alike. For the first time, the agency was not merely a "watchdog," determined
to ferret out abuses and Irregularities. Now skilled counseling and trained
concern were extended, and in this climate problems were more apt to be con.
fided, and social workers and families had a chance to become partners in a mu.
tual undertaking. It is little wonder that positive changes occurred.

These studies all give the facts regarding the financial and/or social savings
they effected. They were all carried out during the last decade, and some of
the reports are only now available.

The Washington, D.C., project involved 240 families with 900 children and
was carried on from February 1953 to March 1954. Three skilled social workers
were responsible for all of the counseling. They conclude that "the status"
of the family was improved for 141 of the 240 families, as evidenced by increased
financial support from 34 absent fathers, mproved marital relationships in
82 families, improved health in 51 families, full-time employment in 18 cases,
part-time employment in 9 cases, marked progress toward employment in 16
families, better housing for 23 families, and alleviation of school difficulties
experienced by 9 children. These gains are particularly significant when we
realize that in all of these demonstration projects, the project families have
not been the "typical" assistance families but the "hard core," those with static
or deteriorating conditions, those long known to the agency, those for whom little
improvement could be anticipated.,

There have been two projects In Washtenaw County, Mich., both focused
on multiproblem families receiving general asslstance In the most recent study
(1960), 14 cases involving 84 individuals were selected for intensive study. Th9
work was evaluated after the families had been n the project from 8 to 10
months, and even within this brief period, considerable gains had been made.
Families were evaluated according to financial status, family relationships and
individual adjustment, and finally, their improved capacity to use community

1 "Annual Report of the Department of Public Welfare," Texas, 1960, p. 6.
"ADC Demonstration Project," Washington, D.C., Department of Publfc Welfare 1954.

(Mimeographed.)
84071---62-15
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iesources wisely and constructively. Three families showed gains in all three
areas, five families in two areas and three families improved in one area. The
authors state that the total monthly cost (to the public assistance agency) for
these 14 families was $2,300. "During the first 6 months the project operated,
six families became partially or totally self-supporting which produced an esti-
mated savings per month of between $700 and $750. * * * On an annual basis,
an annual savings of $8,400 to $9,000" was thus effected.s The result was
achieved despite the fact that these 14 families had received relief for an average
of 21 months, and that the project workers were the "usUal employees" of the
general assistance agency. Highly skilled supervision, an active in-service
training program and reduced caseloads made the difference.

The Florida project involved 505 families. After a 14-month period, about
half of those families were no longer on public assistance. "By comparison,
during that same period, about one-third of the cases earrled by the regular
staff were closed. Of the new applications handled by the experimental group,
about 42 percent were accepted for financial assistance while among the regular
staff about 56 percent were accepted."'

The Annual Report Of the Florida State Welfare Board for 1957-58 compares
financial dependence with disease and states that "there are two wonder drugs
available: the money of the public assistance grant, and the time and skill which
the social worker is able to devote to the case. * * *Controlled experiments in
the treatment of this disease (chronic dependency) have been conducted by
this department. Again and again, in actual cases, * * * the social casework
theory has been confirmed: for a substantial percentage of the ADO families
this is a curable disease.- ** * In many instances, as high as 50 percent of
certain caseloads in certain communities, can be returned to self-support when
the social worker carries a practical caseload." s Although we might well ques-
tion whether mothers who'decide to utilize a public program designed to enable
them to remain at home on the theory that home is where they belong are, in
fact "diseased," nonetheless the confirmation of the effectiveness of lower
caseloads is a pertinent addition to our story. Unfortunately, from the point
of view of the taxpayer, changes made the following year by the Florida legis-
lature resulted in decreasing the time social workers could devote to counseling.

The 1960 Annual Report of the Department of Public Welfare in Pennsylvania
reports on the rehabilitation demonstration project of the Allegheny County
Board of Assistance. "The economy of small caseloads (35 in the project) was
demonstrated clearly. * $ * 98 cases, out of the project's 349 cases, Were closed
because of employment. Savings on assistance grants alone for these cases from
the time they went off assistance until October 1958, totaled more than $256,000.
* * * In October, 1958, a followup was attempted with the 37 cases that had
left assistance for employment a year or more before * * 16 were located * * *.
Assistance had been given in each of these cases for more than 5 years before
it was discontinued. Handicaps (in these families) Included severe physical
handicaps (11), mental (9), social (9), no skill or experiecne (10). Only two
of these people might have found work by their own efforts. * ** The total
earnings ($114,500) of the 16 families alone almost equaled the 'entire cost of
the project ($124,000) * * * If these people had not had this special help, it
is likely that they Would have continued to receive assistanc totaling $58,262."'

Pixel and Wiltse conclude their report on a project involving 48 ANO families
in California by stating, "These data suggest that if the department were ade-
quately staffed so that individual attention could be given to the interests,
emotional and physical problems, and the educational needs of each client, the
time on assistance would be greatly reduced. Let us expand this hypothesis to a
statewide basis. The total cost of ANC in California will be approximately 126
million this fiscal year (presumably 1959-80) and the average length of time on
aid, 42 months. It the average time on aid Were reduced even I ronth the
resultant saving would pay for all statelwide increments In quallt and quantity

G 'Ieduclng Dependency: A Repcit of a Demonstration and Research Project" Wilbur
_. Cohen an Sydney sernara, Ann Arbor, Mich., University of Michigan, december
W. ( m a) , Itaphe"I'Cmaework Services In ADC," Maude Von P4 Kemp, James M. Walls and Joyce Hetsea,

Chicag., APWA, child welfare series No. 2, Jauary 195T7p. 18 and' 9.
-21st Annual Report of the State Welfare Roard, FloAda, Jacksonville, Florida State

Welfare Bo.rd. 1958, p. 18. - . .
4 Public -Welfare Report, June 1, 195&-May 31, 190. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania Depart-ment of Public Welfare, September 1960, pp. 70 and T6.

I. -
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of staff. Whether expanded to a statewide, nationwide, or reduced to thesmallest local level, these simple facts indicate that an adequately trained staffin sufficient quantity to keep caseloads down to optimum level is the simplest
form of economy." IIn Texas, during 1959 and 1960, "mature, experienced workers" were selectedto work wIth ADO cases and by the end of the year they were credited withhaving achieved a remarkable drop in the caseload. "In September 195.9, pay-ments were made to 23,147 families representing 73,381 children under this pro-gram. By August 1960, these dropped to 19,662 families representing 62512children under 14 years of age, a decrease of 4,132 families (17 percent) and,12,772 (17 percent) children. During the corresponding period, average pay-ments per family per month increased * * * $1.66 per family * * *. Recipientsof ADO assistance (nonetheless) received $17,930,881 in money payments forthe year, a decrease of $3,103,614 under the total for the previous year." I With-out a detailed report on this project, these financial gains are difficult to assess,since at this time no information is available on employment or unemploymentrates in Texas, on the usual case movement of other ADO cases, on the rate ofapplications, or on the services made available by social workers.Lake County, Ind., limited caseloads to 40 families for selected caseworkersIn 1958 and referred only families who had been chronically dependent andshowed signs of serious deterioration. Despite the gravity of these cases, "itwas found that the average rate of 'termination of grants for the total ADOcaseload of the agency in 1958 was 19.4 percent while the rate of termination forthe 125 intensive cases was 28.8 percent." They estimated a savings only to theagency of $16,59& It Is most interesting that in 195) it became necessary toraise the caseloads In the experimental group by assigning 40 family units ratherthan 40 separate eases, as in 1958.; The termination rate dropped, although itstill remained higher than the rate for the entire 'ADO caseload. Despite alower rate of termination, the savings were higher for the simple reason that thefamilies involved had more children and thus had received, higher grants. In1959, an estimated $22,556 was saved by effecting earlier terminations throughintensive casework counseling.$
Westchester County, N.Y., instituted a demonstration project in June 1957.Highly skilled social workers, excellent supervision and reduced caseloads wereagain proven to be economical. These 152 families were plagued with manyproblems, and had been receiving relief for an average of 25.1 months prior tobeing assigned to the project. After an average of 6.7 months of counseling, 49of the families were able to function independently.*Niagara County also initiated a project in 1957. Forty-one families were In-volved who had been continuously or intermittently on public assistance for 5or more years. Despite the high unemployment rates in Niagara County at thetime, 17 families became self-supporting, wbile over one-half of the familiesinvolved took concrete steps n the direction of improving their employmentpotential. The author observes, 'These changes are not as spectacular. * asactual case closings through employment * * 0. A long-range goal of *self-support for many of these families has a reasonabiechande to be reached."'1aKF1n 0Unty, Calif., stands,out as t4 site ofintelligent experlnentation andplanning for public assistance, and particularly the ANO caseload. in 1951 anew director, Betty Presley, was employed by that department. 'is Presleybrought "conviction that an Informed community would support''an effectivelyorganized county welfare department able to' provide help wth dIfflcult familyproblems. She foresaw that professionally trained staff and smaller caseloadsperequisite to giving skilled social services might increase administrative costs.However, she believed such services would strengthen.famaly relationships andIndividual efforts, and In ma ny instances result In sel pps" rthusdecreasing assistance costs."ot, t utimately'these opinions were supported by the administrative survey InJune 1951 byKroeger & Associates which said, "We are firmly convinced fthat there. is noroom for the inexperienced or poorly qualified social worker on the staff in the

"'1ADe Problem and PromI1e, Chicago, Ml., APWA~jdt~ utn ie nXermit TWilte "'A Study of rte Administration of the MLCProgram'"'. 83."A Study of XDC Cases Receltng Int nsive Casework in 1;98 a oIndiana Department of Public Welfare, Intenaive Casework Dvision (asm);Cony"To Prevent and To Restore," a repo rt on the rbii~tation ten t .o obilc poelsoservices in New York State, Albany, York State Departnrez4of social Wefare, 1960
"O A Study of Maria County Calif.-Building Services rnto a Publfo Aastangram Can Pay Of," California beparment of ocial Welfare, 195 PbAsae Pro-p a o ~ al W el a re 1 5 8 (p a sslm .
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Maria County Welfare Department," A family care unit was established to
provide intensive casework, and an experimental caseload was forthwith estab-
Ushed in this unit. Twenty-four chronic cases were assigned to a worker with
graduate social work training. In the previous 5 years, $91,920 had been spent
on these families in assistance and medical care. After 1 year's work, improve-
ment was noted in all but two cases and expenditures for the entire group began
decreasing. Most of these cases involved immaturity, marital conflict, mental
deficiency, mental illness, and alcoholism. They included 104 children ranging
from 2 to 9 in a family, and 24 of these children were known to have personality
disturbances. So convincing was the improvement that "the agency concluded
that intensive effort In all such cases was indicated and that casework help
given in the early stages of agency contact contributed to the prevention of
personal and family breakdown and economic dependence." 10

Between 1952 and 1956 further administrative changes were made, so that a
senior clerk was trained to do much of the clerical work previously assigned to
social workers, who were then free to concentrate on counseling families. Case-
loads were reduced throughout the family case unit to approximately 40 to 50
cases, qualifications for workers were raised systematically. Salaries were
raised, more supervision was provided, and the work of various related offices
was coordinated. The results achieved in Marln County were then rigorously
compared with results and trends in the San Francisco area, as a whole. Marin
County was found to show a significant drop in ANC cases per 1,000 population
when compared with the San Francisco area, despite the same rate of applica-
tions. Not only was the "discontinuance rate" higher but cases "stayed discon-
tinued" longer. During the 1954-56 period the costs of ANO in surrounding areas
increased, although It decreased markedly in Marin County. There were also
decreases in average grants per child in Marla County and studies revealed that
this probably related to both increased support from absent fathers and in-
creased earnings of parents. Finally, the following table illustrates the shifting
relationship of salaries axld assistance costs in the county:

July-Sep- July-September 1958 tember 1a6

Aid to needy chldre ....................................................... $114,713.63 $87, 880. 77
General relief -------------------------------------------------------------- 21,651.40 20,822.81
Salaries .......................................-...........................- . 6,49&90 12,32 00

Total ................................................................. 142,861.93 121, 02 58

The director also pointed out that based on the average monthly aid-to-needy.
children grant In this county of $125, the saving represented by discontinuance
of three aid-to-needy-children cases exceeds the monthly salary of one worker.
Four discontinuances exceed the salary of a supervisor.

In summarizing their comparisons of the Marn County statistics and those
from the San Francisco area generally, the authors of this report note:

"Consistently the foregoing figures point up a picture of downward trends
in ANO caseload (both in relatiou to population and absolutely) and in total
costs in the 4-year period (1958 through 1956) that the family care unit has
operated in Maria. Concurrently, in the San Francisco area group of counties
which have many common factors in their economic and social patterns, the
trends are upward."In concluding thehf report, they note that their program was in jeopardy in
July 195 when a firm of administrative analysts made a survey of the welfare
department for the country grand jury. In the eventual public hearing, it is
noteworthy that a representative of the California Taxpayers' Association
brought out that 'per capita expenditures for welfare in Marln County were
lower than in any 4f'the other 11 counties of the State closest to Maria in popu-
lation." He also pointed out that the administrative costs of Marn's total
welfare programs were the second lovest in this group of counties. He stated,
and several other speakers agreed, tha "If you spend $10 more in administrative
cost to save $1001 the aid program, you've saved money." It is encouraging
to note that the director's budget was granted and that caseloads were kept
down to their 40-400lmit. "The qupport given by the board and community
amounted t'a vote of confidence it the preventive and rebabilitative approach
taken by the Maria County Welfare Department." "

16"A Stuty of Marin County Calif.-Building Services Into a PubUe Assistane Pro-
gram Can ]Pay Off," California 5epairtment of Social Welfare, 1958 (passim).
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SUPPORTING STUDIES

"A Study of Protective Services and the Problem of Neglect of Children in
New Jersey," Claire R. Hancock, Trenton, N.J., Department of Institutions
and Agencies, State board of child welfare, 1958.

"The Incentive Budgeting Demonstration Project," Denver Department of Public
Welfare, July 1959-June 1961 (interim report, June 1960).

"Facts, Fallacies and Future," a study of the ADO program of Cook County,
Ill. (New York City: Greenleigh Associates, 1960).

"Parental Behavior in ANO Families," State of California, Department of Social
Welfare, July 16,1960.

"Aid to Dependent Children in Maine," a study of family management, Maine
Department of Health and Welfare, June 1960.

PATrERNS OF CHANCE IN FAMimes AssiGNED TO THE VOLUNTEER CAsE Am
PRoRAM, ApirL 1, 1958, To JANUARY 31, 1960

Progress report to the Community Cheat of Rochester and Monroe County, March
1960, prepared by the staff of the Baden Street Settlement, Inc., Rochester,
N.Y.

PATTERNS OF FAMLY FUNCTIONING FOR 8 FAMILIES IN VOLUNTEER CASE AID PROOR&M

It can be said of the 35 families involved in the VCA program that in the
majority of cases there was only 1 parent in the home (60 percent) and that
the household included 6 children, that in half of the families the children
included at least 1 which had been born out of wedlock or which was not the
child of both adults in the home; that either divorce, separation, or desertion
was a part of the history of three-fifths of the families, that chronic physical
disease or handicap existed for 1 or more members of most of the 35 families,
that the families were all renters and that two-fifths of them lived in low-income,
public housing; that these families were known to an average of 7 community
(social, health, law enforcement) agencies, including the Baden Street Settle-
ment, that 77 percent of the 85 families were either partially or fully dependent
upon public welfare for their support at the time of intake into the program or
at some time during the study period (April 1, 1958, to January 31, 1960).

Nearly all (31) of the 35 families presented problems around individual
behavior or adjustment of 1 or more of their members and around economic
practices or budgeting (26 families) or social activities and relationships (also,
26 families). Two-thirds of the families (22) presented problems around physi-
cal health and more than one-half (19) around the use of community resources.
Nearly one-half of the families (17) had problems In the area of their family
relationships or in their relationships with community agencies (15). Fewest
families presented problems around home and household practices (9)-the area
which newspapers and popular sentiment are quickest to assign to multiproblem
families, using such terminology as "sloppy housekeeping."

hangede noted from intake to closing or pres~et date (January 31, 1960) (2
months' work) in olofaly reported behavior of VCA program families

One-half of the families requiring neglect petitions or SPCO investigations
prior to intake were not so involved during the study period;

Two-thirds of those for whom adult or Juvenile arrests occurred prior to intake
were not so involved during the study period;

Truancy or unauthorized school absences were not reported in nearly one-third
of the families so reported prior to intake;

In nearly one-half of the families so involved prior to Intake, police calls or
evictions did not occur during the study period.

(han gee in welfare depmdeney for VOA families from intake to closing on
present date

One additional family received full welfare assistance at "closing or present
date," but five fewer families were receiving partial assistance and four more
families were fully self-supporting than was the case "at intake."
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Successfully Limited Hclp ',n-
Precrisia or crils situations: Number and type worked success suceuful

through

viction () .. ............................... ..............................
mergency-Financial (9) ...............-.- .................. ---..

Long-term financial problems (12) ............................ 7 . 3 .
Health problems (24) ......................................... 17 6 
Death in family (1) .....-........-.......................... ------- I --- -
Marital problems (12) ........................................ 4
Neglect of children (9) .................................... 1 6 2
Unemployment (18) .......................................... 6 9 3
Child care (22) ................................................ 2 12 8
Legal (divorce, sepmrated, arrest, probation, etc.) (13) ......... a 6 2
Juvenile delinquency (6) ................................. .... .............. 4 2
Dental problems (2) .......................................... ............ - 2 .............
Child spacing (10) ............................................ 6
Housekeeping (12) .....................-....................... 4 4 4

Total (185)---------------------------------------....87 29

iULTISERVIOC PROJECT FOR TROUBLED FAMIIS IN A SOCIAL SETTL.EmENT CENTER
IN Sya.ousE, N.Y.

By the social work staff of Huntington Family Center, Inc., Syracuse, N.Y.,
July 1960

FAMILIES SERVED BY THE PROJECT

The families served in the demonstration project are families with some, or all
children under 12 years of age, in keeping with the intake policy of Huntington
family centers where the emphasis is on service to young families. Family In-
comes are at marginal or department of public welfare levels. There is a mix-
ture of racial backgrounds among the families served.The problems facing these families are both environmental (housing, money,
health, etc.) and also problems stemming from antisocial or asocial patterns of
behavior. These are the kinds of families described by many sociologists and
social workers as "hard to reach," "multiproblem," or "hard core." The latter
term was used by Bradley Buell & Associates in a report given 5 years ago in
St. Paul, Minn., In which it was found that 6 percent of the population consumed
the major share of community health and welfare money. Buell, at that time,
suggested that the "multiproblem family" be dealt with as a whole by one social
worker.

In a more recent study relating social class and mental illness in the New
Haven area, Sociologist Hollingshead and Psychiatrist Redllch of Yale Univer-
sity have reported similar findings. They suggest that social workers are and
should be the chief therapists for emotionally and socially dist 4rbed people in
deprived groups.

CHARAOTEBISTIOS WHICH, MAKE THIS PROJECT DIFFERENT FROM CONVENTIONAL
SOCIAL WORK PROGRAMS

Four characteristics make our project different in its program from those
offered by most neighborhood centers, casework agencies, or group work agencies:

(1) An active and even aggressive reaching out to the family in trouble.
To borrow a quotation from Alice Overton, director of a somewhat similar
project in St. Paul, "We do not equate the need for help with the ability to
ask for help."

(2) Families are.treated by a combination of group work, casework, and
community organization techniques. As a result of a single diagnostic
focus, these techniques are made to reinforce one another. The children of
these families attend carefully planned group meetings twice a week; and
the social caseworker may see Individually one, two, or three members of
the family as often as twice a week, or more frequently during crisis
periods. This Is a truly unique feature of the program. Interagency con-
ferences are frequent.

(3) Emphasis is placed on the neighborhood relationships of the family.
These are used in the beginning contacts with the family and also during
treatment. One of the important goals of treatment is to help the rehabili-
tated family, through its Increahed ability to cope with its own problems,
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a neighborhood strengthener, a source of leadership and help for weaker
families.

(4) Special effort is made by both group work and case work staff to
reach fathers of the families with whom we work. This has meant that
staff members see fathers at home or at work, as well as at the summer
camp and the settlement house, during evenings and weekends as well as
during regular weekday work hours. This is done so that fathers can con-
tinue their regular work and yet become a part of the Huntington program,
together with their wives and children.

Characteristics of the program which are not unique but which are taken
for granted as good social work practice are:

(1) Regular professional recordkeeping;
(2) Coordinated staff supervision, including social work, recreation,

and nursery school staff;
(3) Interagency conferences which lift the burden of multiag~ncy con-

tacts from the family;
(4) Psychiatric and psychological consultation on a regular basis;
(5) Controlled intake and treatment load (limited by the area of the

building and size of the staff and regulated, as has been said, by the deci-
sion of the staff as to whether the therapy which is based on combined
social work therapy for the specific families in the demonstration program,
promises to be effective.) It should be noted that these families are part
of the total settlement program. Since the establishment of an intake
policy, the total agency membership has actually increased and attendance
has been more stable and constant.

DIAGNOSTI0 AND TREATMENT PROCESS

Families enter the project programs after two initial steps have been taken:
(1) -A referral has been made by a psychiatric clinic, school, juvenile

court, hospital, church agency, public welfare, neighbors, or in some cases a
request may come from the family itself.

(2) A decision to accept the family is made by the staff in conference,
after it has been shown that the family:

(a) Lives In the Huntington neighborhood.
(b) Has young children, the majority under 12 years of age.

* (o) That the problems are those that can be effectively treated by the
combined group work/case work program. (Cases not considered appro-
priate for the program are,- of course, referred to other agencies.)
(d) That the problems are in several areas and are acute; the areas

, being economic, emotional, health, or social maladjustments.
After the family has been accepted into the demonstration program, the social

worker must initiate the first contacts with its members. "Beaching out" is es-
sential with most .of these families, who have had superficial and often dis-
couraging contact with many agencies, but who have never experienced a close,
long-term relationship with one social worker in a single agency. Trust and
understanding are built by the social worker during the early treatment period
in several ways, some of which are:

(1) Telling the family immediately why we are concerned about them and
interpreting to them how our agency can help them to solve their problems
themselves. The initial period, covering a period of from 2 to 12 weeks, is
used by the social caseworker as a study period; with the aid of staff con-
sultations'and case conferences an accurate evaluation of the family sittia-
tion is made, and the entire staff participates in the planning of the social
work treatment program.

(2) Calling on the family at least once a week at the same hour and on
the same day with regularity;

(3) Helping the family materially especially in the initial period by con-
tacting other agencies, supplying emergency food or clothing either directly
or with the help of another agency;

(4) Including the children in group work and nursery play program.
Families being served in the demonstration project attend the Huntington
Family Camp in the summer as part of the regular group work program.

The planning of treatment is, of course, continuous as the needs of the family
become more apparent, and as changes begin to take place. Psychiatric consul-
tation is used to obtain more accurate diagnoses of problems that fall In this
category. The consultant used by the project is a psychiatrist on the staff of the
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county adult mental health clinic, who spends 2 hours weekly at the agency.
These weekly consultations are attended by the professional staff of six and
three graduate field students. Often tape recordings of our own agency interview
of clients are used as data for evaluation by the psychiatrist.

Psychological consultation is provided by the adult mental health clinic, by
their -principal psychologist, who does whatever kind of psychological testing
is indicated in individual cases. Usually tests are made at Huntington Family
Center, in a setting familiar to the client.

Pooling of information and a continuing process of evaluation is made possible
by staff case conferences held every week. This is the most important factor in
keeping treatment at high levels of efficiency as the needs of the family evolve
and change. Early in the development of this process the staff thought that
the weekly case conferences would be too time consuming. However, they soon
discovered that these weekly case conferences eliminated many of the brief
Intrastaff conferences which are unplanned.

STATISTICS

Thirty-three families have been served by the project during the past 12
months. This figure included 23 families treated on a long-term basis (2 to 12
months), and 10 families treated on a short-term basis (less than 2 months), with
contacts varying from I to 10 interviews. The social caseworker in charge of the
program averages about 80 interviews each month, 75 percent of these interviews
are home visits.

It should be mentioned that all families who have been accepted for treatment
on a long-term basis have stayed with the program; that is an unusual record in
comparison with the experience other social agencies have had in working with
people at this level of socioeconomic deprivation.

We have learned at Huntington:
(1) Lower socioeconomic class can use sociopsychotherapy. In our case

study and observation it appears as though the clients being served by this
project who are people In the lower socioeconomic class (or according to the
new Radlich-Hollingshead classifications 4 and 5) can use soclopsychotherapy
effectively in the setting of a settlement house.

(2) The majority of acutely distressed are being helped. From evalua-
tion of the 28 long-term cases it appears as if this kind of social work charac-
terised by reaching out, saturation of contact through the three social work
methods (group work, case work, and community organization) is a sig-
nificant factor in the progress of these families.

(8) The majority of cases are long term. We have learned that this is a
long-term process with the treatment time required probably 2 years before
we can see that gains are solidified. However, we have seen remarkable
progress and change during the 2 to 12 months' contact with these families.
In some instances where only small gains were expected, significant changes
have taken place which appear to be related to the intensive social work
treatment.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION

The evidence that is accumulating In the case records and staff evaluations
shows clearly the importance of beginning early to do preventive work, at rela-
tively little cost, that will save many times over the costs of remedial measures
that come too late. Some of these remedial measures as opposed to prevention
are: costly placement of children in foster homes or institutions; chronic public
financial support due to unemployment or crippling physical/mental illness;
lengthy hospitalization or institutionalization at public cost.

Reaching out is proving itself, with results that have impressed even those who
were optimistic and enthusiastic at the outset. It has been challenging to the
staff, in many cases, to keep pace with the gains being made in families in
treatment

The program of the project for the coming year will be essentially the same as
last year, though it is hoped that techniques will be refined through more use
and study. It is also hoped that during Ihe coming year the community at large
will gain an understanding of the importance of what is being tested here and do
something about it.
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HUNTINoTON FAMILY CENTERS

CASE NO. 2, NOVEMBER 1959

Referral.-Originally, Syracuse Dispensary; Huntington family group worker.
Treatment started.-October 1958.
State of family at beginning of treatment.-Family was in a state of emotional

and financial crisis. The father was incapacitated, unable to work because of
acute arthritic symptoms which depressed him emotionally. Mother, 6 months
pregnant, is immature, narcissistic and demanding. Five-year-old girl appears
to be in normal adjustment. The 38-year-old does not talk and presents many
behavior problems.

Financial conditions at beginning of treatment.-Family was receiving $33 a
month disability pension. The wife's mother was supporting them from her
meager salary and allowing them to live In her very small home. Husband had
been receiving medical care including hospitalization for about 7 months at
Veterans' Administration hospital, in addition to receiving outpatient care at
dispensary. Mother received prenatal and delivery care at Syracuse General
Hospital. When a stillborn baby was born in December, the burial was paid
for by the department of public welfare.

Treatment procc8s.-Total intensive social work treatment including case
work and group work. Collateral contacts were made with the Veterans' Ad-
ministration, New York State rehabilitation, Syracuse Dispensary, Salvation
Army, department of public welfare, Syracuse General Hospital and the speech
and hearing clinic at Syracuse University.

Present state of family.-After 3 months of intensive social work treatment
began father's arthritic symptoms subsided. He has been working regularly
since January 1959, is off relief and fully supporting his family. He now holds
a better Job than the one he held before his hospitalization. They continue
to live in the home of the wife's mother. The younger daughter has begun to
say a few words and continues to get treatment at the speech and hearing
clinic. The Huntington Nursery Play School is concentrating on the social
needs of this child. It will probably be possible for her to be ready for public
school at regular age 5.

Tax, dollar saved the community through Htmeington-Jtilor League project.-
This family had been accepted by the department of public welfare for assist-
ance. Due to special counseling at Huntington this family did not need to go
on the assistance plan which had been worked out with public welfare. The
DPW had agreed to pay $60 per month rent, plus utilities, plus regular monthly
allowance for a family of this size, which would have amounted to approximately
$120 per month. The community's share through its tax dollar for 1 year
would have been $2,510. The father of this family had been in and out of
Veterans' Administration hospital many times during 1957 and 1958. The
cost at this hospital Is $21.50 per day. This is a charge paid by the Federal
Government. On checking the records at the hospital he was in the hospital
approximately a total of 7 months. This means that the total cost to the
Federal Government through its tax dollar is $5,515.

Total community tax and Federal tax dollar savings, $8,025.

CASE NO. 12 NOVEMBER 1959

Re.erraL-School social worker and Huntingto; family group worker.
Treatment started.-October 1958.
State of family at beginning of treatment.-This family consisting of a 45-

year-old unmarried mother and her 12-year-old daughter, who is retarded and in
a special class at Croton Street School, lives in a one-bed-room unit in Pioneer
homes. This mother presented certain schizophrenic symptoms and was react-
ing to her inner stress and social problems of living which centered around her
daughter, by withdrawal and schizophrenic behavior. This mother was finding
it difficult to function adequate socially. The daughter's behavior was of an
annoying and often antisocial character. She was considered a problem in her
school by her teacher.
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Financial condition at beginning, of treaiment.-This family was completely
supported through ADO public welfare funds, and received all medical care
through public welfare.

Treatment proces8.-This family received long-term, intensive casework serv-
ice centering chiefly upon the mother. The mother and the daughter took part
in all group activities at Huntington, including the mother's group the after-
school girrs group, family suppers, family life education and family camp.
This was a cooperative case with the visiting teacher and the Syracuse Dis-
pensary.

Present state of family.-The mother's schizophrenic symptoms are in re-
mission. She is able to relate well and warmly to her peers and has become
somewhat of a leader in her group at Huntington and in her neighborhood. She
functions adequately In the care of her home and her daughter and is beginning
to deal realistically with this problem.

Financial condition at pre8ent.-This family is still supported through ADO
public welfare funds. They receive $109 per month plus medical expenses when
needed.

Tax dollars saved the community through Huntington Junior League project.-
It is probable that the treatment process at Huntington in which this family has
participated had prevented a mental breakdown on the part of the mother and
has enabled the daughter as well as the mother to stay out of institutions.

The cost to the community for 1 year's care in a mental Institution for the
mother figured on a minimum charge of $3.70 per day is $1,350.

The cost to the community for 1 year's care in a State institution for the
daughter's care figured on a minimum charge of $2.50 per day is $912.
Total cost --------------------------------------------- $2, 203
Cost to the community for 1 year on present basis ----------------- , 308

Total community tax dollars saved -------------------------- 955

CASE NO. 10, NOVEMBER 1959

Reterral.-Onondaga County mental health clinic.
Treatment started.-October 1958.
State of family at beginning of treatment.-This family, consisting of a mother,

age 50, two children, girl 12 and a boy 8, lives in a small two-bedroom unit in
Pioneer Homes. This woman was presenting symptoms centering chiefly around
somatization of her anxieties concerning her own self-esteem and her environ-
mental pressures. The children were Identifying with her and presenting cer-
tain hysterical, somatic symptoms which were impairing their functioning in
school and at home. There had been repeated stays in the hospital for various
ailments and the family was a constant disturbance to the clinic.

Financial condition at the beginning of trcatment.-This family was on total
ADC relief and because of their emotional state, particularly that of the mother,
were getting considerable time and attention from the Medical Department of
Public Welfare.

Treatment process.-This family received intensive individual casework as
well as group work. The family attended summer camp and took part In family
suppers.

Present state of famity.-The family now functions more efficiently. The
mother looks upon her physical ailments with more realism and had not needed
so much medical attention. She is, however, receiving dental care. The mother
and children at the beginning of treatments stood on the edge of groups but
at this time are able to participate wholly In a group situation. This family
is now ready to be dropped from Individual casework service and continue on
in group work treatment only.

Financial condition at present.-This- family continues to be on total ADO
relief but the incidence of need for medical care have been reduced.

'Tom dollars saved the community through HuntingtonJunior League project.-
The care at Syracuse hospitals for this family has been cut considerably. The
cost to the community for this type patlebt Is approximately $11 per day.

If left to her own devices, this mother might have had to be committed to
an Institution-the cost to our community for 1 year's stay would be $1,350.50.

The care of her two children would have been placed in the hands of foster
homes at a yearly cost of $3,120.

Total community tax dollars saved, $4,470.50.
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Senator KEu. Marvin E. Larson.
Senator CARLSoN. Mr. Marvin E. Larson appears here for the

American Public Welfare Association. He is the director of the
Kansas State Social Welfare and has been for many years, has ren.
dered outstanding service there and I was going to suggest that I
be permitted to ask him a question or two.

Senator KERR. Go right at it.
Senator CARLSOW. I have to leave at 11:20.
Senator KERR. Go right ahead.
Senator CARLISON. He has a'very fine statement and I don't want to

break in.
Mr. Larson, in view of your experience out in the field and, I can

assure you, Mr. Chairman, he is doing a good job because I don't
receive complaints, and having served as a Governor of a State and
you have, too, I know you appreciate the type of service he renders
or any of these directors, I would like to ask, Mr. Larson, in view of
the fact we have these new proposals from the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare and we have before us a bill passed by the
House of Representatives if you as a State director have given any
consideration to its possible effect or probable effect on the future
of the welfare programs in Kansas.

STATEMENT OF MARVIN E. LARSON, DIRECTOR, XANSAS STATE
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WELARE, REPRESENTING THE
AMERICAN PUBLIC WELFARE ASSOCIATION

Mr. LARSON. Yes; I certainly have, Senator Carlson.
One of the things that I have done as a State director is to repro-

duce all of the State letters sent out to the various States by Secre-
tary Ribicoff and reproduce also a summary of the bill that we are
hearing, sending it to all of the county directors in 105 counties of the
State, and the 105 boards of social welfare.

As you know our boards of social welfare are elected public officials.
Then we have held workshops on this material, calling in all of the
counties, and in addition we have held meetings on this material in
five of our eight regional meetings.

One of the things that has impressed me, since we have a good deal
of change in welfare, has been the almost universal acceptance by the
people actually in the field of this new legislation. County boards of
commissioners always have some-that's some of them have some ques-
tion about welfare. But in the main, they have accepted this as a very
constructive approach, and I think that perhaps Kansas has made the
widest local distribution of the new Federal requirements in public
welfare of any State, and I think I can confidently say that it has
good public acceptance in our State.

Senator CARLSON. Well Mr. Larson, is it your feeling that while
it may be well received, will it in any way be burdensome on the people
in Kansas as taxpayers?

Mr. LARSON. No. As a matter of fact the bill as it now stands
would improve the financial situation in Kansas. It would permit an
expansion of our program, an improvement in our program without
req iring any additional burdensome great taxes.

Senator CARLoN. At least without great expense to the State I
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Mr. LARsoN. That is right.
Senator KzRR. You mean you would get more Federal money with

the same amount of State matchingI
Mr. LAsox. Yes, that is just exactly the situation.
Senator Kwwu. That puts it in language that the Senator from

Oklahoma can understand. [Laughter.]
Mr. LARSON. I think the Senator from Oklahoma- -
Senator KERR. That wouldn't be especially burdensome to you?
Mr. LARSON. No, that wouldn't be especially burdensome to us.

We would, of course, try to expand our progam and not just utilize
the funds to reduce State taxes. We would endeavor to expand the
program and to make utilization of the new Federal financing.

Senator CARLSON. Mr. Chairman, I can state, based on knowledge
that Kansas has been one State that when we did receive Federal con-
tribution, in addition to what we have had in the past, that we have
secured approval of legislation in our own State and to get these pay-
ments out for the bepeit of these people, so I have been very proud of
our State in that regard.

Another question I would like to ask if the chairman would permit,
and that is in regard to the new programs which Congress has ap-
proved in the past which have placed additional burdens on the State
board of social welfare particularly when it comes to training of un-
employed, and in other fields.

What is the situation in our State as far as needs for staff are con-
cerned? f

Do you need additional staff?
Mr. L.nsoN. I think the weakest part of the Kansas program is in

the fact that we have many untrained people. We have 505 county
welfare employees. These are county directors, case supervisors, and
social workers, or, as we call them, social workers.

Only 297 of these have college degrees; 83 percent of our staff are
women. The average age is 50. With a new retirement program, we
have about 50 people coming up each year who will be subject to re-
tirement. This means we have a really tragic shortage of staff. This
is something that the new board of social welfare is working on
through our finance council in the development of specifications re-
quiring college degrees and requiring better training and also in the
setting of better compensation.

The fact remains we are going to need a good big expansion in our
educational leave program and in our training program. Here we
run into something it is difficult to translate to State budget com-
mittees and State legislatures, the need for this kind of a program, be-
cause the training of people by a State is something that exists only
in public welfare.

As a matter of fact, this is the only program where Kansas spends
money for the training of public employees. But we have a real
serious need for a big expansion in this area.

Senator CARLSOn. Mr. Chairman, yesterday the Secretary stated
that this bill makes it possible for thie Federal Government to par-
ticipate for the first time under the Social Security Act in payments
for work performed on a work or training project and in his dis-
cussion and interrogation there were some questions that I asked him,
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he stated that Kansas was one of 27 States that had this work type or
training type of program.

May I inquire what type of work does the person engage in
How do you set up these work program arrangements Who sets

them uPI
Mr. LARSON. Well, this in Kansas is a matter of county option. A

county may set up a work project subject to, one, they, have to at least
pay the going wage rate for similar employment.

They have to provide enough time off so that the person can seek
regular employment. It has to be designed so that it doesn't compete
with regular employment. It has to be designed so that the unit of
government setting it tip is doing work not otherwise budgeted for,
so that you are not using this to replace the normal competitive labor
market.

We do not have at the present time anything in the way of a work-
training program, Senator Carlson. But we do have different kinds
of work projects on park work, some road work, some street work,
and that sort of thing. This involves the person who is unable to get
a job, but who is physically and mentally capable if he could find a
job, to work, and we consider working one of the privileges that a good
society provides to its people.

Senator CARLSON. Do these people work for the State, or county,
or city, or for private individualsI

Who do they work forI
Mr. LARSON. No, they work for governuiental units. It might be

for the county itself.
For instance in Shawnee County, one of the projects-Shawnee

County suffers a statutory levy situation so you get to various areas
of county work that they don't have budget for.

Then they utilize these people to do that work.
For instance the improvement of Lake Shawnee, for one thing.

Sometimes the are contracted out to the city government and then
the city uses them in areas where the statutory limitation does not
permit them to employ people regularly.

Senator CARLSON. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your kindness in
letting me ask these questions before lie proceeds with his statement.

Senator Kmi. Fine.
All right, Mr. Larson.
Mr. LARoNr. Well, I should say first that I represent the American

Public Welfare Association and the American Public Welfare As-
sociation is an organization that represents in its membership State
and local departments of public welfare, plus a great many indi-
v idual memberships.

This is a democratic organization in the sense that it permits
participation by all of its members in the development of its policies
and the development of its programs.

We hold a biennial roundtable at which the leaders in the public
welfare field gather and we hold regional meetings. We have de-
veloped a series of Federal legislative objectives, anTI Iave a formal
statement which I am filing here, and attached to this are the legisla-
tive objectives of the American Public Welfare Association.
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In the matter of making a statement here, to save time, I want to
endorse on behalf of the American Public Welfare Association whole-
heartedly the testimony of the previous witness.

Senator Kiam. Let me say that the statement and exhibit will be
made a part of the record at the end of your testimony.

Mr. LaRsoN. One of the things that comes up in connection with
107 and that has come up in connection with some of the requirements
for service, and so on, is that we were invading States' rights.

On behalf of the American Public Welfare Association and on
behalf of the State of Kansas, I would like to mention that this bill
really improves the authority of the States.

Senator Kim. Are you talking about section 107 or 108?
Mr. IARN. Well, I am not to 107 yet, but what I want now to

bring out is the improvement in the authority and the financial
assistance given to States by the bill.

No. 1, that provides for the extension of authority to include
children of unemployed under title IV.

Senator Kmm. You mean that it makes permanent the provision
that was passed on a temporary basis?

Mr. L&ilsoN. Yes; that is right. That is right. But this is still a
State option you see.

Senator Kmm. All right
Mr. LARSON. It provides for additionalpayment for the second

parent in the home, a real improvement in the ADC program. This
provides for increased matching of title, I, X, and XIV, to which
the Senator has already adverted.

It extends the authority for limited foster care under title IV.
Senator Kim. Now, in what way does it do that?
Mr. LAnsoN. It provides for Federal participation for a child

placed in foster care W69 has been on ADC and where foster care
placement is by a. welfare department.

Senator Ki. Whether it is in a foster home or an institution?
Mr. LARSON. Yes.
Senator KRR. And you favor that I
Mr. LARSON. Yes.
Senator KERR. All right.
Mr. LARSON. Then it, well, you anticipated me, it extends foster

care authority to include institutional as well as family care. It
liberalizes the State's authority to comply with the so-called Flem-
ning ruling in connection wit suitable home provisions.

It gives authority to provide community work and training pro-
grams, which Senator Caison just brought up. I .

It provides for demonstration projects outside of plan require.
ments and is:an exception to the uniformity requirements of the bill.
And it provides for an option to combine categories 1, 10, and 14,
to combine in sort of a casserole category old-age assistance, aid to
disabled, and aid to the blind.

Then it broadens the definition of child welfare services and then
it provide's for additional funds tojhelp finance day care programs.

So reaffly this, rather than tightening the authority of the States,
expands'the authority of the States.
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Now, to get to your Ruestion, Senator Kerr, on 1i07; which has
been a rather touchy thing. I Want to say i first, that the-unre-
stricted money payment principle which was adopted a good mkny
years ago is a sound principle and the changes .in ojrk society: that
have occurred since that, principle was adopted, are not changes
that affect the-validity of the principle.

The principle of the unrestricted money payment relates to this:
When you get welfare into a public law, when. you get payments
into a public law then under the law people have an absolute rightto it if they meet the eligibility requirements.

If they are eligible and aren't given the assistance, if they apply
for it and need it, then Tou really deprive them, of a legal right.

If you have a provision for a voucher payment so that you take
the money away from a family, and providing something different,you really are depriving them of a legal right and' if this is done
simply in a welfare department, simply administratiVely, then there
isn't any protection of 'the individual for a difference between his
assistance from the public and someone else's. .

Senator KERR. Let me ask you this.
Under present law your courts have the authority to appoint a

guardian for a person who is a welfare beneficiary do they not?
Mr. LARSON. Yes, and this is the way I think that this should be

handled. As the Secretary originally proposed this bill you had a
real guide to the States for handling a real difficult problem. We
do have payees who-

Senator KERR. Have what ?
Mr, LARSON. We have payees in ADC who either cannot or will

not handle the money for the benefit of the children.
Senator KERR. Yes.
Mr. LARSON. And this money is in trust for the children. -That

is the intention of the Congress and we have judicial decisions that
it is.

Then if they do not instead of negating the whole thing and tossing
this payment over into voucher payments, you should have a guardian
to receive the money, and States can simplify for this special ad hoc
guardianship the laws to provide this.

Senator KERR. They not only can appoint a guardian to spend the
money, they can take the child away from the parent and give it
-to another foster parent now.

Mr. LARSON. And still continue the-ADC program.
Senator KSRR. Yes.
Mr. LAxSOx. Yes.
Senator KERR. And you think those are adequate protections and

that the expansion of it to where the administrative discretion would
exist covered by the responsibility for the voucher payments would
create more problems than contribute to the matter of solving the one
that you have?

Mr. LARSON. That is correct. I think that to permit a State to
introduce this voucher payment thing really violates the human dig
nity of this family, andit permits a type of punitive action that we
had. not brought any State legislation into a program in which Con-
gress has as much money as it has in this one. , I
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Now, the other thing I want to say is that public welfare is an es-
sentialk commitment to any religious and democractic society. We
have a great many people who, because of changes in our society, find
themselves caught in a net of helplessness, in a situation in whicl they
cannot provide for the care of their children, and then these children
lose out insofar as the associations that we ordinarily think American
-children should have.

This relates especially to a democracy where we are bringing up
children to be future voters in this country.

These kids scorned, not always clothed well enough so that they
function weli in school, are denied the appropriate human contacts
that American children are supposed to have.

This bill, I think, might help in some small way to bring up chil-
dren to be the kind of citizens that we should have in the future, and
I am specially impressed with the provision for day care because
here might be for those children whose parents are primitive in their
means of communication, for those parents who must work, a way of
providing during the very formative early years of children, appro-
priate adult, human contact which a great many kids now do not have.

We are prone, I think to consider a democracy as being popular
sovereignty, the right ol people to vote; and this is an erroneous
concept.

Actually democracy is a government of high moral principles an-
nounced in a constitution and interpreted by a supreme court and
popular sovereignty, the right to vote, is democracy's lawful commit-
ment, and hence we have the terrific commitment providing to chil-
dren who don't otherwise get it, where our present current institutions
of the family and the school and the church and the community, do
not provide it, that we devise a welfare program that does give it to
them.

This means improved people to provide this appropriate human con-
tact, day-care centers for children who parents must work or whose
parents can't really communicate with children adult older volunteers
to provide some human appreciation to the little kid who isn't getting
along very well in school, where his parents are both uneducated and
cannot provide this incentive to him and to give to the principles of
social work ahead of the place where they apply for public assistance,
to get to the troubled family with the child welfare services on referral
from the school, on referral from the juvenile department, and so on.

This bill, I think, presents a good start toward this kind of a con-
cept of preventing many, many children from growing up not to be
appropriate American citizens and who, Mr. Kerr, are going to vote
with my kids, and I am trying to bring mine up the right way.

I mean, let's get to this thing. This is something of real national
importance to a democratic society, and I wish I had a little bit more
time.

But, you know the two ultimate weapons, the two ultimate weapons
in the present cold war that is going on, are not the atomic bomb and
all the munitions we are creating. The two basic weapons are food
of which we have too much, goodness knows we have it and we don't
get it to all of our poor people nor do we get it to other people.

That is one basic weapon.
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The other is compassion, compassion, really compassion for all

people and the recognition of human dignity.
Senator KERR. Don't you think the ultimate weapon is the Christian

ingredient in people?
Mr. LRSON. The ultimate ingredient of Christianity is indeed com-

passion. Thank you, Senator Kerr.
Senator KERm. No, compassion is a manifestation of Christianity.
Mr. LARsoN. Yes.
Senator KERR. Yes. If you put it on that basis, I couldn't be more

completely in, accorl with you. Thank you very much, Mr. Larson,
you have given us a good statement on the basis of an effective presen-
tation.

(The rearedd statement to accompanying exhibit of Mr. Larsonfollows:)

STATEMENT OF MARVIN E. LARSON REPRESENTING TIE AMERICAN PUBLIC WELFARE
ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the committe, my name is Marvin E. Larson.
I am the director of the Kansas State Department of Social Welfare and a
member of the board of directors of the American Public Welfare Association,
which organization I am representing here today.

THE AMERICAN PUBLIC WELFARE ASSOCIATION

The American Public Welfare Association is the national organization of State
and local public welfare departments and of individuals engaged in public wel-
fare at all levels of government, Its membership includes Federal, State, and
local welfare administrator, welfare workers, and board members from every
jurisdiction. On the basis of discussions and recommendations in our councils,
committees, and in our regional and national conferences, the association's board
of directors, which represents all parts of the country, adopts official policy po-
sitions on issues of current significance. These policy positions govern the asso-
ciation's testimony on proposed legislation relevant to the field of public welfare.

The association, through evaluation of experience in the administration of
these programs, and knowledge of the needs of the families and communities
they are designed to serve, has identified a number of steps that might be taken
to increase their effectiveness and efficiency. These are set forth in the associa.
tion's "Federal Legislative Objectives" which are attached to this statement and
which I should like to introduce as a part of the record. With reference to the
present proposals I should like to call special attention to items (a) and (c) in
the preamble of these objectives, which state that:

(a) A democracy has the special obligation to assure to all persons in
the Nation full and equitable opportunity for family life, healthful living,
and maximum utilization of their potentialities.

(o) Public welfare programs should be family centered and should pro-
vide effective services to all who require them, including financial assistance
and preventive, protective, and rehabilitative services, and these services
should be available to all persons without regard to residence, settlement,
citizenship requirements, or circumstances of birth.

Services for prevention and rehabilitat I" in publio welfare
The bill now before your committee, Mr. Chairman, proposes a number of

changes in the public assistance and child welfare titles of the Social Security
Act which, in their overall effect, would bring about some rather substantial
changes in the content and administration of these programs. While they would
not constitute a major departure from the general outlines of the public' welfare
system as it is now established, these changes would bring a new emphasis on
the preventive and rehabilitative potentialities which are inherent in the
public welfare program. Es.entially they would be further steps in the pro-
gression of constructive measures which Congress has taken in improving the
system in response to changing needs and condItions. Through this process of
continuing congressional review and amendment, together with the support of
State and local governments and the dedicated efforts of the administrative agen-
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dles, the public welfare program stands as a humanitarian achievement in which
our Nation can take pride.

It is the view of the American Public Welfare Association that most of the
present proposals would contribute significantly to the capabilities of public
welfare agencies to provide the assistance and services which are required in
1962 and in the coming years.

From the time the Social Security Act was first adopted, and even before that,
this association has urged the development of preventive and rehabilitative
services on a sound professional basis as an integral part of public welfare pro-
grams. We have supported this view from time to time before your committee,
and we wish again to express our gratification for the actions you have taken
on measures to "help maintain and strengthen family life and to help. * * *
parents or relatives to attain the maximum self-support and personal inde-
pendence * *."

The basic purpose of public assistance categories from their beginning has
been to provide assistance to needy individuals and families. This will ob-
viously continue to be true. The routine provision of financial assistance to
individuals and families falling within an eligibility formula, however, fails to
take into account the many complex factors which may have contributed to
their dependency and which, in many instances, could be alleviated or resolved
through the use of appropriate services and facilities.

Although the value of preventive and rehabilitative services in public welfare
has been long recognized and repeatedly demonstrated, these services have not
yet been built up to a level which even begins to approach their potential effec-
tiveness. Some States and localities have made more progress in this direction
than others, and it might be argued that they could all do more. Under the
existing Federal-State-local system of public welfare, however, the tone and
tempo, as well as the quality, of program advances are determined in large
measure by Federal legislation and leadership. For that reason the proposals
now being considered take on an added dimension of importance.

What is most urgently needed is a clear declaration of policy, set forth in
Federal statute, which places a major emphasis on prevention and rehabilita-
tion. The public welfare agencies would then have a solid platform upon
which to develop services and facilities necessary to accomplish that objective.
This is the central purpose of the amendments recommended in the present bill.
As I have indicated earlier, It is in the main consistent with the Federal legisla-
tive objectives which have been adopted by the board of directors of our as-
sociation.

There is one point in the proposal for the "improvement in services to prevent
or reduce dependency," however, upon which we would raise a question. That
Is the clause which would prohibit the State public welfare agency from pro-
viding any services which are available from the State vocational rehabilita-
tion agency, except to the extent agreed to by the vocational rehabilitation
agency.

We have long advocated that the programs of the vocational rehabilitation
agencies be expanded and strengthened, and we have supported measures de-
4igned to accomplish that purpose. Moreover, the services, provided through
these two fields are basically different In nature, and it is to be hoped that the
renewed emphasis on rehabilitation as a public welfare function will not be
diverted as a result of the similarity of terminology used in these two fields.
However, certain services may be "available" through the vocational rehabilita-
tion agency but in some States they may not be specifically available to all
persons who need them. We fully acknowledge the proper responsibility of
Congress to define the limits and purposes of the programs in which. the, Federal
Government will participate financially. But we doubt the advisability of in-
corporating language in the Federal statute which would permit the State
agency in one field to exercise unilateral discretion in the interpretation of the
program requirements of another State agency in another field. We therefore
recommend that this provision be deleted from the bill with respect to all four
public assistance categories.
Training of personal

Among the specific proposals In this bill we attach great Importance to the
authorization of grants for the training of personnel for reemployment in public
welfare agencies, as well as the proposal to authorize States to pay for the costs
of training under the increased matching formula for services. The acute
shortage of personnel qtilified to provide services through public welfare agen-
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cies is unquestionably the maJc: obstacle to overcome in attaining the objectives
of prevention and rehabilitation as projected In this bill. In fact, there have
always been a great many vacancies for qualified personnel in the public welfare
agencies, and there is no doubt that much more could have been accomplished,
even without these proposed amendments, if the personnel had been available.
Therefore, we would select these training features for the highest priority. At
the same time, it should be recognized that it will take several years before
the impact of these training programs will attain their maximum usefulness.

It is not possible to predict how many public welfare recipients will be en-
abled to leave the assistance rolls through increased services, and it may be that
the results can never be precisely measured. It is known, however, that skilled
counseling service is often effective in keeping families together, and in re-
storing families after a parent has deserted. Day-care facilities for children,
vocational training opportunities, and realistic budgeting of the costs of holding
a Job, can enable some ADO parents to take employment without neglecting their
children. However, if the welfare agency does not see a family until after the
father has deserted, it is too late for prevention. And if the caseworker does
not have the time or the skill or the resources to help a mother prepare for
employment, she may continue to receive ADO at a cost much greater than the
cost of the training or guidance she needs.

However much or little preventive and rehabilitative services may result in
a net cash saving in assistance costs, they can be justified by their accomplish-
ments in strengthening the fabric of family life, and in helping children to
become productive and responsible citizens. It is also worth noting that in
view of the present level of expenditures for public assistance the restoration
of a relatively small proportion of families to self-support would offset the cost
of the present proposals.
.Identifying service costs

Separation of the costs of administration and services, and an increase In the
Federal share for services as proposed in this bill, would give a further impetus
to the attainment of the objectives of prevention and rehabilitation. The present
method of charging all costs to either assistance or administration, reflects un-
favorably on those agencies that make the greatest effort to provide sw.rvices,
since expanded services are reported as increased administrative costs and may
be Interpreted as implying inefficient administration. A truer picture would
be given by identifying separately expenditures for assistance, administration,
and services, as H.R. 10606 would do, and it would not mislead the public and
the legislative bodies in their evaluation of the progressive agencies.
'Coordination of public assistance and child welfare

Along with qualified personnel and fiscal support there are also a number of
other adjustments and resources that are needed in order to enable the public
welfare agencies to give full implementation to the objectives set forth in this
bill. Of primary importance is the need for a high degree of coordination
among the various specialized services, under both public and private auspices,
so that they can be utilize] to maximum effectiveness.

One of the most fruitful possibilities in this respect lies in bringing about
a closer working relationship between lp,,blic assistance and child welfare.
While these two programs are usually administered by a single agency at
both the State and local levels, there are inherent differences In their purpose
and approach which make difficult their close integration. An important dif-
ference is that as a rule public assistance workers have large caseloads; they
have little or no professional training; and even when they have the com-
petence they may not have enough time to spend on services beyond the deter-
mination of financial eligibility. Child welfare workers usually have smaller
caseloads (though often still too large) ; they usually have some professional
training; and the central focus of their activities is on service. By assisting
and encouraging States to improve the quality and coverage of services in both
public assistance and child welfare the possibilities for a closer coordination
would be greatly enhanced. The result would be a more effective utilization
of services in the attainment of both the special as well as the common objec.
tive of these two important programs.
Strengthening child welfare services

As a logical corollary to Improved coordination the bill proposes a long-term
plan for strengthening and improving child welfare services. The grants to
States for this program under title V of the Social Security Act have been
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relatively small in comparison with those provided for under other titles of
the act, but they have been of inestimable value in stimulating and supporting
the development of public child welfare services throughout the country. With.
out question, these funds have been a major factor in building up the supply
(small though it Is) of professionally qualified personnel in the public welfare
field today.

One of the special virtues of these grants is the latitude permitted to the
States in experimentation, demonstration, and program development. In order
to keep pace with the growing demands for service and the expanding child
population, however, a marked increase In these funds is required. Child wel-
fare services have always been so limited in their coverage that they have of
necessity devoted too much of their efforts to crisis situations without doing
enough in early treatment and prevention. Your committee has periodically
voted to increase the amount authorized for these grants, and Increased appro-
priations have followed. In the last fiscal year, however, Federal grants to
States for child welfare services consituted only about 6 percent of State and
local expenditures for the same purpose. In view of the special value of these
grants, and of the many urgent needs, we strongly recommend the continued
support of your committee for the further expansion of this program. The
schedule for progressive increases in the authorization for these funds is a
desirable feature in that it would enable States to plan an orderly expansion of
the services which are dependent upon these funds.
Day-care services

The proposal for an immediate Increase in the child welfare funds for the
specific purpose of providing day-care services for children would encourage
States to give greater attention to the development of these much-needed facili-
ties. Working mothers have taken their place as a prominent and indispensable
part of the social and economic scene of this country. When the children of
working mothers can be properly cared for during the working day the likelihood
of harmful effects are greatly reduced. In most communities, however, the
existing facilities for the day care of children are inadequate in capacity and,
too often, below desirable standards. This shortage places a double burden
on those parents who are unable to pay the costs of such facilities as are avail-
able and whose only option may be to work and neglect their children or to
stay at home and receive support from ADC.

In accordance with the rehabilitation concept of ADC, adequate day-care facil-
ities, especially for low-income families, are therefore a necessary resource in
carrying forward a program for the preservation of family life and the preven-
tion of dependency. It should be emphasized, however, that the development of
day-care facilities should not be promoted as a means for exerting pressure on
ADO mothers to take employment, but rather to facilitate employment when it
is in the best interest of the family.
Unemployed parents

Consistent also with the purpose of further strengthening the aid to dependent
children category as an instrument for keeping families together is the pro-
posal for making permanent the extension of assistance to families in need be-
cause of the unemployment of a parent. This provision, which was enacted
on a temporary basis last year, has, to date, been put into effect by only 15
States. This is due in part to the fact that some State legislatures have not
had an opportunity to take necessary action to participate since he amendment
was enacted last year. Other States have hesitated because of the short-term
nature of the extension. It is fair to assume that the number of participating
States will be substantially increased if the measure is made permanent.

The present outlook is that, especially among the unskilled and the underedu-
cated, the rate of long-term unemployment will persist at a level which will place
a substantial number of families in need of assistance. These families are no,
less in need than those eligible because the father is absent or disabled. More-
over, simply from the view of sound public policy, it does not seem desirable-
to set up a provision in Federal law which authorizes assistance to those families
in which the father deserts, and denies assIstance when the father remains with
his wife and children and faces his responsibilities as best he can.
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Community work and training progratns
We are in general agreement with the proposal to authorize Federal financial

participation in work projects for public assistance recipients, and we commend
It for your favorable consideration. A widespread public impression has arisen
that a great many recipients of public assistance are able-bodied, employable
persons who should reasonably be expected to perform useful work in return.
Recommendations have, therefore, been forthcoming from various sources that
these persons be required to work for the assistance they receive, and that
Federal funds be made available for matching the cost of their wages. Such a
proposal is embodied in the bill now before you. While no objection can be
raised to the principle that employable persons should work to earn their sup-
port, certain practical difficulties stand in the way of the large-scale adoption of
such a plan in public assistance. In the first place, the number of employables
receiving public assistance is not as great as the public apparently believes.
Secondly, the overall costs, including administration and supervision, the cost of
materials and equipment, the preponderance of unskilled labor, and the high rate
of work force turnover, would increase the costs of assistance for a minimal re-
turn in civic benefit. And, finally, a basic question can be raised as to how far
the proper functioning of public welfare extends to the solving of the problem
of unemployment and the sponsorship and administration of public works.

At the same time It is wholly appropriate that the States and localities be
given the option (with such safeguards as to family protection, working condi-
tions, and wage rates, as are prescribed in the bill) to establish community work
programs for employable public assistance recipients The practical advantages
of occupational training and of maintaining work habits, if aggressively im-
plemented, have been amply demonstrated and should be given special emphasis
when programs of this kind are undertaken. Carefully planned and supervised
work programs of this kind might be expected to prove most successful in com-
munities having a high rate of long-term unemployment.
Residence restrictions

It has been a disappointment to us that this bill, as it came to the Senate, did
not include the provision for limiting to 1 year the period of residence that may
be required for eligibility for all public assistance categories.

Much has been written on the subject of restrictive residence laws as they
apply to public welfare assistance and the arguments have long been well de-
veloped. Almost every published word is to the effect that these restrictions
should be abolished or sharply reduced. However, a deep reluctance persists
on the parts of States and localities to take such action, mainly because of the
fear that an unfair burden might fall upon some jurisdictions. The fact re-
mains that a very small proportion of assistance applicants are recent arrivals,
and restrictive laws are not as great a protection against assuming responsibility
for those in need as they might seem. In addition to their inhumane aspects,
the primary effect of these laws is to complicate and increase the costs of public
welfare administration, since as long as any restrictions whatever remain, the
residence status of every applicant must be fully investigated and established.
The elimination of restrictive residence laws would free the agency staffs to
spend their time to more productive purposes. It appears unlikely, however, that
very many States, acting unilaterally, will be able to abolish or drastically
reduce these restrictions. This was clearly recognized by the Governors' con-
ference in 1959 in the adoption of a resolution calling for Federal legislation to
prohibit States to impose residence requirements in excess of 1 year as a condi-
tion for eligibility for public assistance. The conference at the same time rec-
ommended further that States join in a voluntary compact to eliminate these re-
strictions completely. The proposal contained in the original bill would mark a
step forward, and we would favor its restoration.
Assistance for both parents

One of the shortcomings of the ADO program, in the view of our association,
has been the limitation of Federal matching funds to cover the costs of assistance
for only one parent or adult relative in the home. Prior to the addition of un-
employment as a condition of eligibility this limitation affected only those
families receiving assistance because of the disability of the breadwinner, but
in those cases it has constituted an anomalous departure from the stated purpose
of the program, with children paying the penalty. If unemployment is to be
continued as a condition of eligibility in ADC it becomes that much more in-
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portant to provide Federal matching for the assistance necds of both parents.
To do otherwise would be to weaken the potentialities of the program for keep-
lug families together.

We therefore coinluend to you the provision for including both parents In the
ADO budget when they are both living in the home and in need.
Protection paymients

It Is conmon knowledge that some plrelts receiving asslstallce through ADO
are unable to manage their funds to carry out the lzttilded benefit for their
children. While these Instances are relatively few III nutulwvber, when they exist
they seriously jeopardlzo the well-being of the children involved, and they bring
forth adverse criihism against the progralli. Various possible NoutionH to this
problem have been considered alnlong administrators and specilists InI public wel-
are, without any clear consensus etmerging. There Is general agreement, how-

ever, that the unrestricted mtoney-payineot principle should be reserved for
the mass of public assistance recipients.

The proposal in the bill for "protective payments," with the carefully pre.
scribed safeguards, appears to satisfy tle maJor objections that arise In this
conne'tion. We are also In general agreement with the objectives which are
set forth In section 107(a) with reslxect to special services which u)ight bo
brought to bear in situations where ADC funds are not being used III the best
interests of the children. We do view wtllh serious concern, however, the clause
in lines 5 to 8 of that section whchh woull permit the operating agencies to take
any action authorized under State law in dealing with situations of tills kind.

The States have always been allowed a good deal of latitude In determining
the content of their public assistance plans. From the begh:ulng, however, Con-
gres, has set forth In the statute the objectives and pIrlimses of the programs,
and has established certain requirements desliged to insure their attainment.
It has generally been accepted as a proper exercise of congressional respon-
slbllity to require this measure of accountability for the expedlItture of the
very substantial amounts of Federal funds involved In these programs. In our
Judgment, however, the language of tills section (107(a)) wmuld have the
effect of committing tile Federal Government in advance to particlplting in an
unspecified variety of conditions and procedures which could conceivably run
counter to the objectives of the program as defined by Congress. In any case
it would have the effect of nullifying the safeguards which surround the proce-
dures outlined for protective services. Moreover, the conflicting Interpretations
which are Inherent iln this section could well result in needless complications in
F'ederal.State relationships.

Our special concern, however, Is that this provision would open the way to
an erosion of the unrestricted money-payment principle. During the years in
which the public assistance categories have been in existence this principle has
been firmly maintained. We urge that It be preserved.

In this connection I am pleased to refer to a comment by the late Senator
Millikin, who Is remembered with reslect for his years of distinguishedd service
as a member of this committee. In 1950, In response to a recommendation for
the breaching of the money-payment principle, Senator Millikin said:

"* * * we want to make the acceptance of assistance as consistent with human
dignity as possible * * *. Individual human dignity. That is the No. 1 thing.
This is not an almhouse proposition. It is not a county poor farm proposition.
We are trying to elevate this thing beyond that, so that the taking of assistance
when It is needed is as dignified a thing as is possible and will comport, as much
as possible, with the maintenance of individual dignity.

"Now, when you commence to set up a detailed category of what he must
spend his money for, you have got to serd a swarm of agents going around
smelling people's breaths and snooping into all of their habits; and that can be
carried to a point where most people would say that It is not American."

As I have indicated earlier, we are well aware that there are situations In
which assistance funds are not used in the best interests of the children. We
also believe that the public welfare agencies should be enabled to take measures
to overcome these conditions and to plgotect the children involved. But we
submit that this objective would be preanloted and not hindered by the prescrip-
tion of safeguards to insure that these measures would be applied construc-
tively and with regard for the basic rights of the families involved.

We believe that the procedures set forth in the bill for "protective payments"
is consistent with this objective, as 'yell as the general language of section.
107(a), with the exception which has ween noted. We would therefore urge that
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this prolwosal he modified in the light of these considerations, and In aceor(lanco
with M1e objectives of prevwtiol and rehabilitation which are the central pur-W
poses of tile bill now before your committee.
Inoentltes for efploynt/i(nt

For employable persons receiving assistance, who are not needed at home to
care for their children, the best possible rehabilitation is to, flnd a job. The
public welfare agencies should, therefore, do everything possible to conduct
their assistance (111(l service programs to promote that objective. One of the
important ieatins for accomplishing this is to adjust the assistance budget to
enable persons to meet tie added expenses necessary to holding a job, and pro-
vide some, Incentive to earning at least piart of their support. The proposal in
the lill which would pernilt and encourage States to take this factor into ac-
(.oulit is consistent with tile rehabilitation objective.
jFoster ((JPo

As in the 19(ll AI)C amendinent to extend assistance to unemployed parents,
the temporary antendment to pay for the supl)ort of children in foster care has
not been widely adopted Up to this time. Some of tit, sane reasons alply in
both instances---the need for State legislation, and the short-erin character of
the provisions. Tihe relatively small number of children receiving assistance
through this provision is accounted for by other factors as well. One is that
the number of children who might be expected to require this type of assistance ,
ider the terms of the law, Is not large. Another factor is that only those chil-

dren may be assisted who have been removed from their homes since the time the
aniendient was enacted. The effect. Is therefore e(nuilative. It started from
zero and nay be expected to build up gradually over several years.

Federal particil)ation in these payments would help assure that children who
are removed from their family lionmes would have available to theem the care
and services they need.
Drmonstration8

In a program affecting large numbers of people, as public assistance does, it Is
necessary to require that assistance ie available on tile same terns to needy
persons in all l)arts of a State. ()no consequence of this safeguard, however,
is that it tends to inhibit innovation and experimentation. This bill would
permit States, under prescribed and limited conditions, to obtan Federal match-
Ing funds for the support of research and demonstration and pilot projects
designed to promote the objectives of the program. Projects of this kind should
be encouraged. 'T'lle proposal In the bill seems feasible and desirable and holds
promise of contributing to the improvement of public assistance administration.

Simplification of categories
The proposed option to States to combine the three "adult" public assistance

categories into a single category Is a step in the direction of integration and
unification in a situation where the tendency has more often been in the other
direction. Perhaps the ultimate consequence of this option cannot be foreseen
in detail, but there Is every good reason why States should be permitted to
follow this organization if they prefer. Among the obvious advantages would
be the need to prepare only one State plan, and the consolidation of all report-
ing for these several categories. This option would also provide for the equal-
ization of Federal matching for medical care by extending the OAA formula to
include the other two categories.
Removal of dollar limitations for Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam

The association is deeply interested in the efforts of Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands, and Guam, to Iml)rove the opportunities for their people. The provi-
slon of adequate assistance to persons in need, with Federal financial par-
ticipation on the same basis as for other jurisdictions, is consistent with this
purpose, and has therefore been set forth as one of the Federal legislative
objectives of the association.

W e are pleased that these jurisdictions would benefit from prposed increase
in the maximum on the funds they may receive, but we would further recom-
mend the elimination of these fixed limitations. This would not result In any
great increase In costs, and it would enable at least one of these jurisdictions
to come closer to meeting the assistance needs of Its public assistance recipients.
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Advisory council on public welfare
Every effort must be made to insure that the public welfare programs are

responsive to the needs of the people they are designed to serve, and that at
the same time they stand accountable to the general public. The hearings
conducted by your committee, Mr. Chairman, are fundamental in carrying out
this purpose. Other studies and reports of advisory groups are available to the
Department and to your committee. We believe it would also be desirable,
however, for a broadly representative citizens' group, such as the proposed
Advisory Council on Public Welfare, to be appointed periodically to conduct
a careful review of the major purposes and directions of the public welfare
programs. The Advisory Councils on Public Assistance and Child Welfare
authorized by Congress in 1958 amply demonstrated by their studies and by
their reports the values that can be derived from such advisory groups.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, the American Public Welfare Association is pleased to support
the principles and objectives and general means embodied in H.R. 10606. The
objectives of our association have consistently stressed the need for developing
services and resources for the prevention of dependency and for the rehabilita-
tion of those who become dependent, and we have long urged the adoption of
most of the measures contained in the bill now before your committee. We
also recognize that the attainment of these objectives is a long-term under-
taking in which further experience will be gained as to the best way to proceed.

With the exceptions which we have noted, we commend these proposals for
the favorable consideration of your committee, and pledge to you our best efforts
in carrying out their purpose.

FEDERAL LEGISLATIVE OBJECTIVES, 1962

American Public Welfare Association-Prepared by committee on public wel-
fare policy, approved by the board of directors, November 27, 1961

The American Public Welfare Ahsociation believes that the States and their
political subdivisions have the primary responsibility for developing and adminis-
tering effective public welfare services in the United States. - The Federal Gov-
ernment has the obligation to develop nationwide goals and guides for program
content and to use its constitutional taxing power to equalize the financing of
public welfare so that public welfare services may be available on an equitable
basis throughout the country. The States, their political subdivisions, and the
Federal Government, in cooperation, must provide the leadership and the pro-
fessional and technical personnel to carry out these obligations. The associa-
tion's legislative objectives are based on these premises and on the recognition
of the important role of public welfare in preserving and strengthening family
life, encouraging self-responsibility, and assuring humanitarian concern for all
individuals and families.

To accomplish these purposes the association believes in the following basic
principles:

(a) A democracy has the special obligation to assure to all persons in
the Nation full and equitable opportunity for family life, healthful living,
and maximum utilization of their potentialities.

(b) Contributory social insurance is a preferable governmental method
of protecting Individuals and their families against loss of income due to
unemployment, sickness, disability, death of the family breadwinner, and
retirement in old age; and against health costs of OASDI beneficiaries.

(c) Public welfare programs should be family centered and should
provide effective services to all who require them including financial assist-
ance and preventive, protective, and rehabilitative services, and these serv-
ices, should be available to all persons without regard to residence, settlement,
citizenship requirements, or circumstances of birth.

(d) The benefits of modern medical science should be available to all;
and to the extent that individuals cannot secure them for themselves govern-
mental or other social measures should assure their availability.

These general principles are amplified in other policy statements approved by
the board of directors of the association. The committee on public welfare
-policy of the association has reviewed all of these statements in the light of
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current needs and has developed specific legislative objectives for 1962. While
the following list does not include all of the association's policy positions, it
presents in condensed form those immediate and longer range legislative objec-
tives which are most likely to be of current significance in improving public
welfare services.

PUBLIC WELFARE PROGRAMS
Scope of program

1. The comprehensive nature of public welfare responsibility should be recog-
nized through Federal grants-in-aid which will enable the States to provide not
only financial assistance, including medical care, and other services for the aged,.
the blind, the disabled, and dependent children, but also general assistance and
services for all other needy persons.

2. Federal financial aid should be available to assist Sates in carrying out
public welfare responsibility for preventive, protective and rehabilitative serv-
ices to all who require them, irrespective of financial need.

The Federal Government should participate financially in State and local
projects which would encourage, extend or establish programs for self-support,
self-care or the rehabilitation of persons receiving or likely to need public
assistance.

To carry out these objectives State and local public welfare services should be
strengthened by provision for reduced and specialized caseloads, homemakers and
other specialized personnel.

3. The Federal Government should participate financially only in those assist-
ance and other welfare programs which are available to all persons within the
State who are otherwise eligible without regard to residence, settlement, or citi-
zenship requirements.

4. Federal financial participation for medical assistance should be available
to all needy individuals on the same basis.

5. The Federal Government should continue to participate financially in as-
sistance to needy dependent children only if such assistance is available to all
needy children living in the home of a relative. The circumstances of a child's
birth or the suitability of the family environment should not be factors in.
determining eligibility for assistance, but should be dealt with through appro-
priate social services and judicial processes.

6. Federal financial participation in assistance and other services for needy
children should be extended on a permanent basis to include both parents when
in need and living in the home.

7. Provision for Federal financial participation in the maintenance of children
in foster care should be continued and strengthened.

8. Child welfare services should be broadened in scope and should specifically
include services for the delinquent child and provisions for day care. Federal
funds authorized and appropriated should be increased sufficiently to extend,
Improve, and support adequate child welfare programs.

Federal financial assistance to the States to stimulate and support programs
for the prevention and control of juvenile delinquency should be provided.
This should include research and the training of personnel.

9. Federal financial participation should be available to the States for as-
sistance to needy disabled persons without regard to any age requirement or
any requirement that a disability be permanent and total.

10. Specific provision should be made for Federal financial assistance to
States to stimulate and support services and facilities to promote the health
and welfare of aged persons irrespective of their financial need.

11. The Federal Government should participate financially in the costs of
any State and local civil defense welfare services.

12. Federal legislation should continue to provide funds for American na-
tionals who are repatriated from abroad and in need of assistance and other
services.

13. The Federal Government, in cooperation with the States, should study:
(a) the costs and policy implications of and the alternatives to removing the
restrictions on Federal financial participation in assistance payments to, or in
behalf of, individuals living in mental hospitals, tuberculosis hospitals, and pub-
lic nonmedical institutions; and (b) the costs and policy implications of exemp-
tion of income earned by public assistance recipients.
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JklAods f $UU e ojj pruirono
14, The o lkltlatlOll ut tilt' Feleral opeenid nlprolriatlon It essinthil to
00111 1 t4to, 1'ei tl~eet I18rlrtnership In all asmpes of puIlii nNsn ltic.

Si1tv It Is not possible to prlehit amccriately Ilh 1 i44.1deto n1d a reas of lived,
flexibility anl t' z1prelielveiie* ar' tw'essary Iti thlimi'lig public lUasNImltivo

15, Idi'oral 1in11101ol arthliallmi should he ii l ni t' isat Ion grant hiils
WI)Vi l Iby law atd aplilel4 10 Ilot iiit10 1 I v5ilt', ilt' l lig Ieti tl'a ,,

or all neely 1 rtomiotI; welfare etrviv'hts, liteludig child wvlf ir; kind aitlntils.
tratlion,

Mt, Any lnaxintiax on i'tieral Ialrthilpttlon I pulille aslsliti c, Intlitiling
mindleal care, should eintlimt to be ]Vel tei d to Ih a* 'OI-t' 111y110t ier relilIent
al shoilI hi Ile talkedd sutfllielntly to assure for ill ei(,4dy indivittalit retisoi-
Aile standardllo ( 1t tiltunct', vouapreitlivt itit'aIen of hgh iaIl I tit
alprprolitltis Qiiltity, Iall ithe piservallon atlil silr'et ghtnliug or fiLlmilly lift.

I?. federall particilpation with rtespet to depildulitt children hold h lit -
ereiaMl to a lovei which will aitsuiro treatiteit of elluh chldlren eit ltlibly with
that iacored other putbll aissshlunve reelpients.

lviilohonsli should bo lilado so that lldreri with vartillgg frout elllloyltiil.
way be altoweok to retalik all or part of sucth earnings.

1 . No melange should bl mado Il tho Ftderal matching forimilths which would
result lit a reMutionh itho Foleral share of iate knd local otdtilinlstratl e
coats.

10. Federal ald for public asistiani, should bo on the santo basis for 'nierlo
Rimo, the Virgin Islads, amId (uam its for other jurlsitltis. The il
dollar liultatioins on Felderal pairticillitloi for these jurlsdictlouis should bo
Areiovltio

20. St"te should have the option to administer Federtl funds fmr a.lslniae
and services by eategorlis, by a conibltuhtlin of two or miore of the present
categories, or by a single colnlrehenslve program covering all ntes'y persons.

21, Ad equate and qualified 1wrsonnel Is4 esseal11 IIip h uuns u o of
public welfare program. Adinlnlstrative anid service costs .of State piblIh wel-
fare programs shouldd be Identified selarately and FPeleral fluancial partl'lpatloxi
In such etvts should he suffielelnt to enable States to provIde for the adequmIte
administration of till public welfare programs, and the rendering of appropriate
,ervies.

22. Adequate, Federal funds should be appropriated to assist States lii tralin-
lng State and l cal public welfare staft.

223. All public welfare programs, Including finaneial assistance, iedleial care
for needty r *O ns, and other services, In which the Federal (loverlmlemut par-
tieipates finanielally should bo administered by a single agency it the local,
State, and Federal level,

24. Federal, State. and local public welfare ngeneles should iartilelipato hi
-and assist ili the administrative coordination of all related programs In which
there Is Federal financial partlelltion.

2& The lederal responsiblities relating to financial assistance and welfare
servi s should be cloiely Interrelated at an effective operating 1t~vol.

SOCIAL LN8MRkNCX PROGRAMS
-OASDI

26& The contributory old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program,
as a preferable means of meeting the lincome-nalntetianee needs of people, should
be strengthened. Among the needed Improvements are: making benefit pay-
ments more adequate; Increasing the amount of earnings creditable for con.
trlbutlou and benefit purposes In line with current earning levels: broadening
the scope of disability insurance protection, especially by eliminating the
requirement that the total disability be of long-continued and indefinite duration;
and extending coverage to earners and their dependents still excluded.

21. Health costs of old-age, survivors, and disability insurance beneficiaries
should be financed through the OASlI) program. The health costs of aged,
surviving, and disabled individuals and their dependents who rare not insured
OASDI beneficiaries should be met through an effective governmental program.
Arrangements for achieving this objective should take Into account the priority
needs of the groups to be served; availability of facilities, personnel and
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services : and protection nod enicouragoluent of high quality of care, including
the trganlzatlon of health and related services to effect the most appropriate
ut iliizat ion of services and facility ies.

28. Tho funds of the insurance program should be available to help restore
peirson,4 on the OAMI)I disability rolls to gainful e(nploynient since such ex-
I)enditores would result hi a not saving to the fund and Increase the number
of versoim retalilitated.

1i), 'To the extent that chalnges to improve the OARI)[ prograin increase the
cost .of the program, contributions should lie Increased to insure the financial
st4 billIty of the program.

30. ThI'e mvtinrlii'5111 of the Advlsory Council on Social Security Financing
should include represelitat ion f rom public welfa re.

U/IllniJplovijlIeol ht lIIIratlef'f

31. The 111tteniploylitit'It Insuranlce program, as a preferable ineans of meeting
III(% Il(tcoio-llIillttelia live Iteds of utnemployed people and s a means of keeping
th stieed fur public, assistance to a niinnium, should lie strengthened. Among
th iteeded Iitniroveltents are: estiablIshing Federal stanndards which would assure
Iniore atleilmite heInetlt. )ayments including benefits for dependents; extension
of coveritge to earnves 1 still excluded; provision for a nitinium duration of
ieniltot: provision for nmom tlultable eligibility conditions; provisions for les
restrictive dis(Imlllicatlon requirements: miId an ilIncreaso in the amount of
earnings creditable for contribution and benefit pIlrposes in line with current

iiriigs hvels.
There should bp Federal Iprovisioun oil at permanent basis for extended benefits

during any period of extendtd uneml)lOylent.

Other so0iol hiitfirat1(

32. The Fedeeral Government should provide leadership, funds, and research
in order to give more effective aid to the States in the improvenient of State
workniet's conlulmlsation programs. Study should be given to ways of improv-
Ing 0n1l exte|illg, on it sotlnd mociul insurance basis, temporary disability in-
suratico beeflits id worknten's compllensatlon programs, with emphasis on
pIanninilig fole effective Ineudlcal ('are and vocational rehabilitation.

PIANNINOi I,KFqAAR011, AND DEMONSTRATION

M. Aln Advisory Council on Public Welfare should be appointed periodically
to study and relx)rt on all iRIKcts of public welfare, with particular emphasis
on keeping tile program in line with changing social and economic conditions.

34. The Federal Government should provide leadershipil and adequate funds
for research ad demonstration and for special projects directed toward the
reduction of dependence, and the strengthening of family life.

RELATED PROORAM S

ar. The Federal Government should provide leadership, funds, and research
for the l)romotion of health and the prevention of sickness and disability con-
trIbutlng to dependency. Federal health programs should establish guides to
encourage and enable State and local health departments to make a more
effective contribution to broad programs of physical restoration. The amounts
authorized and appropriated for maternal and child health and crippled chil-
dren's services should be increased,

36. Public welfare has a responsibility to assure that comprehensive rehabili-
tative services are made available to persons who require them. Adequate funds
should be available to public welfare agencies to carry out their responsibility
to re-store idilvlIduals to self-tare and independent living and to strengthen family
life. Public welfare agencies are concerned with ahe availability of adequate
vocational rehabilitation services for individuals who can benefit from them.

Sinee many eligible individuals still are deprived of vocational rehabilitation
services, such services should be strengthened so that all vocational handicapped
persons who present reasonable possibilities of attaining a vocational objec-
tive would be served. States should be permitted to designate the State agency
which can most effectively administer the vocational rehabilitation program.

37. Federal programs should provide more effective aid to help meet the needs
of mentally retarded and other handicapped children.

38. Federal programs should provide more effective aid to help meet the needs
of migratory workers and their families.
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39. Federal leadership and provision for appropriate financial assistance for
urban renewal, the revitalization of communities where unemployment is heavy
and persistent, and the retraining of unemployed workers should be strengthened.

40. Work opportunities at prevailing wages, not competitive with regular Jobs
in private or public employment and with other appropriate safeguards to pro-
tect the health and dignity of the worker, should be available to able-bodied re-
cipients of assistance for whom jobs cannot be found within a reasonable time
and for whom such work opportunities are desirable. Such work should, where
possible, provide training and be directed toward the preservation and develop-
ment of work skills. Federal financial participation should be extended to
Include payments to recipients assigned to such projects.

41. A program with Federal participation should be established for the train-
ing the employment of youth through projects for the conservation of natural
resources and the provision of community services.

Mr. KUERU. Mr. Wayne Vasey.

STATEMENT OF WAYNE VASEY, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
SOCIAL WORKERS

Mr. VAsrY. I am Wayne Vasey representing the National Associ-
ation of Social Workers. I am dean of the School of Social Work at
Rutgers State University, New Brunswick, N.J. I am accompanied
today by Mr. Rudolph T. Danstedt, director of the Washington
branch office of our association.

In the past I have worked in the welfare field, public welfare field,
and in local, State and Federal areas as a county welfare director, a
State welfare stay member, and at one time assistant regional repre-
sentative of the Bureau of Public Assistance and other Bureau family
services of what was the Federal Security Agency.

Last year, I served as consultant to Secretary Ribicoff's Ad Hoc
Committee on Public Welfare. I think you heard a description of
that committee, its makeup and its purpose, so I will not go into that.

In deference to the committee's time, and a list of witnesses to
follow I would like to file this formal statement and speak from it as
briefly as possible.

Senator KERR. The statement. will be made a part of the record
following your oral presentation.

Mr. VASEY. Thank you.
The first observation I would like to make is our favoring the 75-

percent. matching for services.
We think this is a definite forward step and could result. in a greit

improvement in the administration of public welfare. We feel that,
public welfare agencies have been held responsible for the problems
they. are set up to meet and we feel that this increase of support, for
services could have the result of giving them more resources and prob-
ably holding them more accountable for results.

Senator KERR. Or making them better qualified to obtain results.
Mr. VA EY. Pardon?
Senator KERR. Or putting them in a better position to obtain

results.
Mr. VALEY. You are right.
They are not going to work any miracles; this is too tough and

complicated u problem to be solved overnight. It. is going to take
time and a lot of work, but this will put them in a better position, we
suggest.
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We also like the previous witnesses, are opposed to ,section 107. I
certainly don't want to attempt to improve on the eloquent statements
or even to match the eloquent statements that have been made. But we
feel very strongly that this bill would open the door to some flagrant
abuses and assaults on the dignity of people. We can understand why
State and local authorities are concerned and badgered by these prob-
lems that keep coming up.

They are complicated, they are hard to solve and they can even by
exasperating but they don't represent a large enough portion of the
load to justify measures which might, as the first witness indicated
under the pressure of a highly charged local emotional situation 1a
to restrictive measures that would hurt a lot of l)oople to get to a few
and we would strongly urge the deletion of this particular portion 01
the bill.

Senator KERR. The first witness, I believe, addressed her opposition
to about three lines in the section.

Do you address yourself to the entire section?
Mr. VASEY. I do; we do, actually.
We think that section 108 takes care of it. We think that this par-

ticular provision is inconsistent with the general character and tenor
of the measure itself.

Seuator K RR. All right.
Mr. VASEY. We also have an objection to one portion of the bill

which I don't believe has been mentioned by the previous witnesses.
This is the section, title I, part A, improvement in services-
Senator KERR. Where is that in the bill?
Mr. VAEiEY. It is title I, part A, first part, very early part of the

bill. It is the section which would apply to-each of assistance cate-
gories, the requirement that the public welfare agency may not engage
in any services designed as vocational rahabitation under the Voca-
tional Rehabilitation Act, except to the extent agreed to by such State
vocational rehabilitation agency.

We certainly are not advocating any confusion of functions on the
part of agencies but we think this would be an extremely difficult rule
to apply.

Somnetiies a problem is not easy to classify us vocational rehabilta-
tion or welfare and it could lead to a situation in which jurisdictional
considerations could take priority over a real constructive plan to meet
hunan needs.

The cooperation between vocational rehabilitation and public wel-
fare in many States has been excellent. It has proceeded along the
lines of administrative operation and agreement and we think that is
a better way than trying to legislate the behavior of these agencies.

So we are opposed to this particular portion of the bill.
Senator KzmR. Do you favor its deletion or amendment?
Mr. XAsE.Y. We favor its deletion.
I think I had better talk on the positive side here. We certainly

endorse the proposals extending ADOto needy children of unemployed
parents, the scheduled increases and authorization for child welfare
services and we also think this po gram of day care is extremely im-
portant. We believe that by providing this resource', the care of chil-
dren who have to have such care out of their own homes during the
day can be vastly improved with some standards applied and some
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protections and safeguards available so we thoroughly endorse this
provision.

We also feel that we would like to see residence requirements modi-
fied.

The original 1-year requirement with authorizations to the States to
eliminate residence entirely, we feel is in keeping with the population
movement that the previous witness mentioned.

We think it could avoid a lot of hardships that occur when there ae
disputes among States as to who really has responsibility or even
localities, as to who really has responsibility for the care of a person.
As a local welfare administrator in California, which certainly is a
place which has had a lot of inmigration, I became convinced
over the years that welfare assistance.pro-isions had practically noth-
ing to do with people moving. They don't move, I am convinced, just
to get better welfare payments. Ri ey move for many other reasons.How this is done, whther it is done through incentives or whether
it is done through a mandatory requirement, of course, is P. matter of
legislative judgment but I would like to see a measure which would
work toward the reduction and even ultimately the elimination of
State residence requirements.

Senator KERR. Well, now, were you here yesterday I
Mr. VAsEY. No, I was not.
Senator KEmm. One of the Senators asked the Secretary to name

the four States of the Union which had the highest percentage of the
people over 65 years of age on the old-age assistance roles.

Oklahoma was the fourth of the States named.
In other words, there were only three States in the Union according

to that statement that had a higher percentage of its people of 65 years
of age on the old-age assistance rolls.

Now, the director in Oklahoma tells me that one of the reasons for
that has been the fact that Oklahoma pbys a higher rate of payment
than any of the States around it, save one which barely just borders it.
A considerable part of its load by reason of migration into the State is
of people in time to qualify for the higher benefits that are available
in Oklahoma to those that are eligible.

If the residence requirements were eliminated he said he has no way
to estimate the increased load that there would be on Oklahoma s
welfare rolls.

Mr. VAsiy. Well, that is a tough problem. The only experience I
could suggest which might be counter to that, would be t.h1e experi-
ence of States like California which, and Colorado, which have had
high residence requirements but still have had large inmigration of
older people who seem to go there for other reasons.

Senator K=R. I don't know what those could possibly be. [Laugh-
ter.]

Mr. VAsEY. I forgot to mention two of the States in which I worked
are Colorado and California. [Laughter.]

I also want to speak to this point of the importance of grants
for training. The original provision which provided for grants
directly to institutions of higher learning, I think was a very con-
structive measure and would have helped very materially to increase
the supply of qualified people.

0A0
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I have been serving on the advisory panel to the National Institute
of Mental Health with respect to training grants and I have been
struck with respect to how payment of grants directly to the insti-
tutions helps step up the requirement of people and helps in a very
direct way to enlarge the supply of qualified persons in these pro-
grams.

I had the same experience as a member of the advisorT council of
the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation. It seems to me this does not
take the place of grants to States for training purposes but it sup-
plements it and complements it in a very effective way.

So we would like to urge a consideration to including grants di-
rectly to institutions of higher learning.

Now, another point that we want to stress is the inequity between
adult and children's payments.

.he first witness spoke to that point, and we think that the find-
ings of the advisory council on public assistance '2 years ago, to the
effect that there is a gap of several hundred million dollars between
estimated needs of ADC families and Federal and State appropria-
tions is significant. The grants for ADC are low and there is an
inequity of payments or commitments for ADC compared with
oldage assistance, aid to the blind and aid to the disabled.

W feel that some adjustment upward of the ADC grants is very
important if children are to have a chance that the previous witness,
Mr. Larson, mentioned is so important.

So, we would like to urge consideration to increasing the amount
of Federal matching of the proportion of ADC to a point closer to
parity with the other forms of aid.

Now, these are the major provisions; I think I have covered all of
them, which we had planned to comment on.

I do want to emphasize that this bill is important. We think it is
a major step forward and with the exceptions that we have noted, we
feel it. would improve very markedly the quality of services and would
help to mount a nationwide attack on the problems of dependency
through a program of rehabilitation and preservative services we think
are the answers to the problems of dependency in this country.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify.
Senator KKRR. Thank you, Mr. Vasey for a good statement and a

contribution to our record and our information.
(The statement of Mr. Vasey follows:)

STATEMENT OF WAYNE VASEY FOR THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Wayne Vasey repre-
senting the National Association of Social Workers. I am employed as the
dean of the School of Social Work at Rutgers State University, New Bruns-
wick. N.J. I am accompanied today by Mr. Rudolph T. Danstedt, director of
the Washington branch office of our association.

To qualify me further for testimony on this legislation, I would like to
indicate that I have been a county welfare director, a State welfare staff mem-
ber, and an assistant representative of the Bureau of Public Assistance, now
the Bureau of Faidly Serviees, of the former Federal Security Agency.

SECRETARY RIBICOFF'S AD HOC COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WELFARE

Last year I served as consultant to Secretary Ribicoff's ad hoc committee on
public welfare. This committee, composed of 25 outstanding persons in the
social welfare field, was appointed by the Secretary to examine the public wel-
fare program and to make recommendations for change.
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This ad hoe committee resulted in part from a conference which representa-
tives of our association had with Secretary Ribicoff in February of 1961. The
'Secretary Indicated to our group that he wanted to make an intensive examina-
tion of the public welfare program and asked if our association would be inter-
ested in assisting in developing a group to conduct such an examination. We
agreed and as a result the ad hoc committee on public welfare was established.
'Comprised of 25 persons with varied and extensive experience in the administra-
tion of social welfare programs, this group met at their own expense through
the spring ond Pummer last year, and presented its report to the Secretary in
September 1961.

Many of the recommendations of this ad hoc group were contained in the
original administration bill, H.R. 10032, and have been carried over to the pres-
ent bill, H.R. 10606. Since our association, in the main, endorsed the recom-
mendations of the ad hoc committee, I want to register at this time the support
of our association for the pending legislation and urge its early consideration.

THE IMPORTANCE OF 75 PERCENT MATCHING FOR SERVICES

In our judgment the key provisions of this bill are contained in title I, part A,
which provides 75 percent Federal financial participation in the cost of service&
The emphasis of the Secretary on services to help families become self-supporting
and independent and his rejection of a role for the public welfare worker in
which he essentially acts only as a conduit for funds is one we endorse
emphatically.

For too long public welfare has been strongly, and at times unfairly, criticized
for the behavior of its recipients and rising costs of assistance and charged with
perpetrating dependency. Over the years, caseloads per worker have continu-
ally risen while the number of staff qualified to provide essential preventive, pro-
tective and rehabilitative services has constantly fallen so that today less than
5 percent of public welfare workers have the necessary knowledge and skill that
would enable them to provide these services.

Title I provides the framework, authority and funds for gradually reducing
this acute and undesirable situation. As It is effected, the public welfare agency
can be held accountable for providing constructive results which, in the course
of time, will develop capacities for self-help and self-care and will strengthen
and maintain family life, thus reducing dependency.

* In the delicate and difficult area of human behavior no responsible person Is
going to guarantee immediate and remarkable results but we do know that the
capacities of people to meet their problems and to behave responsibly can be
reinforced by knowledgeable, well-directed help that builds their self-respect.

OUR o1BJrCos TO SECTION 107-PAYMENTS FOR BENEFrr OF CHIl

Because we know this, it is our firm Judgment that section 107 of the bill,
which amends section 405 of the Social Security Act to provide payments for
the benefit of the child, might produce practices that would completely destroy
such potential for self-respect even a highly disorganized person might possess.
We are not presuming that the States, under tMe authority of this section, are
going to search out or develop highly ptnitivo practices to deal with or restrict
the ADO family which Is not managing its funds for the best interest of the
children, but we are concerned about the effect on the otherwise constructive
tone of this legislation.

We can understand why State legislators are puzzled, concerned, and evep
irritated by the rising costs of public assistance and occasional flagrant abuses.
We believe, however, that if the legislators understand the general purposes
of this bill and the desire of the Congress and the administration to use pro-
tective, preventive, and rehabilitative approaches to the problems of public
welfare, the use of this section to apply punitive or restrictive practices will
be seen as evidently contradictory and even destructive of the positive ap-
proaches the bill proposes.

However, we are concerned that in the House discussion of this section 107,
reference was made to use of vouchers or relief In kind under this authority.
This, we would consider a regressive step that serves no useful purpose and is
completely destructive of any modicum of self-respect a recipient might possess.
It will not assure that payments will be made for the benefit of the child since
merchandise can be trade for many things that won't benefit the child. More-
over, the local welfare office would be subjected to pressures from vendors to
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place on vouchers further recipients who are conscientiously trying to manage
their budget but have insufficient funds to meet their needs, or, like many of
us, are just not the best managers of money.

We suggest, therefore, that section 107 be stricken from the bill, first, because
it is a contradictory provision in an otherwise forward-looking bill, and second,
it is unnecessary because of the provision of section 108 which authorities the
appointment of a representative payee under an approach which looks to helping
the recipient achieve as soon as possible the capacity for adequate management
of his funds.

ENDORSEMENT OF VARIOUS PROPOSALS

The proposals in this legislation for extending ADO to the needy children
of unemployed parents, the sched ed-arases in the authorization for child
welfare services and the a Ion of a priY141 of day care are essential
elements in the preve e, protective, and rehabilltatve emphasis of the bill.
These proposals w recommended by the ad hoc co Ittee and have been
among the legislate objectives of our association for a ber of years. We
endorse these p !visions and urge thel ment.However, ere are several eas i this where the Ho altered or de-
leted prov ns contained intr uced bill, .R. 10032. ask that this
committee nsider with re th e cha es.

OUR SECTION TO SPECIAL TIONAL A LITATIO SERVICES

In tit I, part A, Improve vi To Pr ent r Reduce tendency,
a rule s applied to each of ce teg ies w ch requi that the
public elfare agency may n t gage in any e ices de ed as v tonal re-
habill tion se tnder Vota onal R h bilitatlo Act, ex t to the
extent greed to y sua a ta _ a r agency. e believe
this w be ad ult ru t ap bt w argue more fundam y that
the res nsibility or assur that the , unnecessary-duplicat n among
State a encies sho d rest th e ven- no.t be subject the veto
power o any paI ar te a ey.re t e tate pa le welfare
agencies and te vo ional r bif n gencies ca con to develop
cooperate e understa wings Just as have one over e. years th not only
vocational rehabilitation agen *, bu also ith S health gencles, and
State empi ment agencies tout a al r ent for th vocational re-
habilitation ld. .

This rule an unnec ssaryrestrant on te ability of e public welfare
agency to move quickly and significant into. services and ht to be removed.

CEN REQUIREMENTS SHOULD HE DTIm

We are concerned that ae.nding legislat akes no provision for moving
forv. 'rd in the reduction of res ree u rementa or the voluntary ellimina.
tion .of such requirements. Over the years, it has been amply demonstrated
that very few people move from one part of the country to another for the pur-
pose of obtaining assistance. This is particularly true of elderly individuals
to whom cutting of ties with friends and families Is painful and difficult.

We would urge, therefore, that provisions of the originally introduced legal -
lation providing for a uniform 1-year residence for all assistance titles and
the payment of an incentive to those States which are willing to entirely
eliminate residence be restored. As a minimum we would further suggest that
Sta tes be permitted, category by category, to reduce residence to 1 year or elimi-
nate It entirely.

THE IMPORTANCE or GRANTS AND CONTRACTS FOR RI'I NO

We are also concerned that H.R. 10606 eliminated the provisions contained in
the original legislation for direct grants to or contracts with public or private
institutions of higher learning for training personnel who are employed or pre-
paring for employment in public welfare and substituted instead the present
authorization which provides grants to the States for the training of personnel.
We would like to see the burden and responsibility for recruitment and training
of personnel for the public welfare field carried by the field of social work and
institutions of higher learning directly, rather than by the employing agencies.
Part of the success for the response there has been to recruitment and training

84071----17
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in mental health and vocational rehabilitation is due to the broad interest on
the part of many groups in the recruitment and preparation of people for these
fields rather than leaving the problem to the operating agencies to struggle with
alone.

INZQUTY WVWZIWN ADULT AND 0HILDDBONS PAYMENTS.

Finally, we want to underline that the adequacy of our public welfare pro.
grav4 demands, not only the protective, preventive, rehabilitative services to
which this bill so strongly addresses itself, but also adequate assistance grants.
While man does not live by bread alone, bread is a prime requirement. The
Advisory Council on Public Assistance in Its report of a couple of years ago,
found that there Is a gap of several hundred million dollars between the esti-
mated needs of ADO famlieb and Federal and State appropriations. The report
noted further that the average State food allowances for ADC are substantially
below the U.S. Department of Agriculture's low cost food plan. We would urge
therefore, that the inequity between payments for adults and payments fot, ADO
families in this legislation be most carefully considered.

We appreciate this, opportunity to testify on this Important legislation: repre-!
senting as it does the first changes of any significant moment that have been pro-
posed to the-pubIle assistance titles of the, Social Security Act in a long time.
We hope this legislation 'cansoon be enacted, with due consideration to some of
the concerns about the provisions of the pending bill that we have indicated..

Senator Kom. Dr. Pau A. Harper..
Dr. Harper. -.

AMERCANPDBIC HEALTH ASSOCITION

Dr. Hmnm," Mr. Chairman, I am Paul Harper, appearing for the
American Public Health Association.

I am profe8or of maternal and child health in Johns Hopkins
School of Maternal and Child Health, and I have a short statement
here which I might submit for the record, if I might, and then just
talk from it.

Senator Km. Very well, it will appear following your oral
presentation.

Dr. Havm. First, I would say that the American Public Health
Association wishes to support those sections of the Public Welfare
Amendments of 1962 which provide for the expansion and improve-
ment of child welfare services, and I refer particularly- to the._radu-
ated increases in the cedn from the present level of $25 million up
to a new level of $50 million-by fiscal 1960, and also to the new section
on day care.

Senator Km. How do you interpret the action on day care '
D~r. I . W ll, sr,'I have read this section but I am not an

authority on day cam .
My fil&d is pediatrics and medicine, but I do know that in the area

whib I , work there is an increasing proportion of womei- who: are
going into the labor force. This is magnified many times siAe the
bginnmg of Worl War 11, and i the area where I come from, one

of the big problems is how to provide better care for the children of
these women. ' '

We actually ourse.ves give service to about 200 families right
around the Hopkins Institutions and a good many of these women
work, and we - into the homes and see the conditions under w chich
these children 11ihletheir mother are away .
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I think the attempt, as I understand it, under this 'tecti*,d i to'

provide better supervision or better regulation of the organizatlns
that- are providing care for these children while their parents are at
work.

The American Public Health Association would recommend that
this bill .R. 10606, be amended to provide similar graduated in-
creases in the ceilings of parts I and II that is the sections for serv-
ices for maternal and child health an for crippled children, that
each of these ceilings be increased in the same mariner as rcomr-
mended for child welfare in part 1I, and I should like to speak
briefly in support of these recommendations.
•First, I think it is important to point out that the ceilings for parts

I, I, and III of title V" have traditionally been raised together and
there is a good reason for this because the services are intrrelated.

For example, in the section which, you spoke abu, which is coa-
cerned' With day care, there is a prodisioni that there Wiil be coopera-
tive arrangements with the State health agencies. lo to itthat the
children under these servi'e are a d'quate hQah protecting'
and I think'th6 Stao h ag encies wou d additional fundsfor this n'urpose.."' " %..

I woud also out that while the importance maternal and
child health is 1 understood the a great inc of, need in
certain sogmen of our opul ion

We are all jniliar Wit e n o the su rbb
r incO groups, this as our ties. iW large umbet

ofcaoe:= 'an in n OWi antp tvi
poorlyed tedfa , ing burn on
a n danin in needform w f eervi

For ex pie, i the city o il ephia, t ere a a proxi tely
10,000 ant wo eah me thos for del very
without ing h 0 care.

This a e, sitt t true in r where, I. Come Oxn
We ha4a one studi which ewn who do no have
prenatal re have t ice 0 0 eir as do thers
who have p oenatal.

This n s dram ied by th in ty, but need
for. better, p atalcare is yes 44 in
those segme of the pop ton w o income d lw,
education.

Additional -in-aid moneys ar needed by the states to pro-
vide for these ow-in me mothers, and also t4 p more r for
their children in child c

Furthermore, additinal- extend the diagnostic
and preventive services for children with mentaretardation, and her
I would point out there an interrelationsh* ". The prvisin of better
prenatal care will lead to a decrease, in handicaps, axd in mental
retardation.

I'think it makes good sense that better obstetrical care would lead to
fewer birth injuries, and fewer cases of mental retardation,

I would like now to say a few .things for servi'ee to crippled'children
which have beennce of the major developments in recent years.

Ad you knoW; many categories oLOpatien areco&eredin
children with! epilepsy', children"with ha nd spech2 dAfeitd " a d
those needing open heart surgery and prophylaxis of rheumatic fever.

25t
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It has been both my observation during the years I was in private
practice and more recently in my present work that the Federal dollar
which is spent ill crippled children's services provides more value in
results obtained than any other Federal dollar that, I know of for
medical care.

And yet a good many of these services are not as well developed as
they should be.

For example, with present methods of diagnosis and treatment we
can either stop the convulsions completely or greatly control the
convulsions in all children with epilepsy.

Now the first, State in this country which had a statewide program
for epileptic children started this program in 1950 and served about
800 children in that year. And in the interval in the last 10 years
this number has increased to about 6,000.

But almost all of this increase has occurred in less than 15 States.
At the same time or at the other extreme, there are more than half of
the States which are at the present time seeing less than 20 children
a year in their programs for epileptic children.

The success of the programs in the pilot States has been so great
that a good many of these States would be glad to expand services
for epileptic children and for other types of handicaps if more funds
were made available.

I would emphasize primarily in respect to crippled children the
fact that there are more children, that hospital costs have been rising
and we have to have more funds just to keep up with our present
services, and I use the point that Alice in Wonderland said, "We have
to keep running just to stay where we are."

Now, the American Public Health Association would also like to
raise a question of whether or not it would be appropriate to fur-
ther amend this bill by including the provisions contained in the
Senate bill 2278 which was introduced by Senator Kerr for himself
and for Senator Hill. This amendment would give the Children's
Bureau authority to make grants in support of research projects
for the purpose of general support of maternal and child health
services.

This bill, as you know, was a companion bill to the Senate bill
which would establish an institute of child health and human de-
velopment.

Now, the proposed new institute, I think, would amply provide
for basic medical research. This proposed companion bill, S. 2273,
would provide for research in how to make more widely available
what we already know in medicine.

For example, there is a problem of early detection of infants with
phenylketonuria which often leads to mental retardation and if we
could find and discover better ways of finding these children, many
of these cases could either be prevented or greatly ameliorated and
this is just one example of many different types of research which
needs to be done in making what we already know more widely
available. I

Finally, the American Public Health Association would like to
go on record as favoring the eventual adoption of an amendment
which would provide funds so that the States could assist-their cities
in making maternal and child health and crippled children services
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more available to those increasing numbers of low-income families
who are beginning to crowd our cities.

I would like to thank you for the opportunity of appearing before
you and presenting this testimony.

Senator KEUm. Thlnk you, Dr. Harper, for a very intelligent and
constructive presentation.

(The prepared statement of Dr. Harper follows:)

8TATr'.r NT BY PAUL IIAIRPEI, M.)., AIPEARINO )'OIt Tlne AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTHH
AssocIA'r oN

The American Public Health Assoclation wishes to support those sections
of the public welfare aiendlments of 19062 which provide for the expansion and
Improvement of child welfare services. We refer particularly to the graduated
In(.reamo In authorization of approprnatlons from the present ceiling of $25
million to a new ceiling of $50 million for fiscal 1909 and also to the new section
on day care.

The American Public Health Association also recommends that the bill I.1.
10600 be further amended to provide similar graduated Increases in the ceilings
of parts I and 11 of title V of the Social Security Act so that the authorized
ceilings for maternal and child health and for crippled children's services, each
shall be increased to $50 million in a manner comparable to that provided for
child welfare in part III. I should like to speak briefly in support of these
recommendations.

First it should be noted that the ceilings for parts I, 11, and III of title V
of the Social Security Act have traditionally been raised together. There Is
good reason for this since the services are interrelated. For example, the pro-
posed amendments to part III provide with respect to day care that there shall
be cooperative arrangements with the State health authority to assure provision
of the necessary health services. Additional funds will be needed for this
purpose.

The importance of maternal and child health services is well understood but
the great increase in need for these services among certain segments of our
population is not as well known, The movement to the suburbs in many cities
has been accompanied by a great increase in families with limited education
and low income in our cities. For example, the New York Academy of Medicine
estimates that one-half of the population of Manhattan will be medically in-
digent by 1965. And in the city of Philadelphia, about 10,000 pregnant women
each year come to the hospital for delivery without having had any or adequate
prenatal care. A similar situation exists in Baltimore, and there, we have made
studies which show that the mother who does not get prenatal care is twice
as likely to lose her baby as is the mother who gets adequate prenatal care.
The need for prenatal care Is equally great in rural areas, especially among the
lower socioeconomic groups.

Additional grant-in-aid moneys are needed by the States to provide for these
low-income mothers and for more care in well-child clinics for their children.
Additional funds are also needed to help the States expand their diagnostic and
preventive services for children with mental retardation. Jt is emphasized that
the provision of more adequate prenatal care will also reduce the risk of birth
injury in Infants and so lead to a decrease In various handicaps Including
mental retardation.

Services for crippled children have been one of the major health develop-
ments in recent years. Many categories of children have been helped, including
those with epilepsy, cleft palate, hearing and speech defects and those needing
heart surgery or prophylaxis of rheumatic fever. It has been my observation
both during my years in private practice and now in my teaching position
that the Federal moneys which are used Vor crippled children purchase more
service and results per dollar than any other Federal money spent for medical
care. Many of these handicapped children can be completely or largely rehabili-
tated so that they can become fully or partially self-supporting. And yet these
services have not expanded as rapidly as they should. For example, modern
treatment can stop or control convulsions in about three-quarters of all epileptic
children if they are brought under treatment early enough. State health depart-
ment programs for children with epilepsy began in 1950 and the number of
children served increased from about 800 in 1950 to over 6,000 in 1960. But
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90 percent of this increase occurred In 11 States, Puerto Rico, and the District
of Columbia. Other States do very little for these children; half of the States
provide services to less than 20 epileptic children apiece. These programs have
been so successful in the pilot States that other States would be glad to provide
similar services if funds could be found.

In summary, the funds for crippled children's services are up to the ceiling.
New developments, such as those in epilepsy and in open heart surgery, make
it possible to help many more children. At the same time, there has been an
increase in both the number of children and in hospital costs, so that more money
is needed just to keep even. As Alice in Wonderland said, "We have to run Just
to stay where we are."

The American Public Health Association would also like to raise a question as
to whether or not It would be appropriate to further amend H.R. 10606 by in-
cluding the provisions contained in Senate bill 2273, which was Introduced by
Mr. Kerr for himself and Mr. Hill. Such an amendment would give the Chil-
dren's Bureau authority to make grants in support of research projects for the
purpose of improving maternal and child health and crippled children's serv.
ices. This bill (S. 2273) was a companion bill to S. 2269 for the establishment
of an Institute of Child Health and Human Development. The proposed Insti-
tute of Child Health and Human Development would provide amply for basic
research. The companion bill (S. 2273) would provide for research in how to
make new advances in medicine more widely available. For example, there is
need to learn how to find Infants with phenylketonuria, which leads to a form
of mental retardation that can be prevented or greatly ameliorated if found in
the early weeks of life. Similarly, there is need for study of such problems as
(a) clinics for children with multiple handicaps and (b) better ways of pro-
viding prenatal care.

Finally, the American Public Health Association would like to go on record
as favoring eventual adoption of an amendment which would provide funds so
that the States could assist their cities in providing maternal and child health
and crippled children's services to 'he increasing number of low-income families
who are living In our cities.

Senator Kmw. Kennard J. Besse.

STATERINT OF K iNARD 3. BESSE, APPEARING ON BEHALF OF
TE ILLINOIS STATE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Mr. BEss. Mr. Chairman, I am a partner in the law firm of Besse
& Besse, in Sterling, fl1.

This statement is presented on behalf of the Illinois State Chamber
of Commerce and is based mainly on work done by its public assistance
and welfare committeee of which I am a member.

The Illinois State Chamber of Commerce is a statewide organi-
zation with a membership of more than 18,000 businessmen, repre-
senting companies located in 418 towns and cities in every part of the
State of Illinois.

These members are engaged in virtually every type of business,
ranging from some of the Nation's largest corporations to many
smaller corporations and the selfed.

This statement is based upon recommendations prepared in the
first instance by the Illinois Sate Chamber's Public Asistance and
Welfare Committee of 75 members, who have given serious study to
the public-assistance issues under consideration, and are representa-
tive of the chamber's membership.

Reflected hereiii is the considered judgment of our committee, sup-
ported biYthe St4te chamber's 70-man, board of directors

Viewpoints expessed herein broadly represent those of Illinois busi-
nessmen concerning 11 of the sections in H.R. 10606., Before present-
ing ourposition on specific provisions Of this bill, I would like to make
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some general comments that we consider to be of basic importance in
considering public assistance policy.

We believe that this committee shares the view of the Illinois
State Chamber of Commerce that continuing increases in the number
of persons on public assistance and the increase in costs are matters
of serious concern. Under these circumstances two objectives impress
us as being of key importance. One is to have further assurance that
public funds will be paid only to those who are actually in need and
are unable to help themselves. The other is to provide training and
other programs to help supply the skills and to provide the necessary
social readjustments, to the end that public assistance recipients can
become self-supporting members of society. We feel these two are
the basic objectives of the program.

The Illinois State Chamber of Commerce worked for the further-
ance of these objectives by supporting legislation that was adopted
in the regular 1961 session of the Illinois General Assembly. jWe
endorse certain features of H.R. 10606 which, in our opinion would
direct the Federal laws specifically toward these basic goals by: -

(1) Providing for Federal financial participation in expenditures
made in the form of payments for work performed, by an adult ADC
recipient, on State work programs;

(2) Requiring States to take into account the amount of money
spent by a relief recipient in earning an income;

(3) Authorizing Federal matching funds to States that, make
"voucher payments" to persons when a relative's inability to manage
money is contrary to the welfare of the child; and

(4) Federal financial participation in the cost of caring for chil-
dren in approved foster family homes and private nonprofit child-
care institutions.

Last year our chamber sponsored legislation also that helped estab-
lish perjury, for example, for the Responsible Relative Act. So that
when they make statements as to their income they meant something.
We sponsored an ADC pilot day care program, which is now being
implemented by the Cook County Welfare Department in the State
of Illinois, to use mothers wherever possible to supplement the social
workers in this day care problem.

We sponsored a work program for able-bodied persons receiving
aid, and we sponsored the bill implementing the Kerr-Mills medical
bill.

However, we are opposed to a number of other provisions of H.R.
10606 that represent further Federal encroachment into facets of
public assistance programs that, we believe, should be handled by
the individual States, or under present Federal matching provisions
to the State&.

In the remainder of this statement we make detailed comments and
recommendations in relation to 11 of the sections of H.R. 10606. These
sections are as follows:
101. Services and Other Administrative Costs Under Public Assistance Programs.
102. Expansion and Improvement of Child-Welfare Services.
105. Community Work and Training Programs.
106. Incentives for Employment Through Consideration of Expenses in Earn-

ing Income.
108. Protective Payments Under Dependent Children Program. T
109. Aid for Spouse of Relative With Whom Dependent child is vtng.
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121. Advisory Council on Public Welfare.
122. Waiver of State Plan Requirements for Demonstrations.
131(a) Extension of Aid to Dependent Children of Unemployed Parents Program.
131(b) and 135. Federal Payments for Foster Care of Dependent, Children in

Foster Family Homes and Child-Care Institutions.
132. Increase in Federal Share of Public Assistance Payments.
141. Optional Combined State Plan for Aged, Blind, and Disabled.

SECTION 10 1-SERVICES AND OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS UNDER PUBLIC
ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

Recommendations: The proportion of Federal financial participa-
tion in self-help, rehabilitation, and training services for recipients
under the categorical assistance programs should not be increased.
Neither should there be any increase in the proportion of Federal
funds paid in relation to training present or potential State and local
public welfare workers, nor should the Federal Government pay 50
percent of the service cost of persons who are likely to become relief
recipients.

Explanation: Under existing law the Federal Government pays 50
percent of costs for administration and rehabilitation services for
recipients on old age assistance, aid to dependent children, aid to the
blind, and aid topermanently and totally disabled.

This section changes the formula so that the Federal Government
will pay 75 percent of the cost of services, as determined by the Sec-
retary of Health, Education, and Welfare, to applicants for, or
recipients of, relief under the four categorical assistance programs,
and will also increase by 50 percent the Federal share of the cost
of training present or potential State and local public welfare workers.
Additional 50 percent of the cost of services to persons who are likely
to become relief recipients would be paid by the Federal Government.
Other administrative costs would continue to be matched at 50 percent.
Provision is made for payments to nonprofit private agencies, or with
State agencies, if the State or local welfare department cannot pro-
vide such services as effectively or economically.

While the Illinois State Chamber realizes that rehabilitation and
training are necessary to restore many individuals and families, now
on public assistance, to self-support status, we believe that the Federal
Government's share should not be increased.

SECTION 102-EXPANSION AND IMPROVEMENT OF CHILD-WELFARE SERVICES

Recommendation: The Federal Government should not increase
grants to the States for child-welfare services beyond the current
authorization of $25 million per year.

Explanation: Child-welfare services would be expanded to increase
and improve preventive and protective services for children, by author-
izing $30 million in 1963, and providing for further increases in subse-
quent years until $50 million is authorized in 1969 and thereafter.
It is specified that the excess above $25 million of the annual appropria-
tion or child-welfare services, up to a maximum of $10 million, shall
be earmarked for day care.

We believe that the States should finance any expansion in these
services beyond the $25 million Federal share. The Illinois State
Chamber supported legislation pissed by the general assembly last
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year which provided $250,000 for three pilot day-care centers in
Chicago. Additional needs in Illinois for child-welfare services,
including day care, should be financed by Illinois taxpayers without
Federal help. Many ADC mothers could be trained to assist social
workers in the operation of day-care centers, thereby releasing social
workers for other important, necessary work.

SECTION 105--COMMUNITY WORK AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

Recommendation: There should be Federal financial participation
in expenditures made in the form of payments for work performed,
by an adult ADC recipient, on community work-rolief projects that
serve a useful public purpose.

Explanation: Under existing law there can be no Federal matching
for payments to ADC recipients for work performed on State work-
relief programs. We believe that able-bodied recipients should be
required to work, that States requiring work to maintain ADC eligi-
bility should not be "penalized,' and that Federal matching funds
should be authorized if Congress extends the temporary aid to de-
pendent children-unemployed parents program.

SECTION 106-INCENTIVES FOR EMPLOYMENT THROUGH CONSIDERATION
FOR EXPENSES IN EARNING INCOME

Recommendation: States should be required to take into account
the amount of money spent by a relief recipient in earning an income.

Explanation: Under present procedures a recipient's grant is re-
duced$1 for each dollar of income earned; except that in the case of
a blind recipient the first $85 of monthly income, plus one-half of the
earned income in excess of $85 a month, is disregarded before this
grant is reduced.

We support this provision for recognition of expenses entailed in
working, believing that it will provide an incentive for recipients to
work, and hopefully lead to eventual self-support.

SECTION 108-PROTECTIVE PAYMENTS UNDER DEPENDENT CHILDREN

PROGRAM

Recommendation: Federal matching funds should be paid to States
that make "voucher payments" to person when a relative's inability
to manage money is contrary to the welfare of the child.

Explanation: We support this provision because it will allow more
efficierit use of ADC funds.

As an example, this will allow a State to withhold funds from an
alcoholic mother who has not used the relief grant as intended for
the proper care of her children, and make payments directly to a
vendor for food and other necessities.

We question whether the limitation on protective payments (that
they may not in any month exceed 5 percent of the number of the
recipients of such aid) provides sufficient latitude to cover aU the
recipients for whom such payments should be made.
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SECTION 109-AID FOR SPOUSE OF RELATIVE WITH IVIIOM DEPENDENT CHILD

IS LIVING

Recommendation: Federal matching funds should not be made
available to both relatives caring for a child on ADC when both are
living in the home with the child.

Explanation: While the temporary ADC-unemployed parents pro-
gram authorized the transfer of families to A)C, the Federal Gov-
crnmert continued to provide matching payments for only one of
the adults; the other adult is paid exclusively from State relief
funds. In cases where one of the parents has been incapacitated
and the family has been on ADC, the incapacitated parent has been
paid from either disability assistance or general assistance funds.
The effect of this proposed change is estimated to cost the Federal
Government $34 million in fiscal 1963. We believe that the Federal
Government should not take on this additional obligation.

SECTION 121-ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PUBLIC WELFARE

Recommendation: An Advisory Council on Public Welfare should
not be established by the Federal Government.

Explanation: The bill provides that the Secretary of HEW shall
establish an Advisory Council on Public Welfare in 1964 to report
to Congress, not later than July 1, 1966, its recommendations on the
relationship of all income-maintenance programs and the respective
fiscal capacities of the States and Federal Government.

Succeeding advisory councils are authorized to report every 2
years thereafter. The Secretary of HEW would be empowered to
set rates of compensation not to exceed $75 per day, including travel
time, in addition to travel expenses including per diem in lieu of
subsistence. We oppose this proposal because it authorizes the Sec-
retary to appoint subsequent advisory councils after July 1, 1966,
for which the need has not been established.

SECTION 122-WAIVER OF STATE PLAN REQUIREMENTS FOR
DEMONSTRATIONS

Recommendation: The Federal Government should not provide $2
million annually for Federal matching for experimental, pilot, or
demonstration projects.
'Explanation: We are opposed to the appropriation of $2 million

per year during the next 5 years for this purpose. We believe that
ilot projects are essential in solving problems in the public assistance
el, but we are of the opnion that these projects should be financed

by te individual States.

SECTION 131(A)-EXTENSION OF AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN OF

VNEMPLOY, PARENTS PROGRAM

Recommendation: The temporar id to dependent children of
unemployed parents program should bo terminated on June 30, 1962,
by the Federal Government.,

Explanation: Prior, to last May the aid to dependent children
program covered only families with children deprived of parental
support or care .by reason of the death, continued absence from the
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home, or physical or mental incapacity of a parent. Congress changed
this long-standing concept by temporarily including children of un-
employed parents in the ADC program to ease the financial burden
on the States of high unemployment during the recent recession.

Traditionally, during the last quarter century, assistance to un-
employed families had been provided by the States and/or local
governments within each State under their general assistance
programs.

Illinois is now involved in what we believe to be a serious and
harmful side-effect of the ADC-UP program. The attorney general
of Illinois recently ruled that strikers and their families, who qualify
under the Illinois Public Aid Commission's definition of need, are
entitled, under present law, to grants from the temporary aid to
dependent children-unemployed parents program. This puts the
State and Federal Government in the position of taking sides in a
labor dispute, financing elements of one party to the dispute with
funds derived from all. This the Illinois State Chamber believes is
contrary to the intent of the public assistance programs and contrary
to the impartial role a government should pursue in such disputes.
The balnee of economic pressure would be permanently destroyed.
This problem is not limited to Illinois. Of tfe 15 States with ADC-

UP programs in operation, we are informed that at least two other
States, New York and Pennsylvania, make payments to families of
strikers on the basis of need. This practice should be stopped before
it spreads and endangers funds for those on assistance who are more
needy and for whom assistance was initially intended. For example,
a strike in a major industry, such as steel, could well dissipate the
ADC funds of a particular State.

We hope, of course, that your committee will not extend the tem-
porary AD0-UP program. However, if you decide upon extension
we recommend that you amend H.R. 10606 to prohibit the use of
Federal and State ADC funds to pay strikers and their families. We
suggest that section 407(2) (B) be amended as follows: by adding-
if and for as long as the unemployment of the parent Is caused by the stoppage
of work due to a labor dispute, and (3) * * .

SECTION 131 (B) AND SECTION 135-FEDERAL PAYMENTS FOR FOSTER HOME
CARE' OF DEPENDENT CHILDREN IN FOSTER FAMILY HOMES AND CHILD-

CARE INSTITUTIONS

Recommendation: Federal ADC funds should be continued for
children in approved foster family homes, and made available for
foster care in private nonprofit child-care institutions that have been
approved by the State.'

Explanation: The Federal Government has participated in pay-
ments to children in approved foster family homes sice May 1961.
We believe that extension of Federal ADC funds to foster care in
private nonprofit child-care institutions will help assure that a child
removed from an "unsuitable home" will not be in want. We further
believe that this will insure proper channeling of funds to care for
a child in cases where parents misuse public funds.
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SECTION 132-INCREASE IN FEDERAL SHARE OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
PAYMENTS

Recommendation: The $1 temporary increase in maximum expen-
ditures matchable by the Federal Government under the old age as-
sistance aid to the blind, and aid to the permanently and totally
disabled programs should not be renewed. Federal matching should
be based on the formula in effect prior to October 1, 1961.

Explanation: Last year's social security amendments temporarily
increased the maximum expenditure matchable by the Federal Gov-
ernment under the OAA, AB, and APTD programs by $1, through
June 30, 1962.

This bill proposes to raise the permanent maximum expenditure
matchable by the Federal Government from $65 to $70 per person
each month, and increases the Federal share of another part of the
formula from 80 percent of the first $30 of the average assistance
payment to twenty-nine thirty-fifths of the first $35. The additional
Federal cost during fiscal 1963 is estimated to be $140 million was not
included in the President's budget, and would throw the budget even
further out of balance than is now anticipated by many experts.

We oppose this increase because we believe that the Federal Gov-
ernment now assumes a large, share of public assistance costs than
it should, and wish to point ut that there is no assurance that the
States will pass on this increase to aged, blind, and disabled recip-
ients. I know there have been some statements here this morning
that this is what would be done, but there is certainly no indication
from the present operation that this would be done.

Senator KERR. There is no requirement for it in the bill.
Mr. BEssE. That is right.
We believe that the States should assume a larger share of the cost

of these assistance programs, and submit that the individual States
can determine additional needs and then proceed to finance them
themselves.

SECTION 141-OPTIONAL COMBINED STATE PLAN FOR AGED, BLIND, AND
DISABLED

Recommendation: States should not be given the option to com-
bine OAA, AB, and APTD under one program to rovide Federal
matching funds for medical care of AB and AP. recipients as
now provided persons on OAA. The Federal share for these three
programs should continue to be figured separately.

Explanation: The Federal Government now matches 50 percent of
an amount up to $15 per month spent per person on old age assist-
ance for ven or medical payments. This would now be extended to
cover recipients on the blind and disabled programs. States have
been responsible for meeting this cost, and we-believe they should
continue to do so.

This section would also allow States to average their assistance
payments for the aged, blind, and !isabled which would be to the
financial advantage Of some States.' We believe that the Federal
share for each program should continue to be figured separately.
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RESIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

We agree with the action of the House in dropping from the bill
proposals to limit States' residence requirements to 1 year for eligi-
bility under the categorical assistance programs, and to provide an
incentive to States that remove all residence requirements.

I appreciate the time of the committee.
Thank you very much.
Senator KFium. Thank you very much, Mr. Besse, for your statement.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE MeLAIN, REPRESENTING THE CALIFORNIA
AND NATIONAL LEAGUE OF SENIOR CITIZENS, AND CALIFORNIA'S
CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON AGING

Mr. MOLAN. Mr. Chairman, my name is George McLain, with
headquarters at 1031 South Grand Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif.

I am the president of the National League of Senior Citizens and
chairman of the California League of Senior Citizens, was a delegate
to the White House Conference on Aging, and I am a member of the
Citizens Advisory Committee on Aging for the State of California.

The National League of Senior Citizens has a membership in all 50
States, with active chapters in 33 of them. For the past 22 years I
have been engaged daily for the elderly in the field of administration
of the public assistance section of the Social Security Act, and I am
pleased to see that this committee is concerning itself with much-
needed amendments in our Federal laws regarding public assistance.

For 25 years, because of lack of Federal protection for the aged, the
blind and totally disabled on public assistance, the States have indi-
vidually imposed all of the vicious provisions of the Elizabethian
poor laws, outmoded years ago in Great Britain.

This lack of Federal protection has caused the 50 States to have a
hodgepodge of public assistance programs, no two alike. Paupers'
oaths, shame lists, unreasonable residence requirements, lien laws, de-
duction for home ownership, discrimination because of sex, strict
limitation of real and personal property, responsible relatives laws,
overzealous welfare workers, costly duplication of administration, andrecipients prohibited from retaining even the smallest of earnings.

We recommend that the following be included as amendments to
H.R. 10606:

(1) The elimination of the ceiling on Federal matching funds to
the States, so as to encourage the States to grant a realistic and decent
standard of living for their needy.

(2) The Secretary of HEW be authorized by Congress to establish
a floor below which no State shall be allowed to go on what consti-
tutes a "needy person" (real and personal property, etc.). This will
help establish a nationwide uniform administration of public
assistance;

(3) To assure State uniformity, the act should be amended to pro,
vide only for State administration, thereby eliminating costly dupli-
cation and friction caused by dual administration by counties, cities,
andtowns;
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(4) That the age of an applicant for old-age assistance should be
lowered to 62 years to correspond with the age set for old-age and
survivors insurance benefits;

(5) It would be unfair to States who have shown concern with
the welfare of their needy to abolish residence requirements until
such a time as Congress establishes realistic and decent standards
of living for the needy under its public assistance laws. At this time
we recommend that the present residence requirement of 5 years
maximum be lowered to 3 years maximum.

(6) In this new public assistance bill, provisions have been made
to allow those who are on the needy children's program, the blind
and the disabled, to have a small amount of earnings each month
without jeopardizing their aid. No similar provision has been made
for the elderly. We recommend that an aged recipient be permitted
to earn at least a net of $50 a month without deductions from their
grant.

(7) The present law provides that all outside earnings, income,
and resources must be taken into consideration by the State in arriv-
ing at the amount of grant a recipient is entitled to. When a re-
cipient lives in his own home, which is free and clear, an occupancy
value is set and a deduction is taken out of their grant as free rent.
We recommend that under these circumstances home ownership be
exempt as a resource and the individual be allowed to occupy their
home without penalty.

(8) In some States the welfare department came up with the
theory that females eat less than the males, and a deduction of $4 to
$5 a month is taken from a little old lady's grant on this theory. We
contend that there is need of an amendment that there shall be no
discrimination because of sex.

Senator Kmm. Do you think that discrimination is because of sex
or because of the difference in the need?

Mr. MoLxi;. Well Senator, I am sure that you have enjoyed the
same privilege that I avc

Senator KIui. Now let's don't go into that.
Mr. MoLAIN. Well, let me say this then, Senator-
Senator KEml. You talk about your privileges and let mine be

for me to talk about.
Mr. MoLan. Very good.
Senator KLPRR. There might be some discretion there.
Mr. McLAnq. The privilege of taking out ladies to dinner and 1

have never found them to eat less than I do. Sometimes I have found
them to eat more than I do.
I Senator KEURR. Maybe you should take them more than once a day

and then you wouldn't have to do that. [Laughter.J
Mr. MOLAxw. We find in the State of Illinois that they have

adopted the policy there that women are supposed to eat less than
men and they do deduct $4 to $5 a month out of their grant because
they are a female and, are supposed to eat less than men and, therefore,
we think there is discrmnation.

Regarding the public assistance program we feel that the time has
come -when tongrss should give serious consideration to eliminating
the State and Federl old-age assistance program, and provide in
the public assistance section a prpvision that the Government will
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assure every elderly person a livable monthly income. A provision
where the Government will augment the individual's income from
whatever source to bring it up to not less than the minimum wage
law ($173 a month).

The California State Legislature enacted medical assistance for the
aged, conforming to the Kerr-Mills bill passed by the 1960 session
of Congress.

Under this law an oldster cannot be better off than a recipient of
public assistance. A means test must be met-and here is the grim
joker-the needy oldster must pay out out of his own pocket or
resources his first 30 days hospitalization. It is within this 30 days
that an operation occurs, which means the elderly patient must have
available anywhere from $1,500 to $2,000. The irony of this is that in
order to qualify for this medical care in the first place, with such
funds he would be ineligible to qualify under the State's means test.

In the event he has a little home, he will have to take a mortgage
on it for his hospitalization, and with no prospects in the future to
pay off this debt, lie would eventually lose his home.

So you see, Mr. Chairman, these senior citizens have three strikes
against them. The ones who benefit from this new medical assistance
for the aged law are the counties. The counties heretofore have been
carrying the expense in this field without State and Federal par-
ticipation.

What is needed is that your committee help the senior citizens by
making these payments available during the first 30 days when he is
first admitted for hospitalization, etc.

A fifth category of aid should be added to the public assistance
section of the Social Security Act to be known as general assistance,
with minimum standards established by the Federal Government to
assure all Americans the right to receive temporary emergency help
in times of extreme need.

By doing so, the Federal Government would relieve :both the tax-
payers of a considerable burden, while meeting an important human
need. Local taxes now pay the whole cost of general relief. Home-
owners and other county taxpayers suffer severely when certain
regions become "pockets of unemployment."

Federal and State funds, and Federal and State standards would
correct this unfair situation.

Senator, I have been instructed by the Citizens Advisory Commit-
tee on Aging of the State of California to submit to you a resolution
adopted by that committee, if there is no objection.

Senator KiERR. It may be made a part of the record.
(The information referred to follows:)

OrIzIENs' ADvisoRY ComMirrEr ON AGING, STATE oF CALFORNIA

RESOLUTIONS

Overall, the Citizens' Advisory Committee on Aging endorses and supports
the objectives of H.R. 10032, known as the Public Welfare ' Amendments of
1962 because of the timely emphasis placed on services, prevention of depend-
ency, incentives to enable persons receiving assistance to regain self-support,
rehabilitation, and the training of public welfare personnel to achieve the fore.
going objectives. Such legislation, if enacted by the Congress, will provide
for the development of sound and realistic public welfare programs and enable
the States to more adequately meet their responsibilities to persons receiving
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public assistance and offers an intelligent approach to the reduction and modi-
fication of the causes of economic dependency.

However, with respect to those provisions of H.R. 10032 which provide for
a reduction in the present Federal residence to 1 year in the Federal-State old-
age assistance program, the committee does not favor this action unless the
following amendments are included:

1. The elimination of the present calling on Federal matching funds
to the State to encourage the States to provide or maintain adequate and
realistic assistance payments to persons who received old-age assistance.

2. As a protection to those States experiencing rapid population growth,
including migration into such States of large numbers of persons 65 and
over, the inclusion in the present Federal matching formula of equalization
funds for those States which have a large number of persons 65 and over
in their population in proportion to the national population of persons
65 and over, and that such an equalization formula be related to migration
experience of a particular State rather than solely to the proportion of
persons 65 and over in a given State's population.

Ouch amendments would afford safeguards to those States who have achieved,
in their old-age assistance program, a level of assistance payments designed
to maintain adequate living standards for needy aged people. At the same
time, the foregoing amendments would make it possible for such States, Includ-
ing California, to continue to maintain adequate assistance payments should
the Federal residence requirements in old-age assistance be reduced as now
provided In H.R. 10082.

Mr. MoLAIN. Thank you, sir.
Senator KERR. Thank you very much, Mr. McLain for your

statement.
I would inquire of Mr. Rudolph Pohl the amount of time he will

need to submit his statement.
Mr. POHL. We can brief it very much and the statement of Mr.

Charles O'Neill who follows us is included in our file, sir. I think
we could conclude in 10 to 15 minutes.

Senator KEmU. Very good. We will hear from you.
Mr. Poim. With the Chair's permission I would like to have our

staff here.
Senator KERR. After this witness has concluded his testimony we

will recess until 2:30.

STATEMENT OF RUDOLPH P. POHL, CHAIRMAN OP FINANCE
COMXITTFf , MILWAUK COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS;
ACCOMPANIED BY ZOSEPH R BALDWIN, DIRECTOR, MILWAUKEE
COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE; CAAES A
O'NEILL EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, ST. VINCENT DE PAUL
SOCIETY op mLWAUKEE; AND JOHN IL DEVITT, MILWAUKEE
COUNTY ASSISTANT CORPORATION COUNSEL

Mr. PoHL. Mr. Chairman, my name is Rudolph P. Pohl, chairman
of the Finance Committee of the Milwaukee County Board of
Supervisors.

This delegation includes Supervisor John P. Murphy and Super-
visor Donald F. Weber, members of the finance committee' Mr. Jo-
seph E. Baldwin, welfare director of Milwaukee County; r. John
Divitt, our assistant 'corporation counsel in welfare matters, and in
addition a private citizen, an expert on welfare, Mr. Charles O'Neill,
executive secretary of the St. Vincent; de Paul Society in Milwaukee
County.
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Milwaukee County is deeply appreciative of this opportunity to
appear before your committee. We are gratified that you are con-
sidering bill H. R.10606 which we feel has substantial merit.

We feel, however, that some parts need strengthening to really
strike at the heart of the problem -the ever-increasing burden of those
who will not help themselves tobecome self-supporting, upon those
who work hard to maintain their homes in a decent manner.

Milwaukee County does not come here as a supplicant for alms. We
are proud to carry the load which is ours as a working community.
However, we do need your help in the form of legislation which will
permit us to insure the proper use of ADC funds. We are warned
by the State welfare officials that we cannot inquire as to the manner
in which ADC funds are spent by the recipient under penalty of loss
of all Federal aid to the State of Wisconsin.

On April 9, the Wall Street Journal printed an article by Jonathan
Spivak, informing us that the District of Columbia is doing thing to
get at the problem in spite of welfare objections (see attached ex-

" hibit A). We would like to be able to get ahead of the problems and
will inquire while visiting here as to the District's methodsand success.

Milwaukee County government is the sole agency for public wel-
fare in our community of 1 million people. Our 1962 budget is over
$100 million.

Senator Kmnn. Is that the entire county budget or the entire budget
for welfare I

Mr. POHL. The entire county budget is $100 million.
Senator KER. All right.
Mr. POEL. Two-thirds of this is spent for relief or related institu-

tions; the remaining one-third has to do with our great facilities such
as airports, expressways sewers, courts, jails, and parks, all of which
have had to be financially curtailed in oider that we might carry the
welfare load.

We have made strides in our efforts to gain efficiency in the handling
of the welfare problem-to make more effective the efforts of our social
workers. In one efficiency project alone we have doubled the actual,
social worker's time spent with recipients by elimination of needless
paperwork. We are streamlining our work relief program. We have
taken women from our welfare rolls and trained em to aid others in
learning to run a home properly. We have not been remiss in our
efforts to hold up our end, and we have come here to propose strength-
ening this bill in the manner recommended by the Milwaukee County
Boar of Supervisors.

Our assistant county corporation counsel, Mr. Devitt, who is pres-
ent here today, has drafted a proposed amendment to bill H.R. 10606,
which would: accomplish the objectives sought by our county. This
amendment reads as follows:

AMENDMENT No. - TO BILL No. H.R. 10606

Amend the bill as printed as follows:

szorio lo (b)

On page 88, line 20, strike the quotation marks and period and add the
following:
"; or shall any such payment be withheld for any period beginning on or
after such date, notwithstanding any other provision of the Social Security Act

84071--42--18
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to the contrary, because any local governing body, public welfare agency, or
other agency administering or distributing such payments at the local level in
any political subdivision of the States decides In appropriate Individual cases to
make aid to dependent children available in the form of commodities (or vouch-
ers redeemable In commodities) or decides to demand from any recipient who Is
granted such aid in the form of money payments an accounting of the purposes
for which and the manner in which such aid is used by the recipient, whenever
any decision in regard thereto in deemed advisable at the local level as a means
of attempting to rehabilitate the recipient or of preventing misuse of mismanage-
ment of such aid on the part of the recipient,"

The effect is to give us the right to inquire as to how the money is
spent by the recipient and also to allow us to use vouches where
necessary.

Senator KzRau. In other words, you approve section 108 of the bill I
Mr. PonL. Yes. We are offering an amendment to 107 which would

extend that to those ends.
Senator Kzm. Well now, does not-
Mr. POHL. There is a limitation, sir, of 5 percent, as to the use of

vouchers, and we feel that that would probably be inadequate. It is a
step in the right direction.

senatorr Im. In other words, instead of eliminating section 107
you would strengthen itt

Mr. POHL. We would expand it, yes.
Senator Km. Thank you.
Mr. Poir,. Yes these are the ideas which are the will of the Mil-

waukee County Board of Supervisors as expressed in the attached
resolutions (see attached exhibits B and C). The Legislature of
the State of Wisconsin has twice passed resolutions expressing a posi-
tion which is identical with that taken by our county, and a copy of
one of these State resolutions is submitted as part of our written state-
ments (see attached exhibit D).

The written comments of Mr. Baldwin, our director of public wel-
fare, are also submitted as part of our testimony (see attached ex-
hibit E) and would you at this point want to summarize your position,
Mr. Baldwin?

Mr. BALDwIN. Senator, I would like to urge your favorable consid.
eration of H.R. 10606 with certain amendment&

Among its many forward looking provisions is the simplification of
categories as defined in section 141. Combinations as envisaged here
wold eliminate unnecessary paper work and permit a greater concen.
tration on rehabilitative efforts I ,

I also commend to you the House plan to continue for another 5
years the extension of Aid to Unemployed Parents. This will tend
to stengthen family life and negate the apparent premium that Aid
to Dependent Children has in the past put on broken families.

The bill as it was passed bpy the House Ways and Means Committee
wisely emphasizes that additional services are needed if there is to
be any reversal in the rising load of dependent persons, particularly
dependent children.

Such services as are sug ted include provision for day care cen-
ters for the children of working mothers, community work and train-
ing progTams to increase the skills of the parents aid other relatives
of dependent children, and more and better equipped social casework'
*ithin the departments administering the program.,

I
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In the case of the latter-better services within the State and coun-
ty departments of welfare-provision is also made for training
grants to public welf are personnel.

Wise, humane and farsighted as these provisions are, they will fall
short of achieving the goal of reducing dependency unless operating
agencies are given more discretion in the use of the money payment.

Up until the passage of this bill, the only exceptions to the money
payment occurred in the case of vendor medical payments. This bill
expands these exceptions to include "protective payments" to inter-
ested persons other than the relative in instances not exceeding 5Per-
cent of the total number of recipients. (Section 108-a). The bill
also provides (Section 107-A) that when a "State agency" believes
that money payments are not being used in the best interests of the
children involved, it may take remedial steps including-
other action authorized under State law which is deemed necessary to protect
the interest of suoh child.

While these new exceptions are aimed in the right direction, I do
not believe they go far enough. The 5 percent limitation in section
108-a is purely arbitrary and the figure bears no relation to the num-
ber of cases in Milwaukee County which might need protective
payments.

'wenty-six percent of the aid to dependent children caseload, for
example, is made up of unmarried mothers.

Furthermore, section 107-a vests with the "State agency" the re-
sponsibility of determining whether or not payments are being made
in the best interests of the child. In Wisconsin, it is the County Wel-
fare Department which works with the families and children and is
best able to evaluate the conditions.

It is possible that in some States where by the use of statutory or
administratively determined ceilings on the amount of assistance, or
through insufficient appropriations resulting in grants representing'
only a percentage of actual need, no such limitations as these are
actually needed.

In Wisconsin however, where 100 percent of need is given, where
when additional children come into the family, additional assistance
is granted, some limitation of the unrestricted money payment is
needed. 

P

Between December. 31, 1957, and December 81, 1961-a matter of
just 4 years--the aid to dependent children caseload in Milwaukee
County increased by 84 percent. During this same period, the num-
ber of non-white unmarried mothers included n the aid to dependent
children load inoreasedby 189 percent. . .4

Statistics released by the Department of Health,,' Education, and
Welfare in its pamphlet "Illegitimacy and Its ImpaCt' on the ADC
Program" show a similar nationwide increase in the number of non-
white unmarried mother recipients over the last several years.

I do'not believe the unrestricted money payment, even when sup-
plemented by a~equate'and skilled casework services, wil 'by them-
selves reverse the continued increase in the number of unmarried
mothers.

It will take a number of other forces to produce the change 1n cul-
tural patterns which almost everyone seems to agree is needed. Many
of the renedies--such as better education, better housing, more equal
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job opportunities, revision of the criminal statutes, and adequate law
C11forcement-lie outside the jurisdiction of the welfare departments.

The one remedy which could vest with the department would be
the judicious use of the money payment: granted when the best in-
terests of the children were being served; withheld when the welfare
of the children is being jeopardized by the questionable conduct of the
mother.

I believe that the substitution of voucher for money payments in
appropriate cases and accountability on the part of the recipient
should be inserted into H.R. 10606 as an added alternative to section
107-a and 107-b. This would give public welfare departments
sharper tools and I would urge your support of the amendment.

Mr. POHL. Mr. Chairman, we will now ask Mr. O'Neill to make
his statement,

Mr. O'NEULL. I am executive secretary of the Society of St. Vincent
de Paul in Milwaukee, but I am appearing as a private citizen to give
my experience gained in more than 32 years of private charitable work.
One of the most troublesome problems in my work is how to deal with
he persons who receive adequate Government welfare cash allotments,

but who are not capable of using that assistance properly: They are
continually knocking on the doors of private agencies asking that we
supplement to make up the deficits caused by their mismanagement or
misuse of these welfare funds.

I appreciate this opportunity to present my testimony on the public
welfare amendments of 1962, H.R. 10606. I would like to confine my
comments to sections 107 and 108 of the bill which deal with aid to
dependent children. .#

First of all, I must say that the provisions of the bill, which allows
for protective payments to third persons up to 5 percent of the
monthly State aid to dependent children's caseload, is an improve-
ment over the present law. Likewise, the provision, which allows
States to pass laws authorizing a State agency to take other action
deemed necessary to protect the interests of the child, short of denial
of payments isa step forward.

The trouble is, however that while these provisions give sufficient
latitude and discretion to the States, they do not per Se give local com-
munities the two basic tools that are needed to properly administer
the funds under the law. These tools are:

1.-Authority for local government to be able to demand an ac-
counting from any recipient of funds spent during any particular
month.

2. Authority for the local government to distribute aid to any given
recipient in commodity, or voucher form for whatever length of time
is necessary for that person's well-being.

These tools can b imployed most usefully by local governments
not only to prevent the mismanagement or misuse of funds, but, more
importantly, in helping to rehabilitate many recipients. If recipi-
ents respond to training and rehabilitation'then such recipients should
be returned to the cash allotment system so that they way have every
opportunity to demonstrate that tbey had lear.,ed to spend money
properly.

/.
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As compared to the device of making payments through third per-
sons, these tools would provide a far liss, cumbersome method of in-
suring that the aid would actually be used for the best interest of the
child.

And, finally, what is equally important is that these tools are ur-
gently needed the local welfare officials, and workers, who have the
closest personal contact with the aid recipients. If such authority is

granted them they can use it wisely and well to help train and re-
habilitate those persons having custody of dependent children in a
responsible and socially accepted way of life. It is the sound middle
ground between the spoon feeding method of protective payments and
the blank check method of unrestricted cash grants.

Thank you.
Senator liUR. Thank you, Mr. O'Neill.
Mr. POHL. Mr. Chairman, my corporation counsel hands me a note

saying that he does not think I have made it clear that the amend-
ment to give counties the right to use the voucher payment and to
demand accounting is limited to those cases where the local agency
determines that such steps are necessary for the rehabilitation or to
prevent the misuse of funds.

Senator Keiu. May I ask you a question.
Is your counsel here.
Mr. DzviTr. Yes.
Senator KERR. Does Wisconsin law permit your probate court to

appoint a guardian for these children in the event the presentation is
made and it is found that money being paid to their parents for their
benefits is not wisely used or on any other basis or specifications gov-
erning the appointment of guardians?

Mnr. Dsvr. Senator, our law does permit such steps and in my per-
sonal capacity with the Government, I handle the procedural steps of
having these guardians appointed by the court..

But we have found that this is a very cumbersome method. It in-
creases government redtape. It provides the courts with an oppor-
tunity to appoint third persons as guardians who must be paid for
their services, these persons, in turn appoint attorneys, they must be
paid for their services, and all the money is being drained for the
administrative costs of these guardianships, together with the annual
reporting to the court and hundreds of other steps where it could be
much simpler if the guardian procedure could be eliminated, with the
limited right or in place of the limited right of the local community
to put the problem cases on voucher for as long as the problem exists.

Senator KeR. Who would put them on that voucher I
Mr. %wvir. We can, but we lose Federal funds.
Senator KnW. I say who I
Mr. D'vrrr. The local welfare agency.
Senator Knz. Do they work for nothing?
Mr. D .virr. The costof the local welfare agency-
Senator Kjm. They work for nothing ?
Mr. DIzvr. No, they do not, Senator Kerr. But it would be less

expensive.
Senator Kmm. Couldn't your probate court appoint one of them

as the quardian under your law ?
Mr. D mViT. On occasion the courts do that.
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Senator KrRR. Do they have that authority?
Mr. DEvnrr . They have that authority.
Senator Kau. Would that involve the payment of extra wages?
Mr. DEVITT. It does not, Senator. But-
Senator KERR. You mean by reason of the fact that your law gives

them the right to appoint a guardian on a compensation basis, and
recognizes the services of the lawyer, that the probate courts in your
State dissipate the funds that are available to them in the payment
of guardian fees and lawyer fees rather than to appoint somebody
who would handle it for the benefit of the child?

Mr. POHL. Mr. Chairman, maybe our welfare director could help
on that matter.

Mr. BALDWIN. Only to this extent, Mr. Chairman.
The previous administrative ruling by the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare would have denied reimbursement in cases
where a member of the staff was made a guardian.

Senator KERR. But if the amendment you advocate is passed, then
the member of the staff would be reimbursed ?

Mr. BAuwiN., Yes.
Senator Km. Well, then, what you are arguing about is the cost

of the program not the principle.
Mr. _POJL. Mr. Chairman, I don't believe that is our interpretation

of it. What we are thinking about instead of the cumbersome meth-
ods of guardianship-

S Senator KumE. What is so cumbersome about a system that per-
mits a probate judge to make a decision instead of the local welfare
director making the decisionI

Mr. POUL. Well-
Senator KmuR. Don't either one of them have to have the facts be-

fore them I
Mr. POHL. Certainly, sir.
Senator KmuR. Who would give the facts to the probate court ?
Mr. Porn. Well, it could be the Department official or-Mr. Bald-

win can you answer that ?
Wr. BAmwu. Only to this extent again, Senator Kerr, I don't be-

lieve any of the duties which a welfare worker would have to do with
respect to establishing continued eligibility, making grants of as-
sistance in accordance with whatever the State plan requirements are,
would be lessened as a result of the court-appointed guardian.

If the court-appointed guardian is in the picture that is over and
above what the welfare department continues to do.

The proposal made here is, of course, that in certain aggravated
cases where guardianship is the remedy, that it should be us i but in
cass where the situation is not as aggravated as to need a guardian,
then the administrative plan of voucher payments is proposed."

Senator KERR. What you are telling the committee is that you
favor these decisions with reference to the ability- of the' mther or
father or of the foster parent. You favor giving the welfare diretor
the arbitrary power of deciding that, rather than to have it' decided
by the court. d

iI
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MA[r. BALDWIN. Sir, I am sure there has been testimony offered
liere today about how this would be unfortunate-

Senator KERR. I am not talking about testimony here today. I
am talking about your position.

M. BArvDWIN. Well, I was hoping to come in the backdoor on that
by saying that in most of the States where the testimony had been
offered tiat money, that any abrogation of money payment would be
a bad thing, those same very States do this routinely and regularly
with general assistance.
The decision is made in Kansas counties, I am sure, and in Illinois

counties and it certainly is in Wisconsin counties, by the local director,
as to whether the payment in general assistance case is made by
voucher or by money payment. So that decision is being made daily
throughout the United States right now.

Senator KERR. Very well, gentlemen, thank you very much for your
testimony.

Mr. POL. Mr. Chairman, may I finish my concluding statement
here and I will be through.

In addition, our elected county executive, Mr. John L. Doyne, will
file a separate written statement with your committee before May 18,
1962.

In conclusion, I wish to speak as an elected official. I represent
an area that has the least relief in the whole county, only about 1
percent as many cases as the highest district of similar population.
In my district there is occasional heated comment on the welfare
problem, but this is mild compared to the violent roar of the factory
hand, Joe Schmidt, whose $75 take-home pay is further reduced by
State income and local property taxes with no added sums because
he's had another child and no kindly social worker to inquire as to
his needs.

He pays his way, buys his home, limits himself to a few inexpensive
pleasures and worries about a layoff. Contrast him with his neighbors
a widow ( 1)--on welfare, ADO.-Each new child brings more money-
no work-free doctors and hospitals, the best in the county, a parade
of boyfriends, the children call them "uncles," money to spend to
help the current "uncle" with car expenses, for a trip to another city,
for liquor, for TV or what have you. Can you wonder, that Joe
Schmidt roars his protests on this subject ? On this matter he doesn't
listen to his union leaders. He is mad, he is intolerant, and he wants
action, and gentlemen, so do we, his representatives.

We recommend that the local governing body be given authority
to make payment in the form of vouchers in appropriate cases and,
be given the authority to be able to require the accounting by re-
cipients for their ei4 expenditures.

Gnetlemen, we are asking the privilege of being guardian over
your funds as well as ours. There is no watchdog over this part of
our money.

Thank you, sir.
Senator Kam. Thank you very much.
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('lhl , exhibits referred to follow :)

ExniiwT A
IFroni the WMlI Street Journl, Apr, 0, 10021

WrtFAuR CONTRAST: Witirq IrNNEiw PusInrE NATIONAL, l t1lI,I)Ui,, CONOIRss,
CRAUIC- DOWN IN CAPITAl 1'r1l.4F

(By Jonathan Splvak)

WASRNIrO.-llere in the slindow of Capitol 111, local public welfare re-
form Is proceeding In major philosophical conflict with the "great new pro-
gram of human renewal" proposed for the Nation by President Kennedy's welfare
planners.

The national welfare reforms, which Congress is receiving warmly, aim at
exlanding programs through rehabilitation and retraining In hopes of longrun
savings. The District of Columbia program, on the other hand, seeks an im-
mediate retrenchment by ferreting out cheaters and ineligibles.

The contradiction Is more than a minor embarrassment to the administra.
tion: Many of the practices It most firmly opposes are being quietly enacted
here by southern Members of its own party, who head the congressional sub-
colnliutteen charged with overseeing the District's affairs.

Consider the contrasts:
ltdltlt, ldueation, and Welfare Secretary libicoff proclaims that "all

(studios) Indicate the proportion of Ineligible persons who receive assistance
Is not more than 1.5 percent" and urges that welfare efforts concentrate on
providing service, ot merely passing on eligibility. In the District, a detective-
like probe of reliefers Is turning up more than half--57.8 percent to be precise-
who are not entitled to Payments.

CONTRAoTORY POIJOIraS

Mr. Rtiblcoff Argues that welfare woes will be solved only by spending more
mtoneyv; the District fathers cut 5 percent from the local welfare department's
budget this fiscal year and may make deeper incisions next year,

Kminedy welfare strategists Insist that the unemployed be included in local
welfare progranis to spur their rehabilitation; District officials adamantly
reh.* this liberalization, arguing it will coot too much.

HIW experts suggest that local welfare agencies Increase the else of their
grants for needy families. The District, to make ends meet, recently cut monthly
payments from $2 to as much as $42 for families with more than four children.

There's no doubt that these contradictions Irritate the Kennedy administra.
tion. "The District Is just breeding a lot of problems," complains a Kennedy
welfare expert. "Kicking people off the rolls Is no solution." Solution or not,
the Nation a Capital, burdened with a 100-percent Increase in welfare costs since
19K, is seeking to control burgeoning welfare expenditures so rising outlays for
new schools, roads, and other public Improvements can be accommodated. This
same problem, faced by many communities, led Newburgh, N.Y., to attempt its
highly publicised welfare crackdown.

Though their objectives are the same, the District and Newburgh retrench.
mints differ In technique and result. An examination of them, In contrast to
the Kennedy administration approach, may provide valuable insight into the
continuing controversy over welfare.

SImply stated, the administration wants to spend more now to save later.
Mr. Kennedy would like to qualify more people for public aid and expand
services on the assumption that this will restore their independence and prevent
future generations from coming on the public dole.

XTEN'rfDI0 ELMIBIUTY

His reform bill, which has already passed the House and Is almost prtain
to receive Senate approval In a few mdnths, calls for making the out-of-work
eligible for welfare payments, setting up local Job training programs, en-
couraging States to provide rehabilitation services, training more case workers,
and establishing child care centers to allow welfare mothers to work. The
first year cost is $193 million; the savings, If any, won't be calculable for
decades.
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Newburgh embarked on its 10-point welfare crackdown Iast year. In the
wor(hl of City Manager J1t'tph Mitchell, the program was designed to end "the
right of moral chelteers w(d iialingerers to squat ou the relief rolls forever."
Stte o, u rts, however, ruled 12 of the 13 points Invlld and allowed only 1
to go Into effect-ia requirement that relief recipients report monthly to the
city welfare department.

Hero in the )sitrlct the alplrohch has been one of rigorously enforcing ex-
1sthlig welfare laws (not Udding lnew oies) to deterniubn the preva lence of
chenting, dishonesty, and fraud. The results to (late confront administration
experts-who itislSt welfare disholesty is jninhnal-iwith the embrrassing
evidence of widespread abuses In their own bickyard.

A team of local welfare seuths under orders front economy-minded Menator
Robert Byrd, Iemocrat of West Virginia, chairman of the Henate District
Appropriations Subcnnimttee, has been investigating the eligibility of a 5 per-
cent, 280-case segment of the aid to dependent children's program. This par-
ticulnr category of welfare, which now provides payments to one parent (the
Kennedy reform will would unuko it both) and the children in needy families,
has been climbing most abruptly here In the District, as well as the Nation.

While the survey is only partly finlshed--37 families declared Ineligible out
of 04 investigated-local officials are disturbed. "The percentage is higher
thatn we had thought," concedes one official.

flow does the District detect such a surfeit of dishonesty when others fall?
The answer Is by substituting the sophisticated techniques of detective work for
welfare's normal examination procedures,

A special investigation unit, composed of 10 ex-policemen, lawyers, and other
trained sleuths (no welfare workers allowed) operates autonomously from the
rest of the welfare department. Congress recently ordered 10 General Ac-
counting Office Investigators Into the fray to speed the survey and report
independently on any irregularities In welfare administration.

Every 20th case is selected at random from welfare department files. It's
first scrutinized by a "ready-evaluator" team which picks out items of doubtful
eligibility. Then field investigators are dispatched to verify dubious claims-as
many as 20 points might need checking, including length of residence, outside
financial resources, marital relationships, and number of dependents.

The 87 cases already thrown off the rolls have included violations of all cate-
gories of local welfare regulations. Mothers have been found secretly holding
(town full-time jobs; fathers--reported dead, missing, or disabled-have been
discovered at home and capable of supporting their families; offspring, for
whom welfare payments are being made, turn up in foster homes; welfare
mothers are caught in illicit affairs.

114viSTIGATI N TUMS

To uncover lies and deception investigators work at odd hours In teams of
two and three to catch reliefers off guard. One investigator might engage a
welfare mother in conversation while the other wanders through her apartment
looking for unauthorized men. Several sleuths might station themselves at
side and rear entrancps--"covering all exits for suspicious departures," ex-
plains one investigator.

It's calculated that each investigation requires 25 to 32 hours and may involve
up to 18 repeat visits to the welfare recipient's home. The cost is roughly $200
per case; the monthly savings in decreased grants are estimated at $5,000.

This kind of prolonged legwork is out of the question for regular welfare
workers, who have neither the time nor the training.

The most intriguing question, of course, is whether the high percentage of
ineligibles found in the District is indicative of the Nation at large. Local
investigators say probably yes. They argue that studies quote4- by Mr. RIb-
coff, of the welfare situation in such places as Chicago And California, have
been based on paper work reviews which reveal only the most flagrant and
obvious abuses. The District's Is the first thorough scientific field investigation,
they claim.

Welfare experts retort no. They contend that District rules, far stricter
than those in most States are unnecessarily punitive and encourage a high
percentage of, violations. Many of the cases thrown off the rolls after great
effort and expenses will soon be back on, they claim, "When you close a case,
it doesn't stay closed," declares one official.
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i1owever, when hearings open in 2 months on the District's budget, Senator
Byrd's subcommittee will probably push for an expansion of the current probe
for cheaters. This study already is stated to poke into another one of the
fivo tegorihs of aid, general relief.

Mr. Byrd tmny also start separate surveys itto the Iossession of automobiles
alid tlevlitiou setsq by welfare recipients. le's already started one on the ex-
tent of welfare clitk cashing lit District liquor stores The last such survey,
it 151, revealed a &T.-percent proportion,

FARA ANDt) UNCKHTAINTY

lilstrict welfare officials are far front enthusiastic about such a broadening
of the Ikal crackdown. They assert It has already created an atmosphere of
tear and uncertainty in the Diptrict which could discourage legitimate relief

clients from applying for aid. "We've got to decided If we are a welfare de-
imrtnent or a detective agency," declares one ndminIlstrator.
The local welfare experts, Just a#, does the administration, want to spend

more money and time on rehabilitation. They'd like to provide more health
services for the indigent; added training in budget management; Increased
vocthttoal rehabilitation services, But the Byrd committee, which vetoed a
tnitior $L'0,t0)) rehabilitation request last year, is unlikely to go along with
eximnded themes in the face of prevalent loc~l abuses,

So, an the administration proposes national welfare liberallsation, Congress
continues on Its contradictory course of seeking to cut back outlays in the
Nation's capital. Hitt it appears that, whichever course is followed, difltcut-
tie* arlse and welfare's stubborn problems continue to defy quick solution,

IASOLVt1Olf

Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors--Adopted May 8, 1002

A resolution meanorialilaing Congress to enact legislation permitting localities
to demand an accounting from recipients of cash payments under the aid to
dependent children categorical aid program administered by the Federal Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, and also permitting distribution of
such aid in commodity or voucher form in appropriate cases.

Whereas a news Item appearing In the Milwaukee Journal on Sunday, October
1, 1900, reported the fact that In August of this year 10,571 Wisconsin families
with 27,60 children received financial help through the aid to dependent children
program, which is partially financed by contributions from the Federal Govern-
meat under the laws relating to aid to dependent children categorical aid pro.
gram administered by the Federal Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare; and

Whereas the Federal Government contributes funds for such aid to dependent
children program, which Is commonly known both as mothers' aid and as State
aid, only upon the condition that such aid be disbursed in cash payments, and
that no accounting be demanded of individual recipients thereof as to how such
fash is spent; and

Whereas the 19W annual report of the Milwaukee Oounty Department of
Public Welfare has disclosed that in that year said department disbursed over
$,50O00 in aid to dependent children payments, of which the Federal Govern-
ment contributed 4&28 percent and the State government contributed 83.05
percent; and

Whereas the same annual welfare report revealed that in December of that
year 2,888 women in Milwaukee ounty were receiving cash payments for them-
selves and their children under the aid to dependent children program, and that
of mu women 82 percent were divorcees, 24.2 percent were unmarried mothers,
and 1.t percent were wives abandoned by their husbands, or a total of 72.9
percent, which figures tend to show that the vast majority of aid recipients under
this assistance program are women In rather unfortunate circumstances; and

Whereas another recent news Item inithe daily press on the subject of such
aid has Indicated that according to records In the offce of the clerk of Milwaukee
countyy circuit court, about one-third of the women and their children Involved
In the 10,00O current support and alimony cases oft file in that office are getting
public assistance from which It can be assumed that most of these women are re-
relving aid to dependent children; and i
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Whereas It has also been reported in the press that the present Democrat and
Republican nominees for Oongress in the Wisconsin Fifth Congressional District
have agreed in public debate that local authorities should have more discretion
11nd control In the above matters; and

Whereas it would be beneficial to the public interest to permit local authorities
to exercise such discretion and control in cases where the recipients of such aid
either manage their money unwisely, or conduct themselves improperly, or care
for their children Inadequately: Now, therefore, be It

Raolved by the Milwaukee countyy Board of Supervisors, That the Congress
(f the United States be respectfully requested to consider and enact legislation
ini 1961 amending the laws relating to aid to dependent children categorical aid
program administered by the Federal Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare to grant discretionary authority to local governing bodies and public
welfare directors to enable them to demand an accounting from recipients of
cash payments under the aid to dependent children program, and also to enable
them to distribute such aid in the form of commodities or vouchers for the same
in lieu of direct cash payments, as such local governing bodies of public welfare
directors may deem appropriate in individual cases; and be it further

Resolved, That authenticated copies of this resolution be transmitted to the
Wisconsin Members and Wisconsin Members.elect of the Congress of the United
States, as well as to the respective boards of supervisors of the other 70 counties
In this State; and be it further

Iesolved, That such Wisconsin Members and Wisconsin Members-elect of
Congress be requested to take Joint action to insure that this resolution be spread
upon the Congressional Record for the purpose of making known the contents
thereof to all Members of the Congress of the United States; and be it

Resolved, That the legislative committee of said Milwaukee County Board of
Supervisors be, and they hereby are, instructed to sponsor a similar resolution
in the 1961 legislature so that the foregoing objectives will be adopted by the
latter body as the intent and public policy of this State.

Oncz OF TKI OoUNTY CLUax,
Mltwaukee, Wi., May 10, 196*.

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of a resolution
adopted by the Board of Supervisors of Milwaukee County, at an annual meeting
(continued) of said board held on the 29th day of November 1960.

OLEMsIC0S F. MtOHIALSKKt County Olerk.

Exturnr C

RESOLUTION

Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors--Adopted May 8,1962

Whereas Federal legislation relating to the public assistance and child welfare
services programs of the Social Security Act, commonly known and cited as
the Public Welfare Amendments of 1962, has passed the House of Representa-
tives in amended form and Is now pending before the U.S. Senate as bill H.R.
10606; and

Whereas said bill contains amendments governing the payment of Federal
grants to State agencies under the aid to dependent children (ADO) program:
Now, therefore, be it

Reolved, That authorization be and Is hereby granted to a county delegation
consisting of the county executive, any member of the finance committee who
may desire to attend, the director of the county department of public welfare,
a representative of the corporation counsel's office, and one citisen member ,
namely, Charles A. O'Neill, to attend the Senate Finance Committei public
hearings on this pending legislation at county expense (which hearings are
presently estimated to be' scheduled at the end of June 1962) for the purposes
of submitting oral testimony and written statements, or either, in regard to
certain conflicts In said bill H.R. 10006, and in support of a further amendment
thereto which would permit distribution of Commodities or' vouchers, foi' the
same to ADO recipients In lieu of cash payments, and which would also author-
Ise accountings from ADO recipients who do receive cash payments, at the
option of any local government or auth~fitY distibuting ADO benefits, when.
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ever either or both of said measures are deemed advisable as an aid in attempt-
ing to rehabilitate any such recipient or to prevent misuse or mismanagement of
ADC funds.

OFFICE OF THE COUNTY CLERK,
Milwaukee, Wi8., May 10, 1962.

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of a resolution
adopted by the Board of Supervisors of Milwaukee County, at an annual meeting
(continued) of said board held on the 8th day of May 1962.

CLEMENS F. MICHALSKI, County Clerk.

EXHIBIT D

STATE OF WISCONSIN

[Jt. Res. No. 51, A]

NO. 57, 1961

A JOINT RESOLUTION Memorializing Congress to enact legislation permitting localities
to demand an accounting from recipients of cash payments under the aid to dependent
children categorical aid program administered by the Federal Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, and also permitting distribution of such aid in commodity or
voucher form in appropriate cases
Whereas a news Item appearing in one of the daily newspapers in the State

recently reported the fact that in 1 month 10,571 Wisconsin families with
27,660 children received financial help through the aid to dependent children
program, which is partially financed by contributions from the Federal Govern-
ment under the laws relating to aid to dependent children categorical aid pro-
gram administered by the Federal Depaetment of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare; and

Whereas the Federal Government contributes funds for such aid to dependent
children program, which is commonly known both as mothers' aid and as State
aid, only upon the condition that such aid be disbursed in cash payments, and
that no accounting be demanded of individual recipients thereof as to how such
cash is spent; and

Whereas the 1959 annual report of one of the local county departments of
public welfare disclosed that in that year said department disbursed over
$5,500,000 in aid to dependent children payments, of which the Federal Govern-
ment contributed 48.28 percent and the State government contributed 33.05
percent; and

Whereas it was also reported in the press during the last congressional elec-
tion that both the Democratic and Republican nominees for Congress in at least
one congressional district agreed in public debate that local authorities should
have more discretion and control in the above matters, and both said nominees
pledged support of such a proposal if elected; and

Whereas it would be beneficial to the public Interest to permit local authori-
ties to exercise such discretion and control in a limited number of cases where
the recipients of such aid either manage their money unwisely, or conduct them-
selves improperly, or care for their children inadequately; and

Whereas in the last 6 months at least eight county boards in this State have
already expressed support for the proposal hereinbefore set forth: Now, there-
fore, be It

Resolved by the assembly, the senate conourting, That the Wisconsin Legisla-
ture respectfully request the Congress of the United States to consider and
enact legislation in 1961 amending the laws relating to aid to dependent children
categorical aid program administered by the Federal Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare to grant discretionary authority to local governing
bodies and public welfare directors to enable them to demand an accounting
from recipients of cash payments under the aid to dependent children program,
and also to enable them to distribute such aid in the form of commodities or
vouchers for the same in lieu of direct cash payments, as such local governing
bodies of public welfare directors may deetu appropriate in individual aggravated
cases; and be it further

Resolved, That authenticated copies of 'this resolution be transmitted to all
Wisconsin Members of the Congress of the United States; and be it further

/
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Resolved, That such Wisconsin Members of Congress be requested to take
Joint action to insure that this resolution be spread upon the Congressional
Record for the purpose of making known the contents thereof to all Members
of the Congress of the United States.

DAVID J. BLANCHARD,
Speaker of the A8embly.

ROBERT G. M1ARO'z,
Chief lerk of the Assembly.
J. P. KROMLER,

President of the Senate.
LAWRENCE R. LARsEN,
Chief Clerk of the Senate.

ExHmrr E

MILWAUKEE COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE,
Milwaukee, May 4., 1962.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Waehington, D.O.

DmA3 SENATOa BYRD: I would like to urge your favorable consideration of
H.R. 10606 with certain amendments.

Among its many forward-looking provisions is the simplification of categories
as defined in section 141. Combinations as envisaged here would eliminate
unnecessary paperwork and permit a greater concentration on rehabilitative
efforts. I also commend to you the House plan to continue for another 5 years
the extension of aid to unemployed parents. This will tend to strengthen fam-
ily life and negate the apparent premium that aid to dependent children has in
the past put on broken families.

The bill as It was passed by the House Ways and Means Committee wisely
emphasizes that additional services are needed if there is to be any reversal in
the rising load of dependent persons, particularly dependent children. Such
services as are suggested include provision for day care centers for the children
of working mothers, community work and training programs to increase the
skills of the parents and other relatives of dependent children, and more and
better equipped social casework within the departments administering the pro-
gram. In the case of the latter-better services within the State and county
departments of welfare-provision is also made for training grants to public
welfare personnel

Wise, humane, and farsighted as these provisions are, they will fall short of
achieving the goal of reducing dependency unless operating agencies are given
more discretion in the use of the money payment. Up until the passage of this
bill, the only exceptions to the money payment occurred In the case of vendor
medical payments. This bill expands these exceptions to include "protective
payments" to interested persons other than the relative in instances not exceed-
ing 5 percent of the total number of recipients (sec. 108-a). The bill also pro-
vides (sec. 107-a) that when a "State agency" believes that money payments are
not being used in the best interests of the children involved, It may take reme-
dial steps including "other action authorized under State law which Is deemed
necessary to protect the" Interests of such child."

While these new exceptions are aimed in the right direction, I do not believe
they go far enough. The 5 percent limitation in section 108-a is purely arbitrary
and the figure bears no relation to the number of cases In Milwaukee County
which might need protective payments. Twenty-six percent of the aid to depend-
ent children caseload, for example, Is made up of unmarried mothers. Further-
more, section 107-a vests with the "State agency" the responsibility of deter-
Igining whether or not payments are being made in the best interests of the child.
In Wisconsin, it is the county welfare department which works with the families
and children and is best able to evaluate the conditions.

I believe that a better remedy for protecting the interests of children growing
up in aid to dependent children families has been offered by Hon. Clement J.
Zablocki, Representative from the State of Wisconsin, in his H.R. 9168 now pend-
ing in the House. His bill provides "that the local governing body, public wel-
fare agency, or other agency administering or carrying out the plan at the local
level in any political subdivision of the State may elect in appropriate individual
cases to make aid to dependent children available in the form of commodities
(Or vouchers redeemable in commodities)" and "may demand from any indi-
vidual receiving aid to dependent children * * an accounting of the purposes
for which and the manner in which such aid Is used by the recipient."
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Congressman Zablocki's bill does not place an arbitrary limit on the number
of cases where deviation from the money payment may be made, does not rely
on the administratively cumbersome and expensive plan of the third party, and
places responsibility for determining the best interests of the children on the
department which actually administers the program.

It Is possible that in some States where by the use of statutory or administra-
tively determined ceilings on the amount of assistance, or through Insufficient
appropriations resulting In grants representing only a percentage of actual need,
no such limitations as Congressman Zablocki proposes are actually needed. In
Wisconsin, however, where 100 percent of need is given-where when additional
children come into the family, additional assistnce Is granted-some limitation
of the unrestricted money payment is needed.

Between December 31, 1967, and December 81, 1961-a matter of Just 4 years-
the aid to dependent children caseload In Milwaukee County increased by 84
percent. During this same period, the number of nonwhite unmarried mothers
included In the aid to dependent children load increased by 139 percent. Sta-
tistics released by the Department of Health, ]0ducatlon, and Welfare In its
pamphlet "Illegitimacy and Its Impact on' the ADO Program" show a similar
nationwide increase in the number of nonwhite unmarried mother recipients
over the last several years.

I do not believe the unrestricted money payment, even when supplemented by
adequate and skilled casework services, will by themselves reverse the con-
tinued increase in the number of unmarried mothers. It will take a number of,
other forces to produce the change In cultural patterns which almost everyone
seems to agree is needed. Many of the remedies-such as better education, better
housing, more equal job opportunities, revision of the' criminal statutes, and
adequate law enforcement-lie outside the jurisdiction of the welfare depart'
ments.

The one remedy which could vest with the department would be the Judicious
use of the money payment: granted when the best interests of the children were
being served; withheld when the welfare of the children is being jeopardized by
the questionable conduct of the mother.

I believe that the provisions of Congressman Zablocki's bill-substitution of
voucher for money payments In appropriate cases and accountability on the part
of the recipient-should be Inserted Into H.R. 10606 as an added alternative to
section 107-a and 107-b. This would give public welfare departments sharper
tools to use in combating chronic dependency. With this amendment, the bill
should be supported.

Very truly yours, . BLDw, Dfr,
J.0UARU E.BaX ~%Dn=oo8

MzszILhwous ]!JXHI5T

IFrom Milwaukee Jouarnl, Oct. 12, 19603

Fois Aoam ox Two ITMs-Rzuss AND HENDWR

Representative Reuss and his Republican opponent, State Senator Hendee,
agreed on two points Tuesday afternoon in a debate before the Milwaukee
Public Affairs Forum at the central YMCA.
They disagreed on other Issues, generally taking the position advanced by the

Democratic and Republican national platforms. About 100 persons attended.
They agreed that-'

Aid to dependent children should be controlled to a greater degree by
local welfare authorities, whether the aid was in cash or in voucher form.

Troops should not be sent to Cuba to quell Fidel Castro unless he attacks
American military installations there.,

WHY VOT Vouo-ns?

The question of aid to dependent children was raised by John Devltt; an assist-
ant county corporation counsel. Devitt sal0 that about $5.2 million Is paid in
such aid in Milwaukee County annually. The Federal, Government, he said,
paid half and insisted that it be paid to mothers in cash.

"Why not allow peoplo on the local level to decide ,If. It be by voucher?" De,
vitt asked, pointing ort that a6dne m6therq receiving It have several llleItlma-te
children. He said he knew, of mothers W) ' used the muneq ftor lu e . trer'
than taking care of a family's lmmedlate needs.' .- '- '"

~/
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Reuss replied that greater local control should be in force. The Federal Gov-
ernment's system, he said, is wasteful, and has a good deal of redtape.

MOSS EFMXCIENOY BEEN

Hendee said he approved any plan which would give local authorities more
discretion.

"Wheii the program hamstrings the local people, it prevents the efficient dis-
tribution of the money," he said.

(From Milwaukee Journal, Nov. 22, 1960]

VOUCHER Usi Is SUooESmTE-C_,OuN WELFARE PLAN

The county board's institutions committee Monday afternoon approved discre-
tionary powers for the public welfare department to issue vouchers, rather than
cash, to some women receiving aid to dependent children. Vouchers, not issued
here in 20 years, are used to "buy" household needs.

The committee proposal must be approved by the Federal Government which
contributes nearly half of the payments.

Supervisor Patrick H. Fass, who wrote the resolution, said it should be used
only in "aggravated" cases. He said many women receiving cash did not
manage their budgets wisely. ,

TWO TH0UgAND EIGHT HUNDRED RECEIVING AID

There are 2,800 women now receiving such aid in Milwaukee County--32 per-,
cent of them divorced, 24 percent unmarried mothers, 16 percent abandoned by
their husbands, and 28 percent married but receiving insufficient Income to
support their families.

Last year $,500000 was distributed In Milwaukee County under the program.
The Federal Government paid 48 percent, the State 88 percent, and the county
19 percent.

A total of 10,571 families in Wisconsin received such aid as of August
Fass suggested that the county board urge State legislation seeking a change

in the Federal law which demands that aids be paid in cash.

FORTY PER01NT OCT CASH

General assistance relief payments are distributed In about 40 percent of the
cases in cash form, said Charles O'Neill, executive secretary of the St. Vincent
de Paul Society. O'Neill said the rest was in vouchers.

Supervisor Cornelius Jankowskl proposed that the county welfare department
investigate whether more frequent payments of cash migh help families who can-
not manage budgets for monthly periods. The committee approved, and also.
agreed to seek definite accounting for funds spent by families

District Judge Christ T. Seraphim, to whose court those who abuse welfare
aid are taken, said Tuesday that he fully approved the proposal.

"From the experience-of this court there have been noted many abuses," he
said. "Parents use cash earmarked for the support and maintenance of children
for unauthorized purposes. This would go a long way toward eliminating
such abuse&"

[From Milwaukee Xournal Nov. 2?, 19611

VoVoHvs, NOT CASH

County Executive Doyne has requested the county board to give strong sul-
port to a bill Introduced in Congress by Milwaukee's Representative Zablocki to
permit local governments to pay aid to dependent children allotments by voucher
instead of cash.

Voucher payments make sense. When mothers show they can't or won't use
cash for the proper care of their children, local administrators ought to be
allowed to issue vouchers that can be used only for, rent, groceries, and other
essentials. But ADO is financed almost 50 percent by the Federal Government
and Federal, regulations specify that ADO allotments must be in cash.,
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The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare gives evidence of wanting
to stick to "cash only." Doyne says that when Wilbur Cohen, former Wisconsin
resident who is Assistant Secretary of HEW, was asked about voucher pay-
ments recently he said that when Wisconsin repealed its 1-year residency re-
quirement for relief eligibility he would talk about other changes.

The residency law has nothing to do with voucher payments to mothers of
needy children. The proposed change is worthy and should be made regardless
of other welfare laws.

(Mr. Pohl subsequently submitted the following for the record:)

PuuLio WLFma. AMENDMENTS or 1962 (H.R. 10606)

Supplemental statement of Rudolph P. Pohl, chairman of Finance Committee,
Milwaukee County (Wis.) Board of Supervisors

During the testimony presented by the spokesmen of the Milwaukee County
delegation on May 15, 1962, the question was asked:

"Would a greater reliance on the use of court-appointed guardians eliminate
the need for an amendment authorizing voucher payments?"

I. Under Wisconsin law, a guardian means "one appointed by a court to have
care, custody, and control of the person of a minor, an Incompetent, or the man-
agement of the estate of a minor, an incompetent, or a spendthrift." Section
319.01(1).

The Wisconsin law further provides "A spendthrift means a person who be-
cause of the use of intoxicants or drugs or gambling or idleness or debauchery
or other wasteful course of conduct is unable to attend to business or thereby
is likely to affect the health, life, or property of himself or others so as to en-
danger the support of himself and his dependents or expose the public to such
support." Section 819.01(4).
It. When the above conditions are met, the welfare department In Milwaukee

County petitions the county court for the remedy of the legally appointed
guardian.

III. There is difficulty in finding anyone to act as guardian. The only assets
possessed by the ward would be the monthly assistance check and guardians
generally would not feel they could be adequately compensated for the exten-
sive services they performed.

IV. Having a guardian appointed will not in any way relieve the administra-
tive responsibilities which the welfare departments have to perform. Eligibility
has to be determined, grants of assistance paid to the guardian, budgetary
changes need to be made in order to keep abreast of changes in environmental
and social characteristics and social services offered.

With a guardian, these unavoidable additional costs are superimposed on the
ongoing administrative costs of the department. In instances where guardian-
ship proceedings are instituted by legal counsel for the county and where a
county welfare employee is appointed as guardian, these costs, although not so
immediately apparent, are nevertheless present. Conversely, if the administra-
tive agency has the authority to make voucher payments, this duplication is
avoided. The welfare worker authorizes payments to various vendors in the
regular line of duty.

V. When the director of the Milwaukee County department was recently ap-
pointed by a Milwaukee County court to be a "spendthrift guardian" for an aid
to dependent children mother, the State of Wisconsin was informed that Federal
reimbursement would no longer be forthcoming on this case or any other where
a staff member of the welfare department was appointed guardian.

VI. Supplementary to the use of guardianships in suitable situations, the wel-
fare department should still have the authority to make vendor payments in
appropriate cases. Some situations follow* lhi which it is doubtful that a guard-
lanship could be established under Wisconsin law but in which for the proper
education and acculturation of children growing up in ADO families some direct
guidance of expenditures would be necessary: repeated moving from one house
to another to avoid payment of rent causiltg suffering, hardship, apd additional
expenditures: repeated failure to meet utility payments causing shutoff and
resultant suffering on the part of children; repeated use' of funds budgeted for
food and shelter for other purposes, such as entertainment -and unnecessary
purchase of luxury Iteals; ADO mothers with a multiple number of illegitimate
children.
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CONCLUSION

For the foregoing enumerated reasons, Milwaukee County believes that the
legal device of guardlanship Is not an adequate substitute for local authority
to make voucher payments in appropriate caes.

Senator Km. The committee will recess until 2:80, at which time
the other three witnesses will be heard.

(Whereupon, at 12:80 p.m. the committee stood in recess, to re-
convene at 2:80 p.m., the same Aay.)

ArrorON smssioN

Senator Kmm (presiding). Mrs. Mariana Jessen. You are sub-
stituting for Mrs. Guggenheimert

STATEMENT OF MARIANA LESSEN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE DAY CARE OF CHILDREN, I1(.

Mrs. Jaz. Mr. Chairman, my name is Mariana Jessen. I am
the executive director of the National Committee for the Day Care of
Children, Inc., and I am appearing for Elinor C. Guggenheimer, giv-
ing her.: statement with a few minor enlargements, which wil[ be
included in my presentation for the record..

Mrs. Guggenheimer is president of the National Committee for the
Day Care of Children, Inc., which was organized a few years ago
in order to promote the development of programs for children
who cannot receive adequate care in their own omes during the day.
We are; interested in the development of family care for children
under three and for those children over three for whom the long day
in a group may be too tiring.

We are also interested in seeing that good group programs are
available in every community. Such programs must be housed in
safe light, and airy quarters, must have carefully selected play equip-
ment, nd must employ staff trained in the skills needed to compensate
for the child's loss of a home environment during so many of his
waking hours.,

The eedfor sucl. ;,rograns is being felt in every part of the coun-
try. This stems from growing awareness of the number of young
children who are being neglected during the day. Among the rea-
sons for neglect are the continuing increase of mothers in the labor
force, the problems in migrant cam the overcrowding in our ,urban
areas, and a variety of other kinds o social problems.

In addition to these, there ar ma hy children with special pzro
lems ind needs, such as the mentally retarded, emotionally diturbed,
and'the physically handicapped child.

These children need equal opportunity with other children" to
realize their potential while their parent% are gone, to be helped
with their care and supervision.

Wehivelong been aware, as I am sure all of you am! that there,
is grea danger inherent in the neglect of children. We there
welcome athd-heartily endorse the p ro al set forth i those seconds
of H. 10P6( which would include t apr action of R million

in theft year and$10 million in successve years mn order to help
provide goodday care programs in al of our States, for those famihe
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according to their ability to pay t with safeg ards assuring that day
care Is provided in cases where it is in the interests of mother ana
child and where a need exists ' I .

Ih amount of money suggested is small; however, It could stimu-
late the development of services that have been sadly lacking. In
almost every other country in the world, governmentt Is taken re
snonsibility for at least part of the operating costs of,day care, -In
Norwaa, almrk, Finland, France, the United Kingdom, Yugo-
slavia, 'in 11 the Comnunist countries, arnd in most, of the new coun-
tri s in Africa, day care is a prime concern of the government.

The theory underlying this assumption of responsibility has been
twofold: Virst of all, Itis sound economy to provide such care since
almost all of the most expensive forms of social breakdown show
patterns of early neglect.

Secondly, it is nodt sound for any cotintry to waste potential loader-
ship and to destroy the ability of any of its people to function up'to
his caaMity.,

It is almost imposible to undo In later years the damage to theyoung child during the period, that every psychiatrist characterizes
s the most formative in the development of the human belong Such
damage may result in the low of the talent and leadership that can
keep any country strong. None of us would care to contemplate the
te~ntial artists, the scientists, and the builders who will never make

th constructive contrilmtion of which they are capable, because their
normal growth, plywieallynientally, and morally, has been stunted
by neglect.

lit America, the theory underlying Government responsibility wU
stated a century ago by President Abraham Lincoln.. He said:

When, top rmons outside the control of the Individual, his well.betnk ind
amrty cannot be ammred by his own resource and effort, because of the deilal
of ftll OppOrtunitiee already referred tow or for whatever reason, his protection
and (*re become a rmponsIbility of Government. Public welfare Is one of the
Governmental Instrumenta tor fitfhlling this responsibility and for doing for a
community of people whatever they need to have done but cannot do At all o'
cannot do so well for themselves lh their mveral and Individual capacities. "

We believe that this statement applies to the present situation. The"
need is great arnd communities have been unable to develop or'finance
adequate services. A good many aspects of the current need can, be
documented.

(1) '7he number of mothers in the a)of, orce is constantly inerqa-
!nI. In the 10 l ters between 1948 and 1958, there wa4 an 80- percent
inease and the number has continued to mount'' A survey taer. by
the Butreau of Census indicates thit there are at least'400.0 e children
under the ae of 12 whose mothers work 'full time and for yom Pio
frranqen.nts whatsoever are made durn4 the d4.,",

In addition, thre are approximately 800,000 chidren,'me 000
of whom are probably under the age'of 0, who are being c re4i for in*rranements other than 'at home. or by relstiver in group car."
Some 6f the" arrangements include working in th' field, i part-rnie

Season by a neig hbor; and irreguLtar cre pOvid4 b, 00
tioin of irrangen~ts. i,(9) There ao ,Mlg5 children in fitmilies reeivin n
eat children. We hone that more n.the ,will b0 , Iq
home rather than seek employment., Aince WtiS n esirable 88
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young children, wherever possible receive parental care during the
day. However, there are many families in which patterns of depend-
enoy have persisted for one, and even two, generations. Unless thpe
children are able to see at least one wage earner in the family, theie is
gr.ve question whether such patterns can ever be changed. In the 4
million broken families, where there is one parent, the mother may be
the only possible wage earner,

(8) 1 mentioned the migrant farm camp. Surveys have revealed
shocking conditions. Children start working the fields before they
are 7 years old. Dr. Cyrus H., Karraker, president of the Pennsyl-
vania Citizen's Committee on Migrant Labor, recently studied mi-
grant conditions in Colorado an& California. He reports that in
these two States alone, there are 20,000 pro-school-age children whose
needs can only be met with any degree of satisfaction with the use
of Federal funds. There are a few voluntary day-care centers, but
they reach a very small percentage of the children, In most of these
the advant ar of trained personnel, of stability-, and ° permanence
are not possible.

(4) The housing situation in our .cities results in large anilies
living in inadequate size apartments and house& Children in such
homes have no place to run or play--or to lead normal lives. The
resultanut,family tensions may act Adversely, not only on the ehil4ren,
but on the stability of the family. -It is imperative that children in
our minost crowded.and deprived city ara be given the opportunities
for healthy growth that a good day-care program can affod. io re
lation to theandicapped, every year in this country 126,000 children
are bom who will function as mentally retarded during some part
of their, lives. Undoubtedly many thousands of these could profit
by day-ore experiences. The needsof.the emotionally and physically

hadicapped are equally as great,
he N York City day-care program is one of the largest im the

country, and yet 4,000 children are mnually rqorded on its waiting
lists. Almost anyone who has lived in a city is aware of the number
of quite young children who art left unsupervised during the 4y.
The newspapers often headline the stories o dramatic trageies ha,
occur because a child is alone in an apartment or house, or because he
is playing alone on the streets We do not however, record the dAily
grinding-away tragedy of neglectthat destroys personalities, thft
ccoipts for qchooI dropouts, and tht throws young ehildrn into,

the company of street gangs nd narcotic prohers.
We write abut the cost of maintaining prisons and mental insti-

t ost I often ftile0nming expense of iamtaining geeration
anrgepeation on pu lie assist4nme We are troubled yi. the names
iii our hniatiobal ledger t'd might be listed under the count ld
"il.ireq." We have-not been troubled enough, however to provide
th0,"yaccjnes" that would prevent these diseases of our,'oc y.

We oftenuse the word suffer in relation to neglect. We say that
cbl'di "suffer from neglect. X would like to point out that this
is ,,ia .ffering. We haTve o nny examples ,f children who have
been pyjil 1urt; of potentially bright children who show symp-,.
toms of retardation and who may grow up io peas their pat~rii of
d6priVation oi to a new generation; o. children who, When they start
scliol, are Unableto compete with their peers'because they have had

002
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so, few opportunities, and who learn, therefore, from the first day,
the dislike of school that leads to truancy.

The National Committee for the Day Care of Children, repre-
senting a large number of organizations and members throughout
the country, has asked me today to record both our concern for the
neglect of Children and the heartwarming hope that the provisions
in the bill under consideration will put an end to the cruelty and in-
humanity that so many of our children are forced to face in their
early years.-

Surely, the time is long past when we in America should begin
to take seriously the conservation of that resource without which
we have no future. -

We wish to thank you for the opportunity to appear before you
today and present this testimony.

Sqnator Krn Thank you, Mrs. Jessen, for your statement.
Mrs Jzssrw. Thank you, sir.
Senator Km. Clark W. Blackburn.

STATEM , OF CLARK W. DL&OKBUIN, GENERAL DIRECTOR,
FAM IY SERVICE ANOIATION OF AXMRICA

Mr. Bi. . RsvaN. My name is Clark W. Blackburn, and I am the
general director of the Family Service Association of America.

I am here today to present the position of the board of directors of
the association on the proposed Public Welfare Amendments of 1962.
Also, 1 wish to ad m own. support to the views expressed by our
national. board at their spring meeting last week. Personally, I
served as a member of the Ad Ho Committee on Public Welfare which
was'advisory to the Secretary bf Health, Education, and Welfare. I
am also experienced as a former executive- of local family service
toencies in Connecticut, New Jersey, and Mintnesota.

I tm submitting a statement fr the record, but I Will be rather brief
inmy presentation today.

My first concern'is about personnel and I will speak particularly
toW that.

'The Family Service Association of America, which celebrated its
5tb0t annivetary last year,'is a federation of over 800 local family
service Agecles throughout the country-,-argely supported by local
oomrnmuity chests and uited funds." These agencies help troubled
families by providing counseling and related social services.

Ouk" clients come from all walks of life and their problems are varied.
They i"!udb serious marital diffictilties moneyy management and em-
ploymrento-pblems, patent.-hild rsationships, tllnees, unmarried
Iparfthoo ,et ckerl--. . • " ° ' .

Because of our spialjzed Qxperience in Wrking with family 'prob-
lemrs, and theratant Specialized, lrowledg we have gaind froml
this exprience, we -believe- viare: iiniquely qualified to comment on
LR. 100O . The, Family Service Association of America is particu.

larly interested in- pmoting spund public welfare piroraM and
until public welfare ihcludes a service component, inlhdifig counsel-
nservioo it wil notpeiform effecfively'

' .~'I)
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Therefore, we have followed with particular interest the public
welfare legislation introduced this year. We know from firsthand
experience how indispensable social services are in helping troubled
families to sound family life. . 1

We are particularly pleased to see that H.R. 10608 encourages pub.
lic welfare to provide such essential services to welfare recipients.
We are grateful that the preventive aspect of the Family Service con-
cept is also being emulated in this legislation. It authorizes the pub.
lio welfare departments to given counseling and other special aid to
persons who need help in order to prevent their becoming- dependent,
as well as to help those alreay in need of financial assistance.

We are concerned about the welfare of families no matter where
they may reside in the United States. From Maine to Hawaii, and
from Florida to Minnesota, there are families in need of help and for
whom we hope service will be available. Some of these fanlies need
financial assistance alone, but many more need help beyond the re-
ceipt of a monthly check.Today, our member agencies are geographically available to only
50 percent of the population of the Unted States, and since the.pas-
sage of the Socia[ Security Act our services do not include the pro-
vision of basic financial assistance. Thus people's needs go beyond
that care which voluntary agencies are able to provide.
. We therefore urge and welcome the expansion of the necesar
social services which should be available in all communities in this
Nation. Family Service agencies will continue to serve, as far as
possible, all those people who; request our help. But we want tO be
sure that those in need of financial and other help from the public
welfare services will also benefit from the kind of counseling which we
have found to be so useful in helping -families solve their problems
in constructive fashion.

In order to accomplish this very worthwhile goal by a modern re-
habilitative approach to the solution of welfare prob ems, however,
certain changes must be made in H.R. 10606 which is now before you.

The board of the Family Service Association wishes to stress to
you the extreme priority importance of. sufficient trained social work
staff in order to carry out the mandate of this proposal. Family Serv-
ice Association member agencies employ only caseworkers who have at
least completed a graduate course of social work education at an. ac-
credited graduate school. The solution of family problems require
skill and professional knowledge, and we believe that thee tasks can
only be done successfully by persons who are specially trained.

Many public welfare clients have even more complicated problem
which cannot be solved by money alone, nor by the ministrations of
untrained personnel no matter how well meaning they may* be. Un-
fortunately, there is already an acute shortage of trained eoci, work-
ers for both the voluntary and the public welfare services. Our mem-
ber agencies have a chronic 10-percent staff shortage of trained qa-
workers and the shortage in the pubWi welfa services is even more
desperate.

Our board was shocked to learn that there is only 1 tr, graduate
social worker in the public welfare services thi rhout, this country
fop every 28,000 recipiepts of public a c.We therefore believe
that the utmost priority attention must be given to programs which
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will increase the number of trained social workers in the professional
manpower of this country, . i t f 

The immediate investment now in the financing Of training pro-
grams.will pay off one hundredfold in the future.. Since it takes time
to train social workers this is a program which should have been
launched years ago, but we can hope at least to start immediately

We, therefore, request that the Senate Finance Committee reintate
the riginal proposal to authorize Federal funds for a program to be
directed under Federal auspices for fellowship and scholarship aid
and for grants to schools of social work to enlarge their facilities for
training. The personnel shortage is a problem nationwide in scope
and deserves a national remedy. I ,
-Just as there are Federal training programs for personnel in the

fields of mental health vocationalr-ha])ilitation, et cetera, there
should be such aid to enlarge the number of social workers available
for the public assistance program. This is particularly vital since
public assistance is responsible for the administration of & major
ihare of the HEW budget.

Naturally, we also support the provision which encourages States to
train persons already employed in their welfare departments, but we
believe that the need i500 urgent that it requires nations! action to
recruit persons throughout the Nation to, train for his important
service.,, Once this program is authorized, we will continue to urge the
appropriations of proper funds to implement the authority which we
hopewill be granted by Congress.

Without Saeuate ti0aining programs we will continue to be without
the personnel Who are vital to sove the problems of families in need.
We cannot save families, or community funds, by. hiring untrai ed
persons to do the family counseling which requires the skill of trained
social workers.

Th. other three points which I ptres in this statement, official state-
ment, have been covered, I think, quite adequately by Miss Wickenden,
and so I see no particularpurpose in repeating some of the things
that she said. ! , , 1 11

One is, of course, on the inadequacy of the ADC grants as compared
with other public assistance.

The second point is subsection (a) of section 107 which we certainly
think needs tobeelim ..nated.

finally, the question of residence laws. "
Our organization for a; number of years has stood for the idea of

working toward aid ultimately abolihing residence laws throughout
the country.,

'Finally; wt clos by comm ending to you the prgresve approl
to public welfare enibodied in mst 'of the provisions of this bill.
Thi include the desirable ch in the ADC program which ivuld
provide for the coerse of h1ldrM 'of an unemployed father pro-
vide for grants to, both parents when they were in the home, and in-
reae the' social, service available to help those children 'and'their

parents to sounder family living.
With the permissoti of the' chairman we would also like to submit

for the reco d excerPts from "ADC Facts4 Fallacies, Future," a suxa-
airy of a study adein -ook Coumty, Ill., by Greenleigh Ausocats .

L.P 4 , ' ' ' : ' ,. L ' : '"' ,i , I : -
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Senator KUi. Without objection.
Mr. Bz uc N.n. In the interest of strengthening family life and

preventing family breakdown, which is the core of the Family Service

movement, we hope that you will make the necessary changes in

H.R. 10606.
We are grateful for the time given to us to present our views to you

on this legislation which is so basic to sound family, life for all

America.
Thank you.
Senator Ksni. Thank you, Mr. Blackburn.
Mr. BLACKBUuN. Thank you again.
(The prepared statement and excerpt referred to follows:)

TUTIMONT O, HR. 100o, PuoD W=YAUR Aut"DMMTs or 1962 DY Cx.Av W,

BLAOVRLRN ON BrNALr Of THS FAULTY Samvio AssocATtO or AXm=A,

Naw Yoax, N.Y.

My name is Clark W. Biackburn and I ai the general director Of the ranily

Service Asociation of America. I am here today to present the position of the

board of directors of the association on the proposed Public Welfare Ameud7

ments of 190. Also, I wish' to add my own support. to the views expressed by

our national "rd at their spring meeting last week. Personally, I served as a

member of the A4d Ho c Uiittes oh~ Public Welfare w~iich was advisory to the
See try Of Health, Uducation, and Welfare. .am also experience a a

-texecutive of local Family service agucles In nuecticut, New ber"Y,
and Minnesota.

T-e Family Service As uia o r of Am trIca, which celebrated ItW it- tin-

versary last year,' Is 'a federation of over 800 local JWmily Service agencies
throughout the country-largely supported by "o&a com ity chests and unted

funds.Theu gencies help troubled families b pmviin counseling and re-funds. These .a~ece hel tM_. . . . w

lated t You m know the lFamly Service Agency iYOUr own

community as the p1qce to which famille VAY turn 9rbe 4irected b their

-,nist, doctors and others concerned with their welfare tot help wit their

problems. Our clients come from all walks of life and their problem ar varied.

They include serious marital dimculties, economic and'employment proems,

Okrent-ehild relationships, Illnes, unmarried Parenthoo, and so forth.

Because of our speciallsed experience in working with family problema, and

the resultant speclalsed knowledge we hav Sitnod from this experience, we bo

fleve we are uniquely qualied to comment on RB 10600 The Family Service

Association of America is' particularly Interested in promoting sound pubUl

welfare program and until public welfare has a service component, Including
counseling service, It will not perform effectively. Therefore, -we have followed
w h particular interest the public welfare legislation Introduedo this Tear. We

know, from irethand experience how lndhspensable social smrviesM are i4 he

troubled families to soupd famfr itL
We are particularly pleased to se that MIR. 10006 enohrageS POWI Welfare

to prOide such essential services to wefare r~ret.L we. are , tefig that

the prev tive aspect of the Family "Irvice concept It also being emulated In

this leiltion. It autlwrsen theM bi elfare departments to giv!" ineln
and other special aid to persons honeed In o der_,,torev e 1e

restle in the • Unite& States. Pzrom Maine_ to Eawal, and frm. -,ordt
Mid.eita, there are famlies in need of lip atou r won we nhop. servi.e
will be available, Somne of these famliesuaeed finl .. tanc alo_, but

many moe needhelp beodtercit of a monthy cl, k .oay or"m

bWe ae-cie abou etahcll ailae'bllt'o Mtly owhere ppti9

of the United 8tate s, and since the psa of th 4c&._ Sur c o"M2166 ,iftud theie provlision-ne of basic Sanda tbsistan weThuse people*

needs go beyond that care which voluntary ence ar e o i
therefore ure and welcome the expansion ot r ocl erve whh

should be available in all communities in this Nation 0 a0lly. ie a _e
wl the t, pev sfa s st all snc those 1 51 whe Valu op~ -A t elp
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]Out we want to be sure that those in need ot financial and other help from the
ublo welfare soeevi will also benefit fma the kind of cooling which we

"s huW to be so u 1 Ihellping families so1re their problems In constructiveftshlon,
In airler to acmplish this very worthwhile pat by a modern rehabilltattve

approateh to the solutlon of welfare problems. however, certain changes must
be made in IIJR 1O006 which I now before you,

Te board ot the Family Oervic* Awoelatlon wishes* to tres to you the
extreme, priority Importane of sutffliet trained socil0 work ataff li order
to jerry out the mandate of this propomsl. ftmilly frv.ee Asociation member
ageles employ only asswo e who have at least completed a graduate
cours o socia work odlatintl at an accredited graduate .hoo. The solution
ot family pribit ab require skill atnd protv hal knowledg!m ant) we Woleve
that these tasks ean only be,done auc'vatulr by perona who are neally
trained, Uany puble welfare clients have even more complicated problemS
whleh cannot o solved by wney amoe nor by the minltratons ot untrained
lwo #neI no matter how well meaning they may be, Unfrtunately, there I
Tlred an aouto shortage o trained smial workers tor both th voluntary and

the pmb3le wetlfr service,, Our ember amenies have a chronie 10.pyerct
staff short ot trained eas*wo*#rs and the shortage In the public weltar
services i even mor desperate Our board wts shocked to learn that there
is only one trained graduate noclal worker, In the public weltfre services through.
out this oatry foW every WD000 rvelplents o publle aslstanme We therefore
believe that the utmst pAlcirty attention must be Ilvon to programs which will
Iftra. tho number of tratned soctal workers In the protealonal manpower
at this entry, The immdlate Invetmmt now In the Znanelna ot training
met a will pay on 10Mld In the tuturem Bince It take* time to
Wn sal workers this Is a Vrgam which should have been launched ears

amx uit we can hop at least to start Immediately,
W thertfm mqunt that the Senate finance C'onmitte rtinstate the

otinal iwal to authorta Fderal funds fr at program to be directed under
d a c" ftor Mlowhip and acholarshtp aid and for graut to schools

ot sftial work to large thei facliltie to training, The poeosneul shortage
Iw a pro ben natlonwidt In sm" and deerves a natlonsl remedy. Just as
there, at Fweal training progr for personnel in the felds at mental health.
votoMl rhblittaton, and so forth there should be such aid to ealarge the
au iber of Oial workers aTvatlable for the publ I aseitauc pgmm. ehs Is
partkladrt 'tal siW umblie Usitance Is reopwosble for the administration
at a a* shar o the H39W bud gt. Naturally, we aoo support the provision
whieh eounge Btates to train perons already employed In their welfatr
dpartmets but we beeve that the need Is so urgent that It requires national
actin to reruit ftrS throughout the Nation to train for this Imnortant
svice ft" ( this proram Is authowIad, we will continue to urg the ap-
prortatlots at Prop funds to implement the authority which we hope wil

Iout at programs we will contuue to be wtihout the
tneiW ho are vital to slve tbo V4' b s tntaille In neMd, An Winlfred

t out ti her artie. The Practical Value of Socil Work Service' I
which docame the useftlnes ot caseworkers in public welfare departments,4 W not save m Moe byr hiring 10th graders to build missile" nri can we save
Auftwok 0 o t munity ufnds br hiring untrained persona to do the family
couMOelin wbkb requVre the skill, o trained scal workers

.. G, a word about AD( Q a have bee reportins ta us about
teiu a at reIe grants in many commuttle, Particlarerence

beM made to the problems created by the Inadequ of p tyments in the
caW tm fte nsef ot small ildren are being bdly negleRteL Under,

Mfrtt law, eve sow, the gant In ADO cases In on the aveaq about halt
SO grea t ti other cat"PdW ,nc_ the ral matching share Is pemte
9eihe-t-im Stats have tended to be lee generou to ADO We know

03m mi at a b eatai miis mum amount ot mouey Is a Art eentialib t u ai to a 94ud wato. Services are uwfl In mating the
t e eav aiWve o Ia elp, but casework erviees without adequate
to ,eeare foos w

0% to
Mesas Mal atS attb*i u
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The new proposal for additional matching funds in all categories but ADO
will serv" to incremoo even further the dhqarity which already exists. In the
States where ADO grants are already likely to be the lowest, the States will
be further encouragd, to spend their funds for the other categories Famies
with ehildron will continue to suffer.

The Family Servie Amoiation of America therefore urres that the bill be
amended to insure more adequate grants for the ADO programs which could
provide sounder family living for many children in our communities.

Thirdly, we believe that subsection (a) of section 10' (as added In H.R. 10606
by the lious of Represetatives) Is an unnecessary and dangerous amendment
to the woial SNeurity Act. We have had experience In adapting services to meet
the varying needs in different parts of the country. However, we believe that
there Is a certain minimum standard for the quality of service no matter where
the service Is given. In our own association for example, we have certain re
quiremsents and e*rtaln standards which 'iust be met by our member agencies In
order to insure a minimum quality of service. Naturally, some agencies will
provide more or different services than others, but none can give less than what
we consider to be a decmt minimum If they wish to be accredited as a member ot
the Fmily Service Association.

We believe that the same logic should be applied to public welfare services.
Oertaln minimum standards should be set by the Federal Government if the
StAtes are to benefit from Federal funds We believe that Federal standards can
safeguard families no matter where they reside. Every needy family should re-
celve at least a basic minimum service, and have its rights protected by such
laws An Federal taximyers, we are concerned that Federal funds should be
expended in proper fashion In every State which uses them, 1or this reason we
are very much concerned about subeectlqn (a) of section 107. We believe it
would undermine the national standards for federally assisted public welfare
programs, and conflict with the rehabilitative approach of this bill. It threats
to infringe upon the welfare of families who require assistance in the ADO
Vategory .

In contrat to section 107, we believe that section 108, which pMvtde for "pro.
eetes payments," permits sufficient leeway to the States to deal with the few

cam which may need some special help In handling of money grant& We be.
lieve that section 108 has the proper kind of Federal safeguards and standards.
We would, therefore, urge that subsection (a) of section 107 be eliminated from
the bill as unnecessary and dangerous. From our own experience In working
with families who have problems of money management, we know that punitive
measures are not helpful, but that skilled counseling services do assist families
to learn to handle funds wisely,

We also believe that It Is helpful to the sound administration of State welfare
programs to have baste standards written Into the Federal law as a protection
arinst temporary and local presures. This truly serves the best interests of

the cltisens of this Nation in the long run, We believe that our Government
should be equally concerned for families no matter where they reside.

For the same reasons our association has long urged the abolishment of res-
deuce laws which restrict eligibility for public assistance This leads to our
fourth request for a change in H.& 10806. In a country where it is desirable to
have a mobile labor force we feel that It Is wrong to penallse the persons who
move in search o work by denying their families the right to assistane if mis.
fortune strikes. Man* of our agencies have been reporting the difficulties which
they see as a result of residence restrictions. We, therefore, ure that the
Senate restore the provisions which were In the original version of the bill in
the House. These provisions would have offered a financial incentive to States
which abolished their residence provisions entirely, and would have lowered the
permislble requirement for residence to lyear. This would have been a ptp
in the right direction,

We close by commending to you the progressive approach to public welfare
embodied In most of the provisionq of this bill. These include the desirable
changes in the ADO program which would provide for the coverage of children
of an employed father, provide for gmnts to both parents when they were in
the home, and increase the social services availale to help these children and
their parentr to sounder family living.

In the Intorest of strengthening family life and preventing family breakdown,
which is the -core of the Family Servies movement, we hope that you will make
the necessvy changes In HR.1 10606 We are grate for the time gven to us
to prison our views to you on this legislation which IS Wo inbashi W sound
family life for all Americans.
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Introduction
Aid to Dependent Children, adopted by Congress in 1985. is$an essential part of a broad social plan of public services,

including education, health, welfare and the social insurA'uces
that the Nation is progressively developing to assure its chil-
dren opportunity to:

1. Grow up in a setting of their own family relationships;
2. Have the economic support and services they need for

health development;
8. Receive an education that will help them to realize their

capacities; and
4. Share in the life of the neighborhood and community."
Throughout the nation approximately 8 million Individuals

are receiving ADC, of whom 2.8 million are children. One hun-
dred thousand of these recipients, 81,000 of them children, are
in Cook County.

While our economy has been growing wealthier, the ADC
problem has grown greater, with more families requiring greater
public expenditures than ever before. The families are different
and the problem Is more complex than It was when ADO began
in Depression. days. The public is confused, to say the least,
Without undertanding, many people and many groups are ac.
cusing and hostile toward the ADO program and the ADO
family itself. This hostility, feeding on isolated ADC cases of
fraud or neglect, has led at times to crash programs to reduce
costs at the expense of helpless children and families. ,

The reasons why the ADC problem has grown are obvious
when one stops to review our past 20 years. The unprecedented
increase in our population, with an even bigger in, ease of ,the
proportion of children; the national labor market which has
caused people to move about for jobs, disrupting normal. family
life; the unemployment or underemployment intensified by au-
tomtion; a resulting rise of robtlessness, desertion, divorce,
separation, unmarried parenthood, mental illness, juvnlle' de-
lnquency - all these are reflected in ADC.

In Cook County 10 years ago, in -July 1950, there were some
50,000 ADO recipients at a monthly cost of approximately $1.4
million. In July 1960 there were more than 100,000 at a cost per
month of $4.4 million. By July 1970, if the tretid continues, there
i~l be 280,000 recipients at a monthly cost of more thaA $18

MIllMoL.
This does not include the cost In, wasted human resources,

in broken and frustrated lives and in perpltuation of dependency
from genertion t generation, . .

/
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What is happening in the ADC program in Cook County is
only slightly different from what is happening In every metro-
politan area throughout the country. The ways In which the pro-
gram has helped in Cook County have been helpful elsewhere.
Its weaknesses, some of which Congress tried to remedy with
the 1956 amendments to the Social Security Act, prevail gener-
ally.

,This study was. made to throw light on this crucial and per-
plexing problem. The Greenleigh study staff of specialists pain-
stakingly; and objectively sought the facts, placed them in per-
spective, recommended some directions for change.

Greetil1gh- Atsociate 'used several methods. They organized
the inquiry around many specific questions, which are printed as
an, appendix to 'this report.* Specialists conducted depth inter-
views' f a *random sample of 1,010 active ADC cases,--919
non-white (mostly Negro), 99 white. They also review a sam-
ple of recently closed and rejected cases. They' iterviewed a
sampleof new caes with no dependency background to find out
what caused then to become dependent., They atialyzd ADO
families i -ehabilitation potential. They examined ADC In 12
major cities. They reviewed state and federal laws,

SThy,,ade recommendations in every area of concern.

They weighed tw6 alternatives-to continue ADO as it is
nowia minimum process ofU checking eligibility and handing
out funds; or to add, and stress, a program of services and re-
habilitation. that would reduce dependency and in many cases

This latter program was the aim of the U. S. Congress and
the-Stat, of Illinois wheni they created ADC 25 years: ago. Its
poW&' t6 rehabilltate6 families was strengthened by the 1956
Social Secdity Act amendments'i How far it has fallen shprt of
thlo it ail *hat can be done to recapture and fulfill it will
be su mfaslked fn the chapters that follow.

fit.. . . . . . I
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The ADC Mother Is 97 Per Cent Better
Than the Public Thinks

The the people of Cook County-and of the
United States -have an almost completely false impression of
the mother who receives Aid to Dependent Children. They have
had little chance to see her as she is. They have read spectacular
stories of the occasional and rare instances of the ADC mother
who neglects her child, and the child is hurt ort dies; or of
the mother who fraudulently accepts public money while a
"hidden father" supports her. It is always an AD( chld o is
bitten by a rat I

We hesitate to repeat these stories. But they are "news;"
they stick In the mind. They are not only dramatic "human in-
terest;", they also concern the public's money. The routine drx t
Am of the ADO mother pinching pennies, giving her childrenmeat while she eats bread, making a warm home out of a

bleak slum, is not news, and it is not written.
'ADO, in short; has been a whipping-boy, roundly -but not

soundly - criticized. the false basis for the criticism has grown
out of misinformation, lack of information, prejudice, and, per-
haps, out of public embarrassment that so many penniless fami-
lies should have to exist on ADC in our abundant society.

This study was made, therefore, by an objective, outside
research and consulting firm, to find out the facts. It was con-
cerned, speciflcallyi with the facts about 81,000 children lon-ADC
In Cook County, and with approximately 2.8 million children on
ADC in the nation at large.

These children have the double handicap of being both desti-
tute and fatherless, and many have the added burden of fllegit
imacy. If the public is misinformed about them and therefore
hostile in Cook County, It is misinformed and hostile in a dozen
other metropolitan areas where ADC Is trying to do,1t0 job.

The public has gained a false image of a mother who is shift-
less and lazy, unwilling to work, promiscuousand neglectful of her
children. She' is .been as spending her time and her ADC check
In the local bar while her children roam the streets and the
cupboard stays bare. She is believed to be bearing child after
child to get more ADO money, and complacently acepting the
public largesse on which she lIves.

This study found rery few mothers, not more than 8 per
cent, who fit this image "In one or more ways."p

It found no clear-cut cases bf fraud.

1 /
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It concluded, from its statistics, that "only 1.9 per cent of all
those studied gave any reason for suspicion of undisclosed in-
come or 'hidden fathers."' -

It found very little-ineligility on the ADO. caseload. It did
find many eligible families denied assistance, as well as some
unfairly cut from the rolls. It found "clear proof" that recipients
of ADC do not come to Cook County from elsewhere just to
get relief. The average ADC mother hs lived in the county 15
years.

It found that:
.Mothers on ADC do not have babies, just to get lager

allotments, and that "more children create more financial diffi-
culty rather thanmj less.".

*For the. majority, ADC comes as a last ,resort, when all
other resources areexhaUsted.

" Negroes are more reiluctant'to ask, for help than Whites.
" Once a family gets ADC, It is not typically content to

stay on the rolls. Forty per cent of the closed cases studied
were families who stepped !out and earned .enouh money to
make ADC unnecessary. ..

' The "fact is that, almost all ADO, mothers want to bi self-
sustaining. Well over half of them would like to work but can't
because their health is poor, or they can't get jobs, or there'i
nobody to care for. their children while they are away, or they
are afraid .- with reason -, that the ADC budget will not permit
the extra clothes and carfare that working entails,

Many have -had illegitimate children, not as a result, of
promiscuity, but mainly due to inability to marry because a de-
serting husband is alive or the new father cannot support the
family. Most know little about preventing pregnancy.

Most of the mothers glve their children good care, denying
themselves in order to provide them nouri food. They keep
their homes clean, give their children warmth and love. The
study foUnd that If the mother leaves the home, It is not typically
to go to bars but to attend church or the PTA meeting.

The ADC mother does not like being dependent. She feels the
scorn of her neighbors and the rejection of society. She does not
want more children; and she knows that the more she has; the
deeper she has had to go Into debt. She feels deeply guilty if
she bears an illegitimate child. Like other mothers, she wants
a better life, for. her -. children.

Findings in this study raie the question: How good are the
chances for this. 'better life for. the children' If ADC, because
of public suspicion and hostility, must put al Its emphas on
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cheding efibility and handing out' funds, raterAfLO o re-
habilitatlon that will end dependency?

-The ADCQ problem i growing In.quantity and complex W in
practically every major center o population in theqn# eSt ,.
,onsl4er these figures ftem the report:

In Cook County 10 years ago, July 1950, there were some 50,000
recipients at a monthly cost of approximately $1.4 Mlilon. In July 1960
there were more than 100,000 recipients at a cost per month of1$4.4
million. In 10 years hence, by July 1970, there will be 230,000 repents
at a monthly cost of more than $13 million If the trend for th
years Is projected for the next 10 years, and If the same fact govening
the program continue to be present.

These, figures do not Include the .cost In wasted human resources, In
broken ani frustrated lives and In perpetuation of de pendeno from
generatCioni to geaton."

Critics of ADC and its cost have not considered, the St of
alternate solutions. Even If it were blleved tobe be nOfct art
remove -these children from the care of thek owi;prt or
relatives,' the cost of maintaining them in foster homes or in-
stitutons would be prohibitive There'Is no e ni, eIthe,
tht thi wul4 decreaset1~e number of i~eIMa. its

Major, laenatu*o in the report says.:. -

'It must be emp ed that naeased appropriations 'now,
properly applied (for family rehabilitaon and independence),
aro ssential If the rte ofiWore--min ADO aexivuree (a tob# e"joe~inthiffuters" K

90A"Or=
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II
The AD Families: Who They Are, How They Live

Most of the ADC families (all but 2 per cent of the whole
sample) welcomed the chance to tell their own story. Study
staff members, who had anticipated defensive resistance, were
surprised by the way the mothers poured out their problems.
They had not realized to what extent these mothers were aware
of- and hurt by the adverse publicity, the suspicion and hostility.

This, then, is their story:
Contrary to what many people believe, ADC mothers did not

come to Illinois or to Cook County just to get on the ADC rolls.
They were here already. Almost half of them were born in I111-
nois or have lived in Illinois 15 years or more. Almost a third
of those born elsewhere came to the state ao children.

Most'of them have turned to ADC as a last resort. They have
tried to give their children a good home under the most dif-
ficult circumstances, have kept them from becoming delinquent,
havetried to prepare them for a self.reliantfuture.,

They want to become ndependent of ADC as Soon as poe-
sible'. They would like to work, even If the job paid less than
their ADC grant, if they could arrange satisfactory day care for
their chlren,

Only stfew ADC families, less than one per cent, are recent ar-
rivals. Only 10 per cent have been in Illinois for less than five
,years. White families have lived here somewhat longer than non-
white.'

Most of theoADC mothers from other parts of the United
Stated 'Me from the deep South, particularly from Mississippi.
Adjusting to urban living has been hard for them. Their most
serfotis handicap is lack of; education and trains Nevertheless,
teW have had long or continuous histories of dependency. Only
a few were on public assistance before they came to Illinois.
. WhS did they come to Cook County ? To .find jobs, or to be

With, hubandeg t relatives who came for jobs. Many came dur-
ViJtWorld War 1I, responding to the demand-. and recruit.

nteft X4.1or 'workers in -war, industry.
The mothers came so as to be near relatives to. be with

thehfW usband* to follow up on jobs of, which they'd heard, or
for better livingeonditions-In that order.

L Thoqe who came to work in the factories, in war or peace.
4~i p*WuctloP, beame- the victim of o ur,'new. industrial
tavouto: automation.- Their. jobs simply disappeared and they
lked i6h education and skill needed for other jobs in the ohmic-
ligeotmy
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Those who came from the Deep South or the southeastern
central states were much worse off with respect to education
and training than those born in Illinois. For instance, only 84
per cent of the mothers born in the southeastern central states
have had some high school training, as compared with 52 per
cent of those born in Illinois, and only 18 per cent of those
from the South finished high school as compared to 27 per cent
of those born in Illinois.

Seventy-five per cent have had no special vocational training
in school or on-the-job training.-

Yet 6 out of 7 ADC mothers have worked and earned,
with the percentage strikingly highest among those with high
school education.

Most of them have had unskilled.jobs- in domestic service
or as unskilled machine operators. Their earnings have been
small-$184.21 a month for white mothers, $160.50 for Negro
mothers.

Very few, only 4 per cent, were employed in May 1960, when
this study was made. Most had not looked for a job in the past
6 months. Those who looked for a job found none, had not
even one Job offer. Of those not seeking work, most (88 per
cent) had. children too young to leave, alone.

The ADC mothers held out without help for an average of
one year and three months. They worked until they could no
longer care for their children and keep their jobs, or illness
forced them to quit, or until relatives, who had helped them, also
went under with debts piled high.

Negro families maintained themselves for a significantly
longer period than white families before they became dependent.

The typical ADO family became dependent because of the
desertion of the father or because of unmarried parenthood. In
only 9 per cent of the families was the father dead or incapaci-
tated. In 48 per cent the father had deserted; in 85 per cent the
father was not married to the mother.

Among white families divorce, legal separation, incapacity or
Imprisonment of the father were more frequently the causes
of dependency. Among N egro families, desertion and unmarried
parenthood were more frequent.

Contrary to the assumptions In the literature about Negro
ADC mothers, they do not want. to have illegitimate children,
although they accept and love them when they're bor.

Case records showed that'the care mothers give their chil-
dren is good, in a majority of cses; fair in a small. number of
instances, and poor in only a feW. In only 8 per cent of the fami-
lies were complaints found justified. In only 22 families out 9t a
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total of 1,010 had children ever been delinquent, an unusually
low record of delinquency.

Non-ADO mothers have no corner on worrying about chil-
dren. ADC mothers worry too. Half of them were concerned
about children's slow development, bed wetting, crying spells,
bad companions, truancy, stealing, temper tantrums, disobe-
dence, shyness. Mothers of older children worried about where
their children were when away from home. Mothers of smaller
ones were afraid to let them play outdoors alone. With the
majority of neighborhoods unsafe, these mothers had good rea-
son to fear. Many a mother had to keep her children indoors,
even though it was summer, until she could go out with them.
Many another sat by the window watching all the time her
children played outside.

Some mothers reported children harassed by gangs. One
18-year-old had been repeatedly beaten by a gang on his way to
school and, although he liked school and was doing well in his
classes, he became afraid to leave home.

The ADC family lives most typically In the slums -in sub.
standard housing at high rent. The rent allowance Is the most
generous part of the ADC budget, yet what it pays for Is
over-crowded and run-down and often dangerous to live in.
Many a mother achieves a clean, attractive interior, but the
outside ranges from bad to a shambles.

More than 8 out of 10 ADO families rent these over-
priced dwellings from private landlords. The Negro family has
to pay more than the white- the Negro family paying an av-

' I.

84071 O-48--m-
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erage rent of .8277 a month, the white family $64.84. This rent
differential, a result of discrimination in housing, costs Illinois
taxpayers at least $8.4 million a year in Cook County The De-
partment of- Public Aid, faced with necessity of housing ADC
families where It can, foots the bill. It is a bad bargain.aUl around.

Sixteen per cent of ADC families live in public housing,
physically better than private housing, roomier,, regulated by
law against overiowding, reasonable in rent.

The Negro ADC family, majority tenant of the other 84 per
cent of marginal and substandard housing, lives, typically, like
this:

A mother and four children under 12 share a "three-room" basmet
apartment. it Is rot-infested. A 3.year-old child who Is retarded sleeps
In a crib with a baby in a "thlrd room," which k a converted clothes
closet. The mother and two older children share a double bed In the living
room. There Is a sooll kitchen. For this, .the family pays $80 a month. It
I. better, however, thc. t4l. place from which they moved.

In spite of the run-down conWition of the flats, 50 per cent
were rated as clean and neat. A third were rated as fairly clean,
and less than 20 per cent as dirty. Many mothers had plants
growing, many had made cheap curtains and done some deco.
rating. Many homes were called "slnds Qf warmth in the midst
of squalor.",

Almost half the families had moved. 8 or more Atlmes,.n
the past five years, giving the children little chance to become
part of the neighborhood or school, They moved because. their
building was going to be torn down, because they could. not, pay
the rent, or because they thought the new housing would be
better.

Health problems keep many ADC Afmile dependent Health
facilities of which the Department of Public Aid is justly proud
can be provided to families on public assistance. Bot thare, are
many reasons why the majority of ADC families fail to use
them. Their health problems, physical or mental,areundetected;
caseworkers do not have the skill or the time to find.outabout
them and refq them to proper sources for attention. Families
don't so to the clini,-s, because it is difficult to: wait Ahe, long
hoursnecesar before being seen..

The ADC mother's health suffers more. than that, Qf her c, il-
drep, 4swoveive. por cent: of the children and" gziewerefudto have n' m
found thaeno :liz.olc ils.-Among mothers, .ob .t--.jd1 q to

the hig starch (a that ohap white bread and 4)-

was a majo pysca ha41t $4eXt most. Ano.l~Mots
wer heart Vo uble, arthritte tuc. . .... "f, .,

Blothi mothers and children~ aIed,4 l Ca.

£ ,/
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In 27 per cent of the cases there were mental disorders, either
diagnosed or suspected, in the family.

'Eighty-one per cent of the families had no problem behavior
such as alcbholism, drug addiction, truancy or delinquency How.
ever,' in 18 per 'cent there was at least one kind of problem be.
havior. Truancy was the most prevalent, problem drinking next,
and drug addiction last.

Diagnosed mental or emotional conditions often go untreated
and there is very little preventive medical care.

Schools records show that 62.8 per cent of ADO children have
never had any physical examination, not even a hearing or an
eye test.

All these things affect and diminish the rehabilitation ef-
forts of the family."'The AD mother needs help beyond the imits of current
ADC attention. In 40 per cent of the cases the mother needs
help in caring for her children's physical needs. She needs help
in planning nourishing menus on the limited budget.

In 51 per cent of the Cases the mother needs help in caring
fo' her children's emotional needs.

ADC children tend to be "belongers." A surprising and heart-
ening degree of participation in community affairs was found.
ADC; children, two-thirds of them who are old enough, belong
to clubs,- youth groups, church groups, or community centers.
Seventy-five per cent of the mothers encourage their children to
use such facilities. •

The ADO childrenn are a good educational risk. More than
half of them are in the proper grade for their age, and 60 per
dent bf them are keeping up with their classmates.
I 0 The IQ's of the majority of those who have had Intelligence
tests Is average: between 90 and 110. The next largest number
tested between 70 and 89. (However, this may not be a measure
of their native intelligence, since more intelligence tests used in-
schools are standardized on a white, middle-class, urban popula-
V0.)
._ f The schools report that the overwhelming majority of ADO

children are well behaved and attend school regularly. Less than
2) percent are behavior problems and less than 25 per cent have
poor' attendance records. At least a third of those with poor at.
texdance'records are physleally unable to attend regularly.,;

ADO children, living in slum areas, do not always hAve s
q6od School opp6rtunltied as children- in uncrowded,; . oe-shift
schools. Although ADO-children as a whole dokilot measure up to
the general school popuoltint it is rprkn that so many1d1W
Considering the educational level of their i6thers, their fr
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quent uprooting, their considerable amount of absence from
school due to inadequate clothing or food, and .the fact that many
migrated from areas of below-level schools, they are doing well.

Eighty-four per cent of the children in the tenth grade or
over are planning to finish high school. Almost half of these
children are taking a commercial or vocational course, and a
third are enrolled in an academic course. A higher percentage
of those in academic and commercial courses expect to graduate
than do those ir vocational courses.

Not only do these young people expect to graduate - 88 per
cent plan to continue into college. Most plan to work their
way through. Some hope to win scholarships.

Forty-four per cent of the families with children 12 or older
reported that their children have received some recognition in
some phase of community or school life - 20 per cent for superior
work in school, 8 per cent in athletics, 16 per cent in drama, art,
etc. Another 20 per cent had special recognition in church groups
and community centers.

ADC mothers showed pride in their children, displaying re-
port cards, certificates of honor, badges, and other evidences
of merit.

Their children have had little trouble with authorities. Less
than 5 per cent of these children have been known to the juvenile
court and in only 8 per cent of the cases had a truant officer
or school social worker been concerned with the family.

Among some on the lower edge of this age group- in tenth
grade or under k- the tendency to drop out of school is proportion-
ately large, for obvious reasons.' Many are like Charles . . .

Charles is 16 and in the tenth grade. His mother is worried
because he is refusing to finish high school. He wants to find
work in order to have clothes -like his friends.

I George, onthe other hand, Is an example of the opposite. He
is 17 and also in the tenth grade. He is doing unusually well in
school Hi teacher had told the mother that he hasconsiderable
scientific aptitude. She has promised to help G',.orge obtain a
scholarship when he graduates from high school, so that hA can
work , toward becoming a scientist.

Most ADC mothers (80 per cent) were found to be warm, ao-
epting, and cs ' to their, children, doing their best to create

a congnial family relationhip. Halt the families goto church

A striknly large. number of the children. Wr soo itns-
Despit the handicaps 0± sl.u living, inadequte income and
d rimnation due to race, the ter number of them 40 SUC-
cOed *~ ico n 01cmun o " IP
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ADC Families are Underfed, m-Ciad'
Under the state program in Cook County ADC families do

not even have enough to eat. The food allowance for a typical
ADC family consisting of a mother and three children, aged
18, 9, and 5, is $75.50 per month, or 21 cents per meal per
person day after day, month after month. This does not comply
with the section of Illinois law that says: -

"The amount and nature of the aid granted with respect to
any dependent child... shall be' sufficient . .to provide him
with reasonable subsistance compatible with health and well.

It is considerably lower than' the standard In the low.cost
food plan of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.'

This food budget results, in some cases, in malnutrition and
ill health of children. However, in this sample of cases it was
found that mothers provided more food for their children by
skimping on. their own, by usi -money intended In the budget
for clothing to buy needed food, or' by other desperate means
more costly to 'the community.

Mrs. A, for example:
Desperate need for food money drove Mrs. A to go see her husband,

from whom she Is legally separated because of frequent beatings, sexual
abuse, and attempts to seduce her 10year-old daughter by 'her first
marriage. This one visit resulted In pregnancy and another chld for ADC
to suppot..

The. amount she needed was $2.001 : .
The food budget'statidards are not sufficient to provide a "roe-

xonablo subsistence comIpatble *Wth health and welbelh,"
,As for .clothing, the Ilinois Public Assistance Code declares

that the clothing allowance,"shall be an amount which will pro.
vide for the replacement of clothing sufficient in kind and In
amount to protect health, to permit a deprable standard of
cleanliness,- and to permit., ormal prticlpation. In communityactivities. '

,. Actuidl allowanew'for clothing f all far below thi descrip-

tion. The clothing staxidard has not been changed In the past
17 years despite the vast changes in materials, styles and multi-

*State standards have been brought up to,1959 price o all teqhets
since the Grenleigh study, wasma& Adjustments for.'alot
in~ldeutals, and addltloualItm for chidren atn Ig schSo have
made. These changes became effective Octaoe 1, 196.w
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plied costs. For example, can -anyone- imagine as adeqaute for
a child, ages 2 through 6: one sweater and three union suits
every three year I and one undershirt, two pants, one flannel
sleeper and one. cotq n sleeper, a, year? S'ui prvlsions cover
Other age groups

',The allowance for personal incidentals Is supposed to be:
"sufficient, to provide Items essential, to maIntaina neat. per-
sonal appearnce, essentiai first-aid items, and a minlium based
on the cost of such Items as an occasional newspaper, carfares
for a4ulto and paper and pencils for school children 9 ,

Here again is the gulf between IPAC policy and practice. For
example,, this, allowance Is-85, cents..a month for a. child ages
18 to 17, and is designed to cover two carares a month, -four
pencils, four packages of notebook paper a year, one notebook a
year, one per per year Ind two workbooks per year.

These "personal incdentals," hardly, enough to cover car-
fare, allow. nothing for '0articipation in recreation or charter-
buildin activities ' which require membership fees, uniforms In
some cases, supplies for pjroects, and, caeftae for 'trap.rta-
tion. Such deprivation seethe ADC chld apa and handicaps
his ability to grow up like the other children In the community.

Here is James, for one, as the caseworker reports:
James, 11, Is faiit g In school this semester a a 'result of severe

dipre , presumably, becauseiOf the financal problems of his family.
ie hasA n ,q good stu dent° and hasne*r failed before. He takes 'o

Interest in ,hipg nowand lUst sithoe and broods - or when in
school, spends m6st of his time'daydreaming. H. is more and more with.
drawn. The main reason for his depression, according to his-mother, Is
that James can't participate in school -activities or- In- the Community
Cete wb*ee he has been a member because he hasn't money for neces-
sai carfareo or activities. he or notincluded Inthe & 'dget, James
could vbo afford t go on a trip with his schoolmates, because hi didn't
have $1.50 carfare and hebrooded over-his Inability to attendthe sum-
mer'camp of the.Communilty Center because he didn't have the $20 it viould
ho"v cost for -two w eks.

Why-ean't lames; like many another- 11-year-old, earn a lto.
te, extra tnoney for.such needs by -running, errands or doing odd
Jobs for the neighbors ? Because this isn't that kind of a neighbor-hqod. Nobody , In, thi typical lum n or near-slum neighborhood
where most ADC famiUep live has any means to pay anyone to
nu errands. ordo odd jobs, and Ifuc wrk i needed, there
unemployed men at had glad to it.

JaMes' emotjousl, problem, In any case, probably goes deeper
a -needs profeslonal attention Butthe c4seworker has had
iithe time nork l to O e It nd J e P-Y
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continue until he becomes an institution inmate, costing the com.
munity many times his present needs.

The budget for household supplies and utilities is as ridicu-
lous as that for clothing.

Only the allowance for shelter covers its actual cost. This,
as has been explained, is comparatively high due to landlords'
discrimination and gouging. But the kind of housing the average
ADC family gets for it does not afford the standard of decentt
health and well-being" called for in the Illinois Public Assistance
Code.

To sum up: This study shows that the budget standard'for
ADO families is far below the reasonable standard necessary for
healthful living and for rehabilitation, and is "penny wise and
pound foolish." It is so low that it interfers with efforts to
help families achieve personal and economic independence.

What's more, it is substantially below the level of assistance
specified in the Illinois Public Assistance Code itself.
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IV
ADO Pattern: Homes Without Fathers

The ADC mother must be mother and father both.
More than 90 per cent (90.6) of the fathers in the ADC fami-

lies studied were absent from the home. More than a third
88.2) had deserted their families. Another 36.8 per cent has never
been, married to the mother. In 61 per cent of the cases, the
family did not even know where the father was.

In only 15 per cent of the cases had the father made an ef-
fort to return. Reuniting the family, the case analyst felt, was
unlikely in all but 4.5 per cent of the families. The family had
been broken up too sharply and too long to expect reconciliation
to take place.

"Why do we have no father?" ADC children often ask. Moth-
ers often face caseworkers with this one. Mothers of adolescent
boys are concerned about their sons growing up in a female
world. A few seek help from community resources in providing
male leadership for their sons.

The downgrading of the role of the father In the family con.
tinues to be one of the serious aspects of ADC. During the ear-
lier years of the ADO program most of the families were de-
pendent because of the death or incapacity of the father. Now
less than 11 per cent qualify for that reason. Today most fami-
lies are in need because of desertion, unmarried parenthood, di-
vorce or separation.

I R

/I
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"Continuous absence from the home" is what it says on
most ADC grants, which are mado out in most cases in the
name of the mother.

As it is now, the General Assistance Program in some states
makes the family with an employable member (even though he
cannot find work) ineligible. In others, assistance may be given
to the family with an employable member only on a very tempor-
ary basis. Under such circumstances, as the Cook County study
showed, the father who can't support his family tends to desert
to make his children eligible for ADC.

Sometimes there is bitterness on the father's part, from the
denial of his role; often hostility or lack of respect on the part
of his children; often the father Is grievously missed.

ADC fathers are poor risks as breadwinners. They, like the
mothers, have had a poor education and have few marketable
skills. They can get only marginal jobs. When there Is a labor
shortage, they:work; when unemployment comes along, they are
the first to lose their jobs. They are last to be hired and first to
be fired. The steady decline in unskilled Jobs in Cook County
during the last few years hit this group of men hard. Because
many of them are Negro, few kinds of jobs "are open to them
at beat.

Although 44 per cent of the families had only one father, the
majority had more than one. In 80 per cent of the families none
of the fathers had ever been married to the mother. This de-
creases the chance of support for the children.

Only one of every 4 ADC families received support from
any absent father in the year preceding May 1960.

The father, obviously, cannot be made to support the family
if he can't be found. The study found that of the 91 per cent of
the principal fathers who were absent, the whereabouts of 61
per cent were unknown. Thirty-one per cent had been ordered,
or had agreed, to support, but only about a third of these con-
tributed in April 1960. The fathers who agreed to support were
more apt to contribute than those whom the court ordered to
do so.

ADC Is not the basic cause of family break-up. But It does
put a premium on the fatherless family. In order for a child
to be eligible for ADC he must be deprived of parental support
because of death, Incapacity, or absence. Many a father, as said
before, is just plain absent. Often he takes pains to be absent so
that his family may be eligible for ADO. This is such a case:
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A father with 7 children had support*d them well for a number
of years. He was getting $100 a week working at a filling staiton, but
when a new highway destroyed the filling station he lot is lob, All his
efforts to get work elsewhere failed because of his age and his race.
Unable to support his family, he deserted.- and the family became eligi.
ble for ADC. His wife believes he left Illinois to find work In another #ate.
The family hopes he will send for them when he finds work, Meanwhile,
his 3-year-old daughter cries herself to sleep each night, :;utcblpg, his
picture.

The question Is: Will this father return, or send for his
family, when he is able t6 support them? Will other ADO
fathers return, and support their children when they are f1-
nancially able? During the two war periods raany fathers re-
turned to their families when they were Able to resume sitlpxt.
With regular, and sometimes even good pay," 1i the secrett
and in war industry, they returned in large. numbers. Caseloads.
fell sharply during World War H and the Korean Wat. If this
is typical, the Implications at this time -for increasing Job op.
portunitiep and expading job t-ainig aret enndous. -

Lack of Jobs also makes It impossible for fathers of ADC
children to marry the mothers, who would thereby lose ADO.
A number of ADC mothers reported that the only reason they
did not marry the fathers was that the fathers could not support
the family. In some cases married A/; mothers said they had
asked the father to leave because he -could not, eant Wo"l.

'Stud staff stresses the poit of such tragic fiding6: Aid to
Dependent Children should cover all children In need,- red-
less of the status of their parent. Is a familyless or more needy
If both parents arei.nhe -,homej the -father u employedor 11U
or inapaitated? A gedUeratiop of children'brought'u wit iout
fathershas a stark p e for ha pess *ii eful ct nbp.
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ADC Ha Done Only Part of Its Job
was started in, 1985 'for the purpose of encouragin

the care of dependent children in their own homes." It also In.
tended,"to help maintain and strengthen family life and tO help

. . parents.. attain the maximum self4upport and personal
independency... *

It has done one job but not the other.
It has kept children in their own homes, with one paren t4or

other. close relative,, rather than. sending them to institutions; It
has protected them from want. To thiS extent, over the -past'25
years it has preserved and strengthened family life forcountless
f# llx s Tbls Itself In qpe, ~4tera ~ivet f ou ie.B~i4 It is +notenouigh.+ . + ,.+ , + .:+, ..

in 1*f thie congress zeae4teAOjrtoUe8ol
Ac, wnouaai tl)p i stAts Ito J klue amly-sbwtre oh

aning and rehailitatng gemm, r.4 QvIg eAl Mat ,
Ing- oey, to make soe of this psible. Firs. l d inquiry iR

ADC's pr nrary emphasis h e en to provide t e arest
neceasltiof 0e eor,.om Wh.O qv" "y:The .limie, overworked,
W$4 n abitd w- pbc welt*r agencies 4ias been WOepd
with' det eiiy and making assistance payment.
Little attention has, been given to the underlying pbiems
which make the family, dependent and which may keep the far-
fly dependent even Intoa second generation.-

- .This report calls for more positive leadership by e". 8.
Department of Health) Education .and Welfare in getting ADC
families back on their own feet. It says the Federal govern-

,nlitms~ioa44 in a a re40b l!itaon ,prgr ,andtgry, ,and
points o4 .that asi4e .0m+tle+ htnel 4a4u, the Alim t+fq,
nana" savings in: a, program now q tig pover pae+ i 0ndo-
lars a year nationally wqud41 st~ sue emplbais *

'Vusreas~apro pritin fer ADO and rivlate4 wrarmf are
ue enti Rae report's-r .om "epdkton te +.

Witaot ior pbli-Vid to spe I 'ihblts4p tw.

pot -underline& or example:el+ , because or Wob . ,,, |

Focusing primary on eliMbiiy, because p'ubli'su pclon
aid presm-r ADO :staff do, little aboit the ea i 6-dpen cy
beyond Jottn& down tht cause of the crisis that au !s',Ithb
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The problems that cause dependency, preventing the family
from becoming self-supporting, are not identified

.Intake process is so slow and complicated that families al.
ready damaged are often, further damaged by the long delay.

The ADC grant, When finally made, is usually so inadequate
as t create serious emotional stress in addition to malnutrition
and'other health problems.

Other community services, both public and voluntary, which
togthr could give maximum help to ADC familile, are in-
spalcent or imdequately used in Cook County and in more than
a few other areas. No public welfare department can do the
fiitlr Apo. Job alone.

Mothers ifi ADC families are being required, without regard
for state policy, to accept work outside the home, weakening,
nalhe than 'ettengthenin ,family fe. State policy requires a
mother to accept outside employment, (if she can get it) only
if she is physically, mentally, and emotionally able; can find a
suitable job within a reasonable distance from her home; and
is not needed In the home to care for-her children. In actual
practice, this policy is ignored except for making sure the mother
is physically able to work. In most instances covered in this
study, no thought was given as to whether there were any ar.
rangements, suitable or otherwise, for the care of the children.

The budgeting policy In relation to working members of the
family bare either destroyed the incentive to work, or it has
caused family friction. This has been especially true in the case
of olderchldren who have not been permitted to retain a fair
share of their earzlngs and who often, therefore, leave the

-The pmtice% instituted in recent years in many of the metro-
p61tan areas, bf having special investigative uhits hound the
ADOfamily by surprise midnight visits to ferret out presumed
fraud Is threatenlg and often damaging.

'Thre re two, r,~n ortis barnful pratice: The case-
work st#n does not have ime or opportunity to learn enough
ao t casea. The othle reason f.e' suspicion of the presence
of-a ather, or * ting" father who; althugh, he may have np
aiilflt, to support the fanly 1 supposed to be present in i
dependent" il..,h: s ijin4 of police action -nocklng at he door in the

.middle o thq. night, a a l t 1 nto *tartled aces -nato-
rally stir up resentment agait the wae 4dtqent .. ,"
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It spoils any chance of a good casework relationship that
could lead to rehabilitation of the family.

ADC has not been a static program. Congress has amended
it through more realistic provisions a number of times. How-
ever, the lag in adapting the ADC program to new knowledge
and to changing social, economic, and other conditions has been
greater than in the social insurances or in the other categories
of public assistance. It must be breached if ADC families are to
become independent rather than submerged into a class de.
pendent one generation after another.

It is the conviction of those who made the ADC study in
Cook County that, much greater strengths exist in ADC families
than is generally realized, These strengths can be built ,upon.

A comprehensive public family welfare program, Instead of
piecemeal provisions, gould be built out of what we now know. It
must be geared to the needs of the whole family and to the re.
storatlon of, its ndependence.
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A ost Half of ADC Families
Could Rgin dependence

Piorty"i per cent, of Cook County's ADO. fanilles cold be
come self-supporting within ' "reasonable length of time." This

More than had-52 per cent-have little chance to become
se-supportin withta a reasonable period of time. but the family
can be strengthened suffiently eo give the children amily
chance to become self-supporting ih e

Consider the/6 per cent who can get. on their feet:
iThese families have-many strong points. they he health

good family elatvoeshlps, a fir amount of education, land the
strong desire to befme self-supporting. What kinds of help do
they eed fro .the ADO -rort W kn of hp

Th eY ineed ' v ocatonal trailg in some ' cases "hort-tetm;

satisfactoryfdaya, foi thefr children; medical or dental care
to correct conditions that keep them from *orklng." TheY-also
need more flexible arrangements from the ADC administration
that might make It possible for them to become partially self-
supporting.

The 46 per cent breaks down like this: Two-fifths of the
mothers need training In some marketable skIll; 9 families
out of 10 need day care for the children. In many-cases the
mother could go out to earn partial support If she knew that
ADC would add to the budget (from which her earnings would
be subtracted) the cost of the day care, clothes to wear to work,
and busfare.

* Then there Is a whole range of cases where a little flexibility
In the terms of ADC support could bring about partial or com-
plete self-support.

-Tak the case of Mrs. B, a widow with 3 children by her former
husband and 3 others by the man with * 'whem she has had a stable
relationship over a number of years. The couplewants to marry, but the
man's earnings which could almost cover his 3 children, can't be
siretched to cover all 6-without ADC. They described their problem
to the caseworker: the fw try's Income could support the mother and his
3 chIldren, and If he could pay at least five-eighths of the rent, couldn't
they marry and get ADC to cover Ithe othor 3 Children and thbe. rest
of the rent? The answer was NO. This arrangement, which would hae
taken 3 children and a mother off ADC rolls - and, more' Important,
would have provided a stable home without the stigma of Illegitimacy
was :refused. There was no marriage and the 6 children, 3 of them
had1~~icpe/by their itleglmato /tatus, remain on AOC.

)!
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Another kind of case is that of Mrs. C, with 4 children, whose mother
would come to care for the children If Mrs. C could get work to maintain
them all. Mrs. C would be able to get work that would support the family
if she had tuition money for a final semester of commercial training.
ADC regulations, however, could not be bent to make this possible. So
Mrs. C and her 4 remain dependent, on the rolls.

"Rehabilitation" for these families means, many things: It
means helping families to identify and resolve their problems, so
that they may become independent, wholly or partially, or fi-
nancial aid. This may be treating their physical or emotional
ills; helPing reunit a family; helping parents to be petter parents;
helping A morther'go to wok when she is free to do so, a
well as helping a mother who "shOuldn't go to 'work understand
why she must stay home with her-children and remain on ADC.

What about the 52 per cent who "have littlechance to'be-
came self-supporting within,, reasonable period of time' With
thip, group the long-range goals for the children must be the
main consideration.

Iere there are more weakfiesses than strengths: long-term,
c n9 illnesses; mental retardation or mental disorder; illiterap,
W Me4e education that makes the mother unemPloyable; lack
of work experience or skil.

10en) In 1this'52 per cent, however, certain kinds of services
could' hbl preserve -family unity and could solve- some prob
lems by -building on such strengths as there are.

STheroe, however, no quicksand asy solutions. Mn ADO
fazmilles. have. suffered, damaging experiences which -,will takA
time to overcome. Even if 'there were ample dayrcare -f~ailjties,
a.d all of the mothers had good health and wqrkpkil ADC
would .have to be continued f9r many families, as h b!een
recogn"z' by" the feeral' ind-ttte acts. 'i'
1VrA4ew,. aia wcan become independent very so.Many

Wilt reire, onths.,Qr -yeawp. Many. others will not achieve melf.
suppo t.bore their childrenn e grown. Others may not &Chivo
fina ncial inepenc e within this geneation. ,The l--g.ange

s:.fOr 4ie children mgst be the m consideration.

'9P dhl~ ldren, 3st udy staff qmpl ..e repeatedly in this re-
K & eithe nwt 'important source of' strength for whom tb

ADO farpily life must be strengthened. They are the ohis foi
DOMw- written intQ .aw,5 yes ago, awd, for whom

Q 43W *M d ents otigesspd supp emqutsry reh )~tatlPiu=4
~tr~&tlOJlk ~lO5~~ I 9. o late QO h %p
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vil
Pilot Projects That Helped Rehabilitate ADC Families

It is true in Cook County, as elsewhere, that a harrmssed ad.
ministration (driven by a hostile public) and overworked staff
has had to limit its efforts to the necessity of determining eligi-
bility. There has been little, if any, time to identify ADC fami-
lis' problems other than financial need and, to some extent,
medical care.

It is not true, however, that ADC administrators and staff
have not thought about these problems. Some valuable dem.
onstration experiments have been carried on in Cook County,
and In many other public assistance agencies across the coun-
try from New York to California.

Fifty welfare departments have had marked success in help-
ing ADO families, become self-supporting. At the same time
they have demonstrated that over-all costs can be reduced. These
special projects, in the main, consist of better trained casework.
er under competent supervision with more manageable case-
loads. In some instances, as in Cook County, one experimental
project is staffed entirely with graduate social workers; and
in one count -- Marin, in California - the entire casework staff
is fully trained. In Denver, Colorado, the Department of Welfar6
conducted a valuable experiment in "incentive budgeting," in
which working members of the family were permitted to retain
a more reasonable proportion of their earnings.

In Cook County there are four special projects for rehabilita-
tion, two on a continuing basis -the Welfare Rehabilitation
Service and the Intensive Casework -Service; and two which are
expe mental -the Rockwell Gardens Project and the Kenwood
ADO Rehabilitation Project.

the Welfa Rehabilitation Service provides vocational guid-
ance, job training and placement for recipients of public as-
sistance. Its primary purposes are: to help recipients be~me
employable, and to help them get J6bs through which- they can
beome partially or entirely independent of public aid. Almost
500 -relief recipients are given this -"sheltered workshop" ex-
perience - in machine shop practice, nurse's aide training, and
other ieds including clerical work. The Service also helps find
jobs for thoe who, after soile trmang, are shown to be em-

21e latemive Oasework Saice, which'has functioned since
July 1968, provides profess al casework to a limited number
of familes with chidrn Wh6 have serious problems-of family
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disorganization, or other complex problems requiring specialized
diagnosis and treatment. It includes services to unmarried moth-
ers under 16 years of age, and to some few selected others. The
staff is composed of 18 trained social -workers, with average
caseloads of 201 plus 8 consultants and an overall supervisor.
The most complicated problem cases are referred to them as a
specialized resource.

The Intensive Casework Service has demonstrated its value.
It has assisted in the rehabilitation of some families and has
prevented further deterioratiOn of others. It has established an
Important link between the department and other organized re-
sources In the community, both public and private. It has demon.
strayed to others in the department how to get the cooperation
of community agencies to help families In trouble. Further-
more, it has shown how outside community resources can be used
effectively In behalf of ADC families.

The Rockwell Gardens Project Is a demonstration in a new
public housing development. It serves all public assistance ap-
plicants and recipients living in the housing project. It reduces
caseloads to 50 per worker. It Is staffed by a project director,
a supervising caseworker and 5 experienced caseworkers. Its
purpose is to determine the extent to which reduced caseloads
under professional supervision, fully using other agency and
outside community resources, can reduce the period of depend-
ency and strengthen family life.

The project started in AvAl 1960. It already has prov d the
effectiveness of smaller, more manageable caseloads under skilled
professional supervision, even when untrained but experienced
caseworkers are used.

The Kenwood ADC Rehabilitation Project is a special unit
within the Kenwood district office where the average caseload
per workers is 50 ADC cases. The primary purpose is to deter-
mine the effect of reduced caseloads and concentrated efforts
on getting ADC mothers into self-supporting employment, and
on bringing separated parents back together. It was ben in
April 19804 .

The Kenwood project, in the opinion of this study's staff, Is
of questionable value as it Is now conducted. It stores the
closing of cases through employment of the ADC mothers with-
out adequate Consideration of all the factors in the situation, as
required by state policy. A firsthand evaluation of this project
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revealed cases closed by forcing the mother into employment
against her will and before she has been able to make adequate
arrangements for the cae of her. child. It also. found cases
closed where the arrangements for child 'care are not. satis.
factory or do not meet the state's standards.for day cere, or
where the mother has not been able tO secure a Job.,

Such overemphasis on closing of cases may result in some
immediate savings to the department;, but the way It is ac-
complished can be damaging to the family, and,.can- resultlp
return'to dependency for a -longer period of te, 'more costly
all around,
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Vin
Twelve Cities Tell Same Story

Chicago is not unique. Its experience with ADC is basically
the same as that of our other large cities.

Twelve areas were studied: Baltimore, Cleveland (Cuyanhoga
County), Detroit (Wayne County), Houston (Harris County),
Indianapolis (Marion County), Los Angeles, Newark (Essex
County), New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh (Allegheny Coun-
ty), St. Louis and Washington, D. C.'

All have been experiencing an increase in the number of
ADC families, individuals and costs similar to that in Cook
County. The number of persons and number of families on ADC
have been increasing almost continuously since the early 1940's
and the cost of the program, (including the cost of living) has
risen at an even higher rate. Families throughout the United
States.have grown, larger too,

Ironically, children on ADC are, to a large degree, the vi,
times of our economic progress. Automation in industry has been
the main reason for the-Increased number of'families needing
ADC since the Korean:War. Automation has increased the pr
ductivity of the nation, but has created chronic unemployment
among unskilled workers and semi-skilled -machine _,operators.
New York City is an exception; not highly industrialized but
highly divqrsified, it experienced a decrease in. ADC faiUes in
1959 which has continued Into 1960. In the other ities,, more
highly industrialized,, the number of ADO, families continued to
rise. In Cook County automatioa In Ihe steel industry, reduction
in meat processing operations, and the closing of a farm lzrp.
meut plant made a s put i the market fo Unskied labor,

Unemployment, iVlth little hope for change,: Iicreases family
tensions; lea to am breakdown -particuaiydeston bj
the ion-~e~i~1, ad. Among/the least edu ated nd most un.
skilled, it meank potp6nemgnt of maiiage, even after children
are borni..More a~id moro children ie depifed 6f 6te supPO .of

Mobility .*W~t tiJbo 0 rket aixo ae ,~ADq.C~ l
front out ~rw ;64s, 4e9p, Neit, lUIc6 ai4 tAeAp~ic~

^inx states q, drewu tep lre znetropo 'tin. es urine,
perloo f labpr-shortage . ople 14,response tia d d
iy Industr . .They .are .,e.t r9M th , e :r.;nly j ac,

grod 4-and their fnflar~ine~w~ f~ ~~h~h9 thp
city is strange andunfinr
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When the labor shortage passes, they are the first to lose
their jobs because they do not have skills or seniority. Other jobs
are scarce, and the competition is severe for such as there are.
The few relatives near at hand are In no position to give them
temporary support. They do not want to return to the tenant
farms, the mountain ridges, and the poverty from which they
came.

Frustrated in job-hunting, with money and credit exhausted,
they must have help. The father frequently leaves the family to
seek work elsewhere. In many cases he fails to return or to send
for his family.

The pattern of change, however, is strikingly similar through-
out the country. There are other similarities. Most of -the cities
- excluding suburban areas - have experienced a decrease in
white population since 1950, as has Chicago. At the same time
all have a large Increase in Negro population, or Negro plus
Puerto Rican or Mexican or both.

The majority of ADC recipients, asli Cook County, are non-
white, or, in some cities, non-white and Spanish-speaking. Ex-
cept for Pittsburgh, the non-white and Spanish-speaking ADC
families in those- cities reporting race were between 89 and
90 per cent. There is one common reason for this: Negro and
Spanish-speaking adults are often in lower paid positions, for
which unemployment compensation, if any, is usually. insuffi-
cient to, cover needs.

Often, too, they are employed by non-profit organizations,
such as hospitals, not covered by unemployment compensation.
Recent migrants, frequently havefailed to qualify for either
unemployment compensatioii or social security -Thus, ADCpicks
up the tab.

A -sharp Increase-i Illegitimate, births, particularlyamong
the NeVrQ and Spani spsh-s popqlatiqn, JW.ommonto aU
cities. howeverr, the number. Ille timate bb J has also in-
creased In i white populat$on,adsince t .cy Is often

hidden apong aW te Wn'', pUl!Isdo btless still
I fta t the Incrs recorded. "In eoUton, fo r ample,
itmate births in the white population have Lncr aed at$

rate almost Identical to that of the Negro population.) .
Wcfrmatlon ''the n b er Qf Wlle te children on; ADC

rOll was available fro nine kreg, ' including Cook, CountY,
tot elthei, 1958 oro1959. rtrangdf3tom a low of -20 per cent in

~burgh o a ,h/g of 45 per+ einCook County 'with most
artas vaz*yh beweI 88 a~nd 41 per oent. Percentages, hoW-
ever, canotrbe m °c tie definition of 11-
legitimacy differs under state ls+

J I
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The problem of Illegitimacy and of illegitimate children on
ADC rolls is much more than a problem of moral concern. It
is a problem of children growing up In fatherless homes, without
the legal rights which adhere to a legitimate child. As in Cook
County, the public attitude, stemming from lack of understand-
ing, unbalanced or incomplete Information, adds to the problem.
The public seems to be more concerned with the moraty of
the mother than with the needs and welfare of the dependent
child.

All cities appear to be having similar problems of admin-
istering the ADC .program. Staff turnover Is high. Salary rates
do not compare to similar positions requiring similar training
and experience. Training of staff is a major concern in all
cities, and several are experimenting with, various ways of
taff development.

Like Cook County, state and. county departments all over
the country are studying, analyzing, re-examining. They are con-
cerned about the rising rate of dependency and ,IloegtImac,
and trying to find new and better ways to attack the problem
constredvoly.
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What',Wrong with ADC in Cook County
The -ADC program in Cook County is the second largest in

the United States. It keeps growing bigger, more costly, more
complex, it is beset by lack of sufficient fnds, staff, and serv-
Ices of its own and in other public and private agencies. Mean-
while d1grants, )ow on education and ing, pour Into a
rapidly shrinking market for unskilled and semi-skilled labor.
Many of them face serious- racial discrimination in employ-
ment and housing.*

Public presures growing out'of misunderstanding and mis-
conceptions, as mentioned earlier, have caused one crash pro-
gram after another n attempts to reduce the ADC caseload.
Expensive, punitive and harmful measures to check eligibility
have frequently been use& They have never accomplished their
purpose. They have removed families from the caseload for a
tempqr~ry net reduction, only to find them back on relief a
few months later. In the process dmagp Is done to helpless
families and dependency. is prolongeo-,

"All of this has delayed the development of a more con-
structive program which could deal with the more deep-seated
causes of-dependency, and which could help families realize
their rehabilitation potential in much greater numbers and much
earlier. The director of the department realizes the value of
such a program, however, and has initiated several experimental
projects which were described in Chapter VII.

The information in this part of the study was gathered from
the samples of some 1,50 active, closed, rejected and newly au-
thorized ADO cases; from case records, home visits, interviews
on spcfic cam, with. supervisory and operating personnel in
all district offices to ascertain specific policies and practices, in&
terviews with executive and administrative personnel of the
Central Administrative, QMce, interviews with executives of
certain voluntary agencies in the community; And from a de.
tailed reneow and analysis of systems, procedures, forms and
field-and office activities.

The Public Assistance Code of Illinols, by which ADC op-
erates, is a comparatively good ,one.' It declares that "the prin-
eipal aim in providing assistance and services shall be

*The 1801 MInois Legislature pass.4 Fair Employment Practices legislation.
/

/
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those persons who can be so helped to become self-supporting
or to attain selfecare." It emphasizes the 'mnatntenance .
and strengthening of the family unit."

The study found that the Department of Public Aid is most
thorough in determining eligibilhy. It disregards state policy,
however, in denying ADC to some needy eligible families, In
removing some clearly eligible families from the ADC rolls,
and in not fully supporting the ADC applicant's or recipient's
legal right to appeal from a clearly unfair or misunderstood re-
jection of assistance.

It brought out these facts about Cook County:
e Less than 2 per cent of families receiving ADC were in-

eligible or suspected of being ineligible.,
', In 82 percent of the rejected cases the reason given. for

ejection was'invalid or was questionable. Hre are some typi-
cal examples of losing or rejections:

Employable. A mother with three children-- 15, 16, and 17, was ro
elected as prsumablj-"employable" (contrary to policy on working moth.
er. ).. An older son returned home and was declared "employable."
Aistance stopped and the son left home. Within two months the family
was back onAQC ,.

Could earn moe. A mother with Om children was earning. $155'a
month. BVdg family needs were $168. Case clo on the assumption
that the mother could earn more, although there was no evidence to" that
effect. " " " " ' '' '

Failure to cooperate. A mother with3 legitimate children gave birth
toan Illegitimate child. She did-not requestassistance for this child and
refused to name ,thefputatvefather. The 3 other children were denied
assistance with the station ithqt th moter failed to cooperate.

'Hidden father A man's jacket was found in the. closet. .The mother
maintained that. It was the dead fathers jacket bu, could not convince the
worker thatthis was so.; Case was closed,

Failure to establish need. A grandmother who had supported the family
dipcntlnuqd support. Although she Is not legally responsible for the 5grandchildren,"the, cap* M I..ced

,OA.)Q* li father, u njble to-get enonjh General Assist-
0 "eto. ni endU imej may #0 ert- is, laiftiso It cm. be

* -In Cook County, General Assistance, supposed to be avai,
able to needyfamlies not eligible for ADC,. or-toprovide emerge
eney id hHl ADCO eligibility Is being established, is hard to

INGm*Iti " with mployable members,- eppecially those
, 4i A at er inothe aes, find it ar th mt helo Teyo~id~fodandVlk

eA father, In some case, does not marry the mother of his
du bcwe thn ~ s bee~oybl fth~ ~ would And
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U; hard, H.- not Impossible to get sfcetGenoeral, Ausanc
to support .the faWally,. This means knore -1I M aNYM

e Th6 policy -,ocerin requirin4 mothers to- work. Is often
1by-pse. Priwwht Policy. requires motheft t*- Wvrk--who .are
"phyalcaily, Mental ad emotionallyy able to work,; iot,.needd
In the home to give care and supervision, to f the chil4en..
"nd for *whom . Jstultable employment -i available in the om-

X Maymothers are,)eng denied or cut, off from ADC rolls
parmptorily, without evidence that they can getth essr
work or arrange -for, their chlldreil' care.

&*, ia cue-, for -ADC children -is almost Imposible to get
They are no public daycare -facilities for Co*k, Countyi I4.
censed zon-Proift da-care caters, can - aoiodste .only -some
1,80 chikireL- Other daycare facilities, arm too postly od few
of them are located anywhere, nea the areas wher*, moot ...AM

o Tbo Intake process is inefflcent.. bewildering, #nd com-
plicated. The office atmosphere, is often torblddlngj authoritarin,
'"id frtenn tthe ADOa41plicant., Stdy staff -fonnd. wnam-
bar o4 instances of individual caseworkers who i~ oie~e

~zi~el~tl~apedn olff *Ork time and their bwn, mniqej to
.)aqlptb~~~~r cpi h~ecipef negative or puW1in ati1 ueweemore numoero"s In- ao cases the ADO recipenwa

* Civil righa of ADO families are vio~dU"Pu~c, preesure
*cut ADC rxese esulting fm suspicion- of fraudc bas te-

sukted In Cook Countr in, hihhndd ehods.
A "sapeeial fnvetltlMon unit"-" knocks at -the ADO! family'

dborat mildnight, flashing, a light i the started mother's -face
its purpose to ferret out fraud - seeking it "father"not'supposed
to e tlkers."'

This is one eapeof such a iurprise viit to- a family e0o
s1oting of a mother)'en-g soA and' youne mdauhte*.',

A4otp and daug~ht'w~* sIqen the combinato ivin roo~m, dining room
aind berosnIn a s6 ail aowr~dsel ofthii bqdrqom.Onenih

*.y ereawakened, at 3 In themoring by loud knocking at thei
door.* Thi soi W"went, to- th- doro: *hklds ep*A.*dno ,thi,,bo**om oac
on"e by th other and ,daof,.,ej Two men pW!e pqt hiq*,,wIt
ientifying tlrnuseiv as Invotlqatw from the Popariment, of PvbIIC

%nd said they were looking for the father whp was reported to have re.
kwoed home. Without pology they iptbyt re?~myd ;evrol wseks late
at one in the eqorning, repeating. the sc~me perfomahce,, again witbq#At n

chn aebten dLbe apatd pr~~ £IWAIU *

M,
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pushed post' her', ed h ka.

Ins the I*as erd te ~~
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~X '

How T6 Strengthen AMO
In County, State and Nation.

TheessentiaI kernel of this report's recommendations is
summed up like this:.

"rho admitt#etratio%, operatiois aud Philosophyg governing
ADC i% Cook Cownsi should be reoriened to the ,eeds and wel-
far# of tko ohild, ratiler thos to the behavior of its parents,

TA ,u~mato objeotive ol helping the ADO children develop
their mats mm capoeiti. mut be kept it mind, The extent
to tch is positive and contnsotive program is instituted will
doteormi th* " of future citizens the children will become."

I Twonty-fve years after a program called "Aid to Dependent
Children" was launched, hailed by all as a great step forward
In social progies, this fundamental reason for its existence
needs to bd shouted from the housetops. In the midst of the
clamor for checking eligibility, the necessary first step so that
public funds will not, be w~sted or misspent, the really construc-
tive role of ADO has been lost sight of.

Broken into its parts, this all-embracing recommendation
coves certainmusts,"

FM Cook County
1. Public welfare sont*" must be geared to the speolfo prob-

ews, stre ths and Weaknesse of individual families. Some ADC
families should, be helped to achieve economic or personal in.
dependence,',while for others a better life is thO main goal, For
some families the most constructive plan Is to keep them on
ADC as long as they remain eligible, as intended by the state and
federal statutes, and to help the mother plan for her eventual
self-support when the children are past ADC age.

Such rehabilitative services, especially social casework, can
be provided by the county department itself, Other specialized,
rehabilitative services are needed from other public and vol-
untary community resources

IL Eligible fwilies must not be rejected& It Is as important
for the responsible officials of the department to make certain
that eligible families are given assistance as It is to see that

inelible families are not given aid.
L. Nocttow l eu1wtee -- visit by special investigation units

mut be diwolstmsd, This destructive method has no place in
a public welfare program. Eligibility can be established and
onfirmed by other means.

4. BDoet s---udarda should be raised to cover living costs.*
BudeIts should meet the provisions of the Ilnois Public As.
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sistance Code for a "reasonable subsistence compatible with
health and well-being," and as an aid to re! bilitatiou. xpeses
for working members of the family should be more realitica!l
budgeted. Specific family needs should be mete" 7

5. SpeciaWized service should be drawn on. More use should
be made of specialized services both within and outside the
Department of Public Aid to help resolve problems with which
the caseworker Is unable to' deal, such as diagnosis and treat.
ment; marital counseling; vocational guidance, training and
placement; vocational rehobllitation; adult education; psycholog.
ical services.

6. Polipy on working mothers should be reo "eed. The
basic intent of the ADC provisions of the Social Security Act
is to keep mothers in the home to care for their children. Any
other plan for the family must make certain the present and
future interests of the child are fully safega rded. Some mothers

work outside the home without neglecting their children;oth.
era cannot.

It is. also Imperative that after-scbool Wlans for the older
children of working mothers be satisfactory, or the cost to the
community in personality disorders, In delinquency and in I-
legitimacy will continue to increase.

7. Cool. County should ezperiment with special budget al-
lowanes to provide incentives for employable Odslt family
members to work.

'8. I take process should be revised and simplified. The in-
take, application and elegibilty process should be staffed by the
most experienced and competent personnel In the department,
An atmosphere of helpfulness and understanding should pre
vail, and enough time should be given each applicant to gain an
understanding of her problems and needs.

9. Specialized ADO caeload, should be establise4
10. Group counseling should be provided ADO mothers, but

not as a substitute for individual casework.
11. Size of ADC caseload. should be geared to serve re-

qvirod. Cslod not exceeding 80 with complicated pblems
should beassigned to experienced caseworkers who have Comr
plted gaduatq training; of §0 fgr faniles with less compli-
cated problem assigned to casework s, with at leas one. yeaq
of, ra4 ate trdng; of abut. 100 for those with few prob.
lems ,except the need for'financial assistance assigned to case-
workr.s with a, minimum of one year of successful experience.

12. The oaseworker' mountal of paper oor4 should be

msta i p to 1MO prices becme efftvOtobe "a Is IM
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On $ta Level
Recommendations for ADO in Illinois are outlined here for

their possible value to other states, equally troubled by the
failure of the Aid to Dependent Children program.

1. Publio-welare services should put into effet the 1856
ADC Amendmentse, to the Social Security Act stressing rehoabii-
tatiom The Illinois Public Aid Commission should make specific,
and mandatory on the counties, the rehabilitative services to
be provided ADC families. Restoring families to self-support
will cost leas in the long run. Extra personnel, adequate budget
standards, training and other staff development measures, and
the necessary salary revisions should be authorized.*

2. Budget standard. should be based on today, not 17 yers
ago.* They should provide for "decent and healthful standards
of living," as the Illinois Public Assistance Code specifies. Al-
lowances for working members of the family should reflect ac.
tual costs of working. Older children who go to work should
be allowed to keep a fair share of their earnings.

8. PrevsMive meil and dental care should be provided.
4. Fvu use should be made of /ederal matching funds. At

present Chicago and the State, while checking ADO applica-
tions for eligibility, are spending millions of dollars in Gen-
eral Assistance, without matching federal funds, on temporary
aid to families in need. This aid could be granted from ADO
funds, on evidence of presumptive eligibility, and if eligibility is
not proved, charged instead against General Assistance."*

Proof of eliibility should be speeded up.

On National Level
1. Federal assistant should be given to ali children equally.

Children can be just as hungry and deprived in the state of
Alabama as In the state of Washington. They need food, clothes,
medical attention, school supplies; bus fare. Yet ADO budgets
vary as much as one-fifth between state&

Jttr. een ag should be enouraged rather thai pona.

a. Unemployed fathers should be oossidered weedy persona
to& A father, unemployed or unable to barn enough to support
his family, should not have to desert them in order that they

$ltno s date Itdard have been brought up to 1969 prism for all requir-
Mnesta cladhb. pesron d and 4aditionA Item for children
attemding sNOo hive been addd hs became effective October 1, 1961.
'Salarls va wer reasen 1961.

'0*jAamlntrative action the Ufllini Public Aid Commiss~on to =aking
un f~wOmatehin funds tbrhw "M pwsluptv WINgAFbh
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may get ADC. The Greenleigh report recommends an ADC pro-
gram that includes the unemployed father.*

The absence or incapacity of a parent should be removed as
an eligibility requirement.

4. Quality and training of public welfare administrators, su-
periors, and caseworkers must be improved. In Cook County
each caseworker is responsible for spending some $200,000 a
year of public funds. Most caseworkers have had no profes-
sional education, and few have had much experience in deter-
mining eligibility and providing financial assistance. Few have
any skills in giving the services for prevention and rehabilita-
tion Congress intended in the 1956 amendments.

It is urged that the January 1960 recommendations of the
National Advisory Council on Public Assistance be supported.
The Council recommended that the qualifications and numbers
of personnel in public assistance throughout the United States
should be raised; that 100 per cent federal funds be made
available to the states and to accredited schools of social work
for training public welfare personnel in the, needed special-
ties, as is provided by federal funds In other specialized fields;
and that states should establish such salary levels for public
welfare personnel as are necessary to obtain and retain the
competent personnel needed for the welfare services program.

7. State residence requirements for Public assistance should
be dropped. Residence requirements, which cause much hardship
by excluding from aid needy persons otherwise eligible, should be
dropped in Illinois as in every other state that has them. (There
are only 9 states without such requirements.) They are part
of a national crazy quilt pattern that is bewildering and archaic.
Also there Is no evidence - in Cook County or elsewhere - that
they prevent people from moving, nor that people move to get
aid.

Residence requirements grow out of the old English Poor
Laws, and are completely out of place in our industrial society
which requires a large and mobile labor force. The Federal gov-
ernment should agree to participate financially only in public
assistance programs which are open to all individuals otherwise
eligible.

*Since this study report was made the Federal government temporarily has
extended ADO to apply to homes of unemployed-fathers. Illinois was one of
the first states to take advantage, of "ADO-U." It enaed legislation to
implement the program which .went into effect May 1, 1961. All states,

Icu in ome with tremendous numbers of unemployed, have not avaned
themselves of this legislation.I.
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Xi
Some Answer Some Questions,
Sme Clues to Deper Answes

These pioative answers emerge, In summary, from this study:

a ADO, through the 94 yvars of Its existimue, has helped
Cook County children numberng hundreds of thousands -- cur.
mitlU~y umbertitg some 81,000 .- who are doubly disadvantaged

the Iow of support and by te death, Incapaoity or absence
one or both parents,

- ADC has proved a vital force In keeping reinnanta of fanil.
1ie toptheri In making It possible for children to be brought
up In their own homes with at least one parent or relative rather
than In a futr home or an Institut4on,

a ADO, by maintaining the ohild In his own home, costs the
tMpyse mctth les than would foster home or Institutional oarm

* AUD hm made It possible for, needy children to grow Into
Wstfauppoyting, useful adults now a part of the general com.munloti USh

* A hlgh proportion of ADO mothers .surprIslngly high
to this study staff -- could be, and want to be, self-supporting,
All thoy ned is a certain amount of help.

* Most ADO mothers are good mothers, Most are concerned
about their children's future.

* Juvenile delinquency is "startlingly low" among ADC chil-
dres,

* ADO children are a "good educational risk," more than
half of them keeping up wihh their classmates. Their IQ tests
an "avstage." Lem than one-fifth of them are behavior prob.

Mws in schooL

The basic "Why" remains to be answered. "Why" depend-
eocy? What are its roots I "Why" so much Illegitimacy, Increas-
ing in numbers?

These questions, beyond the scope of this study, need in-
teasive investigation, This study sought light on the most press-
ing and immediate problems of ADO in Cook County. In the
proom it made limited studies of these deeper problems. These
tidie% while on)y scratching th? surface, did uncover certain

chos toward fnding aswes
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WAy depe4doencf One common factor Is the low, economic
level from -which ADO parents oome Yet this does not explain
dependency, since some ADO mothers have brothers and sisters
who are not and never have been dependent, What makes one
member of a family dependent but not others?. Why do some
families perpetuate depesidenoy from generation to generation?
Why do some families with very low inoome struggle along
on their own when others can not?

To what extent in dependency duo to personal defects--
mental, emotional, physical; to unemployment or underemploy.
ment, to low wage rates? To what extent Is It due to alcoholism,
drug addiction, unmarried parenthood? How much does bad
housing have to do with it? Discrlmination?

Do social agency policies and practices prolong or shorten
'.he period of dependency?

Why MUegttmaqo a4 its inoroa. amog ADO familios.
These are the figures:

Between 1950 and 1959 the number of illegitimate births
recorded in Cook County increased Ill per ent The rate of
Increase was higher among the Negro than the white population.
Almost 70 per cent of the ADO families reported one or more
illegitimate children. Numerically, it Is esUtmated that of 81,000
children reivins ADO when this study was made, 52.9 per
cent or 42,900 are Illegitimate.

Some of the children born out of wedlock are likely to need
ADO because there is apt to be no support from the father
and unmarried mothers may have less freedom to earn. Thai
Is also only a limited probability of adoption in the cawe of the
Negro child.

By May 1960 illegitimacy had become the major factor of
need in the ADO program in Cook County.

The staff interviewed at length 619 mothers whose youngest
child was born out of wedlock. Findings discredited the com-
monly cited belief that ADC fosters and promotes illegtimacy,
as well as the stereotype that Negro mothers accept illegitimacy
as a way of life. ADC mothers, they found, do not have fl-
legitimate children to get ADC benefits, because 90 per cent of
the mothers did not want to have the child.

Specifically, of the 619 mothers interviewed, 552 did not want
to have the baby. They suffered a great sense of guilt, and
realized the extra handicap they were Imposing on themseves
and their children. Almost half had no information, or inade-
ouate information, on how, to prevent conception.
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To many of these mothers, their husbands living - where-
abouts unknown, -marriage to the new'baby's father was Im-
possible. In most cases they could not get support from the new
father, a Negro with the typical-job difficulty of his race, even
if they could have married. To many of these women a man
friend meant status, a little extra money, perhaps, to add to
the minimum ADC budget, or the reassuring presence of a man
In a home with children.

In only 10 per cent of the cases was the relationship a casual
one. There appeared to be little promiscuity.

Once the Illegitimate child is born, the Negro mother was
found almost universally accepting and loving him as much as
her other, children. Even if she sought to have him adopted,
her chances would be -slim - 1.5 per cent,'in Cook County, as
compared to 99 per cent of illegitimate white children adopted.

Conditions contributing to illegitimacy are family break-
down, resulting in divorce and desertion; poor education and
lack of ability to-get work .family migration in search of work;
overcrowded, slum housing; racial discrimination; lack of knowl-
edge about ways of preventing conception,

But what are its basic causes? To what extent is illegitimacy
confined to the lowest income group, to certain minorities? Does
It grow out of social, economic and emotional deprivation; out of
discrimination In employment and housing and other areas of
rejection? Is lack of educational opportunity a reason?, Does it
come from generally lowered moral standards due to the pre-
valent portrayal of sex in advertising, motion pictures, radio
and television? Is It due to the diminiln influence of the
home, the school, or the church?

To what extent is it a result of family breakdown, divorce,
separation or desertion? Does the absence of the father, and
the resultant loneliness of the mother, contribute? What is the
effect of inadeqaute relief allowances, harmful agency practices,
feelings of worthlessness or hopelessness, or hostile community
attitudes?

What can be done to check illegitimacy. and reverse the
trend? Would competent casework help? Family life education?
Specialized child welfare services?

In some other places, notably Sweden and Puerto Rico, con-
prehensive programs have been' undertaken to combat this
problem. What success have these measures met?

The study found this encouraging fact: Almost two-fifths
(88.1 per cent) of the ADC mothers have no Illegitimate chfl-
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dren, or they have an illegitimate child born a number of years
ago and the problem has been resolved.

An additional 58.8 per cent need and want help in preventing
unwanted pregnancies.

Remaining is the striking question of great current concern:

How do ADC children tum out? Whether a program Is suc.
ceeding or failing depends on its product. ADC's product Is
the children who become adults. What about our grown-up ADC
children? Are they self-maintaining, normal adults contributing
to the welfare of the community, or are they, too, dependent?
Have they been set apart, or do they feel set apart, from the rest
of society? What is their health or emotional adjustment? How
many are responsible adults raising their own families? How
many are themselves mothers on ADC, and what could ADC
have done to prevent this plight?

These are the key questions. The specialists making this Cook
County study believe that the public -insufficiently Informed
and to a great extent misinformed about the ADC program as
it is -should be given the answers. With more than one billion
dollars of public funds Involved across the nation, the intent of
the. Aid to Dependent Children program should be fulfilled.

The study report concludes:
By and large families receiving ADC have more strengths

than weaknesses. The main strength is in their desire for help
-a strong foundation on which to build. There are only a very
few who do not need some help to become Independent. On the
other hand, few have many severe problems which will require
intensive treatment.

Since the children are the reason ADC was established, let
them be served, within their families, beyond subsistence alone.
Give them the kind of help, according to their needs, that will
let them grow into self-reliant, self-supporting adults -useful
citizens of the community.

84071 0-4--W
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Senator K.im Mr. George J. Hecht.

BTAEIET OP. GEOR(S I. HECHT, CHAIRMAN, 4NERICAN
PARENTS COM ITTE, INC.

Mr. HOHT'. Mr. Senator, my name is George J. Hecht, and I am
chairman of the American Parents Committee, Inc., as well as pub-
lisher of Parents' Magazine.

I am appearing here to represent the American Parents Committee,
which is a nonpartisan, nonprofit organization working for Federal
legislation on behalf of the Nation's 67 million children. Our officers,
directors, and national council members are leading citizens through-
out the United States concerned with the welfare of children.

Our committee endorses H.R. 10606 with some exceptions, for we
believe it offers ' hope for improving care of our children. We wish
to proposed he following important changes and additions:

(1) H.R. 10606 provides for increases in the authorization for the
grants for Federal aid for child welfare services as provided in section
521, title V of the Social Security Act, The. increase in the authori-
zation that is proposed is from $25 million to $50 million over a seriesof yearmOf.itle V of the Social Security Act also provides for two other Fed-

eral grants-in-aid programs, ,namely, for maternal and child health
service and another for crippled children's services. The authoriza-
tions *for these two grant programs are now $25 million each. Be-
cause of the surging increase in child population of the United States
during the past decade and the big increases that are surely coming
through the next decade, the authorizations for these, two additional
programs for maternal and child health services and crippled chil-
dren's services should likewise be increased from the present $25
to $50 million.

Dr. - Martha Eliot, who is vice chairman of the American Parents
Committee and is professor of maternal and child health emerita of
the School of Public Health of Harvard University and the former
Chief of the U.S. Children's Bureau has drafted an amendment to
this effect. The American Parents Committee heartily approves of

'the increase in the authorization for the child welfare service grant-
in-aid program to the maximum of $50 million by 1969 and urges the
adoption of Dr. Eliot's amendment to increase the authorization simi-
larly for maternal and child health services.

(2) Dr. Eliot also proposes another amendment which the Ameri-
can Parents Committee also endorses. This other amendment is to
provide a new program of grants to the States to enable the States to
assist large cities of 100,000 population and over to extend and im-
prove their maternal and child health and crippled children's services.

The authorization for appropriations for each purpose is to start.
with $10 million in the fiscal year 1963 and increase to $20 million in
1971. The American Parents Committee recommends that these
amendments be either added to H.R., 10606 or, perhaps more appro-
priately to S. 2273, sponsored by Senators Kerr and Hill and pending
.before this committee. I have aprposed draft of a, bill incorporat-
ing the amendments that Dr. Elio has proposed and whici the
American Parents Committee endorses here and I would like very
much to have tlis draft put into the record.
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Senator KzRR. It may be put into the record.
(The proposed draft of a bill ineorporath the amendments recom-

meadedby r.liot which the Ameiican Prents Committee recom-
mends be adopted as amendments to H.R. 10606 or S. 2278, follows:
A DILL To amend title V. parts and 2, of the Socli Becrlty Aet (1) to icrease the
amounts authorized for maternal and child health services and crippled ehUdre's
services, especially in rural areas and areas ot severe economic distress, and ( to
provide for grants to the States to enable them to assist their lages cites in etenl
and Improvig their serves fr reomouna the health of mothers and children and for
medical and other services for children who ar crippled or suffering from conditions
which lead to crippling
Be it enacted by the Senate and Howse of Repreentr.st of the United Ntate

of America in Oongree8 assembed, That parts 1 av. 2 of title V of the Social
Security Act are amended to read as follows:

"PAm 1-MATWIAL A14D 0tW HLALTH SBuVIOS

"Sa=z 501. For the purpose (a) of enabling each State to extend and Improve,
as far as practicable under the conditions in such State, services for promoting
the health of mothers and children, especially In rural areas and in areas suffer-
ing from severe economic distress, and (b) of esbling eawh State to determ4ne
its urban trem and problent in respect to the health of mothers and ohilre,
and enabling each State having one or more cti of 100,000 popuaIo or more
(hereinafter referred to aa large ctt s) to make gra ns to such olties propor-
tional to the number of live birth in such cities and to their wsoW a"d other
need for as#istanoe in providing 8ervcies for promoting the health of mothers
and ohidren) there Is hereby authorised to be appropriated pursuant to section
501(a) for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1968, amd 1964, the umnt of $30,000,000,
for the $aoW year* ending June ,0, 196, and 1966, the sum of $85A,O0,00, fo"
the ftsoal twis endin June .30, 1967 and 18, the *sm of $40,000,000, for the
&Wca Vears ending June 30, 1969 and 1910, the #%m,. of $45,000,000, and, for the
fiscal year ending Jun 50, 1971, and for each $#ml yVer thereafter the sum of
$50,000,000; and there i hereby author4sed to be appropriated pursuent to teo-
tio" .501 (b) for the fal years ending Jum 80, 196 and 1964, the sum of 510,000,-
O00., for the IsWOl ym ending June 80, 1965 and 1966, the sum of 8$1,500,000,
for the ftsM years endIng June 30, 1967 and 196, the unm of $15,000,000, for,
the flso years ending June 80, 169 and 1970, the sum of $17,500,000, and. for the
*mscal years ending June 80, 1971, and for each year thereafter the gum of
$20,000,000. The sums made available under this section shall be used for mak-
ing payments to States which have submitted, and had approved by the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare, State plans for such services, bIwuJtag

ec4i plans for sau service* n large MWe a provided is setion 501 (b).
"S 502. (a) Out of the sums appropriated pursuant to section 501(a) for

each fiscal year beginning after June 80, 1968, the Secretary shall allot on e.alf
as follows: He shall allot to each State $70,000, and shall allot to each State
such part of the remainder of this one-half as he finds that the number of
live births in such State bore to the total number of live births In the United
States in the latest calendar year for which the Secretary has available statistics.

"(b) Out of the sum appropriated pursuant to section 501(a) the Secretary
shall allot to the States (In addition to the allotments made under subeecion
502(a) for each fiscal year beginning after June 80 1968, one-half as follows:
Such sums shall be allotted from time to time according to the financial need of
each State for assistance In carrying out its State plan, as determined by the
Secretary after taking Into consideration the number of live births in such
State; except that not more than 25 per centum of such sums shall be available
for grants to State health agencies (administering or supervising the admnn-
Istratlon of a State plan approved under section 30), and to public or other
nonprolt Institutions of higher learning (situated in any State), for special
projects of regional or national significance which may contribute to the ad-
vancement of maternal and child heilth.
I "(o) Out of the som# appropriated pursant to sectIon 501(b) for eah esal
Wr beginning after June 30, 196t, the Secretary shall allot one-hAlf at follow:

He hall allot to each State 5,000, and #hall allot each State hatn one orimore
large le wsuch part of the remainder of th8 one-half as he ginds that the aw-
ber of lve births is the large cities# in such State bore to the total number of
live birtA is ct iMW in, the United State ti the lte#t calendar year for
whic the SeoreWt has available statistics.
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"(d) Out of the mws appropriated pursuant to cotton 601(b)
maternal and child health services, for each quarter, beginning with the quarter
comenclng July 1, 1962, amounts, which shall be used exclusively for carrying
out the Stat plan, Iluding plans for large cMies, equal to one-half of the total
sums expended from allotments available under subsections 502(a) and 501(e)
during such quarter for carrying out such plan."

( ontinue with appropriate minor amendments).
O atios Of State plans (unchanged).

"PAa' 2.-SavwOs rm OEMPUM 09mN
"APP'OPIATION

"ISwrion 511. Por the purpose (a) of enabling each State to extend and im-
prove (especially In rural areas and in areas suffering from severe economic
distress), as far as pra(Alcable under the conditions in such State, services for
locating crippled children, and for providing medical, surgical, corrective, and
other services and care, and facilities for diagnosis, hospitallsation, and after-
care, for children who are crippled or who are suffering from conditions which
lead to crippling, and (b) of enabling each State to determine its urban trends
and problems to respeot to such serves and oars of crippled and handicapped
ohldre and enabling each State having one or more large cities, to make grants
to such cities proportional to the number of ch4ldres its such oities and to their
finnoia md other seed for as i tanoe in providing auo &ervces and oare,
there is hereby authorized to be appropriated pursuant to section 511(a) for
the fi cal years ending June 30, 1968 and 1964, the sum of #30,000,000, for the
ftsa Wear* ending June 30, 1965 and 1966, the sum of #85,000,000 for the fiscal
rer ending Jone 80, 1967 and 1968, the sum of $40,000,000, for the ftsoal yeart
eag, June 30, 19 and 1970, the sum of $46,000,000, and for the jUoal year
endhng June 80, 1971, and for ech year thereafter the sum of $50,000,000; and
there to hereby authorized to be appropriated pursuant to section 511(b) for
tho sW years 196 and 1064, the ns of #10,000,000 for the ftscl years ending
June 80, 1965 ad 196, the .m of $10,500,000, for the fiscal year* ending June
30s 19 and 1968, the sum of 815,000,00, for the )#scal years ending June 30,
1M and 1970, the sum of $17,500,000, and for the fiscal years endInp June 80,
1971, Od for eoc fisoa year thereafter the sum of #30,000,000. The sums made
available under this section shall be used for making payments to States which
have submitted, and had approved by the Secretary of Health, educationn, ind
Welfare, State plans for such services, ir,'uding speoifto plans for such services
in gae citie as provided I4 section 511 (b).

"SaB. 512. (a) Out of the sums appropriated pursuant to section 511 (a) for each
fiscal year beginning after June 80, 1968, the Secretary shall allot one-half as
follows: He shall allot to each State $70,000, and shall allot the remainder of
this one-half to the. States according to the need of each State as determined by
him after taking Into consideration the number of crippled children In such
State In need of the services referred to In section 511(a) and the coat of
furnishing such services to them.

"(b) Out of the sum appropriated pursuant to section 511(a) the Secretary
shall allot to the States (in addition to the allotments made under subsection
(a) for each fiscal year beginning after June 80, 1962, one.half as follows:
such sUms"

"(a) Out of the tums appropriated pursuant to section .11 (b) for each fiscal
ear beginning after June 30, 1962, the Secretary shall allot one-half as follows:

He shall allot to each State #35,000, and shall allot the remainder of thia one-half
to the State. having one or more large cities according to the need of such cities
in sea State a determined by him after taking into consideration the number
of crippled chi4ren in s*"h cities in need of the services referred to in section
i11(a) and the cost of furnishing such services to them.

"(d) Out of the sums appropriated pursuant to seoton 511(b) the Secreta#r
sUll allot to the States (in addition to the allotments made under subseotion
518(o) for each fiscal year beginning after June 80, 1963, one-half as follows:
SA sums shaU be alloted from time toitime according to the financial need of
the lare cities is each State for assiotanoe in carrying out their part of the
Staot pfaa au determined by the Secretary after taking itto consideration the
number of crippled children in such cis In, need of the services referred to in
setaon 511 (a) and the cost of furnishing such services to them; except that not

mme tM 5 Per enoium of suc sto haU be avaiable for grants to State
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agencie or large oWdes and to publlo or other somproy# 4estslioe of higher
learnng (eituated in anv State), for #peolal projeo*. ol reogomW or nsationslI
*dg nifoame whc ma oonlribute epefloalVy to the advanoement of service for/
oripplcd children living o #*oh otie." /

"AMOVAL Or ?A1T nlANS

"Sto. 518. (a) A State plan for services for crippled children, incldng
special plans for such service in large coe, must (1) provide for financial
particlpation by the large Mes in respect of the purposes of set" 11 (b) ;"

(The remainder as at present.)

"PAYMi T TO STATES

"Sr. 514. (a) From the sums appropriated therefor and the allotments
available under subsection 512(a) and 512(c), the Secretary of the Treaury
shall pay to each Jtate which has an approved plan for services for crippled
children, for each quarter, beginning with the quarter commencing July 1, 190,
amounts which shall be used exclusively for carrying out the State plan, inoaud-
ing plane fbr large cltes, equal to one-hit of the total sum expended during
such quarter for carrying out such plan."

Mr. HwEHT. (8), We want to endorm the position taken by Secre-
tary Ribicoff when he recommended agaihst the provisions of section
10'7(a) relating to "protective payment&" I believe, as he stated,
thatr-
the method Incorporated in section 108 of the House bill provide safeguards
which would assure fair treatment and protect the rights of the recipient fati-
lies while also protecting the interest of the dependent children.

Let's not turn the clock back by adopting the language added by
the House and again trying these methods which have been used in
the past and found unsound.

(4) We also heartily endorse restoring in H.R. 10606 the provisions
of the administration bill, H.R. 10032, relating to training of both
pubic assistance and child welfare personnel. These include pro-
visions for (1) an increase in Federal 'articipation in training efforts
by the State; (2) authorization for t?le Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare to provide, either directly or through contracts or
other arrangements, for the training of skilled staff to reduce de.
pendence; and (8) authorization for grants for special projects, in-
cluding traineeships, in the field of child welfare. The American
Parents Committee believes that increased emphasis and encourage-
n ent to training of public welfare personnel is imperative if we are
to achieve our goal of an improved public welfare program which
will more effectively meet the problems and the needs of the 1960's.

(5) The increase in Federal matching added by the House to titles
I, X, and XIV further aggravate an already untenable disparity.
Without attempting to judge the desirability of this increase in Fed-
eral matching, wedo not believe that any differences in cost of living
or relative need can justify a formula which recognizes a maximum
level of matching aid for tho needy aged and disabled which is 2%
times higher than that authorized for needy children and their parents.
We urge you to consider the matching formula in title IV with a view
to eliminating or reducing this discriminatory policy toward families
with Children.
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In connection with the aid to dependent children program, we wish
to express this word of caution: There are many ADC families in
which it is not desirable to get thb others to work; but rather that
the public policy should be that mothers of very young children should
stay home with their children and ADC grants should be adequate
enough to make this possible.

We urge your committee to take immediate action on'H.R. 10606 so
that States can begin at the earliest possible date to put this construc-
tive program into effect.

Thank you.
Senator KERR. Thank you very much, Mr. Hecht.
That concludes the list of witnesses for today, and the committee

will adjourn until 10 o'clock in the morning.
Thank you.
(Whereupon, at 3:05 p.m., the committee was recessed, to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Wednesday, May 16,1962.)

$t
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WEDNSDAY, MAY 16, 1962

U.S. SENAh,
CoMMrrn ON INANMC,Wa~hiwtgw D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 2221, New
Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman)lpresiding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Kerr, Long, Talmadge, and Hartke.
Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk.
The CHARMAN. The committee will come to order.
The first witness is Mr. Macon M. Berryman, commissioner of social

welfare, Virgin Islands.
Take a seat.

STATeMeNT OP MACON X. MERRYMAN, COMMISSIONER OF SOCIAL
WELFARE OP THE VIRGIN ISLAND OF THE UNITED STATES

Mr. BEPIRYMAN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Macon M. Berryman. I am the commissioner of social wel-
fare of the Virgin Islands, which agency I am representing here today.

During the Danish administration of these islands, which ended in
1917, when they were purchased by the United States, aid to the poor
and needy was provided by private citizens and through trust funds,
administered by the Government.
I Under both Danish and American administration, the Government

has sponsored and demonstrated keen-interest in providing financial
assistance and other services to the poor and needy.

The Social Welfare Act of 1943 established for the first time a sound
legal framework for social services in the islands, and provided for
their -development and direction on an insular-wide basis. Among
other benefits, it established an acceptable legal base for extension to
the islands of the several titles of the Federal social security program.

In 1935 when the Federal Social Security Act was enacted for our
Nation, the Virgin Islands were not included in the program. As
a result of long ears of importuning4 the child health ind welfare
title was extended in 1947, all the public assistance titles in 1950, and
the old age and survivors insurance program in 1951. These programs
have proved invaluable to our islands.

The 1960 Social Security Amendments provided for the establish-
ment of a new Federal category of 'medical assistance for the aged.

The Virgin Islands program is restricted to a 50-percent matching
formula wHile other low income States may receive 80 percent of their
costs. Otherwise, this program operates on the same basis in the
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islands as in the United States and has been most helpful in improving
medical care and services to our older people.

The child health and welfare titles and all other health, education,
and welfare programs operate in the Virgin Islands on exactly the
same basis as in the United States and are doing a valuable job in
their fields.

The public assistance program is invaluable in helping our local
government provide assistance to needy persons. Unfortunately un-
ike the happy situation obtaining in OASDI and the other social

security programs, special limitations have been placed upon this
program, as it applies in the Virgin Islands. These limitations have
great hampred operations and reduced the good this program other-
wise would have accomplished for our people.,

The Virgin Islands government1 through the department of social
welfare, 6p"tes active programs in all the Federal public assistance
categories, as well as a local category of general assistance, appropriat-
ing ever-increasing sums from our local treasury and thus gradually
improving the inadequate assistance so far available.

Our local effort has been hampered by the several special unfavor-
able provisions of the Social Security Act which have applied to Fed-
eral participation in the Virgin Islands program.

These special provisions restrict Federal matching to one Federal
dollar for each Virgin Islands dollar as compared with the variable
formula applicable in the United States which matches four Federal
dollars to each State dollar in approximately the first half of the
grants, then dollar for dollar thereafter.

H.RK 10606 also continues lower individual maximums for Federal
matching in the Virgin Islands, of $87.50 average monthly paymentn the adult categories plus $7.50 vendor payment for medical care

as compared with $70 plus $15 vendor payment for medical care in
the United States, and of $18 per month in ADC as compared with
$80 in the United States and $18 for the Virgin Islands caretaker as
compared with $80 in the United States. Matching for the Virgin
Islands caretaker was added in 1956.

Included among the original special provisions in 1950 was an over-
all limitation of $160,000 for the total annual Federal participation
in the assistance program of the Virgin Islands. This limitation was
raised by the 1958, 1958, and 1960 amendments to $820,000 but $18,760
of this must be used only for medical care provided to recipients of
old-age assistance.

The following chart shows the amount of local funds and the amount
of Federal funds spent in the public assistance program. Support of
the local general assistance category accounts for the greater expendi-
ture ot local funds.

It shows the limitation proposed of $330,000 in H.R. 10606 will be
exceeded in 1963 by approximately $81,000.

The Q RmA.. The chart will be inserted in the record.
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CHART A

Public aaaslanve e.rpenditure of looal and Federal funds by years

Federal Limitation
Fiscal year Local funds funds of Fderal

partlolpatlon

11................ ,71.06 34070 $1.000
1962................................... . 130,1o1.79 O ..............

194 . 136, 482.42 107, a 08 ..............

M...................................................... 179,301. 8 144 , .6 ..............
19688 .................................. '..................... 224,614.30 10,000. 00 100,O
17 ........................................................... 234, C00 188,106 00 200,000
18 ..................................................... 233,309.73 182,106 91 ..............

19 ..................................................... 28 90.41 1 , 248. 68 MC,000
190 .................... 27, 21148 216,11623

1981........................... $I& $I& 80 281,164.02 318,000
1....................8701 00. 2W6,00000 A 0,000
IO0 estimate ........................................... . ,100. 00 36 1 04.00 330,000
I M tl mated ................................................ 480,000.00 400,000.00 330,000

In 195 local funds ened $ lMof91 Federal funds but because of the oTerWlUmltSo, only. ,0a

was received. Unless the limitation in If.R. 1006 I further increased thu unbtppy altuatonw U oostain In 1963 and oubsequet Tomr.

Mr. BERRYMAN. It also shows in 1936 we earned Federal funds in
the amount of $173,000 but because of the Federal limitation we re-
ceived only.$160,000. Unless the limitation in H.R. 10806 is eliminated
or further increased this unhappy situation will occur again in 1968
and in subsequent years.

Even though local appropriations have increased each year enabl-
ing improvement of our assistance standards, we are unable to provide
a grant to meet basic minimum need for decent healthy living.

Our present standard provides only 60 percent of minimum food
need, 30 percent of clothing need and questionable 68 percent of
rent need.

The attached copy of low cost individual and family food plan--
a study of food costs in the Virgin Islands--was made during August
1958. The items priced were mostly canned foods and fod prices
have increased considerably since this study was completed. Using
the prices noted in this plan the minimum monthly food requirement
and the amount of our allowance is as follows:

Chart B

Food Minimum Month allowance
requirement

Adult ........................................ .2000 ( 0 oents day; 8 oents a meal).Adult living alone ............ ......... 28. 00 20 77 cents a day; 22 oents ameal
Infant under 6 years ........................... 19.46 $l0.50 oenteaday; I o.nt5a u
Sto 1 yors .................................. 2 8 .0 $1&CO da;17oentsamaul
18 to 8 years ................................. 33.00 21.00 70 oenta a day; 23 osnts a

An extra 18 cents a day is provided when a physician prescribes
a special diet for persons suffering from anemia, tuberculosis, malnu-
trition, and diabetes.

Laundry allowances for those too feeble to perform this service for
themselves is $2 per month for a single person, with 50 cents per
month added for each additional person in the family group.
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Minimum Monthly

requirement allowance

Clothing:Mult ................................................................... $10.0 $4. 0

Infants under 6 years .................................................... 6.0f 2.00
6to l m ........................ ..................................... 1z Ou 8.00
13 to 1 t Y o ............................................................ 16.00 4.00

Shelter:
1 to 2 persons ............................................................ 14,00 10.80
3 to4 persons ............................................................ 17.00 14.00

t to t person ............................................................ 20.00 17.80
7 toI persons ............................................................ 200 21.00
0 an over ............................................................... 6 00 24.00

Rental rates are based upon the minimum rate available in Federal
low income housing projects. Because of an extremely critical house.ing shortage, These rates are very inadequate as they do not apply
to actual rents being charged by private property owners.

The average grant to cover al basic needs (food clothing, shelter,
and fuel) is below the national average in al Federal categories as
follows:

Per person

National average rant ..............................
Virgin Islands avera grant........................

The Virgin Islands government was providing assistance to 1,284
persons on June 30, 1950. The Federal public assistance program was
extended to the Virgin Islands on October 1, 1950, and by June 80,
1951, only 1,506 persons were receiving assistance.

Our caseloads over the years has remained fairly constant as noted
on the following chart which attests to the fact that we run a sound
conservative program of public assistance. The U.S. Department of
Health Education, and Welfare, which supervises our program very
carefully, will attest to this.

CHART 0

Number of person. aided

Federal categories Local
Fiyear category Total

OA
OAA ADO AB AD

1961 ........................... 62 548 46 22 264 1,808
i9 ........................... 674 715 48 20 280 1,784
196 ........................... 0 624 42 88 172 1,5883
1964 ........................... 67 571 37 79 96 1,464
196 ........................... 8 787 34 104 8 1,673
16 ........................... N 821 80 101 128 1,746
19 .......................... 66 1,007 28 105 139 1, 95
1L .......................... 620 78 21 108 128 1,667
18 ........................... 84 777 20 lot 118 1,600
190 ........................... 881 922 19 107 107 1,716
1961 ........................... 527 865 19 96 124 1, 633
Estimated, 1962 .............. .88o 1,075 20 11o 180 I'0

Improvement in tourism has increased revenues of our local govern-
wmv t and there is full employment for every person able to work.
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Included in the work force are many mothers who should be at home
to care for their children, but who prefer honest work to assistance.
For these families a day-care program established in 1960, financed
entirely by local funds, is of great assistance.

If business recess develops and unemployment becomes prevalent,
the present special limitations would deny us any Federal help what-
ever to meet the emergency demands which would arise.

In connection with the risk of a possible recession, from which dan-
ger no part of our Nation is totally secure, our tourist economy would
respond disastrously to any serious recession which may afflict the
mainland.

With the resulting decrease of local government revenues and with-
out any improvement in Federal participation, we would be unable to
meet the increased need that would result in a general increase in the
caseloads.

In addition, our already inadequate funds would have to be stretched
to provide for a larger number of needy people and thus force a reduc-
tion in already very inadequate assistance grants.

Unfortunately, living costs in the islands are high because every-
thing must be imported, including most of what we eat and wear. An
acute housing shortage has forced rents to higher levels for all fam-
ilies.

Higher rents have stimulated the construction of more houses for
the rental market, and it is impossible for middle and low income fam-
ilies to find dwelIings within their financial ability.,

To meet the crisis, the local government has established an emer-
gency housing program, constructing prefabricated buildings and
renting through our Department to those families unable to find hous-
ing on their own or whose income make them ineligible for rentals
in-Federal housing projects. .1

On April 1, 1962, the Department was providing housing for 130
families (186 adults and 507 children). But we have on file 604 ap.
plications (representing 1,064 adults and 1,563 children) for housing
under this program an§ sufficient housing to meet this need does not
exist.

The existing low assistance rates make a tragic demand upon our
human sympathies that we raise still more local money to improve
the standard.

But we cannot make much headway if we must continue to function
without the full Federal assistance provided to other jurisdictions.
We need badly to improve our deplorably low assistance rates.

People forced to exist on 23 cents a meal suffer serious privations
and become easy prey for ailments related to nutritional deficiency.
This in turn increases the cost of medical care provided through our
health department for which there is no Federal matching.

Actually the high living costs, the poor economy of our islands, and
the low per capita income justify for the islands the benefits of the
variable matching formula which accrues to low income States of the
Union.

We feel that it would be just for the U.S. Government to make avail-
able to us all the money we so dearly earn since the present matching
formula and the other special limitations have no relationship to the
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neede of the istmee program or tho population of the islands or
aniy other significant factor,
D iuto, mul inquiry we have b6.i unable to find any formula or

oter bmIs for thew slpelll ptOvisiOtS which so geuNo y limit, our
ability to Provido adtiatte stance to Jie needy. ure[,y; uh ape-
(ttl provirnons sh(xld not (xist, whiuh eut off Federal ImU'tlitioii in
a pn~giui att a point wheo the wlstan(e tutes tire a.11 lower tlutn tets
national mvtwrges im nottd onl pap 4.

And now I must point out another serious deprivntion tiat these
speial pnwisions Impte ulwil the Virgin sinds, ''he medical etre
provIMotls included inl the pIN lblic I..,istniuee nlu.llolunnINt* apply tW
tite Virgin lshuids, as elsewhere in the Nation.

howeverr, we do not receive any Federml aid whatever in tiis area
(excvt. for a osall amount earuod on medicine pretsriptions filledfor publk% tksstant* ellitol),

W$ aSily earn about, $95000 a year of Federal mnatohing by Ole
niedtielo care proewtly provided through the I)epltailtent of Itealtih
to asfisttte( recipienlts, lit lause of t le $ 20,00(0 imitation we have
been titiable to (xittvid our prXogrant to ilnelude all nssistitauo tMipiontq.

MAA and OAA imdical eare taiblished in 1oo1 lave provn bten-
ficial to our 104d rt.ipiealt& 1l.i1. 101606 emphasizes and ooli rages
the oxtevsion of mdival nad remedial earl to persons xeeoiving aid in
the otier Federal categories. If the *8Wi0,0)limitation is not raised
we will na be able to take advantage of this provision and provide
medical care to thew nleedy people.

It is our earnest hotel that. the Congrem will find it pomlble to
eliminate this special dollar itmitatiot to FederAl participation in the
asistance pngrams of the Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico, ad Guam.

However, if this is not. po _ibla at. this time, we urge that. tie special
linitatl'on be rais,,d for the Virgin Islmds from (lie $830,000 noted i
MR, 16 to $600,000. "Ve believe that this sum will permit and
eacourag% for the neat. several years, continued improvement in our
asistwnce pgra.

Favorable action now hy the Stnate Finance Committee will correct
the difficulty we face., which we believe it. was not the intention of the
House to i mpose upon us. We believe that, the House was not aware
of the grat. effort we are making to improve assistance to our needy
po, le and did not realize that this special limitation would work such

hrdhm ip on our program.
Through the years we have demonstrated management ability by

keeping ca.eloads low and providing assistance only to the very needy.
Exteidin the variable matching fonmula to the Virgin Islands as it
now applies in the United States would assist us to further strengthen
our program and help us raise assistance grants to meet minimum
requirements for decent healthy living.

This in turn would help to strengthen family life and promote the
well-being of our Nation as intended by the Social Security Act.

In elcmng I wish to express the deep appreciation of our Governor
and of our people for the sympathetic understanding of our problems
that your conunittee, and indeed the entire Congress, has demon-
strated by the affirmative action you have taken on past social security
and other legislation favorable to our people.
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I appreciate personally your courtesy in providing me this oppor-
trunity to tell you our Virgin Islands story.

The (3IlAIRSttAN. Than kyou very much, Mr. Berryman.
Any questions?
Thank you very inuch, sir.
The noext witiems is Mr. William It. MacDougall of the National

Association of County Officials.
Mr. Mael)ougall, Senator Kuchel was unable to be here to introduce

you today so he requested ne to ut a letter in the record.
Mr. MAul)oRoAIa,. Thank you, Vr. (ihairnlan.
(The letter referred to follows:)

U.S. 83UATt
COM MITTKiK ON APPAOPRIATIONI,

May 16, 1968.
lion. HARRY FLOOn BYRD,
Ohafrman, Vommitthe on Fi~amo,U.8 Rentate, Washingon, D.O..

DAs Ma. CHaIMAN: I had hoped to personally appear before your committee
to Introduce my good friend, William R. MacDougall, general counsel and manager
of the County Supervylorm Associntion of California. Unfortunately, a meeting
of my Appropriations Committee at the same time makes It Impossible for
me to do so and I respectfully request that thin letter be entered in the record
as an introduction of your witness.

Bill MacDougall for 12 years was associated with the public welfare program
In California, In the office of the State controller, the State relief admin-
Istratlon, and the State department of social welfare. For the past 16 years
he has been the general counsel and manager of the County Supervisors Asso-
clation of California. Thus, he has been in close touch with the public welfare
program as it is administered on the county level. There are over 800,000
recipients of this assistance In my State.

Mr. MacDougnll was a member of the Federal Public Assistance Advisory
Council of 1959. He is proenetly secretary of the Welfare Committee of the
National Association of CountY Officials and for the past 6 years has served
a secretary of the western regional district of the association.

I have known Mr. MacDougall for In excess of 20 yearA and I consider him
to be a capable and highly qualified spokesman for the supervisors of the
State of California. I am delighted to present him to your committee as a
witness.

Very sincerely yours, • ous ff. KuonhL,

U.S. Sfefeor.
Senator Los. Mr. MacDougall, is Mr. Dumas there in the room

supporting your statement or is he here in some other capacity?
Mr. MACoI)Mo^LL. Senator Long, I was about to remark he is here

in the room to support our statement. As you know, he is the presi.
dent of the Police Judiciary Association of the Parishes of Lousana
and he is here for that purpose and I am glad you see him in this
room.

Senator Lose. If he is supporting yo1rstatement, I am very much
impressed. He is one of the county officials in the parish where I
come from and he probably saved me a lot of severe injuries in various
stages of life because he kept me from playing football. I con.-
pted with him to be an end on a grammar school football team and
I retired from that business in short order.

Mr. MACDOUOAL1. He is now a national county figure.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L MacDOUGALL, BECREARY OF THE
WELFARE COMMITTEE OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
COUNTY OFFICIALS AND GE1MRAL COUNSEL, COUNTY SUPER-
VISORS ASSOCIATION OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. MAcDoUGALL. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
my navae is William R. MacDouglall, general counsel for the County
Supervisrs Association of California and secretary of the Welfare
Committ04 of the National Association of County Officials.

The CJ MAnMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. MacDougall.
Mr. MADOrUGALL. On behalf of both associations, I should like to

express our appreciation for the opportunity to appear before you
to testify on behalf of H.R. 10606, titled "Public Welfare Amend-
ments of 196."

Today there are few problems facing county government more
pressing than welfare. County officials, as well as Senators, are
extremely sensitive to concern expressed by our mutual constituents.
This is certainly so when the concern relates to programs commanding
such a high percentage of our budgets.

In 1957, the last year for which census figures are available, county
government spent $1.1 billion on welfare programs. This amounted
t6 19 percent of our entire budgets. In most States our county wel-
fare programs are interrelated with the Federal programs.

Consequently, we are required to abide by much Federal direction,
guidance, and supervision. Understandably, we are very anxious
to express our thoughts on this pending legislation.

There is nothing but sad news and a bleak outlook for those who
dream of lower social welfare costs.

The so-called soaring sixties are liable to be exactly that with re-
spect to public welfare programs and cost& There is no solace in
the outlook for the next 10 years for those who would roll back the
calendar to thrifty, dollar-a-day relief schedules of the 1930's

The senior citizens' welfare program and all other welfare programs
show every sign of going onward and upward from 1962 rather than
backward'and downward. Big welfare programs and big welfare
costs are here to stay-this has been decided firmly by this Congress
and the various State legislatures.

Those who view our public assistance and other welfare programs
as a mammoth monster are going to have to wake up to the fact that
the monster cannot be slain. It need not be fed, it need not be en-
couraged, it need not be fostered-at least by the Nation's counties.

In any event, the welfare monster is a big part of our future
governmental lives. We must learn to live with it. We must learn
to contain it within reasonable bounds. We must learn to train it.
These things we can do.

Generally, then, one word characterizes what even a cracked crystal
ball will reveal for our public welfare future. That word is "in-
creases." Costs will increase. The number of recipients will increase.
The scope of our programs will increase. The necessary staff of
county departments will increase. Nonmoney services to recipients
will increase, and Federal financing will and must. increase.
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Our great challenge in county government, as welfare adminis-
trators, is to guide the course of those increases, to see that they bringfullest possible value for each taxpayer dollar, and to see that
not $1 of assistance falls in the hands ol those not truly needy.

The county role through this future will not be controlling, but it
can be tremendously influential. It is one of the justifications for
keeping the county property tax dollar invested to some extent in
the field of public welfare.

From the Federal Government, we seek the following things at
the earliest possible moment.

The policies set forth in this statement emanate from the Welfare
Committee of the National Association of County Officials. Many
of these policies are contained in the "American County Platform,"
the official policy statement of the Nation's counties on governmental
matters.
Them recommendations are founded on hundreds of years of countywelfare administrative experience, dating from the founding of prae-

tically every State in this Union. They are founded too, in the suc-
cessful experience of hundreds of our countieR in admnitring the
Federal public assistance programs since their founding in 1986. They
come to you as the official recommendations of the junior partners
in the great Federal-State-county public welfare team.

First-and this is by way of suggesting an amendment to H.R.
10606--we ask full recognition of all foster home and institution
children. The very limited recognition now contained in the Federal
Social Security Act is a fine foundation for realization by the Federal
Government that the States and the counties have grown up and
can be trusted to administer sound foster home and institution pro-
grams. These thousands of children should no longer be discriminated
against by their Uncle Sam-they are needy and dependent, too.

In the State of California alone, there are almost 15,000 such
children now dependent on State ,and county funds for their care.
The present limited Federal recognition of foster home children cov-
ers only a few hundred of these thousands of forgotten children.

We give the highest priority to Federal participation to aid needy
children in foster homes and institutions. Secretary Ribicoff him-
self has stated that Congress in enacting and amening our Social
Security Act had repeatedly demonstrated its deep concern that no
child wherever he may live, shall go without food, clothing, shelter,
or other essential needs.

There is one glaring exception. Until last year all children in foster
homes could truly be classified as American Iforgotten children" with
respect to Federal programs.

Children in foster homes were not eligible for Federal participation
under the ADC program.

In some States children were being retained in unsuitable homes to
qualify for Federal participation rather than being plaed in a
healthier atmosphere of a foster family because the local authorities
were aware that there were not sufftient funds available to place the
child in a foster home.

We are pleased that H.R. 10606 would make permanent the change
of last year, which provided for Federal participation for ADO pay-
ments to children, in foster homes who had been placed there by a
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court order and were receiving ADO aid at the time they were moved
to a foster home.

We heartily endorse the new provision of H.R. 10606, which expands
the program to include care in c~ild-care institutions, as well as private
foster howe.

In the words of section 6-8 of the "American County Platform":
Depe4e# olMldro in toer Aomes.-The Federal Social Security Act should

be amended to provide Federal financial participation In aid granted to the
States and local governments for dependent children cared for in approved
foster homes, boardinghouses, and institutions, thus relieving the present inequi-
tabl, financial burden on the States and local governments, which must care for
these children without Federal assistance

The 1901 amendments to the Federal act, which are a step In the right direc-
tion, should be retained, but extended as herein set forth.

In our opinion a needy child in a foster home is equally as deserving
and needy, as one of an unemployed parent or one who has a parent or
relative to reside with, thereby, making him eligible for ADO aid.
Can there really be any other reasonable view I

We strongly urge that this provision be further enlarged to include
children placed in a foster home as a result of an approved State ad-
ministrative procedure, as well as, by a court order. There are often
circumstances where a child is placed in a foster home other than by
a court order.

You could take Secretary Ribicoff's example in his testimony before
the House Ways and Means Committee, wherein, he described a de-
serted mother with six children who was so emotionally disturbed
that there was a strong possibility she would need treatment in a
mental institution.

In this example, the mother and her children were placed under
ADO and began receiving a very deserving $240 check each month.

However, under both the existing and proposed law, had the mother
been snt to'a mental hospital and her children placed in a foster home
without a court order, they could not have been eligible for Federal
h rthermore, had they been placed ina foster home prior to receipt

of any ADC care, they would not have been eligible for Federal help.
This, we feel, is an unrealistic and unfair criterion.

We repeat, a child placed in a foster home as a result of approved
State administrative procedure should be equally eliKible for aid as
one placed there by court order and who was receiving ADC aid at
the time the court action was taken.

We understand that the number of needy children in foster homes
is well in excess of 100,000. Yet in November of last year only 688
qualified for ADC. The figure is undoubtedly somewhat larger by
now. But why should only these children who have been so placed
after May 1, 1961, be chosen to qualify I

The 1961 amendment providing ADC care to needy children of
unemployed parents certainly placed far more children on the ADC
rolls than would an inclusion of all children in foster homes.

We, therefore, urge that this program be expended to include Fed-
eral participation to all children placed in foster homes by virtue of
a court order or an approved State plan, regardless of whether they
were receiving ADC care at the time of their placement and regard-
less of the time they were placed in the foster home.
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Even this little amendment would be extremely helpful to broaden
(lie present law to provide that placement by welfare agencies with
parental consent would be as acceptable as placement by court orders;
and there should be modification of the requirement that the child

e roceiviig ADC before the need for foster care arises- perhaps by
providigor eligibility if the child would have been eligible for
ADC hafthe child remained in its own home.

here is no reason to believe the availability of Federal funds will
result in children being indiscriminately placed in foster homes.

Children living in foster homes or institutions need and receive spe-
,ial attention and care and oftentimes the same holds true for the
child's parent or prospective adopted parent.

It is our feeling that a lack of a sufficiently trained specialist should
not. be a reason for withholding Federal assistance. The children are
already in these foster homes receiving as much special care as the
State and local government can now provide. Federal participation
will certainly contribute and make possible the attainment of desired
higher standards and vastly improve the foster careprogram.

Section 102 of the bill provides a badly needed expansion and
improvement program for our child welfare services. Appropria-
tions would be auflhorized beginning with $30 million for the current
fiscal year and gradually incrtsing to $50 million for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1969.

If we are in fact to carry out the brave declarations of services in-
stead of cash handouts of rehabilitation, instead of relief, then we
will definitely need every dollar of the Federal-aid to be provided by
the improved child welfare services appropriations. These sums
should remain in the bill.

We approve, too, of the requirement that the extension of child
welfare services be coordinated with the ADC program. The two
must go hand in hand. Their philosophies must be brought together,
in fact, were it not for the diversions of these philosophies over the
year, we would probably not have today the aforementioned tragic
situation of foster home and institution children being ignored by
the Federal programs.

Section 122 of the bill provides for Federal financing of demon-
stmition projects. To this the counties say to the Federal Govern-
nenit, "Welcome aboard our progress trainn"

For years now, it has been the counties which have undertaken
practically all pioneering in public assistance administration. While
the Federal Government has not frowned too heavily on experimen-
tations in new ways of doing things in public welfare matters, it has
given too little encouragement and no financing.

All this would be remedied by the $2 million provided between now
and 1967 on an annual basis for demonstration projects. We feel that
surely some of this money will filter down through the various State
welfare departments to worthy projects at the county level.

Possibly the most important feature of H.R. 10606 is right at the
front of tle bill in section 101 (a). If the highly-touted new empha-
sis on services in public welfare is to mean anything at all, this feature
of the bill nust be approved anid must be administered with imagina-
tion.

84071-62-23
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It marks a departur--a major departure--for the Federal Govern-
menL It means that the Federal Govermnent will, to use a well-
known, crude phrase, be putting its money where its mouth has been,
with respect to the prevention or reduction of dependency.

For many years counties and States have been experimenting on
their own with increased services to l)ublic assistance eases. By and
large, these experiments have been successful and they can Provide
the only avenue of hope in the eventual reduction of our tronendous
caseloads.

In addition, they make a forward looking social welfare program
out, of what woull otherwise be a dreadful do-nothing (ole.
Tie provision here is to give 75 percent Federal participation in

costs of services to those who are public assistance recipients or are
likely to become such.

As the bill stands, whether a State or county is to receive 75 percent
Federal participation or only the old 50-percent Federal participa-
tion, will depend upon a determination to be made in the language of
the bill:

In accordance with such methods and procedures, as may be permitted by the
SNtretary.

We think that this important feature of the bill deserves more spe-
cific and definite implementation than the lresent langruage provides.

As the bill now stands, all of a. county's recipient services could IV
classed as 50 percent services or they could be classed as 75 percent.
services or they could be changed from one to the other at will

We agreo with the need for going into this vast new field gingerlv,
but we do ask that the Federal Government set down in law 'its'basic
policies, its basic premises, and its basic tenets.

In this way, the counties can have confidence in the continuation of
the Federal financing that they will receive. W e can establish services
with knowledge of their pernmanence and will not fear that we are
witnessing one more Federal grant of the old familiar type, which is
reduced and then withdrawn once its inagic of stimulating the local
jurisdiction has been worked. Both tiheS tates and the counties are
entitled to know where they stand, as they move with the Federal
Government into this important new aspect, of American public
wel fare.

An even more serious objection is raised with respect to section
101(b). Presently the various sections of the Socinl Security Act
dealing with State plans for administration of categorical public as-
sistance programs requires that the State plan shall provide a descrip-
tion of the services (if any), which the State agency makes available
to applicants for and recipients of public assistance.

Section 101(b) would amend this to provide that the State plan
would be required to provide at least those services to applicants for
and recipients of public assistance under the plas which are pre-
scribed by the Secretary.

This change would not only shift from a permissive to a mandatory
Federal requirement that the States provides such service, it would
also require the provision of at. least those services provided by the
Secretary. We feel the States are much better equipped to determine
what approaches should be taken by them in this desirable area of
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rendering services to prevent or reduce dependency than is the
Federal Government.

The situations countenanced by the Federal Government ill their
historical insistence that adl payments be ill cash, go well into the
ridiculous. The public assistance programs and their administrators
have matured. States and counties can be trusted to make decisions
in the best interest of those recipients who cannot manage cash grants.

There is a dire necessity in the child aid program to protect chil-
dren by guaranteeing them the benefits of their aid grants.

As before you, the bill contains provisions to guarantee the use of
child aid payments for the benefit of the child in its section 107.
'The bill also contains a protective payment system under the depend-
ent children program in its sect ion 108.

The position of the county governments is that both of these pro-
visions, both of them-are necessary and proper.

It is most important that they remain intact and that the States
be pernittied to adopt those methods which best fit their own indi-
vidual circumstances in protecting their needy children.

The protective payment system set forth in section 108, is a new one,
where indirect payments may be made to persons who are outside
the normal degree of relationship to the child, is necessary as an
additional nietiod of handling the many problems of abuse of child
aid payments.

111e need only emphasize that mismanaged grants hurt only the
children-the vely children for whom the taxpayers are making sacri-
fices to support. We are interested in having available every possible
method guaranteeing that the needy child shall receive the full benefit
of the funds made available for his support and development.

Counties have had vast experience in this field. It is the unanimous
recommendation of all whom we have consulted that these two im-
provemnents in the Social Security Act, remain in the bill.

This, then, is the firm county viewpoint.
An example of excessive Federal control has been the inability to

make ADC payments other than by direct cash payment. Our official
policy statement (the American county platform) has long requested
more local authority in this situation:

Section 5-7. Supervision of aid to dependent children grants:
1tiblic welfare o.flicials charged with the administration of the

program of aid to dependent cluldren should be able to make certain
that, grant funds are used to feed, clothe, and shelter the children in-
chided in the grant who are the real beneficiaries of the program.

Section 106 of the bill would provide something for which coun-
ties have been asking for many years. This would be permission for
a reasonable exemption of the earnings of children who receive child
aid.

The former hal.rsh policy of full deduction of such earning, struck
down the growing ambitions of young Americans who are on the
verge of providing support for themselves and eventually for their
family. It also discouraged mothers who are trying to set aside just
a few dollars for the future education of their recipient childrin.

We have left that a 50-percent exemption of such earnings would
be a good beginning; however, we feel that we can operate satis-
factorily under the rulemaking power given by section 106 to the
Secretary.
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We feel that this feature of the bill is an absolute necessity in view
of the emphasis we are now beginning to place upon all possible self-
support on the part of aid recipients.

Such a principle would be especially helpful now that it seems that
the extension of child aid to families with unemployed fathers will
become a permanent feature of our welfare system.
. Counties and States have had many years of experience with work
relief programs. Even so, the philosophy of a proper work relief
program is not yet fully clear, Actual new experience with experi-
ments and work relief throughout the country are bringing new
principles to our attention from time to time.

Section 105 of the bill for the first time, would give Federal recogni-
tion to work relief, contains many safeguards so that there can be
no possible abuse of this program with respect to its being subject
to Federal financial participation. The seven specific safeguards
listed in the bill, represent the latest modern features of work relief
programs.

However, we do have one specific suggestion for a change with
respect to safeguard B, which would require that payments for work
relief be not less than the rates prevailing on similar work in the
community.

This "prevailing wage rates" clause is simply unsuitable work relief.
At the moment, there are a number of States where common laborers
receive in excess of $3.30 per hour. Soon this rate may go to $4 in
some areas.

We do not believe it is consistent with the concept of work relief
that these projects. which will ordinarily utilize people of little or no
skill or employability, should have a compensation of such amount
made mandatory on them.

We do feel that there is adequate protection in the other part of
safeguard B, which requires that the rate be not less than the minimum
rate provided by State law for the same type of work. This should
be adequate protection; even this is more than some work relief
programs now provide; requiring more than this, will make it very
difficult to operate a satisfactory work relief program.

The counties, of course, welcome the modest increase contained in
the bill in the normal Federal shares of public assistance payments.
These increases retain the second fiscal formulas, which we have
worked out together through mutual experience over the years.

We welcome these increases, as any junior partner would welcome
increased support from his senior partners.I We do think they are justified in view of the greater burdens, which
are surely thrust upon counties by the many provisions of this bill,
calling for increased services, increased staffs, and increased pace of
activity in every phase of welfare administration.

In most cases, these Federal increases will be passed on to the re-
cipients to bolster further the barely adequate assistance levels of most
States.

Section 5-5 of the American county platform declares:
We urge that Federal funds be made available on a permanent basis to assist

States and counties In training public welfare staffs.
For several years we have beep, disappointed at the lack of imple-

mentation of the training grants that we had hoped would become
available. We are happy to see in section 128 of the bill, a provision
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of $3.5 million for the next fiscal year to be followed by an annual
provision of $5 million for training grants.

Counties stand in dire need of this particular Federal assistance.
If our workers are to do the big new things expected of them by H.R.
10606 then we must train them more intensively than we have ever
been able to dream of in the past. This is an investment in the quality
of the public assistance program. It will pay definite dividends.

Section 5-10 of the American county platform, that is our basic
document, recommends:

Retention of Federal law provisions, which permits States to impose limited
residence requirements for eligibility of public assistance.

We are happy that this bill does not contain the easing of residence
requirements, which were a feature of earlier proposals. We think
that the present residence requirements are sound. We ask that they
be retained. We ask that 1his-biH-not-be ,changed, so as to reopen the
controversial residen~pr iiirements question>.

Section 141 of j1 bill sets up an optioxial coe ined category for
the aged, the bjiliod, and the disabled. We have ii objection to this.
It will undoubf edly be helpful to 0 ste.$States, which themselves have
made subst initial progre(sM-i braking down the pre nt dividing
lines betw n the categote aid. )

The w ole appr ch of th bi s cogifstent with tha of county
policy. action 5- ILof the eri county :p1form re rms our
beliefi the existing f6a .4 gorie.of Federal public a istance.Ti e t h ' ~ e t txi s i e. o fa F e r.
We the before recommend t it a exten ion 6f Feeral publ c assist-
ance p grams !by thedeherly devel #ent ofthe pi  t Cate-
gories. '

This is exactlA the a noenf RX '1 ' 606. Ti s is the a preach
in whi h the co fty ov nments/offA' erica have confident e. Weare not in favor of t clwhi would
bring u quickly th fift I W n nty circe s as aideveryone. .Three yas ago, it was thedvisory councill on

Public Asistance, creakedby the ongr ss, t at pro in public
assistance c Ild best be\,made working wi hif the fra work of ourpresent categ e This seemed to--be a minority poi tof view at the
time.

We are happy t iaLit no longer is and that we-f nd it the moderateapproach set forth in the p esent bill.
We specifically recommeM-tt-henu-Tcinent of section 121 of the

bill which would provide for the establishment from time to time
of an Advisory Council on Public Welfare. We would urge that
Congress provide that country government be represented on such
an advisory council.

Too often county officials feel they are presented with the conclu-
sions as far as welfare action is concerned without being previously
consulted. Although in many of our States we have the d1rect respon-
sibility for these welfare programs, we are many times left out in
the formulation and revisions of the programs ac the State and. ed-
eral level.

It is my understanding that there was not one county representative
on the recent ad hoc committee on public welfare.
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In our opinion, it would have been wise and helpful to procure
broad county participation. We are in day -to-day contact with these
problems and we, too, must answer to the electorate for the abuses and
mistakes that are inevitable in such a giant program as public welfare.
We think it essential to have county representation in the proposed
advisory council.

On behalf of the National Association of County Officials, we should
like to commend the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
for its efforts in reappraising the entire field of public welfare. We
should especially like to commend Assistant Secretary Wilbur Cohen,
thanking him for his cooperation over the past year and his efforts
in cooperating with our national association.

In conclusion, I should like to reiterate our general endorsement
of H.R. 10606. We plead for your earnest consideration of the few
strengthening amendments we have suggested here today.

Thank you so much for your patience.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. MacDougall.
Any questions?
Senator KERR. Yes, I have some.
The CHAMUnX. Senator Kerr.
Senator KP.RR. With reference to section 108, Mr. MacDougall, does

not the probate court in any county have authority under the specifi-
cations contained in the State law to appoint a guardian for a child
or for children where it is deemed to be in the best interests of the
child or children to have the guardian?

Mr. MAcDOuoALL. That is right, Senator Kerr.
There is a court similar to the probate court or the juvenile court

in every State in the Union
Senator KERR. When they do such, then are not these payments

available for handling by the guardian?
Mr. MAcDOUGALL. I think the answer to that lies in the fact that,

the courts are understandably reluctant to act except after repeated
abuses, after a long history of abuse, in which the children are really
sorely put upon, and that in addition-

Senator KERR. Do you think an average administrator should have
the authority to arbitrarily say that in the case of the child where
an appropriate court has not seen fit to take it from its natural parent
and put it in a foster home or supersede the control of the natural
parent with a guardian, after deliberation and the workings of judi-
cial processes, the local administrator who very likely has no training
in the law, should on the basis of caprice or arbitrary decision deprive
the natural parent or custodian of the child of the use of the money
provided for its support and direct its expenditure in accordance
with the decision of that administrator?

Mr. MAcDoUGALL. No.
On the contrary, Senator Kerr, I think I would agree with you

that the local administrative action should be that the money be
administered for the children and for that particular parent.

One of our most common problems is the drinking mother, who
receiving on the first of every month some two to three hundred dol-
lars, in some cases more, in cash, finds herself destitute for personal
reasons within the first week, and when that situation is repeated,
time after time, it calls for some type of protective payment approach.
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Now, this may not be a bad home
Senator KERR. It calls for some kind of action.
Mr. MAcDoUGALL. That is right.
It may not be bad enough, though.
Senator KERR. In that kind of situation cant your probate court

step in?
Mr. MAcDOUGALL. Yes, but let me finish.
This case is one-most of them are where the situation isn't bad

enough to take the children out. You aren't having filthy home con-
ditions or bad moral atmosphere.

Your problem may be one, if you will pardon the expression, of just
stupidity, and of needing guidance.

Senator KERR. The court doesn't have to take the child out of that
home to appoint a guardian for it.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. Well, look at the vastness of our problem. We
have 300,000 such children in one State alone, in California.

Senator KERR. Why do you want to be shouldered with the respon-
sibility of making decisions as to whether or not to set -up a system
whereby your administrator pays the grocery bills and so forth for
those kids in addition to all the other responsibility you have?

Mr. MACDOUGALL. Frankly, we have been ducking that respon-
sibility for a long time now.

Senator KERR. You are seeking it here.
Mr. MACDOUGALL. We are. We are facing up to the responsibility

finally. At long last.
Senator KERR. What do you mean you are facing up to the respon-

sibility? Is it not possible that the local probate court can face up
to its responsibility ?Mr. MACDOUGALL. I don't think it is possible to take every mis-
management situation and particularly those where work with the
relative will produce results, and take those children and make them
wards of the court.

Senator KERR. Somebody has to make the decision, doesn't lie?
Mr. MACDOUGALL. There are many cases that we can l)revent.
Senator KERR. I say somebody has to make the decision.
Mr. MACDOUGALL. Definitely.
Senator KERR. Do you think the Federal Government should act

to place that responsibility for decision in an administrator of the
fund which, under all the evidence that we have had and all the
knowledge that I have, often lack the necessary training and experi-
ence to do their administrative job and then put upon them the re-
sponsibility of making all those decisions?

Mr. MACDOUGALL. I think that they are becoming increasingly
qualified, Senator, and that the means for full qualification of all our
administrative personnel are right here in the bill.

Senator KERR. You say the protective system set forth in 108 where
indirect payments may be made to persons who are outside the normal
degree of relationship of the child is necessary.

It looks to me that would kind of be like addressing it to whom it
may concern.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. There are in the bill-
Senator KERR. Who are the persons outside the normal degree of

relationship?
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Mr. "ACDOUGAL. Well, the Social Security Act has a list of rela-
tives and if you are on that list you may be a payee and receive Fe(leral
participation. If you are not on that l'ist, that child is foreclosed froiin
child aid.

In the kind of case we have here, the child will be in a home with
a relative, but there may be some need for guidance of that relative;
there is, in many cases. The relative may have a sister who is not liv-
ing at the moment with the family but who is available as a neighbor
they may have, a close friend and you can work out cooperatlrwe ar-
rangements here.

Senator KERR. What 108 amounts to is _ivino the Administrator
the authority to appoint a guardian for t ie chld for all practical
purposes.

Mr. M.(AcDoro.'Lm.. You might say a business manager for the ai(L
grant. We need every possible tool.

Senator KERR. That, is another way of describing it, but in reality
that is what they are, kind of a guar-dian for the child, aren't they'

Mr. MAcDOUGALL. Well, I think all of this is part of our efforts and]
the law's efforts, the Federal efforts, to keep the children in their homes
as long as possible.

Senator KERR. What does section 107 do?
Mr. MAcDOUGALL. Section 107 is one which says that if any State

legislature in its own State law sets up its own procedure, that. money
paid under that procedure, so long as they are not denying aid for that
child while in tlie home of the mother or the relative, so long as it
follows the State law, that the Federal Government will regard that
money as aid to dependent children and participate in it.

Senator KERR. Doesn't that kind of put this think where it belongs?
Mr. MAcDOUGALL. Well, we feel, and maybe we are hypersensitive

on this, Senator Kerr, we need both these provisions.
Senator KERnR. Well, if you get 108 you wouldn't need 107.
Mr. MAcDOUGALL. If I may put the shoe on the other foot., if we

have 107 we might not need 108, either.
Senator KERR. Well, I think you are going to get 107.
Is the voice of the county officials, who in mny State, are about as

potent an influence. politically, socially, and even religiously as we
have, so insignificant that they can't prevail upon their State legisla-
tures in each State to pass a law that would set up a program that
would provide a means of meeting this need and thereby triggering the
implementation of 107, which would means that the thing wou d be
administered in your county lust as your State legislature provided?

Mr. MAcDOOALL. I think] mpefully we would 4o exactly what you
have outlined there under 107.

Senator KERR. If you were sitting on this committee, and had not
only a great respect for State government and local county govern-
ment but also a deep concern against the Federal Government assumn-
ing under control over either that isn't an absolute necessity for the
public welfare, wouldn't you try 107 out for a while to see if that
wouldn't get the job done before you rushed into the well-dressed-up
and well-presented and enticing sanctuary presented in 108?

Mfr. MAcDOIOALL. Senator Kerr. under the circumstances outlined
by your question tinder the conditions in it, the answer is clear and
the answer is "Yes."
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Senator Kmm. Thank you.
One other question. Give mue a little more specifically your in-

terliret at ion with reference to safeguard 1 referred to inI tile Iig para-
gla ph in your statement.

Mr. M,(Do,'.LT. I don't think I need to refer to notes on that,
Senator. This refers to the ingredients of a work relief program
wherein the Federal Government will recognize the placing-the
normal use of this will be the unemploved father whose family is now
on child aid under the provisions of the bill. We do not have this
program in our State )ut it is in a numberof States.

'T'his work relief program thell has a list of safeguards or things that
the Federal Government will insist on.

Safeguard B, so-callped safeguard B, goes to the amount of money
you should pav, or shall we say how fast you should work off your re-
lief. And that puts a minimum standard in there, a double m;inimm
staln(lard, the first to which we don't object is

Senator KERR. That is a standard fixed by the States?
Mr. MAcDoU(ALL. By the State's own nutinium wage schedules for

private employers.
Senator KERR. Yes.
Mr. IMAcDOUOALL. The other one that is in there is that you take

the prevailing rate schedules in every locality in the country and the
Federal Government would have to'keep fori audit purposes at, least
an index of prevailing wage rates in all 3,000 counties, and audit
against those.Senator KERR. In other words, without safeguard B, the eligibility
of an unemployed parent, wage earner, for his or her children to be
the beneficiary of ADC, would depend upon the ability of the parent
to get employment on the basis of wages either available or required
by the State authority.

Mr. M%.cDotGm,,. No; I don't think it is exactly that, Senator.
The county would set, up a work relief 'project and these people

would come out and do things for the countr y, or for the State. I
wouldn't say "leaf raking," but that thought comes to those of us who
have been a'rouid this business for a long time. We hope they will be
useful work projects so the people will feel busy.

Now, the question is how much credit- '
Senator JXERR. len you 0do, and when that is (lone, and when that

parent. who is now the beneficiary of ADC payments because of being
unemployed can be employed ol that program, then lie is no longer
eligible for the ADC payment ?

Mr. MA.cDoUGA-kLL. Yes. lie is working out his relief on that pro-
gram. He is working out the ADC payment, and this provision would
say that if we use northern California as an example, the least rate
at which he could work it out would be $3.32 an hour.

Iit other words, lie could work out a month's ADC in a normal
case in a. little over a week. Then he would have 3 weeks of idleness
and he would go back and work for another week.

Now, we think that they should be paid within the State's minimum
wages.

Senator KER. What you say is "if work is available."
Mr. MCDoLTAL,. If' any iork is available they should go out and

get a job.
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Senator KERR. If work is available they should go out and get a job
and not wait?

Mr. MEcDoUGALL. That is right.
Senator KERR. Until it is provided at, the arbitrarily high rate and

thereby enjoy the option of either being idle or the privilege of staying
idle until le could work it out at that high rate?

Mr. MitcDOUGALL. That is right.
Senator KERR. That is your position?
Mr. MAC)OUGALr. Our position is really that, unemployed fathers

should be required to accept any private employment that, is offered
and suitable.

Senator KERR. That is available and offered on a reasonable basis.
Mr. MAC)OUG1ALL. A State such as Oklahoma should have a big

problem and set up work relief projects for these fathers to work it
out; they should be credited on their AI)C grant on their family while
they are doing the work relief at a rate at, least as high as the minimum
wage law of Oklahoma.

Senator KERR. Or at a wage rate which, in equity, is fixed by the
authority providing the work program.

Mr. ALxcDou(;.,%m,. Exactly that, Senator. Exactly that.
Senator KFRR. I think your position is well stately and sound.
Mr. MAcDoJouALr. Thank you, sir.
The CHIz IMAN. Any further questions?
Senator LONO. I would like to ask one or two.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Long.
Senator LONG. You make reference in your statement to a, sugges-

tion that there should be Federal aid in matching children receiving
institutional care.

Would it be correct to say that most of these children are in homes
sponsored and supported by religious organizations?

Mr. MAcDOUGALL. I believe that would be correct, Senator Long.
And in our State, the State and the counties have for decades paid,

and we do now pay, as high as a hundred dollars a month to those
institutions, the Protestant and the Catholic orphanages, for the care
of needy children who are there.
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The funny situation is the one where the orphan has no friends,
and this program started out years ago to be an orphans program,
and we just assumed somebody is going to take care of that foster
child, and that somebody is the State and county.

Senator LONG. We have had those foster Iiomes in a number of
States.

In some States they are actually looking for more children to
provide care for.

Can you give me any information as to what the average expendi-
ture on a per capita basis is for children in these religious-sponsored
institutions?

Mr. MfiAcD)OUGALL. Not nationally, and I don't know if those figures
are available.

In our own State our contribution is around $85 a month, I believe,
for each child, State, and county.

Senator KERR. Pardon me, would the Senator yield?
Senator LoG. Yes.
Senator KERR. H-ow many States have those programs, how many

States make that contribution to a religious child-care institution?
Mr. MAcDOUGALL. My educated guess would be most, but not all.
Senator KERR. I wonder if you would improve both your knowledge

and mine by checking that?
Mr. ixc DOUGALL. I can. I am sure the HEW people have up-to-

the-minute statistics on that.
Senator KERR. Well, your responsibility or your compliance with

that request would then be met, if you then persuaded them to put
that information into the record.

Mr. MAcDOUGALL. Shall do, Senator, and thank you.
Senator KFRR. Thank you.
(Information supplied by the Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare:)
The following table, which shows a breakdown of foster care payments made

by State and local public welfare agencies and the amount and percentage
distributed as between foster family homes supervised by public welfare agencies
and foster family homes and institutions supervised or administered by volun-
tary agencies, is the most pertinent material which is available to the Depart-
ment on the question asked Mr. MacDougall by Senator Kerr.
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Foster care payments of State and local public welfare agencies-Amount and
percentage distribution by type of foster care, by Sate, fiscal year en-ded June
30, 1960 1

Amount
Percent age distribution,

jayinents for child ren
Payments for children iving in-

living in-

State Foster family Foster family
Total Foster family homes and Foster family home,; and

homes super- institutions homes super- Institutions
vised by supervised vised by supervised

public wefare or admlnis- public welfare or adminis-
agencies tered by agencies tered by

voluntary voluntary
agencies agencies

U.S. estimated total ----- $147, 600, 000 $81, 700.000 $65, 900. 000 55.4 44. 6

Alabama -------------------- 564, 525 563, 641 884 99.8 .2
Alaska _------------------------ 310. 159 (2) (2) (2) (2)
Arizona ---- _---------_------- 481,996 4.50,988 31,008 93.6 6.4
Arkansas ----------------------- 420, 089 420. 089 -------------- 100.0 .............
California ----- _-----_-------- 10.967,883 10, 56. 729 11,154 99.9 .1
Colorado -------------------- 1,030,436 822, 785 207, 651 79.8 20.2
Connecticut -- _---------------- 4,811,121 (2) (2) (2) (2)
Delaware _-------_------------ 414,828 389, 487 25.341 03.9 6. 1
District of Columbia ------------ 1,266.310 1,053, 746 212, ,564 8.3.2 16.8
Florida ----------------------- 1, 03l. 299 1,010,936 20,363 98.0 2,0
Georgia ---------------------- 865, 097 772, 760 92.337 89.3 10.7
Hawaii ------- _-------------- 334,283 265,663 68. 620 79.5 20.5
Idaho ------------------------- 5.451 5,451------------- 100.0 .
Illinois ------------------------- 4,662.695 2.712,974 1,909..721 5.7 41.3
Indiana ------------------------ 2, 536, 007 1,847,571 688, 436 72.9 27. 1
Iowa -------------------------- 2.39, 148 (2) (2) (2) (2)
Kentucky ----------------------- 656,248 655.932 316 100.0 --------------
Louisiana ------ _----_-------- 2,898,821 2,380,362 518.459 82.1 17.9
Maine -------------------------- 1,315, 724 1,248,031 67, 693 94.9 .5.1
Maryland -------------------- 3.637, 095 (2) (2) (1) (2)
Masmhusetts ---------------- 5, 045, 523 4,486,639 558.884 &. 9 11.1
Michigan -- _------------------- 906, 737 507,120 399, 617 55.9 41.1
Minnesota -------------------- 3. 405, 978 2,720,672 685, 306 79.9 20.1
Mississippi-- ..------------------ 319,347 319,347 ------------- 100.0 --------------
Missouri ----------------------- 895,368 844,910 50,449 94.4 5.6
Montana ------- _------------- 200. 545 175,486 25,059 87.5 12.5
New Hampshire --------------- 606, 014 (2) (2) (2) (2)
New Mexico ------------------ 537,873 514, 586 23,287 95. 7 4.3
New York ------------------- 51,790.875 10,590.813 41,200,062 20.4 79.6
North Dakota ................... 398.222 180, 701 211,521 46.9 53. 1
Ohio --------------------------- 6.324,826 4,80 111 1,464,715 76.8 23.2
Oklahoma ------------ _------ 202.457 202, 457 --------------- 100.0
Oregon---------------------- 2.190, 687 1, 5.37. 009 652778 70.2 29.8
Pennsylvania ---------------- 15,553, 145 3,259,82.3 12, 293.322 21.0 79.0
Puerto Rico --------------------- 399,173 383,019 16,154 96.0 4.0
Rhode Island ---- _------------ 515,895 42. 596 23,299 95.5 4.5
South Carolina ......----------- 408,246 408,246 ----------------- 100.0 .
South Dakota ------------------- 3 2C6, 150 127,145 85,513 59.8 40.2
Tennessee --------- _--------- 608. 657 (2) (.1 () (2)
Texas ........................... 306, 447 280,526 25,921 91.5 8.5
Utah .-------------------------- 380. 965 369,588 11,377 97.0 3.0
Vermont ------------------------ 584.532 (2) (2) (2)
Virgin Islands ------------------- 34.386 34,386 --------------- 100.0 _-----------
Virginia ......................... 2, 731,0.07 2,720,107 It 500 99.6 .4
Washington ------ _---------- 3,090,911 2,043,803 1,047,108 66.1 33.9
West Virginia ................... I,106,115 967,210 138, 905 87.4 12. 6
Wisconsin ....................... 3.202,200 (2) (A) (2) (2)
Wyoming ....................... 109,502 94,817 14,685 86.6 13.4

I State data are not shown below for New Jersey which did not report expenditures, nor for Kansas,
Nebraska, Nevada, and North Carolina, which submitted incomplete reports. Estimated expenditures
for these States have been included In the U.S. estimates.

Breakdown not available.
'Includes $53,462 which cannot be allocated by type of foster care.

Senator LoxN . Well now, the point I have in mind is that we don't.
like to vote for any Federal aid for something that is being done ade-
quately already.
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If thie Stles zlld tle religiotls orgallizatiojis are aide uately meeting
this need already, I don't think this committee orI Ills Congress would
be aiixious to move into at field where the States alnd the counties and
tle religious organizations are already meeting the need.

That is why it seems to me thliat this shouldn't be a Federal inter-
vention here imerelv to relieve, to shift the burden off local and private
glrOll)S onto the Federal Government if those people are successfully
carrying that burden already.

I think you would agree with that, wouldn'tyou?
Mr. MLcI)oUoA. LL I would, and I think we do need the help. I

know we need it in the foster home field badly. We are unable to
pay the rates thatt foster homes now ask and I would say in every
case-we have about 10,000 children in foster homes in California-in
every case the foster home is accepting these children at a sacrifice
to the foster family and sooner or later you run out of patriotic
citizens who take these children att a financial loss to themselves.

There will always be some and we are glad to have them. But I
think the private institutions are having their financing problems as
their costs have gone up and where they must pay prevailing wages,
as it were, in their field to their staffs.

So the pinch is beginning to be felt, and we would suggest, as we
have suggested in view of the many expansions of services and coverage
in this general revision, that this is one that ought to have a real
good look.

Senator LONG. Well now, I don't see anything in this bill with
regard to a problem that very, much interests me. There is nothing
here, to my knowledge, to provide better care or any assistance in the
field of mentally ill persons.

As a matter of fact, I understand the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare has ruled where a person is receiving old-age assist-
,lnce and that person is placed in a nursin home, the minute it ap-
peared that that person is mentally ill FeAeral aid is to be cut off.
It would seem to me that where a person happens to be either feeble-
minded, mentally ill, or unable to provide for himself, it is a case of
greater need rather than less.

What logical reason do you see that there should be no Federal
aid in the event that, the person is mentally ill?

,Mr. MAcDOUGALL. I see none at all, Senator Long, and I have in my
briefcase here in Washington a 1-page statement on that point and
I think the thought there is historical and it has no basis at all and
that was that "mentally ill people are being taken care of," this was
way back, say, in 1933 and 1934 when they were dreaming of coverage
under this act, "so they are all taken care of. They are in the insane
asylums and so forth so let's not worry about them."'Now, the whole mental health picture has changed. The institution
is on its way out and I think that you have stated what will be our
next county objective which is to remove the prejudice against psycho-
sis that is in the Federal act so that we can in the proper case give
an old person old-age assistance who is in a mental illness situation,
and we can with respect to the other programs but, as you know,
tuberculosis and psychosis are two things now that make you a noo-
Federal person, shall we say.,
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I think you are going to get into this field with us.
Senator LONG. Now, you may have noticed when this welfare pro-

gram was established there was no Federal matching for the county
poorhouse.

Mr. MAcDOUGALL. Yes; that is right.
Senator LONG. And the theory there was, as I understand it, that

we wanted to break up county poorhouses and the 6ruel conditions
existing in them. It was practically a matter of taking a wornout
horse and driving him until he fell dead and the Federal Government
wanted to have no part in that type of operation.

If a person was in a county poorhouse, we just weren't going to
match because we didn't approve of that type operation.

Why would you imagine that when we undertook to provide Fed-
eral aid and welfare, that those in tubercular hospitals and those in
mental institutions were excluded?

Mr. MAcDouoALL. Because they, in a sense, were already being
taken care of, the thought was, somehow; the States all had tuber-
culosis sanitorium programs. They all had mental institutions, so in
the early 1930's when they were dreaming of this thing they said
which people are not taken care of.

Well, it is the old folks who are independent, I mean who are not
sick or mentally ill. If they are mentally ill they were taken cafe of,
and if they were in a hospital they were taken care of. And fbr a
long time you didn't give us any money if a person were in a hospital
getting any kind of medical facility.

That one has been broken down and I think the tuberculosis and
the psychosis would be the next. two to go.

Senator LONG. It would seem to me that perhaps the logic of it
might have been for the same general reason that there was no Fed-
eral aid to a penitentiary-people were confined there for the benefit
of humanity and for the benefit of those on the outside and not for
their own benefit and, therefore, the Federal Government simply
wanted to have no part of it.

Now, the best I can see is that the Federal Government has simply
wanted to look the other way on this problem and HEW has been
wanting to look the other way on this problem because the cost, would
be substantial.

But I just see no reason why when a person's need becomes greater
we then extend no aid.

Yet in Louisiana, I am told, when a person is found to be mentally
ill in a nursing home aid is cut off; and I just wanted to get your reac-
tion to that.

Do you think that is proper?
Mr. M.%cDouGALL. I do not, and I think that one of the early amend-

ments in the future to the Social Security Act must be to remedy that
situation.

We would welcome it any day.
Senator LoNG. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRM AN. Thank you very much, Mr. MacDougall.
The next witness is Mr. John F. Nagle of the National Federation

of the Blind.
Mr. Nagle, you take a seat, sir, and proceed.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN F. NAGLE, CHIEF, WASHINGTON OFFICE,
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF THE BLIND

Mr. NAGLE. Mr. Chairman, I request that a supplemental state-
ment that I submitted to the committee be includedin the record of
the hearings. This concerns our views with reference to section 141 of
the bill, the proposed title XVI.

The CHAIRMAN. The supplemental will be made a part of the record
following your oral presentation.

Mr. NAGLE. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee my name
is John F. Nagle. I am the chief of the Washington Odlce of the
National Federation of the Blind. My address is 1908 Q Street NW.,
Washington, D.C.

Throughout the 22-year history of our organization, we of the Na-
tional Federation of the Blind have worked together to improve the
circumstances of all who are blind in America; to secure fair and
unrestricted opportunity for all who are without their sight.

Our goal has not been special privilege, but equal treatment; not
cushioned and sheltered protection, but sterile and static security-
but we have worked that each who is blind might have the chance to
achieve fulfillment as an individual, to live economically independent,
socially interdependent lives-unimpeded by preconceived notions
about blindness as a condition of helplessness-allowed to reach his
complete potential as an individual, limited in his attainments only by
his own talents and abilities, his own capacities and capabilities

Personally aware of the corrosive consequences of prolonged de-
pendence upon public assistance, we have labored to make the feder-
ally supported State programs of aid to the blind a process of
rehabilitation, offering a means and a way of achieving a normal
life and regular livelihood to blind persons.

From the very beginning of our organized efforts, our spokesmen
have appeared in Congress after Congress, pleading for changes in
title X of the Social Security Act--changes designed to encourage
initiative, to stimulate and foster a will to strive for economic in-
dependence-changes which would be incentives to employment.

Finally, in 1950, this very committee accepted our proposal to ex-
empt a fixed amount of the net earned income of blind-aid recipients
as just such an incentive to employment-and the $50-monthly-income-
exemption proposal became a provision of Federal law.

Again, when we advised this committee that the fixed-amount ex-
emption was not serving the purpose intended, that it was penalizing,
not encouraging the ambitious, you accepted our proposal for a "slid-
ing scale" exemption that would allow a gradual transition for de-
pendence upon public support to self-dependence and self-support--
and this exemption proposal, requiring that $85 plus 50 percent of
monthly earnings be disregarded in determining a blind-aid grant, is
now also a provision of Federal law.

Thus, blind-aid recipients have had 12 years' experience with a
statutory requirement exempting a portion of their net earnings, and
this experience has not been a happy one.

Although the law intended net earnings to mean the amount
earned less the cost of earning it--and this committee helped to make
this meaning clear-still, by regulation and ruling, by established
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policy and agency practice, both Federal and State administrators
of blind aid nave construed the exemption provision of the law very
restrictively and narrowly, so that "net earned income" too often
has meant-to the blind person-the total amount earned, with little
or no allowance made for costs incurred in earning the income.

We declare to this committee, therefore, that section 106 of H.R.
10606, which provides for the disregarding of "* * * any expenses
reasonably attributable to the earning of any such income" is not
sufficient, to serve as an incentive to employment; it is not sufficiently
definite to serve as an, invitation to rehabilitation.

If it is the intention of Congress that agencies administering State
programs of public assistance must disregard the costs incurred in
earning income when determining an individual's need for aid, then,
we urge that you make this intention completely clear and beyond the
possiblity of misunderstanding or misconstruction.

For tlis purpose, we recommend the following definition of "net
income" as an amendment to H.R. 10606, or for inclusion in your
committee report on this bill:

"Net income" from wages, salaries, or commissions, is the amount
remaining after subtracting all required deductions and expenses in-
curred in the securing and retention of employment. "Net income"
from property, produce, or business enterprise is determined by de-
ducting from gross income all normal items of expense incident to
its receipt. Expenses incurred in the securing or retention of em-
ployment should include, but not be limited to-

1. Personal income withholding taxes;
2. Social security taxes;
3. Food (cost oflunches or other meals purchased away from

home);
4. Clothing (uniforms or extra clothing necessary for the

job) -
5. Laundry and cleaning service;
6. Transportation;
7. Union dues, if paid;
8. Equipment and tools:
9. Maintenance of a guide dog (if required).

Although the proclaimed objectives of H.R. 10606 are rehabilita-
tion and the attainment of self-support, we do not believe that all
avenues have been explored which would make the full realization
of these objectives possible.

An individual who is economically disadvantaged by blindness, we
think, should be given all possible encouragement to prepare ond
qualify for employment, to strive to secure a job, so that as a result,
he will be able to earn his own living, no longer dependent upon
public assistance.

Not only should such person be given positive and affirmative en-
couragement and assistance, but, we believe, all predictable bars which
would obstruct his restoration road, all possible obstacles in his way
which would retard his progress-or even prevent any progress at
all-should be removed.

Title X of the Social Security Act should be amended so as to in-
clude all possible incentives to eniployment. None should be excluded
which would assist and encourage the needy blind person to expend
the efforts necessary to achieve his rehabilitation.

360
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Title X s11old be amendled to strike from the law and from the
lives of willing, ainbitious bliiid iil(i'i(luals all possiblee disincentives
to employment.

A blind-aid recel)ient, who is trying, under a(lverse circumstances,
to work Ids way off public assistance, who is working under an al)-
1roved l)lan for achieving self-supl)port, should, we believe, have all

of his earnings and all of his resources available for his use in his
ul)-hill "road-back" struggle.

Such a person needs every cent lie can lay his Iands on to establish
himself in a small business-to buy stock and fixtures-to pay the
rent of a. law office-and he should at least have the money lie earns,
the resources which are his, to help him gaini his goal.

To require that real or personal property be sold to meet living costs,
to reduce an aid grant by a portion of such a person's earnings-these
actions may save a few welfare dollars at the time of need determina-
tion-but this saving could come at high cost: The blind person-
with insufficient funds to finance his venture into employment, dis-
couraged by laws and agency practices which h'imper or negate his
best, efforts, with the obstacles just too much to overcome-lie fails
to establish himself in a job or a business. His failure is needless
-ind wasteful.

And though a few welfare dollars have been saved on this origi-
nally, in the long run--over the remaining years of the man's life-
this saving will be buried beneath the thousands of dollars it will
cost, to fee-d, clothe, and shelter hii-when lie wanted and worked
to provide for himself.

We recommend, therefore, that you adopt S. 908 as an amend-
ment to H.R. 10606, so that all income and all resources of a blind-
aid recipient may be available for his use in fulfilling an approved
plan for achieving self-support.

Acceptance of this proposal will add another incentive to employ-
ment in the blind-aid program and will help to make it truly a force
for rehabilitation in the lives of blind people-many of whom could
earn their own living if given the encouragement and the opportunity.

Only strained or severed family relationships can result when a
needy blind person is required to sue his parents, when parents are re-
quired to sue their children-or suffer the loss of their public assist-
ance grant.

Only bitterness and antagonism exist in a home where the family
is coiplnelled to deplete its limited resources to support or contribute
to the support of an unemployed and dependent blind family member.

We, as blind people, know that if a blind person is to have confi-
(lence in himself, which is the most basic essential to rehabiltation,
if lie is to have the desire and the willingness to exert himself to the
degree necessary to achieve self-support and restoration to a life of
independence, then, he must have the help, the understanding, and
the strength that is uniquely the contribution of a devoted family,
united by the common purpose of inspiration.

Encouraged by concerned and considerate family members, he will
dare to try much; deprecated or ignored by a family which feels it-
self imposed upon by his dependent status-though his needs be
slight-in such an atmosphere of defeatism and despair, the blind

84071-62--24
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,l*rson has little heart or will to work toward his own economic sal-
vation.

State laws which require, under the penalty of legal action, family
members to contribute to the sul)port of a needy l)lind person, are a
denial of tie new goals of public assistance-so bravely and boldly
declared in the 1956 Amendments to the Social Security Act-and so
tardily restated and so feebly reaffirmed in II.R. 100606: The strength-
ening of famiily ties, the achievement of self-care and self-support.

Rehabilitat ion starts, not with skilled personnel; not with training
facilities-but, it starts within the person first-he must. believe in
himself and he must have help ini gaining this belief; with the in-
sl)iration of his family, he will try to build a new life, and may suc-
ceed; without it, with the.,ol)position or indifference of his family, he
may be crushed-and sit, helpless and dependent., in a chair the rest
of his life.

We urge this committee to adopt S. 905 as an amendment to H.R.
10606, to abolish the legally enforceable obligation of a relative to
contribute to the support of a person who is blind.

By acceptance of this proposal, you vill be strengthening family
ties: you will be adding another incentive to employment to the blind-
aid Pr1"ogram, and you will be doing nmch to make it truly a force for
relhab ilitation in the lives of blind people.

State laws which require an applicant for blind aid to accept a lien
on his property bMfore he will be granted assistance, serve to convince
the applicant-as nothing else can-of the full extent of his pauper-
ized state.

A lien is a dispossession-a limitation upon th, use one can make of
one's property; it is such a dispossession that it. prevents its use as
collateral for a loan to buy or establish a new business.

A lien is such a restriction upon property and its free use that,
although a home may represent a lifetime of thrift and denial, it is
not available for use to the blind owner who wishes to make a newv
start in life.

State laws which impose liens upon the 1;roperty of blind-aid
recipients, we believe, are a contradiction and ii, contravention of the
rehabilitative orientation which H.R. 10607 wouid bring to the feder-
ally supported State l)rograms of aid to the blind.

You cannot exl)ect to crush a man beneath the social weight of
pauperism, to certify his destitution by dispossessing him of his
property, to mark him upon the public record for all to see as a welfare
charge-and, at the same time, speak glowingy to him of the re-
habilitation road back to self-sufficiencey and independence. Ie has
no interest in the rehabilitation road. 1Iis capacity for hope is gone.
His will to work is shattered.

So, the welfare agency has its lien-but it also has the support. of
the man for the remaining years of his life.

We urge that you adopt S. 907 as an amendment to H.R. 10606,
to prohibit the States from requiring that an individual encumber, or
divest himself of, title to his property as a condition of eligibility for
aid to the blind.

The three bills I have just discussed-S. 908 S 905, and S. 907-
were introduced by Senator Vance Hartke o Indiana and of his

-committee.,
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Senator Hartke has done much to earn the grateful appreciation of
all blind people in America. Understanding our aspirations and
problems, our dreams and disappointments-to an extent too seldom
tound-he has willingly and tirelessly worked with and for us to
diminish our problems, to make our aspirations more readily
attainable.

We, blind people, thank Senator Ilartke for his efforts in our behalf.
We of the National Federation of the Blind endorse and approve

section 132 of H.R. 10606 which would increase Federal funds in the
federally supported public assistance programs for the elderly, the
blind, and the disabled by $5 monthly for each recipient.

But, if it is the intention of Congress that the nearly 3 million wel-
fare dependents are to benefit directly by this provision, if it is the
intention of Congress to increase the amount,of money these people
actually receive, that their distress and straitened circumstances may
be lessened-then, it is not enough to adopt section 132 in its present
form.

If you want and intend that aid recipients should have $5 more a
month to live on, then, we urge, that you amend H.R. 10606 to require
that the States pass on the additional Federal money-all of it-to
their needy clients.

Further, you must also prohibit the States from reducing the
amount, of their share in such payments by the amount of the Federal
increase-leaving the needy just as needy as they were before, in
spite of the generosity of Congress and its expectation that those in
need would be less in need by its action.

We, as blind people, knoi- that too often such congressional expec-
tation has been disregarded by admninistering State agencies, anxious
to reduce their State welfare costs, by diverting Federal dollars from
their intended purpose.

We urge you, that this time there be no possible doubt of your
intentions--that the additional Federal funds provided for in section
132 are not intended as a subsidy to the States, but are intended to
increase the grossly inadequate income of the Nation's needy citizens--
that they may eat better, dress better-that they may live better.

Not. only do we recommend that section 132 of H.R. 10606 be amended
to include a clear and definite "pass-on" requirement; we also recom-
mend that. the report on the welfare bill which this committee will
issue set forth, in direct, determined terms, the full intention of Con-
gress on this point that none may be in doubt.

Surely it is not necessary to argue that people living on the federally
supported public assistance grants have need for the proposed $5
monthly increase, when, according to the March Social Security Bul-
letin-a publication of the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare-the elderly received, last November, $56.89; the blind
$67.42; and the disabled $56.14.

They received the equivalent of 36 cents, 42 cents, and 35 cents an
hour hile, at the same time, prices of food, clothing, shelter, and the
other necessities of life were almost beyond the reach of factory
workers earning more than $2 an hour.

NO, the need does not require proof or justification-it requires
abatement by your action-to make certain that the needy will receive
1 he money intended for them.
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Section 136 of H.R. 10606 would, at long last, permanently establish
the right of the States of Pennsylvania and Missouri to maintain their
solely State-financed aid-to-the-blind programs.

Wle earnestly request the committee to retain this provision of the
bill-for these State progranis-organized, oriented, and operated to
promote the rehabilitation of blind persons-are in full accord with
the declared purposes of the public welfare bill you are now consid-
ering.

Further, we request the committee to include in H.R. 10606 the
provisions of H.R. 10032 which would restrict to 1 year residence as
an eligibility requirement for aid.

We believe, however, that the rehabilitative objectives asserted by
the public welfare amending bill would be better served-at least, for
recipients of aid to the blind-by the elimination of all residence re-
quirements of any duration in programs of blind assistance.

If the goal of self-support is to have reality for many blind recipi-
ents, they must be free to move from one part of the country to an-
other in search of greater economic opportunity.

We recommend, therefore, that you amend H.R. 10606 by adopting
S. 787. This bill, introduced by Senator Eugene J. McCarthy of Min-
nesota. and a distinguished member of this committee, would pro-
hibit State residence requirements in programs of aid to the blind.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, if you were to re-
spond in full to each of my separate urgings, if you were to adopt
every proposal which I have presented for your consideration and
acceptance, but, at the same time, you were also to allow the proposed
title XVI to become law-then, every gain made for the blind of
America would be lost-every statutory improvement intended to
aid them in their struggle to live independently would be nullified
by the enact ient into raw of the so-called disabled-for this pro-
posal to consolidate the categories, this mechanism for merging the
three separate titles-I, X, and XIV-into one title, would serve to
dump all of the adult needs into one common welfare pot-and this,
however different and distinctive their particular needs and prob-
lems; however separate and categorical their individual require-
ments for specialized services-for specially trained and qualified
social workers to provide these services-to help them with their
needs, to help them solve their problems and their difficulties.

We protest against this retrogressive apl)roach to social welfare.
We condemn this method of treating the Nation's welfare caseload-

its nearly 3 million disadvantaged andunfortunate citizens.
It is contended and perhaps rightly so, that enactment of the op-

tional combined State plan for the aged, blind, and disabled would
simplify problems of welfare administration; that it would result in
greater efficiency of operation. But bureaucratic convenience or ad-
ministrative efficiency should not be sufficient reason to abandon the
progress made over more than a century in social welfare.

As early as 1830, the State 6f Iidiana enacted a measure to pro-
vide for the support of its needy blind residents.

In 1935, when the Social Security Act was adopted by Congress,
some 27 States already had adopted statutes establishing special pro-
grams of public assistance for the needy blind.
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At the present time, three-quarters of the States make separate
and special provision for their blind citizens who require help in
meeting their basic needs.

Mr. Chairman, these actions by the States are a recognition that
the problems and the needs of the blind are different from those of
others requiring aid-they are different and distinct from those of
the aged, and they are different and distinct from those of the disabled.

It is equally true that the needs and the problems of the aged differ
from those of the blind-and the difficulties and the requirements of
the disabled are also unique and need specialized aiid separate con-
sideration and treatment.

The man who is 87-without a family and enfeebled; the man who
is 23-physically fit, vigorous and healthy-but blind: the completely
paralyzed and bedrldden mother of three small children, whose hus-
band is unskilled and earns little-each of these presents a distinct
social problem requiring the assistance of experienced, wise, and well-
trained personnel to solve.

If the aged, the blind, and the disabled are to be scrambled together
in one general administrative heap-if a uniform budget is to be es-
tablished for all aid applicants without regard for their special cate-
gorical needs-if agency rules and regulations are to be applied to all
recipients alike as though they had similar needs and probles-if
caseloads are to be an inidiscriminate mixture of the aged, the blind,
and the disabled-and if caseworkers are required to be all things to
all clients-then the high purposes of self-care and self-support will
soon be smothered and stifled by generalized administrative treatment,
rather than fostered by categorical consideration of the special needs
of the blind, the aged, and the disabled.

Public welfare for these people will cease to exist as we have known
it-as we in America have known it with pride and satisfaction-and
it will become merely a paymaster of public funds to public charges-
and, though they may be well provided for, though they will neither
starve, go naked, or lack for shelter, they will not be rehabilitated and
resume normal, independent, and self-suipporting lives-but they will
be and they will remain-public charges.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, we of the National Fed-
eration of the Blind urge you to strike out the provisions of H.R.
10606 which would establish tie proposed title XVI-the optional com-
bined, State plan for the aged, blind, and disabled.

(The unread portion of Mr. Nagle's statement follows:)

SUM MARY

In sununary, Mr. Clhirman, the National Federation of the Blind requests
and urges the committee to make the following changes in H.R. 10606:

1. Adopt S. 908 to exempt all income and all resources of a blind-aid recipient
needed to assist him in fulfilling an approved plan for achieving self-support.

2. Adopt S. 905 to abolish the legally enforcible obligation of family members
to contribute to the support of a needy blind person.

3. Eliminate from the bill section 141 and related provisions which would
consolidate the aid programs for the aged, the blind, and the disabled into one.
category, the proposed tile XVI.

4. Amend section 132 to require that the additional Federal funds therein made
available to the aged, blind, and disabled programs of public welfare be passed
on by the States to the aid recipients, without diminishing the State's share in.
the cost of such programs.
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The committee report issued with reference to H.R. 10606 should contain
a statement making it emphatically clear that the additional Federal funds are
being provided to raise the very depressed, living standards of welfare recipients,
and are not intended as a subsidy to the States to lessen the State's share of
welfare costs.

5. Amend section 106 so that it will be absolutely certain and definite that
Congress intends for State agencies to disregard the costs of earning income
when determining the amount of resources aid recipients have available to
meet their needs.
The committee report issued with reference to H.R. 10606 should spell out in

detail the nature of the costs to be disregarded, specifying that at least the ones
set forth in this testimony must be disregarded.

6. Adopt S. 907 to prohibit the States from requiring applicants for blind aid
to accept a lien on their property as a condition for receiving assistance.

7. Restore the provisions of H.11. 10032 which would prohibit State residence
requirements in federally supported public assistance programs of more than
1 year in length, and adopt S. 787 to eliminate residence requirements entirely
in programs of aid to the blind.

8. Retain section 136 which makes permanent the temporary provisions of
title X of the Social Security Act concerning the State-financed blind-aid pro-
grams in Missouri and Pennsylvania.

Mr. NAGUE. I thank you.
The ChAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Nagle.
We appreciate your appearance.
Senator HARTKE. Mr. Chairman, I do have some questions I would

like to ask, if I may.
The CHAIRMAN. Proceed.
Senator HARTKE. Mr. Nagle, I want you to explain the exemption

of income provisions in the bill I have introduced, S. 908, and if you
would give us an example of how this would work.

Mr. NAOL. This would make it possible for a blind aid recipient
who is working under an approved plan for rehabilitation to retain
all of his income and all of his resources which are needed to com-
plete his plan for achieving self-support.

Back a few months ago I was up in Brockton, Mass., and I met a
blind man there who had been established by the rehabilitation agency
for the blind in the State in a rabbit-raising business.

This fellow was a recipient of public assistance. le told me he
felt this rabbit-raising business had a potential. In order to really
develop it it was necessary for him to get more rabbits for breeding
purposes, to get additional equipment, more supplies, and he just
couldn't get the money together.

He couldn't get along. He tried to do this. He was a welfare re-
cipient and, therefore, was not a good credit risk. He said that his
only way was to accumulate the income from the business, the needed
funds to try to develop his future in this operation. He would be one
example of one who would benefit from this provision.

Whatever income he took in from his rabbit business would be
available for him to use for development of the business, and with this
provision in operation we believe that ultimately this person would
become completely self-supporting.,

In this half-and-half stage of being on relief and also employed,
it is quite possible that this rabbit business may stay on as Just an
avocation rather than a full employment opportunity.

Senator .IrurKE, In other worsts, the purpose is basically to pro-
vide for taking all the blind, if possible, off the relief rolls. What we
are trying to do is make it possible for them to get into a position
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where this can be done, but it can't be done as long as certain income
is not exempted so as to permit them to obtain the status which will
make it possible for them to support themselves.

Mr. NAOirE. That is right., Senator.
Senator HAiRTK. Now, in regard to S. 905 which is a bill I intro-

duced concerning the assistance from members of the family helping,
would members of a blind person's family be prohibited from assist-
ing him under this bill?

(The Treasury Department report on S. 905 appears at the end of
Mr. Nagle's testimony.)

Mr. NAGEL. No, quite the contrary.
This would eliminate this legally enforceable obligation, this busi-

ness of parents being taken into court by children or children being
taken into the court by parents at the insistence of the local welfare
agency, the welfare agency advising the applicant for aid that unless
he does follow through on a legal action his aid would be cut off.
Under this bill, if it becomes a part of the law, this compulsion would
be eliminated.

However, people would continue to, and I believe the vast majority
of people who have relatives, fathers, mothers, children, or whatever,
contribute to the extent of their ability, as volunteers, to provide for
the needs of their dependent people.

Now, I believe you can well understand, with a family that is
burdened by the threat of legal action to give support to a needy
blind person in their midst, the antagonisms, the bitternesses that can
be engendered in that family.

This is hardly an atmosphere conducive to stimulate this blind
person to take even the first steps necessary to achieve rehabilitation
and self-support.

If he is going to get anywhere he needs the encouragement of his
family, not their depreciation. He has got to have their help and
cooperation.

The very basis of his rehabilitation requires that he have a firm
determination that he can conquer whatever the difficulties are and
go ahead. He can get this from the encouragement of his family.

He won't get this if he is living off their resources. One of the
unfortunate things about this relative's responsibility is that the
welfare people, in order to determine how much the contribution of
an employed person should be toward a needy aid recipient., applies a
standard to the income of the employed person.

Now, this is, of course, higher than the public assistance standard
but, nonetheless, it means that the employed person, who is not ap-
plying for public assistance, who is not at all looking for any services
from the Department, still is required to subject his income and his
spending according to the determinations of the welfare agency
people.

Senator HARTKE. The truth of the matter is these so-called rela-
tive responsibility laws are not alone socially unworkable but finan-
cially they do not produce any revenue to amount to anything any-
way; is that true?

Mr. NAOLE. That is correct, Senator.
Senator HARTKE. Now, you told us about the necessity for the

so-called pass-on provision which is not now contained in the bill.
Will you tell us something about thatI
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[r. NAGLE. We believe, of course. this additional money contained
in this section 132 of the House-passed bill, additional $5 per recipient
per month should go to the recipient.The house Ways and Means Committee report stated that tils

additional money was intended to increase, the living standards of
the aid recipients themselves.

Now, under the present provisions of the bill, there is nothing to
require that this money be )assed on to the recipient. This Senator
Anderson said at the opening day of the hearings. This money goes
to the State and into the generall Treasury as a subsidy and this
is not what. it, was intended to do, this is not, what it should do. We
believe that there should be an amendment to this section 132 requir-
ing that the State receiving this money be obligated to pass it on to
their aid recipients without lessening tle amount of their State share
in local welfare costs.

It should be on a conditional basis.
If they will not agree to this they should not receive it.
Senator HARTICE. Prepared such'an amendment and I think this

should be in the law. I agree with you that the mere statement of
this condition in the committee report is not sufficiently binding to
permit the States, I mean to force the States, to take on their owin
responsibility.

In other words, we don't just want to provide an additional Federal
dollar and let the States say, "WVell we will cut down our dollar be-
cause the Federal money is coming in"; is that right?

M[r. NAGLE. That, is right.
Senator, there seems to be a question as to whether or not this money.

this additional money, is necessary.
Yesterday afternoon I checked the Social Security Bulletin publi-

cation of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, their
bulletin for April 1962, and that gives the figures as of December 1961.
The average blind payment in December 1961 was $67.55, hut the aver-
age payment for the' aged in that month was $56.80. The average
payment for the disabled was $56.11.

Certainly no one can argue that these averages are adequate to pro-
vide minimum standards of decency and health.

So that this additional $5 a month per recipient is certainly needed
and we urge this committee to do all possible to see that the, recipients
receive the amount intended.

A group of legislators in California have already indicated, accord-
ing to a newspaper story, that the money, $12,600,000, which will be
available to the California agel program, will be used to meet the
increased salary raises for State employees, the other half of this $12.6
million will go into the General Treasury so that the aged I)ople will
get not a dime. '

Senator HARTKE. Now, with regard to the provisions regarding the
exemption of the cost of earning 'income, will you explain why in your
opinion this should be made more clear I

Mr. NAGLE. If this is going to be an incentive to employment, and
this is the way it has been described by the administration,'then it cer-
tainly should be very clear just. what is meant by the costs of earning
income and employment.
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We blind people have had experience with this business of net earned
income. This provision has been in the Federal law since 1950.

Now from the very beginning the administrative authorities have
interpreted this net earned income extremely restrictively. They rec-
ognize as proper exclusions business expenses, extra uniforms, tranis-
portation, if a person is a salesman to call on customers, but they have
never recognized that personal expenses which are the result of em-
ploy'ment should also be excluded.

N ow, for instance, payroll deductions on social security, and per-
sonal income taxes, lunches away from home transportation to and
from work, such items as these also serve to aiminish.the amount of
available money that the blind person has or the-under this provi-
sion it would be all of the titles, that the aid person has'available to
meet his needs for food, clothing, and shelter.

Now we believe that this bi should be amended or certainly, at
least, the committee report should make it explicit just how broadly
this provision should be interpreted, that it should be liberally con-
strued if it. really is to serve its purpose as an incentive to employ-
ment..

Unless this is done, then it will be chopped to pieces and not serve
the purpose intended for it.

Senator HARTKE. Mr. Nagle, do you believe that the State lien laws
in the aid-to-the-blind programs deter rehabilitation at the present
time?

Mr. NAOLE. The blind person who has worked and then gets out of
work and has to apply for public assistance, and is told that if he
wants to receive public assistance he must agree to accept a lien on
his property. This is the final degradation. This is the culmination:
he is now a pauper, and .any spirit he had left is just knocked out of
him.

If he wants to use this property as collateral for a loan, whatever
equity he has in it., it is not available for his use. He is dispossessed
of his property. He is pauperized.

Now, again, the basic ingredient to rehabilitation is a spirit and
determination. If that is knocked out of a person, if you just beg-
garize him, just pauperize him, just publicize-by public records,
register of deeds--that he is a pauper, then ou just take away this
basic ingredient, and I would say make rehabilitation pretty difficult,
if not impossible.

Senator HARTKE. What about the residence requirements and their
effect on rehabilitation?

Mr. NAGLE. These programs we are talking about are Federal-State
programs. They are national programs. They are just one of a vari-
ous kind of Federal-State program available. One of these, of course,
is the federally supported rehabilitation program.

Blind people are trained under this program, to enter employment,
to become self-supporting, but unfortunately, a blind person must
look and search very diligently to find an employment opportunity.

It may be that in his home community lie is Just not able to sell his
talents and abilities to an employer. He may not be able to in the
entire State. Whereas if lie could go to another part of the country,
there he might be able to gain employment.
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We feel this restriction upon movement of a blinded recipient is a
limitation on the possibilities of rehabilitation available to blindpeople.(ow;, of course, a blind aid recipient is just not able to accumulate

sufficient funds to tide him over when he goes to a new State that lie
-can then plan on livingthere for 6 months or-a year or 2 years until
he gains employment, because this gaining employment is not easy.
It takes time, it takes much effort, much courage, and determination.

So in order for this fellow to leave the security of his home State
and go to a new State looking for employment he must have the
assurance that when he gets to the new State lie is going to be pro-
vided with enough to meet his needs.

Now it is true if you remove residence requirements of a State you
may end up with some people on its relief rolls for the rest of their
lives.

On the other hand, by making it possible for people to travel
freely this way, by making it possible for blind people, as we urge,
to come to a new State to seek greater economic opportunities, you
gain, the State can also gain very valuable citizens who will make a
-contribution to their well-being. This should offset any hazards of
the perpetual reliefers that may come to the State.

Senator HARTK.. I wonder if you would just, Mr. Nagle, very
briefly explain the problem concerning the so-called Missouri-Penn-
sylvania problem in blind aid.

Mr. NAGLE. Back in the late thirties the States of Pennsylvania
and Missouri established aid programs for their blind citizens. These
programs were not in conformity with the Federal law, the Federal
regulations. They had a provision that required that all resources,
all income, be used to meet a persons need before any assistance would
be provided.

Now in 1950 the Congress passed special legislation making it pos-
sible for the next 5 years for Federal funds to come into these States
to participate in the federally eligible blind aid caseload and at the
same time these States were permitted to retain and operate their
State-financed, aid-to-the-blind programs.

However, during this 5-year period, these purely State-financed
programs were to be liquidated, otherwise, Federal participation
would terminate at the expiration of the 5-year time.

As a matter of fact, this expiration has not occurred. Four differ-
ent times the Congress has extended this cutoff date, as recently as
1960. This cutoff date was again extended.

The provision, section 136 in H.R. 10606 provides finally and at
long last a permanent recognition that the States should be allowed
to continue to operate their State-financed, blind. aid programs. This
makes permanent, the temporary provisions for Missouri and Penn-
sylvania and their special program. We certainly urge the committee
to retain this provision in the law. These programs, which are re-
habilitatively oriented, and, we believe, they have been much more sue-
cessful in making it possible for blind people to work from public
assistance over into self-support and employment than the federally
supported programs.
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Senator HARTKE. Mr. Nagle, I think you have covered quite at
length the effect of including the blind people with the disabled, and
wiit the aged into section 16, and have explained the desirability
possibly from an administrative viewpoint to the Government or
tothe administrative agency.

However, there is a vast difference, as you have pointed out, be-
tween the real situation for a blind person.

What, in effect, this does is: this assumes that the blind person is
to be placed where he is the same as a totally and permanently dis-
abled person and, therefore, assumes he cannot be rehabilitated. It
puts him in the same place as an aged person and assumes there is
no hope for him and I thoroughly understand this and I hope we can
convince the committee that administratively saving a few dollars
is not worth throwing blind people to the wolves.

Mr. NA(OJE. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator HAIRTKE. f wouldlike to say one other thing: You are

not looking for a handout, are you, Mr. Nagle?
Mr. NAGLE. No. Our whole philosophy, our argument, before this

committee time and time again when we have been here is to increase
employment opportunities for blind people.

Ours is a membership organization of blind people, and throughout
the year I travel to various State conventions, I talk to blind people,
dozens of them, and the complaints I constantly encounter is the
frustration and the bitterness and the anger of qualified capable
blind people who are not able to get work, .who just through this
compulsion, this denial, are required to remain on public assistance
in order to survive. This is the problem. This is why we are here
urging not just one or two incentives to employment be included in
this bill, but the whole gamut be provided, to give these people the
opportunity to provide for themselves.

Senator HARTIE. Mr. Nagle, I want to thank you.
I would like to say publicly, Mr. Chairman, of all the people I have

worked with here outside of Government that I know of none who
comes as thoroughly briefed upon his own matter and thoroughly
qualified to discuss his proposals as Mr. Nagle.

It certainly is a pleasure for me to work with him.
Mr. NAGLE. Thank you very much, Senator.
The CHATM1AN. Your supplemental statement will be made a part

of the record.
(The supplemental statement follows:)

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL FEDERATION OF THE BLIND ON TITLE
XVI OF THE PROPOSED 1962 AMENDMENTS TO THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT, SUB-
MITTED BY JOHN F. NAGLE, CHIEFt WASHINGTON OFFICE, NATIONAL FEDERATION
OF THE BLIND

The proposed 1962 amendments to the Social Security Act contain a so-called
title XVI which would encourage the States to lump the blind with the aged and
the disabled in one plan.

This so-called optional provision for a combined State plan for the aged,
blind, and disabled is, In our judgment, most unfortunate. The tendency would
be to scramble together the aged, blind, and disabled-and social work staff
would be expected to be all things to all clients. The distinctive needs of the
aged, the blind, and the disabled would tend to be disregarded and their unique
problems thus receive little, If any, specialized assistance toward their solution.
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The problems of the blind are different from those of the aged, and the prob-
lems of the disabled are different from both. Each group needs separate cate-
gorical consideration. Each group needs separate and specially qualified per-
sonnel, informed in the nature of their problems and qualified by experience to
help in the solution of those problems.

If self-support and self-care are to be the attainable goals of public assistance
for the blind, then the present categorical approach should be strengthened, not
weakened. Adequately meeting the needs of particular groups of disadvan-
taged persons should be the one major consideration, not simplification of
administration which really means uniformity to make the job easier for the
administrators.

The strong inducement in the proposed title XVI designed to force States to
adopt the misnamed "optional" combined State plan for the aged, blind, and
disabled is that the Federal Government will participate in medical care costs
up to 50 percent of $15, or an increase to the States in aid to the blind and
disabled of as much as $7.50 per case per month in Federal money, similar to
the matching formula already provided for in old-age assistance.

This proposed scrambling of recipients of aid to the blind with recipients of
old-age security and aid to the disabled would mean that the needs of blind per-
sons would largely be lost sight of, making it virtually Impossible to carry out
the congressional objectives of title X of the Social Security Act. The argument
for the proposed title XVI is one of bureaucratic convenience under the name
of "simplification," but the assumption which lies behind it is the fallacious one
that needy blind men and women are not sufficiently distinct from other disad-
vantaged groups to be treated separately, in terms of their unique problems and
specific needs.

A blind person's needs are as broad as the effects of his blindness, and these
needs differ significantly in many respects from the needs of other disad-
vantaged groups. Are the needs of blind persons still in the productive years
of life the needs of older citizens who have progressed beyond those years? If
so, the objectives of rehabilitation, of retraining, and of economic contribution
are pointless. Are the blind to be treated in the same way as the permanently
and totally disabled? If so, their hopes fox, escape from dependency, for the
achievement of self-support and competitive acceptance are surely dooned-for
their rehabilitation problems are quite different.

As early as 1830, Indiana enacted a measi-re to provide for the support of
needy blind persons. Four other States--Ohio. Illinois, Massachusetts, and
Wisconsin-passed similar laws between 1830 and 1909. Six more States en-
tered this field of legislation by 1920, and 11 additional States by 1930. By 111M.
when the Social Security Act was first passed by the Congress, some 27 States
already had enacted special programs of public assistance for their needy blind
residents. Thus. for 132 years the States have realized the necessity of making
special provision for public assistance for blind persons.

If title XVI is enacted into law it will actively encourage a compllete scram-
bling of aid to the blind with the other categories of public assistance--in budge-
tary procedure,4, in rule and regulatory material, and in the actual administra-
tion of the program.

Only when there is an opportunity in the administration of aid to the blind
to deal with the unique needs of blind persons separately can the program
objectives be advanced. The immediate and long-range social and economic
gains which result from gearing the administration of aid to the blind to the re-
duction of physical, social, and economic dependency certainly far outweigh any
considerations with respect to ease of administration or bureaucratic "simpli-
fication."

If the great human and economic values stemming from the reduction of de-
pendency are to be realized, aid to the blind must not be lumped with other cate-
gories of public assistance. Unless the proposed title XV! is stricken from the
1962 Amendments to the Social Security Act, the progress made in this country
in meeting the needs of blind persons on a separate basis for over a century
will be scrapped.

The CHAIRIMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Nagle. I submit for
the record a copy of the I)epartment of Health, Education, and Vel-
fare report on the bill S. 905 discussed by you and Senator Hartke.
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(The report referred to follows:)
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,

l1ashigton, Auguat 15, 1961.
11011. HARRY F. BYRD,
(hairmiian, Connmittcc on Finance,

Washin~gtoit, D.C.

DEAR Mn. CHAIRMAN: This letter is in response t your request of Febru-
a ry 11, 1961, for a report on S. 905, a bill to amend title X of the Social Security
Act to provide that considerations with respect to the ability of the family
or relatives of a blind individual to provide for his support sliall be disregarded
in determining his need for aid to the blind under State programs established
pursuant to such title. The'bill would amend section 1002(a) of the Social
Security Act relating to provisions that must be included in an approved State
plan for aid to the blind by adding a new provision. Under the bill, a State
plan must also "provide that the State agency shall, in deteinining need, dis4
regard the ability of an individual's family or relatives to' provide for his
support." i .1

There is a variety of provisions relating to the support of needy persons
under State laws. The statutes of States usually have general support laws
that define the responsibflty of individuals to support certain relatives (such
as parents, children, husband, and wife) whether they are recipients of public
assistance or not. State public assistance laws in some States include relative
responsibility provisions of various types. Some of these provisions do inot
affect the eligibility of the needy person to receive assistance but enable the
individual or the agency to initiate an action for support of the individual
or recovery of assistance granted to him or in his behalf. Some Wtates specific,
ally provide that eligibility or the amount of assistance received should be
affected only to the extent that a contribution for support is actually made to
the needy person. Others provide that an individual is ineligible for assistance
if there are legally responsible relatives, liable and able to contribute to his
support at the level assistance would afford to the individual, without regard
to whether a contribution is in fact being made by the relative(s).

The intent of this bill in requiring the State "to disregard the ability". of
relatives to provide support for a needy individual Is not clear from the
language of'the bill. If the purpose of the bill is to preclude the exploration by
the assistance agency of the financial or other kinds of help that may be avail-
able from an individual's relatives when they know he is needy, or force the
agency to disregard the amount of actual support provided by them, we would
not recommend its enactment. Such a provision would be inconsistent with the
essential character of the public assistance program under the Social Security
Act as one based on an individual determination of need taking each Individual's
income and the resources he can command into account as now provided under
the act. Under an approved plan for aid to the blind under title X, as in the
other public assistance programs, there must be a finding by the agency on the
basis of factual information that the otherwise eligible person Is needy and
therefore entitled to receive assistance. It is thus necessary for the agency
to make a determination of the facts In each Individual's situation.

The intent of the bill may be to assure that States, In determining whether
an individual is needy and the amount of payment to him, will not attribute
any amount as a contribution from relatives when no amount is actually avail-
able for the individual's use in meeting his needs. Where the legally respon-
sible relatives are actually not contributing toward the Individual's support, the
attempt to enforce a responsibility to support by the denial of assistance to an
otherwise eligible and needy person results in severe hardship on persons
little able to turn to other sources of help.

We are concerned about the problem of the assumption of Income in the
determination of need when, In fact, the income is not available to the recipient.
We do not believe that this problem can be dealt with apart from Its relationship
to and Implications for the total public assistance program. The Department
is planning to carry out a comprehensive study of our welfare programs and
we expect to examine and make recommendations as to the most satisfactory
way of dealing with this problem.
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We therefore recommend against the enactment of S. 905.
We are advised by the Bureau of the Budget that there is no objection to the

presentation of this report from the standpoint of the administration's program.
Sincerely yours,

WILBUa J. COHEN, A8si8tant Secretary.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. David Krause of the Amer-
ican Council for the Blind.

Take a seat, sir.

STATEMENT OF DAVID KRAUSE, SECOND VICE PRESIDENT OF THIE
AMERICAN COUNCIL OF THE BLIND

Mr. KRAusE. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is David Krause.

I reside at 4628 Livingston Road SE., Washington, D.C., and I am
employed as regulations analyst with the Department of Occupations
and Professions, District of Columbia government.

I am here.this morning in-my capacity as second vice president of
the American Council of the Blind, to speak in support of section 136
of H.R. 10606.

While section 136 constitutes a very small part of H.R. 10606 space-
wise, the American Council of the Blind considers section 136 to be
one of the most important sections of the entire bill.

We believe this to be true because the enactment into law of section
136 will bring to a successfuI conclusion 12 years of struggle by the
blind citizens of Missouri and Pennsylvania to save their enlightened
and liberal dual aid to the blind programs.

By dual programs, we mean that in Missouri and Penns.lvania in
addition to the aid to the blind program financed from participating
Federal and State funds, there is a second aid to the blind program
which is geared to rehabilitation and which is financed entirely from
State fun s.

These wholly State financed aid to the blind programs in Missouri
and Pennsylvania predate passage of the Social Security Act by many
years, and, both the blind citizens, and the welfare officials of the two
States are justly proud of these programs.

Because these wholly State financed programs are more liberal
than the Federal-State participating programs with respect to earned
income exemptions and the amount of property that recipients can
own, these State financed programs have been an extremely important
factor in the rehabilitation of thousands of blind men and women in
Missouri and Pennsylvania.

Thousands of blind men and women in these States have been
converted from tax consumers to tax contributors, as the result of
these more liberal wholly State financed aid to the blind programs.

I know whereof I speak, Mr. Chairman, because I am one of those
persons. I was on the aid to the blind roll in my home State of Mis-
souri during the time I was attending university and for a period of
time after graduation while I was getting started.

This monthly financial assistance made all the difference in the
world to me in those days. Without that help, I may never have be-
come totally self-supporting.
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In essence, section 136 of H.R. 10606 simply eliminates the cutoff

date-the date by which Missouri and Pennsylvania were expected to
abolish their wholly State financed aid to the blind programs and to.
bring their plans into conformity with Federal requirements.

As you are well aware, Mr. Chairman, this so-called cutoff date-
the date on which Federal participating funds would be cut off,
unless, Missouri and Pennsylvania complied with the Federal mandate
to abandon their wholly State financed programs-this has posed a
continuing problem for this committee and for the Congress as a
whole. It has necessitated congressional reconsideration of this pro-
blem every 2 years as the cutoff d-ate approached.

We hope that this time the problem can and will be solved once
and for all, by eliminating the cutoff date entirely.

The American Council of the Blind, a national organization of
blind men and women, wholeheartedly supports section 136 of H.R.
10606, the permanent solution of the Missouri-Pennsylvania problem.

We favor it because we feel that all aid to the blind' programs should
be geared to rehabilitation. We believe that if a State wishes to use
its own funds to provide a more liberal aid to the blind program, it
should have the right to do so.

Not only should it have the right to do so, but we feel that it
should be encouraged to do so.

Since Missouri and Pennsylvania receive Federal participating
funds only on the same basis as all other States, the Federal Govern-
ment gains rather than loses from these wholly State financed pro-
grams, because many persons who may otherwise be doomed to remain
on the aid to the blind rolls for their entire lives, are thus able to
become totally self-supporting and to pay their share of income taxes.

The American Council of the Blind-is dedicated to promoting and
furthering employment opportunities for blind persons, and we feel
very strongly that an aid to the blind program should serve as a
hand up, not as a handout.. This is what the wholly State financed
aid to the blind programs in Missouri and Pennsylvania do.

Secretary Ribicoff has given his endorsement to section 136 of H.R.
10606, and the American Council of the Blind hopes that this com-
nlittee will see fit to act favorably upon it.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Any questions, Senator?
Senator KERR. No.
The CHAIRMAx. Thank you very much, Mr. Krause, I appreciate

your appearance.
Mr. Paul Kirton of the Missouri Federation of the Blind.
Please take a seat., sir.

STATEMENT OF PAUL KIRTON, MISSOURI FEDERATION OF TK
BLIND

Mr. KIRTON. Yes, sir.
My name is Paul Kirton. I am an attorney licensed in Texas, Wis-

consin, and here in the District of Columbia.
I now work for the Department of Interior as an attorney and I

live in Fairfax County, Va., where I am also a beef farmer.
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lfowever, I am also a member of the Missouri Federation of the
Blind and one of the local chapters there entitled Real Independence
Through Employment, in St. Louis. This title indicates the philos-
ophy of our local organization and of our State organization.

Te Missouri Federation of the Blind is a statewide organization
of blind people formed in 1914. With the help of many of lissouri's
fine citizens this organization succeeded in obtaining one of the Na-
tion's most advanced and most successful aid to the blind programs.
We call this program successful because of the number of persons it
has helped to obtain self-sa.pport since its passage in 1922.

The Missouri Leg islature originally rccognizedt hat the public coni-
cept of the unemll oyabio character of blind people was their major
handicap.

It, was concluded that self-help and self-support througvlh rehabili-
tation and self-employment would be the most meaningful and the
least expensive way of helping its binid citizens.

Missouri, there fore, established a flat payment of $20 a month to
each blind person who had limited amounts of property and earn-
ings of not more than $600 a.year. This exempt-earnings provision
was the first of its kind in the United States.

It proved so successful that Pennsylvania followed suit, and finally
so did the Federal Government in 1950, almost 30 years later.

Until the Federal Government recognized the deficiency in its Qwn
pIogram, Missouri was not eligible for matching Federal funds.
RatIIer than abandoning the blind citizens of Missouri to the "charity
handout" system of the Federal Government, Missouri insisted on
financing the total cost of the program alone.

In 1950 the Congress adopted the concept of exempt earnings at the
level which had prevailed in Missouri 30 years earlier, and it.per-
mitted Missouri to continue its State program with the provision
that only those cases in Missouri which would have been eligible un-
(ter a regular Federal-State program should receive matching funds.

Missouri was still not, in complete conformity for it had recognized
the rise in the cost of living since 1922 and had raised its exempt
earned income level.

In 1960, Congress also raised the level of exempt earnings but still
not so much as that permitted in Missouri.

As a result, Missouri still had a substantial number of people
who were being helped exclusively from State funds, no Federal, no
county.

In Missouri a person who is not entitled to receive $65 a month
under the Federal-State program will receive this amount from
strictly State funds. It is felt by the legislature and the State wel-
fare board that this flat amount helps all persons to meet the extra
costs of blindness, costs incurred for services which a sighted person
would ordinarily perform for himself.

Because these costs vary for each individual, and are unforeseeable
in the life of each individual, a statewide average is taken and added
to the basic and well-recognized neeqs for food, clothing, and shelter.

However, an aid program designed only to meet the costs of sus-
taining life would be meaningless and would be self-perpetuating.

376
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The Missouri program is versatile. It provides comfort to the
incapacitated, help to the unemployed, and assurance to the low-
income worker that he may receive help on his climb toward a normal
life and total self-support.

The 1950 compromise with Pennsylvania and Missouri has received
several extensions. Considerable time and effort has been spent by
the blind people of Missouri and its many responsible sighted leaders
to have this compromise extended.

T his year in 11.11. 10606 in section 136, a. permanentt settlement has
bee, proposed and passed by the House of Representatives.

If the Senate can see its way clear to pass this same section in its
present form it will be possible for Mr. Proctor Carter, head of the
Missouri Depaitment of Public Welfare, who also supports this pro-
vision, to concentrate on administering his program, the Missouri legis-
lature, which has steadfastly refused to abandon blind persons in the
midstream of rehabilitation, can return to other pressing problems,
and the blind people of Missouri can continue their fine efforts to help
improve themselves.

As one example of what has already been accomplished let me tell
you of one man who is deaf and blind. Ordinarily, such people are
confined to a life of helplessness and loneliness. Rehabilitation for
these people is just now getting underway in other States under ex-
clusive Federal programs. But in Missouri through its programs of
assured assistance despite his handicaps many years ago he was able
to open a small business, to marry, and have several above-average
children in mental and ph sical health, who are now entering upon
careers as professional and skilled people.

It has often been said that only in America can a child of the very
poor aspire to social and economic success and achieve it.

Let us hope that soon it will not be only in Missouri that the child
of the severely handicapped person can also hope to have a happy
home and an adequate education.

We only ask for the State's right to be more generous with its peo-
ple, more farsighted in its programs than the ninimal requirements
set by the Federal Government.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Kirton.
Any questionsI
Senator KEPR. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
The next witness is Mr. Henry G. Hotchkiss, of the Federation of

Protestant Welfare Agencies.
Take a seat, sir.

STATEMENT OF HENRY G. HOTCHKISS, PRESIDENT OF TH FEDERA-
TION OF PROTESTANT WELFARE AGENCIES

Mr. HOTCHKISS. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee my
name is Henry G. Hotchkiss and I am president of the Federation
of Protestant Welfare Agencies. This federation is the central co-
ordinatin g agency for Protestant health and welfare agencies in the
Greater New York area.

I am filing with my statement a list of the agencies which for
brevity's sake I will not read.

840712 25
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Senator KERR. It will be made a part of the record.
(The list of agencies referred to follows:)

MEMBER AGENCIES OF THE FEDERATION OF PROTESTANT WELFARE AGENCIES, INC.

Adam Clayton Powell, Sr.
Center

Adventist Home, Inc.
All Angels Farm, Inc.
All Souls' Camp
Alma Mathews House

Community

American-Russian Aid Association, Inc.
American Seamen's Friend Society
Andrew Freedman Home
Armenian Welfare Association
Association for Homemaker Service,

Inc.
Association for the Relief of Respect-

able Aged
Astoria Child Care Center
Augustana Lutheran Home for the

Aged
Bank Street College of ,Lducation
Baptist Children's Home of Long

Island
Baptist Fresh Air Home Society
Baptist Home for the Aged in the City

of New York
Baptist Home of Brooklyn, N.Y.
Barrett House of the Florence Critten-

ton League, Inc.
Bay Ridge Day Nursery, Inc.
Berkshire Farm for Boys, Inc.
Bethany Day Nursery, Inc.
Bethany Deaconess Hospital Society
Beth,,' Methodist Home for the Aged
Bethlehem Day Nursery, Inc.
Big Brothers, Inc.
Big Sisters. Inc.
Boys Harbor, Inc.
Braker Memorial Home
Brooklyn Home for Aged Colored People
Brooklyn Home for Aged Men and

Couples
Brooklyn Home for Children
Brooklyn Kindergarten Society
Brooklyn Methodist Episcopal Church

Home
Brooklyn Music School
Brookwood Child Care-Orphan Asylum

Society of the City of Brooklyn
Brownsville Boys' Club, Inc.
Camp Sloane, Inc.
Children's Village
Christ Presbyterian Church House
Christian Herald Association
Church Charity Foundation of Long

Island
Church of All Nations and Neighbor-

hood House
Colonial Park Day Care Agency
Covenant Home of the East Coast Con-

ference
Danish Home for the Aged, Inc.
Day Nursery Group, Inc.
East Calvary Nursery, Inc.
East Harlem Protestant Parish

East Side House, Inc.
Edwin Could Foundation for Children
Eger Lutheran Home, Inc.
Eisman Day Nursery
Episcopal Service to the Aged
Evangelical Deaconess Hospital
Evangelical Home for the Aged
Fellowship House of St. Augustine

Presbyterian Church
Field Houle, Inc.
Five Points House
Five Points Mission
Flushing Bland Community Center Inc.
Forest Neigrborhood House, Inc.
Fresh Air Association of St. John, Inc.
Friendly League for Christian Service,

Inc.
Friends' Home Association
George Washington Carver Child Care

Center
German Society of the City of New York
Girls' Friendly Society of the Diocese of

New York, Inc.
Girls' Home Society
Girls' Service League
Goddard-Riverside Community Center
Graham Home for Old Ladies
Graham Home for Children
Greater New York Conference of

Seventh Day Adventists
Greenwich House
Greer, A Children's Community
Hamilton Grange Day Care Center, Inc.
Hamilton-Madison House
Hartley House
Hleartsease Home for Women and

Babies, Inc.
Hermitage of Our Lady of Kursk
Home for Old Men and Aged Couples
Hope Day Nursery
House of Friendship Community Center
House of the Holy Comforter
House of St. Giles the Cripple
Hudson Guild, Inc.
Incarnation Camp, Inc.
Industrial Home for the Blind
Inwood House
Inwood Nursery
Isabella Home
Jacob A. Rtis Neighborhood Settlement
Jamaica Child Care Center
James Weldon Johnson Community

Center, Inc.
Jennie Clarkson Home for Children
Judson Memorial Church and Center
Julia Dyckman Andrus Memorial Home
Kallman Home for Children
Katharine Herbert Fund, Inc.
Kirkstde, Inc. (affiliated with the Re-

formed Church In America)
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Ladies Christian Union of the City of
New York

LaGuardia Memorial House
Leake and Watts Children's Home
Lenox 11111 Neighborhood Association,

Inc.
Long Island Odd Fellows Home
Lutheran Boys' Work Foundation, Inc.
Lutheran Child Welfare Association
Lutheran Friends of the Deaf, Inc.
Lutheran Hospital of Brooklyn
Lutheran Medical Center
Lutheran Seamen's Center
Lutheran Social Services of Metropoll-

tan New York, Inc.
Lutheran Welfare Council
Madison Square Church House
Marble Hill Recreation Center
Marlen-Ilelln of Brooklyn
Mariners Family Home
Masters Nursery
McCutchen
Melrose House
Methodist Camp Service
Methodist Church Home for the Agen

in the City of New York
Methodist Hospital in Brooklyn
Metropolitan Baptist Camps, Inc.
Metropolitan Lutheran Inner Mission

Society
Mills College of Education
Miriam Osborn Memorial Home Asso.

ciation
Morningside Community Center, Inc.
Mount Calvary Methodist Church Child

Care Center
Mount Morris Children's Center
Mount Tremper Lutheran Camp
Neighborhood Day Nursery of Harlem,

Inc.
Neighborhood House of the City of New

York
New York Baptist City Society
New York City Mission Society
New York City Society of the Methodist

Church
New York Colored Mission
New York Congregational Home for the

Aged
New York Deaconess Association of the

Methodist Church
New York Diet Kitchen Association
New York Port Society
New York Protestant Episcopal City

Mission Society
North Queens Child Care Center
Norwegian Children's Home Associa-

tion, Inc.
Norwegian Christian Home for the

Aged, Inc.
Norwegian Lutheran Community Serv-

ice, Inc.
Open Door Child Care Center
Ottilie Home for Children
Pamela C. Torres Day Care Center, Inc.
Parkchester-Bronxdale Day Care Asso-

ciation

Peabody Home
Presbyterian Home for Aged Women in

the City of New York, Inc.
Prescott Neighborhood House, Inc.
Prospect Heights Hospital
Rest for Convalescents
Riverdale Children's Association
Rockaway Child Care Center, Inc.
Sailors Snug Harbor
St. Barnabas Hospital for Chronic Dis-

eases
St. Christopher's School
St. Faith's House
St. George's Memorial House
St. Luke'4 Home for Aged Women in the

City of New York
St. Mary's-in-the-Field
St. Philip's Community Service Council,

Inc.
Salvation Army
Samaritan Home for the Aged of the

City of New York
Samaritan Hospital of Brooklyn
School Settlement Association
Seabury Memorial Home
Seamen's Church Institute of New York
Sheltering Arms Childrens Service
Silver Cross Day Nursery
Sister Catherine's Home, Inc.
Society for the Relief of the Destitute

Blind of the City of New York and Its
Vicinity, Inc.

Society for the Relief of Women and
Children

Society of St. Johnland
Society for Seamen's Children
South Bronx Community Council
Speedwell Services for Children, Inc.
Staten Island Child Care Association
Staten Island Mental Health Society
Stuyvesant Community Center, Inc.
Sunshine Day Care Centers, Inc.
Swedish Home for Aged, Inc.
Swedish Hospital in Brooklyn
Swiss Benevolent Society of New York
Sylvia Klein Child Care Center, Inc.
Talbob-Perkins Adoption Service, Inc.
Trinity Chapel Home for Aged Church

Women
Union Settlement Association, Inc.
United Presbyterian Home
United West Side Parish of the Broad-

way Congregational Church
Urban League of Greater New York,

Inc.
Utopia Children's Center, Inc.
Victoria Home for Aged British Men

and Women, Inc.
Victory Day Care Center
Virginia Day Nursery
Vocational Advisory Service
Wartburg Lutheran Home for Aged and

Infirm
Wartburg Orphan Farm School of the

Evangelical Lutheran Church
Washington Square Home for Friend-

less Girls
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West Side Day Nursery, Arthur A. Barr Young Men's Christian Association of
Division Greater New York

Western Queens Nursery School, Inc. Young Men's Christian Association of
and Queensbridge Play School Yonkers

Willoughby House Settlement, Inc. Young People's Baptist Union of Brook-
Wiltwyck School for Boys lyn and Long Island
Windham Children's Service Young Women's Christian Association
Women's Prison Association of New of Brooklyn

York Young Women's Christian Association
Woodfield Children's Village of the City of New York
Woodslde Children's Center Youth Consultation Service-Church
Woodycrest-American Female Guard- Mission

ian Society and Home for the Friend- Youth Consultation Service of the Dio-
less cese of New York, Inc.

YMCA Central Atlantic Area Council
Camps

Mr. HOTCTnKIss. The Fedecation's membership is composed of 221
voluntary health and welfare agencies.

Reluctantly, and solely because of the inclusion of section 107, we
oppose the enactment of M.R. 10606, the Public Welfare Amendments
of 1962 passed by the House of Representatives and now before your
committee.

We reach this conclusion with regret because we warmly supprt
all major objectives of the bill-particularly the increased appropria-
tions or extending and improving State and local child welfare serv-
ices; increased appropriations for training personnel; appropriations
for setting up day care centers; the emphasis of the bill on rehabili-
tation; and the extension of the inclusion of unemployed parents in
the program for aid to families with dependent children.

Section 107 of the bill is unnecessary. To cover cases where making
payments to the relative would be contrary to the welfare of the child,
section 108 creates a carefully safeguarded method for protective pay-
ments within the framework of an approved State plan.

No showing has been made why this protective payments provision
is not adequate, or why it should not be given a fair trial. No show-
ing has been made why States also need the blanket permission of
section 107 to operate outside an approved State plan and under no
safeguards at all--except a prohibition against denial of payments
while the child is in the relative's home, or a requirement for adequate
care and assistancepursuant to a State statute.

Section 107 of the bill is dangerous. It abandons the long-estab-
lished requirements that, in order to obtain matching Federar funds,
a State must adopt a plan which meets 12 specific Federal standards;
that the plan must be approved by the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare; and, that if the State plan or its administration does not
continue to comply with Federal requirements, the Secretary after
hearing shall make no further certification of Federal funds.

Section 107 of the bill bypasses these sound provisions of the
Social Security Act (secs. 402 and 404) and remits Federal policy
and Federal funds to determination and disposition by State law.

Notwithstanding the many substantial improvements which the bill
would make in our public welfare laws, we believe that, in view of the
drastic deterioration to be brought about by section 107, the bill as
passed by the House would on balance do more harm than good.
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We urge your committee either to report unfavorably on the bill as
passed by the House, or to report favorably with an amendment strik-
ing section 107.

If your committee decides on the latter course, as we certainly bope
it will, we recommend further changes in two respects of major im-
portance:

First, to reduce to 1 year the maximum residence requirement which
a State plan is permitted to impose (instead of the present 5 years
out of 9), and to grant apremium to States which eliminate residence
requirements entirely. The interests of the Nation. are best served
when there is free movement of individuals. Granting Federal funds
to State programs which discourage free movement of people who
may need assistance is contrary to our national policy.

Second, to increase the Federal matching payments, under the pro-
gram for aid to families with dependent children, at least proportion-
ately with the increases made under the programs for the aged, the
blind, and the disabled.

Under the bill, for example, the maximum average monthly pay-
ment for each of the latter groups is raised from $66 to $70, while the
former remains unchanged at $30. No reason is apparent for denying
a corresponding increase nor, indeed, for failing to remedy the present
excessive difference.

A document published earlier this year by the federation will serve
to amplify the background of our thinking on the subject matter of
the bill. I request that the text of this document, "A Policy State-
ment by the Federation of Protestant Welfare Agencies Concerning
Public Welfare," be incorporated in the record of the hearing and be
regarded as a part of my statement, together with the list of the
members and affiliated agencies.

Thank you for granting this opportunity to be heard.
(The information referred to Mollows :)

A POLICY STATEMENT BY THE FEDERATION OF PROTESTANT WELFARE AGENCrEs

CoNCEIUNG PUBliO WELFARE

New York, N.Y.

The Federation of Protestant Welfare Agencies wishes to take advan-
tage of the current widespread discussion of public welfare programs to
express its support of the purposes of public welfare.

The Federation speaks out of a profound Christian faith in the worth
and dignity of every Individual human being, and out of a deep con-
viction that it is the right of every human being in need to get help-re-
gardless of race, religion, moral standards, or causes of dependency.

Whatever investigation may be proper into the administration of public assist-
ance programs, the federation assumes that the validity of public assistance is
no longer open to question. It is unthinkable that anyone in this country today
would refuse food to a starving man, nor do most people any longer consider a
laissez-faire attitude toward one's fellow man a possibility. Attacks on the
public welfare program, whether under the guise of "removing chiselers from
the relief rolls" or otherwise, are all too often attacks on the whole philosophy
of American social welfare, private as well as public. Neither the Federation of
Protestant Welfare Agencies nor the department of welfare condonee fraud In
any field. Adequate regulations exist and operate within the welfare programs
for finding and prosecuting dishonest recipients of financial assistance.

The federation knows from its 40 years of experience, and as coordinator for
221 private agencies working in most fields of charitable endeavor, that the public
welfare program provides the frame within which the essential work of the pri-
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yate agencies is done. Public welfare does not cause the dilemmas of society,
it reflects them.

Causes of dependency and unemployment lie immediately in inadequate school-
ing; in insufficient and ill-planned housing; in discrimination in education, hous-
ing, and employment; in the changing employment picture caused by automa-
tion; In inadequate medical care; in contemporary rootlessness and tensions.
Each one of us shares responsibility for these ills. Beyond the immediate prob-
lems are such inevitable and enduring causes as personal inadequacies, mental
disorders, and ill health. Human need, whatever the cause, is a fact of the human
condition.

The federation speaks now not only in support of public welfare programs,
but in defense of the ancient Christian commandment of love for one's neighbor,
In defense of compassion, and of individual concern and involvement in all these
issues.

The federation therefore, out of the experience of its agencies in direct serv-
ices to people of every age, race, color, and degree of need, affirmis that-

1. The provision of adequate financial assistance for those unable to main-
tain themselves is properly a governmental responsibility;

2. Rehabilitation of the individual or of the family in need is the primary
long-range goal of the public welfare programs as well as of the private
agencies;

3. Rehabilitation programs must be accompanied by broad community
planning, shared in by professional and lay people in both public and private
agencies, to find the causes and develop remedies for the dislocation of
people in today's society.

FPWA ENDORSES FEDERAL AND STATE WELFARE LAWS

The federation further wants. to make clear its endorsement of the philosophy
and major regulations of existing Federal and State social welfare laws, as
follows:

We endorse the 1956 amendment to the Federal Social Security Act which
specifies that services to those on public assistance shall be basic to the public
welfare programs, that one purpose of public assistance shall be to help recipients
toward more independent living, that help shall be given toward maintaining
and strengthening family life, that services for prevention of dependency shall
be provided, and that attention shall be given to the causes of social problems.

We endorse the absence in the New York State social welfare law of any resi-
dence requirement; we deplore the passage last year of certain 6-month stipula-
tions which are tantamount to residence requirements; we strongly urge a
Federal regulation prohibiting residence requirements for any assistance program
which receives Federal moneys. In August 1959 (date for which most recent
figures are available), 92 percent of the public assistance cases in New York City
had been residents of the city for more than 1 year before receiving public
assistance. More than two-thirds had been residents for 5 years or more. Figures
show incontrovertibly that immigration into New York State goes up when em-
ployment is high and goes down when there is an increase in unemployment.

We endorse that provision of the State social welfare law which requires that
anyone applying for public assistance who is able to work must register with
the State employment service and must accept any position "for which he is
fitted." We also endorse protections under other laws specifying standards of
adequate pay and proper working hours and conditions.

Such standards should also apply Zi any work-relief ("made work") program
for public assistance recipients. Where public assistance recipients are physi-
cally able to work and unable to find suitable employment, we approve work-
relief jobs on needed public projects which are not otherwise provided for and
which do not compete with private enterprise. No work-relief program, how-
ever, should be allowed to conflict with a rehabilitative program designed to
teach new skills or to enhance old ones, to provide guidance, and to allow time
for Job finding. I

In addition, we endorse those provisions of the social welfare law which per.,
mit supplementation of family income by assistance grants when such income
Is insufficient to provide basic maintenance.

We endorse those provisions of the social welfare law which require that
grants be paid to public assistance redipients in cash and specify means by
which help may. be given to those who are unable to manage for themselves.
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Public welfare recipients have the right, and should be encouraged, to deter-
mine how they shall live, provided they accept, as we all must, the consequences
of their determination.

We endorse the absence from the State welfare law of any time limit on the
granting of assistance. Since need is and should be the sole qualification, there
is no justification for the arbitrary termination of asslstande. More than 90
percent of public assistance recipients in New York City are: the blind, the
disabled, children under 18 years old, mothers whose presence in the home is
considered essential, and adults over 65 years of age. For all practical pur-
poses, they are unemployable. In New York State the figure is 85 percent.
The remaining 10 to 15 percent in almost all instances need basic elementary
education, Job training, vocational guidance, health improvement, and social
counseling before they can find, much less keep, adequate employment.

It is perhaps worth noting here that employment and social insurance pro-
grams are today meeting niany of the economic needs for which the original
welfare program of the 1930's was designed. Tihe recipients of public assistance
grants today, in whatever category, are mainly those who cannot get help
any other way.

We endorse that provision of the social welfare law which requires that
assistance grants must be adequate to meet accepted public health standards,
taking into account variation in the cost of living. There is no justification
for the arbitrary establishment of relief allowance ceilings in disregard of
such standards.

We endorse those provisions of the State social welfare law which state
that children in the aid-to-dependent-children category shall stay in their homes
if proper care can be given. In cases where proper care cannot be given, there
are measures in State law which provide for the removal and suitable placement
of any child whose parents are unable or unwilling to provide adequate financial
or emotional care for him.

Here again a variety of public and private insurance programs provide for
the survivors of breadwinners with stable economic backgrounds. The aid-to-
dependent-children program has had increasingly to provide for families without
economic or social stability. It has not caused the instability. Of known out-
of-wedlock children in the Nation, 87 percent are in families not known to any
public welfare department. A 61-percent daily increase In the assistance check
does not seem sufficient inducement for adding another child to the family.

Public welfare does not condone immorality, but public welfare programs
were not established for any purpose of regulation or punishment. Public
welfare does concern itself with the factors of deprivation, illness, ignorance,
and maladjustment which contribute to immorality. There is no legal, moral,
or human Justification for depriving any child of basic care because of the
mores of his parents.

FEDERATION OFFERS SEVEN RECOMMENDATIONS

The Federation of Protestant Welfare Agencies believes that rehabilitation
and prevention must increasingly become an integral part of public welfare
programs. Therefore, the federation, in urging that welfare programs be
strengthened, recommends that:

1. Administrative procedure governing Federal, State, and city welfare pro-
grams be reexamined.

Secretary Ribicoff has proposed an overhauling of the welfare program. We
hope every citizen will give this study his thoughtful consideration. We wel-
coined last year the interest demonstrated by the report submitted to the New
York State Temporary Commission on Coordination of State Activities by the firm
of Cresap, McCormick & Paget. We hope the investigating commission set
up by Governor Rockefeller under the provisions of the Morland Act will con-
sult the many experienced agencies in the welfare field.

2. Practical and realistic staffing of public welfare services be a prime
objective.

Pilot projects in public welfare programs throughout the Nation have demon-
strated that, with skilled help, many people in financial and emotional need can
become self-supporting and productive members of the community.

Trained professional social workers, in short supply everywhere, must be
placed in the strategic positions In welfare departments; at intake desks, and
in such sensitive areas as chUd welfare offices, protective services, family coun-
seling units. The time 4nd efforts of the social worker must be devoted to
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identifying causes of need and to helping the client overcome them, not to
cumbersome eligibility tests and routine paperwork.

The social investigator's job, which is basic to the welfare program but for
which professional training is not a requirement, should be given special atten-
tion through lowered caseloads, inservice training, assignment of the mass of
paperwork to clerical workers, and increased salaries.

In New York City there must be immediate removal of certain regulations and
laws which now restrict employment in the department of welfare. The Lyons
residence law as it affects the department of welfare should be repealed, and
civil service regulations should be revised, ip particular the requirement that
experienced social workers coming to the department must start in beginning
jobs rather than in positions commensurate with their training and competence.

Serious thought must be given to causes of the shortage of professional social
workers. There appears to be need for more flexible and imaginative oppor-
tunities for graduate school education in social work. Some graduate schools
are permitting a longer period of time for completion of the prescribed training
and courses are being scheduled during hours that permit the student to carry
his work while pursuing courses at the school, thus helping to narrow the gap
which now exists between trained personnel and the realistic needs of the com-
munity. In addition to the challenge to flexibility in graduate school educa-
tion is the need for more funds, from both governmental and voluntary sources,
for educational leaves.

Finally, a new image of the field of social work must be created. Negative
community attitudes toward welfare recipients and programs have tended to
put social work on the defensive, particularly within the field of public welfare.
With recognition of social work as a necessary and respected vocation, an im-
portant step will have been taken toward interesting more young people of
compassion, dedication, and skill in entering the field.

& Communitywide provision and efficient use of preventive services be planned
by public and private welfare agencies together.

Such services are day care facilities, homemaker services, vocational guidance
and job-finding programs for youth, family counseling and counseling for un-
married mothers, and neighborhood conservation programs

4. The housing needs of New York City's low and middle Income population be
given, immediately, more thoughtful attention and more dynamic planning.

Lack of adequate low-cost housing is one of the major problems of community
welfare. Stronger community support for acceleration of housing programs
must be enlisted. Housing policies which exclude from public projects certain
needy families because of instability or social nonconformity have the effect of
enforcing slum living on such families. These policies should be reexamined.

Cooperative planning among all professions and agencies involved in housing
and housing needs is a primary necessity. Proper housing represents more than
shelter, it aids rehabilitation and achievement of self-respect an independence.

5. The desperat- plight of New York City's dependent and neglected children
receive immediate attention and adequate appropriations be made for their care.

City funds for the foster care of children in private agencies should be in-
cluded in the budget of the city's department of welfare rather than in the chari-
table institutions budget; Inequities in aid-to-dependent-children grants should
be corrected; recommendations concerning the earnings of ADC recipients should
be implemented, and priority should be given to expansion of public foster care
and more adequate staffing of the bureau of child welfare.

6. The program in the city's department of welfare for informing the public
as to the purposes, concerns and achievements of the department be more
effectively implemented.

Accurate and full interpretation of the public welfare program is necessary
to gain community support. Criticism can only be countered by the facts.

7. The Federal Department of Health, Education, and Welfare be assigned a
more active role in setting and enforcing standards for welfare programs
throughout the country.

Abuses of public welfare programs, such as those in Newbtrgh; Louisiana, and
Mississippi, though local in origin, threaten the personal dignity of every Ameri-
can and have nationwide repercussions.

In conclusion, the federation, joining with those who have already spoken,
hopes that its voice will be one of mpiny to counter the misinformation and the
fears which pnderlie so many of the attacks on public social welfare; and that
many such voices will rally the conscience of the whole community to investigate
and deal with the causes of maladjustment and dependency, and to demand and
to work for the measures of -- evention and rehabilitation which are essential.

/ /
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The CHAIRMAN. Any questions?
Senator KERR. I would like to talk to the witness a little. I am

sorry I didn't get to hear all of his statement. I want to look at it
here just a minute.

You say you object to section 107?
Mr. HOTCHKISS. Yes.
Senator KERR. Do you favor 108?
Mr. HoTCHKISS. Yes. We think 108 follows the pattern which has

been established and worked out favorably in practice, and we have
no record to indicate that we need any additional-

Senator KERR. Where has the provisions of 108 been established
that are practical?

Mr. HoricniKiss. Well, I don't think I can answer that, Senator.
Senator KERR. Sir?
Mr. HoTCIKISS. I don't think I can answer that.
Senator KERR. I thought you said 108 conforms to the pattern that

has been established.
Mr. Ho CHKISS. Well, the pattern generally of conforming to the

12 requirements laid down by the Department of Health and Welfare,
IEW, established with respect to payments of this sort.

Senator KERR. 108, if I understand it, and if you understand it
differently you tell me, would authorize a local administrator where
he decided that the mother was not handling the money properly, to
make vendor payments with the money. Isn't that what it provides?

Mr. HOTCHKISS. Yes.
Senator KERR. And you favor that. You favor giving a local ad-

ministrator the arbitrary power to set aside the pattern of the natural
parent taking care of the child?

Mr. HOTCHKISS. Except in the case where it seenis to the authorities
the natural parents for one reason or another are not capabAe.

Senator KEM. To what authorities I
Mr. HOTCHKISS. Well, the administrator as you suggest.
Senator KERw. Well, we have in every county in the Nation aufLori-

ties duly operating under law as old as the Nation where a situation
of that kind can be adjudicated and actually the disruption of the
normal pattern of parent and child is pretty serious, isn't it?

Mr. HOTCHKISS. Very serious, indeed. It is only in the most ex-
treme cases where it would be justified at all.

Senator KERR. Our system of probate courts is the result of actually
a thousand years' experience in English-speaking people, isn't it J

Mr. HOrCHKISS. I suppose it is. I think so.
Senator KERR. Who, in all of that time, ho..ve been in the majority

Christians.
Now here, just kind of on the spur of the moment, you think we

ought to bypass that and say that an administrator who actually is
anonymous should be given that authority.
. Mr. HOTCHKISS. Yes; in section 108, 1 think there are cases where
that power properly should be put there.

Senator KER. You are the last man that I thought would take that
position.

Mr. HoTcHKmSe. Well, there it i&
Senator KmR. Thank you.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Hotchkiss.
Mr. HOTCHKIss. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Msgr. Raymond J. Gallagher,

of the National Conference of Catholic Charities.

STATEMENT OF MSGR. RAYMOND 3. GALLAGHER, SECRETARY,
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF CATHOLIC CHARITIES

Monsignor GALLAGHER. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
The CHARMAN. Take a seat, sir, and proceed.
Monsignor GALLAGOER. I have submitted a more lengthy statement

for the record. I will summarize my own presentation. I wish
also to acknowledge the presence here of Mr. Charles Tobin, attor-
ney at law, secretary of the New York State Catholic Welfare Con-
ference, who wishes also to submit for the record a copy of their
statement.

The CHAIRMAN. The insertions will be made following your oral
presentation, sir.

Monsignor GALLAGHER. Thank you very much, sir.
My name is Msgr. Raymond J. Gallagher. I am secretary of the

National Conference of Catholic Charities, with headquarters at 1346
Connecticut Avenue NW., Washington, D.C.

The National Conference of Catholic Charities coordinates the
activities of 375 diocesan offices of Catholic charities, located in 48
States and the District of Columbia.

Similarly, we coordinate the activity of about 00 institutions pro-
viding specialized care to various groups, including institutional fos-
ter care for dependent and neglected children, multiple handicapped
children, rehabilitation programs for teenagers, housing and nursing
facilities for the aging.

The agencies to which I referred above are engaged in direct serv-
ice programs covering the full spectrum of modern-day social services.
Representing the philosophy and the current position of these agen-
cies and institutions, we feel that we are presenting a truly valid
sample of experience in the areas to which this bill addresses itself.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this committee to
endorse the efforts of the administration and the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare to meet such criticisms as have been
suggested, while at the same time seeking to preserve that funda-
mental part of a Government's service to its people, namely, a humane
program of welfare service to those in need.

In the matter of day care, we endorse the proposal of this bill to
offer protection to children who are now left unprotected by mothers
who seek full-time employment. We endorse the use of day-care
facilities under public welfare auspices as a means of helping fami-
lies rehabilitate and reorganize themselves into financially independ-
ent units.

We wish to express the caution that the element of financial need
should be present where Federal funds will be used. We do not
believe this is clearly enough expressed in the provisions of the bill.

While we wish it to be clear that we appreciate the effectiveness
of d'- care for the protection of children of working mothers, we
believe that as a Nation we should be measuring the necessity of
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more and more mothers with small children entering the labor market.
We believe we should give an equal amount of our time and resources
to discovering whether this trend is essential and whether the needs
of the labor market could be met oy some other means.

ADC to children of unemployed fathers: It is our belief that a
large number of beneficiaries of this change in the social security law
are men who are unemployed by reason of possessing no work skill
or an obsolete skill.

While we believe that the children of these men should not be denied
support, we believe that something more basic to the nature of the
problem should be enacted. We believe, therefore, that this provision
for the children of unemployed fathers should be continued on a
temporary basis, with relatively short periods of review and re-
evaluation provided.

We would like to see this type of care for dependent children made
available until such time as the manpower development and training
program would begin to take hold. We believe that these fathers
onA DC should be given priority for retraining under the provisions
of that act.

This would have the effect of protecting the child while at the same
time returning the man to the level of an effective father capable of
providing for his children by his own work, at the earliest possible
time.

Protective payments: In order to guarantee that the children will
receive the care intended by this welfare program, and in order to
assure the Government that its funds will be expended wisely, we
concur in the provisions under section 108, page 40, for protective
payments in up to 5 percent of the cases in this program.

We believe, however, that the provisions of section 107, page 38,
which provides in addition that 'any other action authorized under
State law" may be invoked, would open the way to procedures that
far exceed the extent of the problem at hand.

In specialized cases not covered by 5 percent we believe that greater
use of the judicial process would disqualify those from direct control
of the child or benefit might be resorted to.

Our Nation has come a long way from the punitive and restrictive
procedures of the ancient poor laws. We feel that it would be a
backward step to reintroduce this attitude by the permissive language
of section 107. We suggest that the 5-percent provision will am ply
protect the child and the Government program which supports it.

I would like to make special comment about training or the field
of social service.

Earlier versions of this bill proposed support for training programs
for staffs of public welfare programs dealing with chilren and
families.

We would suggest that these provisions be restored to the bill and
that in addition provision be made for training for the whole field of
social service. We are conscious of the growing involvement of our
people in problems with a social base and at the same time aware
that graduates of professional schools of social work are in such short
supply as to merely replace those who retire or leave the field for other
personal reasons.
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In order to make a substantial contribution to the recruiting of
personnel for this essential field it is our belief that the Federal Gov-
ernment should sponsor a crash program of training for the total
field, without regard to public or private practice.

The Advisory Council on Child Welfare recoimnended that grants
be given institutions of higher learning so that the most economic use
of factilties, classrooms, field supervision, and fieldwork placements
could be made. Eligibility for training stipends should be based on
meeting qualifications and not solely upon the intention of the student
to work in the public welfare field.

I would like to close in making, a comment relative to the tradition
of our Governuent to make maximum use of existing local and pri-
vate facilities in meeting citizen needs. We would urge the Senate
to restore to this bill the language contained in the original proposal,
H.R. 10032, wherein endorsement was given to the maximum use of
existing vohmtary private welfare services in providing necessary
services to those in need. This is a concept which has wide acceptance.
It was part of the administration's program at the beginning of this
session of Congress. It was recommended by the Advisory Council on
Public Assistance, the Advisory Council on Child Welfare Services,
and the ad hoc coimnittee on public welfare of 1961.

All of these proposals support the traditional American concept of
encouraging individuals and citizen organizations to do for themselves
the things of which they are capable.

If the absence of sufficient financial support limits their ability to do
this, it seems to us that the Federal Government could help maintain
this vital citizens' activity and at the same time provide for the meet-
ing of the social needs of its citizens.

America seems to us to be built upon the idea of citizen capability
and personal responsibility. The flourishing of volumitary services is
indicative of an alert, self-reliant citizenry which is doing for itself
the things of which it is capable.

If our Government, from the Federal level, would endorse this prin-
ciple of maximum use of existing community and private agencies, it
seems to us that it would be seconding the efforts of individuals to be
contributing citizens and at. the same time it would be rendering an
eloquent answer to those who envision in our Nation the growth of a
welfare state.

Let me say in closing, my thanks to you, Senator Byrd, for the op-
portunity of testifying on this occasion.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, Monsignor. We will certainly give full
consideration to your suggestions.

Monsignor GALLAGHER. Thank you very much.
(The statements referred to follow:)

STATEMENT OF RT. REv. MSoR. RAYMOND J. GALLAGHER, SECRETARY, NATIONAL

CONFERENCE OF CATHOLIC CHARITIES, ON H.R. 100, THE PUBLIC WELFARE

AMENDMENTS or 1902

Mr. Chairman, my name is Msgr. Raymond J. Gallagher. I am secretary of
the National Conference of Catholic Charities, with headquarters at 1346 Con-
necticut Avenue NW., Washington, D.C. The National Conference of Catholic
Charities coordinates the activities of 370i diocesan offices of Catholic Charities,
located in 48 States and the District of Columbia. Similarly, we coordinate the
activity of about 700 institutions providing specialized care to various groups,
including dependent and neglected children, multiple-bandicapped children, re.
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habilitation programs for teenagers, housing and nursing facilities for the aging.

The agencies to which I referred above are engaged in direct service programs
covering the full spectrum of modern-day social services. Representing the
philosophy and the current position of these agencies and institutions, we feel
that we are presenting a truly valid sample of experience in the areas to which
this bill addresses itself.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this committee to support the
many fine concepts which are involved in this bill. We commend the courage
of the representatives of the administration and the Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare in meeting, head on, the many unreasonable and unfounded
criticisms currently leveled against public welfare. Many of the provisions of
this bill will serve to correct the fragmentary bases upon which just criticism
have been passed. With the emphasis on rehabilitation clearly outlined in its
proposals, this bill will accomplish much to preserve a fundamental part of our
Government's service to its people; namely, the humane program of welfare
service to those in need.

Rehabilitation is the basic objective of this proposal. We recognize now that
while the general public, through its elected officials, have recognized its respon-
sibility for the welfare of all, we have been somewhat miserly in allocating funds
to accomplish the implied goals in this service. Perhaps such cycles of depend-
ency as we see, and indeed whatever degree of fraud we are able to establish,
may be due to the subminimal budgets that have been made necessary by inade-
quate allocation of funds.

The dramatic need for qualified personnel to deal with the phenomena of social
need is similarly provided for. We support enthusiastically the proposals for
training of personnel in the graduate curriculum required of those who would
seek to balance the intimate formula of family and individual life.

, DAY CARE

We are impresed by the desire of the administration to provide day care serv-
ices for childen who now, by the thousands, are left unprotected during the
working day by mothers who seek gainful employment. This is a serious neg-
lect of children which we should concern ourselves with to the utmost. With
equal enthusiasm we endorse the provision of day care facilities as a means of
helping mothers of families rehabilitate and reorganize themselves. We believe
that day care for the children of some mothers on ADC might be a very accept-
able practice. We see this as a tool in specific cases whereby the mother can
make a serious effort to obtain full-time employment as a means of reorganizing
her family as a financially independent unit. If a full-time job is decided upon
as being the best therapy for a given mother, then we believe facilities should
be provided. The introduction of Federal funds in this area will undoubtedly
achieve a great deal. We would express one caution, however, relative to the
area where the use of public funds seems to us to be appropriate. Our under-
standing of Federal financing is such that we believe public money should be
used to support services to individuals who cannot provide them for themselves.
We therefore believe that if a mother of an average family, where finances is not
a problem, wishes to work and therefore has need of placing her children during
the day, that such mother should not look to Federal funds, to support a day-care
program for her children. We believe that it would be more in keeping with
the traditional use of public money to specify that the vue of Federal funds in
the day-care field should be limited, as are other public welfare funds, to those
who cannot provide this service by private means. Let it be clear that we appre.
ciate the effectiveness of day care for the children of working mothers, even
though we believe that as a thinking nation we should not merely provide pro-
grams to meet the phenomena of need. We should also give an equal amount of
our time and our resources to discovering why this need has arisen and what we
could do about handling it at its source.

AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN OF UNEMPLOYED FATHERS

A year ago the Congress included this category of beneficiary on a temporary
basis, ostensibly to meet the nv,'ds of children whose fathers were. unemployed
either by reason of recession or by reason of technological changes. For the most
part, these were men who faced meager prospects of any future job because they
either had no particular skill or because their current skill had become obsolete.
In addition to supporting the children of these workingmen, something more
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basic should be done. The natural bent of man is to work to support himself
and his children. We believe therefore that the temporary provisions to aid
the children of unemployed fathers should be continued on a temporary basis
with stated periods of review and reevaluation written in. We would rather
see the provisions of this bill made available until such date as the manpower
development and training program, recently enacted, would begin to take hold.
We believe that men who are currently being helped support their families
through ADC should be given priority for retraining under the provisions of
the Manpower Development and Training Act. This would be a provident step
in that it would guarantee that every intelligent effort was being made to return
this man to the level of an effective father, capable of providing for his children.
In the meantime, to be sure that no child would be deprived of support, or de-
prived of his father in order to get support, ADC for children of unemployed
fathers should be continued on a limited basis until the effects of the Manpower
Development and Training Act have taken hold.

PROTECTIVE PAYMENTS

We recognize the fact that, in some instances, dependent children are under
the care of people who are Improvident in the handling of the governmental
support. We are totally in agreement with the provisions for protective pay-
ments tip to the 5 percent of the caseload and under the conditions outlined
under section 108, page 40. We believe that this is sufficient safeguard to the
child that its needs will be met and adequate protection to the Government that
its funds are being used prudently and for the purposes intended. Section 107,
page 38, however, where it says that protected payments may be provided "and
any other action authorized under State law" may be invoked, seems to us
that this is a very permissive statement, opening the way to procedures that far
exceed the extent of the problem at hand. In the matter of granting relief and
assistance to needy citizens, our Nation has come a long way from the punitive
and disrespectful procedures of the ancient poor laws and the practices which
accompanied them. We feel that it would be a backward step for this Nation
to take, to open the way, by legislation, to the reintroduction of practices that
would bring with them possible indignities or contravention of human rights.
We agree that there is a relatively small problem with these matters, but to solve
them by surrendering gains made by our Nation in the matter of individual
rights and human dignity, we believe would be a serious loss. We suggest that
the 5-percent provisions will amply protect the child and the Government which
supports It.

TRAINING FOR THE FIL OF SOCIAL SERVICE

We wish to endorse the proposals of the earlier version of this bill which
would increase the opportunity for training staff for public welfare programs
dealing with children and families. Such suggestion as I am about to make
should not be Interpreted as competing with this desirable objective of training
public welfare personnel. We believe that the situation calls for a wider
training program, one that could be made available broadly to anyone who can
qualify for the training that is so badly needed, without regard to whether the
graduate goes into the public or the private field of service. I had the pleasure
of being a member of the Advisory Council on Child Welfare Services set up
in 1959 under the 1958 amendments of the Social Security Act. That Council
recommended that grants be made to institutions of higher learning for a crash
program to train the badly needed workers for the child welfare field. Cur-
rently, graduate schools of social work are turning out such numbers of trained
personnel as are sufficient only to replace retirees or those leaving the pro-
fessional field for marriage or other personal reasons. No real inroad Is being
made into the dearth of trained personnel for the entire field. We believe that
the Federal Government has the breadth of influence and resources to make a
successful attack upon this problem. To make any substantial contribution to
training, much more than scholarships is needed. It will be necessary to add
a considerable number of faculty members, with proportionate increases in
classroom and building facilities. Field supervisors and fieldwork placement
resources will be necessary, as well. To obtain the maximum benefit from the
investment here contemplated, we believe j that wide availability of training
grants to anyone who can qualify would e the best procedure. Even though
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some workers would prefer to work in the private field, their skills would be
available to the public welfare administrator through referral to private agen-
cies, or through contractual arrangements between the voluntary agency and
the public welfare administrator.

We believe that this type of broad training program constitutes one of two
methods by which the Government can improve substantially the availability of
professional service to people in need. By supporting the training program of
candidates who might prefer to work in the voluntary field, the Government would
be increasing the ability of private and voluntary services to fulfill more effec-
tively their role as partner with public welfare services in meeting total com-
munity need. The second avenue by which the Federal Government can increase
available social services, follows:

MAXIMUM USE OF EXISTING FACILITIES

We would urge the Senate to restore to this bill the language contained in the
original proposal, H.R. 10032, wherein endorsement was given to the maximum
use of existing voluntary private welfare services in providing necessary social
services. This is a concept which has wide acceptance. It was part of the ad-
ministration's bill at the beginning of this session of Congress. It has been rec-
ommended by the Advisory Council on Public Assistance, the Advisory Council
on Child Welfare Services, and the Ad Hoc Committee on Public Welfare whose
report was submitted to Secretary Ribicoff in September 1961. All of these pro-
posals support a traditional American concept; namely, the opportunity and the
obligation of individuals and of citizen organizations to do for themselves those
things of which they are capable. The flourishing of private welfare organiza-
tions serves this concept. If, currently, the absence of sufficient financial sup-
port limited their ability to do this, it seems to be an indication to us that the
Government would serve two desirable ends, by rendering this financial support
for the direct and Immediate meeting of the social welfare needs of its people
and by promotion of the vitality and the effectiveness of citizen responsibility
for meeting many of their own needs.

America seems to us to be built upon the idea of citizen capability and per-
sonal responsibility. We believe that the general, social, moral, and political
health of our Nation is in direct proportion to the vital activity of voluntary citi-
zen groups In the areas of health, welfare, and religion. The flourishing of volun-
tary services is indicative of an alert, self-reliant citizenry which Is doing for
itself the things of which it is capable. When the legislative bodies of our Fed-
eral Government promote the maximum use of existing community and private
agencies, it seems to us that Government would be contributing mightily to the
worth of individual citizens, and at the same time would be rendering an eloquent
answer to those who envision In our Nation the development of a welfare state.

PRESENTATION OF THE NEW YORK STATE CATHOLIC WELFARE COMMITTEE oN H.R.
10606

The New York State Catholic 'Welfare Committee is privileged to present
to you today Its comments and criticisms on the bill before your committee desig-
nated as H.R. 10606. Our committee does so on behalf of the Archdiocese of
New York and the seven Catholic dioceses in New York State, centered in
Brooklyn, Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, Albany, Ogdensburg, and Rockville
Center. Agencies and organizations of this archdiocese and these dioceses serve
hundreds of thousands of persons in need every year.

Our agencies and organizations consider themselves as positive partners with
public welfare agencies in meeting the total needs of the community for ade-
quate services and benefits for persons in financial need. Our social service
caseloads today have a significant number of persons who are receiving part
or all of their income under the public assistance programs. In this partner-
ship of public and voluntary welfare, the public agencies have assumed to meet
the financial needs of welfare beneficiaries. The voluntary groups have con-
tinued to render Increasingly broader services to welfare recipients and others
who can benefit from professionally oriented services.

It is from this deep commitment to the importance of adequate public welfare
service that we bring to you our comments and criticisms of H.R. 10606.
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SERVICES TO THE NEEJY (SEC. 101)

We express deep disappointment and serious concern that the House deleted
the provisions in the original bill (H.R. 10032) providing that services to needy
persons through the use of nonprofit social agencies could be obtained by contract
under certain conditions. This recommendation of the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare was consonant with the spirit of the partnership to
which we have alluded.

We strongly oppose the present proposal of the bill requiring that a State
provide services for every needy family with children (p. 6, lines 19-22) in
order to receive reimbursement for grants and services provided for such
families, so long as it does not contain language to give to the State a fair
choice as to the use of nonprofit organizations in providing such services. So
long as Federal funds may only be paid where the services are provided ex-
clusively by the staff of public agencies, and only for such services, the use of
voluntary nonprofit organizations in serving persons In financial need will cease
and many of our strong and vital private agencies will be seriously, adversely
affected.

The deletion of this essential part of the overall plan to increase services to
people in need is regrettable as it runs directly counter to the charge to the
States now contained in the directions for State plans (see. 2(a) (10) ; 402(a)
(12); 1002(a) (13); 1402(a) (12) as follows: "to assure, in the provision of
these and any other services which the State agency makes available to indi-
viduals under the State plan, maximum utilization of other agencies providing
similar or related services."

Furthermore, the bill is impractical and inductive of false hopes, as we all
are well aware that existing staffing of public welfare agencies throughout
the country is not equipped to provide adequate services to help all persons
in financial need to become self-sufficient.

We believe that in some parts of the country a portion of this deficiency may
be met by some fruitful use of voluntary social service organizations. The
present proposal would not only exclude this important resource, but would have
the effect of terminating the present instances where such organizations are used
to provide much-needed services for persons in financial need.

It is our firm conviction that the enactment of this bill in its present form
would harm seriously the programs and the development of voluntary organiza-
tions throughout the country. It would have the direct effect of narrowing the
role and the responsibility of voluntary services in the country on behalf of an
unwarranted extension of public welfare services.

This effect may be illustrated by reference to the provisions of H.R. 10606
which would require for the first time that public welfare agencies provide
social services in direct competition with private, voluntary effort. The pro-
visions of section 101 of the act would extend Federal financial assistance to
programs of service for persons who are not applicants for or recipients of
public assistance. By this device, the public welfare office, with unlimited
Federal tax resources, would open its doors across from existing private agencies
and beckon for clients and staff. It would do so on the same basis as the
voluntary agencies-"where such services are requested" by the persons. How
long will it be before the public office will be the only office providing social
services? Not long, if this bill is enacted.

It would be a tragic development that a bill designed to provide additional
services to persons in financial need would be so modified or changed in the
process of congressional action as to harm seriously existing voluntary agency
programs and would have the probable net effect of supplanting private effort
with public effort.

We strenuously urge that the provisions of H.R. 10032 providing for the use
of voluntary services under certain conditions be restored to the bill.

DAY OARE (PP. 19-22)

We are deeply concerned that the proposal for Federal support of day-care
programs has been presented without an adequate showing that the provisions of
such services will serve to strengthen family life of those who are receiving pub-
lic assistance.

Our considered view is not predicated upon a lack of appreciation for the
value of day-care programs under welfare ausices for specialized needs. In
past years, our committee has said of day care:
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"Day care has been a part of this broad program for children. It is a service

which provides for the daytime group care, for all or part of the day, of pre-
school-age children and of school-age children after school hours. The basis of a
day-care program is essentially welfare; that is, it aims to serve children having
the greatest need economically and socially. Day-care facilities, therefore,
should be under social welfare auspices. Day care is based upon a thorough
and careful plan of casework. It requires an effective control at the source of
admission which will insure help to children in the greatest need. There can-
not be a haphazard admission policy unnecessarily removing children of tender
years who might better remain in their own homes. The child's basic security
lies in the home. The foundation of child welfare is normal home life. Where
the security of that home is threatened by extraordinary circumstances, day-
care services should be available. Good day-care services supplement and help
preserve the home; they never substitute for it.

"The broad program of services to children in New York State has been ac-
complished by a full partnership of effort on the part of both public and private
agencies; and in this partnership, the private agency has been a senior member.
Only where the family and the nonprofit voluntary agencies, with proper aid
and encouragement are unable to meet the needs of children, should govern-
ment as such, directly undertake to substitute in place of the home and family a
public agency to provide for the care and training of the child in his early years.
The responsibility of the State is primarily to uphold and strengthen the family,
using, in every practical way, the voluntary agencies and associations developed
for that purpose. If it is necessary for government to supplement, financially,
voluntary private efforts, then the program should be made available only to
those children who need care from a welfare standpoint. Such funds should be
allotted to all qualified agencies, private as well as public, on a per capita
basis."

We are convinced that the present proposal for Federal subsidy for day-care
centers has been pressed for passage without an adequate study of the value
of this program to strengthen family life of public assistance recipients. Yet,
it has been urged that it will accomplish this objective.

We are opposed to the proposed extension of Federal funds for day care and
in place thereof we urge that studies be carried on to determine whether day
care can be utilized to effectively help persons who are recipients of public
assistance.

We urge upon you that the participation of the Federal Government in this
program at this time should be limited to the subsidization of pilot projects for
day-care centers in a few selected areas to be determined by the Secretary,
under contract with local agencies, public or private. In these projects study
might be conducted to ascertain how, if at all, day care can be of use to aid
parents of children in financial need to strengthen their family life.

The present proposal provides a new role for Federal child welfare service
funds. It proposes to allow subsidies for day-care centers without requiring
that such centers be only available for use by persons in financial need. The
present proposal might permit Federal subsidy for day-care centers where
users are able to pay for the services rendered.

Some sociologists have argued that the breakdown of family life in some
urban centers is a direct result of the absence of both parents from the home
during a substantial part of the day. Two breadwinners in the family may
increase the pay envelope but only at the expense of the children who are so
neglected.

It is unfortunate those some well-intentioned persons with a crusading spirit
have mistakenly urged that the solution to this neglect is to provide a govern-
ment-supported substitute parent, while the parent works. This would, in our
opinion, compound the wrong.

Instead, we urge a reexamination of the role of our established program of
aid-to-dependent children, as it was originally conceived, to preserve the home
and provide adequately for the homemakerto remain at home to maintain the
home. This would require specialized casework and increased funds under pjub-
lie assistance for homes where the mother remains in-the home to care for the
children.

We urge that the present proposal for day care be stricken from the bill and
a study-pilot project amendment be submitted for the expenditure of funds on
a 1-year basis.

84071-2-----26
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FOSTER CARE OF CHILDREN (SEO. 135)

The present bill provides a very important and desirable amendment to pre-
serve for the States the right to choose the type of foster care in which a child
may be placed when removed by a court from an unsuitable ADC home. The
present law imposes a rigid restriction that the placement must be to a foster
family boarding home only, even if the best interest cf the child might require
temporary or regular institutional care.

This unreasonable limitation was overlooked at the time of the passage of this
emergency addition to the 1960 Social Security Act amendments. The neces-
sary corrective amendment is contained in section 135 of the present act. It
would simply provide that like treatment under the act shall be accorded to
children placed In institutions as in foster boarding homes, as determined by the
State agency.

This amendment is essential to give to the State agency the right of choice
of the type of care which the State agency deems to be in the best interest of
the child. At present, the law, by financial inducement, would effectively deter
the State agency from utilizing institutional care even though such was required
in the best interest of the child.

We urge that this amendment be continued in the present bill.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will recess until 2:30.
(Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the committee stood in recess to recon-

vene at 2:30 p.m., the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The next witness is Cernoria Johnson, National Urban League.
(No response.)
(Miss Johnson testified the following day.)
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness, then, is Dr. W. Judd Chapman,

of the American Optometric Association.
Dr. Chapman, please take a seat, sir. Proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF DR. W. JUDD CHAPMAN, VICE PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN OPTOMETRIC ASSOCIATION

Dr. CIAP-MAN. Mr. Chairman, my name is W. Judd Chapman. I
am an optometrist practicing my profession at 205 South Monroe
Street, Tallahassee, Fla. My appearance here is as vice president
of the American Optometric Association.

I graduated from Northern Illinois College of Optometry in 1948,
having previously attended the University of Florida, and subse-
quently took postgraduate work in the contact lens field at the School
of Optometry, University of Houston.

I am past president of the 'Northwest Florida Optometric Associa-
tion, member of the American Academy of Optometry the American
Optometric Foundation, former president of the Florida State Board
of Optometry. I hold the rank of first lieutenant in the U.S. Air
Force Reserve, Medical Service Corps (Optometry). I have been
active in chamber of commerce work, Rotary club, and in religious
and civic organizations.

Our association is an affiliation of 'State associations in the 50 States
and the District of Columbia. Our membership also includes
optometrists who are commissioned and on active duty in the armed
services or are employed by the Federal Government in various gov-
ernmental agencies.
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There are somewhere between 18,000 and 19,000 optometrists li-
censed to practice in one or more of the United States, and substan-
tially more than half that number are members of our association.
There are less than 4,000 board-certified ophthalmologists, primarily
located in the major metropolitan areas.

Our profession is the only one that is exclusively educated, trained,
and licensed to care for the vision of the public. Over 65 percent of
the public who have visual problems voluntarily seek the services of
optometrists. There were sound and valid reasons why optometrists
were included in the existing statute. Not the least of them is the lack
of availability of ophthalmologists for, as I said before, there are less
than 4,000 board-certified ophthalmologists and over 18,000 duly
licensed optometrists.

Secondly, the optometrists have a sound and complete education in
matters of vision, the details of which will be presented to your com-
mittee by Dr. Henry W. Hofstetter, former president of the Associa-
tion of Schools andColleges of Optometry.

An eye examination by an optometrist is very thorough and on the
average consumes anywhere from half an hour to an hour, depending
upon the particular case. Some people are inclined to criticize our
profession for making such a thorough examination but when one con-
siders not only the importance of vision but the iact that the years
which have been added to the lifespan of the average American are
bound to create visual problems, not all of which can be speedily dis-
covered and solved, one can readily understand the necessity for a
complete examination.

For example, the State of New Jersey has prescribed certain mini-
mum procedures which every optometrist must follow in making eye
examination, namely:

1. Complete history.
2. Naked visual actuity.
3. Detailed report of tlieexternal findings.
4. Ophthalmoscopic examination (media, fundus, blood

vessels, disc.)
5. Corneal curvature measurements (dioptral).
6. Static retinoscopy.
7. Amplitude of convergency and accommodation.
8. Phoria and duction findings; horizontal and vertical

distance and near.
9. Subjective findings.
10. Fusion.
11. Stereopsis.
12. Color vision.
13. Visual fields (confrontation).
14. Visual fields, central (after age 40).
15. Prescription given and visual acuity obtained,

Recently two optometrists questioned the constitutionality of these
requirements when their licenses were suspended by the New Jersey
board for failure to comply with them. The Supreme Court of New
Jersey sustained the action of the board and the'U.S. Supreme Court
refused to review the action of the New Jersey court.
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A few years ago an attack was made on an Oklahoma statute regu-
lating the practice of our profession and the dispensing of corrective
eyewear. This law as attacked on the ground that it violated the
Federal Constitution, and certain sections of it were held unconstitu-
tional by a three-judge Federal court.

However, the U.S. Supreme Court on the appeal, in a unanimous
opinion by Justice Douglas, sustained the Oklahoma law in its,
entirety.
Tle optomety statutes of Illinois, Wisconsin, and Oregon have also

been before the courts and when sustained in their respective jurisdic-
tions, the U.S. Supreme Court has in each instance allowed the decision
of the State court to stand.

There are those in every profession who reflect discredit on their-
fellow colleagues, and optometry is no exception. However, by means
of legislation, court proceedings and post graduate education, we are
endeavoring to correct this situation.

In this we are constantly opposed, as might be expected, by the
commercial interests, but what may seem more strange is that we are
also opposed by the medical profession, particularly the AMA and its
satellites.

For my part, I shall base my presentation on what optometrists
have actually accomplished in detecting pathology and making re-
ferrals. The figures I shall present are based upon two surveys, the
first of which was reported in an article that appeared in the Ameri-
can Journal of Public Health, volume 51, No. 11, 'November 1961.
The survey represented a random sampling of 1,350 optometrists.
The results when applied to the entire optometric profession indicated
that on an annual basis something over 700,000 patients are referred
by optometrists, of which over 400,000 were to ophthalmologists, an
additional 270,000 to general practitioners, some 27,000 to dentists, and
41,000 to other optometrists.

The other is a survey just completed by our association which in-
volved replies from 2,645 of our members. Using the same factor as
was used in the other survey, it would show a total referral of over
900,000 patients during the past year.

Next,-I would like to call your attention to what some physicians,
including ophthalmologists, and other individuals have said about
our ability to detect glaucoma. Before doin so however, I would
like to point out that there are two distinct kinds of blindness. One is
referred to as "totally blind." This means that the sight is totally
destroyed, and in many cases the eyeballs have been removed, or if
not, the optic nerves have been so destroyed by injury or disease that
there is no sight remaining. In these cases there can be no question
but that the optometrist is as well qualified as anyone to certify blind-
ness.

The other cases are those where there is some residual vision but
where it is so limited that the individual is classified as "legally
blind." This is usually defined by a limitation of visual acuity or a
limitation of the visual fields, or both. Certainly optometrists are
well trained and qualified to give an accurate report concerning these-
criteria.
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The objection of those who would relegate our profession to the
status of mechanics or laboratory technicians is that in the course of
the examination necessary to certify blindness the optometrist fails to
detect signs of pathology, with resulting injury to the patient. Right
here I want to suggest that the judgment of an individual is not
infallible, regardless of his education and the field of his activity.
Optometrists are no exception to this rule.

But we have an abundance of examples, with which I do not propose
to burden the committee, to prove that the oversight of ophthalmolo-
gists, as well as general practitioners, has resulted in errors which, for-
tunately for the patient, were detected by optometrists who had made
the original referrals and upon subsequent referrals the judgment of
the optometrist was confirmed.

Recently E. H. Spitzka, M.D., professor of anatomy at Jefferson
Medical College, a recognized author and authority on anatomy,
neurology, and brain diseases, said:

When an individual's vision becomes Impaired I would rather have him go
to an optometrist. As an active specialist in his field, he acquires a special apti-
tude for the recognition of every abnormality which only a few medical practi-
tioners can enjoy. In the majority of cases only correcting lenses are needed.
In a small minority of cases in which a diseased condition exists, the optometrist
can be relied upon to recognize the pathological state and send the patient to a
suitable practitioner.

Another enlightening quotation is to be found in the editorial by
Walter C. Alvarez, M.D., editor emeritus of Modern Medicine. It
appeared in the April 2, 1962, issue, as follows, and I quote:

Saddening to me is the fact that when I see one of these patients, suffering
from ptosis of a lid or a diplopia, he tells me he has been going around to one
ophthalmologist after another for a year or two, and no one of them either made
the correct diagnosis or referred him to a neurologist. Something would seem
to be lacking in the present-day training of some of our ophthalmologists.

As far back as 1950, Peter C. Kronfeld, M.D., professor of ophthal-
mology, Illinois Eye and Ear Infirmary, University of Illinois Col-
lege of Medicine, wrote an article from which I quote:

It is fully realized that in actual figures the optometrist makes a greater con-
tribution to the early recognition of glaucoma than does the ophthalmologist.
Undoubtedly optometrists in the United States are in contact with a much larger
section of the population of the United States than is the body of ophthal-
mologists.

It was not until the Dougton amendments to section X of the social
security law were passed that ophthalmologists worked together with
optometrists in aid-to-the-blind programs. One of these examples
was the cooperative program between optometrists and ophthal-
mologists in the Industrial Home for the Blind in Brooklyn, N.Y.
In September 1957, the home published an "Optical Aid Survey"
covering the first 500 cases. These cases were handled during the
period, March 1953 to December 1955. Permit me to quote from the
commentary of Leo Esbin, staff ophthalmologist:

As an ophthalmologist I have watched with keenest interest the development
of the optical aids service at the Industrial Home for the Blind, the more so
that the 500 events served were persons who, on the basis of an ophthalmological
examination, were found to come within the legal definition of blindness. All
of them had had ophthalmological service-some of them very extensive service
over a period of years--and most of them had been told that nothing more could
be done to improve their vision. Against this background, it was surprising to
find that 68 percent of the group had obtained a useful increase in visual acuity
through the use of optical aids.
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Only this week the Professional Services Committee of Group
Health Association of America, Inc., at its annual meeting submitted
a report from which I quote:

4. The formulation of a program aimed at utilizing to best advantage the
talents of physicians, nurses, optometrists, and other skilled persons who are
involved in the health services field. The storage of professional personnel
and the increasing demand for health services will call for a drastic reevaluation
on the part each of these persons can play, both in regard to quality and cost
of care.

I would also like to quote from a letter dated April 10, 1962, written
by the director, public welfare, for Coffee County, Ga.:

This is to certify that examinations made by local optometrists are acceptable
by the State department of public welfare for aid to the blind.

It is our belief that the State department feels as we do that Coffee County
Is most fortunate in having well-qualified optometrists to serve Its people.

At the hearings before the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee in January of this year, Dr. Gerald 0. Dorman, M.D., one
of the trustees of the American Medical Association, in response to
a question from one of the committee members stated:

Optometry plays an important part in the vision of the American people.

Because we believe that it is in the public interest to make certain
that optometric services will be available to the beneficiaries, both old
and young, who desire to utilize them, I would like to suggest that the
following amendments be incorporated in the bill now being consid-
ered by you gentlemen:

Page 18, line 25, after the word "services" insert the following:
"including optometric services when desired by the applicant."

Page 30 lines 22 and 25, after the word "medical" insert "and
optometricl.

Page 76, after line 15, insert "(9) Optometric services" and re-
number items in lines 16 to 21, both inclusive, on page 76.

Page 76, line 17, after "drugs" insert "lenses and" before "eye-
glasses".

Among the declared purposes of the legislation is to provide serv-
ices that will help families become self-supporting and independent
and to provide services to rehabilitate recipients of public assistance
programs. Certainly, good vision for schoolchildren, adult workers,
and especially for the aged, will contribute immeasurably to reducing
the financial burdens of our public assistance programs and at the
same time instill in the beneficiaries of these programs self-reliance,
a sense of achievement, and the ability to become self-supporting, or
at least more nearl so.

Mr. Chairman, I tried diligently to condense this into a period of
10 minutes that you kindly allotted.

I would like to make just this closing statement, that it is with a very
deep desire that I suggest to this committee that we are keely inter-
ested in cooperation between our profession and that of the medical
practitioner, particularly the ophthalmologist, and that is what we are
going to attempt to work for.

I would also like to be extended the privilege of making an addi-
tional statement if it should become necessary to do so.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objtition, if you decide to submit an
additional ftatoment it will be inserted in the record.
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(Dr. Chapman did not submit a supplemental statement.)
Dr. CHAPMAN. I thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Chapman.
The next witness is Dr. J. Spencer Dryden, of the American Medical

Association.
Dr. Dryden, take a seat, sir, and proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. 3. SPENCER DRYDEN, PRESIDENT, MEDICAL
SOCIETY OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, REPRESENTING THE
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

Dr. DRYDEN. Thank you, Senator Byrd.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Dr. J. Spencer

Dryden of Washington, D.C. I am appearing here today on behalf
of the American Medical Association to comment on certain provi-
sions of H.R. 10606, 87th Congress, the Public Welfare Amendments
of 1962.

I am a practicing ophthalmologist in the District of Columbia. In
addition, I am president of the Medical Society of the District of
Columbia. With me is Mr. Paul R. M. Donelan, legislative attorney
in the Washington office of the American Medical Association.

The proposed addition of a new title XVI to the Social Security
Act would permit States to formulate single unified plans combining
public assistance programs for the aged, blind, and disabled and
medical assistance for the aged. This proposal is wholeheartedly en-
dorsed by the American Medical Association as being consistent with
the policy of this association that there are no reasonable grounds for
arbitrarily dividing the needy into categories.

At the most recent meeting of the American Medical Association,
which was held in Denver during November of last year, our house of
delegates adopted a recommendation that all "categories" in Federal-
State programs of assistance to the needy should be eliminated. The
house of delegates further stated that:

"Elinribility should be based on a comparison of the individual's or
family's resources and a reasonable estimate of the amount necessary
for adequate maintenance of the necessities of life, including neces-
sary medical care, with due regard to enabling the individual family
to regain self-supporting status, so far as possible. Assistance should
be based on need, rather than attained age or physical disabilities."

It would appear that the proposed addition of title XVI to the
Social Security Act would be in furtherance of this policy.

The American Medical Association has no established position with
respect to the other provisions of H.R. 10606, 87th Congress, with the
exception of that portion of section 1602(a) (12) which authorizes
the determination of blindness of an individual by an optometrist.

It has long been the position of the medical profession that the
appropriate responsibility of the optometrist is in the measurement
of ocular refractive errors and their correction by glasses. The struc-
ture, function, and diseases of the eye and of the visual system is a
part of the science of medicine. A physician who specializes in the
diagnosis and treatment of ocular diseases, in the application of phy-
siological and optical principles to the prescription of glasses and the
correction of aberration of ocular function, and in the surgery of
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the eye and its related structures, is known as an ophthalmologist.
In addition to his acquired general medical knowledge, he has special
education and training in these matters.

The determination of blindness is a diagnostic procedure. Diag-
nosis, as much as medical therapy, requires medical training. Medical
training is not necessary to qualify one to perform refractive tests,
nor is it always necessary to qualify one to prescribe satisfactory
glasses.

However, complete medical training is required to qualify one to
determine the need for medical treatment, to diagnose, and to assume
the responsibility for detecting or determining the presence of or
absence of diseases.

That portion of section 1602(a) (12) of H.R. 10606, 87th Congress,
which would authorize an optometrist to determine whether or not
an individual is blind, is not, in our opinion, in the public interest
in that it grants medical responsibilities to nonphysicians, and implies
that one other than a physician is competent to discharge them. The
effect of this provision is to establish a double standard for the practice
of medicine which% is neither in the interest of the public nor the re-
cipients of public assistance.

It is our understanding, based on the debate when this legislation
was before the House of Representatives for consideration, that the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has, since 1950, been
in accord with the position of the American Medical Association that
only medical doctors are qualified to determine whether an individual
is blind.

Accordingly, I would suggest that section 1602(a).(12) of H.R.
10606 be amended in such a manner so as to provide that in determin-
ing whether an individual is blind there shall be an examination by
a doctor of medicine.

I thank you on behalf of the American Medical Association for
giving me the opportunity to express the views of the physicians of
America on this important legislation.
We will be pleased to attempt to answer any questions that the

'committee may have.
Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Dryden.
Dr. DRYDEN. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRVMAN'. The next witness is Dr. Ralph W. Ryan of the

National Medical Foundation for Eye Care.
Dr. Ryan, take a seat, sir, and proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. RALPH W. RYAN ON BEHALF OF THE
NATIONAL MEDICAL FOUNDATION FOR EYE CARE

Dr. RYAN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: My name
is Ralph IV. Ryan. I am a physician engaged in the private practice
of ophthalmology in Morgantown, W. Va., where I also serve as chief
of staff of the Vincent Pallotti Hospital.

I have earned a master of science degree in ophthalmology from
the University of Michigan andam qualified as a diplomat of the
American Board of Ophthalmology. -I have engaged in research in
the fields of industrial eye safety and care at the-University of Mich-
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igan, and in eye diseases from 1953 to 1955 as acting chief of the
ophthalmological branch of the National Institute of Neurological
Diseases and Blindness. Currently I am a consultant in ophthal-
mology to the National Institutes of Health.

I appear today at the request of the board of trustees of the National
Medical Foundation for Eye Care to present testimony primarly on a
single provision of H.R. 10606.

We express our approval ofthe purposes H.R. 10606 to provide
improved services to the aged, the blind, and the disable, with em-
phasis on prevention and rehabilitation. We are concerned by one
clause which in our opinion does not foster prevention and rehabilita-
tion. I refer to section 1602 (a) (12) which provides that:

* * * in determining whether an individual is blind, there shall be an examina-
tion by a physician skilled in the diseases of the eye or by an optometrist,.
whichever the individual may select.

A similar provision is found in section 1002(a) (10) in the existing
law.

In stipulating that the physician who makes this examination shall
be "skilled in the diseases of the eye," the Congress has taken the
position that in determining physical impairment in this one area,.
even a complete general medical training is not enough, for the Con-
gress has specified that the physician who is to perform this func-
tion shall be "skilled in diseases of the eye."

The term, "blindness," has a dual connotation. It refers first to.
the state of no vision or such extremely poor vision that a man is.
disabled. This state of vision is measured by standard test which
can be administered not only by all physicians but also by many
nurses and other supprtig medical personnel who have been trained
in the technique, an d by optometrists. But blindness also refers to
the state of a man's visual system.

When there is blindness, there is not only a loss of vision, there is-
a diseased state, the nature of which must be diagnosed by medical
examination. Without such an examination, it cannot be determined
whether there is possibility of restoration of vision or possibility of*
prevention of further loss. A man may be legally blind, and in need
of the benefits and assistance which the State and community can
give, and yet, he may have, in general terms, 10 percent of vision re-
maining. To him, this 10 percent is precious. -If he loses that re-
maining vision, his disability is enormously increased, and the cost to
society is proportionately increased.

The States have recognized two levels of eye service: Optometric
care which essentially permits measurement of the refraction and
the improvement of vision by glasses, which are used to neutralize,
the defect in focus. The second level is medical care for patients with
eye complaints. Like medical care for patients with conditions af-
fecting any other part of the body it includes a complete medical
examination of the eyes and often of the entire body with laboratory
and X-ray study and whatever treatment is required.

For these two levels of services, the States properly require two,
different levels of training. In addition, the medical profession de-
mands additional training before a physician is recognized as spe-
cially qualified in the eye.
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The addition of the words, "or an optometrist," following the phrase,
"physician skilled in the diseases of the eye," may have indicated that
those who drafted this clause regarded the optometrist as having a
competence in diseases of the eye comparable to that of a physician
with these special qualifications. Such is emphatically not a fact.
We are certain that it was not the intent of the Congress that the in-
dividual choose between the services of one who is qualified and those
of one not qualified in diagnosis of disease. Yet such is the effect of
the p resent law and of this provision of H.R. 10606.

The eye training of every physician begins in the first week of
medical school, andcontinues throughout the 4 years. The conditions
and diseases of the eye are bound up with conditions and diseases of
other parts of the body and are, therefore, considered in every course
and subject in the medical school. The eye is not an isolated segment
of the body, and is therefore subject to general and systemic disease
which is an important cause of blindness.

On graduation from medical school, the general physician is well
grounded in eye diseases. The educational qualifications of the op-
tometrist do not approach those of the general physician, either in
general subjects or in the study of eye diseases.

It takes at least 4 years more to make the physician into an ophthal-
mologist--a physician specially trained in eye diseases.

The optometrist has an acknowledged competence in the measure-
ment of ocular refractive errors and their correction by glasses. The
need for glasses, however, is never the cause of blindness. When
there is blindness, there is disease.

The optometrist cannot always know when disease is present, but
the evidence is sometimes so easily seen that lie may be able to ob-
serve it and know that disease is present, sometimes even suspect
what it is. If the optometrist does see evidence of disease in the eye,
he may advise the patient to consult an eye physician. Disease, how-
ever, often is not easily recognized. It must be searched out with
every resource of the fully trained physician, with laboratory and
X-ray facilities.

Frequently, when some optometrists have informed a patient of
the presence of evidence of disease, unfortunately, they have also ad-
vised him that he needed no treatment, or that no treatment for his
condition exists. This may have been an honest opinion.

The good intention of the optometrist notwithstanding, he is not
qualified to make such decisions, to determine the treatment required,
or to diagnose which diseases are present and which are not.

This does not imply that all optometrists make errors and that
physicians do not. We all make errors. But the injury to the pa-
tient, with which we are concerned, is that which arises from lack of
the optimum training rather than from human error.

The majority of patients who come to the ophthalmologist come
on the referral of other physicians or on their own initiative. These
patients tend to arrive early in the course of disease, offering better
prospect for prevention and rehabilitation. In many instances, when
patients are referred by optometrists, their conditions are in the later
stages of disease. This is because the optometrist was not aware of
the presence of disease, and the patient was not aware that he had
not had a medical examination.
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Delayed medical care has occurred often in glaucoma and in many
other diseases, including brain tumor, ocular malignancy, vascular
disease diabetes, and separation of the retina. It sometimes has
meant blindness which need not have occurred. When there is delay
in treatment of malignancy, it may also threaten life.

Many who, despite the proper glasses, have impaired vision due
to disease, are not blind, but present themselves for the determina-
tion of blindness, as applicant for aid to the blind. Clearly, they
need medical care, and clearly, their rehabilitation will be speeded
if they approach, at the outset, those qualified to give the care needed.

It is not just a question of determining loss of vision, but, more
important, the purpose of this bill is to emphasize prevention and
rehabilitation. With respect to blindness, this purpose can be achieved
only by diagnosis and treatment of diseases affecting vision. Diag-
nosis and treatment of these conditions can be given only by a phy-
sician. What benefit will be derived by the applicant by allowing
him the option of examination by a physician qualified to advise and
treat him or of examination by a practitioner not so qualified who, in
most cases, would have to refer him to a physician. It is in the
interest of the applicant who has not been under the care of a phy-
sician to have the disease or injury causing his blindness determined
so that treatment and rehabilitation might be given where possible.

We are concerned not only that the responsibility for determination
of blindness has been assigned to the optometrist, but that this clause
leads to a false sense of security on the part of the public that the
optometrist, is qualified to advise people about diseases of the eye,
and as to the need for medical care.

There are over 1.200 eye diagnoses in the standard nomenclature
of disease. It is a common aim of optometry schools to give a stu-
dent experience in refracting 50 people. What comprehension can
he be expected to have of disease, most of which he has never seen
and with none of which lie has become intimately acquainted through
complete examination and treatment of the patient?

In our opinion, this clause is not in the public interest. We re-
spectfully request that the committee amend the bill so that in the
proposed addition of title XVI to the Social Security Act, it shall
read:

Sc. 1602(a) A State plan for aid to the aged, blind or disabled, or for aid
to the aged, blind or disabled and medical assistance for the aged must-

(12) provide that, in determining whether an individual Is blind, there shall
be an examination by a physician qualified In the diseases of the eye.

We further respectfully request that section 1002 (a) (10) of exist-
ing law be similarly amended.

We will appreciate the privilege of filing a supplemental statement
to be incorporated in the printed record.

I thank you very much for the privilege of presenting our views
on this important legislation.

The CTAR1MAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Ryan. The insertion
will be made if you file your statement in time.

The CHAmrMAN. The next witness is Dr. Henry Hofstetter, Asso-
ciation of Schools and Colleges of Optometry.

Doctor, take a seat, sir, and proceed.
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STATEMENT OF DR. HENRY W. HOFSTETTER, DIRECTOR, INDIANA
UNIVERSITY DIVISION OF OPTOMETRY, REPRESENTING THE
ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOLS AND COLIMES OF OPTOMETRY

Dr. HOFSTETrER. Mr. Chairman, my name is Henry W. Hofstetter.
I reside at 936 Hawthorne Lane, Bloomington, Ind. My position is
that of director and professor of the Indiana University Division of
Optometry. My appearance here is on behalf of the Association of
Schools and Colleges of Optometry, which organization I served for
4 years as president.

In addition to a degree in optometry, I hold the M.S. and Ph. D.
degrees in physiological optics from the Ohio State University where
I served on the faculty for 6 years. Following that I was dean of
the Los Angeles College of Optometry for 4 years, and for the past
10 years I have held my present position at the University of Indiana.

At the hearings on this bill before the House Ways and Means
Committee, and when the bill was being considered on the floor of
the House, questions were raised as to the adequacy of the teaching
in our optometry schools and colleges of anatomy, pathology, and
physiology to enable our graduates to detect symptoms of disease in
the course of an eye examination. My personal knowledge covers a
period of 25 years as a student, instructor, professor, and dean in 3
of the 10 accredited schools and colleges of optometry.

In order to enter one of our optometry schools, a student must
have a high school diploma or its equivalent. Many of our students,
before entering have earned a bachelor's degree in science, arts, or
philosophy, and some of them have a master's degree. In order to
graduate, a student must have successfully completed a minimum
of 5 years of study at the college level, 3 of which are devoted to
professional courses.

In our optometric educational institutions approximately otie-third
of the student's time is devoted to medical subjects. At Indiana in
the first professional year the student takes courses in elementary
human physiology, general and human heredity, intermediate human
anatomy, and general bacteriology.

In the second year, courses dealing with medical subjects are ocular
anatomy, general and ocular pathology, and in the third year applied
ocular pathology. The student is required to have earned 99 credits
in the upper 3 years, of which 32 credits are in the subjects which I
have mentioned.

While the courses and requirements vary somewhat, by and large
they are the same in all 10 schools and colleges. What appears to
me to be of special significance is the fact that the only graduate
research training programs in physiological optics in the United
States are located on campuses with optometry schools, and in each
instance the optometry faculty constitutes the core of such programs.

During most of the time in which I have had firsthand knowledge
of optometric education, the American Medical Association has, by
resolution, sought to bar members of the medical profession from
serving on our faculties. In some of our State institutions, the State
laws have required that members of the medical school faculty should
also teach the optometry students in that institution.
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In Indiana University we have on our faculty Ingeborg Schmidt,
M.D., a German ophthalmologist who is not a member of the American
Medical Association, but who was selected by General Armstrong,
Surgeon General of the Army, as one of the German physicians who
should be brought to this country following World War II.

When a survey was being made concerning the members of the
optometry faculties who were teaching anatomy, pathology, and
physiology, one of the deans wrote:

I feel that listing M.D.'s who teach in our optometry schools is like putting
the "kiss of death" on those who would be our friends.

He went on to state:
We are about to get a new deal at this university in that our administration

feels, as you do, that optometry students should be taught by M.D.'s and we are
determined to bring it about in spite of the A.M.A. Things are still too fluid to
try to predict Just when the program is going to be speUed out.

Organized medicine has the temerity to charge that optometrists
are unable to detect symptoms of pathological conditions. Yet this
same organized medicine, by official resolution, has made it unprofes-
sional conduct for any of its members to teach optometry students.
This considered act of refusing to impart medical knowledge not only
hurts the profession of optometry, but, in wider aspect, hurts and
injures the American public.

Despite the deliberate handicap which medicine has placed in
optometry's path, optometry has surmounted it, and its students are
taught pathology, anatomy, physiology, bacteriology, and other medi-
cal subjects by brave and independent physicians of standing and
reputation, and who possess a social conscience.

It may surprise you to know that in some of our medical schools
these subjects are taught by instructors who have earned their Ph. D.'s
in physiology and anatomy, but who never earned an M.D. degree.
Of course, we have some of these excellent teachers on our faculties,
but we would like to have additional'physicians who would be willing
to teach were it not for the American Medical Association resolutions
prohibiting them from so doing.

The general medical student spend about one-tenth as much time
on ocular anatomy and ocular patholoy as does each of the graduates
of any one of our schools, all of which are accredited. The study of
anatomy in our optometric schools includes the following areas:
human anatomy; microscopic anatomy; developmental anatomy;
neural anatomy, and ocular anatomy.

In addition there are studies in general and neural physiology.
All of these lead to the studies in general and ocular pathology.
These provide a student with a thorough understanding of disease
processes of a general and ocular nature. Studies in pathology enable
the student to apply his knowledge of anatomy, physiology, and bac-
teriology as an essential means of understanding the pathological
process.

The purpose of these courses is to enable the student to identify
the pathology in order that a professional referral for appropriate
medical care can be made. General pathology, which studies systemic
changes, particularly in relation to ocular manifestations, provides a
foundation for later instruction in ocular pathology.
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In ocular pathology, the external and internal diseases of the eye
are studied in relation to symptoms, etiology, histopathology, clinical
picture, course, and prognosis. Instruction in related diagnostic pro-
cedures includes slit lamp microscopy, visual field study or perimeter,
and scleral tonometry. These studies serve to broaden and deepen the
student's understan ing and recognition of pathological processes.

Under the direct guidance of a faculty instructor, ocular pathology
clinic provides the student-intern with an opportunity to examine
patients with histories of ocular pathology.

Every profession today urges its members to continue their educa-
tion in order to keep abreast of new developments in their respective
fields. This is particularly true of optometry. Our schools and col-
leges give refresher courses for practitioners, as well as courses in new
subjects such as contact lenses and subnormal vision aids.

The American Academy of Optometry is composed of optometrists
who are already licensed and, in connection with their practice, have
carried on advanced study or research in some special field of vision.
The Optometric Extension Program Foundation also offers to practic-
ing optometrists study courses, seminars, and other study groups de-
signed for the dissemination of knowledge relating to human vision
and optometry among its members.

The American Medical Association can, to a considerable extent,
prevent their members from teaching in our schools, but they cannot
prevent knowledge-thirsty optometrists and students from acquiring
the necessary knowledge from competent sources to enable them to
adequately care for their patients.

Thank you for the privilege of testifying.
The CHAMMAN. Thank you very much, Doctor.
Dr. HoFsrm'r . Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is the Reverend Dr. Henry C.

Koch, National Council of the Churches of Christ in the United States
of America.

Take a seat, Doctor, and proceed.

STATFM OF. REV. DR. HENRY C. KOCH, CHAIRMAN, COMMISSION
ON SOCIAL ISSUES AND pOLICIES, DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WEL-
FARE, NATIONAL COUNCIL OP THE CHURCHES OF CHLTST IN THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Reverend KoCn. Senator Byrd, I have with me Dr. Sheldon Rahn,
the director of our Department of Social Welfare of the National
Council of Churches.

The CHAjRAz;. Proceed, sir.
Reverend Koon. My name is Dr. Henry C!. Koch. I am chairman

of the Comnission on Social Issues and Policies of the Department
of Social Welfare of the National Council of the Churches of Christ
in the' United States of America, minister of the Concordia United
Church of Christ in Washington, D.C., and the immediate past chair-
man of the Council for ChristIan Social Action of the Unitid Church
of Christ.

On June 4,1958, and again on December 8, 1900, the general board
of the National Council of Churches adopted position statements which
bear directly on the objectives of II.R. 10606 and the principles em-
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bodied in this legislation. May I request the inclusion of these two
documents in the record of this hearing. The first is entitled "A Pro-
nouncement on the Churches' Concern for Public Assistance," and
the second, "The Churches' Concern for People Without the Necessi-
ties of Life."

The 1958 pronouncement asserts that the churches have a responsi-
bility-
* * * to advocate programs which will make available to needy people the
whole range of services which may help them become self-supporting and self-
respecting persons.

This pronouncement goes on to say that-
Local churches should become vitally concerned with the administration of

public assistance programs in their communities and at other governmental
levels. They should work to the end that all these programs have available for
their administration personnel adequately trained to meet the variety of needs
which the recipients of public assistance will have.

These brief excerpts make it quite clear that the denominations as-
sociated in the National Council of Churches are in fundamental
agreement with the stated purpose of this bill which is to prevent and
reduce dependency and to provide rehabilitation opportunities for
those who are now dependent on public assistance and might be re-
stored to more independent lives.

I think you would be pleased to know that the National Council of
Churches is not only interested in supporting the extension and im-
provement of the public assistance and child welfare services with
which Government is directly involved but recognizes also that the
churches themselves have a responsibility to take a shepherding in-
terest in public assistance families as in other families in the local
community.

The 1958 pronouncement observes that-
This does not end the responsibility of the churches. Even If all the public

assistance programs were adequate and equitable, there would remain sub-
stantial responsibilities which the churches should seek to discharge. The people
who receive public assistance benefits ordinarily have special needs in addition
to that of money, The aged or blind person, the dependent child, the disabled
or dependent adult, is in need of a multitude of spiritual and social services at
the community level, many of which only the local church can supply. We call
upon our chuiches to encourage all people to grow in personal, family, and social
responsibility, to help them find increasing faith in God and in His love for all
men, and to minister especially to disadvantaged people both in the churches
and in the larger community.

(The briefs referred to appear at the end of Dr. Koch's testimony.)
Reverend KocH. There are just four features of this legislation on

which we would like to comment:

T. PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

The 1958 pronouncement of the general board underlined the urgent
need for trained personnel if public welfare programs are to develop
their preventive, protective, and rehabilitation services to the level
of quality and effectiveness of which they are capable.

It would be our hope that in any bill which is passed there be pro-
vision for direct aid for social work training as well as for fellow-
ships.
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I1. RESIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

In adopting a further statement on public welfare questions on
December 8, 1960, the general board of the National Council of
Churches requested:

That the churches be urged to work for availability of adequate public as-
sistance for all needy people; the elimination of State and local residence re-
quirements for public assistance; and the replacement of Federal aid for
certain categories of people by a single program based solely on need * * *.

While it is true that those States which pioneer in the elimination
of residence requirements may suffer some unfair penalties in terms
of the movement of population, a temporary problem of this kind
should not detract from our recognition of the fact that in a mobile
and highly industrialized nation, such as our own, residence require-
ments among the States with regard to public assistance eligibility only
complicate, and do not help, the States in dealing with the basic emo-
tional, educational economic, and retraining needs of people which
constitute the reai problems of these people about whom we are
concerned.

The elimination of residence requirements in all of the States will
require a great deal of public discussion and public understanding.
It would be our hope that the Senate would recognize the importance
of this objective if we are really to make a transition from the relief
giving to a rehabilitation emphasis in public welfare services. If this
is important, it is to be hoped that the Senate will restore to this bill
the provision of a financial incentive to those States which do find it
possible to eliminate their residence requirements.

I1. PRYOTICV PAYMENTS

It is generally recognized that in every public welfare program
there will be a few families from time to time where alcoholism or
some other personal problems make it impossible, at least for a while,
for the family to be trusted with an unrestricted cash payment.

On the other hand, it is generally recognized that at some point
in the rehabilitation of such a family it is very important that the
family again be given the responsibility for managing money.

In our opinion, some Federal standard should be established to
guard against the possibility that protective payments might be used
as a form of punishment or harassment perhaps in an unwise effort
to reduce the number of families receiving public assistance in a given
community.

For this reason, it would seem important to us that the Senate retain
in this bill some kind of a statutory limit to the number of individual
cases which can be handled in this way.

We believe that section 108 contains these necessary safeguards for
the protection of welfare client rights.

However, subsection (a) of section 107 does not provide the admin-
istrative and legal safeguards which we, in principle, would expect
to see in such legislation. This is because section 107(a) would permit
the States to legislate methods which might prove harassing, with
no possibility of appeal to Federal standards or safeguards.
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W. PURCHASE OF SERVICE

In our testimony before the House Committee on Ways and Means
with regard to this legislation, we expressed considerable concern
about the possible danger in retaining a general authorization in
IMR. 10032, the earlier version of the bill now before you, for the
purchase of service from nonprofit private agencies. 'We were con-
cerned with the tendency which we have observed in some States and
counties to ask private agencies to sell service as a substitute for the
responsible development of publicly administered services.

This general authorization for the purchase of service from non-
profit private agencies was removed from the bill by the House of
Representatives, and we do not seek its restoration in this legislation.
The chief effect of this deletion, however, will be to leave this ques-
tion entirely to the discretion of the Secretary and of State and local
welfare commissions and administrators.

In the absence of any statutory safeguards in the Federal bill, such
decisions must be left to administrative discretion and judgment.

The history of the purchase of service in this country indicates
that public bodies have frequently been far too quick to contract or
purchase service from private agencies, many of which have been will-
ing to accept service responsibility for less than the full cost of the
service. To many public authorities, this has looked like an economi-
cal solution since the service has been purchased at less than it would
have cost the public department to provide the service directly. Pri-
vate agencies, in turn, have often been drawn to such contractual
arrangements first, out of an interest to care for as many children
under private or sectarian auspices as possible, and second, as a means
of expanding a private agency program be ond the financial resources
of private endowments and private philanthropy..

The problem which arises in such situations is that private agency
endowments and voluntary funds are absorbed more and more to
subsidize the care of public wards; in many instances, further, these
private agencies lose their freedom to pioneer in new kinds of social
service which do not require large-scale public financing.

The handicap to public departments in such situations has been
their tendency to become preoccupied with the administration of con-
tractual detail and fail to develop high quality publicly administered
services of their own.

In addition to this very important question which relates to the
planning and development of private and public agency services in
the State or locality there is also an unresolved constitutional ques-
tion with regard to the purchase of service from church-related agen-
cies and institutions. The church-state aspect of this problem is
receiving considerable attention among the denominations associated
with the National Council of Churches but no definitive judgment has
been reached as yet.

Until there may be further clarification of this question in the courts,
and pending our own review of this subject in terms of the propriety
of church-related social and health services entering into contractual
agreements with public departments for contracted service, our own
church-related agencies, of which there are almost 4,000 in the United
States, can only proceed on the basis of certain principles which have
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been tentatively developed to guide these agencies in working with
Government in these matters.

It might be of interest to you to know what these criteria are. At
the present time, every church-related agency and institution is en-
couraged to apply the following conditions to any purchase-of-service
arrangements it may make:

1. Asa matter of self-regulation and voluntary cooperation in coop-
erative planning for the total needs of the local community or county,
no church-related agency should enter into purchase-of-service agree-
ments with public departments until and unless this step has been
reviewed and discussned with appropriate units of the community
welfare council or State welfare planning or anization.

2. The acceptance of tax fumds by chureh-related agencies should
not mean that the possibility of public provision for such services is
thereby ruled out.

3. When service is sold to a public department, the contract should
provide for reimbursement at the full cost of the service provided
rather than requiring a church-related or sectarian agency to subsidize
such a service from limited voluntary funds.

4. The church-related agency which chooses to sell service to a pub-
lic department should recognize an obligation to operate within salary
ranges and other personnel standards which are equivalent to those
under which the public agency counterpart providing the same kind
of service must operate. When civil service ranges are below stan-
dard from the point of view of a church-related agency, the agency
and the churches as well of that community may be expected to work
for the improvement of civil service ranges.

In some communities, private agency salaries and standards are bet-
ter than public agency and civil service standards. In other communi-
ties, public agency standards may be superior to those of many of the
private agencies. To protect both private and public agencies from
distortions in development based on differentials in salaries and per-
sonnel standards instead of on sound community planning, both
churches and church-related agencies are expected to support con-
tinuing study of this important feature of private-public agency re-
lationships within the community welfare council.

5. In overall financing, a church-related agency which does sell
some service to a public department should take care not to become
financially dependent upon the per diem payments by government for
its continuance as a private agency.

6. The policies and procedures of a church-related agency with a
contract i or service to a public department should not be interfered
with beyond minimum standards as determined by government pro-
viding that the agency accepts its responsibility to report fully on
individual cases as may be required by the terms of the contract.

7. It would be improper for any church-related agency to use any
tax funds provided under contract with a public department for the
provision of any religious ministrations.

The denominations associated in the department of social welfare
of the National Council of ChurcheA will make every effort to assist
their local churches and their church-related agencies to give increas-
ing attention to the most effective possible development of public as-
sistance, public welfare and child vwelfare programs in every State and
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locality. We have a great deal of confidence in what can be achieved
by citizen understanding and citizen support and citizen participa-
tion in the development of public programs which enjoy, as well, the
interest and cooperation of private and church-related agencies, not
so much as a source of contract money, but as an occasion for team-
work in the provision of services to every family in the community who
has need of special help.

Senator Byrd and gentlemen of the Senate Finance Committee, let
me thank you for your courtesy in inviting this presentation of the
judgment and viewpoint of our churches in these important matters.

(The documents previously referred to follow:)

THE CHURCHES' CONCERN FOR PEOPLE WITHOUT THE NECESSITIES OF LIFE

(A pronouncement adopted by the General Assembly of the National Council
of the Churches of Christ in the United States of America, December 8,
1960)

Whereas at least 5 million people in the United States are dependent each
month upon public assistance for the necessities of life; be It

Resolved, That the churches be urged to work for availability of adequate
public assistance for all needy people; the elimination of State and local resi-
dence requirements for public assistance; and the replacement of Federal aid
for certain categories of people by a single program based solely upon need;
and

Resolved, That the aid to dependent children program be modified Immedi-
ately-

(1) to prevent discrimination against children because of the circum-
stances of their birth, and

(2) to eliminate the requirement that employable fathers be absent as
a condition of eligibility.

A PRONOUNCEMENT ON THE CHURCHES' CONOEW FOR PUBLIC ASSISTANCE-
ADOPTED BY THE GENERAL BOARD OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES
OF CHRIST IN THE UNITED STATES, JUNE 4, 1958

During any 1 month, more than 5 million men, women, and children in the
United States are dependent in whole or in part for their livelihood on the
programs of public assistance: old-age assistance, aid to dependent children,
aid to the blind, aid to the disabled, and general assistance.' These programs
represent an effort of a society informed by the Judeo-Chrlstian tradition to
insure that everyone in that society shall live at a standard compatible with
decency and health without regard to race, color, or religion.

The National Council of Churches affirms that the use of social insurance as
exemplified by old-age, survivors and disability Insurance Is to be preferred to
economic dependence upon the public assistance programs. However, it wishes
to call to the attention of the churches the needs, spiritual and social, as well
as economic, of the large numbers of people who must depend on public assist-
ance. It believes the churches have grave responsibility for the well-being of
the people who depend on these programs.

The primary objective of public assistance programs Is to furnish monetary
assistance to persons in accordance with the determined degree of their economic
need. Through grants-in-aid the Federal Government contributes the major
portion ot the cost of these programs, except for general assistance programs
which (where they exist) are maintained by State and local governments.

Recent years have seen many Improvements in the administration of public
assistance programs and the extent to which they meet the needs of people.
However, serious deficiencies exist In many States and communities and demean
the people who must depend on these programs for the physical necessities of
life. Many people who are ineligible for the federally aided programs do not

1 The form of public assistance provided by State and local governments for some needy
persons ineligible for aid under tfe federally supported programs cited.
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have their needs met in some States, even on a minimal level. In most States
residence requirements, archaic in present-day mobile America, prevent or modify
the way in which people can be assisted by all these programs. Some States
continue to impose citizenship requirements which are often more damaging in
their consequences. The National Council of Churches believes that such require-
ments which serve to penalize people in need should be eliminated.

The fact that general assistance programs usually have lower standards than
federally aided programs serves to introduce inequities that cannot be defended
by thoughtful Christians. These lower standards of help for those who cannot
qualify for the federally aided programs by reason of age, residence, or degree
or kind of physical impairment, compel tens of thousands of people to exist at a
standard below that of decency and health.

For the people dependent on all of these programs there is universal need for
an improvement in the standards of assistance so that health and decency may
be maintained. The churches have a vital role to play in raising these standards,
and churches need to work for the elimination of all inequitable and punitive
policies. It is also a responsibility of the churches to be concerned with the way
public assistance programs are administered, and to advocate programs which
will make available to needy people the whole range of services which may help
them become self-supporting and self-respecting persons. Considerations of race.
religion, and family mores should not be factors in determining eligibility for
public assistance.

In order to meet these responsibilities certain activities are suggested. Local
churches should become vitally concerned with the administration of public
assistance programs in their communities and at other governmental levels.
They should work to the end that all these programs have available for their
administration personnel adequately trained to meet the variety of needs which
the recipients of public assistance will have. The churches should recruit
Christian young people to work in these public programs, as well as in church-
related programs.

The churches should seek to make certain that standards of the general assist-
ance programs are comparable to the federally aided programs. They should,
to this end, support Federal aid for the general assistance programs. Further,
all churches should seek improvement of all these programs so that assistance
and services will be in such amount and so administered that recipients arie
offered the opportunity for decent, healthful living and opportunity to develop
to the maximum their capacities for service to God and fellow men.

The constituent churches of the national council are giving increased attention
to the adequacy of church-related programs of health and welfare. However,
the churches' concern for needy people should not end here. All people who are
economically deprived should be able to depend on equitable and helpful programs
of public assistance, but basic economic security must also be strengthened so that
the need for public assistance may be minimized.

This does not end the responsibility of the churches. Even if all the public
assistance programs were adequate and equitable, there would remain substan-
tial responsibilities which the churches should seek to discharge. The people
who receive public assistance benefits ordinarily have special needs in addition to
that of money. The aged or blind person, the dependent child, the disabled or
dependent adult, is in need of a multitude of spiritual and social services at the
community level, many of which only the local church can supply. We call upon
our churches to encourage all people to grow in personal, family, and social re-
sponsibility, to help them find increasing faith in God and in His love for all men,
and to minister especially to disadvantaged people both in the churches and in
the larger community.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Doctor, very much.
The committee will adjourn until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 3:30 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Thursday, May 17,1962.)

I
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THURSDAY, MAY 17, 1962

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.O.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:05 a.m., in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman)
presiding.

Pient: Senators Byrd, Kerr, Long, Talmadge, and Morton.
Alsopresent: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The first. witness is Congressman John F. Baldwin of California.
Won't you take a seat, Congressman?

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN F. BALDWIN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. BALDWIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I have a statement from Senator Kuchel of Cali-

fornia on behalf of an amendment for which I would like to testify,
and I would appreciate having permission to insert Senator Kuchel's
statement in the record at this point.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the insertion will be made.
(The prepared statement of Senator Kuchel follows:)

STATEMENT BY U.S. SENATOR THOMAS H. KUOHEL

Last year Congress enacted Public Law 87-31 to amend title IV of the Social
Security Act and authorize Federal financial participation in providing aid to
the dependent children of unemployed parents. I am in wholehearted agreement
with the need for this program and I support its continuation. However, I be-
lieve an amendment is in order with regard to the administration of this pro-
gram, as established under section 408 of last year's law. This section deals
with Federal payments for foster home care of dependent children. Explana-
tion of this section, in relation to our practices in California with regard to
dependent children, should make clear the need for its enactment.

A recent ruling by the Department of Health, Educatiov, and Welfare, under
Public Law 87-31, would make ineligible for funds from the aid to dependent
children program those children who are placed in foster homes by, and, are
under the Jurisdiction of, the county probation officer.

In other words, ADC funds are unavailable to assist wards of the juvenile
court unless these children are completely severed from the Jurisdiction of pro-
bation officers, who would normally have responsibility for supervising, them.
To receive such funds, the dependent child would have to be placed under the
Jurisdiction of the county welfare department since section 408 requires that
ADC funds shall not be made available unless complete responsibility for the
planning and supervision of the child Is carried out by the agency administering
the ADO program, in this case the welfare department.
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In the State of California, It is the probation officer-an officer of the court-
who is responsible for initiating court action, advising the court and supervising
children who are removed from their parents and placed in foster homes by judi-
cial determination. The probation officers of my State are trained in court prac-
tices and procedures and in child supervision. The law of CaUfornia grants them
the authority to take emergency actions which are often necessary for the pro-
tection of these children. And, as many of us are aware, these dependent wards,
coming often from unfavorable environments, are particularly susceptible to the
pressures which cause delinquency.

If the court is required to place the children in the custody of the local county
welfare department in order that Federal assistance can be provided, the result
will be a difference of treatment among wards of the court committed for similar
reasons.

I have discussed this matter with several respected jurists and probation offi-
cers of my State. They are unanimous in their support of the amendment which
will be offered to you by Congressman John Baldwin of California. This amend-
ment, if agreed to, will alleviate the present problem which has arisen. These
offi ,ials believe, as I do, that the existing law is unnecessarily discriminatory
when it makes eligible in practice only those dependent children under the Juris-
diction of the county welfare department which is in turn responsible to the
State department of social welfare for the administration of Federal-State grant-
In-aid program.

The county probation department, on the other hand, is strictly a county
function in California. Only advisory services are provided by the State. This
is not so in some other States, such as Wisconsin, where probation is a State
service and is administered under the State department of public welfare. Thus,
where Federal ADC funds go to the State agency administering the prohibition
program, Juvenile court wards in foster homes continue to receive these Federal
funds. In California, because local probation services are not under the State
department of social welfare, Federal funds are not available unless the
Juvenile court commits the children to the welfare department.

While the county welfare and probation departments of my State have excel-
lent working relationships concerning the care of dependent children who are
wards of the court and receiving aid to dependent children funds, it is essential
that court supervision of many of these neglected children be continued. This
supervision is carried out by the county probation officer.

I, therefore, urge this committee to consider favorably the amendments to sec-
tion 408 of the Social Security Act which will be offered by my colleague, Repre-
sentative Baldwin. Their acceptance is necessary to remedy an unfair and
undesirable administrative situation that has now been imposed on the dependent
children's program in California.

Mr. BALDWIN. Mr. Chairman, I have a printed statement, and I
would like to summarize it, but I would like to have unanimous consent
to inseit the printed statement as a whole, with its attachments, in
the record.

The CITArMAN. Without objection.
Mr. BALDWIN. Mr. Chairman, I want to express my deepest appre-

ciation to you and the members of your committee for the opportunity
to appear-and testify before your committee this morning in favor of
an amendment to H.R. 10606. This amendment has been made neces-
sary by an interpretation made by the Secretary of Health, Education,
nnd Welfare of Public Law 87T-31 passed by the 87th Congress on May
8, 1961. Section 2 of that act added a new section 408, under title 4
of the Social Security Act. Section 408 prescribes the conditions
under which aid to needy children could be paid where children are
put in foster homes.

In the great majority of counties in Calfornia children are placed
in foster homes through a procedure under which the child is first
made a ward of the juvenile court and the child is then placed in the
foster home by the county probation department at the direction of
the juvenile court t
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On November 24, 1961, I wrote to the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare asking if this procedure would make it possible for
these children to qualify for Federal grants according to the terms of
Public Law 87-31, under the aid to needy children program. I am
attaching a copy of my letter to Hon. Abraham A. Ribicoff. I re-
ceived a reply from Mr. Ribicoff, dated February 1, 1962, which is
also attached' to this statement. This reply contains the following
specific answer to my question:

Payments with respect to the child who has been placed in a foster home under
the conditions which you have described would not meet the requirements for
Federal financial participation In the aid to dependent children program.

Mr. Ribicoff further stated in the same letter:
Section 408(a) (2) sets forth as one of the conditions for Federal participation

in foster-care payments that the responsibility for the placement and care of the
child who has been Judicially removed from his home be in "the State or local
agency administering the State plan approved under section 402."

Under the California law and the approved State plan, the administration of
the program for dependent children in Contra Costa County is In the Contra
Costa County Social Welfare Department, not the county probation office. It
seems clear, therefore, that the condition In section 408(a) (2) would be met
only if the county social service department is given responsibility for placement
and care of the child.

The reason, Mr. Chairman, that I am offering the amendment is
the interpretation made by the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare which is that any child placed in a foster home under the
existing procedure in California under the juvenile court and the pro-
bation department is barred from receiving any aid to dependent
children funds, even though the intention of the law passed by
Congress last year is to make it possible for children in foster homes
to qualify for aid to dependent children funds.

The purpose of my amendment would be to modify the provision
of the law last year so as to make it possible for children who are
placed in foster homes by juvenile courts, through the supervision of
the welfare department, to qualify for these aid to dependent children
payments.
The amendment which I would like to offer, Mr. Chairman, is at-

tached to my statement, and it would provide that the actual payment
of the aid to dependent children funds would be made by the welfare
department.

The welfare department would determine the need financially, but
the supervision and placement could continue to be made by the
juvenile court through the probation department.

Now, I am just positive that it was not the intention, of this Con-
gress to disbar the procedure of handling the placement of children
in foster homes through the juvenile court and the probation depart-
ment from qualifying to receive aid from the aid to' dependent chil.
dren program.

I voted for the bill last year, and it certainly was not my inteh -
tion to vote to prevent them from qualifying.

SThe Secretary has made an interpretation that no clild placed in
this Way would qualify, and, it would seem to me, to require an amend
ment, because otherwise this would mean that Congress is saying to
every juvenile court and probation department, "You have g, to re-
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live yourself of your responsibility completely and you have got to
turn this entire responsibility over to the welfare department."

I might say, Mr. Chairman, that the amendment has received the
support of the County Welfare Directors Association in California,
who recognize the fact that this procedure has worked satisfactorily in
California for many years, and should continue.

It has also received, and I have attached to my statement, an en-
dorsement from the California Probation, Parole & Correctional As-
sociation, and an endorsement from the California Youth and Adult
Corrections Agency, which is the State agency in that field.

Mr. Chairman, I submitted this amendment first to the House Ways
and Means Committee. At that time the Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare said they would like to review the amendment and
to submit comments on it, and so the Ways and Means Committee de-
cided to defer action until those comments could be submitted, but
they obt-.aed a commitment from the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare to submit their comments before these hearings of
the Senate Finance Committee began.

I have been in touch with Mr. Cohen, of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, this week. He has informed me by letter and
orally that they hope to resolve this matter administratively, but, as
of now, it has not been resolved administratively, and I would like
to recommend, Mr. Chairman, that the committee give favorable
consideration to this amendment to resolve this problem and to make
certain that we do not force on local, State, and county governments
a complete change in their procedure for the placement of children
in foster homes. (See p. 602 for letter from Assistant Secretary
Wilbur J. Cohen, dated May 29, 1962, with further comments on the.
Baldwin amendment.)

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Congressman.
Mr. BALDWIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. The insertions will be made in the record. We are

always glad to have you before the committee, sir.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Baldwin, together with the at-

tachments, follow:)

STATEMENT OF HON. JouN F. BALDWiN OF CALIFORNIA ON H.R. 10606, TnE
"PUBIuO WELFARE AMENDMENTS OF 192"

Mr. Chairman, I want to express my deepest appreciation to you and the mem-
bers of your committee for the opportunity to appear and testify before your
committee this morning in favor of an amendment to H.R. 10606. This amend-
ment has been wade necessary by an Interpretation made by the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare of Public Law 87-31, passed by the 87th Congress
on May 8, 1961. Section 2 of that act added a new section 408, under title 4 of
the Social Security Act, Section 408 prescribes the conditions under which aid
to needy children could be paid where children are put in foster homes.

In the great majority of counties in California children are placed in foster
homes through a procedure under which the child Is first made a ward of the
juvenile court and the child is then placed in the foster home by the county
probation department at the direction of the juvenile court. On November 24,
1961, I wrote to the Secretary of Health, lpducation, and Welfare asking if this
procedure would make it possible for these'children to qualify for Federal grants
according to the terms of Public Law 87-31, under the aid to needy children pro-
gram. I am attaching a copy of my letter to Hon. Abraham A. Ribicoff. I
received a reply from Mr. Riblcoff, dated February 1, 1962, which Is also
attached to this statement. This reply contains the following specific answer
to my question:
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"Payments with respect to the child who has been placed in a foster home
under the conditions which you have described would not meet the requirements
for Federal financial participation in the aid to dependent children program."

Mr. Ribicoff further stated in the same letter:
"Section 408(a) (2) sets forth as one of the conditions for Federal participation

in foster care payments that the responsibility for the placement and care of the
child who has been Judicially removed from his home be In 'the State or local
agency administering the State plan approved under section 402.'

"Under the California law and the approved State plan, the administration
of the program for dependent children in Contra Costa County is In the Contra
Costa County Social Welfare Department, not the county probation office.
It seems clear, therefore, that the condition in section 408(a) (2) would be
met only if the county social service department is given responsibility for place-
ment and care of the child "

The effect of this interpretation is to bar any children placed in foster homes
by a county probation department at the direction of the juvenile court from
qualifying for aid to needy children funds. In order for such children to
qualify for aid to hcedy children payments, the counties of California and those
in many other States would have to completely revise their procedure for the
placement of children in foster homes and would have to make such placements
through the State or county social welfare department. This is confirmed by
the attached letter dated January 29, 1962, which I received from the seven
superior court Judges of Contra Costa County, Calif. I do not believe it was the
intention of Congress to force States and counties to make such drastic changes
in the procedure for placement of children in foster homes. It seems to me
that the procedure for the placement of these children should be decided by
the States and by the counties involved.

I have, therefore, drafted an amendment, with the assistance of the Legisla-
tive Counsel of the House of Representatives, which would allow this flexibility.
I am attaching a copy of this amendment to my statement. This amendment
would be inserted in H.R. 10606, on page 48, after line 6, as two new subsections
of section 131.

The amendment would make it possible for children placed in foster homes
by local public agencies, authorized under laws of the State to place and super-
vise dependent children, to qualify for aid to needy children payments, as long
as the function of determining the child's need for aid under the plan and of
paying such aid in accordance with such determination is reserved to the State
or local agency administering the State plan approved under section 402.. I
think this amendment would resolve this present problem by allowing children
to continue to be placed in foster homes by county probation departments at the
direction of the Juvenile court but providing that determination of the child's
need for aid to dependent children payments would be made by the welfare
department.

I have submitted this amendment to numerous agencies In the State of Cali-
fornia. It has the approval of the California Probation, Parole, and Correc-
tional Association. I am attaching to my statement a copy of a wire which I
received from that organization endorsing the amendment. The amendment also
hias the approval of the California Youth and Adult Corrections Agency. I ant
attaching a copy of a letter dated March 2, 1962, which Mr. Walter Dunbar, di-
rector of corrections, wrote to Congressman Wilbur Mills, chairman, House
Ways and Means Committee, in support of my amendment. It also has the
approval of the County Welfare Directors Association of California. I am at-
taching a letter dated April 10. 1962, which I have received from Mr. G. C.
Peoples, president of that organization.

My amendment was first submitted in testimony which I delivered before the
House Ways and Means Committee on H.R. 10606. At that time the Depart-
mient of Health, Education, and Welfare asked for additional time to prepare its
comments on the amendment and as a result the Ways and Means Committee
decided to defer action on the amendment, but obtained assurance from the De-
partment of Health, Education. and Welfare that the Department would submit
a report on my amendment prior to the time of the Senate Finance Committee
hearing. I have been In contact with Mr. Wilbur J. Cohen, Assistant Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare on this subject. He has stated that he is
going to see if the Department can resolve this problem administratively. He
has further indicated that they will make this decision before your committee
begins Its executive sessions on H.R. 10606, so that if It can't be resolved ad-
ininistratively then my amendment can be acted upon by your committee.

m .. --. - - - -
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AMENDMENT TO II.R. 10600 OFFERED BY MR. BALDWIN OF CALIFORNIA

Oil page 48, after line 6, insert the following new subsections to section 131:
"(c) Clause (2) of section 408(a) of the Social Security Act is amended to

read as follows: '(2) whose placement and care are the responsibility of the
State or local ageuey administering the State plan approved under section 402
or (if the function of determining the child's need for aid under the plan and of
paying such aid in accordance with such determination is reserved to such State
or local agency under an arrangement which assures that such agency will be
able to obtain the Information required to make such determination and pay-
ment) are the responsibility of any other local public agency authorized under
the laws of the State to place and supervise dependent children,'

"(d) Clause (1) of section 408(f) of such Act is amended by striking out
'each such child' and inserting in lieu thereof 'each such child whose place-
meat and care are the responsibility of the State or local agency administering
the State plan approved under section 402.'

CONGRESS OF TIHE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF UfE'RESENTATIVES,

lVashington, D.C., November 2.), 1961.
The Honorable ABa'.uAit A. RIBICOFF,
Secretary of Health, Education, and Wclfarc, Dcpartment of Health, Education,

and Welfare, Washington, D.C.
DrMAit MR. RiBicoFF: I am writing to you for an interpretation under Public

Law 87-31, passed by the 87th Congress on May 8, 1961. Section 2 of this act
added a new section 408 under title IV of the Social Security Act. Section 408
prescribes conditions under which aid to needy children funds can be paid where
children are put In foster homes. In Contra Costa County, Calif., the usual
procedure whereby children are placed in foster homes is as follows:

A child Is first made a ward of the Juvenile court and the child is then placed
in a foster home by the county probation department at the direction of the
Juvenile court.

It is my understanding of the intent of Congress that such children are also
intended to qualify for Federal grants according to the terms of Public Law
87-31. However, I have been requested by the Contra Costa County Probation
Office to obtain an advisory opinion from your office on this point. Will you,
therefore, please let me know whether a dependent child who has been placed
in a foster home by the county probation department at the direction of the
Juvenile court can qualify for a Federal grant of aid to needy children funds
according to the terms of Public Law 87-31?

Sincerely yours,
JonN F. BALDWIN,

Member of Congress.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
Vahington, February 1,1962.

Hon. Joan F. BALDWIN,
Rouse of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

M).AR MR. BALDWIN: This is in reply to your letter requesting an interpreta-
tion of section 408 of the Social Security Act, as amended by section 2 of Public
Law 87-31. You advise that tinder procedures used in Contra Costa County,
Calif., a child Is first made a ward of the juvenile court and the child is then
placed in a foster home by the county probation department at the direction of
the Juvenile court. You asked if such a child can qualify for a Federal grant
of aid to needy children funds according to the terms of section 408.

Payments with respect to the child who has been placed in a foster home
under the conditions which you have described would not meet the requirements
for Federal financial participation in the aid to dependent children program.

Section 408(a) (2) sets forth as one of the conditions for Federal participation
in foster care payments that the responsibility for the placement and care of
the child who has been Judicially removed from his home be in "the State or
local agency administering the State plan approved under section 402."
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Under the California law and the approved State plan, the administration
of the program for dependent children in Contra Costa County is in the Contra
Costa County Social Service Department, not tile county probation office. It
,,eens clear, therefore, that the condition in section 408(a) (2) would be iet
only if the county social service department is given responsibility for placement
and care of the child.

Sincerely,
ABE RIJICOFF.

CHAMBERS OF JUDGE OF SUPERIOR COURT,
CONTRA COSTA COUNTY, CALIF.,

Martinez, January 29, 1962.
Hon. JOHN F. BALDWIN,

Ho use Office Build ig, Wa8hington, D.C.
DEAR MR. BALDWIN: It has been called to our attention that last year Congress

passed a law which makes possible Federal participation in aid to needy children
grants to children in foster homes. This is Public Law 87-31.

We further understand that the law is presently being interpreted in such a
way that Juvenile court wards in foster homes under the supervision of the pro-
bation department would not be eligible. We understand that the present Inter-
pretation is that in order for the grant to include Federal funds, the Juvenile
court wards would have to be placed under the supervision of the welfare
department.

It is our considered opinion that the receipt of Federal funds to help these
children should not require commitment to the welfare department. We feel that
the Juvenile court Is in the best position to determine what agency should super-
vise the children. We prefer to use an agency under the control of the courts.

We understand the present law expires In June but will undoubtedly be re-
passed. We would appreciate your attempting to amend the law so that the
Federal funds can also be obtained for wards in foster homes supervised by the
probation department In addition to authorizing Federal funds for welfare
placements, the amendment could include Federal funds for children placed by
any governmental agency authorized to place and supervise dependent children
under the laws of any State.

As you no doubt know, our probation department places and supervises all
Juvenile court wards in placement, as do several other large probation depart-
ments in California.

Sincerely yours,
HOMER W. PERSON,

Superior Court Judge, Department 3.
S. C. MASTESON,

Superior Court Judge, Department 1.
HUOH DONOVAN,

Superior Court Judge, Department 2.
NORMAN GREao,

Superior Court Judge, Department 4.
WAKEFIELD TAYLoa,

Superior Court Judge, Department 5.
THoMAs F. FRAoA,

Superior Court Judge, Department 6.
MARTIN E. ROTHiENRO,

Superior Court Judge, Department T.

Los ANoELEs, CALIF., April 9, 1968.
Representative JOHN F. BALDWIN,
House O?ee Building, Washington, D.C.:

The board of directors of the California Probation, Parole & Correctional
Association at a regular meeting on April 5, 1962, in Concord, Calif., unanimously
adopted a resolution supporting amendment to H.R. 10606 to provide changes
substantially as proposed in the amendment offered by Congressman John F.
Baldwin. This statewide association of more than 1,600 members solicits your
support of this amendment in the Senate Finance Committee.

CH4 &smz T. G. Rooms, President.
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
YOUTH AND ADULT CoRRECrIoNs AGENCY,

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS,
Sacramento, March 2, 1962.

Hon. WuLsua MiLLs,
Chairman, Ways and Means Committee,
House ot Representatives, Washinglon, D.O.

DEAR Ma. MiLLs: It has come to my attention that an amendment to the
Social Cecurity Act is needed to insure that Federal grants-in-aid can be made
under the provisions of aid to needy children for the placement of children in
foster homes under the supervision of county probation officers. I understand
that Congressman John F. Baldwin of the Sixth California District has sub-
mitted an amendment to section 152 on page 67 of H.R. 10032, which will
make this necessary change. I respectfully urge favorable action by the Ways
and Means Committee on this legislation.

It is a matter of great concern to the department of corrections that the pres-
ent highly satisfactory arrangements for the foster home care of delinquent
and dependent children should not be disrupted. These children are particu-
larly vulnerable to stresses causing delinquency. For obvious reasons, this
department is concerned that they should have skillful care, as is now generally
the case. To turn the responsibility for their supervision over to county welfare
departments would accomplish no good end and would destroy a capably managed
public service.

I hope that the favorable action of the Ways and Means Committee on Mr.
Baldwin's amendment will maintain a sound and appropriate disposition for the
care of these children.Sincerely yours, WALTEa DU NAB, Director of Oorrectiozs.

COUNTY WELFARE Dnrroas
ASSOCIATION OF CALIFORNIA,

Apriff 0, 1962..
JOHN F. BALDWI,
Member of Congress,
House Office Building, Washingtot, D.C.

Dr.&u CONGRESSMAN BALDWIN: At a recent meeting of the County Welfare
Directors Association of California, your amendment to section 152 of H.R.
10032 was voted unanimous support. We realize that the timing of this meeting
of our association may make our indication of support too late to be effective.
However, we do want you to know that we are in agreement with the probation
officers in our State on this particular subject. We have a longstanding and
cooperative working arrangement regarding the care of dependent and neglected
foster children. We feel that some of the present Federal laws and regulations
place unnecessary emphasis on county welfare department functions in this
area. We believe that our system works well and that the law should permit
some flexibility In this regard.

We appreciate your Interest in this subject and hope that you will feel free
to call on our organization if we can provide information or assistance at any
time.

Yours very sincerely,
CouNTY WELFARE DmiRcToRs AssoCIATIoN,
G. 0. PEoPLEs, President.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Nelson Cruikshank, of the
AFIr-CIO. We welcome you again, sir, to the committee.

Please proceed.
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STATEMENT OF NELSON H. CRUIKSHANK, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL SECURITY, ALF-GI; ACCOMPANIED BY LEONARD
LESSER, DIRECTOR OF SOCIAL SECURITY ACTIVITIES, INDUS-
TRIAL UNION DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO; AND CLINTON FAIR,
DEPARTMENT OF LEGISLATION, AFL-CIO

fr. CRUIKSHIANK. Mr. Chairman, I have this statement which I
would like to read to the committee.

My name is Nelson H. Cruikshiank, and I am director of the Social
Security Department of the AFIr-CIO, and my office is at 815 16th
Street, NW., in Washington.

Appearing with me is Mr. Leonard Lesser, director of social se-
curity activities for the Industrial Union Department, AFL-CIO.We are Presenting this as a 'oin statement. We are accompanied
by Mr. Clinton Fair, of the AFL-CIO Department of Legislation.

We appreciate the opportunity to appear before this committee in
support of H.R. 10606, a measure to extend and improve the public
assistance and child welfare service programs of the Socit, Security
Act. We note that the official notice of these hearings indicates spe-
cifically that they relate only to the proposals contained in the House-
)assed bill amending the public assistance titles of the Social Security

Act. We shall observe this admonition recognizing that it is necessary
to hold deliberations of the many complex issues covered under social
security to manageable proportions.

We must note for the record, however, that in the last analysis
these issues are in fact inseparable and that the provisions of the
amendments now before you are interrelated with the pending amend-
ments to OASDI-specifically the proposal to provide hospital and
related insurance benefits for the elderly under social security and
railroad retirement.

I might say the same applied to proposed amendments to the un-
employment compensation section of the Social Security Act.

We are aware of the demanding schedule of important legislation
this committee much meet, but we earnestly hope you can consider
these other amendments in time for the Senate to act during this
ssion of Congress.

The AFIo-CIO has always supported the public welfare programs
established when the Social Security Act was enacted more than
25 years ago. While we have consistently taken the position that
our social insurance programs must be the framework within which
our public welfare programs are to be built, we have always recog-
nized the importance of public assistance and child welfare programs.
As this committee knows, we have always supported amendments to
provide more liberal payments to those in need through increased
Federal grants to the States. At, the same time, we have never be-
lieved that the reasons which have resulted in the need for persons
to seek assistance can be removed by the simple payment of assistance
grants.

We, therefore, believe that the basic purpose of H.R. 10606, de-
scribed by the President in his state of the Union message as "stress-
ing service instead of support, rehabilitation instead of relief, and
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training for useful work instead of prolonged dependence," deserve
the strong support of this committee and all Members of the Congress.

These purposes are accomplished in various ways. The provisions
of the bill would provide increased Federal grants to encourage States
to strengthen and broaden the rehabilitative and preventive services
and the training of additional competent welfare personnel to provide
these services.

We find it hard to believe that anyone would quarrel with provi-
sions designed to achieve these purposes. As the President stated in
his message to the Congress, "communities which have tried the re-
habilitative road * * * have demonstrated what can be done with cre-
ative, thoughtfully conceived, properly managed programs of pre-
ventive and social rehabilitation. In those communities, families have
been restored to self-reliance, and relief rolls have been reduced."

We are particularly pleased that States will be encouraged to pro-
vide services not only to those who are already on the relief rolls, but
also to those who in the absence of help would likely become applicants
for relief. Moneys spent to prevent dependency are of greater benefit
for society as well as the hiidividual than moneys spent on assistance
grants.

The provisions of H.R. 10606 extending for 5 years the provisions
for aid to dependent children of unemployed parents and expanding
the child welfare services are also designed to achieve these ends.

The AFL-CIO has long supported the elimination of residence re-quirements in public assistance programs. We are all aware of the
shifting population trends in our Nation. We believe that people
who find themselves caught in these movements should not be denied
help. We regret, therefore, that the bill as passed by the House does
not contain even the proposed measures to reduce the maximum resi-
dence limitations to 1 year and to encourage the elimination of any
residence requirements.

As the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare has pointed
out, the Federal Government s share in these programs represents
nearly 80 l)ercent of the cost in sone States, and for the Nation as a
whole averages nearly 60 percent. Under the revised formulas for
Federal participation which are contained in H.R. 10606, the share
of the Federal Government will be even greater. These moneys are
collected from citizens in every State. They should not be denied to
a citizen in need because lie has too recently become a resident of a
particular State.

We would, therefore, urge at least that the residence requirement
be reduced to 1 year as proposed by the administration. We do not
believe that the elimination or reduction in the length of residence re-
quirements would encourage people to wander from State to State in
search of higher relief checks.

Nor do we believe that American people prefer a relief check to an
opportunity to work. At the same time, we recognize that there are
many who are not equipped to seek work in the labor market. We,
therefore, support the purposes of the community work and training
provisions of H.R. 10606. We strongly believe, however, that the pro-
tections now incorporated in the bill to assure that the prevailing wage
will be paid, the health and safety standards will be observed, that
children will not be adversely, affected if mothers are assigned to work,
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and that persons will not be denied aid for refusal of such work if
good cause exists for the refusal are essential if a program such as
this is to be enacted by the Congress.

We also believe that every care must be taken to assure that such
work projects should not be used as a substitute for work which has
n1orially been provided by the community to all unemployed persons
regardless of their status as relief- recipients. The provisions of
section 409(a) (1) (C) on pages 33 of the bill requiring that such proj-
ects "do not result either in displacement of regular workers or in
the performance by such relatives of work that would otherwise be
performed by employees of public and private agencies, institutions
or organizations" are intended to assure this result. Ve note that
this safeguard has been strengthened by the addition of a specific
requirement that such project is not of the kind which has normally
been undertaken by the State or community in the past. We think
the exception in cases of projects which involve emergencies or which
are generally of a nonrecurring nature, is reasonable.

There are two other areas in which we feel the House-passed bill
should be improved.

First, the formula for matching grants in the ADC program should
be liberalized. The change in the grant formula requiring a larger
share of the burden in the three adult categories to be borne by the
Federal Government was needed because the States are less and less
able to carry the tax burden occasioned by these programs. To the
extent they do carry them, the burden falls more heavily on low-
income groups because of the generally more regressive character of
State tax structures. These same conditions argue for a corres-
ponding increase in the share of the Federal Government in the cost
of the program for dependent children.

Secondly, we are deeply concerned with the provisions of section
108 which would modify the long-established principle of supporting
only money payments made to welfare recipients by the States. We
are concerned really with both sections 108 and 107.

We recognize that there is a problem. There are undoubtedly
some instances in all assistance programs where the recipients do
not always spend their money wisely. And probably more of these
are to be found in the ADC program than in others.

The problem is how to deal with that small minority of recipients
who do in fact fail to protect the best interests of their children in
spending their assistance money without doing harm to the great
majority who are responsible.

The administration proposed an exception to the money payment
requirement. This they called a protective payment. Such pay-
ments would be made in behalf of a recipient to a person in the
community concerning whom it could be assured that he had the
interest of the recipient at heart. Such a person could be another
relative, an interested friend of the family, or possibly a responsible
neighbor, or even a mem)er of the welfare department staff. In
connection with this proposal, the administration suggested safe-
guards which were designed to make certain that the payments were
made only for persons for whom incompetency or un willingness to
spend money properly was clearly established. As a double safe-
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guard it was proposed also that such payments be limited to not, more
than one-hal f of 1 percent of the total number of recipients.

The provision contained in the bill adopted by the House seriously
weakens these safeguards. In the first place, the limit for protective
payments is raised to 5 percent, and it also adds a new section. Under
this new section the States would be authorized to take "any other
action authorized under State law which is deemed necessary to pro-
tect the best interest of the child."

This represents a pretty far reaching letting down of the bar and
gives us grave concern. None of the carefully considered protections
contained in the administration proposal (and under the House bill
applicable only to protective payments) apparently would be appli-
cable to these other actions." Under this provision there would be a
very real danger that welfare departments under severe local pres-
sur s would become collection agencies for the landlords, the public
utility, or the local grocer. The old humiliating "voucher" system
would very likely come back into widespread currency.

Under the guise of protecting the "best interest of the child," much
harm could be done to people whose only offense was ignorance, mem-
bership in a minority group, or having more children than the critics
deemed desirable. In recent years certain State legislatures have
actually passed or seriously considered bills that would make it a
criminal offense for an ADC relative not to spend the assistance money
in the best interest of the child and bills that would forcibly require
mothers of illegitimate children to be sterilized.

The problem would certainly arise as to who was to decide what was
in the best interest of the child. What one person might consider to be
in the best interest, another might consider wasteful or even immoral.
Even under the best circumstances these subjective judgments are
most difficult to make. They are almost impossible to make when
the least articulate, the most poorly represented, and the least privi-
leged people in the community are concerned.

A number of States and communities now provide relief by other
means than money payments. The pressures to broaden this are per-
sistent and unrelenting. If those who either through ignorance or
selfishness are able to point to a sanction of this practice on the part
of the Federal Government, the hand of those who would oppose its
wider imposition would be seriously weakened. In all such legislative
proposals we need to keep in mind the significant leadership role of
the Federl Government.

The original proposal of the administration for "protective pay-
ments" in our judgment makes ample provision for the States and
communities to deal with genuine instances of questionable parental
practice, and we hope therefore that the new provision in the House-
passed bill will be removed by the Senate.

Our support of I.R. 10606 does not rest on the belief that it will
solve all the problems of need, dependency, or destitution. We know
of no person or organization that so believes. In fact, some of the
most tragic occurrences of the past several months have arisen from
the misguided efforts of those who believe or claim they have simple,
shortcut solutions to these complex problems.
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This measure does, however, in principle, present a fresh and
thoughtfully constructive approach to these problems, and for this
reason we hope your committee after incorporating the changes we
have suggested will report it favorably and that the Congress will
enact it without undue delay.

That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Any questions?
Thank you very much, Mr. Cruikshank.
Mr. CRUIKSIIANK. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Myles B. Amend, of the

New York State Board of Social Welfare.
Will you take a seat, sir, and proceed.

STATEMENT OF MYLES B. AMEND, CHAIRMAN, NEW YORK STATE
BOARD OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Mr. AMEND. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee.
My name is My les B. Amend and I am the chairman of the State

Board of Social Welfare of the State of New York. I want to say
immediately on behalf of the board and our department how deeply
we appreciate the opportunity of speaking to the committee today
and filing a supporting statement amplifying our views before the
close of tle hearing toniorrow.

Perhaps, as a perliminary to the brief remarks I wish to make, I
should remind this committee of just what our board is Qo that the
views I shall express on behalf of the board will be received and un-
derstood in the context of how the board is constituted and how it
functions.

The members of the board are 15 private citizens appointed by
the Governor of New York with the consent of the State senate-
1 from each of the 11 judicial districts of the State and 4 at large.
They serve without compensation except, for a per diem stipend and
obviously are not full-time officials of the State. Only one of us is
a professional social worker.

1, for example, practice law. We have on the board three bankers,
two doctors, three other lawyers, several housewives, and one mer-
c hant.. Most of us were appointed after many years of service in
private welfare and other community organizations.

The board is the policymaking head of our department of social
welfare. It has certain constitutional powers and duties of inspec-
tion and supervision of institutions, and statutory responsibilities
for the appointment of the commissioner of the department, who is
the administrative head of the department, for the promulgation of
rules having the effect of law in our State, and for reporting annu-
aly to the Governor and to the legislature.

Our board is in complete accord with the objectives of H.R. 10606
and applaud with hardly any exception the thoughtful and persua-
sive statement, made by Secretary.Ribicoff before this committee on
Monday. I want to emphasize this point, because recent statements
made by our board have been misconstrued as being contrary to
views heretofore expressed by the Secretary and which are now to
be implemented in the bill under consideration by this committee.

84071-62---28
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Our criticism of H.R. 10606 relates not to what it purports to do,
but rather to what it fails to do, which we profoundly believe it should
do.

Nobody expects the Congress to enact legislation in this field which
would in effect give the States a blank check on the U.S. Treasury.
Oon the other hand, has the time not come when the States should be
treated as grownups? Should not the bill here under consideration
provide that a State's law shall conform to Federal requirements
rather than a State's plan which includes not only law and rules hav-
ing the force and effect of law, but also every departmental regula-
tion, order, recommendation, advisory procedure, and even form re-
latincr to federally reimbursed categories.

It is this insistence on plan conformity rather than law conformity
which contributes so significantly to the proliferation of paperwork
and the diversion of both caseworkers and casework administrators
from assistance, rehabilitation, and restoration to independence. It
is to a great extent also one of the causes of public distrust and suspi-
cion of the whole welfare program and system.

In a word, we believe that the States should not be trusted to handle
their own administrative details so long as their general program and
practice conform to Federal requirements. This is not a new concept.
it is implicit in the Wyman report to which the Secretary referred on
Monday. Indeed, we are pleased to note that the administration's
proposal and the bill before the committee provide that in certain cir-
cumstances the Secretary is authorized to waive State plan require-
ments for demonstration purposes.

We think the bill should go further and substitute State law for
State plan, and we urge that I.R. 10606 be amended accordingly.

My second point proceeds logically from the first with its emphasis
on St ate law rather than plan. Twenty-five years ago when the pro-
grain was new and evolving, Federal requirements, too, had to evolve
and grow. Administrative direction was perhaps the best if not the
only way to further the development of the program.

Now however, the program has pretty well developed. Standards
of conformity should now be the subject of congressional mandate and
not just left to administrative fiat. The elected officials who are
periodically answerable to their constituents should determine the
standards of conformity.

This does not mean that all matters involved in the Federal-State
relationship in the area of public assistance must be spelled out in
Federal legislation. There is still room for administrative negotiation
between the two levels of government and adminif trative regulation
in each. But the key condition of conformity should be provided by
law and not by administrative regulation with the inevitable multiph-
cation of details inherent in such an approach.

Again we urge that I.R. 10606 be amended accordingly, and lest it
be assumed that this involves a monumental task in legislative drafts-
manship at this late date, I shall, with the committee's permission,
file a meniorandum prepared by Mr. Felix Infausto, who is counsel to
our board and department, and which spells out precisely amendments
to H.R. 10606 which would carry out the recommendations we are
making.
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The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will be inserted in the record.
Mr. AMEND. Thank you.
Finally, I ask you to consider one more facet of the overall Federal-

State relationship in this area. However explicit and however care-
fully drawn may be the underlying legislation, the rules, regulations,
procedures, directives, or whatever, there arise sooner or later reason-
able doubts as to their interpretation-honest differences of opinion
as to application. In the present context such differences, after nego-
tiation, argumentation, and cajolery, are either settled on a compro-
mise basis or on the basis of "Federal funds are involved and hence
Federal functionaries decide."

Neither basis is satisfactory. State and local funds are also in-
volved-usually in excess of the Federal contributions. It is not
sound that Federal administrative officials should raise the question
on Federal audit--and these are not just mathematical or dollar ques-
tions-decide the issue, and impose the penalty of deductions from or
withholding of Federal reimbursement.

We believe H.R. 10606 should be amended to provide-
(1) Federal court review of any proposed deduction or other

penalty.
(2) Since most issues are technical and involve differences of opin-

ion which should be resolved promptly, an intradepartmental board
of review or appeal where an appellant's remedy would first have to
be exhausted before resort to the courts would be permitted.

(3) Statutory recognition, since the matters involved are rarely
susceptible of precise definition, that substantial compliance by the
States with federally legislated requirements is expected.

We recognize that the time is short and H.R. 10606 is the legislative
medium for the extension of certain temporary legislation which will
expire on June 30 next, if not extended. We realize that in the exer-
cise of its legislative judgment this committee may decide that the
amendments we are urging cannot be embodied in the bill now before
the committee. We are not so impractical as to be unaware of the
problems involved in the legislative process.

But we would be lacking in candor, Mr. Chairman and members
of the committee, if we failed to say that these issues must be met
sooner or later, if not now, in another session of the Congress. These
problems have to be resolved because the amendmentsI am urging
involve fundamental concepts of American jurisprudence-quite
apart from the social welfare philosophy--concepts of government by
law, not by men, the concept of separation of the three branches of
government in the American constitutional system, and especially the
concept of "due process" to the States before they are denied partici-
pation in Federal funds appropriated by Congress for all the States.

That concludes the statement. I thank you Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Amend.
Senator Kerr, do you have any questions to ask Mr. Amend.
Senator KERR. No questions.
The CHAMMAN. Thank you, sir.
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(The documents previously referred to follow :)

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF NEW YORK STATE BOARD OF SOCIAL WELFARE BY MYLEG
AMEND, CHAIRMAN IN BE H.R. 10606

Public welfare has been undergoing searching review and appraisal in recent
years. It has been under formal scrutiny by official bodies in New York State
since 1960, and continues under scrutiny at present. Why this should be is
probably a summation of many conflicting ideas and misconceptions.

Certainly public welfare programs will continue to be essential under-
pinnings to the social insurance programs-to individualize care which
cannot be provided by mass care programs, and to help those unfortunates
not covered or whose benefits expire.

The magnitude of the public welfare task has grown as greater varieties
of human problems seek solution In our ever-increasingly technological and
urban-centered society.

At the same time there Is frustration on the part of the public that easy
solutions do not readily arise, that panaceas are not forthcoming.

And hostility results toward the large complex of administration-Fed-
eral, State, local-which must nonetheless exist to deal with these tasks.

Further, there is general public suspicion that bureaucracy, paperwork,
and procedure override substance and accomplishment.

H.R. 10606 is directed toward many of these issues. In the main, the various
aspects dealing with program extensions and program objectives are laudable.
Especially notable is the emphasis in the bill on training of staff, on develop-
ment of skills for intensive work with families, on rehabilitation and retraining
efforts directed toward the public welfare clientele.

How most effective use can be made of skilled staff available is a question
to which the State board of social welfare has been addressing itself during
the past year, at the same time a special commission on public welfare per-
sonnel was conducting studies in the same vein.

Concurrently, the board has been increasingly concerned about the sus-
picions and hostility abroad as to the administration of public welfare.

Each of these main issues--how to do a better job with the staff available,
and hostility to the framework of our programs--points to a need to reexamine
the respective Federal and State roles In the administration of public welfare
In the light of current times. The Federal-State system for public welfare which
was developed more than a quarter century ago has been notable in many re-
spects and has produced many achievements.

It provided a system designed to recognize differences in State structure,
organic history, program scope, and sophistication.

It provided supporting funds without which many programs would prob-
ably never have been developed.

It provided, in effect, a national underpinning to the economy for those
not covered, or coverable, under social insurance measures.

It provided a national body of organized experience and information
through reporting systems.

It provided constructive guidance and expert assistance to draw upon.
There have been changes, too, in these roles over the years. Certainly the

sums Involved, both Federal and State, have grown with the variety and com-
plexity of the human problems dealt with. From a simple (relatively) cash
assistance program for a few selected groups of needy persons, the public as-
sistance titles today recognize a wide universe of clientele and of assistance
purpose. In a State such as New York, with local government traditions, and
a longstanding comprehensive program of public welfare, adjustments to changes
in Federal policy have been partly by law, partly-and perhaps for the most
part-by administrative regulation. This Is also true of Federal policy evolution.
And, in consequence of all these changes, the complex of procedure and recorded
material has grown apace-a good bit of it by gradual accretions to Insure
accountability for actions and case decisions which collectively involve enor-
mous sums, but which individually represent, in final analysis, value judgments.

H.R. 10606 highlights these problems of concern to us in the State administra-
tion of public welfare. The bill properly emphasizes the necessity to develop
skilled personnel to deal with critical human problems and It focuses attention
on need for services to people in trouble. In effect, It hypothecates the existence
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of a highly sophisticated environment within which effective and individualized

treatment and service may function-an environment of respect for professional
competence and latitude, of restraint In the exercise of Intergovernmental au-
thority and relationships. Whether this environment can be cultivated and
sustained Is the question which troubles the State board of social welfare.1

The effectiveness of the approach being sought toward the problems of public
welfare today In H.R. 10606 rely on imagination and flexible case services. The
direction of the bill is clear, but the scope and limits within which State planning
shall proceed are not as clear. Much of the real dimensions of this bill depend
on future administrative definitions and ensuing negotiations over State-plan
materials.

An imposing responsibility is laid upon administrative staff-both Federal and
State-in executing a charter for the expenditure of millions of dollars of Fed-
eral and companion State funds, through the State plans. Dealing as we are in
public welfare with human values, not physical things, methodology is apt to
become a substitute for judgment in appraising program efforts and accomplish-
ments. Over the years the complexity of the problems being dealt with by public
welfare--and the huge sunis involved-have been reflected in ever-increasing de-
tail and e'nactitude of definition, of classification, of procedure, and form. This
extends to the caseworker In large degree (it is his work which is thus regu-
lated) ald has made case recording-to show compliance with prescribed proce-
dure-a major undertaking. As Secretary Riblcoff put it succinctly recently:

"There is too much paperwork In Government. It stifles new Ideas. It eats
up time. It frightens away topnotch workers; It leaves their tasks to the pedantic
and unimaginative. The social welfare worker especially must deal with peo-
ple, not percentages. He cannot waste his time with irrelevant pencil pushing
and envelope stuffing. He must have energy and hours to devote to those who
need him."

In another vein these concerns were touched upon aptly in the special report to
the Secretary last year of recommendations for improving administration of the
welfare programs ("A Report for the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare"; by George K. Wyman; August 1961):

"Times change, progress is made, and administrative know-how develops. It
is no longer necessary to 'hold hands' with the States. They can be trusted with
administrative details so long as general program, practice, and development are
assured. The Department [of Health, Education, and Welfare] should raise Its
sights to this level rather than continue to concentrate on the minutiae of day-
by-day State operation."

I For example. the temporary amendments of last year authorized care of dependent
children in foster family homes under certain conditions as part of the aid to dependent
children title. The "Federal Handbook of Public Assistance Administration" set forth
guidelines of policy for the States--guidelines which embody excellent profewuional con-
cepts. However, this material concludes with setting 13 requirements for State plans
requirements which proceed from legal bases, to general State policy, to specifications of
such particulars as:

"Include [in the State plan to be filed the State's method of establishing cost figures
for foster family care (or for the statewiLde method to be used by all local subdivisions In
arriving at the cost figures to be included for this consumption item), see 'Handbook,'
IV-3131. items 1 and 2. * *" ("Handbook," IV-3131, items 1 and 2, provide that (1)
"The State plan must include the statewide standards and the policies to be applied un -
formly throughout the State in the determination of need and amount of assistance";
and (2) "The consumption Items to be included as basic for all individuals * * *
The description of the specified circumstances affecting the need of individuals which the
State agency will recognize by including additional consumption items for all Individuals
in these circumstances. Such items must be set forth in the State plan * * * (for addi-
tional requirements when direct payments to vendors are made for medical care, see also
IV-56,92) * * *. The State-established money amounts on a statewide method to be
used by all local subdivljons In arriving at the money amounts to be included for an
Item or group of items * * *.")

And finally, as an adjunct to State-plan requirements, there are specifications of case
record material :

"The case record must contain specific evidence of the agency's actions in the entire
process of determining the eligibility of the aid to dependent child for foster care. Such
record mupt show, In addition to other eligibility factors, the agency's effort prior to
Initiating court action, dates of actions in the court, particularly decisions to remove the
child from his home, and pertinent aspects of the court order; documents to substantiate
the agency's responsibility for child's placement and care, status of the foster home as an

proved home, and the agency's plan for continuing care of the child."
aCese are unexceptionable 'principles, but are they the particulars to be dealt with in

such degree as matters of precise requirement and compliance between the Federal Gov-
ernment and the States in the administration of such a highly Individualized service as
care of children in foster homes-and now prospectively In institutions--a service which
more than others, involves voluntary agency cooperation and broad latitude for individual
professional Judgment and practice?
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That limitations, details, and uncertainties in present concepts of State plans
may inhibit mobility and development of program (because of the quasi-legal
status which procedural and other material acquires when embodied in the State
plan) seems recognized by section 122 of the bill, the section authorizing waiver of
State plan requirements for demonstration efforts. The present concept of State
plans which has evolved, and which embodies a tremendous amount of proce-
dural instruction and detail in them, cannot lightly be now waived by adminis-
trative staff. Some formal sanction would appear desirable. To this end, the
board suggests that section 122 be further amended-

"to authorize acceptance of State statutes which embody and assure the prin-
ciples being sought by the Congress in present conditions of State plans-in
lieu of descriptive administrative materials, procedures, etc.-as an option
to States where, in the words of the Wyman report, 'program, practice, and
development are assured'." '

The reason for this proposal is twofold:
First, State statutes are clearly enforceable and impose mandatory duties

upon State and local officials.
Second (since they do not ordinarily deal with the minutiae of day-by-day

operations) they offer as guarantor of enntinued performance in accordance
with the Intent of the Congress, the State's main formulators cf public policy-
the elected officials, executive and legislative, who tend to get bypassed in the
growth of Interagency administrative agreements and whose alert interest and
support the field of public welfare needs.'

This does not imply that all matters can be handled this way. There remains
room for program development negotiation and regulation of novel matters. But
certainly the key conditions of "conformity" as specified heretofore in section 2
of each title might well be covered now by general provisions of State law (when
they exist) rather than by administrative submissions of considerable detail-
if we are to free Federal and State staff from preoccupation with matters, the
principles of which have long been accepted and applied.

Closely allied with the foregoing Is the fact that no matter how explicit pro-
visions may be of plans, regulations, procedures, or whatever, there arises sooner
or later some reasonable doubt as to how they are to be read in application. Not
an audit goes by but what some Issues of principle arise, of honest differences
of understanding of what some procedure meant. It Is infrequent that the
amounts Involved are of significant degree. What is Important is that this sort
of thing breeds further complexity and detail-an honest concern on the part of
Federal personnel to see that the misunderstanding be corrected by a clearer
(and hence more exact) specification of the matter involved; and an equally
conscientious effort by State staff to issue further instructions and procedural
specifications to local staff (generally affecting the caseworker) to avoid recur-
rence of the situation. And thus our procedures and paperwork grow.'

Each staff, Federal and State, has a duty to perform: an enormous duty, ulti-
mately reflected in fiscal results. Yet the responsibility for adjudicating points
at issue falls upon the same administrative staff which, in the first instance,
posed the question. Federal personnel are charged with setting the guidelines,
inspecting results, reporting potential variances, then with settling the matter.

IFor example, the New York State civil service law is a most cormrehensive body of
statute governing State and local employment and personnel practices for all functions of
government, not welfare alone. Why this law should require detailed amplification In the
form of a trative submissions as part of the State plan was unclear to the temporary
State commission to study federally aided welfare programs In 1951, 1952 and 195 , and
remains so today.

' As the Welfate Study Committee of the Commission on Intergovernmental Relations
observed in 1955 In assessing Federal grants: 'Open-end grants with all of their com-
plexities have enabled and in fact compelled administrators, both at the State and Federal
level, to usurp some of the functions associated with the appropriation of public funds a
power universally vested by both the Federal and State constitutions in the legislative
branch of government."

' Currently, exceptions have been taken in an audit to certain technical classifications of
transactions in the aid to the disabled program where the State had believed it was ob-
serving 'Federal Handbook" specifications. Something less than 65 items are involved,
yet the point of concern is that last year, in another program (OAA), this same question
arose after the State had released buletins a d Instructions to the 65 local public welfare
districts--instruetions which subsequently had to be amended at least twice before satis-
faction of State plan requirements were met. In that instance, final resolution of the
matte alpeered to confirm the very proceeding which now appears n doubt. Adminis.
trative a-ft, Federal and State, will doubtless feel It incumbent upon them, and rightly so
In the context which has evolved, to be even more meticulous in written procedures on this
point i, th future (whichever way It tur" sout).
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Many of the issues of misunderstanding which arise are differences of opinion,
not differences of law. Three things would ease the burden this situation Im-
poses:

First, provision for court review of proposed deductions or penalties
where construction of law is involved, as recommended by the New York
Temporary State Commission to Stkidy Federally Aided Welfare Programs
(1951-52-53), and more recently by the Temporary State Commission on
Coordination of State Activities (1961).

Second, since most issues are technical differences of opinion and should
be cleared up rapidly in advance, some administrative appeal or review
mechanism would appear appropriate-a board of appeal or review. The
former Social Security Board provided a collective Judgment on critical
issues in the formative days of the program. It provided an important ele-
ment of security to Federal and State personnel in the sense that technical
differences could ultimately be examined in the broad interests of all, and
be resolved by group Judgment. SectjnI2J of the bill gives wide duties of
general review to the Advisor.- e53uncil It Wbul4appear appropriate to
provide it, or an analogo oup, with appellate an-rN'view functions on
Federal-State matters current administration.

Third, since we a dealing with matters of lesi than e ant dimension,
some indication i the law that substantial compliance by t States is
expected would l welcome. As the law ow as-Mu there is an plication
that the critical inatters dealt wtha e absolutes. A yet, in human affairs,and especially/the intangib factor dealt with in blic welfare a minis-

tration, essentially we dQfl with relative *alues. ,Some expressed 1aitude
as to the I (ended rigo of application of thie p~inciple4t-l#Id down ould
probafily welcome bt-a Wii ati cials engage in this I ter-
governmen I enterprise. The k Tnporar* St te Comii Ion
to Study ederally Aided Welf roams o a w y s ago was in
part, cal into b as a of many au it question s arising o er
the statu of local qhijyees; ni ties as uration of proviso al
status w suffictet per Ite uI ons )were in sh rt
supply. n the inte vening rs oIr l' t1 ave ma'substantial n-
creases in salaries, h ve drop local 1i tt fot on residence,, have Jot ed
in statewi e recruit t and inatI(i.- Th bs 4ave been evolutlo ry
changes-- d all the\more/stab and,'acce as k-rQsult. The lI t
audit, how ver, notes xeptions a o..rb, on l status foi some 77 Jocal
employees o t of the 11,500 engaged In -'al puI lic welfare kidministi;tion
Is not this betantial complian - Effrts to keep on p of any such
situations shoedbe eviden nd they 'have), ut fo it to be necessary
to schedule fisc l adJustmen under such rcums n seems que tonable.

In summary, our uest is tlte a arter ntury of development,
there be some stockt g of the administrat involvements whic! ave grown
up in our Federal-State stem; that, to the greatest extent fea ible, adminis-
trative personnel, State a Federal, be relieved from con en with details,
with form and procedure of ormity and their attentjpb directed to the
constructive, the imaginative, an thet roductive- -nffhat the inherent value
Judgments involved in treating human a safeguarded .by appropriate
review and resolution of differences of opinion when they arise.

Finally, if there be insufficient time available to give earnest consideration
to these matters on this occasion, we request they do not be dismissed, but be
reserved for future study and consideration.

ADDENDUM TO STATEMENT OF MYLES B. AMEND ON BEHALF OF NEW YORK STATE

BoARD oF SOCIAL WELFARE RE HI. 10606

MEMORANDUM OF PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO H.R. 10606

On February 20, 1962, the New York State Board of Social Welfare adopted
a resolution with respect to Federal-State relations in the administration of
public assistance. A copy of that resolution is attached. There follows a
description of specific amendments to H.R. 10600 which would accomplish the
intent of the resolution.
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The board's resolution could be accor'iplshed in one of several ways:
(i:' Substitute "a State's law" for "a State plan" and "low" for "plan" in

sections 1, 2. 3, 4, 5, and 6 of title I. entitled "Grants to States for Old-Age
Assihtauce and Medical Assistance for the Aged", of the Social Security Act
and wake similar changes in the corresponding sections of titles IV, X, XIV, antd
proposed XVI.

or

Db I)efine a State plan in the definition section of ea('h of the public as-
Astlnce titles (I, IV, X, XIV, and proposed XVI) (sections 6, 406, 1MX}6, 1405.
16071) for the purpose of that title. The definition could be: A State plan shall
mean the laws of a State making provision for old-age assistance (or other
appropriate reference to the category of assistance) ; and at the option of the
State, such rules and regulations as such laws may require or authorize, but
the Secretary shall not require the State to promulgate any rules or regulations.

or

(c) The above definition or some similar definition could be made applicable
to all the titles. I, IV, X. XIV and proposed XVI. by including the definition in
a general provision such as title, XI, section 1101. (a) ; this could be added to
(a) as subparagraph (9).

(In the material that follows I am assuming that (b) or (c) would be
followed, i.e., that State plan would remain in the various parts where it now
appears. but a definition as Indicated in (b) or (c) would be included indicat-
Ing that the term referred to the State's law.)

Because "approved" does not seem an appropriate term to use to describe
the determination of a Federal official relative to the conformance of State law
with Federal requirements, it would seem appropriate to take this termn out
of the various sections In which it occurs with respect to State plans, in each
of the existing titles and of the proposed new title. In lieu of "approved" I
suggest there be substituted "determined ('or found', if that is preferred) to
conform to the requirements of this title."

Sections 1. 2. and 3 of title II of the board resolution could be translated as fol-
lows: Amend the last sentence of section 1 of the Social Security Act (and make
similar changes in the corresponding sections of titles IV, X, XIV and proposed
XVI) as follows: 'rhe sums made available under thds section shall be used for
making payments to States which have In operation State plans for old-age assist-
ance, or for medical assistance for the aged, or for old-age assistance and medical
assistance for the aged, which plans have been submitted to the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare (hereinafter referred to as the Secretary) and
have been determined to conform to the requirements of this title.

Amend subsection (b) of section 2 of the Social Security Act to read as fol-
lows (and make similar changes in corresponding sections of titles IV, X, XIV
and proposed XVI) :

"(b) A plan shall be determined to be in conformity with the provisions of
this title if It fulfills the conditions specified in subsection (a) and does not I-
pore, as a condition of eligibility for assistance under the plan (1) an age re-
quirement * * *: (2) any residence requirement * : (3) any citizenship
requirement * * *1-

Ileletter subsection (c) of that section to be subsection (d) and add the fol-
lowing new sub,ection (c) (make corresponding changes in the other titles) :

"(c) If within sixty days from the date a plan. or an amendment to a plan, is
submitted to the Secretary he shall fail to act with respect to it or shall deter-
mine that such plan or amendment is not in conformity with the requirements
of this title, the State affected may institute an appropriate proceeding before
the United States (ourt of Appeals requiring him to act or to determine and
accept the plan, or amendment, as being in conformity with the requirements
of this title, when such is the case: the Secretary shall not require a State to
amend a plan or any amendment thereof which has been approved or found to
be in conformity with the requirements Qf this title, except amendments re-
quired by amendments of this title or by other provisions of law".

Amend section 3 (and make similar changes In corresponding sections of titles
IV, X, XIV and proposed XVI) of the Social Security Act in the following
respects:

Amend subsection (a) to read:
"(a) From the sums appropriated therefor the Secretary of the Treasury shall

pay to each State' which has a plan determined to conform with the requirements
of this title, for each quarter the State administers the plan In good faith and
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substantially in compliance with such requirements, beginning with the quarter
commencing October 1, 1960 * * *".
Add a new subsection (c) to read:
"(c) The Secretary shull not reduce the amount to )e certified for any State,

as provided in (2) (A) of subsection (1)), on the grounds that portions of amounts
previously paid to such State pursuant to this section have been expended for
purposes not authorized by this title, If the State expended the funds Ill good
faith for the purposes and objects of this title and substantially In accordalice
with its State plan, without the approval of the States' plan review board granted
after reasonable notice wnd opp)rtunity for hearing to the State agency adnin-
Istering or supervising the administration of the State plan for such State.
If the Secretary prolmses to find that certain amounts have been expended for
purposes not authorized by this title and were not eXl)ended in good faith
for the purposes and objectives of this title and substantially in accord with the
State's plan, he shall notify such State agency an(l the review board that he
proposes to reduce the amount to be certified to tMe Secretary of tie Treasury
for paynient to such State for the next succeeding or any subsequent quarter to
the extent of the unauthorized expenditure, if the review board approves after
reasonable notice aiid opportunity for hearing to such State agency. If the
review board approves the Secretary's proposed reduction, it) whole or it) part,
notice that tile approved reduction will be effected shall be given not less than
30 days prior to the (late on which the amount to he paid to such State
for the next succeeding quarter is to be certified to the Secretary of the Treasury.
Unless with 30 (lays after the date of such notification ,uch State agency
has filed an appeal unler subsection (b) of section 4, the Secretary shall reduce
the aiount to be certified to such State in accordance with paragraph (2) (A)
of subsection (b) of this section. If within 30 days after sueh notification
such State agency files an appeal tinder subsection (b) of section 4, the Secretary
shall not reduce the amount to be certified for such State until the expiration
of such 30-day period and until the United States Court of Appeals has sus-
tained the findings of the review board in regard to such reduction, and the
action of the Secretary with respect to such finding, by a final judgment whil(lI
hlas been sustained on review by the Supreme Court of the United States or which
is, because of the lapse of tine, no longer subject to review by tile Supreme
'ourt of the United States."
Amend section 4 of the Social Security Act, entitled "Operation of State

Plans" (and make similar changes in corresponding sections of titles IV, X,
X IV and proposed XVI), as follows:

"SEc. 4. In the case of any State plan which has been determined to con-
form with the requirements of this title, if the Secretary has reason to believe
(1) that the )lan has been so changed as to impose any requirement prohibited
by section 2(b), or that in the administration of the plan any such prohibited
requirement Is imposed. with the knowledge of such State agency administer-
Ing or supervising the administration of such plan, in a substantial number of
casess ; or

"(2) that in the administration of the plan there is a failure to comply sub-
stantially with the provisions required by section 2(a) to be. included in the
Milan: he may notify such State agency and the State's plan review board thia
lie proposes to so find and to stop further payments to the State until such
prohibite(l requirement is no longer so imposed and there is no longer any such
failure to comply. If such board shall determine, after reasonable notice and
opportunity for hearing to the State agency administering or supervising the
administration of the plan, and after considering all the evidence, that the
State has so imposed such prohibited requirements or has so failed to comply,
such board may approve or disapprove the Secretary's proposed findings, in
whole or in part, in accordance with the evidence; and, when appropriate, such
board may also determine whether, and to what extent, and under what cir-
cumstances future payments shall be made to the State until the review board
and the Secretary are satisfied that the prohibited requirement Is no longer so
imposed and that there is no longer such failure to comply. Any withholding
of payments from a State shall 'be commensurate with the degree and wilfulness
of the State's failure to comply, provided always the State's failure is substan-
tial. If the board shall determine that further payments to a State shall not
be made or shall be made only in part, the board shall notify the Secretary
and the State agency affected, and thirty days after such notification the Sec-
retary may make no further certiflcation to the Secretary of the Treasury with
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respect to payments to such State, except in accordance with the board's deter-
,nination, until the board and the Secretary are satisfied that such prohibited
requirement is no longer so Imposed and that there is no longer any such failure
to comply.

"Unless within such thirty-day period the State agency has filed an appeal
under subsection (b), the Secretary, after the expiration of the thirty-day pe-
riod, shall make no further certification to the Secretary of the Treasury with
respect to such State until he is so satisfied. If within such thirty-day period,
the State agency files an appeal under subsection (b), the Secretary shall not
refuse to make a certification to tile Secretary of the Treasury with respect to
such State until the expiration of such thirty-day period and until the United
States Court of Appeals has sustained the findings of the States' plan review
board and the action of the Secretary and such board with respect to such find-
igs, by a final judgment which has been sustained on review by the Supreme

Court of the United States or which is, because of the lapse of time, no longer
subject to review by the Supreme Court of the United States."

"(b) (1) Any State dissatisfied with or aggrieved by a finding of the review
board, with respect to such State under subsection (a) of this section or para-
graph (2) (A) of subsection (b) of section 3 may appeal to the United States
Court of Appeals for the circuit in which such State is located. Such appeals
shall be filed within the thirty-day periods referred to under such subsection
and under subsection (c) of section 3. The summons and notice of appeal may
be served at any place in the United States. The review board shall forthwith
certify and file in the court the transcript of the proceedings and the record on
which it based its findings.

"(2) The findings of fact by the review board, unless substantially contrary
to the weight of the evidence, shall be conclusive; but the court, for good cause
shown, may remand the case to the board to take further evidence, and the
board may thereupon make new or modified findings, and shall certify to the
court the transcript and record of the further proceedings. Such new or modi-
fied findings of fact shall likewise be conclusive unless substantially contrary
to the weight of the evidence. So far as necessary to decision the court shall
decide all relevant questions of law, and interpret constitutional and statutory
provisions.

"(3) Tile court shall have jurisdiction to affirm the findings of the board, and
the action of the hoard and Secretary with respect to such findings, or to set them
.aside, in whole or In part. The judgment of the court shall be subject to review
by the Supreme Court of the United States upon certiorari or certification as
provided in title 28, United States Code, section 12,54 (1) and (3)."

Amend title VII, entitled "Administration," of the Social Security Act, by
adding an appropriate provision making provision for the appointment of a
'States' plan review board of five or more substantial citizens to be appointed
by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, whose duties
shall be as Indicated and who shall serve for such terms as slall be specified.
Provisions relating to their qualifications should indicate that these persons
should not be affiliated with the Federal Government in any other capacity.

Section 702, "Duties of the Secretary," should be amended to reflect specifically
the substance of 4, 5, and 6 of II of the board's resolution.

III of the board's resolution has already been reflected in the above proposals.

RESOLUTIONS OF THE STATE BOARD OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Resolved, That this board recommends that the Social Security Act be
amended as follows:

I. That titles I, IV, X and XIV be amended to require that a State's laws.
Instead of a State's "plan," conform to the requirements of those titles to qualify
the State for Federal funds, thereunder:

1. That titles I, IV, X, XIV and related provisions of the Social Security Act
be amended to make clear that the powers and duties of the Department of
Health. Education. and Welfare be limited to--

(1) Determining whether a State's laws conform to the requirements of
the Federal legislation;

(2) Determining whether in the administration of the State's laws there
be substantial compliance with the Federal legislation;
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(3) Determining whether a State's claims for Federal funds are properly
computed and are based on actual expenditures made in good faith, and
whether a State has correctly computed and reported the Federal share of
amounts recovered from recipients, their estates and relatives;

(4) Stimulating and assisting States to provide skilled social services for
the prevention of dependency and for rehabilitation;

(5) Stimulating and subsidizing research into the causes of dependency
and into methods of effective rehabilitation; and

(6) On request, to give advice and guidance to States for the better ad-
ministration of the federally aided programs; and

III. That titles I, IV, X, and XIV and other related provisions of the Social
Security Act be amended to provide that the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare shall not deny or withhold Federal funds made available to the
States under any of the federally aided assistance programs except with the ap-
proval of an Impartial administrative board (comprised, for Instance, of three
or five persons appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the
Senate, and assured of facilities and services adequate to the discharge of Its
functions), issued after appropriate notice and opportunity to be heard shall
have been afforded the State affected; and to provide further that the State
affected shall have the right to appeal the determination of such board to an
appropriate Federal court; and be it further

Resolved, That this board recommends that the Governor request the legisla-
ture to memorialize the Congress to amend the Social Security Act in accord-
ance with the foregoing resolution.

The ('I [.ur,tIN. The next witness is Julius Iforwitz of New York
City, N.Y.

Please take a seat, sir, and proceed.

STATEMENT OF JULIUS HORWITZ, NEW YORK, CITY, N.Y.

Mr. HOROWITZ. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee my
name is Julius Horwitz. 1 am the author of the novel titled "The
Jnhabitants," the only American novel in existence, I believe, that has
for its specific locale the newly emerg d world of public assistance.
"The Inhabitants" was published in August 1960 by the World Pub-
lishing Co., and the New American Library published the book in a
Signiet edition that has gone into every corner of America and into
many European countries. A Danish edition is scheduled to appear
soon and the rights have been purchased for the English edition.

I am also the author of "The City?" a book dealing with life in
New York City in fictional and nonfictional settings andmy work has
appeared in Commentary and Midstream magazines.

In 1954 1 was awarded a Guggenheim fellowship for writing. And
for the past 0 years I have beei an employee of the Depaitment of
W elfare, City of New York, working as a social investigator, going
(daily into the awesome public assistance world of New York's Vest
Side and Harlem.

Immediately after publication, "The Inhabitants" received aston-
ishing reviews in the American press and magazines, characterizing
tih novel as shocking and a blight on tie American conscience. Many
Jeo1)1e told me privately that they were horrified and shamed by the
)ook. T hey did not believe that the social catastrophe I described in

my book really existed in New York, or more accurately, existed with-
out, their knowledge and their horror was not so much horror of the
physical conditions that I described but a horror of their own ig-
niOranee.
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I expected an outcry in New York City, but no cry came, for New
York is too vast a city to have a conscience and in its present stricken
and yet. feverish activity, it can ignore the cries of over 200,000 chil-
dreni directly receiving public assistance, many of whom have almost,
forever lost the ability to handle day-to-day reality.

I wrote my novel '4The Inhabitants" with a great sense of responsi-
bility to the hundreds and thousands of people I have seen in my day-
to-day work as a social investigator. My book is fiction but. fiction
truly because in art is it. possible to recreate the reality of our daily
lives, to isolate in time moments of meaning and feeling.

In New York City I became aware that tens of thousands of peopleon )lblic assistance were living in a nightmare world of drug addic-
tion, alcoholism, violence, packed toget ier in buildings unfit for hu-
man habitation, at, rentals that were and still are scandalous, that
children were being bred with no thought to their place in the world
and that, the birth of a child was beginning to emerge as the means for
guaranteeing financial security and recognition to a growing group
of young girls who themselves had grown up in dependency and who
were unprepared, by their environment or training, to enter into the
productive life of their communities.

I quickly became aware that this world was part of a public record
known to responsible agencis of the local, State, and Federal Govern-
ment and yet this world was somehow unknown outside of Govern-
ment. And to whom could the recipients of public assistance coin-
plain about the conditions under which they lived if they already knew
that their lives were part of a public record and though many of the
recipients had made the almost irreversible shift from poverty to
pauperism and total dependency, many were not ready to do so. And
certainly out of the thousands of investigators going into the barbarous
but yet institutionalized world of public assistance, there should have
emerged a picture of decay and deterioration, the living death of
dependency, that would have reduced any responsible person to tears
and rage and which should have aroused the entire community.

I have read the amendments of the proposed bill on public assistance
before this Congress, and I do not feel the bill adequately reflects the
newly emerged welfare crisis in our major American cities, nor does
it have in it any explicit, direction or recognition of the problems of
the caseworkers who must intimately .,nd ultimately carry out the
program.

The central problem of public assistance today is not the able-bodied
man who won t work but the production of children within the wel-
fare system, children born of second- and third-generation mothers
on public assistance children born into a dismal wasteland whose
landscape is defined by mental institutions, reformatories, adult pris-
ons, the street. These children, at least those I have seen in New York
City-children without fathers, without a community, with none of
the simple advantages that somehow bind the poor together, are devel-
oping into underground creatures, with no responsibility toward the
society that bred them, and they represent both a sickness and a
threat to our urban centers. Already in New York City, these chil-
dren, disturbed, frightened their minds torn apart by the frightening
environment that surrounds their welfare homes, have almost dis-
rupted the New York school system.

436
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Tie amendments have specific directions for the payment of ADC
grants in situations where it is determined that the parent is not
providing responsible care and directs that payments can now be
made as voucher payments or to responsible relatives. This, of course,
is a recognition of a serious problem in the everyday reality of public
assistance work. But we must again understand that there is often
no resI)onsible relative, no family to call on for help, at least, for the
individuals who are the focus of what, is called the welfare l)roblem,
and more serious, our institutions are already overcrowded and the
New York papers have recently referred to the scandalous overcrowd-
ing in child-care institutions. Over 20,000 children in New York
(City are waiting for it honie and the only home that may ever give
hem any real peace will be their grave.

A new language, a. new spirit, new goals and possibilities, a lan-
gige that wil somehow be able to substitute for and replace the
loN of a father, a language that will make it. possible for the recipient.
to realize their humanity instead of submerging it in important and
often violent ragew, a lanlage that will give caning to the great
work of public:a&Qistance is desperately required.

Today in New York City, aind I suspect, in other great. cities, public
assistance is viewed by the very people it. is meant to protect. and de-
liver from want, and even by those. who administer the prograni, as a
shame and more recently and tragic, its an expected way of life.

I t ried in my book "'he. Inhabitants" to make public the guilt, that
all of us must share toward the administration of welfare programs.
I think we must admit, that. guilt. before any real positive work can be
done in this area. I am not, the only person to say that. the great
schools of social work, the multitude of )rivate social agencies -and
tlie three great, faiths have hidden their faces and their intellects in
this area. Their behavior has been it national disgrace, though in a
deeper sense they haiive merely rel)isented the fixed American attitude
toward poverty, pauiperis. and dependency, which is, pay the bill
and don t. send us any receipts. The silence of adnilnlstrative officials
in welfare has been the silence of men who have abdicated moral re-
Sl)onsibilit fy for -a quasi-religious bureaucrit.ic procedural dogma.

Today the knowledge of welfare problems has become public prol)-
erty and! words like rehabilitation, AI)C, OW, OAA, are passing into
our language. But a more frightening development is underway.
Today public officials are saying what they would have never dared
make public ") yeais ago. Just recently the commissioner of welfare
in New York City described the condition of abandoned babies in New
York, some of whon have spent. a year or more in hospital wards,
healthy babies, who are developing into what the commissioner
l)hrasdl as human vegetables. Yet. there was no outcry. I-l ,Ifare
officials itre beginning to make the awesome discovery that thl .-ords
which they felt might, explode the community, do not, explode, and -Ao-
body cares, it seems, least of all the people who do the actual work of
public welfare. In New York City the resignation rate of the social
service staff is an official 38 percent, and in other New York comumnuni-
ties tie resiniation rate is as high as 60 l)ercent.

In the battle of the slums, in the battle for the survival of the minds
of tens of thousands of children, those born and to be born, we must.
find what William James called a moral equivalent, and the moral
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equivalent to welfare is not more Federal reimbursenent, more pro-
cedures, matching funds, exhortation, studies, projects, but. an awaken-
ing in ourselves that. the problem of welfare is only one of the many
problems facing us in this century that demands we finally use our
intelligence to intelligent ends. Welfare is, at least for me, a major
testing ground for our ability to survive as rational creatures.

For the past 6 years I have been in daily, painful intimate contact
with the recipients of public assistance, the'world that surrounds them
and the outer world of schools, hospitals, prisons, relatives and com-
munity agencies. If the members of this committee have any ques-
tions to ask me in regard to this work, I will be happy to answer
whatever questions I can.

The CHArRMAN-. Thank you very much, Mr. Horwitz.
Senator Kerr.
Senator KERR. You have made a very dramatic presentation of cer-

tain statements. Would you point to the recommendations that you
make there with reference to either the enactment or amendment to
this act?

Mr. HORWITZ. I am not opposed to the bill before Congress. What
I wanted to point out in my statement is that I feel the objectives of
the amendments do not meet head on what'I described as the welfare
crisis in the United States.

What I do feel from my insight into the work is that there has to
be resolved within the people who do the work, apart from the legis-
lative process, a freeing of the peculiar and very particular guilt
and secrets which they have kept buried within themselves for at least
the past 10 years about welfare programs. Until this kind of situa-
tion is resolved, the people who run the program will be in very
desperate procedural batles, say, on the local, State, and Feder-al
level, but will continue to avoid lacing the human and tragic elements
of our welfare programs.

In that sense I support the recommendations made by Mr. Amend
of the New York Social Welfare Board, that the procedures now
appearing in the amendments of the public assistance bill, will only
give rise to a greater amount of paperwork, procedural involvements
and will, in a sense, further detract from the very real problems that
face the day-to-day realities of this work.

The CHAI.uRMA. Senator Talmadge.
Senator TALMADGE. Mr. Horwitz, did I understand you to say that

more and more, the second and third generation were producing il-
legitimate children as a means of providing a livelihood or security?

Mr. HoRWITZ. Well, the act of sex itself, at least among the women
that I see is spontaneous, and certainly the women do not have rela-
tions with the men and, in the back of their heads say, "I want a
baby and I will get public assistance."

But these very tragic girls who have grown up without really, a
home, never having known a father themselves, having been born ii
out-of-wedlock situations, have no real human contact with the com-
munity. They are desperate in a sense to find their place in the
world.

In the front of their heads, whether they articulate it or not., they
are aware that the production of a child will rive them, in New York
City, financial security, so that on the production of a child, or within,
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say, 5 months' pregnancy, they call come to the welfare center, where
I am at, and say, "I am pregnant, I cannot work, I need public assist-
ance," and it will be granted to them because they are in need, and
New York City is a, place where need takes precedence over every
other requirement.

Senator TAL.MADGE. I think you have put your finger on one of the
gravest problems in our country at the present time. I think it is a
problem not only in the city of New York but all the States of the
Union. I know it is in Georgia.

We have found situations, particularly when I was Governor of the
State, where we had families, sometimes six, seven, and eight depend-
ent children; and then one of the dependent children would start
having dependent children and, of course, all of them immediately
starting welfare benefits. It costs the taxpayers a tremendous amount
of money.

WVhat is the reinedy and what solution would you recommend?
Mr. HORWITZ. The' remedy is difficult. One of the nmost profound

remedies, of course, is that t~ih social investigator is the single person
who has the intimate contact with the recipient of welfare. Le repre-
sents the local government, the State, and the Federal Government, all
of the legislation, and all of the very complex machinery that our
civilization has in effect advanced to give aid to a person in trouble.

Now, if this person communicates definite values to the recipient,
if he can, by his very self communicate to the girl in a dependent
situation the sense that, "All right, you are )regniant or you have pro-
duced this out-of-wedlock child; but now the Federal Government is
providing you with the means to raise a. decent human being, that the
purpose of the ADC Act is to provide care for women and children
who are in need, and the manner in which you raise your child will de-
termine your child's future and your own decent place in the corn-

duiy," lie canl begin to break the cycle of dependency.
Unfortunately, many of the recipients do not really gruap or under-

stand the import of the ADC procedures in a profound and real wa
Many people recommend birth control in these areas. AndI wour

stcroly recommend birth control information be made available to
recipients of public assistance, through Federal health programs, if
necessary. In New York City social caseworkers are prohibited by

Stoedure from referring recipients to birth control centers, or even
discussing these matters, aid I have goiie on record as saying that this
is a barbarous situation and is liarni iml both to the unmarried mother

and to the caseworker, and militates against any possible hope of
rehabilitation in this area. But we must. also understand that birth
control is not the whole answer in this kind of subterranean world.
The peculiarities of the sex life, the hostility of the recipients toward
,aly kind of organized community life militates against a normal kind
of sexual behavior.

At the moment, in all reality, as desperate as. the situation is of
these girls, I have found in iy personal experience that time only
thing that reaches them at, this moment is if they are taken quietly
aside, if they are told that thiey are humiaim, they have produced a
living, breathing child; that. they, both have. a right to existence, that
dhe law guarantees them this right; the child -can develop into a
healthyv Amnericami citizen. They need not, live like dogs, Re beasts
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or, as I say in my book, when a Negro social worker comments, "I
know they are human, but. I would like to have one in a hundred
prove it to me."

Now, if these people can be reached on a human level, and respond,
and we respond most to what, is human there can be some progress
made--unfortunately, as I pointed out, the resignation rate is absurd:
38 percent of the staff in New York resign; 60 percent in upstate
communities and there are very few real workers, but only people
who see to it that the checks get out on time, and that the necessary
paperwork is completed to meet statutory deadlines, and office
procedures. I understand it is the same way throughout the United
States.

Commissioner, that is, First Deputy Commissioner Keppler, in
New York, pointed out that in a study made of the work that the
caseworker has to do, that if he works full time, 8 hours a day, one-
third of his work still will go undone.

Senator TALMAD E. You think one remedy might be-it is rather
difficult to teach these people moral standards overnight and con-
traception-do you think it might be wise to take the children away
from them and put them in a foster home of some type and cut off
the economic benefit? Would that be of some value?

Mr. HORWITZ. The only answer to that, Senator, is there is a tre-
mendous shortage of institutions in the United States to care ade-
quately for children, and there are not too many people around who
are trained to bring up infants and developing children, so that they
will be productive members of our community.

All of us in this room here today who are parents know what a
2-year-old and a 3-year-old demand of their father and their mother,
and if the children who go into institutions are going to become pro-
ductive members of our community, they will need that kind of care
or else the intellect and brains of our great schools of social work,
and the people who give their lives, their life energy, to this kind of
work, will have to devise and figure out what is it that will return
these children to a normal productive life. for we must never forget
for a moment that many of the children born out of wedlock, in a
welfare situation, came from a world where they have never known
simple family life, and to reach these children we will really have
to give them life again.

The children that I have seen, well, I can describe one dramatic
instance of a boy who came out of an institution. They gave him
some rhetoric, exhortation. He was bewildered, and in order to make
his protest against society, he stopped a funeral procession on Broad-
way in New York City and urinated in front of the car, and he was
arrested. That was hiis most, agonized way of protesting.

A girl that I know, 15, who produced one out of wedlock child.
and then a second child, told me that all she wants is to be on public
assistance and to have a radio, you see: and public assistance in New
York does not provide a grant'for a radio-and that was the height
of her ambition. welfare and a radio.

Senator TALMA!DE. Do you think economic reward such as aceel-
erated benefits then would do; would you approach it from that angle?

Mr. HORWIrz. The actual amount of money, say, in New York City
that a person gets is only about $1 a day fo food" and for, sy, a new-
born child it would be $7.70 every 15 days for food. But it is not
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the economic which is so important. The economic is important in
the sense that it gives security to the person who has no place in tle
community.

What is harmful at the present time to American life is that these
people who have no security of self, get only the security of depend-
ency, and they live in a terrible vacuum.

The children that they bring up, I feel, and other verT distinguished
people that I have spoken to feel the same way, that the vast produc-
tion of these children can, in a sense, represent a leg itimate threat to
American institutions; that there can build up a-lmost seemingly
overnight a great number of children who have no responsibility to
society, who are, in a sense, what I call a moral, who can be called
upon to take any kind of action that would satisfy their anger toward
a community.

Senator 'TALMADGE. The problem you have mentione" here today, as
I recall, is costing the U.S. taxpayers about $1 billion annually now.
If you can think of some suggestions that would be helpful in dis-
couraging that, this committee, I am sure, would appreciate your
giving us some ideas for a remedy.

Thank you very much.
Mr. HoRwITz. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Horwitz.
(The following was later received for the record:)

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT BY JULIUS Hoitwrm, NOVELIST. AUTHOR or "THE
INHABITANTS," OF TESTIMONY OWVEN ON THURSDAY, MAY 17, ON PURLIO As-
sisTANC E BILL H.R. 1060

I feel it Is necessary and important for Congress to undertake an investiga-
tion of public assistance programs in the United States in order to determine
their impact on community life. Public welfare officials, social caseworkers, and
the recipients of public assistance are burdened and overwhelmed by the fright-
ening conditions now prevailing in our major cities and rural areas. These
people do not have an opportunity to express either their indignation or
knowledge of conditions and several Important studies have been severely critical
of the secrecy and lack of important information regarding public assistance
programs that is made available to the public. Welfare today is a national
problem and requires the immediate and profound attention of the Congress. I
feel that public hearings on public assistance, conducted by the Congress, will
have the effect of cleansing the awesome guilt that now characterizes public
assistance and will make it possible for constructive programs to be carried out
in an entirely new atmosphere.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Cora T. Walker of New York,
N.Y.

Take a seat, please, and proceed.

STATEMENT OF MRS. CORA T. WALKER, SPECIAL COUNSEL TO NEW
YORK STATE TOINT LEGISLATIVE SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
WELFARE

Mrs. WALKER. Mr. Chairman and members of this committee, I am
Mrs. Cora T. Walker, an attorney in New York City.

I have actively practiced law for 15 years. I was formerly the
president of the Harlem Lawyers Association, formerly vice presi-
dent of the National Bar Association. I have worked actively in
every civic and community activity in my area.
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I have served as counsel for the New York State Joint Legisla-
tive Subcommittee on Public Welfare. I am the mother of two chil-
dren.

I appear before you today gravely concerned about the underlying
human aspects of the public welfare program as it is presently ad-ministered.

The tragedy of the current welfare program, in spite of its vast
budget, is the welfare recipient.

My observations are based upon 15 years of professional and civic
work in an urban city in which thle largest percentage of welfare reci-
pients reside.

Aside from the effect of the increasing welfare problem upon the
governmental budget it has had a deteriorating consequence upon
the community andthie outlook of the youth of the welfare family.

Due to the increasing heavy tax burden, there are proponents of
drastic measures to reduce welfare services, and there are also groups
who feel that the solution to the problem is to give more and better
without regard to costs.

I undertook the position as counsel to the New York State Legisla-
tive Subcommittee on Public Welfare because I, as a citizen, civic
worker and mother, was gravely concerned as to the results and the
effects of this vast welfare program upon a large segment of our
population.

I appear here with respect to H.R. 10606 because a vital part of
any proposal to interject, change into such a sensitive area as public
welfare should seriously take into consideration the human aspects
of the cui rent problem.

During the course of my investigation I interviewed a cross section
of welfare recipients in New York City, and interrogated them as to
where they expected to go and what they wanted out of life.

Many of them presented a tragic picture of human beings with no
place to turn. Those who had uttered a spark of hope of becoming
self-supporting were confronted with a mass of redtape in order to
do so.

There are a great number of recipients who do not want relief, but
they do need some guidance and assistance in areas such as rehousing,
enforcement of laws against deserting fathers and husbands, job train-
ing in some form, and day care centers for minor children in order
to find their place once more in society as a self-supporting citizen.

At present, only the strong willed are able to make their way back
into the mainstream of society on their own.

It has become a way of life to a large segment of them. They have
lost all hope or desire for anything better than looking to the investi-
gator for their every need.

This group needs rehabilitation, either in the form of psychiatric
treatment, medical care, or some other assistance to convince them
that their present way of life is abnormal.

Many of them are housed in the worst slum areas, occupied com-
pletely by other welfare recipients, with the same philosophy toward
life. There is an infinitesimal effort to make a change of this
condition.

Communities, as a whole, are being affected by this mounting
problem.
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Because of citizens permanently affixed to the welfare rolls, having
degenerated themselves into a blot on many of our urban cities and
causing the more stable citizens to flee to the suburbs, many of the
problems such as increasing crime rates, deficient schools, health,
cleanliness, increasing slum areas and decline in real estate values can
be directly linked to our present welfare problems.

Who can expect a group of individuals who have lost their desire to
care for their own personal needs and problems to have any interest
in more efficient government services or any community pride?

The prospective change in the aforestated conditions is completely
hopeless under the present administration of public welfare.

As Mr. Horwitz said, the direct link between the welfare client and
the welfare program is the investigator. An investigation and con-
ference with many of the staff members in New York City revealed
a condition which was shocking.

You encountered a group of-dedicated professional workers, but in
state of panic. They felt that they were not serving the needs and

were not being of service.
The vast turnover that has arise in personnel was because of their

dissatisfaction with the administrative procedure and the feeling of
hopelessness of the staff that they cannot meet the welfare clients'
needs.

I submit to your committee that I agree and concur with the prin-
ciples of H.R. 10606 but I further submit to you that under the
present plan of establishing rigid rules and regulations as to imple-
menting the principles from a top administrative level will make it
absolutely impossible for these fine principles to function on the
grassroots level.

We must, of necessity, take into account the already tremendously
incumbent rigid rules, regulations, and procedures which presently
hamper the efficient functioning of public welfare.

The tendency to follow rigid rules and procedures and the failure
to permit the individualization of the welfare program to meet the
clients' needs has already caused the present crisis.

The social investigator must follow rules and procedures made up
by those who have no contact with the recipients. Everything must
fit into a category, and an investigator is precluded from dealing with
firsthand problems in any form, other than these procedures, even
if it means keeping children out of school for months in order to
get a clearance on clothing, or keeping a family on welfare for 8
years at a cost of approximately $25,000 because the expenditure of
approximately $200 does not fit into a category or an established rule.

This should bring about, and I urge, an immediate change in the
rules and regulations which hamstring individualization of welfare
on all levels of the program beginning with the policymaking level.

If a man needs assistance for a week, this should be possible with-
out reducing him to a status of permanent poverty thereby and there-
fore making it impossible for him to regain self-dependency.

We must understand that the administering of money grants to
lengthy prescribed rules without considering tho importance of re-
turning the recipient to self-supporting dignity will be fatal to our
Nation.
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I thank you for this opportunity of being here.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mrs. Walker. You have made a clear

statement.
Senator Talmadge?
Senator Morton
Senator MORTON. Mrs. Walker, as I get your point, the redtape,

the operation is so prescribed with a certain formula that either we
have written into the law or the department has put in the form of reg-
ulation, that the workers who, as you point out, are dedicated people,
feel they cannot rehabilitate these people. All they can do is just go
on and say, "yes, you are in need." Is that what is the matter?

Mrs. WALKER. Yes, Senator. It goes a little further than that.
At the present status of our rigid procedure, unless a person fits

into a category or comes within a prescribed rule or regulation, even
though that person, with the expenditure of a small sum of money
can get off of welfare, they are kept on welfare.

Senator MorrOn. Is part of this due to the fact that we require
plans to be statewide? You may have a difference between Auburn,
New York, and New York City. The problems, of course, vary as
you get into the heavy metropolitan areas as against a semirural area;
is that part of the-problem?

Mrs. WALKER. Yes, very definitely.
If I can give you an example of one particular incident that came

to my attention during the course of our investigation in New York
City, this out-of-wedlock mother had been trying for 8 years to get
an approval of an expenditure which would have amounted to about
$400 in order to become self-supporting and get off welfare.

Because that expenditure did not come within an approved category
she was kept, she and her child were kept, on welfare, and it was a
fact and established that because there was no established rule for
this expenditure of $400, we had spent approximately $25,000 in tax
money.

Senator MowroN. Of course, it is difficult to take a taxpayer's money
and just turn it over to the States without having some guidelines
and rules.

Mrs. WALKER. Very definitely.
Senator MORTON. That is a problem that we face as legislators.
I am sympathetic with the position you have expressed here. Our

problem is to amend this bill, if we can, so that it meets the need
more realistically, and I hope we can get concrete suggestions as to
how we might accomplish that end, because all the members of this
committee and, I think, all the Members of Congress, want to see,
of course, the maximum benefit from any Federal funds or any other
funds that are spent for welfare purposes.

You have that colktact with these people who have left, you talk
about the rapid turnover in workers. What do they do? What else
can they go into? Are they leaving because ol frustration or are
they leaving because they can find a better economic opportunity in
some other line of endeavor ?
SMrs. WALKER. No, they are not leaving, the majority of them am not

leaving, because of the economics of it.
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They are leaving because of having been trained to help the people,
they feel that administering checks, seeing that they had food, cloth-
ing, rent, without trying to help these people is not being of service.,
and it is because they are completely frustrated with the required
rigid procedure that is necessary in order just to -.ay out the money
grants, and they do not have ain opportunity to sit down or to spend
any time at all in working with rehabilitating and making these
families become self-supporting.

Se rator MORTON. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mrs. Walker.
Mrs. WALKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. The Uovernor of Alabama has just arrived, and

I will fsk him to come to the stand and take a seat.
I want to say to you, Governor, we are very proud and glad to

have you here.
Governor PATTERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure

to be here.
The CHAIR'MAN. Governor John Patterson.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN PATTERSON, GOVERNOR OF THE STATE
OF ALABAMA

Governor PA-rERSON. I am John Patterson, Governor of Alabama
and chairman of its State board of pensions and security. The de-
partment of pensions and security is responsible for the administration
of the public assistance and child welfare service programs author-
ized by the Social Security Act, as amended. The pensions and secu-
rity program in Alabama is primarily State-federally financed and
is administered by the 67 county department under the supervision
of the State department.

I appreciate the opportunity of appearing before you today and
will not take up your busy time to describe the details of the public
welfare amendments, nor shall I comment on all of them. Instead,
I would like to emphasize the importance to Alabama of the provision
for more favorable Federal matching for the aged, the blind, and the
permanently and totally disabled (from four-fifths of the first $31
with a maximum of $66 now to $29 of the first $35 with a maximum
of $70). I urge that this provision be retained as passed by the House
because it would do much to help Alabama provide more adequately
for this group of its citizens. In fact, it would enable the depart-
ment of pensions and security to raise average payments for these
recipients by about $4.50 a month. We would like very much to see
this more favorable matching extended even further for these cate-
gories and to see some upward adjustment in Federal participation
for needy children.

I should like to make it clear that we in Alabama have demonstrated
our concern over the inadequacy of payments. Since I became Gov-
ernor, the appropriation from the tate general fund has increased
from $4.5 million to $8.6 million a year. In addition, certain revenues
earmarked for pensions and security purposes have increased. We
are not unmindful of the fact that you authorized a variable grant
formula in the 1958 amendments to the Social Security Act. We
also take cognizance of the temporary dollar increase which you made
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in 1961 for the aged, the blind, and the handicapped. These Federal
and State improvements have resulted in the fact that Alabama's rate
of growth in average public assistant payments between September
1958, and December 1961, is several times higher than the rate of
growth in the national average&- For example,,the average old-age
assistance payment in Alabama rose from $38 to $59 while that for
the Nation rose from $62 to $69 during the same period.

Our latest average payments (March 1962) for these people were
$63.42 for the aged, $44.16 for the blind, and $40.98 for the perma-
nently and totally disabled. It is obvious from these figures that ad-
ditional funds are still needed to provide a better way of life for these
recipients..

The changes proposed for child welfare services would make it
possible for Alabama to expand and strengthen its program of serv-
ices in behalf of children in an orderly manner. Our State long has
been concerned about its children. In fact, our public welfare pro-
gram today grw out of a child welfare program which was beun*
in 1919. The increase in authorization for, these services (from -$25
million this year to $50 million in 1969) is badly needed out of equal
Importance is the appropriation of the fnll authorization.

I am glad o see. the emphasis in this pending legislation that is
given to providing for and strenghening preventive and rehabilita-
tive welfare services. Although the value of preventive and rehabili-
tative services in public welfare has been long recognized and repeat-
edly demonstrated, these services have not yet been built up to a level
which begins to approach their potential effectiveness. The 75 percent
Federal participation in the most of certain services will make it pos-
sible for Alabama to provide more clearly adequate services.

While there are other constructive amendments contained in this
pending legislation, I will not discuss them with you as I am sure
other witnesses have already indicated their reaction to them.: Again,
thank you fur the privilege of appearing before you today and may I
commend you on your demonstrated interest in and concern about
the public welfare program in this country. The enactment of this
legislation would, be a step forward in making it possible to preserve
and strengthen our greatest asset-our human resources.

We are proud of the progress that we have made in recent years in
Alabama in our public assistance programs.

We, since the fall of 1958 have been able to increase our average
old-age pensions in Alabama from about $8 a month to about $65
a month. This pending legislation would assist us to do an even better
job.I . .01 :

I would like to also-point up that we are constantly increasing the
amount of State money going into our public assistance program

In fact, we have made major strides in getting substantial increases
in appropriations from the State nera[f fun& as wells increased
State ,taxes ,in the 1959 sessions Of our legislature and the, 1961 sea-
tions going into the public assistance progq ams.

So we are making a substantial contribution from the State level

toWe, 6 our appreciate the assistance of the Federal Government

in this-fiell and I think thatwe are working tether very effectivelyin lthState of Alabtma,.ii iac ;.i 1,xmj6J t Gd at-in the s ysr
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we have improved our public assistance program in our State prob.'
ably more than any other State.

We are very proud of that, and this new pending legislation would
help us to do an even better job, and I heartily recommend it.

The CHAIRMAX. Thank you very much, Governor Patterson.
Any questions I
Senator TALMADOE. It is a pleasure, Governor, to welcome you to

this committee.
Governor PATrFJsoN. Thank you, sir. It is a pleasure to be here.
The CHARMAN. I hope you will come again, sir.
Governor PA-rEsoN. Thank you.'
The CHAIRMAz;. The next witness is the Honorable Henry A. Wise.

Will you come forward, Mr. Wise I
I would like to state that Henry A. Wise is a New York State sena-

tor, whio it chairman of the committee on public relief and welfar..
H homes from a very prominent and distinguished Virginia family.

One of his forebears with the same name of Henry A. Wise, let me say,
was a candidate against me for fortunate
enough to get eleeted- ha about 28 years ag dI received
a letter from him that I sure as much as any I have e Treceived

bitten just a month- so, ago, saying t he had watdl_ ycon-
servative record, an at he wasg at defeated an I was
elected. I a preci that very

SenatorV se, u may p d,s
Senator Mo . W y.eldi i. C alo moments I

would like to y to Sen tor Wise heoc .
Virginia, so th t is about, eith one Of
[Laughter'14*un o

ButI do w t say,Mr. Chai n,  th 'berty, rofiidti
fying Senator eatin t Se d ie here
morning. Se actor K in tha e represent her
Senator Wie fhecoul , tt theha 'a onofhis,
committee iuee rigs., He sked e e t4 , Er thec
mittee, his appr ciation fsc uli s I ne this m.

The CHAIRMA .We ar gladd 6. you, isent 9, bfole -a:
Proceed.

STATXM OF N.HER ARK ~ =1Z ~ ATO 43D

Mr. Wws. Mr. Chairman d members of the comm I certainly
appreciate those undeserved ki rds and . ehator, Sott,: of
Pennsylvania, I, am sort of a wrong-way carpetbagger, altho ugh my
mother's people were from that part of the country; when I graduated
from the University of Virginik I-went back to grandpa;. The only
other alternative was, to go on relief at that time.

.(1) .t is intended to confine this statement to three points: First,
political iniplicationsof federally aided public assistance programs;
secondi- simplification afid clarification of- rules of the game;andthird, problems with HEW, common to all States, not just RewYori's
difficulties. ,
: (9) When he walked out of Independence Hall after the Constiti..

tional.Convenilon had completed the greatest document ever "put o
gather by the brain of man (except, , Bible), Benjamin Franklin
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was asked, "What have you given the people?" He replied, "A Re-
public, if they can keep it."

You have heard testimony during these hearings to the effect that
a democracy has an obligation to assure all persons in the Nation full
opportunity for family life, healthful living, and so on, ad nauseam.
In the first place the United States is not a democracy and never was
intended to b?. No democracy that has come and gone throughout
history has survived as long as this Republic-I hope it is still arepublic.

A republic, as I understand it, is a government of, by, and for the
people, composed of their elected representatives protected from the
clamor of the moment so that decisions may be based upon full infor-
ination with a view to the long-range public interest, not simply short-
range largesse. We should thank God for the wisdom of men like
Edmund Randol ph, John Marshall, Thomas Jefferson, the Clintons
of New York, Abraham Lincoln, Grover Cleveland, Al Smith, and
yes, the chairman of this Finance Committee. Such men established,
and have tried and are trying to protect, our system of checks and
balances. Today Uncle Sam is writing so many checks he is losing
his balance.

The second fallacy of the testimony above referred to is that more
and more of our citizens who should know better, want to make Con-
gress a tool for all their personal desires to do good and to uplift or
downgrade everybody to the mediocrity their aims have gone so far
already in achieving. These bleeding hearts have no grasp of the
fundamental fact that a sound currency is the greatest domestic pro-
tection to the wage earner, the farmer, the office girl, and people trying
to live on their savings and insurance policies. They seldom offer
practical suggestions tas to how their starry-eyed dreams can be
achieved because they forget that every person is an individual.

(3) Certainly this committee is aware that statements here by
spokesmen for the American Public Welfare Association, National
Association of Social Workers, and other organized welfare pressure
groups do not represent the views of the public as a whole. A start
must be made to administer welfare in the interest of deserving needy
people and of the general public, not just for certain social theorists
and their chronic relief "clients."

We may think slavery has disappeared from America. No, sir.
The dogmatic nonsense that has become accepted social welfare doc-
trine is making slaves of thousands of people today-slaves in the
prison of pauperism. One can work his way up from poverty but
paupers lose all hope; and such a lost person is no less a slave than
are the captives paying tribute to the arrogant despots of big labor
who rule just as selfishly as did big business prior to President Taft.

(4) My interest in welfare springs from the fact that public assist-
ance as it has evolved today is the perfect example of a problem, one
of the many that has arisen in our country, from our failure to heed
the teachings of history and the wisdom implicit in the Constitution
of the United States. Also, I am concerned in this age of change,
shifting population, automation, that deserving persons in need are
restored quickly to self-support, not allowed to languish in the slavery
of pauperism, as Mr. Walker pointed out, is not the situation in many
large cities. The trouble is not sp much the objectives but how they
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are being achieved, or rather, not achieved iii proportion to the money
and the man-hours spent.

(5) Elected public officials too often are leery of "getting into"
welfare. They believe it is a morass with no political future and that
the pressure groups will brand them as men callous to Ma and the
kids. I got into welfare back in 1949, the second year I was in Al-
bany. Some constituents had come to me with stories that I simply
didn't believe at first, but when I looked into it I found they were true.
The ridiculous situations involved were largely out of the control of
the county and State governments, but emanated from doctrinaire
theories of the then Federal Security Agency. Local officials had sur-
rendered too much responsibility, as they so ofen do when the Cen-
tral Government gets into the act, down to the dotting of "i's" and
crossing of "t's".

My election pluralities increased after I became identified with
efforts to restore a sound welfare system. Among my best supporters
are the large number of welfare administrators and social workers
who think the dogma of their self-appointed spokesmen is hogwash.

Just ask almost any taxi driver, cop, factory worker, stenographer,
farmer, or other earner what they think of welfare, especially those
that know something about it and are willing to tell the truth like
Mr. Horwitz and Mrs. Walker and Mr. Amend; the way it is today
with its uniform statewide standards largely ignoring the individual
differences and needs of people and spending tax money like crazy.

(6) After serving 10 years as chairman of welfare in our State
senate-and, by the way, New York State has managed to get, we
have 500,000 people on public assistance, and spend $500 million a
year total tax money, State, Federal, and local, 70 percent of which
goes to New York City-1960--61, I was handed the vast headache of
conducting the first thorough investigation of public assistance at all
levels that had been undertaken in many, many years in the hetero-
geneous State of New York. Our subcommittee report and recom-
mendations were adopted in full by the temporary State commission
on coordination of State activities (Little Hoover Commission) March
23, 1961. Proudly I can say that the nonpartisan State board of so-
cial welfare of which Mr. Amend who testified here this morning is
chairman the statutory head of the State welfare structure, has im-
plemented or is implementing practically every one of our recom-
mendations as far as they can without running afoul of HEW edicts.
The board has available the broad experience, outlook, and ability
of experts such as its counsel, Felix Influsto, and its deupty commis-
sioner for finance, Bryon Hipple, who are observing here today.
Myles B. Amend, who has testified here today, is chairman of the
board and has given you their recommendations for technical changes
in H.R. 10606 and relevant sections of the Social Security Act which,
of course, Mr. Amend did not read in detail, but has handed them up
to the conunittee and has indicated the willingness on the part of his
staff to work with yours to work out the amendments.

Mr. Amend, a prominent Manhattan lawyer, is a man of broad
experience but lie persists in continuing to register as a Democrat.

The New York City phase of our investigation-I just want to
show you that this is a nonpartisan thing. The New York City
phase of our investigation would not have succeeded except for the
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reeonmendati ions. I refer to central registry to locate deserting par-
enti, which HEW I just learned this orming, does not simply ree-
omtnend to 1iho other Stntes, but it. mandates on other Stateg. That
was lifted fromt our recommendatIons.

A law strictly foi- the State of New York, which is a good law, and
we would like to see other Stales adopt it, is now by administrative
fint , Ing mandated in every State,.
This requires all State departments in New York State, including

ilIcouln tai, to open their records to thie bureau of central registry of
the department, of social welfare and to cooperate in locating the
deserters-deserting parents. Other States are cooperating wit h us
mider tin interstate compact, and are returning New York deserters

ack fo New York uider an interstate compact.
I oppose $140 million tacked onto the bill in the House. Money is

not, the answer to the problems in public assistance, More money is
not the answer to it.

Because lie is on the ball I hope that Secretary ikibicoff will stay on
his job at least, through 1904, The fact, that I sm registered in the
ity of you late beloved colleague, Senator Taft, may color myhores In thi's rennet.

I8) There listen much talk at these hearings about lack of trained
social workers--and rightly so. But what kind of training? Is Con'
gress going to encourage young men and women to attend these schools
of soein work that preach dcttrines that glorify indigence? Deans of
some of tlese mchools--at least one in my own State - uht to be
brought before the House Commitee on Un-American Activities. To
remedy the shortage and despite the howls of the pros, New York
administrators, in areas deficient in caseworkers, can now hire people
of commonsense and judgment as assistant caseworkers, to go out in
the field and learn on the job by talking with and understanding these
unfortunate people. ,

After they have demonstrated the necessary capacity and had suffi-
cient practical experience they can asume a full caseload without acollege degree. Think of it-without a college degree, just plain old
horsesense. Such a "step backward,"
(0) I believe tie Social Security Act should be amended to permit

States to use their own judgment in deciding for each case the medium
of welfare payment. We hear it said that it is undignified and de-
grading to give vouchers or food orders, or oven checks payable jointly

to the "client. and supplier so that the money will go where it is in.
tended to go. Secretary Ribicoff would permit some latitude in cer-
tain cases but why not trust the States to use their judgment just
this little bit, Ma be it's more degrading or is it not more degrading
to spend the cash for liquor and starve the kids than it is to present an
order for food and clothing at the store ? In my own area there are
third generalon able-bodied welfare families and when I speak of
my own area I mean a community in northern *ew York State exactly
the same distance from New ork City as Richmond is from New
York City.

These third-generation welfare families up in my area, 325 miles
from New York City, and Richmond is the same distance from New
York, they never have worked before 1986, never have worked and
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never will. They still live in tar papershacks and sew themselves
up in their underwear from Thanksglving until April Fools' Day.
The only difference between now and then is that they buy store
whisky with their welfare money instead of making it themselves, like
they used to do. The long-term, able-bodied reliefer (exclusive of
the elderly) should not receive cash, unrestricted.

There is a middle ground between the 19th century poor laws and
the doctrinaire approach of Federal administrators.

(10) The Legislature of New York (Resolution No. 176, of Mar. 6,
1st)--copies of which were sent to all members of this committee
through official channels--asks three procedural changes through
amendments to this bill and to the Social Security Act; first, I might
add, that this resolution unanimously passed in the lower house of
the State legislature, was based on recommendations of the board of
social welfare, the head of the State social welfare structure; broadly,
the first thing the resolution asked is the elimination of requirement of
uniform statewide standards of assistance. Such uniformity ignores
individual differences and needs of people.

Variance from the norm will be permitted by the "czars" if the
objectivity of such a variance can be shown. The result is so much
paperwork and redtape that the money is just handed out. Thus the
lazy are encouraged in their sloth and those with drive to benefit Irom
extra money for worthy purposes, such as the case Mrs. Walker
pointed out to you today, like buying tools or taking training, lose
,th,0ir initiative. A great howl has gone up and will go up to beat
this proposal, first, because bureaucrats never want to surrender any
power. That is Parkinson's law. Second, because it will be said
that people will be invidiously discriminated against. Now, I happen
to be one of a shrinking minority in New York State, and I don't
want to be invidiously discriminated against when I apply for welfare
(as I'm going to have to do unless I start practicing law again or
unless my partner raises my allowance about $25 a month). Certain
pressure groups have succeeded in blurring the very clear distinction
between unfair discrimination on account of race, creed, or color, and
individual discernment-two very different things. I should like
to see the Federal statute amended to include a clause disqualifying
a State for Federal largesse if it engages in invidious discrimination.
If that were done any excuse to keep these uniform statewide stand-
ards in effect would not be valid. Such an amendment would take
care of that problem.

According to the Kelly commission (appointed by Governor Dewey
in 1950) reports of 1951-53, Congress refused to authorize the Fed-
eral Security Agency, predecessor of HEW, to establish uniform
statewide standards. The administrators, nevertheless, usurped the
authority and did it anyway, safe in the knowledge that the States
had no appeal from this administrative action other than to give up
their grants.

Second, we urge Congress to specify the rules of the game and not
leave this vital geld entirely to administrators. The States, by stat-
ute, not by administrative plans, then should decide how much of
the Federal "largess" they wished to avail themselves of or qualify
for, COngress should tell the legislatures, not have HEW keep tell-
ing the State administrators, dfnd this thing of going back a the
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way between Richmond and Washington, New York and Washington,
Baton Rouge and Washington, and- whatnot. Of course, in so vast
an operation, Coiigress and the legislatures must delegate a certain
amount of authority and discretion to the administrators. This
however would hardly require an almost complete delegation of power
as is the case now. It, will become more so under this bill. Such a lack
of legislative standards is not good government. Mr. Amend's
amendments, if adopted, would remedy this situation.

Last, we urge, as the Kelly commission urged 10 years ago (Mr.
Amend here today served on that commission to which Mr. Infausto
was legal counsel), to establish some kind of an independent tribunal
to determine conflicts between the States and HEW regarding inter-
pretations of the law and regulations and concerning their respective
areas of authority. HEW now is the prosecutor, judge, and jury.

(11) We are fully aware that when Congress appropriates money
there must be adequate means of insuring that it is spent as intended.
Substantial compliance with the Federal statute, as so amended, and
with State law adopted in accordance with the congressional mandate,
plus audits, would insure compliance. This is true especially where
a State has a long record of alert social responsibility. The detailed
meedling, administrative requirements, and so-called fair hearings
are simply impediments to good, responsible administration. Is this
hearing before the Finance Committee a fair hearing? According
to HEW theory it must not be because it was not advertised as such.
A "fair hearing" in HEW parlance means a hearing stacked against
the taxpayer.

Engrossed copies-you practically have to prove beyond a reason-
able doubt that a man is not entitled to welfare or should be cut off
before the administrators can cut somebody off then they subjectively
know he should be cut off. But unless they can prove it to the satis-
faction of practically a jury, they are powerless.

Engrossed copies of the concurrent resolution of the New York
Legislature were sent to each member of this committee through offi-
cial channels. I have a few extra copies if anyone wants one. Spe-
cific amendments have been proposed today 'by Mr. Amend in his
testimony, as I have mentioned several times.

(12) The National Association of Social Workers, which represents
the thinking of by no means all social workers, will fight these pro-
posals. Such groups are traumatic to change in favor of anyone by
themselves. They like the mountains of paperwork. I am serious.
This keeps them chained to their desks, or a certain number of them.
I am not talking about the very great number of devoted and won-
derful social workers, but there are a certain number of them, and the
hierarchy, I believe, is among them, which likes this great mountain
of paperwork-it keeps the social workers chained to their desks--
a perfect excuse not to go out and rehabilitate, fight the cockroaches
and the unspeakable conditions under which some people are com-
pelled to exist in our big cities.
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Mr. Julius Horwitz, a caseworker in the Department of Welfare
of the City of New York, has already alluded to that. He is a coura-
geous public servant. Please let me urge each of you gentlemen to
read his book "The Inhabitants"-and, by the way, I asked him if
lie would not bring some copies of it here which is now in paperback
form to present to the committee-which tells the true story, although
in novel form. I know, because I have visited with the author some
of the unfortunates referred to in the book, under fictitious names.

This book is as fascinating as it is stark, but nothing is glossed over
as it was in the show "West Side Story" which portrays the less hor-
rible side of the picture, horrible as that is.

(13) Heretofore I have been speaking as cosponsor of the concur-
rent resolution of the New York Legislature previously referred to.
As an individual State senator and a non-Catholic, I wholeheartedly
endorse the statement filed with this committee dated May 15 of the
New York State Catholic Charities by Charles J. Tobin, its secretary
and counsel. Also I wholeheartedly endorse the statement presented
yesterday on behalf of the Illinois Chamber of Commerce.

If Congress does not see fit to give the States full discretion as to
the method of payment to welfare cases, then I favor section 107 of the
bill, sub ect only to a prohibition against invidious discrimination.

(14) In closing nqay I offer for the record the following documents:
(1) Report (Mar. 23, 1961) of the New York State Temporary

Commission on Coordination of State Activities containing our
recommendations on welfare (p. 35 et seq.), particularly as to
Federal-State relations; and

(2) Pages A1477-A1479, Congrional Record of February
27, 1962, Extension of Remarks by Mr. Curtis, of Missouri, which,
incidentally, must h ve made quite an impression. This was a
rather lurid but falual speech I made in the New York senate
this winter, and apparently three different Congressmen inserted
it in the Record,

(3) Page A1436, Congressional Record of February 27 1962.
Extension of Remarks by Mr. Kilburn, of New York, including
an editorial from a New York newspaper said to have the largest
circulation in the United States, the New York Daily News, which
news aper has run a series of articles on welfare in New York
City by a person with perception and understanding of this prob-
lem almost equal to that of Mr. Horwitz and Mrs. Walker, and
this editorial is from the paper said to have the largest circula-
tion of any paper in the United States, and it might interest the
committee.

I thank you very much for your forebearance and your kind re-
marks, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Wise, for your very kind
contribution.

Mr. WIsL Thank you, sir.
(The documents referred to follow:)
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STATUTORY AUTHORITY FOR COMMISSION

The Commission on Coordination of State Activities was created
by Chapter 1002, Laws of 1946, sections 2, 3 and 5 of which set forth its
powers and duties as follows:

§ 2. The duties of the commission hereby created shall be, to
make a study of and investigate any department or agency of the
state government to determine whether the activities thereof are
essential to good government and are being carried on in an
economical and efficient manner and without duplication, for the
purpose of determining the feasibility of improving the adminis-
tration of the state government by the elimination of all unneces-
sary activities, the avoidance of duplication, and increasing
efficiency and economical operation by consolidation or rearrange-
ment of any of the agencies of state government; to study and
investigate and recommend legislation concerning the adequacy of
judicial review of the administrative determinations of the various
agencies of the state government; to study and investigate and to
report upon any, special matter which may be referred to the
commission for such action by the governor or by joint resolution
of the legislature. The commission is further authorized to study
and inquire into any subject or matter deemed by the commission
to be relevant to the purposes of its study or helpful to it in the
consummation of its work.

§ 3. The commission may employ and at pleasure remove
counsel, a secretary and such other officers and clerical, sten-
ographic or technical assistants as it may require and fix their
compensation within the amount appropriated therefor. The
commission may sit at any place within the state and hold either
public or private hearings. It, and each member thereof, shall have
the power to administer oaths, take testimony, subpoena and
compel the attendance of witnesses and the production of all books,
papers, records or documents deemed material or pertinent to any
subject within the scope of its investigations and shall generally
have, possess and exercise all of the powers of a legislative
committee.

5. The commission may request and shall receive from any
department, division, board, bureau or other agency of the state
and from any political subdivision or agency thereof, such assist-
ance and data as will enable it to properly consummate its studies
and investigations hereunder.

The Commission was last continued by Chapter 302, Laws of 1960.
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I

INTRODUCTION

The findings and recommendations in this
report result from the extension, in 1960, of
studies by this Commission which, in view of a
growing population, increasing demands for
state services, and the mounting cost thereof,
are directed toward two objectives.

The more Immediate of these is the elimina.
tion of unnecessary and expensive duplications
of functions In government, the mechanization
and simplifioation of procedures where feasible,
and the development of economies generally
that will not impair state services.

Secondly, because the State's expanding
responsibilitIes toward its people dim hope of
any early downturn of overall government cost,
the Commission seeks conUnually to develop
and up-date for the Leislature the basic infor.
mation necessary to sound budgeting.

For this reason, costs of the studies are
shared by the Commission, the Senate Finance
Committee, and the Assembly Committee on
Ways and Means.

The first of the two objectives, immediate
and practical economies, must of necessity be
pursued mainly in operations of State Depart.
ments and other activities financed by so-called
State Pu s funds.

Approximately 84 per cent of the $2.4 billion
budget for 1961-62 Is for Local Assistance, or
State aid. The programs which this money
fineness in heavy part are mandated by law and
the funds involved flow back to localities under
statutory formulas. Capital Construction, an
area of small opportunity for appreciable
savings, will require about 14 per cent of
appropriations in the new budget. Debt Service
will take 2 per cent.

The remaining 80 per cent is for State Pur-
poses and it is In this area that the Commis.
sion's search for sound economies has been

concentrated. Based upon its 1960 studies in
the Department of Public Works, recommenda-
tions will be found in this report which could
mean eventual savings totaling nearly $12
million.

Proposals accounting for most of this total
were submitted to the Division of the Budget
and announced publicly in December, 1960.

The search for such economies must be
unceasing if, as State financial responsibilities
expand, cost Is to be kept at a sound minimum
with some assurance of maximum value for
expenditures.

This necessity was emphasized by Governor
Rockefeller in his 1961 budget message to the
Legislature when he declared himself "ever
mindful that the search for economy in govern-
ment must be a continuing one. It cannot be
done ones and for all."

Giving generous recognition to the work of
the Commission, the Governor said its reports
on operations of the Department of Public
Works and utilization of the State's highway
maintenance equipment "will provide an Im-
portant basis for future economies and greater
efficiencies."

The 1960 Study-Scope and Approach
The Commission's study of the Department

of Public Works had been merely initiated when
it submitted it. 1959-60 report. That report
-presented recommendations, many of which
have been effeetuated, toward an estimated $3
million of annual savings in the Department of
Taxation and Finanoe; the Division of Stand.
ards and Purchase, including its Surplus Foods
Section; the Division of Safety, and, to a small
degree, the Department of Public Works.

Broadening its study of the Department of
Public Works in 1960, the Commission focused
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on two important areas in its vast operations,
the Division of Administration and the utiliza-
tion and repair of equipment and trucks.

The Commission has continued to retain the
management-engineering firm of Stevenson,
Jordan and Harrison, of New York City, to
guide and help progress the study, To permit
simultaneous surveys in different areas, each
of three men assigned by the firm works with a
regular research employee of the Commission
or the Senate Financo Committee.

These teams have, in seeking information
bearing upon the various areas of study,
worked not only within relevant units in Albany
but also and extensively throughout the ten
districts of the Department of Public Works,

Again, in line with the Commission's belief

that recommendations must be feasible in rela-
tion to day-to-day performance of services, pro-
posals in this report have been discussed, as
each was developed, with those responsible for
functions involved.

Agreement on the recommendations has been
reached, as a result, with officials responsible
for their effectuation. The Commission in turn
recognizes that, in some instances, the progress
of such effectuation will be influenced by the
complexities of some changeovers required

All findings reported, and the recommenda-
tions based upon them are, of course, as of the
time of the study. In their development, the
Commission has had the utmost cooperation
from officials and personnel of the Department
6f Publji Wo*r.

* ~4.
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(Division of Administration).
Centered in this Division are a majority of

the administrative functions touching upon
operations of the Department of Public Works.
These administrative functions are performed
by seven Bureaus-Contracts, Finance, Meth-
ods and Procedures, Office Services, Personnel,
Rights of Way and Claims and Safety-as well
as individual units in the ten district offices of
the Department.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
The study of the operations of these Bureaus

and the district offices led to these general
major recommendations:

1. Revise the functional requirements, proce.
dures, and organization of the various adminis-
trative bureaus and units in Albany.

2. Centralize under the administrative deputy
in Albany, as reflected by Chart A, all admin-
istrative functions now supervised by the
various District Engineers throughout the
State.

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL SAVINGS
The potential of savings through effectuation

of these recommendations totals $664,481, sum.
married as follows:

Noealer.o
lure..J 01 Ce.Ire.I DNW5. le~me
'f"oa frac.t s 8*toH= eamem] 5 APemse15

C01aut" OeN"e

Fiscal Cstol A" Assats Seto..
Pueal 8"U" e..........
levete Sutm ..............

Zq~~mdhsuit etl...........

Fi wt a .....................

To......................

3 119

14 "Aft

BUT"* o) &Nod. ad ProeWdu .. . 4
Bur"* of O5.v off.4c

Inforration Data Proceeosl Sect-on.
Reatal of !rluepmat--Data Proceaaia ...Reproduction Section .............. 18
Mail and Supply Sectipa ............ 7
Offie of Director ................... I

Totals ..................... 34
Bure ol Pereonel .................. 6
B*rme of tANa o We God Cims... I
But"* of 800 .......................
District Office ...................... 73

GraA Totals .................. IT

24.134

3,650
3,624

34,68

114,958

NO ,053
P64,401

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS
The specific recommendations of the Commis.

sion, as related to the various Bureaus of the
Division of Administration, are briefly dis.
cussed hereafter.

BUREAU OF CONTRACTS
Reduction of the Bureau's present nine oper-

ating units, through combination of related
functions, is recommended to provide more
efficient utilization of personnel and resulting
economy in operating costs.

The groups now functioning individually are
Highway Contracts, Highway-Insurance and
Estimates, Sales and Return of Highway Plans,
Building Contracts (preparation and process-
ing), Insurance and Estimates on Buildings,
Sales and Return of Building Plans, Grade
Crossings and Relocation of Utilities, Highway
Maintenance Agreements, and General Super-
vision.

It Is specifically proposed that the two units
currently and separately concerned with high-
way and building contracts be consolidated into
one unit Such a combination would eliminate
five positions at a savings of *27,018 annually.

The Commission urges similar combinations
where, in the discretion of the Bureau, related
functions make such action practicable.

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1062
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BUREAU OF FINANCE
The Bureau of Finance is composed of the

following sections or units: Fiscal Control and
Accounts, Purchase, Budget, Payroll and
Expense, Revenue, Expenditures, and Files.

The Commission's study of the Purchase
Section showed a conformance, generally, of its
purchasing procedures with those of the Divi.
sion of Stan&zds and Purchase, now a part of
the Of5ce of General Services.

However, comparative analyses of the work
loads supports the Commission's recommenda-
tion that three positions be e64minated for an
annual savings of 414,480.

It is proposed, because ot the relationship of
their functions, that the Budget Section be com-
bined with the Bureau of Methods and Proce-
dures.

This would tend to stabilize the work loads
of both and help to reduce the back-log of
special assignments in the Bureau of Methods
and Procedures. Potential annual savings
involved, through the elimination of seven
positions in the two units, total *42.757.

Substitution of machine operations for pres-
ent hand processing, as recommended by the
Commission, for tabulating the distribution of
expenditures for engineering services and
expenses would permit the elinmi~ation of two
positions at a yearly saving of $10,399.

The revision of operations in checking and
rechecking federal reimbursements and the
transfer of eertain clerical functions to' ele o-
tronio data processing machinery would allow
the elimination of three positions for an annual
saving of $10,b19.

The Expenditure Unit processes, for pay.
ment by the Comptroller, purchase vouchers
and warrants; right of way ofial orders land
agreements and railroad and utilities relocation
agreements, and small claim payments.

This function is performed by the Unit's 24
employees, subdivided into six functional
groups. The Commission. recommends oonsoli.
nation of these grouped operations which, along
with a revision of certain procedures in the
Fiscal Control section, would eliminate the need

for three positions for an annual saving of
$12,640.

The Files section, presently with five employ-
ees, maintains combined files for both the
Bureau of Finance and Bureau of Contracts.
It also provides mail service for both Bureaus
and a directory service for all divisions within
te Department. Messenger service also is
provided for the Bureau of Finance.

In order to improve mail and messenger
service, it is recommended that the three posi-
tion. involved be transferred to the Bureau of
Ofkce Services.

BUREAU OF OFFICE SERVICES
The Bureau of Office. Services includes the

following subdivisions:

Office of Director
- Information Data Processing Section

Reproduction Section
Mail and Supply Section

Ofice of Director
The Commission's review of operations in

this office indicated the desirability of eliminat-
ing one stenographic position, for an annual
saving of $3,212, and transferring the Assistant
Director to the Reproduction Section to
strengthen supervision of the latter.

Information Data Procesing Section
This section is responsible for the operation

of data processing equipment including key
punches, sorters, tabulators and a computer,
the related accounting functions and the main-
tUAne of files and records It services, in this
field, most divisions and bureaus within the
Department,

A new unit in this section Is cooperating with
the Federal Government in a research and
development project oovering the application
of electronic equipment in the engneering
phases of planning, design, administration abd
oonstrucon of highways in the State.

The Commission's survey of the Information
Data Processing Section was made in full
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awareness of the fluidity of its operations and
the ever increasing demands which will be
placed upon it.

Because of these developing demands upon
the electronic equipment, the Commission rec-
ommended, and provided criteria for, the
exercise of careful judgment as to what pro-
grams can be most effectively processed
electronically.

Selective loading of the processing machinery
will permit effectuation of the Commission's
recommendation for elimination of three pieces
of machinery, at a savings in annual rentals of
*3,624, and one tabulating machine operator,
for an annual saving of $3,650.

Reproduction Section
The principal functions of the Reproduction

Section include the reproduction of maps, draw.
ings and other material; the preparation of

illustrations for various printed matter; the
designing of forms; the designing and tnanufae-
turing of still and animated displays; the
supplying of photographs, and all mechanical
operations required in the production of printed
material.

The Commission's study of this section indi-
cated the need for a better organized super-
vision, Chart B, and a more careful planning of
the work load that has developed from a multi-
plicity of functions which have been added
periodically, and individually expanded, over
the years.

Such planning, along lines suggested by the
Commission, plus the transfer to this unit of the
Assistant Director of Offife Services, as pre-
viously mentioned, would make for a more
efflcent operation and permit the elimination of
15 of the present 60 positions, for a saving of
$69,834 annually.
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Mail and Supply Section

This section has two functions, the primary
and most important being the reception, rout-
ing, delivery and pick up of all main office mail.
It also maintains a central inventory store of
office supplies and Department forms for both
the main and district offices.

Elimination of the second of these functions
is recommended since it duplicates an activity
which is being performed for most state
agencies by the Office of General Services.

Centralization In the Bureau of Office Serv-
ices of the mail and messenger services of the
File Section, previously referred to, and the
Mail and Supply Section would eliminate the
need for seven positions in these two units and
save $34,638 annually in salaries and related
costs.

(a) Ibis mit mfN ba "Wse o elyesn paeta tas aao rst stif.
te tesaro sewer bt rasp m teA tmnsl o isI s Nut
sad gseblioamt a sia -pati. of gamie u"wk.

BUREAU OF PERSONNEL
This Bureau provides a personnel service for

all units of the Department of Public Works,
assisting in all matters related to obtaining and
maintaining a satisfactory work force. It main-
tains a centralized record of all pertinent data
concerning each employee. The Bureau also
performs several other functions related to
these primary responsibilities.

The three principal units of the Bureau
are: Administrative, Technical and Clerical
Pressing.

Several recommendations stem from the Com-
mission's study of this Bureau, total effectua-
tion of which would eliminate the need for six
positions costing $28,131 annually. (Chart C)

One of these, currently vacant, is that of a
training technician whose duties it was aug-
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Other savings would result from changes in
certain procedures and elimination of duplica.
tios, an example of which is the maintenance,
in both the main and district offices, of person-
nel ledger cards on each employee.

BUREAU OF RIGHTS OF WAY AND CLAMS
The responsibilities of this Bureau deal with

the acquisition of real pror rty for public use.
Its functions Include the review of parcel

maps, evaluation of individual parcels of land,
negotiating with owners, approving settle.
ments, and cooperating with the Department of
Law in searching for and establishment of titles
and handling legal claims and actions. These
are performed by six different units, titled in
accordance with their duties.

Study of this Bureau indicated wide, periodic
variation in the clerical and stenographic work
load in the various units.

A more effluent production and substantial
savings could be achievedl, particularly in the
district office, by a more extensive interchange
of clerical and stenographic personnel among
the several units of this Bureau. The result-
ing stabillsation of the work load therein would
permit periodic release of clerical and steno.
graphic help to other sections of district offices.

The elimination of one clerical position in
the Administrative Services Section, at an
annual saving of 4,32, can be achieved by
machine proessing of project expense reords.

Several suggestions also were, made by the
Commission as to reorgnization of functions,
which could result In more efiient operations.

ADMiNISTRATIVE SERVICES-

DISTRICT OFFICES

Geon Function
There are ten district offices In the Depart-

meat of Publie Works, located in Albany, Utica,
Syracuse, Rochester, Buffalo, Horuell, Water.
town, Poughkeepele, Binghamton and Babylon.

Each has a unit responsible for administra-
tive aspects of the District's operations, which
functions in alose cooperation with the Division

of Administration in Albany. This unit also
provides stenographic and other general office
services in the district office.

Recoansendatios

The Commission's study of this area dis.
closed the need for more uniformity in admin-
istrative organisation in the various district
offis.

To achieve such uniformity, the Oommission
recommended a pattern for reorganisation of
functional responsibilities In the administrative
units of district oies.

A principal factor in such reorganisation
would be the relieving of the District Engineer
and other technical supervisors of response.
bility for clerical and general office operations.
This would be accomplished by "direct line
reporting" of the Head Acount Clerk, to the
proposed new Administrative Coordinator in
Albany, as indicated in Chart E following.

As a further aid to deired uniformity of
administration, the Comm:ssion proposed, as
also shown in Chart , a re-rouping of clerical
personnel in each district offi e along the
following lines:

(1) Budgeting, Expeme and Accoust.
Control U*it

Budgeting, Accounts Control Purchase
Orders, Requisitions, Vouchers.

(2) 0(cs Service Unit
Mail Supply
Central Files
Reproduction

(3) Senograpl,--Typing Unit
Pooled Service to all Clerical and

Technical Units
Telephone Switchboard-Receptionist
Highway Estimates
Highway Permits

(4) Personl and PayroU Unit
Expense Accounts
Personnel Records
Payroll Records
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Oral mation Cbmrt

It is recommended that the function of
"appropriation" accounting, which includes
posting operations and preparation of financial
statements and is now performed in district
offices, be transferred to the central office in
Albany where it can be done more efficiently
and economically.

Similar transfer to Albauy of operations
involved in distribution of salaries and expense
and in the processing of highway contract pay-
ments, plus substitution of machine procedures
for both, also is recommended.

As a result of the previously mentioned
reorganization of administrative units in dis-

trict offices, the Commission proposes a reduc-
tion of *,upervisory personnel as outlined in
Table F.

Summary of Savinp Possile Under,
Recommendations

Savings that could be achieved through the
recommendations for reorganizatioa of admin.
istrative units in district offices, transfer of
functions within these offices and to Albany,
and improvement in procedures, total $899,062
and, involving 73 positions, are detailed in
Table 0 and summarized in Table H. '
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TABLE F
DISTRICT OFFICE PERSONNEL

As At October 1,1960 Grand Agpeo.Total P q
Head Principal Senior Pers. ion

Account Aoodt P Senior Account Admin. 1in7
DistrIcts Clerk Clerk br Clerk Cerk Total 800. BMW.

I beny...................... ... 1 3 1 2 7 30 4
2utlc........................ 1 3 1 8 29 42 ~~ _ i 2 6 25 4
3 b ,o....................... 1 2 1 2 6 .26
6 Sora ......................... 1 2 1 2 6 23 5

m Watertown ....................... 1 2 2 5 23

8 o- deen ..................... 1 " 2 .. 3' 7 28 4

Tot a....................... 10 2 12 20 67 291 41
Ratio

2912 = I in 4 buka
67

Source: Tabulated by Coordinatioc Comninsion Staff from data suppliedby Diatrict Offwwc

TABLE 0
SUMMARY OF POSSIBLE SAVINGS IN DISTRICT OFFICES

Fatizoted Payment
slaty~ Di lt for Highway t Reduction in

Elimination Of the doe by: Contrts to be dose Saperudne Pes -
Aocountiag Function by o Of

at listet Level the Central Offie in the Central Ofte Super to Clerical
Diaeid No. I
Number ofPition .............. 1 2 4 1
Amount ofCompematio .......... 3,224 $8,356 SU3,150 $5,642
District No. f
Nu aber t Positi 1on22 1
AmouteCompeaton .......... 3, 7,476 9,30 5,206
Distrc No. S
Number of Postion .............. 1 2 3 1
Amoount oi apeaation .......... 3,810 7,886 15,740 4,932
District No. 4
Number tofNOWte .............. 1 2 5 1
Amount of Ciompemt .......... 3, 6,132 25,070 5,824
District No. 5
Number eof P tiew .............. 1 2 4
Amount O Compesmto .......... 3,516 5,840 22,150
Dirkid NV. 0-
Number o Pition......... .... 1 1 3
Amount o ommation .......... 3,388 3,650 15,740 .....
Diesvi INe. 7
Nuraner d Postiom .............. 1 2 4
AMaO toPM iO .......... ,810 6,716 22,180
D~isi No. 11
Number ofPoition .............. 1 2 4
AmMea d a compematioe .......... 3,910 8,004 22,150 ....

Amw o~i ..... 3902 4,5C- 31,480 5,250
Didid No. 10
Number of Poito .............. 8 8
Amunt of CompetaAlo .......... 7,636 10,412 44,300

Tot. ....................... 11 840,588 19 368,782 43 M20,260 5 $26,854

Is addition to the ahov, and by the remagauet of work, fLvi poeltioas--ota et In Districts 2, 4, 6, 7 and 10--would
be eliminated for an atimated manual saving of $I5,T06.)
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TABLE H

SUMMARY OF POSSIBLE SAVINGS
IN DISTRICT OFFICES

NO. Of
Poriaio Amust

Gross Savings in Personnel .............. 83 $382, 190

Additin to Staff - Cenba Office
Adminietra&m - District Office

Co-ordinator. $8,500
Cerc - Bureau of Finance or Contract.

1 Senior Clerk ............... 3,840
i Clerk ................... 3,212
1 Typist .................. 3,212

$10,264
Data Prouing Rom

4 Key Punch Operators ....... 13,416
(3 Key Punch - 1 Verifier)

I Sr. Tab. Mach. Oper ........ 4,032
1 Tab. Mach. Operator..... .. 3,354

$20,802
Central Staff Increase .................... 10 39,66

Net Personnel Savinp .................... 73 342,624
Plus 14% Fringe Benefts ................. 47,968

Total Savings in Personnel Compensation... $390,592

Dibpoal of Equipment
11 Sunatrand B'keeping Machines

(30% of Cost) ............... 10t50
Addional Rquipmen

Key Punch & Verifiers .......... (2,040)

Total Savings in District Operation ....... ,. $399,052

84071 -02- 31
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The Commission's Study of Department of
Public Works operations in 1960 concentrated
upon the utilization of highway maintenance
equipment and trucks and the distribution and
repair of both.

Thea" activities are carried on throughout
the ten Public Works districts previously
named, each of which has in close proximity to
its headquarters a repair shop where mainte-
nanoe equipment and trucks are stored, dis.
tributed and repaired.

Within each district are a number of resident
engineers who are in charge of highway mainte.
nance and repair in their individual residencies.
A residency may consist of a county, part of a
county or parts of several counties. It also has
storage facilities for equipment and repair
garages for light maintenance work.

The Department of Public Works operates on
a varying bails of decentrallation, with some
districts controlling equipment after state head-
quarters initially assigns it while in others such
control is given to individual residencies.

Summary of Fiing.
The surveys on utilization of trucks and

equipment disclosed use at about 65 per cent
of the equipment potential, with over 2,000 units
ranging from motorized lawn mowers to road
paver. in exess under operating conditions at
the time of the study. Similarly many trucks
could also be readily eliminated or -placed in
reserve

It is estimated tAt the Commission's rcom.
mendations in this area, discussed hereafter,
could result in eventual savings of about $7
million by ellminating the need for future
replacement of excess mahinery at present
purchase pries.

The survey on distribution and repair of
trucks and equipment includes an evaluation of
current automotive shop facilities, parts inven-
tory maintenance, equipment maintenance, and
assignment and storage practices.

It resulted in recommendations which could
mean $4,053,046 in economies, a $1,467,899
reduction of operating expense plus the possi-
bility of $2,595,147 in savings by freeing capital
assets, including buildings and repair equip.
meant, for other uses.

Summary of Recommendations

The Commission's recommendations in the
two fields of utilization of trucks and equip-
ment and maintenance and repair of same can
be stated broadly a:

1. A continuing re4valuation of needs, in
relation to work requirements, for various types
of equipment currently In use, for the assess-
ment of which formulae and standards have
been developed by the Commission for Depart.
meant applicaliom.

2. Transfer of certain equipment, now
restrlctd to-. use within a single district or
residency, to a pooling arrangement for
servicing larger areas.

8. Establishment of a planning program at
the state level for (a) Judicious replacement of
equipment to avoid excessive maintenance cost
and (b) to activate more preventive mainte-
nance so as to eliminate the greater cost of
equipment breakdowns.

4. Reduction of the present ten district main.
tenance and repair shops to five currently oper-
ating shops that would service equipment on a
designated area bais, instead of the present
distict basis.

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1962
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The Commission's study developed informs.
tion which could support apeific recommenda-
tion, base& on present operations, as to which
shops would'bi retained. Howeoer, the anticl.
pated expansion of highway building and likely
changes of emphasis in such programming are
major faoto6ra 'to be considered' in a gradual
changoovoi of the shop'set-up. The Commis-
sion believes, therefore, that discretion as to
hops to be retained should be left with the
Department..

Detail of Recommendations
1. Purchase, Auign,ens aid Efectv Use 9/

Equipmsw
(a) ESqipmeun and frack acuiai'io and

replacement. 4
Highway naiutenanco equipment should meet

nininpum operating use standards in terms of
hours on the job. No equipment should be pur.
chased unless Its utilization according to much
standards is anticipated. (Examples of such
standards are shown in Charts ,.1 and K.)

CHART-1
Graders-Hours Reported During 1959

- The graders and maintainers are listed by yvav of purvh.Lo aid are identified
by the aislaned district and unit .umber. The chart shows the number of hours
each machine was reported used during 1959. The vertical lines on the chart
represent the folowing ,

,AVER4QS OUMl$ PER ALLOCATED MACllINX--iM order to initiate
the program, that is, proper utilization ot equipment through advanced
planning end eontrol4 extra machines will be needed, The initial total
of m&cie are identified as saloufed mhews. This line represents
the avjage hours each alloeated machine would have been used during
1950. ..The average woWld have been 1240 hours for grader, and -40,
houts for maintainerm. " .

NORM---This line represents the average annual use of graders and main.
tainers which can be anteipeto, provided that the Commimsion's recon-.
meridatlona are carried out.

AO -The horisontal line plia between the listing of 190 and 10t
•macines indicates the point above whieh machines may normally be
considered obsolete (over 8 years old), an a maintenanee and tedho.
logil basis These machines should only be retained if they meet the
following requirements:

A. Accumulated repair costs do not exoeed 190% of replacement cost.
B. Maximum one-tume repair as a percent of replacement cost does not

exceed the following:
AgeinY ears ................. 1 2 8 4 5 6 7 8
Percent ofReplacementCost... 50 40 83 27 23 23 20 17
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CHART J

MZintaler-Hjse. Reported During 1959

The graders and maintainers are listed by year of
purchase and are identified by the assigned district
and unit number. The chart shown the number of hours
each machine was reported used during 1960. The
vertical lins on the h represent the following:

RBNTAr&-This line represents the dividing point,
In ter of hours of use, and Indicates whether a
machine i more economically owned or rented.
If a machine is to be used less than the number
of hours indicated by the line, it is advantageous
to rot It rather than to own it.

AVERAGE HOURS PER ALLOCATED MA.
CHINE-Iu order to Initiate the program tha
Is proper utilization of equipment through ad.
vented plann and control' extra macne Will
be allows The Initial total-of allowed machines
are identified as sUocsed ssahin. This line

parents the average hours each allocated ma-
daLe would have been used during 1959. The

average would have been 1M0 hours for graders
and 960hours for maintainers.

NORM-This line represents the average annual
use of graders and maintainers which cam be an.
tieipated, provided that the Commission's recom.
mendatoets artecarried out.,

AOB-The horlasotad line placed between the list-
ing of 1960 and 1951 machines indicates the point
above which machines may normally be considered
obsolete (over 8 years old), on a maintenance and
technological bah Ths mah ws hud only
be retained if they meet the following require-
smats 3
A. Accumulated repair casts do net exceed 1 %,.

of replacement ea@L
B. Maximum o.-tims repair as a percent of re-

pkcment *et des not exceed the following:
Age iYears.... 1 2 8 4 5 6 7 8
Percent of Re-

placement Coat 50 40 33 2728 23 20 IT
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Pomat Utltisml -* Gnades and Makntame

This ehirt is divided into four sections. The first
section i bcupm"eda@ three vertical bars per district,
Identified a follows:t

1. All Available Equpment
This shows the actua hours reported eumua-
tively for all graders and maintainers during
1969, - a pereetag of the standard norm
(1800 hours d m in e).

. By Reusive Use of 1001 thru 1968 Bquipment
This bre priests the percentage utilization
oa and assatua , aiming equipment
purchaed from t 191 1968 ba been used to
acomplish sU work required during 1939. In
certaiinstanees, districts habad inufeknt equip-
ment In this age group to afeompUa the re-
quired work, unls operated at over 100%
of tie standard norm.

8. rset the percentage utilization of
equipment based upon the allowance rea n

mended by the Commimsion. This could ouly be
accomplished after the initial introduetion o the
preventive maintenance and central planning
prograMP

Total Available Units Per Distrkt

This shows the present unit distribution of graders
and maintainers by distret.9

1951 thru. 195 Units Available During 1959
This identiges the number of unit. uzreased dur-

ing th period ad their disibution ditr i .

Units Required Per District (Excluding Rseems)

This represents the number and types of units re.
quired to perform the work during 199 based upon
all units operating near norms established by the
commadeson.

"Uait: Oft square equal we as mu.
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Similarly, the Commission believes, all trucks
should meet minimum operating use standards
designed for the type of truck and measured in
days used and annual mileage driven.

So.called "emergency" equipment, such as
snowplows and pumps, should be exempted
from the operating use standard requirement.

In connection with these recommendations,
the Commission has developed and furnished
standards for the Department's guidance.

(b) An Equipment Pool
Fluipment should be pooled at designated

locations for use on an "area" basis (beyond
district lines) if its actual or anticipated use
in a residency or district falls below the pre.
scribed use standard. The rare unit of equip.
meant with an exceptionally low-use potential,
such as a concrete cutter, should be assigned
on a statewide basis.

2. Mainamance

(a) Track and Equipment Age
Trucks and equipment should not be kept in

service beyond the point where obsolescence,
number of breakdowns, and maintenance cost
make its use uneconomical. Retention of, such
equipmenthas resulted, in most cases, not only
in disproportionately high repair cost, in rela-
tion to its usefulness, but also loss of efficiency
because of technological advances in new
machinery.

The Commission recommended development
by the Department of repair and replacement
schedules for each type of equipment, based
upon a careful assessment of maintenance costs.

(b) Preventive Maitenawce
A sound preventive-maintenance procedure

should be rigidly prescribed and faithfully
observed.

The Department's present program of equip-
m?.,t, sjnd truck maintenance. contains some
elemsts of preventive maintemme. ,However,
a pro-planned program calling for the poriodic
replacement of certain equipment and truck

components should be instituted to prevent field
breakdowns. Such a program should include
utilization of repair work time standards as
established by manufacturers and should pro-
hibit indiscriminate use of worn parts from
idle or junk machinery.

(c) Equipmu and Truck Asigument
Concentration of trucks and other items of

equipment in such a manner that the operating
jurisdiction has, so far as feasible, equipment of
similar make simplifies maintenance planning
and reduces the variety of spare parts needed
in inventory.

The Commission recommends, therefore, that
newly purchased trucks and equipment be
assigned in accordance with this policy. It
further proposes that the Department under-
take a gradual interchange of equipment
between jurisdictions so as to effectuate this
policy and benefit by it to the greatest possible
extenL

3. 'Managemnent and * ok Phonning
(a) Adsigume##* of Work aud Equipmet

Nearly all highway maintenance work involv-
ing more than, one residency is assigned to the
multiple jurisdictions of the various areas
included, with segments of the project being
supervised by resident engineers. In addition
to the supervision by several authorities, there
is an uneconomical duplication of equipment.

To simplify planning and eliminate duplica.
tion of supervision and equiomeut, the Com.
mission recommends that road maintenance
work e assigned on the basis of the entire
project rather than on its -parts as determined
by residency boundaries. -.

(b) Ceutralited Record Keeping and

The present work planning and record keep-
ing at the district level and by varying methods
results in costly inconsistencies in maintaining
inventories of spare parts an4 equipment.

Record keeping: related to'truck and equip.
mont usage, maintenance and repair oas, ad
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replacement scheduling lends itself to electronic
data procesiag,

The Commission proposes that all such
records be transferred to data processing equip-
moit already available in the central office in
Albany'

This would permit a continuous and instant
cheek upon equipment utlitatioh and fielitate
etmal pannlg toward more effective assign.
ment and us of machinery,

4. SWotrio sa Rop.o. of MetInenftere

Practically all trucks and maintenance equip.
ment, ok"pt when In district shops for repairs,
are in the rasideneles for use by the resident
enginorg. Notable exeptionK are blacktop
pavers which are too expensive, too limited In
use ad too scre to be assigned to each
reldeney. Thse pavers are moved front resi-
deney to rtsidnoy by the district oes ifA
accordano with work loads and pre-arranged
schedules, This Indicates that it is feasible to
move equipment where and when needed, and
that sdtance planning and scheduling is prac-

At present equipment is available at only
two levelst district and reIdency,
Tht maximum distance from tho far reatheh

of a midency to a district repair facility In
presently 166 miles. Considerable time is lost
In transportation of equipment to the district
shp tot repairs and expensive equipment is
At of operation during this time1 After roach.

Ing a district shop, equipment often is further
tied up hy non-availability of parts, particularly
as a result of eumbersome proaurement policies.

The distance factor also i important because
many parts used in repairs at the resldencies
must be obUned from the district repair shop.
sine only a limited inventory is maintained at
the reisdency and local pukrltsing is pro.hlhitsd,.

It i% neesary that the rtsldecy mechanic,
at leat on of whom It found in moot teal.
de s, travel to the district Aop sevral ilmon
a week to obtain repal or replacement pairt.

This situation exists even "in those circum-
stances where the part is inor it nture anti
could be procured locally at small cost,

tach residency repair shop performs various
types of repairs on equipment. Apparently, no
overall policy is enforced as to the type repairs
to be performed at the residency level, and each
mechanic operates largely at his own discre-
tion and within his own ability limitations.

Categories of Repairs
Repairs are in three general categories:

Minor repairs, unit replacements and major
overhauls, Minor repairs Include mending or
eplaoing a few individual parts or recondi.
tioning assemblies when such work can be
performed without highly specialised tools or
equipment. Such jobs should be performed at
the residency level. Functional assemblies, such
as generators, and water pumps should also be
installed at this level, All major repairs, such
as engine overhauls and work required as a
result of periodic inspection should be done in
shop which are better equipped to handle suchwork,.

Recommendsdons
In the interest of greater efficiency and sub.

Rtantial economies In the distribution, mainte.
nanea and repair of trucks and equipment, the
Commission recommends reduction of the
parent ten district maintenance and repair
shop to five currently operating shops for the
servicing of equipment ont a designated area
basis, instead of the present district basts,

Application of this area eoneopt to the fune.
tions of distribution, maintenance and repair
would not, as envisioned by the Gommission,
affect administrative or other aspects of the
present district structure.

In studying various combinations of districts
and/or residencies In this connection, the Corn.
mission saw possibilities for substantial redue.
tion at travel distanoe between ealdeneis and
repair shop. One such combination would cut
to 94 miles the. previously cited present mail.
m um of 16 e8.
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Any specific recommendation by the Commis-
sion as to the retention or closing of particular
shops in the present set-up would have to be
made on the basis of work programs and opera.
lions at the time of the study.

The maximum benefits of the recommended
area concept, however, can be realized only with
careful consideration for anticipated expansion
of highway building and the likely changes of
emphasis in such programming. For this rea-
son, and in consideration of the many complex.
ties involved In achieving the most ofective
concentration of maintenance and repair facili-
ties, the Commission believes discretion as to
the location of "area" shops should be left
with the Department.

Other major advantage of the area concept
for distribution, maintenance and repair of
equipment would be increased eficiency of
remaining shops. This would be achieved
through better work scheduling, maximum
utilization of shop facilities and equipment,
specialization of repair personnel, elimination
of duplications In Inventory, a greater inven.
story flexibility, and reduction of fixed super.
visor and clerical costs.

The Commission also recommends that the
specific types of repairs to be performed at the
area shop, as against minor repairs to be left
with the residency shops, be clearly defined.

Also proposed by the Commission is the
granting of authority to purchase minor repair
parts within the residency, which would elimi-
nate long-distance travel or delays in obtaining
such parts and greatly reduce repair time on
equipment.

Potential Savings
The Commission's recommendations in the

field of equipment utilization could, as pro-

vioumly stated, mean eventual savings of
approximately $7 million through elimination
of the need for future replacement of much of
the Department's equipment inventory.

This estimate of potential savings, at current
replacement costs, Is based upon a utilization
analysis of all work orders for a 12-months
period in 1959-60, covering approximately 150
different items of equipment. The data thus
compiled from headquarters records In Albany
was verified by a check against records in the
individual districts. The results are shown it
Table L.

The Commission's major recommendation Jit
the area of distribution and repair of equip.
meant, proposing reduction to five of the present
ten district maintenance and repair shops, could
mean an eventual savings of $4,063,046.

Of this amount, $1,457,899 would be a reduc-
tion of operating expense indicated by a sample
concentration of facilities considered by tho
Commission for study purposes. The study
indicated further that almost any combination
of five existing shops could mean approximately
the sam savings.

The same is true of the Commission's esti.
mats of $2,^,14? in possible savings through
th. freeing of capital assets. The sample com.
bination of shops analysed by the Commission
showed possible uvings of *270,46 in machin-
ery and tools, *514,607 in ports inventory, and a
conservatively figured $1,609,04 throqh te
freeing, for other use, of buildings with that
total of original building saL

The possible savings in machlnry, tools and
parts would be realized as the consoUdation of
shops progresses. The savings on balldings,
however, would eventuate as and when tLey are
disposed of or uses are found for them, thus
eliminating the need for new facllities.
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TABLE L

SUMMARY OF EQUIPMENT CO3ST AND UTILIZATION
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PART 2

REPORT
TO THE

NEW YORK TEMPORARY STATE COMMISSION ON COORDINATION OF
STATE ACTIVITIES.

BY ITS
SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WELFARE

Organization of this r6poit is in sectiOns,as follows:

I. Method of Conducting Welfare Study.

II. Introductory Observations

III. Consultants' Recommendations,

IV. State-Federal Relations

V. Uniform StatswideStandrds

VI. Negotiation of Federal-State Differences

VII. Structure of Board and Department of Social Welfare

VIII. Legislation

Ap wo,,d bytbt Ce...,.e an Co-rdlmatW of State Ac.tlvitte, Naeb 2,. ..
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For a number of years, segments of the
public, the press and the Legislature have
expressed growing dissatisfaction with the
administration of public welfare in this State.
This dissatisfaction has been concerned pri.
marily with the public assistance programs,
Including Home Relief (HR), Aid to Dependent
Children (ADO), Old Age Assistance (OAA),
Aid to the Disabled (AD) and medical care for
the indigent.

The Temporary State Commission on
Coordination of State Activities, which has
broad powers sufficient to undertake this typo
of survey, was given specific authority to do so
by chapter 1006 of the Laws of New York, 1960.

To Initiate its investigation, the Commission
took t*o.prlnclpal actions, as follows:

I.-In May of 1960, the management con-
sultant firm of Crosap, McCormick and Paget
of New York City was r.talned to make a pro-
fessional reconnaissance study of social wsefaro
operations in New York State. This work was
done as part of the overall survey under the
immediate charge of a specal Commission
Subcommittee on Public Welfare. The Creap
firm submitted Its two-volume report to the
Commission on January 18, 1961. Becuse of
public interest and the comprehensiveness and
detail of the report, the Commission promptly
released It to the press without taking action
on It at that time.

2.-After employment of the Cresap firm, the
Commission Chairman, Senator Austin W.
Brwin (R.-Oeneseo), pursuant to authority
given him by the Commission, designated four
of its members as the special Subcommittee on
Public Welfare mentioned above. These mem-
bers were Senator Henry A. Wise (R-Water.
town), named as Chairman; Assemblyman

Joeph B. Corso (D.--Brooklyn); Assembly.
man A. Bruce Manley (RL-Fredonia); and
Doctor William J. Ronan, Secretary to the Gov.
ernor, who accepted designation with the under-
standing he could not participate in the Sub.
committee's detail work.

The Subcommittee, in addition to maintaining
constant liaison with the Cresap firm, comple.
mented the professional study undertaken by
that firm by special studies of its own.

From its Albany and New York City offices,
the Subcommittee employed the following four
major methods of developing findings and
recommendations:

A.-Collection and review of outstanding pre-
vious studies, reports, statistic and docu.
mentary material pertinent to the asuig ment;
, B.-Exploraton of conflicting areas by per.
sonal interviews with individuals and groups
concerned;

C,-Public hearings in key sections of the
State; and

D,-Formation of a special Medical Advisory
Committee to the Subcommittee, composed of
experts in medical care, particularly as applied
to public welfare.

Under Study Program A, the Subcommittee
In general attempted to amass material cover-
lag the past decade, Involving welfare opera-
tions not only on the State level, but on Federal
and local levels as well. The material came
from both public and private sources and was
constantly updated to include documents of
the most recent publication. In addition to the
scores of official reports, special surveys and
even grand jury presentments collected and
studied, the Subcommittee also undertook to
familiarize itself with policies and procedures

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1962
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at the several levels of welfare operation, public
and private. Such related material as maga.
sine articles, books and special newspaper series
on public welfare problems was assembled and
studied.

Under Study Program B, legislative members
of the Subcommittee and members of its staff
personally interviewed hundreds of persons.
Out-of-State consultations included meetings
with staff members of the United States Senate
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
(McClellan Committee), which at present is
reviewing procedures of the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare; conferences
with the Chairman of a Committee of the New
Jersey Legislature now studying public welfare
operations in that state, and talks with the
Chairman of a Committee of the California
Legislature studying ADC in that state. Inter-
views on an official level in New York Included
conferences with personnel of the State Depart.
meant of Social Welfare and various members
of its Board; with representatives of local
departments of public welfare in all sections
of the State; and with representatives of major
private welfare agencies and civic organiza-
tions concerned. In addition, scores of private
individuals who wrote in to volunteer informal.
tion were Interviewed personally by Suboom.
mitte staff members. Many other private
individuals were queried by mail, Including
more than 150 former social investigators in
the New York City and Buffalo areas. As part
of their studios, the legislative members of the
Subcommittee visited in person a cross section
of welfare recipients In a section of New York
City Inhabited almost entirely by public assist-
ance oases.

Under Study Program C, the legislative mem-
bers of the Subcommittee held public hearings
in three key areas of the State. These hearings
in 1960 were convened in Syracuse on October
19 and 10; in New York City on November 14,
16, 17 and 18; and in Buffalo on December 20,
21 and 22. Witnesses questioned by the Sub-

committee included public officials, executives
of public and private welfare organizations,
representatives of civic groups and individual
witnesses. A total of 20 witnesses from Central
New York were heard at Syracuse; 58 from the
Metropolitan Area at New York City; and 39
from Western New York at Buffalo. Official
stenographers transcribed total of 1,570 pages
of testimony taken at the hearings.

Under Study Program D, the Subcommittee
formed a Medical Advisory Committee for the
purpose of obtaining a professional set of opin-
ions and recommendations in that specialized
area of welfare operations. Members of the
Medical Advisory Committee were Dr. Robert
P. Whalen, of Alban, as Chairman; Dr. George
James, of New York City; and Dr. James
Oreenough, of Oneonta. Dr. Whalen is former
Albany County Commissioner of PublI4 Wel-
fare and presently is Commissioner of Public
Health of that county. Dr. James is First
Deputy Health Commissioner of New York City.
Dr. Oreenough, a veteran private practitioner,
was selected as a representative of the Medical
Society of the State of New York. In its
special studies, the Medical Advisory; Com-
mittee and a staff of seven outstanding pro.
fessional consultants, themselves all doctors
and experts in various fields of public medicine,
held extensive conferences with numerous
medical and dental practitioners, hospital
administrators and others at meetings In
Albany and New York City. A report of fnd-
ings and recommendations was submitted to the
Subcommittee by the Medical Advisory Com-
mittee on January 22, 1961, and copies subse-
quently were distributed to each member of the
Commission.
. Altogether, the Commission has received the

formal, two-volume report of the firm of
Cresmp, MoCormick and Paget; the informal,
individual expressions of Subcommittee mem-
bers; the minutes of three extended public
hearings; and the report of the Medical
Advisory Committee.
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The broad objective of public welfare in this
State is defined by the following statutory
language (Section 131, Subdivision 1, Social
Welfare Law):

"It shall be the duty of public welfare
odicials, insofar as funds are available for
that purpose, to provide adequately for
those unable to maintain themselves. They
shll whenever possible, administer such
care, treatment and service as may restqre
such persons to a condition of self-support,
and shall further give such service to those
liable to become destitute as may prevent
the njoessity of their becoming public

In attempting to accomplish .this, a vaht,
complex and unwieldly structure has evolved.
Its interlocking problems are unknown to the
general public. In fact, only a handful of indi.
viduals grasp - the complete picture with
objectivity.

Public asistance$ primarily, is dispensed and
administered directly to the needy person by
the loal welfare districts. These normally are
the counties, but sometimes are the cities, as in
the case of New York City, Binghamton, and
others. .,All the local operations are subject to
policy made by the State Board of Social Wel-
fare, as carried out through the supervision of
the Stote Department of Social Welfare. The
Board is specifically defined as the bead of the
Department.

Up to 25 years ago, this State-local system in
general worked pretty well. At that time, the
Federal Government entered into the field of
public assistance by providing funds for certain
programs such as Aid to Dependent Ohildren
(ADO) and Old Age Assistance (OAA). To
inure the expenditure of the federal monies as

intended, still another layer of laws, regulations
and requirements was Imposed.

Thus, today, in order to feed, clothe and
shelter needy persons and get them back on
their feet as contributing members of society,
we have a huge complex of three levels of
government. At the bottom are the rules and
regulations of the local authorities. These, in
turn, are subject to the added rules and regu-
lations of the State. And both are subject to the
rules and regulations of the Federal Govern.
Ment

I4 addition) to the inevitably cumbersome and
often hamstrung operation resulting, the end
product is a system in which none of the three
levels has complete responsibility and authority
for the administration of public assistance.
But each has partial or complete responsibility
in some phases of it. (We use the term"public
assistance" because that is the segment of
public welfare to which the major part of this
study was directed, in contrast to other welfare
activities such as institutional and child cars.)

Because of the three control levels, it is
inevitable that abuses, defects and failures
occur. The divided responsibility also makes
difficult the problem of providing effective reme-
dies. Indeed, it is possible to make only one
fiat and unqualified statement in this direction,
namely that there Is no single remedy, no
panaoea At the same time, however, there are
certain definite steps and attitudes which can
be taken to make the administration of public
welfare more effective and les costly.

For 1960, expenditures for State-aided,
locally-administered welfare programs were
almost one-half billion dollars. Of this, roughly
,84 per cent was local funds, 35 per cent State
funds and 31 per cent Federal funds. The year.
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by.year increase projected and predicted on the
basis of past trends amounts to an average of
$30 million. In other words, welfare costs at
the present rate of growth in New York State
will continue to grow indefinitely at the rate of
$30 million a year unless some action is taken
to halt them.

What this action is to be has been the elusive
quarry sought by this investigation. So far as
our studies have shown, the answer lies in the

direction of paying constant attention to
improving internal administration wherever
possible. This, also, is not something that can
be done through any one major action or
,hange. It requires continuing action, constant
vigilance and vigorous, determined leadership.
Only such now vigilance, vigor and determine.
tion can control the growing costs and render
the services for which the State has obligated
itself.
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The welfare report of Cresap, McCormick
and Paget was originally undertaken as a
recounaisance survey. In actuality, it Is a
comprehensive study in depth which far exceeds
the contractual obligations of the firm. Its
findings and recommendations-the first of
such detail on a statewide basis for many years
-will provide helpful material in the welfare
field for a long time.

At this time the Subcommittee, after long
study, gives its approval to a selected number
of conclusions and recommendations of the
Cresap report. These are extracted from the
report verbatim and are attached hereto as an
appendix to this report.

The Subcommittee specifically urges, in line
with points In the Cresap report presently
approved, that greater administrative empba-
sis be placed on the following five points:

(a) Pilot rehabilitation programs to test new
techniques;

(b) Research to improve methods and proce.
dures;

(a) Recodification and simplification of rules,

regulations and bulletins, separating theory,
advice and information from State require-
ments and tho latter from Federal require-
ments;

(d) In cooperation with the Public Welfare
Personnel Classification Commission (chapter
1006, Laws of 1960), guide local welfare dis.
tricts toward solving their personnel problems
of recruitment, morale, excessive paperwork
and high turnover of caseworkers; and

(e) Where needlessly high local administra-
tive costs develop, improved methods should be
made available to local officials and guidance
provided toward putting them into effect.

If a start were to be made on the foregoing,
it would be a significant accomplishment.
Therefore, the Subcommittee is not prepared
to express an opinion on other findings and
recommendations of the Cresap report, or on
the specialized report of the Medical Advisory
Committee. Failure to include such other find-
ings and recommendations in this report should
not be construed as disapproval. More con-
sideration must bw given to them.

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1962
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IV

STATE-FEDERAL RELATIONS

The overwhelming factor affecting the cost
and administration of public assistance in New
York is the impact of the federally-aided pro-
grams: Aid to Dependent Children (ADC), Aid
to the Disabled (AD), Old Age Assistance
(OAA), and Aid to the Blind (AB).

Prior to 1936, New York's welfare programs
were carried out by local administrators, sub-
ject to state supervision but without present-
day requirements in detail. Much more discre-
tios was left to those who knew the cases
personally to deal with them as individuals, as
their personal situations and characteristics
warranted.

Since 1936, major programs i our State to
aid persons in financial need have been sup-
ported in large part by federal funds, now
totaling approximately $150 million annually.
With these funds have come the imposition of
strict standards and controls which have in
effect stultified welfare planning in New York.
Our State Welfare Department now is the legal
agent of Washington in supervising these pro.
grams. Federal policies and procedures quite
logically have carried over into non-federally

aided programs. Thus, the federal theory of
uniformity in contrast to the idea that people
are individuals and should be cared for as sueh
has carried over into most of the State's welfare
administration. It has evolved, as one highly
placed state official succinctly stated it, largely
into a bookkeeping system.

The standardization process will take another
big step this year, in all probability. Congress
is considering amending the ADO program,
originally designed for special services to
widows with children. It is proposed to expand
ADC to include homes in which the father is
residing but unemployed. Thus, from a special.
ised program to meet a family problem, there
emerges one of relief to supplement unemploy-
ment insurance. If the proposal succeeds,
inevitable pressure will be applied to the Legis-
lature to adjust our law to become eligible for
the new federal funds involved, Much of our
present Home Belief costs, now shared on a
state-local basis only, would then be transferred
to ADO and our present power to control the
administration of Home Belief without federal
interference would be largely surrendered.
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On January 1, 1952, the Federal Security
Agency, now the Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare (HEW), put Into effect the
requirement of uniform statewido standards of
assistance referred to in the preceding Section
IV. The Temporary State Commission to
Study Federally Aided Welfare Programs
(known as the Kelley Commission) was estab.
lished by the Legislature in 1961 to resist this.
(See Commission's reports- Legislative Docu.
ments No. 30, 28 and 7 of 1952, 1953 and 1964,
respectively.) The Commission, largely due
to the work of the Counsel to the State Depart-
ment of Social Welfare, clearly demonstrated
that this federal Imposition was without any
legal sanction since Congress had refused to
authorize it., However, the federal agency
usurped the authority, safe in the knowledge
that the States would yield in order to avoid
losing federal funds pending protracted litiga.
tion. The Kelley Commission was successful
in gaining a few conoessions but lost the major
points.

From the imposition of these uniform stand.
ards, little known to. the general public, stem
many of the much publicized welfare abuses. It
is only natural that some people who know their

"rights" will take advantage of policies and
standards designed for uniform mass applies.
tion. In addition, such standards, even though
some variances are permitted (thanks to the
Kelley Commission's work), also serve to
impede rehabilitation. This is so because the
extra help and guidance required by those who
have the drive to benefit thereby places too
heavy an administrative burden on already
overworked and understaffed local welfare
departments and their field workers.

The imposition of uniform standards is an
outstanding example of the administrative
weakness resulting from Federal Government
participation in public welfare programs. As
ha been pointed out, before such participation
by Washington, there was far more local discre-
tion in providing grants on the, basis of Indi.
vidual need and condition-fair more effective
direct aid on a personal basis which looked
toward rehabilitation. " .. ..

Long and serious thought should be given
by leaders of the State Government to this
question. Broadly speaking, that question is:
Are the people of this State as a whole benefit.
ing from taking federal dollars under the
conditions imposed?

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1962
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VI

NEGOTIATION OF FEDERAL-STATE DIFFERENCES

Pending any other changes in the present
federal-state welfare relationship, it is consid-
ered urgent by this Subcommittee that immedi-
ate action be taken towards lessening federal
controls. Accordingly, negotiations should be
sought and carried on with the encouragement,
guidance and leadership of the State's Chief
Executive, in keeping with New York's acknowl-
edged leadership in the public welfare field,
for the purpose of gaining relaxation of federal
requirements where they seriously impinge on
the traditional social welfare pattern of this
State. -

This is no mere formal suggestion. The Per-
manent Senate Subcommittee on Investigations
(McClellan Committee) is currently conducting
nn investigation of HEW procedures. Other
industrial states, with a tradition of sound pub-
lic welfare systems, also are not satisfied with
federal-state relations. New York, with her
traditional leadership, could exert heavy influ.
ence with the Federal Department (HEW).

As the Kelley Commission repeatedly recom.
mended (Leg. Doe. No. 30 of 1952 at page 21,
Leg. Doe. No. 28 of 1953 at page 16, and Leg.
Doe. No. 7 of 1954 at page 10) there should be
a method by which a state may test in court its
rights to receive federal grants-in-aid, under
the federally-aided assistance programs, before
the Federal Department can cut off funds from
a state.

Such a method would render state adminis.
trators less helpless before threats of loss of
federal aid, threats often based on administra-
tive decisions of doubtful legality. To gain this
end alone would be worth staking the leadership
of New York in conjunction with other states.

It is emphasized that this is not a partisan
approach. The same doctrinaire, professional,
over-sclentific thinking which leaves little room

for on-the-spot local judgment prevails in
federal public assistance policies today as when
they were first initiated. The same sort of
thinking, furthermore, is all too prevalent
among professionals in the state administra-
tion. It is for this reason that policy deter-
mination and follow-through by the non-
professional Board of Social Welfare, with the
close and continuing encouragement and
cooperation of the state leadership, is vitally
necessary. Otherwise, we can only sit supinely
by and become no more than an agent of the
Federal Government in the whole field of public
welfare. This would be in opposition to the
view held by many-including ourselves--that
public assistance, as distinguished from social
security, is not a proper area for federal
activity.

The Report of the Advisory Council on
Public Assistance to Congress (Leg. Doe. No.
93, 86th Congress) dated December 31, 1959,
contained a significant viewpoint by two mem-
bers of the Council. It is proposed to resolve
the confusion of joint federal-state participa-
tion in social welfare programs in the following
way. The Federal Government would wholly
take over Old Age Assistance and other social
security-type categories. The Federal Govern-
ment would withdraw entirely from strictly
public assistance programs such as ADC. At
the time proposed, this would have left the
actual allocation of federal funds among the
States about as It was. Many of the complexi.
ties, irritations and problems of joint responsi-
bility would have been eliminated. The States
then would have been free to administer public
assistance programs on the basis of need, as
determined by those in a position to appraise it
at first hand, free of the slide-rule approach now
found in the administration of "categories."
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As previously indicated, the administration
of public distance by "categories" is a cause
of continuous criticism because of the added
burden imposed on local officials. It is an
artificial way of handling public assistance but
will probably have to continue as long as joint
federal-state participation continues. Turning
over some programs is teoo to the Federal Gov-
ernment and others to the States, however,
should be pursued as the start of serious effort
to work out more practical federal-state
relations.'

If such efforts are not undertaken, federal

control will become even more dominant. In
this case, consideration should be given to
abandoning our thin remnant of local responsi-
bility under state supervision. Under the tradi-
tional concept, of local self-government, this
used to work reasonably well, since at that time
.there was local responsibility and authority in
facL If it is to be diluted further, then it might
be simpler, less complex and less expensive if
the State Department of social Welfare, as the
federal agent, simply took over the work of
issuing public assistance checks by completely
standardized mass methods.
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VII

STRUCTURE OF BOARD AND DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WELFARE

The Governor appoints the 15 members of
the State Board of Social Welfare. It is the
legal head of the Department of Social Welfare.
Its function is that of a policy-making and
supervisory body. Its chief administrative
officer is the Commissioner of Social Welfare,
whose duty is to execute the Board's policies
and rules.

In theory, the Board and the Department are
limited to guiding and supervising administra.
tion by the local public welfare departments.
However, as pointed out, federal requirements
and the tendency toward standardization have
led the State Department more and more into
detailed control of local departments.

The Board itself serves an important func-
tion as a balance wheel. It affords a forum to
private groups and local officials for expression
of their views--often in opposition to the
specialized, standardized approach of profes-
sional personnel in the Department. Private
agencies have a definite and important function
in welfare, in which they should be protected
and encouraged. They are subject to certain
rules of the Board and their work brings them
into constant contact with public welfare admin-
istration. The Board, oriented to private as
well as public welfare activities, is in a better
position to settle differences between private
agencies and professional public administrators
than the Department, which is oriented to the
public approach. Furthermore, strong local
officials, who exert some responsibility inde-
pendent of the State Department, also need a
tribunal capable of detached judgment.

One may ask why should the State Depart-
ment of Social Welfare be headed by a Board
any more than any other state department
The reason is because the State does not have
the responsibility and authority actually to

administer welfare programs, such as public
assistance, which is a local function.

The shortcomings of administration and
leadership in the Board and the Department
as pointed up by the Cresap report and empha.
sized in Section III of this discussion should not
be attributed to the Board-Department struc-
ture. It is true that the Board has remained
somewhat aloof and withdrawn over the years.
It is also true that, over the years, the consulta-
tion and guidance which must come from the
Executive and Legislative branches has been
sporadic. Personnel problems exist. No public
relations approach has been found to bring the
whole welfare picture into graphic focus, to
bring its complexities and problems home to the
public. Yet, sweeping changes are regarded
as neither practicable nor desirable.

Before proceeding with any drastic changes
in the Board-Department relationship, it should
be encouraged and helped to function properly.
Drastic changes could lead to more problems
than would be solved.

This Subcommittee, therefore, offers the fol-
lowing summary of its findings concerning the
structure of the Board and Department of
Social Welfare, together with a plan it recom-
mends to strengthen weaknesses.

1. Present organisation
Over the years, there have been only

sporadic liaison and exchange of views
between the Board of Social Welfare and
the Executive and Legislative branches.

The 15-member Board is the legal head of
the Department of Social Welfare which
carries out policy made by the Board. The
members are unsalaried.

All members of the Board are appointed
by the Governor for staggered terms, one
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member is from each of the ten judicial
districts and the remaining five at large.

One ioember Is designated by the Gov.
ernor to serve at his pleasure as Chairman.

This organizational pattern-Oovernor
to Board to Department and on down to
the local welfare districts-has raised
questions as to whether a more streamlined
caln of command should be established,

It Is believed that the chief weaknesses
are not so much the structure as: (1) lack
o close and eohtinu liaison with the
tAgislative and Executive brancei of gov-
ernment; (2) weak public relations; (3)
unwieldy ize of ti, Board; (4) hieed for
niore vigurous and detertnhted leadership
among permontil or both Board and
Department: wnd (5) povidhng the Board
with sonte tools It nceds to function
properly.

It Is believod'thot this call he attained
without complicating tile Pituation by
further dividing or fragmenting response.
bIlity.

It. The following PLAN Is recommended.

(a) By statute, reduce the membership
of. the Board to nine by eliminating the
requirement of appointing one member
from sach judicial district.

(b) This could be affected by testninatin
the terms of the pr*eAntly.,ervIng 15 mem-

bers at once. (This Is legally permissible.)
Or, the reduction could be made gradually,
as current terms eipire.

(o) A person of outstanding executive
talent and drive, preferably with public
relations experience, should fill the position
of Chairman of the Board,

(d) Although the Board chairmanship
should not neessarily be a fulltme job,
we recommend that this position be reason.
ably compensated, considering the time
required and qualifications needed.

Such a'plati, It Is felt, would be a means of
tightening up social welfare Legislative-xecu.
tive relations, putting drive into the Board and
Department and improving public relations. In
this way, these objectives could be achieved by
strengthening the Board and protecting Its
important function as a balance whdel between
private welfare, the State Department and the
local district.. The Board also should serve
as a deterrent to certain types of doctrinaire
thinking among career personneL

This plan underscores the maj6r findings of
this Subcommittee-that vigorous, determined
lIadership is vital If anything Is to be done as a
start toward meeting the problems of public
welfare today. At best, reorientation and vl-
ble results will take considerable tinti. Without
strong and systematic leadership, together with
cooperation at all levels, they will not happen
at all.
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VIII

LEGISLATION

Most of the conclusions and recommendations
contained in this report can be translated into
action by the proper leadership. Very few new
laws are necessary, but, as the result of public
hearings and other phases of this survey, a
group of ten bills have been introduced. They
are is follows:

1. Senate Int. 2949, lPr. 3152 (Wise)
Assem. Int. 4092, Pr. 4311 (Manley)

AN ACT to amend the social welfare
law, in relation to the appointment of
citizens advisory committees

2. Senate Int. 2951, Pr. 4048 (Wise)
Assem. Int. 4084, Pr. 5191 (Corso)

AN ACT to amend the social welfare law,
in relation to the establishment of a
central registry containing informal.
tion with respect to the fathers of
abandoned children in the State
department of social welfare

3. Senate Int. 2946, Pr. 4037 (Wise)
Assem. Int. 4096, Pr. 5192 (Manley)

AN AUT to amend the county law and
the social welfare law, in relation to
the appointment and removal of public
welfare commissioners

4. Senate Int. 2895, Pr. 3096 (J. Cooke)
Assem. Int. 4017, Pr. 4219 (Crawford)

AN ACT to amend the social welfare law,
in relation to liens for public assistance
and care on claims and suits for per.
sonal injuries

5. Senate Lnt. 2947, Pr. 3150 (Wise)
Assem. Int. 4095, P1r. 4114 (Manley)

AN ACT to authority the department of
social welfare to prepare a master plan

for the reorganization
fare districts

of public wel-

6. Senate Int. 2948, Pr. 0151 (Wise)
Assem. Int. 4093, Pr. 4312 (11anley)

AN ACT to amend the social welfare law,
in relation to liability of relatives to
support

7. Senate Int. 2950, Pr. 3153 (Wise)
Assem. Int. 4094, Pr. 4313 (Manley)

AN ACT to amend the social welfare law,
in relation to installment sales to per-
sons receiving Iulic assistance and
ca re

8. Senate Int. 2952, Pr. 3155 (Wise)
Asem. Int. 4085, Pr. 4304 (('orso)

AN ACT to amend the social welfare law,
in relation to cooperation with other
states on the problems of migrants
coming into the state

9. Senate Int. 2953, Pr. 3156 (Wise)
Assem. Int. 4083, Pr. 4302 (Corso)

AN ACT to amend chapter eight hun.
dred thirty-four of the laws of nineteen
hundred sixty, entitled "An Act to
amend the social welfare law, in rela-
tion to creating a public welfare per-
sonnel classification commission and
prescribing its powers and duties," in
relation to its powers

10. Senate Int. 3142, Pr. 3404 (Wise)
Assem. Int. 4369, Pr. 4634 (Corso)

AN ACT to amend the civil practice act,
in relation to stays of summary pro-
ceedings or actions for rent against
public welfare recipients
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The first two of these bills are nou-controver-
sial and generally acceptable. The third, relat-
ing to appointment of local commissioners,
although initiated at the request of the local
commissioners themselves, through the Execu-
tive Committee of the New York Public Welfare
Association, is strongly opposed. There may
be insufficient time at this session to develop
the teebnical amendments necessary to insure
its passage.

The remaining seven were introduced for
consideration. Some require amendment. It
may be that final action on some of these bills

should be deferred until the next session of the
Legislature.

The above report and the attached appendix
of approved findings and recommendations
extracted from the Cresap report are submitted
by the legislative members of the Subcommittee
on Public Welfare.

Dated: March 15, 1961
HatRy A. Wns, Chairman
JOUSPH B. Couso
A. Barucs MANLEY
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APPENDIX

Following is the approved material extracted
from the report made by the management con.
sultant firm of Cresap, McCormick and Paget
on January 18, 1961. The approved sections
are reproduced verbatim and in the original
format.

INTRODUCTION

Public welfare is a complex problem about
which there is too little knowledge and under-
standing. In most instances, departments of
public welfare must endeavor to deal with the
problems that result from failures in other
public and private activities of our communi-
ties, such as housing, health, education, correc-
tion, industry and family life in general. Cor-
rective action for these failures is not usually
within the powers of departments of public
welfare. And yet, the problems and the failures
exist and grow more acute. Unless basic
changes occur to operate on these failures, even
under conditions of a healthy economy, public
welfare costs in New York State may be
expected to increase at the rate of $0 million
annually until in 1970 they will have increased
approximately $ million, or 60 percent, to
$780 million per year.

In the welfare field, New York State has
much about which it can be proud. It has always
occupied a position of leadership in the Nation,
exhibiting a genuine concern for the needs of its
citizens. Public welfare programs, including
health and medical care, are well financed in
Now York, which is one of the few states
attempting to meet the full, individual needs of
its less fortunate cltizens. And yet, because of
the existing framework for local administration
of public welfare, it is not possible to make a
blanket statement that public welfare is well or
badly administered. There is evidence that, in
some areas, the quality of' administration is
high, while in others it is much less than satis-

factory. This reconnaissance study, dealing
primarily with the State Department of Social
Welfare, examined those functions representing
only a small segment of the cost of public wel-
fare, $7.1 million out of a total of $486.5 million
in 1959.

It would be a mistake, however, to minimize
the importance and effect of this small'segment.
For, In the final analysis, it Is this segment
which provides, or fails to provide, the requisite
leadership for the State which sets the tone and
direction of public welfare efforts.

In the final analysis, it is the intensely per-
sonal relationship between the public welfare
recipient and his caseworker which determines
if public welfare funds represent an investment
in the future or wasted efforts. Effective admin.
istration of public welfare, especially preven-
tion and rehabilitation efforts, * depends to a
great extent upon experienced caseworkers
with a dedicated and practical view of this rela-
tionship. A study which fails to recognize this
fact, and is not directed toward the ultimate
improvement of this relationship, has not
achieved its maximum potential. While this
study has been largely concerned with the State
Department of Social Welfare, its orientation
has been In the direction of strengthening this
role of the caseworker in public welfare.

MAJOR PROBLEMS
Problems in public welfare are many faceted,

tending to become entangled with other, related
problems. The following problems appear to
be those of first magnitude, and unless they are
corrected they will preclude any significant
abatement of increasing welfare costs.

The Basic Objective, of the State Depart.
meat of Social Welfare Are Limited

The basic orientation of the Departmbnt is
toward determining eligibility and making
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prompt payments. Leadership for prevention
and rehabilitation, a primary charge upon the
Department under the Social Welfare Law, has
been inching.

e Orpnisational Setting for Public Wel.
faro Within the State Government Handi-
cap the Development of Renedial Efforts

The Department of Social Welfare In some-
what detached from the direct influence of the
Chief Executive of the State because of the
existence of the Board of Social Welfare.
Solutions to many bas lo welfare problems in
the fields of health, education, housing and
employment require multi-department action,
but the existing organizational setting hampers
coordinated efforts from all State departments
primarily concerned with these problems. As a
result, sustained and coordinated effort is not
achieved.

Little Basic Research Is Performed on the
Fundamental Causes of the Need for Finan.

Most research performed has been statistical
and not basio to the underlying problems that
result in financial dependency. Area in need of
research not now being performed by the State
include:

-How to communimte family life values to
persons of limited cultural and Intellectual
background

-The effect of continued reliance on public
assistance'upon persons of limited educa.
tion and training

-Early casework with the aging
-- The effects of saturating a neighborhood

with welfare services as it begins to dete.
rIfrte

Intake and Case Assignment Procedures
Used in Moit Departments Do Not Recog-
nine Potential LongTerm Dependency or
the Special Need, of MWM-Problem F4nl-
lies

Little if any attempt is being made to identify
in advance the potential chronic public assist-
ance case. Further, cases are not being assigned

in accordance with their complexity or their
needs. The most experienced and least experi.
enced caseworkers normally carry the same
type of cse load.

Shortages of Welfare Staffs Occasioned by
Excessive Turnover Have Increased Admin-
istrative Cot and Impeded the Effective
Operation of Welfare Programs

The total staff rate of turnover of the State
Department ranged from 20 to 26 per cent
during the past five years and of the local
departments ranged from 19 to 23 per cent.
The social worker staff rate of turnover of the
State Department ranged from 22 to 40 per
cent during the past five years and of the local
departments ranged from 28 to 36 per cent.
Caseworker turnover in 1958--59 was 60 per cent
in Chenango County, 56 per cent in Albany
County, 55 per cent in Cayuga County, 50 per
cent in Dutcheas County, 50 per cent in the city
of Newburgh and 40 per cent in Westchester
County.

Work Performed by Caseworkers Has Not
Been Stratified to Permit the Utilization of
Less-Trained Staff and Greater Utilization
of Profesional Staff Time on Complex
Matters

A large proportion of caseworker functions
involves clerical operations. Only slightly over
20 per cent of caseworker time is being used for
social services. Cases are not assigned to case.
workers on the basis of the widely differing
needs of the recipient in order to secure the
advantages of specialization or the best use of
caseworkr skills.

* Responsibility for Chidren' Services, In-
eluding Juvenile Delinquency Prevmetion
Proep.,.Has, Been Divided

The programs and operations of the State
training schools for children are under obe
Deputy Commissioner in the State Deparbntent,
while child welfare programs in local depart-
ments are under another Deputy Conmmissioner
and the local commissioners. The new Division
for Youth reports directly to the Governor.
Although all such programs are concerned with
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the protection of children, they are not organ-
ised to permit maximum coordination of effort.

The Cot of Administering Public Welfare
in New Yor %.te Is the Highest gn a Case
Month Basis in the United States

All programs but one, AD, cost more to
administer one case for ,one month in New
York than in any other state (Alaska costs for
HR are slightly higher). This high cost is not
due to high State Department costs, but to high
local department administrative costs. Fur-
thermore, most of the cost of- administration is
spent determining ' eligibility, and very little is
spent for social or rehabilitative services.

The Present Administrative Framework for
Public Welfare in New York Has Resulted
in a Piecemeal Approach to Simplifation
of Systems, Procedures and Statistical Re.
porting

Existing system, procedures and statistical
reporting result from local requirements built
on top of state requirements, which are built on
top of -federal requirements. Loca require-
ments and preferences often have mote weight
in determining forms, systems, equipment and
reports than do the requirements of an in-
"tegrated system for the Gtate. Decentralized
administrative responsibility, with maximum
local option, has resulted in extremely detailed
regulations and bulletins from the State Depart.
ment to cover all ontingencies.

The State Has Not .,ajied Itself of Modern
Electronic D. Vromsalg Systems for
Handlings.as Routine Transactiom

Local administration of public welfare haf4
precluded any significant consolidation in order
to permit the use of advanced system. Systems
aud equipment to be used are determined almost
solely by local departments 'pd are not In-
egrated. '.The use of manual and obsolete

systems unquestionably is a pause of high
administrative costs in New York.

MAJOR RECOMMENDAIONS
Many of the public welfare problems,.sum-

marised above have been pointed out before on

numerous occasions. A review of the several
previous studies reveals a wide knowledge of
many of. the problems, as well as considerable
agreement on some of the possible solutions.
However, despite repeated cataloging of the
problems and solutions, the coordinated leader-
ship needed for remedial action has apparently
been lacking. This situation exists, even though
many of the recommendations offered are being
taken by' other welfare jurisdictions, in the
United States and foreign countries and have
proved their value. It is thereore beloved that
strong lead,.rship from the State's Chief. eciu-
tive is the only means of securing corrective and
coordinated 'action. The summa'ry of recom-
mendations; follows.

The Department's Base Objectives Should
Be Reoriented

The State Department is basically oriented
toward determining eligibility and main pay-
ments. In addition, it takes a limited view of
its leadership role in developing and testing
remedial' measures to rehabilitate welfare
recipients. It is recommended that' the State
Department lessen its activities on local contro,
and, give major attention to developing im-
proved administration at the local level and
providing leadership toward preventing de-
pendency or rehabilitating persons who become
dependent, as the Social Velfare Law so
charges.'

The Basic Policies and Prvcedures of the
State Department Should Be Simplified
and Clarified.

At present, the bulletins of the State DWpart-
ment are oriented toward controlling local wel.
fare operations, and combine philosophy, of
welfare, operating procedures, statistical
reporting requirements, poles, and rules and
regulations. Because of this complexity, they
are of little use to local administration. It Is
recommended that the -requirements of the
State Deparment be published separately as
ruW sand regulations. Further, the require-
mpnts and role of the Federal Government
should be clearlystated. All other manuals
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should be simplified and directly related to
specific groups. For example, a caseworker's
manual, an accounting and budgeting manual,
a supervisor's manual, a personnel administra-
tion and training manual, a local commission-
er's manual te., are needed and are highly
recommended.

The Resources Unit in the State Depart.
meat of Social Welfare Should Be Strength.
sned

Provision should be made for a central regis-
try and location service for locating deserting
fathers. Such a service would be better able to
utilize all available state organizations for
tracking down deserting fathers as a service
to the local departments.

The Department of Social Welare Should
Institute Adequate Research Projects to De-
velop Techniques for Use by Intake Staffs
In Early Identification of the Potentially
Chronicase

Some public welfare jurisdictions outside of
New York have already done some rewarding
work In this area. Rehabilitation is facilitated
by early Identification, preferably at intake.
The advantages of assigning cases to case-
workers who specialize In particular problems
cannot be fully realized unless case require.
ments are identified at the time of intake.

The Department of Social Welfare Should
Undertake a Penetrative Study Into the
Charact es of ADC Recipients, the
Causes for Their Dependency, Factors
Which Impede Their Rehabilitation and the
Factors Which Motivate Them Toward Self.
Support

The growing problem of the ADO case load,
particularly upstate, makes greater knowledge
essential. At present, little Is known of the
backgrounds of ADO recipients. It is clear that
the program no longer Involves primarily the
Worthy mother," but the broken home or home
that never existed. Emphasis should be given
to restudying the present philosophy of almost
automatically keeping the mother at home.
Special attention also should be given to the

impact of e.treely poor housing conditions
upon the case load and costs of this program.

Intensified Rehabilitation Efforts Should Be
Supplied Some ADC Mothers by Providing
Vocational Training, Adequate Day Care
Facilities and Other Services in Order to
Achieve Self-Support Where This Is Needed
for Improved Family Life

It should be recognized that remaining in the
home under conditions which frequently prevail
contributes to further deterioration of some
ADO mothers. Some mothers are capable of
providing a wholesome family life If given the
means of achieving self.support, and hence self-
-espect. Improved programs fgr vocational

training and day care will be required if many
are to become employable. Such an approach
should be taken, of course, only when careful
adalysis indicates that family life will benefit
from It.

Work Already Done Under the Direction
of the State Department on Multi-Problem
Families Should Be Continued on a Broad.
ened sad More Intensified Basis

The work done in Westchester and Niagara
counties, and independently in Monroe County,
gave favorable results, but there has been little
implementation elsewhere. Similar projects in
Texas and in Marin County, California, have
achieved case load reductions in their ADO pro-
grams of 20 to 30 per cent, respectively. A 20
per cent reduction in the 1959 family program
case loads would have reduced assistance pay-
ments alone by $12.7 million for the Federal
Government, $10.2 million for the State Govern-
ment and $9.5 million for New York local
governments, or $32.4 million in total.

The Detailed Study of the Duties and Re-
spousibilities of Welfare Staff Workers Au.
thorized by the Legslture Should Be Ex.
pedied in Order to Improve Personnel
Functions

The clerical content of caseworkers' duties
should be reduced. Special categories of case-
workers for complex cases should be created,
with higher requirements and compensation.
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Opportunities for using "friendly visitors"
with less education, in lieu of college trained
caseworkers, should be fully explored. Pro-
vision should be made for transferring case.
workers from private agencies to public agent.
cies at equivalent levels of responsibility. These
changes are necessary if enough capable,
trained caseworkers are to be procured and
retained.

Individual Case Records and Reports
Should Be Simplified and Intebrated into
a State-Wide System of Statistical Report.
ing for Evaluating Programs and Costs

Form recording should be used to the maxi.
mum extent possible. Forms used in case
records should show case movement at a glance,
as well as total action taken and case diagnosis.
Case records should be stripped of duplicative
material, and supervisors should be charged
with responsibility for seeing that this is done.
Forms prepared at intake and by the case.
worker should be integrated into a proposed
electronic data processing system and reworked
to include essential data for analyses of pro-
grams and costs. 'A study should be made to
develop valid statistical standards for these
analyses.

Adequate Vocational Training Programs
and Facilities for the Current and Potential
Low-Income Population Should Be Pro-
vided by the Education Department

The absence of work training and of the
development of skills in demand is a major
contributor to dependency on public assistance.
A study should be made of the vocational train-
ing needs of the different regions of the State,
to determine how well these needs are being met
and what corrective action is required. Pro-
visions should be made for votional training
to be made available to those requiring it, either
through utilization and expansion of current
programs in public and private agencies or, if
necessary, through establishment and operation
by the State of regional vocational training

schools in which needy persons, ds well as
others, may be equipped for self support, as
provided for in the Social Welfare Law. Fur-
ther, the Education Department should. be
charged with providing improved vocational
counseling for those in need of initial training
or retraining.

Modern Electronic Computer and Data
Processing Systems Should Be Installed on
a State-Wide Basis, in Order to Improve
Systems, Procedures and Statistical Report-
ing and to Reduce Costs

Such a program should provide a complete
information system, beginning with the original
application in the local department and ending
with the ultimate uses of such data at the state
and federal levels. Regional data processing
centers? perhaps three, should be established to
serve the local department,. It is estimated
that financial savings would range from $500,-
000 to $1,000,000 annually, with additional
important benefits of improved accuracy,
increased availability of data and greater
flexibility.

Sup orting Adminiotrative Services Should
Be Strengthened and Improved in a Num.
ber of Areas

A study shoukl be made of the turnover rates
and shortages of staff at all levels, and methods
should be developed by which these problems
may be reduced.

Responsibility for procedures and systems
should be consolidated within a single bureau
in the State Department, and this bureau should
initiate a major study of forms used for all pur-
poses in conjunction with the proposed study of
integrated data processing, in ordet to reduce
the number of separate reports required.

Statistical reports should be made more
meaningful In terms of program quality, and
responsibility for their analysis and interpreta-
tion should be assigned to the Deputy Commis-
sioner for Administration and Finance.
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HANDS OFn RELUr, UNCrL

Extension of remarks of Hon. Clarence E. Kilburn, of New York, in the House
of Representatives. Tuesday. February 27, 1962

Mr. KILauRN. Mr. Speaker, I attach herewith an editorial from the New
York Daily News regarding a speech by New York Stace Senator Henry A. Wise
who is from my district. He is chairman of the welfare committee of the New
York Senate, knows his subject thoroughly, and is a recognized authority on
the many abuses that have grown up in welfare. I hope the Members of the
House will read this brief editorial:

"HAmnp Orr Rur=, UNc=z

"Speaking of Uncle Sam, State Senator Henry A. Wise, Republican, Water-
town, made a remarkable speech in the senate a few days ago on relief and
the reasons why it is so widely and Increasingly abused.

"Senator Wise has studied the subject for at least 10 $ears. His conclusions
is that the chief villain in the relief-abuse drama Is the Federal (fxvernment.

I'The Government puts up billions a year to help the States'pay their relief
costg. Since Federal aid alway* means more or less Federal control, thle De -

partment of Health, Education, and Welfare insists on pretty much dictating
the ways in which the States shall spend relief funds."Result: 'Myriad procedural details and mountains of paperwork' keep local
welfare workers, no matter how able, from handling each case-as they know it
should be handled. Uniformity is enforced from Washington, on pain of the
State's losing its share of the Federal relief funds.

. "What can the ordinary, taxpayer do about all this? RIe can-at least (1)
pressure his State legislators to fight Wasblngton's. continual butting-in -on
State management of relief, and (2) pressure his Senators and Representative.
to fight the HEW's endless grabbing for more power, more money, and mor"
people on its already swollen payrolls.

"Ordinary taxpayers in million lots had better do those things, prsistentr
if they want these relief abuses ever to stop, even In part."

STATES Vjzw or W~r~am: STATE SENATOR HzNRy A. Wis, or Nzw YoRx

Extension of remarks of Hon. Thomas B. Curtis, of Missouri, in the House of
Representatives, Tuesday, February 20, 1962

Mr. Cusns of Missouri. Mr. Speaker, in this great Federal Union in which
we operate, it is important that thr.e of us in the NationalLegislature give
heed to the words and feelings of our legisiatlve counterparts on the State leveL
I recently had the opportunity of reading a speech by the Honorable Henry A.
Wise, senator from the 48d Senate District oJ, the State of New York and chair-
man of the New York State Senate Committee on the Public Relief an4 Welfare.
Senator Wise forwarded me a copy of his speechl with, the fllow!ng comment:

"I encose copy of part of the debate on public assistance 14 the 4ew York
State Senate today. This may interest you as it attempts to point out bow the
Ribicoff proposals will merely complicate the problem, not solve anthing:. I am
sorry that the Ways and Means hearings were held so soon and so fast."

I should like to share this speech with my colleagues in the National Legisla.
ture for I believe it gives a sound view of Federal welfare programs from the
point of view of those who must live with them in the States. I commend
Senator Wise for bringing this matter so clearly and forcefully Into focus:

"TH GLORMATION OF INDIGENCE

"(Transcript of remarks by Senator Henry A. Wise, Watertown, in course of
debate in New York State Senate, February 18, 19M on public assistance)

"Mr. President, I arise because of what I have learned about public welfare,;,
or to be specific, the public assistance phase of It, in 10 years as chairman of this
senate's standing committee on public welfare and as chairman of the State
coordination commission's welfare investigation last year. That commission,'
headed by Senator Erwin, completed its investigation and made its unanimous
report last March 15.
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"'When I started in this I knew It all and was sure that welfare administrators
and ocle4l workers were a bunch of paperpushlg cloud riders After a dozen
years I've learned something of the maze of procedures of why welfare is in
low public esteem and why the people responsible for carrying on its day-today
operation are helpless, under stultifying rules and regulations, to do much to
make responsible citizens out of more of their clients.

"Also, I learned that welfare is the dumping ground-the repository--of
human problems which are not glamorous or rewarding enough to be taken under
the wing of some other State department.

"I learned that In New York State over a half million perons are receiving
public assistance costing a half billion dollars annually and going up about $80
million a year largely because the myriad procedural details and mountains of

* paperwork now In vogue to obtain uniformity are no substitute for realistic re-
habilitation. These roadblocks are the result of bureaucratic policies in Wash-
ington, a quid pro quo for Federal aid.

"I learned that the present-day problems of our metropoUtan communities are
so vast and complex that even able local commihoner%, like James Dumpeon
of New York City, simply do not have the tools or authority to cope with them
adequately under outmoded ground rules and lack of liaison with related munici-
pal functions Including housing, schools, health, and transportation.

"I do not speak as a partisan because both parties either have been unrealistic
or have ducked the tough decisions. Nor did I speak as an upcountry legislator
oriented to some nostalgic wish for the mythical rural life of -years gone by as
celebrated In song and story.

"I do speak to you as one of the handful of legislators who has seen welfare
and what it does to, as well as for, peoplefrom observing them in their homes-
people unto the second and third generation In rural slums as well as in the solid
welfare communities in the heart of our big cities. Caseworkers have taken
me to see people, who, when asked what should be done to help them -get on their
feet, replied, and I quote: 'All I want is to live my life on public assistance.'

"I have read a horrifying and absorbing book in novel form, entitled The
Inhabitants,' which portrays the Hv%, or rather existec of able-bodled, chronic,
not unusual, welfare cases as seen through the eyes of their camwofker. Mhe
author, .Julius Horwits, arranged a 'conference' for some members of our *el-
fare Investigation subcommittee with the 'beroine' at her apartment.

."DIOBIMINWATJoN VESUS DISCBNMRN'

"A complication is one which we All prefer to leave unmentioned. We prate
against discrimination based on prejudice while subtly-.qnd not so subtly--using
it to gain the bloc votes of ethnic and religious groups. We confuse this with
discernment--discernment of, the human qualities possessed by an Individual,
whether man, woman, child, irrespective of the color of his skin or his mode of
worship, Discernment Is u ending a person's frailtes foibles, and
strengths. That is fundamental to rehabilitation.

"As our direct.and succinct minority leader, Senator Zaretki, said in an ad-
dress delivered at a large public gathering only last January 81:.

"'Al men are created equal under the law, but no man is born equal. -very
person is born different and is different. Some are crippled. Some have mental
defects.'

"These unpleasant facts have to-be weighediff w"fare Is-to be more than a
cheek dispenser, ,a subsistence program--and it cannot be much more under
present-time coming ,and urdenom admlnstve policies in force to
protect the State frog loosof Federal fund&. 

:.,- ..... "HOORSY. FOR UIIN'rowIITY, '"

i 3ubll welfarer e hasJe eomeierstandardfed, oierformulated and overregu-
lated. It Ks however, a person-tojpeson problem, am individual matter for the
seidiets In the flkld that IU the social Workerm"to whoip must be given the
trinlng,'dWsCeOtOn, an,4 resPonsWbItY t,, act on the basis of their Individual

t bjectth approve of the case supeisow. ,oarray won a war
Sb~ plO7 o tle ei4 carlbulky voluznt. pt army regultlons and.con-

br ey ~ e piral. $U xitrif to the wtchword tbankse to the;
S tb tgreevg I p et of flealti, FiducatIon, apid Welfare.

APri ati1YUon6 maY come and admilpstraUono nmy go but .4i .blty,.An the
attitile of it certain breed of bureauctat goes on forever.
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"Governor Riblcoff i the first HEW Secretary since the Federal public assist-
ance setup has been confusing the welfare picture to tell the career people of his
agency that this is not 1935. However, his proposals of February 1 do not touch
good old uniformity and inflexibility much. It is proposed that the Federal Gov-
ernment get deeper into and interfere more with basic State and local functions.
HEW apparently just heard about rehabilitation, but one would think they had
invented it because now they are going to tell the States how to do it. That
means more control. If New York is the most socially advanced of these United
States, as it proudly confesses it is, then it doesn't need any guidance from the
very people whose policies have thwarted effective rehabilitation for years.

"In the words of one State administrator who was in Washington recently to
get the word on the new Federal proposals: 'They are Just adding 21 patches to
a crazy quilt.' The Federal assistance program should be abandoned to the
States, or at leact overhauled from stem to gudgeon. Anyhow, Mr. Ribicoff has
disabused the imprisoned minds of his aids on one other thing-there Is no
crime in allowing the good ladies supported by aid to dependent children t'
work-I mean earn money-if they can and will.

"'HE IDOLATRY OF PAUPERISM

"Let's stop kidding ourselves and worrying about what lofty editors and
fuzzy-minded bleeding hearts say. Though in the minority, perhaps, there are
lots of able-bodiedi career welfare recipients. That's because of the nature ef
men and of welfare as it is. Unfortunately, we have with us--and always will-
folks who are so apathetic, indifferent, and downright lazy that a full stomach
and a TV set keeps them sitting on their beam ends as a lifetime project. Every
caseworker knows it. That's how I know it. Sure they are needy. But ho-
worthy? Will they respond to intensive rehabilitation techniques?

"There are plenty of able-bodied and smart-like-a-fox people who could do
something useful. Public assistance, we are told, is a right. If so, that iF
the only right I know of that, doesn't carry some minimal responsibility. In
smaller cities and the suburbs it is possible to get part-time jobs scrubbing
walls, sweeping floors, and so on in business establishments, or doing house-
work-not Just playing house. Yes. these are grubby, hard jobs and would-b,"
employers cannot find reliable takers even at the legal hourly wage. In some
places, the more enterprising have contracted out to householders to mow and
clean lawns and plow snow. Sometimes the relief check doesn't cover the liquor
bill unless such extreme measures are taken. Granted it is much harder to
find something useful to keep occupied at In the big cities, but even there the
head of the house could put more into making a clean and decent abode.

"The chronic deadbeats are good at finding excuses even when work is avail-
able and they will keep on finding them as long as the caseworker is refused
the discretion to put Just a little squeeze on-Just enough to get the "client"
moving. The caseworker is pretty helpless unless he can prove with evidence
practically beyond a reasonable doubt that relief funds are being misspent.
The so-called fair hearing required under Federal procedure is a stacked deck
in favor of the recipient of welfare aid. With administrators and caseworkers
groaning under piles of paperwork there is little time to devise and apply means
to make some aid-to-dependent-children mothers pay sufficient attention to their
children, to raise them decently, discipline them, or at least make an effort to
keep them from becoming Knights of the Rumble. Some evidence of social
responsibility must be developed "in this type of recipient--and it would be,
if Washington would give latitude in these details at least to States like New '

York which had sound social welfare programs before they were ever no-
ticed on the Potomac.

"Why these unrealistic and harmftl requirements in detail are so tenaciously
clung to by HEW is hard to understand. Maybe their Jobs depend on Olling
up their, time. Maybe it is because they simply will n6t realize that public as-
sistance in the sixties is not the emergency subsistence program of the thirties
when the money had to be paid out. 'but fhst ,i Some of the rules that have been
prOthulgated have no congressional dtt thoriiation whatever. These adminis--
trative edict require interpretations and the interpretations must be inter-
preted---and it takes a Philadelphia lawyer to get out of the maqe at all. This
will 96 on until the States or some'of tjhem will marshal their political weight
to put a stop to a situation that would be'comie if it were not so demoralizing
to welfare admoitrators, workers, and recipients.
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"Ve are talking here mainly about the five federally aided categories, I.e. old

age, aid to dependent children, blind, disabled, and medical aid to the aged.
The other public assistance category in this State, home relief, receives no
Federal funds and is theoretically solely within State control. I ,say theoreti-
cally because Federal p.icy does affect home relief and also child (foster and
institutional) care. It would be a practical impossibility to run two adminis-
trative systems, one crazy quilt for the Federal categories and another simpler
one for home relief, so it's all under the crazy quilt.

"LOVE THY NEIGHBOR?

'How does the factory worker, the cop, the farmer, the office girl, the sale-
lady, the Junior executive feel about this? How do young and middle-aged
people struggling in the four to eight thousand bracket to support a family
react. They think politicians, who don't seem to do much about it except apolo-
giz, are ostriches, heads in sand, captivated by pundits and theorists, without
concern for the taxpayer, afraid of a sacred cow. Growing exasperation and
impatience Is a cause of rash action by local authorities such as have occurred
in the past year. The public will not accept complacently a system that puts
so much emphasis on need and so little on responsibility.

"UNCLE AND HIS CHL DREN

"History says Uncle Sam is the child of the States but, by some process, non-
biological, the situation in Federal-State welfare relations has been reversed.
The growing and difficult role of New York State as the very junior partner
in this relationship led Governor Dewey, in 1961, to appoint a legislative com-
mission, known as the Kelley Commission. to find an answer. In its reports in
1952, 1968, and 1964, this commission traced, very clearly how the Federal Secu-
rity Agency, predecessor of HEW, had usurped authority that Congress had
specifically refused to grant. It showed how States, unless they wanted to'or-
felt Federal funds, were in a bind with no recourse to determine the legality of
this Government agency's requirements. But there was no followthrough to
amount to anything and there still is no way to get a court decision before the
administrative ruling goes into effect.

"The 1961 report on public welfare of the Coordination Commission (Leg. Doe.
No. 84) contains an analysis of the problem, which is concurred In by the board
of social welfare in a detailed statement entitled 'Federal-State-Local Relations'
dated December 1961. The coordination commission said:

46 $Long and serious thought should be given by leaders of State government
to this question. Broadly speaking that question Is: Are the peopleof the State
as a whole benefiting from taking Federal dollars under the conditions Im-
posed?'(P648, Leg. Doc.84 of19IM)b

i"As appealing as the new proposals announced in Washingtn February 1, may
Seem at first glance, they will simply extend all these administrative headaches
into a broader, field as far as New York is concerned. The 'partnership' with
the Potomac has seriously Impaired New York's once sound welfare program--
we sold, out for a mess of pottage-and I mean mess, This appraisal of Federal
welfare aid Is shared by at least one of the three main religious falthis-4t
Roman Oatholic Church. They know the score In this field and the harm ;Fed.
eral polcles are doing to the people as well as social workers. In this respect
the Roman Catholic dioceses In New York State do a lot more protesting than
do we Protestants.

"1ixcMT POGRESa WITHIt THE NAMW AXA LI US,

"The niZAn problem as seen by the coorolnation commission In Its report cam
be resolved ,nblyby Washington. However, tlp commission did make sumificaut
recommendations In the remaining area. These will take time to show resi ut
Few legislative enactments are.required. Some of the sectors where: pgr
already qan be seen aresetfolth below.,',

"1i. 'olutlon of problem of recruiting spelal welfare workers appa.nty has
been found by the public welfare perspnuel classiflcation commissio ( I A9,
0. 84), 'a temporary body which made its report on January 1% 10. Vprmer
AsseiblymAn Jame Fi.tzatrlck served--and I mean servedi-as 4AIr
Hris recommendations are binding on the board ofsocial welfare and Itsf adtp4
istrative arm, the department, without further legislative action.

84071 0-42----48
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"2. As recommended by the coordination commission, the legislature last year
enacted a measure establishing a central registration bureau in the departmentto aid in finding deserting parents. This complex law reqlre8 some amend-
ments this year, which already are before us. Under the direction of the yery
able counsel for the department of social welfare with the help of Senator Bar-*
rett's Joint legislative committee on interstate cooperation, results may be e:X-
pected in brining to time the one-night-stand type of parent. Other State6 al-
ready are eyeing our statute as a model."3. With permissive legislation last year we encouraged local welfare depart-
ments to set up citizens advisory committees. The idea is that, if more citizens
become aware of the labyrinthian headaches, the public might be of more help
in finding the answer State Charities Aid Association is particularly interested
in t04 public educational approach.

"4. Administrative recommendations made by the coordination commission
last March included: More intensive inservice personnel training, special atten-
tion to fraud cases, reduction of office workload, particularly by wider use of
electronic computers, and recodification and simplification of board and depart-
mental rules and regulations, which now, In an effort to keep up with emana-
tions from the Potomac, fill several large bookshelves. Because the depart-
ment has statutory power to do all these things, the coordination commission
did not recommend legislation. However, the perceptive majority leader of this
body, Senator Mahoney, saw that the department did not have sufficient specialists
to implement those administrative recommendations, so his able staff drafted
three bills carrying modest appropriations for these purposes-and with his
usual generosity he gave me equal billing, which I (such a modest lad) do not
deserve.

"A" ANSWERS' O THI FEDWeRAL RIDDL". .

"The best answer would be 'Render unto Caesar that which -is Caesar's and
unto God, that which is God's,' or, Uncle Sam you take your money and leave
us f8tat4 alone. That. won't happen f because the less affluent States, unlike
New 1York, get -from the U.S. Treasury several times what their, citisens pay-
in ' ederaltaxes. Cry as they do about- States rights, they don't' want to y
loud enough to lose Uncle Sam's dollars. Another way would be to eliminate
categories of assistance, such as old age, aid to dependent children, etc. Cate-
gories create big administrative headaches. Why not simply treat everyone
according to his need? That wouldn't work because, with the Government par-
ticipating, categories are. necessary to define tle., kind and .extent of such
participation. .

"A, practical and reasonable suggestion was mde In the minority report of a
committee.appointed to advise the Secretary.of -HEW under the precedingmna-
tional administration. This minority report was developed by counsel to the
California Association of Boards of Supervisats. azild he was supported by an
expert fromNew York "Stat. , The recommebdatlon in two parts was that (a)
the FederalGovernment, support In full and administer direct the old age assist-
ance category, this being m&,re of a social security type program;- and (b) the
Federal Government. get, out-of the other three Federal-State assistance, cate-
gories; Ie., aid to dependent- children, aid to blind -dand aid to, disabled, and
lelve this to the States This p$an would, result: in ,the'States, getting roughly
the'Same fnancial beilefits1rom Washington as'they didibefore, Without, divided
resposbility and haggltig. WelJ,4 the HEW careerists 'gave i that .plan the
'ResqUaecat in Peace' treatment, but fast. They wanted to make sure-their

,frozen intellects stayed frozen in the old patterns. Empires wr. never built
by giving up something.

'The Federal Government has injected itself Into a sector which is basically
the responsibility of private gr0ps, the local governments apd States, As a
tbason for this. they say theta 8tqeS . sobi States ,are i~t dishar ng theire~onsibilitles to the leepl inth i field of-jublic assig4tnce."- Whi li t b6 e ' tl
indg dittb1t?, If,- hoever, tMtlg the 'reaon d Cthe 9619 rea~n l
nersblp' between the Natlonhil Gvernment' ed 'the hiites fin thi ,flldjti"'eil
the former should weish what each State is doIng o"|td Iwii. ft,ilikO 14ew York,
a St& maintains a eop1bhensive sdcial welfaie V i , thbn 'Washgons)~ouom e4! = ' that ftda t and restrid regulatlo and terfence Wit such &
at~ta .14, mfium. At thie' ttme, such a Stite' ~hotld not be 1Qnlae

f -Is0terpr by recetving amr: Ie Federal fiin rta&than i~ t~e'l
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"AMBIT

"Meantime the monster feeds on itself and about all the public can do. to get
relef from its frustration is cuss us politc1an and enjoy movies Broadway
shows, and other media that get big laughs out of spoofing welfare.

"The man said that the Declaration of Independence was a promise of l1fe;
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. But do you recollect anything that says
Uncle Sam should run interference on every play? Did anyone guarantee that
happiness would be caught every time a pass is thrown? Your hardworking,
beardbeaded fathers and grandfathers who struggled to make this country great
never thought so, and neither did King David when he wrote in the 75th Psalm,
5th verse:

"'I said unto the fools, deal not so madly; And to the ungodly, set not up
your horn.'"

The CHAIMzAN. How long have you been chairman of the Commit-
tee on Public Relief and Assistance I

Mr. WIsL Since 1950. I got it because nobody else would have it.
But after I got into it-

The CHAMMAN. You served then for 12 years?
Mr. WIsL As chairman of that committee, and 2 years before that

in the legislature. .
The CHAM N. I think you are recognized as an authority on this

subject. Have you filed this resolution 176 with the committee
Mr. Wru. That was sent by the clerk of New York State Assembly

pursuant to the resolution, to every member of the committee, to the
speaker of the House, to the president pro tempore of the senate.

The CHaiwAx. Will you furnish the committee with a copy so that
we can insert it in the record I

Mr. WrsE. Yes, we will.
The CACAMuAX. I want to say Senator Wise, that when the com-

mittee begins the markup of thelill, the chairman will see that your
suggestions are presented by the'staff to the committee. '

Mr.Wisa. Thank you, sir.'
The CHAnMAN. And we would like'to have a copy of the resolution

to be put into the record. .
Mr. Wxs. This is not the engrowd copy. The first two lines show

the bipartisan angle of it but, of course, it does not appear in the
engroidOpies. But from here onmit shows the act As adopted.

The CHAIRMAN. The Chairman is compelled to leave and he asks
the Senator from Louisiana, Senator Long, to preside..;-,

Senator Loo (presiding), These documents will be printed in the
record as part of the witness statement. ,

(The resolution referred to follows:)

- STAT8E ot NNW ion",
Alba~ul, aerch47 198.

Hon. HAny FLooo B Aa,
OA44mon 4U.S. Senate Cmftso~n~e

4tafx •voaTo tB : I have been directed by the speaker of the assembly to
forward the enclosed resolution of the New York State Assembly to.you.

Axe= B., Boanowsi "* ~ ~ r Clerk -ofthe Aembi
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(Resolution No. 176 by Committee on Rules)

STATE OF NEW YORK

IN ASSEMBLY
Albany, March 6, 1962.

Concurrent Resolution memorializing the Congress to amend the Social Se-
curity Act by reasserting Its authority over public assistance programs and
by limiting the powers delegated to, or assumed by, an administrative agency
to promulgate policy and procedure binding upon the States

Whereas in the State of New York large segments of the public have manifested
over the years Increasing concern with the administration, effect, and cost of
public assistance programs; and

Whereas the State board of social welfare, as the nonpartisan governing body
charged with making policy and supervising the administration of public wel-
fare in this State, on February 20, 1962, recommended definitive action in recog-
nition of specific defects in public welfare policy and procedure as follows:

"STATEMENT BY THE BOARD OF SOCIAL WELFARE

"This board has been concerned over the years with the many problems that
have stemmed from Federal-State relationships in the public welfare field, es-
pecially with the steadily increasing domination by Federal authorities and the
consequent loss of State and local autonomy.

"Back in 1951, the Governor of New York State appointed the (Kelly) Com-
mission To Study Federally Aided Welfare Programs and examine the prob-
lems of Federal-State relationships and the more Immediate threat of withhold-
Ing Federal funds because of certain variances in assistance standards and
practices In local public Welfare departments. More recently, the New York
State Temporary State Commission on Coordination of State Activities identi-
fled the danger of the current situation in this growing complex of Federal-
State-local welfare machinery.

"These and other studies by New York State indicated that there was no dis-
agreement on the fundamental objectives of all modern public welfare--to help
people who have no other resources but public aid, and to provide that assistance
as promptly, as effectively, and as economically as possible, in accordance with
the best self-help practices. What is involved is the bureaucratic network of
Federal regulations, reporting, auditing, bulletins, State letters,, interpretations,
conformity reviews, and a snowstorm of other administrative paper require-
ment.

"Once again this board finds it necessary to express concern, its very real
alarm, over another threat to extend Federal dominance in public welfare-
the latest welfare proposals of the Federal Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare. Here, again, this board apd the staff of the State department of
social welfare do not quarrel with objeetives-*-provldlng for needy people who
must be helped, rehabilitating individuals who can profit thereby, and using
every known modern technique for breaking the chain of dependency in sorely
deprived families. Our anxiety arises from the specific ways and means pro-
posed to reach these objectives.

"These new proposals if adopted by the Congress, would give the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare In Washington -full power to dictate in detail
to all the States, and, therefore, to all the thousands of local communities In the
Nation that administer .public welfare, just how it is to be managed--almost
down to the last piece of paper.

"The discretion vested in the Secretary is without limitations.
"The philosophy implied and inherent is in fiat contradiction to the historic

concern of New York State and its localities for home rule, and ignores the
basic right and responsibility of the State andlits localities to decide how they
will conduct their public business.,

"We believe that a stand must be made now, by this State and, hopefully,
every other State, to stop and to reverse the trend of increasing Federal domina-
tioj, of -a growing complexity that Is getting completely out of hand, and of
the constant threats to withhold Federal funds because of alleged nonconformity
with Federal regulations,
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"To accomplish this urgently needed change, this board proposes that:
"1. Because many of these problems stem from federally required State plans,

the Social Security Act should be revised to require that, not a State's plan, but
Its State laws, should be used as the basis for determining whether a State Is in
conformity with Federal law.

"Such a revision would also shift the responsibility for accepting or refusing
Federal welfare funds from administrators to legislators. The amount of funds

* that are now available to a State such as New York, over $200 million annually,
is so great that the decision to accept or refuse such funds should be made by
those who have the duty to decide the major fiscal policies of the State. After
all, the effect of such fiscal decisions goes far beyond the interest or jurisdiction
of any single State agency.

"2. The Federal administrator's powers to review a 6tate's program for con-
formity should be limited to reviewing a State's welfare laws. This would re-
strain Federal administrative personnel from continuously stretching Federal
requirements and threatening a State agency with withdrawal of Federal funds
unless its voluminous State plan is amended again and again to conform to the
latest ",deral interpretation of its own regulations.

"3. Determinations stemming from this review procedure should be appealable
to an appropriate Federal court, which would render a decision after a hearing
in which the facts indicated whether a State did meet the requirements of the
Federal law or whether its claims for Federal funds were made In good faith or
that it withheld the Federal share of recovery funds from the Federal 'Govern-
ment * * *": Now, therefore, be It

Resolved (if the Senate ooncur), That the Congress of the United States be
and it hereby is memorialized to amend the Social Security Act as follows:

(i) That titles, 1, iv, x, and xiv be amended to require that a State's laws, in-
stead of a State's "plan," conform to the requirements of those titles to quality
the State for Federal funds thereunder; and

(Ii) That titles I. iv. x. xiv, and related provisions of the Social Security Act
be amended to make clear that the powers and duties of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare be limited to:

1. Determining whether a State's laws conform to the requirements of the
Federal legislation;

2. Determining whether In the administration of the State's laws there be
substantial compliance with the Federal legislation;

3. Determining whether a State's claims for Federal funds are properly
computed and are, based on actual expenditures made in good faith, and
whether a State has correctly computed and reported the Federal share of
amounts recovered from recipients, their estates, and relatives;

4. Stimulating and assisting States to provide skilled social services for
the prevention of dependency and for rehabilitation;

5. Stimulating and subsidizing research into the causes of dependency and
into methods o4 effective rehabilitation; and

6. On request, to 'give advice and guidance to States for the better admin-
istration of the federally aided programs; and

(Ui1) That titles It- iv, x, and; xiv and other. related provisions of the Social
Security Act be amended 'to provide that the Department of Health, Dducation,
and Welfare shall not deny or, withhold Federal funds made available to the.
States under any of the federally aided assistance programs except with the
approval of an impartial administrative board (comprised, for instance 'of three
or five persons appointed by the President with the edvice and consent of the
Senate, and assured of facilities and services adequate to the disehare of Its
functions), Jssued after appropriate notice and opportunity to be beard shall
have been afforded the State affected; and to provide further that* theistat
affected shall have the right to appeal the determination of such board to an a]-
propriate Federal court; and
.(iv) That the bill (IR. 10082 by Mr. Mills) pending in the 8&th Congre, 2d

season, be amended to provide: I''
() kor the elimination therefrom of the authority proposed tobe dele-

gated t6 the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare and that all pro-
grams and procedures therein proposed together, with, detailed standards
for the administration thereof be specified in said bill or by other act of

"Congress; apo
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(b) That wherever said bill requires conformity or other action by the
States or any agency thereof as a condition precedent to payment to the
States of Federal funds, such State action shall be pursuant to State statute
and not by administrative act taken otherwise than specifically pursuant to
such statute; and

(v) That temporary aid to dependent children, an extension of the ADO
category adopted at the first session of the 87th Congress, be discontinued for
the reason that ADO is designed for special services for women with children
whose fathers are absent from the home to meet a family problem and should
not embrace relief to supplement unemployment insurance; also for the reason
that families, the fathers of which are living in the home, heretofore have been,
and hereafter can be adequately provided for my home relief, or general assist-
ance, a program subject solely to the control of the State and the counties and
municipalities thereof; and for the further reason that if the temporary ADO
program becomes permanent it will have the ultimate effect of transferring con-
trol of public assistance in all its forms from the States to the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, an administrative agency; and be it further

Resolved (if the Senate concur), That copies of this resolution be sent to the
Secretary of the Senate of the United States, the Clerk of the House of Repre-
sentatives of the United States, the chairman of the Committee on Ways, and
Means of the House of Representatives, the chairman of the U.S. Senate Com-
mittee on finance, and to each Member of the Congress of the United States duly
elected from the State of New York and that such Members are urged to apply
themselves to achieving the purposes of this resolution.

By order of the assembly.
ANsLZY B. BoiKowse, Clerk.

In senate March 7,1962, concurred in, without amendment.
By order of the senate.

JOHN J. SULLImVA, Secretary.
Senator LoNo. The next witness will be Mr. E. B. Whiten, director

of the National Rehabilitation Association.

STATEMENT OF A. D. PUTH, ASSISTANT DIR , NATIONAL
REHABILITATION ASSOCIATION

Mr. PuTH. My name is A. D. Puth. I am the assistant director
of the National Rehabilitation Association. Mr. Whitten was unable
to appear here.

Senator LONG. You are appearing for Mr. Whitten I
Mr. PuTH. That is right; representing the association.
Senator LoNe. In order to keep the committee within the scheduled

thne of its hearings, I am going to ask the witnesses, in line wi(h: the
equest that was made of thereunto limit thexnselvesto 10 minutes in

their oral presentation. -We will print the full statement as'the wit-
hess' presentation. I will ask the witnesses to summarize theli state-
ment and to ty~ to keep it within the 10 ninutes. We hav to do that
nowsnd then inthe Senate

Mr. Purii. I will do that.
,' Sento LoNG. We do that even in the Senate. We a" "that Wt'
willlhibothsides to 10 minutes api.ec andthen we wfl'ot ,

Youienire statement will be printed. . ,
Mr. Pv'rm. -The National RehabilitationAsociation is a voluntary

nonprofit association with nearly 17,000 individual and'oigaiizatiOnal
meM beriad with chapters i4 43 f thei St~a About one-half of the
as0c4tion s members are people who have a professional -interest in
rehabilitation includinE administrators, physicians, eoundelpls, psy-
chologists, nurses, socia[ workers, and therapists. Thd6the1'hlfare
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public-spirited citizens in many walks of life who attempt to advance
the rehabilitation of handicapped people by supporting the associa-
tion in its efforts.

Established in 1925, NRA was the sponsor of the 1943 Vocttional
Rehabilitation Act Amendments, which brdad~ed the program to
include physical restoration services and 'mid iientally ill and men-
tally retarded people eligible for services, and the 1954 amendments
which set up programs of research, training of rehabilitation per-
sonnel, and the legal basis for a greatly expanded State-Federal pro-
gram of rehabilitation. The interest of the association is in the re-
habilitation of all physically and mentally impaired persons without
regard to age or category'of disability.

The membership of the National Rehabilitation Association not only
cuts across many professions, but includes individuals employed by
or related in some other way to both pidbl~c and voluntary rehabilita-
tion agencies._ In this statement, hoeve r, we shall be principally
concerned with the relationship between State vocational rehabilita-
tion ancies and public welfare agencies in carrying out their re-
sponsibilities under.their respective laws and re'ratio'ns.

Each State, as well as the District of Colum. ia, Puerto Rico, the
Virgin Islands, and Guam, conducts programs of vocational rehabili-
tation to prepare handicapped individuals for employment. Voca-
tionmal rehabilitation services include medical and psch0lgical diig-
nosis, medical treatment and surgery, counsel. a and guimodnce,
vocational training, and placement. .

Approximately 4,500 professional and administrie personnel are
employed in the rehabilitation agencies. Practically'all of them are
college graduates, and the M.A.degre is rapidly becoming the stnd-
ard for caseworkers in the program. A total of 92,500 disabled per-
Pons were prepared for an~placed in succ eful'employment in 1961
through this program. These tehabilitated men and women will earn,
during their first year of employment, at an estimated rate of $180
million as compared with $7.0 million before rehabilitation, Seventy-
five percent of these individuals were u'mrnployed when they were
accepted for rehabilitation services; the remainder were In employ-
ment that was unsuitable or part time." Individuals rehabilitated m
1961 will contribute aboUt 137 million man-lihurs of work t6the Na-
tion's productive effort. - A mo t significant fact is that abut 18,000of these rehabilitate peons wedrawin public WaIsistai de at ac-
ceptance or,'during the time they received rehabi ttion services
1ore will be satd about this at a later Point Over 'twothirasofthe e
were wholly off public assiS ce whent 0thi cases were clo-ed.' sew!-ices under'thi"progrm re' 'limited toidividUals for whom ther

is a reasonable expectation of employment, except wlpere additional
programs Are conducted.with Statefimdoonly. *
STh 9 Office of Vocationa Reabilittion of th10 Department of
H1sji, Education, and Welfaiep 4 lon t4 malhg grants to sp-port e pro ,and pr dg techdInal assistant and leAder-
ship to the vocational' rehabilitatkoi program, conducts 'a prograii of
W. searcH and'demonstratin and a rOi'ian .for the training of rehab-
itatjoR. personnel, Approximately $20 million per annum is beink
spent on research and training programs.
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Federal funds appropriated by the Congress are allotted to the
Statesby a formula based upon population and per capita income.
Total Federal appropriations for 196.3 will be about $100 million.
The Federal share of vocational rehabilitation expenditures ranges
from 50 percent in the States with highest per capital income to 70 per-
cent in States with lowest per capita income. he average Federa!
share is 60 percent.

It has been mentioned previously that 18,000 recipients of public
assistance were rehabilitated in 1961. This substantial accomplish-
ment indicates that there is already in existence a cooperative relation-
ship between public welfare and rehabilitation agencies, directed to-
ward the rehabilitation of public assistance applicants and recipients,
although its effectiveness varies from State to State.

Lack of adequate staff and funds on the part of the rehabilitation
agncies and lack of personnel trained in rehabilitative techniques on
t a of the public welfare agencies have influenced vitally the
effectiveness of the efforts that have been made.

Some of the cooperative efforts between rehabilitation agencies and
welfare agencies are significant enough to call to the attention of this
committee. We shall mention two: one conducted in Hillsborough
County, Fla., the other in Fulton County, Ga. The former, referred
to as "Operation Hope," is reported in a joint publication of the
Florida State Department of Public Welfare and the Florida State
Department of Educatiojn, Division of Vocational Rehabilitation. A
cooperative plan was developed to enable the two departments to focus
and concentrate their combined efforts toward the rehabilitation of in-
capacitated fathers whose families had applied for or were receiving
aid to dependent children through the State department of public
welfare. Skilled professional personnel from both departments wereassigned to the project. The services of many other public and volun-
tary agencies were utilized. Four hqindred and eleven fathers and
their families were 'elected for the study. Of this number, 103, or
25 percent, were successfully rehabilitated by the vocational rehabili-
tation agency, with the hep of the other agencies, and there were
many, of course, othdr valuable results.

In reporting on1he project, the two agencies concluded that their
basic goals had been acomplished. In the beginning it has been esti-
mated thit "about 10 percent of the incapacitated fathers, whose fam-
ilies were receiving assistance under the ADC programs, could be re-
habilitated. Instead, they were able successfully to rehabilitate about
25 percent; and this was done at a coit which was considerably less
than the cost of maintaining the same families on public assistance for
I year. The economic and social values of such an undertaking are
demonstrated in maiy other ways.' - I , .

Another signiflcant project was conducted by the Georgia Voca-
tional RehabilitatiQn Division and the Fulton County, Ga., Depart-
ment of Public Welfare. This study-is reported in "Slow But Sure,"
the 1960 annual report of the 'ulton County Department of Public
Welfare. This project was also or cerned with disabled AD pr-
enti. 'There were 1,677 handicapped fathers or mothers srved in
this project.
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At the conclusion of the 5-year experiment, 327 individuals had
been rehabilitated, while 417, for whom service had begun in the
later years of the project, were still receiving rehabilitation services.
Of the 327 rehabilitated, the ADC grant had been stopped in 249
cases. In the other 51, some ADC grant was continuing to supple-
ment the family income.

In its report, the Fulton County Department of Public Health
stated that--

In the opinion of its sponsors and cooperating agencies it has proven Its value
to such an extent that it is now planned to take it out of the project status by
providing for a routine continuation of the services now available on behalf
of disabled parents and other members of families included in the aid to de-
pendent children grant. The results secured during the 4-year period ending
December 31, 1960, by the use of rehabilitative services including physical
restoration, retraining, and job placement through a coordinated team approach
of representatives of different agencies involved are clearly demonstrated.

The report stated that the type of cases referred and handled in
the project was in most respects the hard-core multiproblem category.

Both. of these projects were expensive in staff time, but they paid
off am 1y both economically and socially,

Probab2 the most intensive effort to rehabilitate individuals on
public assistant rolls on a statewide basis has been made inthe State
of, California, during the last. 10 years. In this State, the vocational
rehabilitatio agency gives service priorities to public assistance
cases. Substantial numbers have been removed from the assistance
rolls. .

One of the most important aspects of this undertaking, however,
has been in identifying the conditions under which public welfare
and vocational rehabilitation agencies can work together effectively
and those conditions that preclude a successful joint effort.

Those who have worked in programs designed to rehabilitate pub-
lic assistance clients, whether in regular programs or in demonstration
projects, are in general agreement with respect to such conditions.

(1) There must be an early identification of the rehabilitation
problem. The earlier a disability problem is identified the greater the,
chances - of success in preventing dependency patterns from develop-:
ing and in bringing to bear modern techniques of restoration and.
reemployment. It has been found that early. identification of the
rehabilitation needs aid potential of public assistance clients requires
a staff in the public assistance agency with a rehabilitation phi-
losophy, and a working knowledge or rehabilitation methods and
techniques.

Without such personnel and. it is found in very few places, the al.
ternatiye is for personnel of the rehabilitation- agency to actually
examine the case records in the public assistance offices and screen
out those that may benefit from rehabilitation services, and this is
impossible on a large scale with -the- limited resources of the voca-
tionaLrehitbilitation agencies.

(2) There must be a continuity of relationship with the handicap"1ed
individual on the parbof trained staff in both agencies. Whilethe
rehabilitation agency is engaged in the provision of vocational re-
habilitation services, there are usually many, supplementary services
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which the public assistance personnel should be providing for the in-
dividual and his family.

(3) Qomplete social-medical-psychological-vocational evaluation is
required. Toa considerable degree, this, should be a prelude to re-
ferral to a vocational rehabilitation agency since it is necessary in
ormer to understand the nature and scope of the individual's limita-
tions and his rehabilitation potential. Although such information is
secured routinely by rehabiiitation agencies, once they have accepted
responsibility for serving an individual, it is seldom found in the ca'se
records of public welfare agencies.

(4) The vocational rehabilitation agency and its staff must be flex-
ible enough to be willing to accept difficult cases in whi, h they may
encounter a higher probability of failure than in their usual caseloads.
Individuals on public assistance rolls, particularly those that have
been there for considerable lengths of time, almost always have their
physical disabilities compounded by emotional problems. '

(5) Adequate financial resources must be available to provide'the
necessarY' rehabilitation and supplementary services, once the needs
of the.individual are -identified. This not only means that the re-
habilitation agency must have the funds necessary to help, the in,
dividual' attain complete rehabilitation, but that the public welfare
agencies must be staffed and financed to provide the sttpplementary
subsistence atnd family services, which may prevent thelbollapse of the
rehabilitation effort, once the needs of the individual are identified
und-the-program undertaken., "

We firmly believe that the passage of H.R. 10606 can result in a
more effective relationshipbetween rehabilitation agencies and public
welfare agencies in a joint effort to see that vocational -rehabilitation
services are made available to all public assistance applicants and re-
cipients who can profit 'from them. We believe it will help, in- the
folowingways:

(1) In the view of rehabilitation agencies, at least, the greatest
drawback to successful cooperative effort on the part 'of, the public
welfare 'and vocational rehabilitation agencies is a. lack of ,appro-
priately trained public assistance personnel. With 'the passage of
thisidegislatioh, there should begin a long-range program for up-
grading public wbilare personnel, particularly as it relates to thepro-
vision of rehabilitative services.
1.42), Each public welfare agency would be required to have its State
plan provide for % certainiminimum of rehabilitative services to be,
made available td its clients, the minimums tobe determined by the.
Secretary. We assume these minimum standards must be modest in
the beginning, Surely, however, it can 'be ant.icipate4 that the SAe'
public assistance agencies will have increasing numbers of,rprofes,
idonalworkers trined in rehabilitation philosophv and ,methods who
cAn, kive leadership in the development of rehabilitative services.

,(3) It becomeswpossible under this act-for public-ssistanc £ to
be used to purchase rehabilitative services- for, clients of thewpublic
welfAre. agepcleu. While we do not'anticipate anyirs mh,- o 4the prt, p ,
of p.bljc wlfr ague..s to poy the cost of vocational rehabilitatilon
seryi.mfor their clients, it may be possible in someinstances &1rthemi
to help~m nhre king the logjam which now prevents adequate financing;
of vocational rehabilitation prograins in many of the States
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What we have said up to this point indicates an increasingly effec-
tive relationship developing between public welfare agencies and
rehabilitation agencies throughout the country aimed at the voca-
tional rehabilitation of public assistance applicants and beneficiaries.
It has been demonstrated abundantly that the successful effort requires
the wholehearted cooperation of both the public welfare agency and
the rehabilitation agency. The two must work together with eacn
having confidence in the motives of the other.

A study of the public welfare amendments as introduced in the
House (H.R. 10132) led us to the conclusion that the inclusive nature
of the services which could be provided by State public welfare
agencies with Federal funds under this bill would result in misunder-
standing and confusion in the relations between the public welfare
agencies and other State agencies rendering rehabilitative services
under other Federal grant-in-aid program TI Would have been
particularly true with respect to relationships with the vocational re-
habilitation agencies, administering the Vocational Rehabilitation
Act Accordingly twe suggested certain amendments to clarify the
intent of the legs a ion. s

As a result of our suggestions the language found on page 6, lines
1-11, and at other appropriate places in the bill, was incldde-d to draw
a clear line of demarcation between the responsibilities of public wel-
fare agencies and rehabilitation agencies in providing rehabilitative
services. The effect of the amendment would be that applicants for
and recipients of public welfare services, thought to have vocational
rehabilitation potential and to be feasible for vocational rehabilitation
services as defined under the Vocational Rehabilitation Act, would
be referred to vocational rehabilitation agencies for the provision of
such services.

The language of the bill makes it permissive that State public
welfare agencies may reimburse the State agencies for expenditures
on such cases, but this is not mandatorY. The language inserted here
was drafted in the Department of Health, Education and Welfare
in consultation with the staff of the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee and the National Rehabilitation Association. We consider it
sufficient in order to accomplish the objectives we had in mind. We
sincerely hope that this committee will retain this language.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to say a few words about the proposed
75-percent Federal share of rehabilitative service costs undsi this
bilL As you know, this is an increase from 50 percent, the present
Federal percent of all administrative costs.

Sweat Low0. Let4me Just saythat I have read your statement on
that subject, and I agree with you. I am not sure that the committee
is going to' agree, bdt-I agree. I will urge that position'.

Mr. Prn. All right, sir. Thankyou very much'
We will gladly support an crested Federal share of the costa of

such services, We believe however, that rehabilitation services pro-
vided by other agencies should have an equally high Femlea shake.We suggest, therefore- that this committee confer with tht Senate
Comimtte on L ab nd' Publi6'Welfare, . whi* i identayll wil -be

oigislatioiina few' dtys, t sei if an age&
meant can be worked 6uth Ehat*illregult'in th6 higheiFedeal s1iai
being applicable to rehabilitation services in both agencies It-eems
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to us that this would prevent some problems that are sure to arise, if
one Federal fund is available through two channels at different ratios
to reimburse the costs of services some of which are identical,
.Lt me state what many others have stated that we think this

legislation offers great promise. To use the slogan of the Fulton
County, Ga., Publc Welfare Department's annual report, progress
should "slow but sure".; at least, we shall feel that legbarrierswhich now hinder the development of rehabilitative programs in
public welfare have been removed, and that we are headed in the
right direction.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we want to join others ini urging the com-
mittee to increase the appropriation authority for the Crippled Chil-
dren's Services from the present $25 million to $50 million, the amount
H.R. 10606 provides for child-welfare services. This program, oper-
ating in all the States, is badly in need of additional financial support
to enable it to broaden its approach in meeting the problems of crip-
pled children.

Senator LONG. Let me raise just a few points that occur to me in
connection with your statement.

Mr. PuTn. YTe, sir.
Senator LoNG. One, could you provide for the benefit of this com-

mittee-I would like you to direct it to my attention when you provide
it-perhaps 15 or 2 narrative reports on rehabilitation cases so that
we might have a better understanding of wlbat this program isI

I have in mind 5 or 10 narrative case histories of people whom you
regard as having good prosp for; rehabilitation, who have been
successfully rehabilitated; and then, perhaps, some on both sides, some
who had either extremely good possibilities or had extremely poor
possibilities.

Mr. PUm. With the emphasis on, both those who would need both
'Welfare and rehabilitation I

Senator LoNG. Yes. It seems to me we.would better understand
this problem if we could actually look over some narrative histories
of what the problem was when the person came to you, what you
succeed in doing and how you met that person's individual problem,
because my impression is that these rehabilitation case are personal
matters, they have to depend upon the indivdual himself, do they not?Mr. PuTH. That is correct. .e can provide that for you, sir; and
we willi

Senator Loo. Now, the minimum wage isa real problem here. The
thought occurs to me that tbe.re are many people receiving public
assistance who really cannot justify a nunimum wage as far as their

services s are concerned.
"It may be true, but I would just be curious to know-i'iother words,

it seems to me that perhaps in sqme cases a sort of spiting thp dif-
ference approach might be best.

Mr. PVru. You mean in terms of their- ultimate productive
cap&Cities

Senator LowG. It may be tht -a person cnnot earn a minimum
wage, they aro not worth it, but.they might be worth 75 ceats or 60
cents an hour and, perhaps, they should receive. a lesser amount, of

wevesr
:;frel , "0 4d.owaprwr 

.by0Udt epte-
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What is your reaction tO that possibility I
Mr. Puin. Sir, I cannot speak in terms of the employment prac-

tices of the public welfare programs, but I think I can speak defini-
tively and authoritatively from the standpoint of the State division
of vocational rehabilitation and their practices.

If the person has rehabilitation potential, and if he can go back
and do some form of remunerative work, no limitation on providing
him services is given because he may be able to work only part time or
be able to have wages that would be less than standard.

Now, a great deal of care is taken with respect to not exploiting
people, because there are people who, b us the extra ounce and
effort of rehabilitation eo can bring further to productive
capacity than if weeto be just a our services to them. But
many, many disabled peoPle are biitated by the Office
of Vocation ha ilitation and its 88 Sta t filiates who, quite
often, are played in their h working on a p -time basis, whoare uite often placed i mnunitnyG

Wi -n ee or 9* fa shel wor hop situati where they

So atthe isnorest ict i ns o vicesp idedbythe
Sta rehabilita wit Pect ether or ot an indi-
vid Iwillalways bet r, hi chest sala earnerin
a en occupation tra ill. a is not factor all, sir.

ator &oy at pa fthe a wer tot problem
mit be to ow a~ amount to con-
tin in the welfare m of ce in order.to, in e ect, subsi-
d" them ral oer thar tving ~tel on welfare Id th r . re . bg of social rnd mental

dam has o tot 1 lebyjust kping 6n pulic
assi ce. Itis a one-shot. and des encou independ-
ence, a d is a costl ice d,qte o ,the themselves
where order to re ' ilitate ne e ill both e to give them
long-rn public ass portive measures nd, at the Mme
time, 0oncu0 nti giving them t e therapeutic niques of rehabili-
tation services kich may extend over a pe of 2, 8, 4, or even 5

Senator LONG. -Weluh
Mr. PuTm Thank you very kindly, sir, for allowing us to testify.
Senator Lose. We are very happy to have you here.
Our next witness will be Mr. Welles A. Gray, Council of State

Chambers of Commerce#

S9TATRXEN OF WELLS A. GRAY, PRESETING THE 40GU I
OF STATE HAMBERS OF 0OX CE

Mr. GuAY. Mr. Chairman, I heard what you said about-
Senator LoNG.. Mr. Gray, you do not need to summarize your state-

ment. I think you will be within 10 minutes in any extent .
Mr. Gry. I think my statement could actuallybe read m 10 mi-

utes, but I will keep it below that, if possible.
Senator LoNG. I am sure you could stay within your 10 minutes

anyway, Mr. Gray, so I suggest you just go ahead and present it the
way it is.
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Mr. Giuy. My name is Welles A. Gray. I am director of the
Department of Governmental Affairs of the Empire State Chamber
of Commerce, the headquarters of which is located in Albany, N.Y.
I appear here today on behalf of the Empire State Chamber and 23
other State and regional chambers of commerce which are members
of the Council of State Chambers of Commerce. The chambers for
whom I speak are listed at the end of this statement.

First, permit me to thank your committee for the opportunity to
appear at this important hearing on behalf of this broadly repre-
sentative group. We commend the administration and the Congress
for their efforts to revitalize and modernize our social security laws
in their application to public assistance, and to strengthen and im-
prove their administration.

Various provisions of this bill are directed at rehabilitating relief
recipients to enable them to be part of our productive economy. The
Council of State Chambers endorses such objectives.

We support also the provisions which would tend to relax andmodify some of the restrictive requirements tied in with Federal aid
and give the States greater freedom in operating their social welfare
and public assistance programs. Under our Federal system of gov-
ernent the States and ti National Government are partners in a
joint enterprise. Legislation which helps to maintain the integrity
of the States and strengthen their ability to meet their responsibilities
for rendering necessary government service--whether this be social
welfare or something else-is consistent with the plan of government
set up by our Constitution. Similarly we oppose measures which
tend to weaken the States and put the Federal Government in a posi-
tion of dominance. In light of these considerations we have examined
the bill before you and are submitting our comments.

Among the provisions which would strengthen the position of the
States and give them greater latitude in administering their public
assistance programs, and which would strengthen the programs of
rehabilitating relief recipients are:

Liberalization by section 106 of the treatment of earnings of par-
ents and children on ADO rolls to encourage work by relief recipients.

Making permanent by section 131 (b) the temporary provision
which permits ADO payments to be paid for children removed by
coni order into foster care and the broadening of the foster care
provision in section 135 to permit Federal aid for institutional child
care.

Provisions in the bill providing for improved training and higher
qualifications of personnel administering public assistance programs
(sec. 128).

We endorse all of these as being salutary changes in the social secu-
rity law. We also support the provision permitting States to deny
public assistance where persons refuse retraining without good cause,
and we support in principle the objectives of section 101 to strengthen
the provisions for services for education and vocational training in
connection with the public assistance programs. ! However, we ques-
tion the increase in Federal aid from 50 to 75 percent of the cost of
such activities, which will tend to increase Federal domination of such
programs.
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In addition to these provisions which we believe tQ be constructive
and which we support, the bill contains other provisions as to which we
raise serious uestions. Basically we are opposed to the expanded Fed-
eral control that threads its'way through many sections of the bill.
Our chief concern with H.R. 1060 is the evident belief inherent in
this measure that the solution of the problem rests more with Federal
financial aid and more Federal control.

We address ourselves in particular to four specific points:
First the increase in Federal matching formula for aged, blind, and

disabled (sec. 132). We cannot help but ask why this increase" has been
proposed. 'When the administration initially proposed the changes
in the social security law, there was no request that there be any in-
crease in thd Fedeil matching share of 'any of the aid payments.
Nonetheless,, the bill now contains such a provision. Since the in-
crease was not requested by the administration (an obvious indication
of little or no evidence of need for such increase), we frankly question
why it should be made. The cost comes to $160 million, a sizable
sum even today.

Second, we pose the continuation of the provisions for ADC pa
ments to unemployed parents (sec. 131(a)). Whatever its justifica-
tion may have been as a temporary emergency measure, its continuance
puts the Federal Government firmly into the broad area of general
public relief, as other witnesses this morning have testified. This field
is a basic responsibility of the States and one which they unquestikn.
ably are capable of continuing to perform. By Janua of tis year
only 15 States were participating in this temporary ADC program.
In other words, more than two-thirds of the States obviously prefer
to handle this matter themselves. However, if Federal funds are go-
ing to be used for this purpose, then we believe that section 105(a)
should be enacted which will permit Federal matching funds to be
used for work relief programs under ADC, such use not now being
allowed.

Closely related to this is the proposal (sec. 109) to extend ADC pay-
ments to both parents in disability and unemployment cases. We be-
lieve that this, too, is a matter more properly handled by the States
under general public relief.

Lastly, we oppose the plan in section 141 to combine the program
of aid for the aged, the blind, and the disabled into one overall pro-
gram through thhe device of an increase in medical aid payments for
the blind and disabled. This is done by extending the present $15
medical cost provision for the aged to cover the blind and disabled,
provided the programs are combined. While this is characterized in
the Ways and Mens Committee summary as an optionall" change,
it is optional only by foregoing increased Federal aid moneys for
medical care for the blind and disabled.

The effect of this is to push the States into merging their separate
programs for the aged, blind, and disabled into one program. For
many reasons most States have found it advisable to maintain these
as separate operations. We believe that the choice of whether to
have a combined program or separate operations should be left to
the States without being affected by Federal aid payments.
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These changes I have referred to all move in the direction of ex-
panded Federal domination of our social welfare programs. Eventu-
ally, the ability of the States to adapt their programs of welfare and
public assistance to the varying needs of their citizens will be greatly
diminished and they will lose more and more of their separate iden-
tities.

I would conclude by reemphasizing a point which seems to be fre-
quently lost sight of in considering the relationship between the Fed-
eral Government and the States. There is widespread belief that the
Federal Government can afford what State and local governments can-
not afford because the money seems to come from sources unrelated to
the individual taxpayers of the State and local governments. After
all, these are the same people who pay taxes to the Federal Govern-
ment, and the Federal tax base is only that of the 50 States combined.

Instead of the premise that the solution to our social problems is
for the Federal Government to spend more money, we urge rather
that there be limited Federal participation, with strengthening of the
State governments, so that the operation of these welfare programs
which directly affect the lives of so many people, is kept close at home
where there can be greater flexibility in treating individual needs.

A list of the organizations endorsing this statement follows:
Alabama State Chamber of Commerce Empire State Chamber of Commerce
Arkansas State Chamber of Commerce (New York)
Colorado State Chamber of Commerce Ohio Chamber of Commerce
Connecticut State Chamber of Commerce Pennsylvania State Chamber of Corn-
Delaware State Chamber of Commerce merce
Florida State Chamber of Commerce South Carolina State Chamber of Corn-
Georgia State Chamber of Commerce merce
Indiana State Chamber of Commerce West Texas Chamber of Commerce
Kansas State Chamber of Commerce Salt Lake City, Utah, Chamber of Coin-
Kentucky State Chamber of Commerce merce
Maine State Chamber of Commerce Virginia State Chamber of Commerce
Michigan State Chamber of Commerce West Virginia Chamber of Commerce
Missouri State Chamber of Commerce Wisconsin State Chamber of Commerce
Montana Chamber of Commerce
New Jersey State Chamber of Com-

merce

Senator LoNo. Thank you.
Mr. GRAY. Senator, I would like to add on behalf of the Empire

Chamber of Commerce that we support the proposal of the New York
State Social Welfare Board with respect to changing the social secur-
ity law to refer to State law rather than plan. We supported that
resolution when it was pending in our State legislature last winter
and, as far as the Empire State Chamber is concerned, I want you to
know that has our full backing.

Senator Loro. Mr. Gray, there is one thing I have difficulty in un-
derstanding about your position, and that is why the chambers of
commerce, and you are speaking for a great number of them, with the
attitude they take on the degree of care that should be exercised with
respect to the spending of welfare money here, continue to support
the all-out spending on foreign aid, the spending of foreign aid money,
much of which is extremely wasteful.

I am on both of these committees,'I am on the Foreign Relations
Committee as well as Finance, and I must say that some of those
items-there are all sorts of things we are spending money for in
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foreign nations that you cannot get an adequate appropriation for here.
For example, there is going to be an effort made in the Congress to

try to prevent foreign aid money from being spent to maintain Eigh-
ways in 60 or 80 foreign countries. You cannot get money from the
Federal Government to maintain highways in a State, and I am not
advocating it.,

Why does the chamber go along with the high figures on foreign aid
and support all of that, in view of the attitude it takes on matters likethis?

Mr. GiAY. Senator, I think there is a little confusion here. The
Council of State Chambers of Commerce, neither as an organization
nor its individual constituents, have ever given the all-out support
to the foreign-aid program that, perhaps, has been given by some
organizations speaking in the name of chambers of commerce.

Now, the U.S. chamber may have, for all I know, supported the
foreign-aid program. But the council, which is a distinctly separate
organization, has submitted annual recommendations for very sub-
stantial reductions in foreign aid.

I can get you a record of these recommendations from council head-
quarters if you want it, sir.

Senator LoNe. I know that every time we are asked to vote another
$5 billion in foreign aid, we are told that the U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce wants us to do it, and it does confuse me when I see us. spending
money, great portions of which are just being grafted, frankly, in
many of these foreign countries.

We have a program in Latin America to help those people build
roads, and they are supposed to match our expenditures. Let us say
we put up two-thirds and they put up one-third. Then you find that
the one-third they are matching with is our foreign-aid money. They
take it out of our appropriations to match another one. That type of
thing, it seems to me, is one area where some very effective economy
could be exercised, and I would hope that the type of thinking you
have evidenced here would be evidenced in the U.S. Chamber ot Com-
merce when they get around to telling us about the foreign-aid thing.

If they would give us as much support in reducing and trimming
some of these foreign-aid expenditures, I think we would make further
headway in balancing the budget.

Thank you very much for your appearance.
Mr. GRAY. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator LoNG. Mrs. Savilla Millis Simons.
Will you proceed?

STATENME1J OF SAVILLA MILLIS SIMONS, GTERAL DIRETOR
NATIONAL TRAVELERS AID ASSOCIATION

Mrs. SImomrs. I am Savilla Millis Simons, the general director of
the National Travelers Aid Association, and I 'also serve as the chair-
man of a subcommittee on residence laws in the national social wel-
fare assembly.

I will not read the written statement, which I would like to submit
for the record.

Senator LONG. It will be printed in the record just as though you
had read it.

840710 -- 2-----34
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Mrd. &xows. But, with your permission, I would like to make a
few Oial comments.

Senitor LoNG. All right.
Mi-. SrXo0s. Travelers Aid serves nonresidents and people on- the

move, and so we face practically every day-well, every day--the
effects of the residence requirements, and for this reason -in 1958 the
National Travelers Aid Association, in its national convention,
adopted A resolution opposing all residence requirements and, Mr.
Chairman, if it is appropriate, I should like to submit for the record
a copy of this resolution-.

Senator LoNG. Yes ;that will be printed in the record.
(The document referred to follows:)

NATioNAL WvxA m Am AssocIAiot

Resolutions adopted at the National Travelers Aid Association Biennial
Convention. Aorll 22. 1958

RESOLUTION NO. 1

Be it resolved, That the National Travelers Aid Association and its members
and their delegates acting for local travelers aid societies, expressly oppose all
statutes in the various States and, the District of Columbia, requiring a pre-
scribed length of residence as a condition of obtaining public asistance and
services and hereby approve, ratify, and confirm the statement of principles on
residence laws adopted on March 28, 1966, by the board of directors of the Na-
tional Travelers Aid Asolation, which was as follows: . ......

"1. That, as a matter of fundamental human right, an individual rnay chose
the place best suited to his needs as his place of residence;

"A. That. there derives from this the right of the individual to move freely
from place to place without hindrance Or penalty; ......

"8. That a person who has exercised the right of free movement should be
on an equsi footing with all others; that human needs such as food, clothing,
shelter, and medical care should be met as such, regardless of whether the
person in need Is a long-established resident of the community, a newcomer
to the community or in transit to some other place; specifically also

."4. That the right of free movement is contravened by arbitrary length of
residence requirements affecting eligibility, in the community where the need
arises, for bksic maintenance assistance, medical care, hospitalization for mental
illne , or other necessary services financed by public funds ;"

"5. That, consequently, the right of free movement can be preserved only
through removal of length of residence requirements;

"6. That National Travelers Aid Association s dedicated to helping people
with problems arising out of movement, and has a responsibility to take leader-
ship in securing the removal of any impediments to free movement"

Mrs. SwoNs. Just 2 weeks ago we had a biennial national onven-
tion which adopted another resolution expressing its hope' that this
committee would take some steps to begin to deal with this very

aifiing, problem because we have become increasingly convinced tht
public welfare provisions should include these people.,

Senator LOGo. I am sure you realize what the prOblem is for a
State, ,W e in Louisiana provides a level of old-age assistance which
is twice as high -as oir neighboring State of Mississippi, and the
same thikig could be. true of Oklahoma and Colorado. and, perhaps,
California.

We fe~l that it is not quite fair for the adjoining States to push
their caseloads off onto us because we have more liberal eligibility
requirement, higher payments.
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Now, how do you propose to meet that problem I Do you contend
that there is only a small percentage of people who actually do move
across State boundaries, in view of that situation I

Mrs. Si oNs. Well, we appreciate that inevitably the States with
high assistance standards are very much concerned and fear that if
the lower their residence requirements many people may come in.

Actual evidence does not show that this fear is very well founded.
For example, both New York State and California have very highstandards o assistance. New York State has had no residence re-

uirements; California has the maximum requirements permitted.
ut California has a very much higher rate of immigration. Ob-

viously people want to go to California for other reasons.
Now, New York is also surrounded by States that make much lower

payments than New York does, and yet in 1957 when a special study
was made, and New York had had no residence requirements, the study
showed that less than 2 percent of the people receiving assistance had
been in the State less than I year, 1.6 percent of the caseload had been
there less than 1 year, and 1.8 percent of the total relief costs were for
these people.

Now, the State of Connecticut just this last year eliminated all
residence requirements. Connecticut is a very industrial State, of
course.

When it took this action last year it set up a reporting system in
order to find out why people came into the Stte and whether they
came in to get on relief.

Now they have recently issued their first report and it shows that
most o these people came in to get jobs because they knew it was an in-
dustrial State. They did not ko w anything about residence re-
quirements.

A good many of them had jobs when they first came, and then some-
thing happened to the job, they lost it, and so they applied for as-
sistance.

The second largest group came there because they had relatives.
Now, some of these were the older people who were hoping that their
relatives could help them get jobs.

The experience of Connecticut so far as shown in this report does
not show that people came in deliberately to get on relief.

Actually, you know, most people do not k-now anything about these
provisions. These are the complicated tables showing the different
requirements by program and by State. You have to be an expert to
really know anyt in about these.

Senator LoNo. Wat document is that to which you make reference?
Mrs. SiMoNS. This is one published by the National Travelers Aid

Association.
Senator LoNo. I suggest that it be printed in the record.
Mrs. SIMoNs. It is a handbook on residence requirements.
(The document referred to follows:)
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WO CASE ILLUSTRATIONS

A young woman sits in a railroad terminal. Th. light that filtered through the high
window overhead is murky. She seems filled with despair.

She looks at the ticket office. Where should she go? Where does she belong?
Thirteen monthe ago she married a mn from a far off state ad Ink the small
town where she had lived with her family all her life. Her husband's job took
them to a city in a nearby state where they had neither friends aorrelatives.
Her husband worked at this new job for 8 months until his construction job was
completed and he was laid off. By thin time she was 4 months pregnant. The
husband, frightened, disappeared.
The young wife, alone acd iU among strangers, took a job as a waitress. But at
last she could work no longer. She sold her few possessions sad returned to her
home town.

As comforting as it was to be near her family her small savings were @s06 ex-
hausted. Her family had no means to support her so she applied at the welfare
office for food and clothing. Them, too, she needed medical attenatioa.

She heard for the first time about something she had not known existed - resi-
deuce requirements.

She learned:
1. "hat when she riarriedshe 'automatically became a legal resident of her,

husband's community.
2. That even when her husband, then her fiance, was working in her home

town he had already lost his orignaL status as a resident because of
"intent" which means that since he Weded to move away to another
state to find work, he Save up his residence rights. So that, even as see
married him, she was losing her own resldence right sad was assumiag,
with him, a "stateless" coditlop.

3. That when they moved to the city tI the aearby state they -would have
needed to live there 12 months to acquire residence. I

4. That she had, is fact, so legal residence at all so far s meeting require-
meets for receiving any kind of public welfare assistance. 9

"Wives lose thelt legal residenCe upon morr/og and assume that of their hue-
bnds. Should the serviceman he from another stat, Ae wife mey flei hrs(f
without access to needed 6eneflts or resoures Wf she continues or retwns tO
live In her Premarital piece of residence."

Froe statement by the Auer€an Red Cross hi WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT RESS.
DEHCE LAWS - 19S9

Dows the streetat the be* station a gaunt akidle-aged man cocog as he waits
for the chaksr i buses. Hi is on his way to a city where he heard there was
work to be hid, His coughija is sevee. . ,

A Travelers Aid worker arranges fora medical examination ad a chest x-ray paid
for by agency funds; Active tuberculosis is found and the doctor says he should
be hospitalized.

Thou he heard for the first time about residence requirements. I ; J
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He learned:
1. That became he had managed to May self-supporting by movies eon-

stantly from one locale to another as employment opportunities shifted,
he no longer had legal settlement in any community.

2. That even infectious and sick as he was state facilities were closed to
him. The Public Welfare Department could arrange for him to "return to
settlement" in order to get the required treatment, but since he had so
settlement they could not legally send him anywhere.

After resting in a "flop house" for a few days he was able to get a job as short
order cook in a diner.

Do you ever eat there?

Could he be hospitalized in yoaw community?

"Residence and local settlennt laws and regvlelons frequently work a hardship
on eke tuberculosis patient. Millions of our citizens change their state residence
every yew. These laws nd regwlotlons may delay or even exclude hospitallse.
tie, or treatment. This delay in hspitiaetion mawy extend opportunities for In.
fectien to more persons.

"The fsregeir, facts and principles are recognized as barriers aid obstacles to
the satisfactory admlnlstration of a tuberculosis control program."

From statement by The National Tubercuiisls Association In WHAT THEY SAY
A8OUT RESIDENCE LAWS 19 

DEFINiTION

Residence requirements for public assistance are provisions in the welfare
statutes which state that an applicant in need and otherwise eligible must have
resided in a specific political subdivision a certain length of time in order to
complete his eligibility for needed assistance.

Usually residence requirements governing legal settlement are on a statewide
basis but some states have additional settlement restrictions from town to town
or county to county.

WHOM THEY AFFECT

Under the assitance provisions of the Social Security Act four categories of
needy people are provided for: the needy aged; the needy blind; dependent chil-
dree and totally and permanently disabled pereons.

The states, or their political subdivisions, administer these programs the cost of
which Is shared by the Federal Government on a matching basis. Each category
has its own eligibility requirements and each state has the prerogative of estab-
!ising Its own residence rstrictions within the prescribed federal maximum.
'rhe Social Security Act provides that no state may impose a requirement of more
than five years residence out of the Iast nine preceding an application, in the
categories of Old Age Assistance. Aid for the Blind and Aid for the Disabled;
and not more than one year preceding,date of application in the Aid to Dependent
Children pmrm.
In addition to the four groups of people who meet the eligibility requirements of
the esistasce programs pertly financed by the Federal Social Security Act, there
are others te population who may from time to time need help because of temn-
porary unemployment or Illness. iTese are people under 65 years of age, neither
blied, uot totally 4,.pormanently disabled, nor children under 18 yeate of age.
They are presumed employable. Help for them, when their own resources fail, is
left to the administration and financing of individual states, and often by the
states, to local conaties or townships. Some states make no provision for general
public assistance, sometimes called "home relief." Other states set their resi.
deuce requirements at some point between 6 months and 5 years. All too often,
the local community, especially if it is economically depressed. finds its local
budget inadequate to meet assistance demands so citizens in need, both resident
ad sos-resident suffer.
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"As Americans, we recognixe and encourage mobility as essentialre our country's
economy. A small proportion of ow mobile population will undoubtedly need help.
Should not our humanitarlan goals measure up to those we hove for economic de.
velopment?"

Statement by Jay L. Roney, former Director, U.S. Bweau of Public Assitonco.

With the scramble of complications in residence requirements, state by state, and
within states, and even within a single city where different town statutes exist,
thousands of unsuspecting people find their basic needs ruthlessly ipored.

"Also thou shelt not oppress a strongrr fw ye know the heart of a stronger, see-
ing ye were stonors In the led of Egypt." Exodus 23r9

"And If a stronger sojourn with the In yew land, you shell not vex him. But the
stronger that dwelloth with you shell be onto you as one born among you, end
thou shalt love him as thyself; for ye were strangers in the land of Egypt."

Leviticus 19:33-34

WHERE IT ALL STARTED

The idea of someone unable, for any reason, to meet his own basic needs being
the responsibility of a certain place, or parish, from which he cane, in a concept
of Elizabethan England. The feudal way of living had been breaking up and King
Henry VIII, by closing the monasteries, had cut off the possibility of religious-
ly motivated charity. In a still embryonic governmental organization the effort to
establish a geographic and political responsibility for aid to the destitute was a
reasonable enough attempt to bring some'kind of stability into a chaotic situation.

The body of the English Common Law, including the provision of legal settlesmnt,
came to America with the pilgrims. Is one form or Rnother residence requirements
have stayed with us, but in England, where they originated, they have been drop-
ped as obsolete. They no longer had meaning and were prejudicial to the common
interest.

They were obsolete when they started in America. They are prejudicial to the
common good here, too.

"Inherited from o feudal society and Incorporstad' into the Elizabethan Poor Lows,
they have subsequently In this country been perpetuated In the health and wel.
fare legislation of state after state. They are anachronistic in an economy which
assumes a mobile labor force. They are punitive In a society committed and dedi.
cated to equal protections and opportunities for oIl its citizens. They are lllogi.
col where for nearly o quarter entry there hAe existed o federally financed So.
cial Security program designed to provide a floor of assistanos end services be-
neeth oil people wherever they may be living. Very approprlatoly, for our time
and distance, residence laws have been called a 'rood block' to human welfare."

From statement by the Child Welfare League of America in WHAT THEY SAY
ABOUT RESIDENCE LAWS - 1959

SOME ESTABLISHED FACTS

o People move from hwme to home for batter opportunities: largely for better jobs
but also to be near or with relatives, for health reasons and inany others. They
do n move for "relief."

* More than one third of all Americans between the ages of 20-24 years move
their homes each year.

* One Is 3 of these move to different counties.
0 Five and a half million people change their homes to a new state each year.
o In labor there are 23,000,000 separations from jobs each year.
0 Not more than 2 or 3% of the adult population have spent an entire life in one

house and perhaps not more than 10-15% live their entire lives in the same
county.

0 With all this mobility there are only isolated instances of someone deliberate ly
taking advantage of public welfare provisions. The law provides for individual
investigation of every application and need must be established. Furthermore
the limitations imposed by residence restrictions are not commonly known.
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0 to New York State, where there were no residence requirements for assistance,
only about 1.9% of the total relief coat was found to have been for people who
had lived in the state less than a year. One third of this cost was for hospital
care alone. There is no reason to presume that this varies widely in other
parts of the country.

* Even though the greatest shift of. population has been to the west and south-
weat people move constantly in all directions, west, east, north and south,
from country to cities, from one city to another. 'le only clear pattern is the
movement from areas that have become economically depressed. A It states
now have at least 10% of their population from other states.

a A study of non-resident applicants for relief in Chicago, April 1957, reports on
state of origin. One hundred and fifty-three applicants were studied. Less then
half were Negro and only one-fourth (88) were from the deep south states of
Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Misaissippi and South Caroline. But more than
one-fourth (41) came from Michigas (the second highest number), California,
Ohio, Tennessee and New York.
Of the same 153 applicants, 74 had been employed in Chicago prior to appllca:
tion. A third had been there seven months or more before applying. Thirty-six
states were represented as places of origin.

0 Children traveling In bmily groups are potential victims of deprivation be.
cause of arbitrry restrictions denying public welfare Rsistance. This year
just across the Potomac from Washington an infant froze to death because his
parents, newcomers to the community, had no money for fuel and could not
qualify for assistance.

* Staff time required to try toestablish where an applicant for relief may "be.
los" is costly and wasteful. It Is your tax money spent negatively and unpro-
ductively. At one time in a big eastern city a staff of 76 social workers with
salaries emonting to more then $250,000 a year, were almost exclusively oc-
cupied with checking legal settlement of applicants.

0 In oae year the army of agricultural migratory workers in NewYork State earned
about 825,000,000 in wages and spent some $21,000,000 within the state be.
fore they left.
The total cost from public assistance funds for providing hospital, medical
care and burial for these migratory workers amounted to $92,000 plus 86,000
for various other emergency services. The migrants helped produce for the
fruit and vegetable growers some 842,50,000 worth of canned and frozen pro-
duce.

AN UNANSWERED QUESTION

* What happens to people who are not residents but who cannot find jobs to sup-
port heir families or pay for medical care when required? It is not known for
sute. There is evidetiee of severe deprivation, of actual husger and exposure,
of lingering bad health, of juvenile delinquency and adult crime, of bitter so.
cial crippling.

Voluntary agencies with their limited funds make valiant efforts but no volun.
tary agency could possibly take over responsibility for the basic needs of
people.

Tables summarizing state residence requirements are included at the back of this
Handbook so that one may see at a glance the complexity of the present situation.
It should be noted that these tables give facts as of early 1961. As changes
occur you can get information about them from your State Welfare Department.
A study of Table I in conjunction with the accompanying map of Net Migration by
States shows how little residence requirements and "easier relief" have to do
with whether people move into a particular state or not.,
Tables i and Ill show how easy it is to lose residence. Only four states provide
for a person to maintain a legalresidence until it can be gained elsewhere. (Al-
though the law of one state - Utah - is limited to unemployables.)
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ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS

Authorities v.gree that the solution is to abolish residence requirements in all

welfare L.tu~es, and there are several ways of going about this.

Interstate Compacts In Welfare

One device which has been approved by the Governors' Conference is a compact
or agreement between and among states to give assistance, when needed, to res-
idents oi another signatory state or states. Such compacts related to mental
health, delinquency and other services have been meeting with some success,
but as yet the states have shown little interest in adopting interstate compacts
in welfare. But even if all 50 states signed compacts the problems resulting from
residence restrictions would not be solved. The growing numbers of citizens who
have no legal settlement in any state would still be penalized, and in addition,
the administrative problems would be costly and cumbersome. However, even so,
such compacts is elfare should be encouraged.

Federul and State Legislative Solitions

Public assistance and other public welfare programs fall within the primary jur-
isdiction of the states and their political subdivisions. Therefore, it is in the
first instance state laws that determine questions of eligibility and it is these
state laws that must be amended if residence restrictions are to be removed. On
the other hand when the Federal Government shares in the financing* of these
programs - as it does through the four public assistance titles of the Social Se-
curity Act and its child welfare provisions- under Title V,it has the constitutional
and ethical right to stipulate the conditions under which such financial aid will
be given. Since it is the intent of a Federal grant.in-aid program to use the states
in developing a nationwide policy, it is clearly logical and in the national inter-
est to preclude the states from. imposing arbitrary eligibility restrictions, IiclAd-
ing those based on length of residence.

For all these reasons an effective campaign to eliminate residence requirements

requires simultaneous action at both the state and federal levels. Every effort
needs to be made:

1. To reduce or preferably eliminate all residence requirements in state
legislation and administrative regulation.

2. To amend the provisions of the Social Security Act to make it a condi-
tion of Federal aid that the state eliminate residence resttctions is con-
sidering eligibility of individuals for any federally-aided program. If
such a Federal provision were adopted it would still, of course, be nec-

essary for the states to amend their laws accordingly is order to qualify
for Federal aid.

There is work to be done, thus, in both the Federal Congress and the state leg-

islatures. It is important for people to recognize that residence restrictions are

incompatible with the growing economy that requires a mobile labor supply sad

so are anomalous today. They should let their legislators know of their concern
about this uituaion. There has been for some time increasing interest In the prob-
lems caused by' residence requirements and there will be still more interest is
the coming years as the country struggles with pockets of chronic umemploymemt,

automation, with streams of migratory labor and with ia population that moves
ever more constantly. We must work to bring our welfare provisions in line with
the economic necessities of the twentieth century.

* The rese of Federal costribatlos to public assistance program carrstl7 qsa#es from
39.6 to 80.3%.
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SUMMARY OP STATE RESIDENCE REQUIREMENTS POR ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

STATE OLD AM ASISTANCE AID TO zI LI AID TO DWDS4T ID 7THE DISABLED GENERAL ASSISTANCE

ALAA I year Immediately -s- I year Imediately pro- I year immediately pro- 1 year inediately pro 6 months for =are=-cedon eppllUcau. oeding application. coding application, coding a" li&atun. q asitance.

6 of 0 years immediately 5 of 9 years immediately No residenc rewir- -- I year.preceding Wplicatlo Proding application mat.
SLANA without refeaece to the without reference to the

year preceding &mil1- year preceding applica-
tios tio.

5 of 9 years Immediately $ of 9 years lamediately 1 year immediately pre- -- 5 of last 9 years.S preceding application preceding application Ceding application. the last year ontin-sRZXA ad 1 ontinuous year ad 1 continuous year noun.Immediately preceding imediately preceding
application. applicatios.

2 out of last 5 years 3 out of last 5 years, 1year immediately pre- 3 oat of last 5 years. No provision inAKANM8 with last year imodi- with lest year Ioei- ceding application. with last year 1me41- Arkansam law.ately preceding applies- ately preceding applica- lately preceding appli-tics. iOn catlon.

5 of 0 years Immediately 5 of 9 years immediately 1 year Imediately pre- $ of 0 years immediately 3 years.recPeIIA proding application preceding apolication ceding asplicatiom. preceding app icationLnd 1 continuous year mad I continuous year md 1 continuous Year
meldatoly preceding immediately preceding immediately precedingapplication. application. aplicatlon.

m of 5 years immediately 5 of 9 years Immediately I year immediately pro- 1 year immediately ore- 3 yearn. Emergency=M prcedig application preceding application ceding epplication. obing application. assletace grantedwithout reference to the without reference to the couty depart-year preeding aolica- year preceding apolies- sets.
tic. tiou.

Cuuwrzan No reaMeace require- No resldence require- No residence rewuire- No residence require- No residence require-memt. met. set, eat. sat.

AAR 1 year immediately pro- 1 year immediately pre- 1 year immediately pro- 1 year immediately ore- 1 year.coding application. ceding appllcatlon, ceding application. Ceding aoplication.

1 Tables 1. II. and III have bew compiled fios tables contained in The Public Welfare Directory 1961. published by the American Public
Welfare Assoliatlon. Pages 399 through 408. Tbheoy have bern revised to include dangen so far as they were know as of June 1961.
rite your state department of public welfare for the current situation.



I year immediately pro- 5 of 9 years mediately I year immediately pro- I year lenediately pre- 1 year.
DIURICT OP aeodn application. preceding plcaton coding application. coding application.

aLUMUA nd I onotinouo year
immediately preceding
application.

S of 9 years Imediately 5 of 9 years ismodiately year immediately pro- 5 of 9 years immediately No settlowest law. No
fWOR/A preceding application preooding application ceding application, preceding application geeral anniatmooand I mtinaus year and I continoue year and I continuous year pogreon.

lnediately preceding immediately preceding iml diately preceding
applicaton.- applicatloo, application.

1 year lmediately pro- 1 year limedlately pro- no resldence relire- 1 year imedlately pre- No law. Eadi county
GiORdIA coding apliontic.. eodng application. aet. ceding application. sets reldoo re-

mirrments.

HAVAII no residence require- No residence require- No i oidence reIre- No residence raure- No residence reqilre-
amt. meat. ant. meat. net.

IiNO 1 year immediately pro- 1 year immediately pre- 1 year immediately pro- 1 year imedlately pro- 1 year.
ceding application. cedin application, cedog applicato, ceding application.

ILL/NOIS 1 year 1owediately pro- I year imedlately pro- 1 year immediately pro- I year imdlately pro- I year. Provisio far
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APPENDIX I

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

I. Federal and State Legislation
Congressional Record. Most city libraries carry this verbatim daily account of
all activities in the Federal Congress. Subscriptions at $1.50 a month can be
purchased from the Superintendent of Docments, United S states Government

rinting Office, Washington 25, D.C.
Copies of bills introduced in the House can be secured from the Ilouse Document
Room, House of Representatives, Washington, D.C. Bills introduced in the Sen-
ate can be similarly secured from the Senate Document Room, U.S. Senate, Wash.
inngto, D.C.
States do not maintain official verbatim transcripts as found in the Congressional
Record but all keep some record. Information can be obtained from the Secretary
of the State Senate and the clerk of its lower house.

The Secretary of the State can usually furnish a list of state legislators.

Reporting services on welfare activities are available from Washington. National
Association of Social Workers, Washington Breach Office, 1346 Connecticut Ave.,
N.W., Room 217, Dupont Circle, Wshington 6, D.C., sends out a FasAington
Memo, and American Public Welfare Association, 815 17th Street, N.W., Wsshing-
ton, D.C., publishes a Letter to Idembers.

The Social Legislation Information Service, 1346 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Wash-
ington 6, D.C., publishes a weekly analysis of developments in health, education,
welfare mad related fields.

Many states have state-wide citizen groups that send out reports on social leg-
islation. Your public library or the executive of your Community Welfare Council
can tell you what is available.

It. Materials od Residence Roqvlrments
Chicago Department of Welfare Study of Non-Resident A pplications Received in
April 1957, Cook County Department of Welfare, Chicago, Ill.
New York State Social Welfare Department Report. Various reports and studies
made in New York State during the last five years are available from State Char-
-ties Aid Association, 105 East 22ad St., New York 10, N.Y.

Report of Residence Requirements i, Public Asuistance and Poor Relief Laws
Study Committee 1961. State Department of Public Welfare. 141 S. Meridian St.,
Indianapolis 25, led.
Children in Migram Families. A report by the Children's Bureau, Social Security
Administration, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare to the Commit-
tee on Appropriations, U.S. Senate, December 1961. Available from the U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C.
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Statement on Residence Laws as They Affect Eligibility for Public Assistance.
Published by the Public Assistance Division of the Family and Child Welfare
Division of the Richmond, Va. Area Commusity Council, 1959.
Residence Roundup 1959 and 1961. Published by National Social Welfare Assem-
bly, 345 East 46th St., New York 17, N.Y. Report on the current situation pre-
pared by the National Travelers Aid Association.
What They Say About Residence Laws - 1959. Published by National Social Wel-
fare Assembly, 345 East 46th St., New York 17, N.Y. A list of official policy
statements by national organizations.

Our Obsolescent Residence Laws -1960. A speech by Savils Millis Simons, Gen-
eral Director, National Travelers Aid Association, 44 East 23rd St., New York 10,
N.Y. Presented at the 49th California State Conference on Health and Welfare.

Social Problems Arising from Population Mobility - 1961. A speech by Seville
Millis Simos, General Director, National Travelers Aid Association,44 East 23rd
St., New York 10, N.Y. Presented at the Tennessee State Conference of Social
Work.

The Movement of Population and Public Welfare in New York State, published
1958 by New York State Department of Social Welfare, 112 State St., Albany, N.Y.

Residence Laws Deprive People of Essential Dignity - 1960. A speech by Dr.
Clarence Senior, Consultant on Migration, American Society of Planning Officials,
resented at National Conference on Social Welfare in Atlantic City. Copies may

obtained at the National Travelers Aid Association.

New Approaches to the Problem of Residence Laws by Antonio .. Sorieri, De-
puty Commissioner, New York State Department of Social Welfare. Presented a
the National Travelers Aid Association Regional Conference held in Atlanta,
Ga. is 1959.
U.S. "Census Reports, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Washington, D.C.
American Public Welfare Directory, published yearly by American Public Welfane
Association, 1313 East 60th St., Chicago 37, Ill., Louis Dunn, Editor.

How to Influence Social Policy by Elizabeth Wickenden. Available from National
Association of Social Workers, 95 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y.

The Position of Farm Workers in Federal and State Legislation 1959-1960, by
Robin Meyers for the National Advisory Commission on Farm Labor, 112 East
19th St., New York 3, N.Y.

The Popu.'aion of the United States by Donald J. Bogue, Free Press, Glencoe,
Ill.. 1959.
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APPENDIX II

LIST OF NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS WITH POLICY STATEMENTS
OPPOSING RESIDENCE RESTRICTIONS

American Council for Nationalities Service

American Federation of Labor-Congress of lndubtrial Organizations

AFL-CIO Commnaity Service Activities

American Foundation for the Blind

American Legion

American Public Welfare Association

American Red Cross

Association of American Indian Affairs

Bureau of Public Assistance, U.S. Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare,
Social Security Administration

Children's Rureau,* U.S. Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare,
Social Security, Administration

Child Welfare League of America

Council of Jewish Federations and Welfare Funds

Family Location Service

Family Service Association of America

Governors' Conference

International Social Service

National Association (or dental Health

National Association of Social Workers

National Child Labor Committee

National Council of the Churches of Christ in the U.S.A.

National Council of Jewish Women

National Council on Alcoholism

National Federation of Settlements ard Neighborhood Centers

National Travelers Aid Association

National Tuberculosid Association

President's Committee on Migratory Labor

Salvation Army

United Hiss Service

United SeamenuVs Service

Young Women's Christian Association
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Senator LoNG. If you will pass it up here, let me take a look at it.
Mrs. SI oNs. These tables are also available from the Ameriean

Public Welfare Association. But all the evidence seems to be that, in
general, people move for economic reasons because they want to im-
prove their economic situation or to be with relatives, or sometimes
it is because of climate.

Senator LoNG. Quite a few of the States require 1-year residence
immediately preceding application. Do you find that to be an un-
reasonable requirement I

Mrs. SIMONS. No. We support the proposal made by the Secretary
in the original bill covering these amendments which limited duration
of residence to 1 year.

Now, this is in accordance with the recommendation made by the
Governors' conference, and seemed as though it would be a great help
because it would eliminate some of this confusion.

We also support the second proposal that was made, which was to
assist the States to eliminate residence requirements through provid-
ing some additional Federal matching.

It seems quite obvious that this is a national problem that calls
for both Federal and State legislation and that it is difficult for the
States to take action unilaterally.

Senator LoNo. What is your impression of the law with regard to
a person who moves from a State; can the State continue welfare
payments to a person who moves away?

Mrs. Sixows. They can temporarily. I would like to call your at-
tention to cases that I mention in my written material, and on page
3 there is the case of a family where this was done.

This is a family with two small children in which the father was
disabled. They were receiving aid to dependent children. It is under
the heading "Family Shunted Back and Forth." They were receiv-
ing aid to dependent children in a Northern State.

On a medical recommendation the family moved to the South, with
the department of welfare of the home State continuing the ADC grant
for 12 months until the family could gain residence in the new State.

At the point that the first ' State discontinued assistance, the welfare
department of the second State declared the family ineligible because,
in their opinion, the man could do light work. ' -

When he was unable to find employment, a local public official of-
fered the family $25 to leave the State and return to the first State.
In 4he meantime, the family had lost residence there and upon return
tf- Authorities gave them $5 for a tank of gas and told them to 'move
0)

"ifley went on to a third State where they had previously lived many
years earlier, and the Travelers Aid Society was able to provide assist-
ance and medical care and vocational rehabilitation, and the family
eventually did become self-supporting.

This is the kind of thing that a voluntary agency like Travelers Aid
cannot always do because of the great limitation on private funds.

We really have an awful gap between the public provisions and the
voluntary agencies because they assume that assistance for basic main-
tenance will come under the Social Security Act from public assistance,
and so are not prepared to give this kind of assistance.

5K4
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Travelers Aid does give financial assistance as part of its service,
but its funds are very limited and it cannot do so indefinitely.

Senator LoNe. That is the kind of problem that some people do not
seem to understand.

I haye received mail from people who take the attitude that there
should be no public welfare program, that all aid to the needy and
unfortunate should be provided on a private charity basis. Yet the
testimony we receive from private organiaztions who try to help indi-
gent and unfortunate people is that they cannot begin to take care of
the cases that come to them now; they just do not have adequate funds
for'them now, I

Is it your impression that the other agencies which do similar work
have the same problem; that it, inadequate funds I

Mrs. SImoNs. Well, after the ado tion of the Social Security Act it
was recognized that the res or basic income maintenance
for needy people who unable to sup themselves was being
assumed by pu b i are in, general, and that voluntary agencies
then could sup lent through giving more intensi services and Him-
iing the fina al assistance to th agency kind o.thing.

Now, m amil agenci o n t give nfcia&I assi nc6 as Trav-elers Aid do becau we are dea *ng so fre-
quently w nonres nt]

Other sho the kinds fat ha that p nt any
kind of reentive or i-ls ee

The is the case here of h an tu reulo hoa was
state ;he had idence lace, so he d get ohospita ation
and so took a 01 in I' iner, h bc ing a pu i-

.The is the c of a yar-o ho, after his grand parents'
death d no fa ly, neo an h .o heNorthin ehope
ofaetti a job an g.to

He d not rea r wite. ye anxious study. He was
not able get the job, and e Air ferried im for q ite a long
time and ad every e e to do s th him, u eventually
public'welf paid hi nsporta ion c to where had come
from, and the was absohite y g thee forhim.

So here was a -year-old b now who easily coul t into crime,
and both the public ney an the private agent ally failed him at
that point.

So, in order to carry outw e constructive apprOach of
t.h6 bill on the prevention of dpendeacy and relhabilitation, we feel
it very impotat tat something be done to initiate some kind of
steps that will end this discrimination against certain American citi-
zen who have haened to move, usually for the very American rea-
son of improvin their economic conditions, and really meeting the
need for a inobile-laborsupply.

Senator LoNe. Thank you-very much, Mrs., Simon. -
](The statementof Mrsl follows:)

8fATMIeNT SUnMImD TO SNATo FNxAxCE CoxMurrm 6w PuO o Wu4Aiz
AMENDMENTS o 1962, H.R. 10006, xy FAVILLA MuL Stuois, Gcmqmww D-
BmECo, NATIoAL TRAMvLs Am AtsOCATIoN'..

National Tivele, MAd AssocI4tion le a federA*on ot l0al traveler 414.ocdeuei "tharouoout the cauntr7 giving 1 stance a u ervi.e
vionresldents and people 06 the mov and working In lose relauolhp withi puitle
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welfare departments. Because both its operations and its clients are greatly
affected by public welfare provisions, the association, out of its long experience, is
impelled to register its urgent plea that steps be taken to remedy the absurd and
tragic effects of the present crazy quilt of diverse residence requirements for
public assistance. Failure to do so will seriously interfere with carrying out
the highly desirable, constructive approach of the proposed public welfare amend-
ments with their emphasis on the prevention of dependency and rehabilitation.

RESIDENCE RESTRICTIONS INTERFERE WITH PREVENTION AND REHABILITATION

The carrying out of these emphases requires that needed assistance and serv-
ices be available on the basis of need at the time and place of need. To achieve
these objectives it is necessary to deal with the problems caused by residence
restrictions, because they now constitute a serious obstacle to rehabilitation and
prevention.

Every day as a result of these restrictions problems are aggravated, needed
medical care delayed, and people encouraged in hopeless wandering from handout
to handout, thus increasing the numbers of dependent, unproductive, and, in some
cases, antisocial individuals and families.

The present provisions of the Social Security Act have resulted in a confus-
ing, chaotic diversity of provisions among programs and States, costly and time
consuming in administration, and resulting in-1. Large numbers 6f American citizens who are not eligible for needed

assistance anyplace, because they have lost residence in one place without
gah -ing It in another and so are stateless.

2. Others sent back to place of residence even when their return is unde-
sirable from the point of view of the individual and the community.

Since the purpose of the Social Security Act was t, assure that people in this
country have the essentials of life, the voluntary soel,! welfare agencies, includ-
ing the planning and financing agencies, have assumed the availability of public
welfare benefits and so, as a rule, do not provide financial assistance for basic
maintenance. Travelers Aid includes financial assistance when necessary as
part of its casework service, but as a voluntary agency its funds are limited.
Consequently there is a critical gap in our welfare provisions which result in
American families and individuals being left actually destitute if they do not
have residence.

Because of growing mobility and ease of transportation In this country, this
situation is increasingly affecting Americans adversely, because they are no
longer tied to one geographical community as in an earlier period before
Industrialization.

TUBERCULOSIS UNTREATED

An illustration of the compounding of a bad situation is the case of a gaunt,
middle-aged man, coughing severely, on his way to a city where he heard there
was work. The Travelers Aid worker in a bus station arranged for a medical
examination and a chest X-ray which showed active tuberculosis. The doctor
recommended hospitalization but the man learned-

1. That because he had managed to stay self-supporting by moving con-
stantly from one place to another as employment opportunities shifteoi, he
no longer had legal settlement in any community.

2. That even though he was infectious and sick, public facilities were
closed to hih. The public welfare department could arrange for him to
"return to settlement," if he had any, in order to get treatment, but since
he had no settlement they could not legally send him anywhere.

After resting in a "flophouse" for a few days he was able t9 get a Job as a
short order cook in a diner, thus exposing others in the community to
tuberculosis.

The National Tuberculosis Association states: "Residence and local settle-
ment laws and regulations frequently work a hardship on the tuberculosis
patient. These laws and regulations may delay or even exclude hospitalization
or treatment This delay in hospitalization may extend opportunities for in-
fection to more persons."

ONLY HOPEIESSNESS FOR A, 16-YEAR-OLD

Residence restrictions often make it impossible to take advantage of con-
mttnity oppo-tunities for rehabilitatioW or training for a useful life. I Fr expinple
Ed, a-,16-yeariold boy 'in a Southern: State whose parents, were dead, had bin,
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reared by his grandparents and when they died he took to the road. He had no
relatives or home in his home State. He worked in the North as a fruitpicker
and at the end of the season went to a large city to find work and to go to school.

He was bright; he had no work skills and could not read or write, but was
very eager to get an education. He found a few casual Jobs but they didn't last
and he couldn't get along, and so he came to Travelers Aid. Investigation
showed that there were no resources for him at all in the home State, the State of
residence, and that obviously the best thing for the boy was to stay where he
was and attempt to establish himself.

For several weeks the Travelers Aid Society assisted him and made every pos.
sible effort to make a longer term plan for the boy and to help him find work.
Unfortunately his lack of skills prevented his getting a Job and he was not
eligible for public assistance since he did not have residence. Travelers Aid
could not finance his expenses on a continuing basis. In desperation, Ed finally
decided that he would go back to the State where he had grown up. His fare
was paid by the public welfare department but no social plan was made for him
in the home State and he did not even have a place to live there.

Because Ed was a legal resident the cost of his transportation to return him
could be paid. He wanted, however, to go to school and learn to read and write
and learn an occupation. An opportunity to do so did not exist in his home
community and it was denied him in the new community because of his lack
of residence. The boy, in addition to needing food, shelter, and teaching, is in
danger of becoming delinquent and equIlly needs supervision and, counseling.
He had established a good relationship with the Travelers Aid worker, the
first person who had ever helped him. After his return to his home State he
phoned frantically to Travelers Aid in the northern city to ask for ,advice and
help.

Here was a missed opportunity to give preventive service to an individual who
is in danger of becoming a drag on the community for life.

FAMILY SHUNTED BACK AND FORTH

The way residence restrictions may affect the life of a family is illustrated
by the following case:

A family with two small children in which the father was disabled had been
receiving aid to dependent children in a Northern State. On medical recom-
mendation the family moved to the South with the department of welfare of
the home State continuing the ADC grant for 12 months until the family could
gain eligibility for ADC in the new State. At the point that the first State
discontinued assistance the welfare department of the.second State declared the
family ineligible because in their opinion the man could do light work. When
he was unable to find employment a local public official offered the family $25
to leave the State and return to the first State. In the meantime, the family
had lost residence there and upon return the authorities gave them $5 for a
tank of gas and told them to move on. They went on to a third State where
they had previously lived many years earlier. The Travelers Aid Society there
provided financial assistance, medical care, and vocational rehabilitation to this
family which eventually became self-supporting.

Surely a program financed in large part by Federal funds ind with the con-
structive objectives of rehabilitation and prevention of dependency through
training and services should not encourage such situations so contrary to the
intent of the Act.

POOR PUBLIC POLICY

Sidce our economy is increasingly dependent on'a mobile labor supply, good
public policy calls for removing obstacles to' the free movement of labor from
depressed areas to those of greater opportunity. However, under the present
legislation the unemployed with sufficient initiative to move to new locations In
search of Work are penalized if they experience delays in securing work and
are not 'able tO finance themselves. 'hey are discriminated against in com-
prltson with those who remain at home and do not make such efforts to get
employment.

WIDESPREAD CONCERN ABOUT PROBLEM

As early as 1899 the National Conference of Charities and Corrections recom-
mended a uniform State settlement law. Since then there has been mounting
concern about the seriousness of the problem. Many otltatandinig influential
organizations havre called for action, such as the American Legion, the AFL-
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C1, the American Public Welfare Association, the Salvation Army, the National
Council of the Churches of Christ, the United Community Funds and 0ounclls,
the Fanily Service Association, the American National lied ('rosm, the Counell
of Jewish Fdleratlons nnd Welfare Funds, the Child Welfare IAsgle. Thirty-
one national agencies Joined together in a Rpeclnl subcommittee on residence
laws In the National Social Welfare Assembly.

PEOPIX DO NOT MOVX VOR RKLIKr

Realdence requirements for public assistance have been continued in the false
hope that they will keep dependent, undesirable people out of the State.
Actually, except in rare cases, people do not move In order to got on relief.
They usually do not even know what the complicated provisions of our State
laws are until they get in trouble. The fact is that public welfare residence
laws neither attract nor deter people from moving to a specific State.

People move usually for economic reasons and the demands of labor and
industry. A recent publication of the Chse Manhattan Ilank In an article on
"Mobile Americans" said people "move for advanement." High residence
requirements in States like Florida, California, and Colorado, have not dis-
couraged people coming Into these Rtates which have had a particularly high
ilntlgration for other reasons.

Dr. Ellen Winston, commissioner, North Carolina State Board of Public
Welfare, testified before the House Ways and Means Committee:

"The fact remains that a very small proportion of assistance applicants are
recent arrivals, and restrictive laws are not as great a protection against
assuming reslmslbility for those in need as they might seem."

Large numbers of workers come into New York State each year to work,
both in industry and in agriculture, and yet, even though New York has high
assistance standards and had no residence requirements, in 1957 less than 2
percent. of the total relief costs was for people who had lived in the State less
than a year. One-third of this cost was for hospital care alone. At the same
time seasonal workers contributed in wages and expenditures more money thanl
they took out of the State.

FUESAL ACTION NECESSARY TO AID ACTION BY STATES I
It is clear that the States cannot be expected to act unilaterally in reducing

residence restrictions, which constitute a national problem that must be dealt
with through both Federal and State legislation. Consequently, the National
Traveler Aid Association and other national agencies associated with it in the
National Social Welfare Assembly welcomed very much the two proposals made
by the administration. They are in accord with the major recommendation
made by the Governor's conference in 1959 for Federal legislation to prohibit the
Imposition of a residence requirement of more than 1 year. The second pro-
posal (se. 137, H.R. 10032) Is very desirable in that it would assist the States
in eliminating all residence restrictions by providing a small compensatory
increment in Federal matching. Thus, we could begin to move toward removing
the gap in provisions which causes so much hardship to some of our mobile
people.

We are extremely disappointed that the House of Representatives did not In-
clude these two extremely constructive, much-needed provisions in H.R. 10606.
We believe that their deletion makes a serious gap In the series of provisions
designed to make "a comprehensive change" emphasizing prevention and reha-
bilitation.

We urge the Senate Finance Committee to restore these two provisions an an
essential step In strengthening the Federal-State public welfare system, so
as to meet the needs of people, wherever they may be in this country, and
without discriminating against American citizens who have moved, usually for
the characteristically American reason of wishing to improve their economic
opportunities It would be tragic if these amendments do not Initiate steps
to assure that a program financed In larre part by Federal funds sets a national
pattern for dealing with the social and human problems growing out of mobility
appropriate to a united nation dependent on a highly mobile economy.

Senator LoNG. Mr. Joseph H. Reid of the Child Welfare League
of America.

Will you proceed, Mr. Reid.
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STATEMENT OF J0EPH H. REID, EXECUTIVE DIRE(MOR, CHILD
WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA

Mr. REID. My statement will take, I think, under 10 minutes.
Senate' LQN6. Yes.
Mr. R l). I am representing the Child Welfare League of America

at 44 East, 2:3d Street, New York City.
'lle leag ue is a national voluntary accrediting organization in the

field of chil d welfare.
In representing the league and its board of directors, we are not

representing the views of all of our members. We have discussed
this bill with some 7,000 people in the last few months.

The first thing I wanted to speak to was the statement that was
made this morning by Representative Baldwin in which he is re-
questing an amendment to the bill before you.

We respectfully op ose this amendment because we believe it is
unsound and it would alter the sound pattern of public welfare in
the United States.

As you know, Representative Baldwin is proposing that aid to
dependent children funds be permitted to go to juvenile courts where
those courts are placing children in foster care.

We are an organization that makes surveys and studies throughout
the country and in our opinion, foster-care programs should be ad-
ministered by administrative agencies of government and not by the
courts.

We have seen, generally speaking-it is not true in all instances-
the care which children received is not as good as when that care is
given through public welfare departments or through private agencies.

We, in no sense, would want to limit the responsibility of the courts,
and would suggest that keeping the bill in its present form would in
no sense limit the responsibility of courts.

Wherever there has to be a limitation of parental rights or deter-
mination of legal custody of a child or the naming of a guardian,
that should be done by the courts. However, that authority should
not be confused with the actual administration of the services that
the child needs. A proper separation between judicial and adminis-
trative functions is as essential in child welfare as it is in other areas.
The majority of courts recognize this proper division of responsibility.

In California, in fact, only a handful of counties follow the methods
advocated by Representative Baldwin, in which the couAs actually
administer child welfare.

In a majority of the counties, the courts do transfer that responsi-
bility.

We do believe, if I may add one extra thing here, that this whole
question could be resolved by an administrative clarification of the
present law.

In California there is objection to a ruling of HEW that the child
must actually be committed by the court to the public welfare
department.

Were that rule changed to permit the judge to commit the child
to his probation officer, but to delegate the actual responsibility for
the care of the child to the public welfare department, the majority
of judges in that State would concur with present law, and I respect-
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fully suggest that an amendment is not necessary in order to bring
this about, but rather that there be administrative clarification by
the Department.

The second matter that I wish to speak to briefly, and I want, to re-
peat that we associated ourselves with the testimony of the National
Social Welfare Assembly, so we are not going to duplicate

Senator LoNG. Let me see if I understand it.
Mr. REID. Yes, sir.
Senator LoNG. Are you opposed to any courts, any of the probation

officers of juvenile courts, administering theoe foster-care funds or do
you favor that it be made permissive, that the State may or may not
use this procedure?

Mr. Rsm. No, sir. We oppose changing the law in the way that
permits courts to administer ADC funds because we think what it
results in is the setting up of duplicate systems of foster care.

In those communities-and it is not just, California; Michigan has
a fairly widespread system of this type, and also Texas does-in those
communities where you have foster-care programs administered by
courts you have, in practically all instances, a duplicate system under
the public welfare department.

We believe it will be far sounder not to permit the courts to receive
ADO funds and to encourage this develo ment.

In those communities where courts do have the program, supported
by local funds, obviously it is not the concern of the Congress. But
we think that passing an amendment at this point might serve either
to perpetuate or to further establish the duplicate system of foster
care to the detriment of the children.

In the original bill as presented by the administration provision
was made to prmit the purchase of services from private agencies
by public welfare departments, and although our organization sup-
ports the purchase of service where it is service that cannot be pro-
vided by the public welfare department, where they do not possess
it, we believe if the Senate does reconsider this action, as has been
requested by several groups who have appeared before you, in other
words, if you reinstate a provision for the purchase of service, that it
is extremely important in order to preserve proper private agencies
and proper public agencies that there be several specific restrictions.

One is that any purchase of service be on a case-by-case basis
rather than an open-end contract with a private agency.

Second, that in purchasing service that 100 percent of that care
should be paid for and not partial care so we do not get into a situa-
tion where community chest funds or church funds are going to sub-
sidize the program of the public agency.

Third, that a limitation be placed upon the amount of service that
can be purchased from any one private agency, so as to avoid any
implication, that the Government is prepared to finance a large propor-tion of private agency services. We believe that the predominant
source of private agency financing should be private and not govern-
mental, and without such a restriction we fear the development of a
large quasi-public agency that, though it be private in name, is 100
percent public in its financing.

-The last is that in purchasing services that they only be purchased
from agencies that have properly qualified trained personnel.
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We think it is extremely important to keep the division of re-
sponsibility between private and public to encourage cooperation,
and certainly not. have one destroy the other. An open-end provision
for purchase, we fear, would result in an imbalanced development.

The next item that I would like to speak to is section 107(a), that
part of it that would permit the States to take "any other action
authorized under State law in behalf of the child," except the denial
of assistance to the child.

We believe it would be very unwise for this language to remain in
the bill.

Although I concur with some of the statements which have been
made earlier that to the degree that Congress can, there should be
clarification by Congress of what the restriction should be' or the
law should be, in respect to Federal-State relationships. With this
type of open-ended permission for the States to pass any law they
wish, we think there is ample experience which shows that there has
been serious abuse by States in some instances by cutting off large
numbers of people from relief rolls quite inconsistent with Federal
law.

In fact, as you know, Secretary Flemming, during his administra-
tion, took action that was later supported by Congress to attempt to
get uniformity in the administration of public assistance.

But we do believe there is danger in simply giving a blank check
to the States, and since as much as 80 percent of the funds going into
these programs are Federal, that preserving a contractual relation-
ship based on firm understandings, whether the details of that con-
tractual relationship be determined by Cong or by administra-
tive fiat, as has been mentioned, is secondary,1 think, to the principle
of the Federal Government being permitted in giving the money, to
designate the conditions under which it should be spent. I

The next to the last item I want to mention is the child welfare
grants, and we heartily endorse the provisions that would extend
child welfare services to every county in the Nation.

As it stands today, approximately only one-half of the counties in
the United States have public child welfare programs. We think it
extremely important that Congress take action to see to it that re-
gardless of where a child is he is eligible to receive service.

The last thing I want to speak of, sir, is the disparity between
financial assistance that is given to children and to others, the aged
and the disabled.

Whereas, we are in, no sense commenting negatively ,bout the level
of assistance for the aged, we do believe that this bill, which would
further increase the disparity between children and their parents,
and between the ADC program and the aged, blind, and disabled,
cannot be justified.

There is evidence that a child requires every bit as much food and
clothing and shelter as an aged person, and if the formula proposed
in this bill were passed, we would have a discrepancy of 2 times
as much money available to an aged person as to a child.

In saying this I want to repeat that we in no sense are stating
that an aged person does not need this amount of money, but rather
that Congress in looking at the categorical aid is perpetuating a dis-
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crimination that is very deadly if it does not take into account the
needs of children and their parents as well as these other categories.

Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Reid follows:)

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH H. REID, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CHILD WELFARE
LEAGUE OF AMERICA

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Joseph H. Reid.
I am the executive director of the Child Welfare League of America at 44 East
23d Street, New York City. Established in 1920, the league is the -national vol-
untary accrediting organization in the field of child welfare. It has a member-
ship of 246 agencies throughout the United States. Its prime functions are
reserach, consultation services to local agencies and communities, standard set-
ting, and child welfare publications.

I am authorized by the board of directors of the league to appear before you
today in support of legislation to extend and improve the public assistance and
child welfare service programs of the Social Security Act. My statement does
not necessarily represent the views of all of our member agencies since we have
not had an opportunity to poll them on all of the specific content of the bill
before you. In general, however, the statement will be consistent with the views
of the majority of our members.

We have associated ourselves with the testimony previously presented by the
National Social Welfare Assembly and therefore will not repeat our support for
the major intent of this legislation. We will confine our testimony to several
aspects of the bill with which we have additional concern.

BALDWIN AMENDMENT

In the hearings on this legislation before the Committee on Ways and Means
of the House of Representatives, an amendment was proposed by Representative
Baldwin of California. We understand that this amendment will come before
you for your consideration. In his amendment, Representative Baldwin is pro-
posing that section 2 of Public Law 87-31 be so changed as to permit aid-to-
dependent-children's funds to be used for the payment of foster care of certain
children who are placed in foster care and supervised by county probation officers
of Juvenile courts.

It is our opinion, based upon many studies and surveys of child welfare oper-
ations throughout the Nation, that foster care programs should be administered
by administrative agencies of government, and not by courts. Courts, and par-
ticularly Juvenile courts, have a major concern and share responsibility for
joint planning and action essential to insure that every county has essential
basic services for children. Public welfare departments, as administrative agen-
cies, must depend upon the courts to act in all matters requiring adjudication.
The court is the only authority that may limit or terminate parental rights,
give legal custody of a child to a designated individual or agency, name a guard-
Ian for a child, grant an adoption decree, or make a commitment of a child.
However, that authority should not be confused with the actual administration
of the services that the child needs. A proper separation between judicial and
administrative functions is as essential in child welfare as it Is in other areas.
The majority of courts recognizes this proper division of responsibility. In
California, in fact, only a handful of counties follows the methods advocated
by Representative Baldwin. The large majority of counties places the respon-
sibility for the actual administration of the foster care for a given child with a
public or private agency. In our experience, in general, the level of foster care
provided through courts is substandard. Personnel do not usually have the
training or experience required to administer a sound foster care program.
They do not have the benefit of the wide range of child welfare services that are
necessary to support a proper foster care program. Nor are they, in all
instances, subject to civil service standards or other Federal and State require-
ments that seek to provide a high level of foster care.

Another evil that would be perpetuated by encouraging court-administered
programs through this amendment is the establishing of duplicate systems of
foster care in the States and, counties. It Is wasteful and inefficient to have
two publicly supported foster care programs competing for personnel and for
foster homes.
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In no sense do we wish to negate or limit the courts' responsibility for mat-
ters requiring adjudication. The fact that an administrative agency of govern-
ment, rather than a judicial agency, should, in our opinion, be responsible for
the determination of eligibility for public assistance, the placement of the child,
and planning for the child and his family, in no sense limits t~he proper authority
of the court for children who are court wards in respect to any matter requiring
adjudication, including the limiting or terminating of parental rights and the
return of the child to his own home.

PURCHASE OF SERVICE

In the original bill presented by the administration, provision was made to
permit the purchase of services by public welfare departments from private
agencies. The present bill excludes such a provision. In its testimony before
the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representatives, the league
objected to the original administration proposal because we believed that, had
it passed as drafted, abuses could have resulted. In our view there is value,
however, in a limited purchase of services from private agencies, particularly
those services that have not developed under public auspices, but exist under
private agencies. If this committee sees fit to reintroduce such a concept into
this legislation, we would urge the following provisions:

1. That purchase of service be on a case-by-case basis, and not through
contract.

2. That services purchased be paid for on a 100 percent basis of cost, care-
fully determined through cost accounting.

3. That a limitation be placed upon the amount of service that can be pur-
chased from any one private agency, so as to avoid any implication that Gov-
ernment is prepared to finance a large proportion of private agency services. We
believe it important for the health of the Nation that private agencies receive
the preponderant source of their financing through private sources--community
chests, united funds, churches, and other private groups. We do not believe
it sound to develop large quasi-public agencies who, though private in their
administration, receive the bulk of their funds from public sources.

4. That services be purchased only from agencies having properly qualified,
trained personnel.

SECTION IOTA

We strongly urge the deletion of section 107A of the bill as passed by the
House. This section would permit the States to take "any other action author-
ized under State law on behalf of the child" except the denial of assistance
to the child. There has been ample experience to demonstrate the necessity
for minimum Federal requirements of assistance. This section would permit
States to transfer families to a general assistance program with lower money
grants to the family. It would also permit them to exclude the parents from
receiving financial aid, thus in essence forcing the parent to eat out of the
child's bowl, materially lowering the already dangerous subsistence level in
some States. In recent years the Nation has had ample experience with such
situations. Certain States removed thousands of children from relief rolls
under the guise that their homes were not suitable. It was necessary for
Secretary Flemming to rule that such actions were a violation of Federal
minimum requirements. This section would partially negate the Flemming
ruling which was later endorsed by this Congress, and might well create again
the shameful conditions under which packages of feed were sent to starving
American children by foreign nations.

We believe there are ample protections in existing Federal, State, and local
law, to permit counties to protect children who are in unsuitable homes without
the necessity of this sweeping alteration of the Federal-State contractual rela-
tionships that have proven successful in the administration of public welfare
for the past 30 years.

CHILD WELFARE GRANTS

We heartily endorse the provisions that would extend child welfare services
to every county in the Nation, and the important provisions-for the stimulation
of day care programs.

84071 0--2----86
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DISPARITY BETWEEN FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO CHILDREN AND TO OTHER CATEGORIES

We deplore a provision of this bill that would further increase the disparity
between payments for the care of children and payments for the aged, blind,
and disabled. Evidence is clear that a growing child requires as much food,
clothing, and shelter as does an aged, blind, or disabled person. The formula
proposed would recognize a maxin.um level of aid for the needy aged and
disabled which is 2% times higher than that authorized for needy children and
their parents. Such discrimination can only serve to weaken family life.

Senator LONG. What sort of studies do you have to demonstrate that
a small child does require as much for support as an aging person?

Mr. REID. A 10-year-old child?
Senator LoNG. Do you have any studies on that subject?
Mr. REID. Yes, sir; we do. The studies, however, come from the

States.
In practically every State, the State departments usually handling

nutrition or the universities, are asked by the State department of
public welfare to make careful studies of how much, what is the mini-
mum amount of food, clothing, et cetera, that a child needs in order to
stay alive, and in practically every study which has been made-for
example, a 14-year-old requires more money to support him than does
a person of my age; and with a 21/2 times discrepancy between these
two things. it is really'deadly.

Senator Lowo. Well, the thought occurs to me that for small children
there are many families who are willing on a voluntary basis to make
available all their hand-me-down clothes, and one thing and another.
I mean, if a neighbor has a baby in the family, why, the parent, if his
child is beyond the age of using a baby crib, hands it over to the neigh-
bor or loans it to him. The thought occurs to me that there are a num-
ber of situations where so much of the expense is defrayed by people
who are willing to contribute something-friends, relative, neighbors.

Mr. Rnm. I would agree with you certainly that there should not
be an exact-I am not suggesting that there be an exact dollar for an
aged person and a dollar for the child that is equal. But these should
be determined by need.

For example, the mother who has three children who are in the age
category of 10. 11, and 12, that mother does not need less food to eat
than a disabled or agina person, and yet the level of her assistance is
much lower than these other categories; there is a large discrepancy be-
tween them-granted that children can, of course, wear hand-me-
downs or there may be other people to aid them, this is also true of
the other categories.

Senator Loza. I would suggest that if you have some studies on that
subject you might direct one or two of th better ones to this committee
so that we can have a look at it.

Mr. REID. I will do so immediately on mv return to New York.
Senator LONG. It might be helpful in obtaining the results you seek.
Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. REiD. Thank you, sir.
(The following was later received for the record:)

IMMIGRATION PROvD BY JOSEPH REID, CHILD WELFARE IAut or AmEIcA

The U.8. Department of Agriculture has made estimates of the cost of food
on a level called the low cost plan. eThis information (see the chart below) Is
band on the assumption of all persons being members of a four-person family.
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Food-Low cost-U.S. Department of Agriculture, January 1962

Aged man (75 years and over living in a four-member family) -------- $26.25
Aged woman -------------------------------------------------- 20.65
35-year-old woman -------------------------------------------- 22.80
Boy 13 to 15 years -------------------------------------------- 30.10
Girl 13 to 15 years -------------------------------------------- 27.150
Child:

10 to 12 years --------------------------------------------- 26.25
7 to 9 years ------------------------------------------- 22.35
4 to 6 years ------------------------------------------- 18. 90

Each State establishes its own cost standards for budgetary requirements on a
subsistence level for all categories of public assistance. These figures are based
on data developed by each State agency as representing the costs for basic living
requirements In that State. In 1958 the median cost figure for a mother aged
35, a boy 14, a girl 9, and a girl 4, living in rented quarters, was $173.10 for all
States. The high was $241 and the low was $61.50.

Senator LONG. On yesterday's schedule of witnesses there was to be
Cernoria Johnson of the National Urban League. I believe she
understood she was to testify today.

If you would care to testify now, Miss Johnson, you will be heard.
Do you have a prepared statement?

STATEMENT OF CERNORIA D. IOHNSON, WASHINWTON
REP TENTATIVE, NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE

Miss JOHNSON. I do sir, and with your indulgence, Mr. Chairman,
let me say that I am Cernoria Johnson, Washington representative
of the National Urban League, located in New York City, and in the
interests of conserving time I would just like to register my statement
and make one or two observations.

Senator LoNe. Your statement will be printed in full in the record.'
We will hear you.

Miss JOHNSON. Thank you, sir.
Overwhelmingly this week we have heard various agencies and or-

gnizations speak out in the interests of eliminating section 107(a).
Therefore, anything we have to say will not be new except we think
we come from a little different vantage point.

The positive approach is to recommend that section 108 of H.R.
10606 be considered sufficient at this point and a working basis if there
needs to be strengthening in the matter of the forms that assistance
payments will take with the safeguards inherent in 108.

But the National Urban League suggests the elimination of section
107(a), based upon the fact that if 108, and similar legislation which
has been used prior to this, to safeguard the individual rights of
persons has not forestalled conditions such as the experiences in thei
Newburgh incident, and the Louisiang ADC case, and now the
Birmingham, Ala., case, where Negroes are denied surplus commodi-
ties because of their search for equal opportunity. If our present.
legislation has not guaranteed this, certainly relaxing the rules in'
terms of States handling of funds by the section just stated by Mr.
Reid will not help..I wish to point out, when I say this that the dangers inhereilt in
this section 107(a) stem not from the good intent of the legislators
and. the State officials who, many of them, seek to improve the welfare
of all cities, but we feel that the dangers are in the hands of the
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stead w %V t Idirip sect ion 109 nR it nu'asurp fol. !fegttr ill mi %+11111l
ri,1ht1 111d f0 jtt'OVItte WAYS Of me(Tfillg the Mju'eild Sit nat 01Hm Illt t h
tutu tfee of ptrot et ed ptinlyitsem .

TIM'he stuegtl of Sevitl Ion 11111ity be found Ill it" apponwh1 a1 1(d 1
111ioto 'Ito he1lig thle iveipielis i'hiitye I1H 4(N)1l 11M j)oRHI~ 010th
("a Maty for ldequItte tttatut11getttettt of filtIls."

Other dIwussion anid other tteteits re itrdlu g suyeolN of vert uti

1 )tltelt ve Ittit rehiihillttttive atspeets of t1 s totalb 110 faeIneludeil,
111t we are Inuostily Coneernied fibout set ionl 10) sitr.

Senttr IAINi.' Let 11110 sRY to You abOult sleCtiOn 10)7t, 10lIeVe tluit
does refer to the rOMPlet011 tfIatR Ists in Lotdiatta. I (lid not Cret
thatt problent. I louud tuyself sotinewlut lIt the inkldle of It, whien It.
WIAs Mrated because18 there Y011 Itad aIt 41a1tio0n where thle Sitte governl-
Inetj,V yAn lact of Its I eglilaiture aind State fluthIoritie, Wits Ill emfct
withI tht; position of tieFederail (lovertinent. 1 believe they were ill
dlageentt over 1,100( eases out of 70,M0)o dependett children t'ase.

Ntnv, thle great. lrohlein there wats, to no ma~ny of us whether 70,00)
ch11dildren were to be eliinaited fromil assIStance %becauseF Of at disa11gree
meuit ever 1,700 eases.

I think thle IIs reentent Inuvolves a much sinadler nunber of cases
toy titan it d d~ that time.
There hats been indicattion on thle patrt of tiose of us In Conugress of

it desire to be reasonable In working this inttfer out, atnd I itm pleased
to say that there Is sotne indktion that, the Statte, legislature is goinat
to try to tneet. tihe Federatl Governtnent hatlf waty lit resolving 011,
mnatti it way ltt, botht sides could ngree, to be reatsonable a~nd falv
under the cireuttnes.

t am sure yon realise, there is something of at problems there.
MissJotisotc WVell, mny organization believes firmly i the Fed.

eral-State pa rtnerehip. It is tnot for lessening tile influence and the
power of either arot. But we do feel-I just caie from a nieeting
where we were t ig ithgaout the stne tliit -wI3 (to feel thst the Fed.
eal, Government lifs tO-unitil sotit) iore tnpjroveinetts aire mde, in
t-he are of hiumian relattiotue-to ha~ve an ittcreitsing responsibility for
building in whitt. I would like to call minimum requirements for safe.
guarding the individual rights of others. It is at partnership mat-
to _4111 the States, rights question is Ilot. tle real issue-when once
vre spend these finds we should enter into tite kind of partnersifip
arranent that will assure, titat every cifizeii, regardless of who lhr,
is, if Ite qualifies gets equal treatment.

(The prepared statement follows:)
ftAftMV 3?T CWIaz D. JOHNSON, WASUXiNaToN Rz~81T~V NATIONAL

CUWun ARey ous Ptmuo WxLFAnz Auiniqr oi 19ft H.R. 1006,f Sun.
mrT To IM. BwATa FixAKV0mew Cour

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. I am Cernorla D. Johnson and
I oe as Washington representative for the National urban ague.

The Notlomat Urban LeAgue with Its central omtee in New York City, is a
network of affiliated voluntary social. service agencies operating In 02 maJov
lwstla VIiues of the Nation,, serving Inore thqu O0 percent of the total urban
N1WG population. These league &MfUqtes are "manned by 500 professlonall"-
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trained socInl workers, who .sosesm a variety of experience In community
service. I nininiing and muo;ilennenting the work of the employed staff are some
l0()) (,ommitlty IendPrs, Negro aid white, who without compeination brIng t(
tlip work of thp Ipnue a virtulnly Ilmitlns reservoir (of strengths, skills and
tnlPnt. This far-flung Interracial force of volunteers Is dedi('ated to the Urbin-
l"Knlle goal of eltal opportunity.

Hvideicep of the league's concern for the pIblic welfare Issues covered In Ht.R.
I(H4I lily be found In n half-century record of service as It has sought to help
solve the Nation's racial protlen,,. Today we Join other private voluntary agen-
(,len In heartily endorsing the new emphasis on prevention and rehabilitation Rio
epxlressp(I by thp Scretary of health J education, and Welfare in many ato, ie
of tie 1'tiblie Welfare Amindnients of lowi2, 1I.t. 10000,

The Cotigress of the United States, and other Federal bodies, are to be eon-
miended for their forthright and determined attack upon the mounting com-
ilexilles of public welfare. Aniong these overwhelming problems, the IUrban
iea gue rocognlisem the need for public asslatant* by some fellow Amerlcann'.

One major approach In n eetinn this increasing need Is through sound and
equliable lhgimlntiou. Ruch legislation can evolve from the supportive team-
work of private and governmental group counseling together on welfare Issusi.
An overview of this legislation reveals many strengths to be found In sn4
Itstae ns as--

1. the extension of ADC to the needy children of unemployed parents
the scheduled Increases In the authorization for child welfare services PP
thp establishmn nt of (lay care programs; and

2. the provision for 7ripercent Federal financial participation In the cost
of services to familles through the guarantee of more assistance from
public welfare workers In self-heilp pursultm with the clients

The Urban league believes that It can perform a valuable service to tHie
committee by expressing Its views regarding some aspects of the bill. There-
fore It wishes to specifically call attention to section 1(7(a) which does not
provide the necessary mafegiards for families dependent upon public assistane,
From its Inception, the Social Security Act has sought to safeguard Individual
rights and entItlements. The act encompasses regulations based upon reasOn-
able nationwide goals and standards which have served throughout the years
to maintain a constructive and stable program, The proposal for amendment
muggested in section 107 (a) would lessen some of the safeguards.

A npw provilon for restricted iayments of aid to families with depedent
childrenn has been added with a clause which justifies our concern. This clause
states :

"* * * the State agency may provide for such counseling and guidance serv.
Ices with respect to the use of such payments * * 0 In the best Interest of such
child, and may provide fo' advising such relatives that the continued failure to
so use such payments will result in substitutlon therefore of protective payments
• * * or In seeking appointment of a guardian or legal representative * * * or
In other action authorized under State law which Is deemed necessary to pro-
tect the Interest of such child; and any such action taken by the State agency
pursuant to such State law, other than denial of much payments with respect
to such child while In the home of such relative, shall not serve as a basis for
withholding funds from such State * * * and shall not prevent such payments
with respect to such child from being considered aid to families with dependent
children,"

This portion of sectlon 107(a) creates concern, and much misgIv ng, with the
broad authority granted States, permitting them to not work with the problem
through the method of a third party "protective payment" or "legal guardian"
but permits "other action authorized under State law which In deemed neces-
sary to protect the Interest of such child" short of actually denying asistance.

Further, section 107(a) would produce practices that could serve to destroy
self-respect without guaranteeing that cash payment would reach the child (or
children) involved. It would give States an opportunity to exercise punitive
measures against relief clients, particularly minority group members, who are
Incapable of defending themselves. In the Instance of voucher payments, local
welfare offices could be subjected to many pressure from vendors, landlords,
and others. Moreover, it does not guarantee that payments will be made for
benefits of the child since past experience has shown that merehandtse can
be traded for many things.
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Section 108 of H.R. 10606 represents the sounder approach to the granting of
assistance in the form of "money payment" to the responsible relative. Under
this provision, for so-called "protective payments," the money might be pald
to a third party "who is interested In or concerned with the welfare of such
child and relative" providing a number of conditions were met, i.e.: (1) An
individual determination in each case reviewed and approved at the State level,
(2) full payment of budgetary need, (8) special work with the mother or other
relative to help her achieve better management, (4) periodic review, and (5)
an appeal procedure., Under the original proposal of the administration, this
authority would have been limited to one-half of 1 percent of the caseload This
limitation was raised by the House to 5 percent.'

The Urban Leaguie suggests the elimination of section 107(a) based upon the
permissiveness it may provide for more experiences such as the Newburgh in-
cident; the Louisiana ADC case; and now the Birmingham, Ala., situation,
where Negroes are denied surplus commodities because of their search for equal
opportunity. The dangers inherent in this section stem not from the good intent
of the legislators who seek to Improve the welfare of all citizens, but is found
In the hands of the few who would inflict punishment upon the helpless.

Therefore, we urge that the Senate Finabce Committee,, and those officers
empowered to do so, strike from hI.R. 10606, section 1oT(a). It serves only to
weaken the bill. Instead, section 108 should be utilized to continue as a meas-
ure for safeguarding individual rights and provide for ways of meeting spe-
cial situations in the matter of protective payments. The strength of section
108 may be found in its approach "to helping the recipient achieve as soon as
possible the capacity for adequate management of funds."

Senator LoNe. That concludes the public hearing on A.R. 10606,
and the committee will stnd in adjournment subject to the call of
the Chair.

(By direction of the chairman, the following is made a part of therecord:)
THE WOMEWS' Civxo LmAGuro, INp.,

Baltimore, Md., February 9,1960.
HlOD. HARRY F. Em,~
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Ofice Building, Washington, D.C.

Dr.&s Sm: The Women's Civic League is deeply concerned about the unneces-
sary pyramiding of welfare programs and strongly urges you and your commit-
tee to do all In your power to stem the rising tide.

Mr. Ribicoff has confirmed the fact that the present welfare program is not do.
ing the Job it was set up to do and has proposed many changes in the program
which are supposed to get people off the public assistance and back to useful,
productive roles in society. All of these changes will require both additional
services and large expenditurs of money. However, none of the changes rec-
ommended can be effective unless the administration is willing to revise the
basic social security premise, which states that the needy person has a "right" to
this money; that he may spend it without any restrictions; that he need assume
no responsibility.

To spend $193 million more without revising these basic tenets of welfarism
is unrealistic. The prgoram will simply become more inefficient in more direc.
tons.

Before granting any increase in welfare funds, we earnestly suggest a complete
overhaul of the existing program and of the procedure's requiring mountains of
"paperwork" which consumes most of thesocial worker's time.,

Yours truly, .F OMrs. FRANK Z. OLts,
, Pre140n't.

Mrs. AUousT E. Hiciu,
________Welfarie Chair#"#.

Statement made by iElivabeth Wiekenden, technical consultant on public social r0!16y
for the assembly, at the request of Its committee on social issues and policles in further
explanation of the issues involved in the provisions of the bill for protective payments And
other measures to "prevent abuses in ai* to dependent children payments." I -
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PACIFIC OAKS,
Pasadena, Calif., March 7, 1962.

Hon. HAmBY FLOOD BYhD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Jommittee,
Senate O01ce Building, Washington, D.C.

Drza SENATOR BYo: May we recommend your favorable consideration of
the principle of Federal aid to day care for children who for one reason or
another must be cared for outside their own homes? There is precedent for
Federal concern for young children in the Lanham Act which established
day care centers to enable women t6 work In defense industries during World
War II. At the close of World War II everyone expected women to "go home"
but they didn't. Reasons for this appear to be multiple-changes in family
values have occurred, there is need for womanpower in the labor forces--what-
ever the reasons, in our democratic society, a woman's free choice about how she
will deal with her life is valued. ,

Government reports on women in the labor force indicate clearly that a
large number of mothers of children under six are now employed. What hap-
pens to their children Is not as clear. A very small segment are in group day
care programs and licensed foster home day care. Still others are left with
relatives and some are "latch-key" children who are left on their own in
mother's absence.

The social sciences have made abundantly clear that what happens to young
children is of great significance not only to the development of individuals but
also to the future of society. From the ever-growing knowledge about the range
of circumstances which promote healthy early development, We know that a
young child absorbs his attitudes and values from relationships to people who
are important to him.

Providing a young child with the care of a person who is appropriately
qualified in personality and preparation is often beyond the buying power of'
working women. Federal assistance to extend the availability'of quality pro-'
grams would be money well spent In the public interest-helping to conserve
our most precious resources, our children.

Should you wish further information about-day care or how quality can.
be assured in an expanded program, I should be pleased to send it to you.

Sincerely,
•Ev ojuNi Btozss, Director.

SUPERIoR CouRT Or CAL U'O-N,
IN AND FOS THl COUNTt o RZYvZSIDF,

HIndi, Oalff., March 8,1962.Hon. LisT, S HuiL,
Chairman, Labor and Publio Welfare Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
My DEAR SENATOR: As a Judge of the Superior Court of California, I sit on

all types of cases and matters, Including Juvenile, dona stick relations, reciprocal
support I have been interested in the field of support for, children in all of
Its aspects. .,

It must be confessed that I do not agree with the Federalpolicy and law*
which has created and i, maintaining a festering sore in the field of so-called
dependent 'children. The Federal'policy and law has created a segment of our
civilization' which is steeped In Immerallty, having conduct inconsistent withthe rules of decent society and which'segment lspurely parasiticaL,, Under the
guise of hling so-called needy children the law and policy Is encouraging menand women to create a population of, persons who gl v nothing to society Id
are a drag upon it.

However thiq may be, I do not believe section 152,' page Of of A1.0082
should remain in its present form. - I submit that Congressman John Baldwin's
amendment to that section should be enacted into law. Obviously the Wpfare
deprtmepta of thq state are not properly constituted to take care of the work
thrUtUl~hithem.' In our daily operations at grass root level we find it is the
probation departments which do the work and are constituted to do it.

Respectfully,
HILToN H. MCCaM,

Judge of the Superior Court.
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NATIONAL TuBERCuLOsIs ASSOCIATION,
New York, N.Y., March 15, 1962.

Hon. HAy FLOOD Byau,
Chairman, Senate Finance CJommittee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DcAa S NATOa BYRD: We have followed with great interest the introduction
of comprehensive welfare legislation in the current Congress. It is our opinion
that the elimination by the House Ways and Means Committee of the section
dealing with reduction of residence requirements is most unfortunate.

Legal requirements designed to withhold medical treatment in public in-
stitutions from nonresident of a community or State have long served as a
deterrent to tuberculosis control. In many areas of the country nonresidents
have been prevented from receiving treatment at the time most crucial for their
recovery. The wastefulness of such a practice was pointed out in the resolution
of the board of directors of the National Tuberculosis Association on January
21, 1961.

However, adequate treatment of a chronic, contagious disease is not merely
a matter of medical attention. In addition to the shortsightedness of denying
treatment until disease is advanced, policies of withholding welfare benefits
have often retarded recovery of the sick. It has been the experience of many
tuberculosis associations that even when tuberculosis patents are eligible for
hospitalization they often refuse treatment because their families are left
without means of support and are ineligible for welfare assistance. Nonresi-
dents in many communities are forced to seek support from private agencies
which are ill-equipped to offer adequate or constructive help. In the end, such
neglect contributes to development of chronic invalidism and dependency, and
in the case of tuberculosis, strikes at the basic aim of control, which is to break
the chain of infection. From an economic viewpoint the philosophy of residence
requirements is in disagreement with the tradition of freedom of movement
which has been of such importance in our industrial development.

Throughout the literature, an association between tuberculosis and poverty
has been demonstrated. In spite of great progress, tuberculosis remains the
most costly communicable disease problem in the TTnited States. In 1960, over
5MOO0 new active cases were reported. If eradication of this disease is ever to
be achieved in this country, Its control and treatment cannot be hampered by
restrictions which in many areas have been unrealistic in their aim and costly
failures when the final accounting is done.

We hope that your committee will not accept the omission from the leglelation
of that section which reduces maximum length of residence to 1 year for all
welfare categories.

Sincerely yours,
JAuts E. PmxINs, M.D., Managing Director.

SAN Dizoo, CAur., March 18, 1962.
l1on. HArI Vlw Bvm,
Chairman, Senate Finanoe Committee,
U.N. Seate, Waehington, D.C.

Dzax Si: We In San Diego are deeply concerned over section 152 of H.R. 10082,
the bill now before Congress, regarding dependent children who have been re-
moved from their homes by order of the Juvenile court and placed under the
supervision of the probation officer.

We sincerely urge that you support the amendments introduced by Onmgress-
man Utt and Congressman Baldwin. These amendments would maintain the
power of the court to act freely without Federal control, and would allow aid
for these children. This would most assuredly ease the tax burden of the tax-
payers of San Diego.

Respectfully yours,
Mrs. LAx CAsm SL JxeO.
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OALIFORNIA PROBATION, PAROLE & CORREcTiONAL A.S800IATION,
San Diego, Oalff., March 16, 1962.

Hon. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,
(Jh arman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, WasMngton, D.C.

DzAR SENATOR BYRD: The purpose of this letter is to enlist your support to
amend section 152 (a) and (b) of H.R. 10W0& This bill (originally H.R. 10082)
is discriminatory and denies Federal funds to certain dependent children. The
attached amendment proposed by Congressman John F. Baldwin of California
would have accomplished this but was not acceptable to the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare which is supposed to submit a reworded modifi-
cation before the bill is considered by the Senate Finance Committee. We urge
that you examine the modification carefully to be sure it accomplishes the
needed correction.

This section provides that Federal aid to dependent children funds will be
denied unless complete responsibility for the planning and supervision of the
child is carried out by the agency administering the aid to needy children
funding program. As interpreted by the Children's Bureau of the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, and by the California Department of Social
Welfare, this means the loss of Federal funds in the amount of $20.50 monthly
for each dependent child eligible for aid to needy children funds who has, by
order of the juvenile court, been placed under the supervision of the probation
officer, either in his own home or, if that home is unfit, in a foster home. Such ac-
tion is discriminatory in that it denies Federal funds to a dependent child unless
the child is supervised by a single designated agency when the legal responsibility
for such supervision is vested in another public agency. This Federal regula-
tion in effect decrees that one county governmental agency shall assume the
duties and responsibilities of another established department

Judges of the juvenile court in major counties have expressed their opposition
to such a ruling, and have indicated that they will not make orders placing such
children under the Jurisdiction of welfare departments, but will continue to
order these children supervised by the probation officer, a court omcer legally
vested with the power and authority to carry out such supervision.

It is interesting to note In passing that most of the cases of this type have been
referred to the Juvenile court by welfare departments because they were unable
within the limits of their own authority, to deal effectively with the problems
presented.

There are many excellent probation services operating in the United States.
If this Federal regulation were followed, the effect would be to require that
these children be supervised by a staff completely untrained in court practices
and legal requirements, and lacking the authority to take certain emergency
actions necessary for the welfare of the child.

The effort of this section of the Federal law to usurp the vested authorityand
responsibility of probation services is resented.

It is requested that you support action to provide that:
1. In States where probation services are provided, independent of agen-

cies administering welfare funds, the use of ouch probation services by the
Juvenile court in planning for and supervising dependent children saall not
make such children ineligible for participation in Federal funds under the
social security law.

2. Such probation services may cooperate with the agency administering
welfare funds in any way which will be in the best interest of the child and
the community.

8. The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare recognize that
probation services are an integral part of the juvenile court system ,and
discharge legal and supervisory duties which cannot be performed by an
agency not directly responsible to the court.

Sincerely yours,
OnAauz T. G..Roeus,

(Ohiof Probtion Ooee,
Hass Diego Oowssty, Prselden.
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Paopos AMENDMENr TO SrXTiON 152 ON PAGoY 07 or H.R. 100-92 StItircD [IT
(CONORb$SMAN JOHN F. IAi.I}WIN OV (AIIFORNIA

"Section 152 should be revised to read ns follows:
"Se4lol 1521(a) clause (2) of mcotton 4N(a) of the Soelal Security Act Is

antendod to read "(2) for whose pllaceleitt and care the tate or local ageny
admtilistering the State plan approved under section 402, or any other local
public agency elthr' supervised by thi State agency administering or super-
vising the adninistrathmi of such State plin or authored to plave and super-
vise depciado,.t ehltdreist uiltw $ho laws of the Staoe is respousilble.

(b) Clause (2) of section 408(f) of the Social Security Act, Is amended to
read "(2) use by the State or lot-al agency adminlsterint the State plan, to the
maxinum extent practicable, in placing such a child in a foster family homo,
of the services of employees, of the ftate public welfare agency referred to In
section 52(a) (relating to allotments to States for child welfare services under
part 3 of title V) or of any local agency partlcilating In the administration of
the plait referred to in such section, who performs functions in the administration
of such plan, or of the services of employees of anty otlhor jMua public agency
authortied to pluoo tuid supervise cade vht children under the laws of the
Stoe,"

(e) The last sentence of section 408 of such act is amended by Inserting before
the period at the end thereof "or has been approved, by the State public welfare
agency, referred to in section 522(a), as meeting the standards established by
such agency for foster family homes."

O0MMONWSALTR OT PF5WNRXVA.qA,
D).PARTM SNION OPTU DV WTGVAR1M,

Hatrisburg, Jfarch 16, J968.
ROD. JIO$VXT 8. OrAPXx
U.S. Somme,
Woohlhgtson, D.A.

DrAz SUr.Amo CLAI: Pennsylvania In very much concerned about some of
the provisions In H. 1060, the proposed Public Welfare Amendments of 1902.
These provisions have a direct and important bearing on the State's ability to
administer public assistance effectively.

,The original Public Welfare Amendments of 1962 was II.R. 10032, which was
considered, by the Ways and Means Committee and set aside in order to introduce
a clean bill, V.A 10 0, Incorporating all of their changes and recommendations.

HR. 10032, in section 152, page 07 of the bill, contained a provision which io
extremely important to Pennsylvania. This provision has not been included in
H.R. 10600. The provision in needed to enable Pennsylvania to qualify as a State
which may receive Federal reimbursement for continuation of aid.to-dependent,
children grants to children placed In foster care because of unsuitable home con-
ditions. As section 408(a) of the Social Security Act now reads, only those
States in which the public assistance and public child welfare programs are
administered by the same agency may receive Federal funds for ADO grants in
foster home cases. In Pennsylvania, as you know, the public assistance program
Is administered by this agency, the department of public welfare, but the ehll#
welfare program is administered by county. agencies4 subject to supervision by
the department. The wording Inserted by section 152(a) of H.R.t 10032 would
have qualified Pennsylvania, and should be incorporated in H.R. 10600. We have
communicated to the Department of Health, IEdueation, and Welfare our request
to have the section reinstated in H.R. 10600

H.R. 10032, in section 100, page 86 of the bill, originally provided that the
spouse of the relative with whom the dependent children are living could be in-
cluded in the Federal-State grant, thereby enabling the State to receive Federal-
State grant, thereby enabling the State to receive Federal reimbursement for
the assistance granted on behalf of such spouse. H.R. 10600, however, limits
Inclusion of such a spouse only to those cases in which the children are living
with the parents. This makes for the kind of complicated paperwork that
Secretary Ribleoff urged the States to avoid. As section 109, page 41, of H.R.
10606 now reads, If dependent children are living with their mother and father,
both parents are Included In the Federql-State grant; but if children are living
with an uncle and aunt, or with grandparents, or other relatives, only one of
such relatives may be included In the Vederal-State grant and the other must be
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provided for by State.only payments. This does not seem Justifiable. The time
and effort staff would save in not having to make the distinctions mentioned
above and performing the ne(%4mary paperwork are worth the small additional
itmount of Federal funds involved. We have asked the Department of Health,
education, and Welfaro to reltintate original H.R. 10082 section 100 into H.R.
10t00.

Both M1,R. 10032 and II.R. 10000 contain a provision concerning community
work and training programs (wec. 106 in both bills) which we favor in general.
They contain sufficient safeguards and limitations for the operation of relief
work programs In which Federal funds would be used. However, this pro.
posed Federal legislation provides that the relief work may be performed for
public agencies only. Pennsylvania has had a relief work program in opera-
tion in a number of counties for the past 22 years. While our relief work law
would have to and should be amended to meet the Federal requirements, it does
contain a provision, absent from I.B. 10000, which we think desirable; namely,
that relief work may also be performed for nonprofit private community. agen-
cies under the Identical safeguards and limitations that apply for public aen-
cies. Aince it has been a feature of Pennsylvania's relief work program for
so many years that relief work may be performed for public and certain non-
profit private agencies, we believe it would create serious problems for us if we
had to limit the scope of the program in the light of the Federal requirements.
We believe H,.. 10000 should bo amended so that we may continue to allow ceot
tain legitimate nonprofit private agencies to benefit from the relief work program.

Section 107 of H.R. 10006 contains a provision beginning on line 5, page 88,
which we consider ill advised and even dangerous. This section states appropri-
ately that, when payments to families with dependent children are not being
used to the beet interest of the child, the State agency may provide for counsel-
Ing and guidance services, or may seek appointment of a guardian or legal repre-
sentative of the relative in an effort to insure that the grant Is spent for tho
benefit of the child. We approve these provisions. The section continues,
however, with the provision that the State ay take "other eactin authorized
under State law which is deemed necessary to protect the interests of such child,"
and specifies that any such action, other than denial of assistance, shall be
permlomble. In effect, this means that Btates could iome voucher payment for
rent or grocery orders for food instead of cash assistance. We believe this
would definitely be a step backward in public welfare administration. The
present administration in Pennsylvania, of course, would not use this Federal
provision. I wanted to record our belief that the Federal Government also
should not permit any State to use the humiliating device of grocery orders and
voucher payments instead of cash assistance.

I hope you will do whatever may be within your power to secure such
change and additions to I,R. 1060, as outlined above, as would protect Penn-
sylvania'a interests and enable us to continue administering public assistance
with emphasis on rehabilitation, as we are already doing.

Sincerely yours,
Mrs RUTH Gawo HOaTizwo, SeovtwerV.

AMEricAN COUNCIL O TUIC BLIND,' Conyers, ft.,, Alatvh $8, 1968.
lon.hARR'Y VF, BYaD,
Oharmat, Finoawo Committee,
cOpfeOfioe Building, Washington, D.O.
)yfD rXAS SENAT R: We understand that H.R. 10600 is now pending before

yQur committee, We have not as yet had an opportunity to evaluate this bill
in its entirety., If its purpose and effect is to encourage recipients of State and
Federal assistance to become self-supporting citizens (and this we understand
is the aim lf this bill) we certainly strongly endorse such a goal.
, would opecifica~ly ask your support for section 186 of this bill, which will
permit 6e SAts of 141ssorl and,'Pennsylvania to continue their State financial
Pr~gra;ma of.sasistamce to blind persons. Theme programs in these twp Statep
have been of immense value not, only to the blind but to the citisenrj as a Whole.

Plea e give section 180 of this bill your utmost support.:. ,,i cerl d yy ur ,. , , , • . " .,
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FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION
OF BUCKS COUNTY, PA.,

HOn. HAMY FLOOD Levittown, Pa., March 28, 1962.

Chairman, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate
Senate Offhce Building, Washington, D.C.

DiAR M. Bmre: The Family Service Association of Bucks County Is one of
over 300 voluntary family counseling agencies In America with membership in
the Family Service Association of America, and is dedicated to strengthening
the positive value, in family life. We felt, therefore, that we should let you know
our views concerning H.R. 10608, the Public Welfare Amendments of 1962,
which Is currently before your Senate Finance Committee.

It is imperative that the bill not be further weakened by elimination of any more
of the original sections (as proposed in H.R. 10032) or the addition of any fur-
ther restrictive sections. We protest the unfortunate addition of section 405
providing for restrictive payments with none of the safeguards applicable to the
original proposal for protective payments. We recommend that you develop a
combined proposal In which adequate safeguards could be included for both
provisions.

We deplore the omission of the provisions relating to residence requirements
originally proposed In H.R. 10062 and we request that these be reinstated. The
Family Service Association of Bucks County is currently involved In a study of
public assistance in Bucks County In preparation for the hearings to be held by
Pennsylvania's State and Local Welfare Commission in Philadelphia on April 11
and 12. Knowledge gained from our study points to the absolute necessity of re-
taining all the original provisions which would liberalize eligibilty for public
assistance. We feel that it would be to the advantage of not only the potential
welfare recipient but also to industry and the community as well if Pennsyl-
vania could be encouraged to abolish Its 1-year residence requirement. , We are
sure that Bucks County is not alone in the current problems that are created by
the State's and counties' residence requirements--problems which have been
multiplied In recent years by the population explosion. People are encouraged
to move from one community to another to meet Industry's manpower needs, yet
those who 1ave enough initiative to move to a new community are penalized if
they are struck with incapacitating illness or some other very human problem
before they have attained 1 year's residence in the new community. They find
that not only are they legally ineligible for assistance from any public source but
also that private, voluntary funds are insufficient to meet financial need of other
than temporary and brief duration.

Our agency's own study Indicated that while the community (State and local)
is powerless under current outdated residence requirements to grant assistance
to those lacking 1 year's residence, this does not mean that welfare costs are
therefore lower than they would be without any residence requirements. On
the contrary, denying assistance not only does not solve the Immediate problem
but tends to create additional problems not only for the assistance applicant
but for the community. Particularly when children are involved the com-
munity is faced sooner or later with higher welfare costs than would have been
the case if assistance could have been granted when trouble first started. Just
as the medical world has demonstrated that it Is cheaper to cure a physical
illness If the patient goes to the doctor in the earliest stages of illness, so the
field of social work has proved that the bill for the cure and prevention of
social illness is lower If prompt treatment is available.

We commend to your attention the very fine testimony given on February
9, 1962, before the House Ways and Means Committee, by Mrs. Savilla Millis
Simons, general director, National Travelers Aid Association in regard to the
residence provisions of H.R. 10032. She stated "that residence requirements
are utterly incompatible with the unparalleled mobility of the American economy
today and its needs."

It is notable that H.R. 10606 has provided for an increase in payments to
the needy aged, blind, and disabled. We insist that the same consideration be
granted to famill6s receiving aid from the aid to dependent children program.
Depriving these families of adequate financial Nupport not only does not solve
any of their immediate problems but tends to make it more difficult for them
to provide a satisfactory home environment for their children. Moreover it is
not only the children who are harmed by inadequate grants, but the community
as well, for It Is deprived of many future mature, happy, and productive citizens.
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We will be interested in hearing from you concerning your efforts to incorporate
the above suggestions In H.R. 10606 in order that it may be as strong and effective
a bill as was the original intent.

Sincerely,
Euzim H. DrwsTm
Mrs. Burton W. Dempster,

Ohairman of 8ooW 18sues (ommttee.

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY OF THE FAMILY SERVICE AssocIATION OF BUCKS COUNTY
FOR THE APRIL 11 AND 12 HEARINGs ON PuBo WELFARE BEFORE THE STATZ
AND LOCAL WELFARE COMMIssIoN

The Family Service Association of Bucks County declares that we will not
be achieving the full intent of the public assistance law in Pennsylvania until
there is a basic change in the attitude of the public toward public welfare. Our
present custodial philosophy needs to be changed to a curative and preventive
one focused on long-range family solidity.

Current public welfare practices constitute a flagrant violation of the public
assistance law for the following reasons: (1) casework staff is inadequate
both in terms of quantity and quality; (2) assistance grants are below the min-
imum health and decency levels established by officially sanctioned studies;
(3) the 1-year residence requirement is unrealistic in our modem mobile society.

We recommend:
(1) Substantial enlargement of the casework staff of the Bucks County Board

of Assistance to provide a more realistic proportion of cases to workers. Since
many families receiving assistance in Bucks County are "multiproblem families"
every effort must be made to secure more fully trained and highly skilled case-
workers. We urge the continuation and expansion of the pilot projects in family
rehabilitation and also the current in-service training provisions. We demand
the elimination of the 1-year State residence requirement for casework staff.

(2) Regular and more realistic increases in assistance grants consistent
with constant changes in the minimum health and decency standard of living.
This would include increasing the amount of earned income families are per-
mitted without reduction in the assistance grant. It is imperative that the
various coro-living surveys which are omically requested periodically be
actually utilized.

(8) Elimination of the requirements of citizenship for general assistance;
the 1-year's State residence to receive aid from the board of assistance and the
1-year's county residence to receive aid from the county institution district. If
this cannot be realized immediately we urgently request that the Commonwealth
assume its stated responsibility for nonresidents.

(4) Coordination of State and local welfare services to avoid duplication
in some services and gaps in others. We advise that there be a regional base
for public welfare administration with direct service offices located in other
than political subdivisions.

(5) Greater utilization by county boards of assistance of their local family
agencies when appropriate in terms of the latter's services.

(6) A sufficient enough increase in taxes to finance a welfare program which
it, geared toward prevention of human distress and dedicated to Investing in
human welfare and happiness. Just as the medical world has demonstrated that
it is cheaper to cure a physical illness if the patient goes to the doctor In the
earliest stages of illness, so the field of social work has proved that the bill for
the cure and prevention of social illness Is lower If prompt and adeqatb treat-
ment is available.

TESTIMONY OF THE FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION or BUCKS CouNTY FOR THU
APBIL 11 AND 12 HEARINoS ON PUBLIC ASsISTANCE BtFORE THE STATE AND LOOAL
WELFARE CoMMISSION

The Family Service Association of Bucks County agrees with the statement
adopted by the National Social Welfare Assembly on December 13, 1961, at its
annual meeting: "* * * public welfare (is) a vital responsibility of a de-
mocracy which recognizes the dignity and rights of human beings." We feel,
however, that America has not yet succeeded In adopting such an attitude of
acceptance toward public welfare. Our American philosophy toward public
welfare has been and continues to be a custodial one, rather than a curative and
preventive one, It is time for the American public to be made fully aware of the
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AWC thfit tIN tiitot1iml binsoptiy han reptih'ed hIt higboo, than nieeesssii'y public
weiltO 1-0014. Wts Would Artnte With thoe tiveitiolial atttde that wo shoobi
rigidly strive to get all fninilleq fid hIdividitais off of pImbile oxmlstatioe t'oles. It
is 11RaVO elisort-sighited to claim) that sucht a 1)rottiI'e resuttltm In lowet welfnre
eogtns. We have rofivetion About the essential rightness of certain niothers
reeehl Ig aid from tho tild to tleiietnlitt children progrnin, being encvouraged to
reinhi tit home.t. I time fthnt tlip Amierican Imit le itintured In ItN eniotionfil
Attitude toward the problem of ADt)UFamilies. Until we can lie an fweplln
ot the ADO Veipient Apt A-P aire of tho aWe, blind. And tile disabled Wts khrll hot
be heitling tbe otigthal Iintent of the ADOW legimintloti. We neped vtcal leader-
s~hIp and A supporting pre W to tils the readily avalnbhtet swhiell Ptove
current public welfare police If contained will certainly restilt In ever In-
creasing Public welfare costs to the taxpayer. Not nly mre ourrei public 11M-
Rlstati~e, gtantsq too low to prnvlde even it Minbium health and decency Atsmlard
of living, hut hii the I&Ac of eniplasIR on preventive ~erV~i, eutrrerlt iblit
welfare prnctices servv only to porpietuate, OendlsA Foli ever inc0teAsIfg -Aefdi
tirl it Indigontso deloondefit 141011 public Int niotiy. Today's cliilren have

torisht to expect that wegear ouir public welfare policies toward ptoetinto
and tout range familly Whl V W~ s that not only da fluture6 haim yelrs they will
be okfrohted with lower pulbilc welfare eot1: but more Iiptitantly that they be
assured a greater Ineature of human Welfare antd h1A ppIfeRM ap they attali~ a

hi ee l of human maturity anti productivity than is;mosble today.
Ite stimony of the Icaitilly Service Association of blocks Coubity Is NAM

lipon otir iocMd experience In -4iltok Cotinty find It relates In particular t6 bf
tioni 1, 2, 4, and 0 Included In the Invitation from the comiisloni to tegI4y
at theme heat~ing&.

In reinse to quostions I andI 2: "To what extent and how are- piblp *elf~r
repN01110ll ti turently being eiarried out fin Pennsylvania? What nl olt h

qai lIty of these sem'vic"w? In what other ways might tbese responsibU 1tleO'be
carried outl"-odr testimony will handle, the two qutetlons.tqgether atil will
point to (1) Inadequate casework MtAIN in the tlucks ClountY Btoardi of Assist-
aldce; (2) insuflent financial support. for the welfare recipient; (it) Untealw-
tOr olI ibiltp tvreuIremints.

Jw"Meqtfoe ceaetcot*rtf i the fltrko Cantity Board ol Aas1#1tw~e*--Ae-
cording to the Juno, 1, 1000May Il1, 1001, report 'of the Department of I'ublie
Wolfare Comninwealth of Pennsylvania of all the counties n Ponylvhii
nocks Counity has the lowest number o? person receiving public auastanee.
However, those Hucks Countians needing assistance tire apt to W* "nulti-
iwoblein" families-those needing highly skilled professional cas work services
llucko Countvy In (Ace with a. serious casework staIN shortage n It* b66rd-of
assistance And Ineitiding i. director none Ilave couple ted thel, Iprofestotnl
casework training. the casework stab of the Butcks (Nunty, Board of AesIptance
nubiber only 8 2of whoin are specialists assigned to deflItite project) '; each
worker carries ak casload of over 1i00 (16 to 60 cases I# the rialinum Ca "elood,
tot ok caseworker who Is to provide effective reliab].tation service according'to
thie public Welfare report ecied above). 'The experience 6f the family Aget1y isidt-
cfttes tChat In order to preserve tuid strengthen eesentlal family life nIoi'o tl116AWu

be " In vala~onand diaguosi and In utilimation of the various mkillodtro
tsintcasework and other resourco In the conmm iilty than to ftasifff l~the cAseworker In the :Puclo Oounty 1oard of Assistanewt -Voq

Oenlsiels high celoads. V6o emefit casework staff In at county b~tmrd ot
asestai~emekep. It idOPoeIble to fulfill thieffeibaatlve Intfimt of the pt

Sistance Iaw 1to relieve suffering and distress arising fromd h4tid6cCAs okAtd
firmitles to promote their rehabilitation, to help them If possible to becvnie pelf-
dftwenuL" tt is Iii ratve that ,thie casework stif of tho Duciw, 4geuzm :04
ot A*satnce ho inceaked go, it mI~o raitc prtno ae~t o~
ni" be aeievea.

We commend highly the recent pilot projects in family rehfibIltaoi Con-
ducted on a demonstration basis In four counAe In the State and woukd repom-
Mend that, th. program be expanded aqd continued. Wo-antpte ~ t
mults of this .program will indicate the, neesity for careful 4eftit (?a .
frequent reevaluation of eta~ quilificatigns on the basis of the v~ryW" qi*~t~
and Mvfqing complexty- of casework problems throughout ai ,V

Wmour the egpansion of current i-service training p~Vii1#qns 'Wor
"MWok taf.VeAn, Obeolutlsy no1 justificatioit whsoever for th u~e~

requirement thtcawrcsafne~tw year S~tate residence reqlremn
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Inu lent financial support for the welfare reelpfent,.-The public assistance

law of l'ennsylvania provides that "assistance" Is for "indigent persons who* 4 4 need assistance to provide for themselves and their dependents a decent
and healthful standard of living." The Woodbury Report Indicates that for afamily of four, $40 is required monthly to maintain a minimum standard of
health and decency (in contrast to the $420 spent by a typical wage earner's
family if four), i Bucks County the maximum monthly assistance allowancefor a family of four In $100--1n addition medical care Is covered. The amount
of aisstance is not affected If the family has earned income of $10 monthly
per person (children under 19 may earn $20 monthly each). Nevertheless It
Is Il1lpossible for families to realize the minimum health and decency figure of
$240 monthly and they are faced with the hopeless struggle of stretching $160
to $220 (mailmum possible with assistance and maximum allowable earned
Income) to cover their many needs, Families should be encouraged to earn at
least enough so that their earnings when combined with assistance would pro.
vide the miniunium health and decency figure, Present practices are demoraliz-
lug and represent a flagrant violation of the public assistance law, Shelter.
costs are higher In Bucks County than elsewhere in Pennsylvania and the
shelter figure In the assistance budget has not been readjusted since prior to
106. Although families are free to spend their assistance check as they wish,
It would be sounder It more regular revisions could be made of the assistance
budgets. It is unrealtsie to expect a family to return to being self-supportlng
If when In need it cannot afford adequate shelter, food, and clothing,

We vigorously protest the fact that while adequate factual material concern-
lug a decent and healthful standard of living Is readily and regularly available
through reports such as the Woodbury Report, no attempt is made to utilize the
material In establishing the amounts of assistance grant*.

tfnreal tio eliviblitt requirementa.-The Family Servite Asodatlon of Bucks
(Ionnty agrees with. the statement of the National Noclal Welfare Assembly,
adopted December la 1INt, In regard to eligibility i "It is to the general publl
Interest that public welfare benefits and services should be promptly available
to all those who need them, Eligibility should be based on actual and Individ-
ually determined need for such aid and/or services without arbitrary restrictions
related to residence, categorical definitions, social status or formulas for the
sharing of costs among the several levels of government." The requirement of
citizenship for general assistance should be eliminated, "Soelal mrvices should.
not be restricted to persons In economic need, This Is especially important when
prompt help will serve to prevent or minimize such long-term problems as family
breakdown chronic dependency or invalidism," We concur also with the testi-
niony of iim, Savilla Milli Simons general director, National Travelers Aid
Association and chairman, Subcommittee on Residence Laws, National Social
Welfare Assembly, given on february 9, 1962, before the House Ways and Means
Committee In relationship to the Mills bill, HIL 10082: " ' * that resides
requirements are utterly incompatible with the unparalleled mobility of the
American economy today and Its needs. They are contrary to our democratic
principles in that they discriminate against one group in our society. Th con-
flict with the social philosophy of the oclal Security Act that no person In the
country should go without basic income to meet the essential peeds of life. Tbey
make seond-class citizens of Americans who follow our American tradition of
seeking a better life for themselves and their families and then become stgteless.
These requirements are contrary to sound public policy, especially now when It Is
de#it'abl for workers to move from depressed areas to those of greeter economic
opporttlnity., The unemployed with les Initiative can remain In their home com-
munities and receive assistance, while those with more Italtstive may be
pe4AIed for having moved across State boundaries in order to keep off relief."
We submit furthermore that from the point of view of Industry it Is desirable to
mantlf and encourage mobility In our society. It is to the distinct advantagep
oIndustry that public welfare policy be sound and realistic.

In Pennsylvaniia'there tire currently no dependable finaneal resources for the
4jorityof persons who do not meet the requirement of 1 year's residence within

t . State. (zonresidents) and who wish to continue living inI'ensylvazia. i1
01 naylvanla under the Oounty Institution Ae an Indigent erson 1 year's

r 11d(nc is legally the responsibility of the State. However, since 19 when a
cwitnge c1% the public assistance law ended the resnsibillty of the depain!tmt
of assistance to nonresidents, tbere has been no asigament of the Stats repo-
osibilty j6 another ffice of the State government. An Indigent person lacking
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1 year's residence may be assisted by the county in which he becomes indigent
only if physical or mental infirmities make local institutionalization necessary.
Across the State counties vary in the amount of extralegal responsibility they
assume for nonresidents--only a few will aid for extended periods of time. Al-
though in Bucks County the commissioners have on occasion contributed to the
support of nonresidents, such assistance has been halted in the past year because
the County Institution Act according to the Interpretation of their solicitor does
not include aid to nonresidents not in need of institutional care. It would be
preferable to eliminate the 1 year's residence requirement; however, until such
time as this can be accomplished we demand that the State implement its stated
responsibility toward nonresidents.

Question 4 asks: What would be the most effective geographical or govern-
mental base for local welfare administration, township and city, county, multi-
county or regional? The variations in county institution district practices In
regard to public welfare, referred to above, complicate the total public welfare
program. Families get used to the public welfare practices in one community
and then if they move to a new community and again are in need they frequently
meet entirely different practices.

There is need for a nonpolitical organization of public welfare. It will prob-
ably always be advisable to have some aspects of the public welfare program
operate from the State and others from the local level as is currently the case.
However, there is great need for coordination, so that the total welfare program
does not Include duplication of effort in some aspects and gaps in others. We
advise that there be a regional base for public welfare administration with spe
cial consideration to problems of transportation and communication. The Bucks
County Board of Assistance is currently planning to move Its only office from
Doylestown in the center of the county to Levittown in the extreme southern
end. This will be unreasonably inconvenient for someone for example from
Rieglesville in the extreme north who finds that for reasons of employment he
more naturally turns to Easton and other towns in Northhampton and Lehigh
Counties. We would recommend that regardless of where administrative offices
are placed, provision be made for direct service offices to be located in other
than political subdivisions.

We cannot overstress the need for greater coordination of public welfare
services in order to avoid the following example of the many unfortunate results
of our uncoordinated services. According to the provisions of Act 84A of 1961
an adult welfare worker was recently assigned to the county institution district
in Bucks County. Existing State standards in regard to salary and job qualifi-
cations which relate to other public welfare services were not taken into con-
sideration. Furthermore, the executive director of the Bucks County Board of
Assistance was neither Informed nor consulted about the appointment until
after final arrangements were made.

Question 6 asks: How can the most beneficial relationship between public
welfare services and those rendered by voluntary agencies be assured? The
Family Service Association of Bucks County, like the other 300 or more volun-
tary family counseling agencies throughout the United States who comprise
the Family Service Association of America, has as its main purpose the building
of strong family life and the prevention of family breakdown. In contrast to
county boards of assistance family agencies are staffed with fully trained and
in many instances highly experienced and skilled caseworkers Through their
skilled methods of rehabilitation, family agencies are often able to prevent or
reduce economic dependency. Withbut the existence of family agencies, wel-
fare costs would demand substantially higher taxes. We feel that county boards
of assistance would do well to examine their caseloads to see whether they have
utililed as fully as powible the services available from the family agency serving
their community. In doing so they must be clear as to the function of their
family agency. Our agency does not feel that it is our job as a private, volun-
tary agency to assume any responsibilities that legally belong to any public o
any other private voluntary agency.

2%e 30 members of the board of, director of the Family Service Association
of Bucks County recognize that "in terms of money, the 1962-O3 budget of the
State Department of Welfare constituteslover 26 percent of all the general fund
appropriations recommended by the Governor." However, we agree with the
position statement of the National Social Welfare Assembly,, that "in a de-
moq ~a thesocial good and individual welfare depend upoo each other."
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We. therefore, feel that taxes should be increased sufficiently to finance a wel-
fare program which will more clearly than at present carry out the legislative
intent of the public assistance law of Pennsylvania. We predict that in so doing
Pennsylvania will have made a wis investment in the future of its human wel-
fare, an Investment which will be bounteously fruitful in coming generations.

STArE OF Ritoiw ISLAND.
DEPARTMENT OF PUBI.IC WVELFA RE,

ProLidCenc, March 26, 1962.
lion. CLAMIORNE IELL,
Sciate Office Buiidingq11" w. h ingtoti, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR PELL: The administration's bill H.R. 10600, to extend and ni-
prove public assistance and child welfare service programs is of considerable
importance to the State of Rhode Island. The bill will help promote an emphasis
on social services and rehabilitation in public assistance beyond the relief of
need itself. It will enable much needed increases In personnel and also help to
bring Increased Federal funds to our State.

MATCHING ON ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS

Part A of the bill provides an increase in the Federal matching formula on
administration from 50 percent to 75 percent. The purpose of the revision is to
encourage the States to increase social worker staff for intensive hell) with prob-
lem cases. The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare will establish
standards on which this matching will be based. We hope that the Secretary
will broadly define the areas in which such personnel will be. used. The 75
percent matching formula should be available In all instances where special
caseloads not to exceed 60 per worker are established. This Is Important because
there have been some suggestions that the 75 percent matching would be avail-
able only on certain types of case problems such as services to unmarried mothers
or In situations where there is a danger of children becoming neglected. We be-
lieve that there should not be any rigid distinctions among the areas in which
intensive services are to be rendered. Therefore, we strongly feel that in any
situation where the caseloads are reduced from the present level of approxi-
mately 100 per worker to a standard of 60 per worker that the 75 percent ad-
ministrative matching should apply.

MATCHING ON CASE COSTS

After hearings before the House Ways and Means Committee, there was an
amendment to section 132, page 48, increasing the Federal contribution toward
assistance costs to a formula based upon twenty-nine thirty-fifths of the first $35
of assistance for old age assistance, aid to the blind, and aid to the disabled.
Previously the formula had been four-fifths of the first $31 as revised in 1961.
We wish to call to your attention the urgency of a revision in the formula for aid
to dependent children," the family program. The formula for this program has
not been adjusted since 1958. The average payment per recipient in ADC Is about
$30 per month, whereas in the other programs, the payments are about twice
as much. It is Important to make the investment of adequate assistance as well
as intensive service to effect the earliest strengthening and rehabilitation of
families. It is difficult to understand the frequent revisions on Federal matching
formulas for aged, disabled, and blind without similar revisions in the structure
for children and families. An increase In the Federal ceilings on ADC will pro-
vide additional Federal income to Rhode Island and possibly result in increased
allotments to the families on the program.

.RESIDENCE

We are concerned that the proposed amendment on residence requirements
as contained in H.R. 10032 was eliminated from H.R. 10606. Rhode Island was
the first State to abolish residence in 1942. It has been demonstrated that since
our country prospers because of the mobility of its people that residence re-
quirements are an archaic principle. We realize that certain States have extreme
objections to any mandatory reduction in the section of the Social Security Act

8407162- 37
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which permits a requirement of up to 5 out of 9 years in three programs and up

to a maximum of 1 year on ADC.
The original bill, II.R. 10032, also contained section 137, page 148, which would

give an incentive to States to eliminate residence requirements. It would allow
a one-half of 1 percentage Ixint increase in the Federal matching formula for
those States which had eliminated residence. We cannot understand why this
was eliminated from the second bill, and we strongly urge its restoration. Rhode
Island, New York, Connecticut, and Ilawaii are the States which have eliminated
residence. It is reasonable to recognize these States with an increase in Federal
matching because of their willingness to meet need as it occurs. In the use of
Federal funds residence should not be the test as to whether needI will he net.
The restoration of this section on Incentives would not only bring added revenue
to Rhode Island, but would also help assure the continuation of our present
plan on residence.

In general we support all of the other provisions of 11.R. 10600. We shall be
pleased to provide additional information if you feel it would be helpful. We
hope that you will use your influence with the members of the Senate Finance
Committee and on the floor to move this bill toward passage.

Very truly yours,
ALBERT P. Russo, Director.

BHOOKLYN BUREAU OF SOCIAL SERVICE
AND CHILDREN'S AID SOCIETY,

Brooklyn, N.Y., March 27, 1962.
Re H.R. 1006.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. S natc, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: I am writing to express our interest In H.R. 10606, the
bill incorporating the administration's recommendations for public welfare
passed by the House of Representatives and presently before your committee.

First, I should like to emphasize our strong agreement with the principle
behind the bill, that is, the need to bring to bear a range of specialized services
to effect the economic and social rehabilitation of large numbers of people on
public assistance. We are in agreement with Secretary Ribicoff that a con-
certed effort by skilled personnel is essential If this end Is to be achieved. We
also believe that it will make an Important difference for the large number of
children and their families receiving aid to dependent children grants.

However, we wish to call particularly to your attention a feature which was
part of the original bill submitted by Secretary Ribicoff but which was deleted
in the House Committee. We refer to the section which provided that services
necessary for the rehabilitation of the family could be purchased from nonprofit
agencies If the public agency determined that It could not economically and
effectively provide them.

We are convinced that if this provision is omitted from the bill it will tend to
defeat its avowed purpose. These are some of the points which lead us to this
conclusion:

(1) We believe it important to maintain the traditional closeness and work-
ing partnership between public and voluntary welfare agencies. We see it
particularly Important to maintain and strengthen the interest and concern of
the informed and alert citizen In the field of welfare services.

(2) In very Immediate terms, the absolute lack of the type of service In public
agencies envisaged in the bill in many parts of the country and Its avail-
ability in voluntary nonprofit organizations within the same locality, means
that local resources and skills will not be tapped despite the tremendous need.

(3) We believe that with the kind of cooperation possible between a public
and voluntary agency, purchase of service arrangements means improved serv-
Ice. The flexibility, the background, and experience of the voluntary agencies
are Important assets which should not be denied this program. We might note
in passing that the nature of the voluntary agency tends to make it more readily
Inclined to try new and experimental approaches to problems in the welfare field.
Significantly, many of the basic premises 'incorporated In the administration bill
were developed out of experimental approaches undertaken through partner-
ship between public and voluntary agencies.
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(4) We believe that often the purchase of service arrangement Is likely to be
less costly than the outright development of a new program by the public
agency. Experience makes it clear that tax funds used by private and philan-
thropies has made it possible for city, State, and Federal governments to provide
urgently needed services to children and families without the obstacles and de-
lays that seem inherent in the creation of new public facilities. Use of already
existing administrative structure often represents a prudent, economical, and
useful expenditure of public funds.

We wish to make it clear that we do not disagree with the objective of the
iull which makes the purchase of service from voluntary agencies in order when
the public agency determines that such would be more economical and effective
than the provision of these services on its own. We believe this is a sound
principle but we are convinced that the institution of and need for this service
in most areas of the country is likely to be such that it is not realistic to expect
that the public agency alone will be In a position to meet it. We do not believe
that there should be obstacles within the bill which prevent the use of currently
available services so necessary to people on public assistance.

We urge that this section of the administration bill or its provision be
retained by your committee.

Sincerely,
FREDERICK I. DANIELS,

Exeutive Director.

OFFICE OF THE CITY MANAGER,
San Juan Bautista, P.R., March 20, 1962.

I1on. WAYNE MORSE,
Senator, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
U.S. Congre88, Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOB: As a friend of Puerto Rico, I greet you and request your help
for a cause that is very near to my heart because it touches the lives of the
most needy in our population.

The House Ways and Means Committee has recently reported on H.R. 16O0,
which supersedes the administration bill H.R.. 10032, to extend and improve
the public assistance and child welfare service programs of the Social Security
Act. The administration bill, as originally presented, contained a provision
for the removal of the limitation of the total public assistance payments to
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam, whicb was not recommended favor-
ably by the committee. Instead, the committee recommended an increase of
$300,000 in the ceiling for the public assistance program in Puerto Rico as
well as increases for the Virgin Islands and Guam.

As this new bill will soon come to your consideration, I want to bring to
your attention the situation of our public assistance program, in the hope that
a reconsideration of the provision for the removal of the ceiling limitation
could still be worked out. This would allow Puerto Rico to bring about effec-
tive changes in its public welfare program taking into account the changing
social and economic conditions of the Commonwealth as well as a more realistic
and constructive approach to welfare problems and needs.

As you know, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico has been making tremendous
efforts to improve the living conditions of its population. Besides the great
proportion of Its budget being devoted to the promotion of Industrialization
and other sources of employment, as well as to programs aimed at improvement
of the health, education, and general welfare of its people, appropriations for
public assistance in Puerto Rico have been raised from $3 million in 1943 to
about $11 million at present. In this respect and despite our lower per capita
income, Puerto Rico is financing proportionately a higher share of its public
assistance program than the majority of the States. Yet this Is not enough
and there are extremely low average monthly payments of $11.49 for all needy
categorical groups. This, together with high caseloads for a limited staff,
makes Impossible the achievement of the service and rehabilitative goals that
this program should encompass.

Our experience shows that the ceiling limitation provided for by the present
Social 'Security Act does not respond to the growing and urgent demands for
an Improved welfare program in Puerto Rico or to the continuously expanding
efforts that are being put forth by the Commonwealth government in this
direction. A more favorable matching formula for our public assistance program

84071-62----88
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would respond more positively to the present social policy of the U.S. Govern-
ment in its progressive leadership role to help other countries improve their
living conditions.

In this moment in which we are working so hard to eliminate ignorance,
disease, and poverty and free our people to use their potentialities to the utmost,
we need your help.

I am enclosing for your information a copy of the statement that the Com-
monwealth secretary of health filed in the House Ways and Means Committee
In respect to our public assistance program.

I will certainly appreciate your interest and help in this matter.Sincerely yours1 FELISA RINCON DE GAUTIER, Mayore88.

DIvIsION OF PUBLIC WELFARE STATEMENT ON H.R. 10032, THE PUBLIC WELFARE
AMENDMENTS OF 1962

The proposals embodied in this bill aim at the improvement of public welfare
programs throughout the Nation. It will enable the States to incorporate into
their programs long-needed services and administrative procedures that will
strengthen the rehabilitative and preventive aspects of public welfare.

The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico strongly endorses the provisions contained
in part E, section 151 of the bill, which provide for the removal of money limita-
tion on total public assistance payments to Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and
Guam. This measure, if approved, will constitute a strong incentive for the
improvement of our welfare program.

When the social security assistance titles were extended to the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico in 1950, the intended matching formula for Federal participation
was established at 50 percent. However, a statutory money limitation on the
total public assistance payments has limited the realization of the dollar-per-
dollar matching formula. Although increases in the ceiling have been au-
thorized by Congress at different times, the Commonwealth's appropriation has
remained above the Federal Government's share. Figures published by the U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare for fiscal year ending June 30,
1961, show that the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico has been providing 53.8 per-
cent of the total cost of its assistance program. The Commonwealth govern-
ment's share during 1961 was 52.7 percent of its old-age assistance program,
53.8 percent of the aid to dependent children, the costliest of the assistance
programs, and 52.9 percent of the aid to the blind and to the permanently and
totally disabled.

The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico is making great efforts to improve the liv-
ing conditions, the standard of living of its population. These efforts actually
could be considered as designed to prevent dependency. A large proportion of
the Commonwealth's fiscal resources have been directed to cope with the unem-
ployment problem through the industrialization of the island and the improve-
ment of its agricultural programs. Great efforts have also been directed to the
development of an adequate school program, stressing both the academic and
vocational training of children of school age, as well as providing opportunities
for adult education. Accelerated program for housing, including slum clear-
ance, road construction, and public health have been developed. In spite of the
high costs of these programs, the Commonwealth's appropriation for public as-
sistance has been raised from $3 million in 1943 to $8 million in 1956 and over $10
million at present. This is in addition to other welfare'programs such as child
welfare services, institutional care for children, special services to other handi-
capped families, and medical and hospital care for the medically needy. Around
54 percent of the total Commonwealth budget is being appropriated 'at present
for health, education, and welfare services.

The industrialization program and the creation of additional employment
opportunities have been extremely successful in Puerto Rico. Our per capita
income has risen from $121 in 1935 to $641 in 1961. The gross national product
has been increasing on a 9-percent average during the last 10 years. Our start-
ing baseline *as s low, however, that the extraordinary efforts of the last 20
years have not been sufficient to do away with such problems as unemployment
and dependency. Thus, we still have from 9- to 13-percent unemployment In our
labor force'and the lumber of public assistance bene0ciaries is very large,

The demographic characteristics of Puerto Rico help define the' sltuatgn
we face. According to the 1960 census, 50 percent of our population is co-
stituted by children and youths'under 18 years. Although persons 80 years of

I
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age and over constitute only 5.4 percent of our population, projections made
by our demographs indicate that this proportion will be doubled by 1970. This
phenomenon is the result of the migration of young productive adults to the
mainland. This high prevalence of the very young poses heavy burdens to
the productive young and middle-aged adults.

ADMINISTRATION OF THE PUBLIO ASSISTANCE PROGRAM IN PUmRTO RICO

Public welfare services in Puerto Rico are administered by the Division of
Public Welfare of the Department of Health. Local governments participate
in an advisory capacity. Public assistance and child welfare services, including
the administration of public institutions for dependent and delinquent children
are administered by the Division. Public welfare services at the local level
are rendered through a single operational organization, the public welfare
unit. It is administered and operated by the Division with the advice of the
local authorities. In some municipalities public welfare and health services
are housed together. In selected large urban areas which face special welfare
problems, we have two or three local offices.

Local welfare offices are staffed with full-time child welfare and public as-
sistance civil service appointees. All local offices are directed by social workers
who must have at least a year's graduate training in social work. Public
assistance workers have at least 2 years of university training plus 2 years'
experience in related fields. Many are college graduates. Child welfare and
intake workers must have at least a year's professional training in social work.
Child welfare aids are required to be college graduates.

Municipalities are grouped into districts or regions for health and welfare
supervisory purposes. Experienced social workers staff these five regional
offices which serve also as a liaison with the main offices. The regional offices
assume responsibility for the actual day by day supervision, both of the public
assistance and child welfare programs at the municipal or local level; of course,
there is a fully trained social work staff at the central offices with responsi.
bility for the overall administration of the program, including training and
consultation.

We feel that the public welfare program in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
has developed along sound lines and that an additional support from the Federal
Government as is proposed in part B, section 151 of H.R. 10032 will greatly
further the orientation of the program's rehabilitative and preventive aspects.

As It has been suggested earlier the demographic picture and the unemploy-
ment situation account for very inadequate grants in the public assistance
program. In November 1961, the Commonwealth government was making an
average monthly payment of $11.42 to its public assistance recipients, which
is supposed to cover a fraction of the recipients needs. The additional funds
that would be made available through the approval of this bill would not enable
us to significantly increase payments to beneficiaries.

However, improvement in the service aspects of the program could be attained.
We would be able to reduce caseload assignments so as to make possible the
rendering of individualized services directed to the rehabilitation of families.
Present average caseloads are about 250 per worker and do not allow the
offering of the type of social service that many of the beneficiaries need.
Greater emphasis to training and other staff development programs could also
result in a better quality of services and eventually in a reduction of the welfare
caseload.

Because of its organizational structure, in which public assistance and child
welfare programs are administered by a single State agency and services are
rendered to people through the same local structure, we are in a very good
position to stress the family approach in the provision of public welfare services,
This facilitates coordination of public welfare with other community program,
and provides a good opportunity for the development of community planning and
organization so much needed to cope with many of the welfare problems otir
people face. The additional resources made available if this bill were approved
would provide the additional staff and the improvement through training of
our present staff.

Present stag limitations, do not albow us to comply regularly with Federal
requirements for prompt attention .to: applicants and regular, annual recertifica-
tlon of caes1 ,I spiteof these serious staff limitations, a recent survey,'i
the fraud situation-in the Commonwealth public assistance program showed
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an extremely low percentage of undue payments. During 1961 fraud cases re-
ported to the courts amounted to 17.

Statistical data for the Commonwealth public assistance programs during
the last 3 years show a gradual reduction Il the rate of Increase In the active
caseload and in applications received. Figures for the last 6 months show an
actual though slight reduction In the absolute number of active cases; in other
words, more casese were closed than cases authorized.

Trends in the program are very similar to those in the States. A gradual de-
crease is being observed in the old-age-assistance program as more persons are
covered by old-age and survivors Insurance. The number of children in aid
tp dependent children program is increasing due mainly to desertion by parents;
however, a reduction In the rate of the increase is being observed. In the aid to
the blind and to the permanently al totally disabled, caseloads are pratceically
stabilized. This seems to indicate that the economic improvement in the Com-
monwealth finally is reflecting itself in the public assistance program.

As sail above, the additional funds that may be made available will be used
mainly to strengthen and exlmind the preventive and rehabilitative services
aspects of the program. The increase on the basis of present Commonwealth
funds will not permit a significant increase in money payments to beneficiaries.

THE WEST VIRGINIA OProMETRIc AssocIATIOxN, INC.,
Parker8burg, 1V. Fa., March 29, 1962.

Senator ROBERT C. BYRD,
U.S. Senate,
Wa8hington, D.O.

DicAR SENATOR BYRD: We have just received a report that Congressman Mills,
of Arkansas, introduced H.R. 10600, referred to as the Public Welfare Amend-
ments Act of 1962, on March 8, and it was reported favorably to the House as
a "clean bill" on March 10, and that it was limited to four hours debate on the
House floor. At the conclusion of the debate on March 15, the House passed
the bill by a substantial majority; and it has now been referred to the Senate
Finance Committee.

During the debate on the House floor and the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee, the American Medical Association tried to euchre Congress into barring
optometrists from examining applicants for aid to the blind. They were un-
as'uee asUthese efforts, therefore we have every reason to believe that they
will again try t e r Ioprcspses by seeking to influence the Senate
Finance Committee to have their amendment adopted. We do not believe that
slinging mud at members of a competing profession is the answer to the problem,
although optometrists could cast many stones at members of the medical pro-
fession, nor do we believe that Congress should be called upon in this fashion,
to referee disputes and petty professional Jealousies. On the contrary, we do
feel that Congress must be concerned with the total welfare of the citizens of
this country and must exert their best abilities to accomplish these goals.

Optometrists have ben certifying blindness for more than 20 years for In-
dividuals who need it for their annual income tax, and for 10 years for public
assistance recipients under the Social Security Act. In all these years there
have been few If any complaints (none to my knowledge) whereas there is a
great deal of praise for the services of optometrists.

There are only approximately 4,000 diplomated ophthalmologists in the United
States and they are concentrated primarily in the metropolitan regions, within
ready access of hospitals In which they perform the miraculous surgeries for
which they are so well trained. In contrast, there are more than 20,000 licensed
optometrists practicing in almost every hamlet and city of our country; but
I refer particularly to their practices in smaller towns where they are convenient
and readily accessible to all public assistance recipients including the blind, who
without them might have to travel to great distances at considerable incon-
Venience to themselves and the Government to see an ophthalmologist.

With the exception of the diplomats in ophthalmology, the only formal train-
ing required of a physician to call himself a medical specialist skilled in dis-
eases of the eye are some 50 hours on the eye which he receives during his
student training. Contrast this with the more than 4,000 hours required of the
otometrists, who must also pass a licensing board In every State of the Union
and the District of Columbia before he can- begin his practice.

f
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Optometrists are truly dedicated people specializing in vision care. We ur-
gently request that you use your influence to see that the arrogant attitudes of
medicine do not prevail, but rather that patients of all kinds and classificatiom
who seek professional service for their vision needs have the right to select from
among any of those licensed by the State to provide it.

With kindest wishes and best personal regards, I am
Sincerely yours,

H. EUGENE MERRILL, Executive Secretary.

MARYLAND STATE CONFERENCE OF SOCIAL WELFARE,
Baltimore, Md., May 15, 1962.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Committee on, Finance,
Scnatc Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: The Maryland State Conference of Social Welfare, a
statewide organization of 1,000 lay and professional members, wishes to lend its
support to the Mills bill, H.R. 10606. We approve the principal aims of the bill,
to aid our needy and troubled families with additional service and more generous
funds. We believe that these steps will hell) a greater number of our dependent
families to achieve Independence.

TRAINING OF WELFARE PERSONNEL

We are particularly concerned with the great dearth of skilled staff who can
offer the services our welfare clients need and which our health and welfare
experts advise. We urge you to, authorize an adequate appropriation for the
training of personnel for our welfare departments. Giving funds without serv-
ices is only half of the Job.

PROTECTIVE PAYMENTS FOR DEPENDENT CHILDREN

We feel there are certain situations when voucher payments may be helpful In
protecting the child's welfare, but the individual parent's right should also be
protected with the safeguard originally spelled out in se(.tion 7 of the original
H.R. 10032.

RESIDENCE

We-believe that assistance should be based on individual need and should not
be denied because of change of residence. We. regret that the clause, "limitation
on residence requirements to a maximum of I year" was stricken from H.R.
10606, and urge you to reinstate this provision in the Senate bill. Extension of
Federal funds for children in foster care: continued help to the needy children
of the unemployed; allowing a working child to retain a portion of his earnings
over and above the assistance grant, all seem steps in the right direction, steps
toward our goal of helping dependent families to achieve independence.

Sincerely yours,
ALBERT BERNEY,

President.
JEANETTE MYERS,

Chairman, Public Welfare Committee.

ASSOCIATED FAMILY & CHILD SERVICE AGENCY,
Winston-Salem, N.C., April 2, 1962.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: I am a member of the Academy of Certified Social
Workers having my master in social work from the University of North Caro-
lina at Chapel 1Hill in 1951. Since that date I have worked for approximately
8 years In public welfare In North Carolina and Georgia. I have now been
employed approximately 3 years in a multiple-function private agency, in North
Carolina carrying responsibilities for family service work, adoption, day-care
nurseries for children: ages 2 to 5, Travelers Aid services, and homemaker
service.
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I have given you the above background to indicate that my professional experi-
ence has been in both large and small public welfare departments and In a pri-
vate agency. Thus, I believe that this experience and training qualifies me to
speak with knowledge about H.R. 10032, a bill affecting public welfare amend-
ments of 1962, currently pending action in the Senate.

In my opinion, this bill needs further strengthening if it is to accomplish the
purpose for which it is designed, namely, to provide not only more adequate
financial assistance, but services to the recipients which will enable them to
become rehabilitated for productive citizenship.

I am particularly concerned about the following three areas: As Federal legis-
lation sets the tone and control necessary for the proper use of Federal funds
In the various States, I believe it is imperative that better safeguards be placed
around restrictive payments which this bill would permit In its current form,
the States would be free to pass laws permitting anything which they believe to
be necessary to protect the interest of the child. This would allow some States
to insert punitive restrictions which would prevent the rehabilitative efforts
for which all of us familiar with the program believe necessary. Therefore, I
urge that the Senate reconsider the section and place proper safeguards around
these restricted payment provisions.

Secondly, as you are undoubtedly cognizant that our Nation is indeed a mobile
society, this mobility is our strength. It allows us to seek opportunities across
the breadth of our Nation and thereby to contribute to communities as new
residents therein. Many of us take advantage of this mobility to improve our
individual opportunities and it becomes advantageous to the community in which
we settle. But with this mobility cones the danger also of becoming dependent
in the community to which we migrate. Thus, residence laws are punitive to
the person who becomes dependent. There are many people in our country that
suffer, from the lack of necessities of life and the necessary social services be-
cause they are not a resident where this dependency occurs. Therefore, it is my
opinion that as a community accepts nonresidents financially independent, it
has a concurrent responsibility for its nonresident dependents. Also, the major
portion of these expenses are borne by the Federal Government and they should,
therefore, be entitled to this wherever they may be. I, therefore, urge that all
residence requirements be disposed of by legislative provisions of the bill.

Our Federal public welfare laws are designed to strengthen our society by
preventing dependency and establishing a minimum level of health and decency.
The disparity between the amount of assistance which the Federal Government
will share in is highly Improper. Under present law and the above bill the needy
aged, blind, and disabled may receive much larger amounts of financial assist-
ance than can the needy parent and child in the aid to dependent children grants.
Logically speaking, why are the needs of parents and children less than the needs
of other recipients? Are we not penalizing the citizens of tomorrow by restrict-
ing their opportunities to the necessities of life as well as encouraging both phy-
sical and emotional depravity? I urge that the growing disparity in maximum
grants between the aid to dependent children and the other programs be reversed
and that we make the money payments and services to needy families more
realistic to their needs.

As stated before, I urged that the Senate reconsider the sections of this bill
relating to the above three items and to strengthen them so that all our citizens
may share equally in the benefits of a sound law designed to provide for the
necessities of life and rehabilitate, when possible, all dependent citizenry.

Yours very truly,
R. WINFRED TYNDALL, Executive Director.

FAMILY SERVICE OF READING AND BERKO COUNTY, PA.,
Reading, Pa., April 6, 1962.

Hon. HAmay FLoOD BYRD,
Chairman, Committee on Finane,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

My D)2 SENATOR BRD: The board of directors of Family Service of Reading
and Berks County recently voted to present their views to your committee, the
Finance Committee of the U.S. Senate, and place their request that the com-
mittee introduce or reinstate legislation concerning residence requirements and
public welfare which was omitted from- H.L 10608 now before your committee.
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The members of this board believe that residence requirements for public
assistance and public welfare services is incompatible with our present way
of life In the United States. We have experienced in our dailyoperations
the unreasonable human and administrative problems caused by residence
requirements when misfortune causes people to need public welfare assistance.
Rigid requirements of residence are contrary to the unparalleled mobility of
the American economy and its needs. They are contrary to the American
tradition of freedom of our citizens to seek advancement to a better life.

The philosophy of the present productive generations of our country is that
"we are citizens of the United States," which gives the freedom which permits
its citizens to seek opportunities for the betterment of life for families and for
society. The inventiveness, ingenuity, and search for progress have created the
instruments to make mobility easily possible for people wanting to find the
desirable circumstances of living. Residence requirement penalize those with
initiative and desire to improve and have independence. Residence require-
ments conflict with the social philosophy of the Social Security Act, that no
person in this country should go without basic income to meet the essential
needs to live. There will be increased moving of families with the developing
public policy of the desirability for workers to move from depressed areas to
those of greater economic opportunity.

We view this as a national problem which can only be solved through strong
national policy based on Federal action and therefore urge that your Senate
Committee add constructive proposals in this 1962 legislation to eliminate resi-
dence requirements for all public welfare assistance. We trust that your com-
mittee will base this consideration on the sound philosophy of the Social Se-
curity Act that eligibility for public welfare assistance be based on actual
need for aid and that you would include in your bill incentives for States to
eliminate residence requirements, something similar to the proposals of the
original H.R. 10032, section 137.

If your honest consideration deems this too drastic a measure to be acceptable
to the States this year, then an interim step in this direction such as reduction
in present maximums on State residence, requirements of no more than 1 year.

Our board made up of 29 active civic-minded citizens looks forward to the
action of your committee which will result in a historic step forward of adopt-
ing this public welfare provision so necessary for these present-day realities.

Very truly yours,
(Mrs.) CHAwrru K. H-TcMsoN,

Eweoutive Director.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS FAMILY SERVICE OF READING AND BERKS COUNTY

Samuel B. Russell, president, 15 East 34th Street, Reliffton, Reading, Pa.
Everett . 'Smith, first vice president, 208 Brookline Plaza, Reading, Pa.
Joseph R. Scherer, second vice president, 2701 Cumberland Avenue, Mount Penn,

Reading, tPa.
Fred U. Luckenbill, secretary, 1533 Darien Street, Reading, Pa.
Charles M. Guthrie, Jr., treasurer, Box 1091, Reading, Pa.
Daniel F. Ancona, Jr., 1423 Rose Virginia Road, Wyomissing, Pa.
Theodore C. Auman, Jr., 1539 Reading Avenue, Wyomissing, Pa.
Paul Barclay, 1336 Garfield Avenue, Wyomissing, Pa.
William C. Brenner, 130 Garden Lane, Reading, Pa.
Harold Rl. Bright, 1408 Monroe Avenue, Wyomissing, Pa.
Clarence E. Carter, 1044 Cotton Street, Reading, Pa.
Rev. Harold D. Flood, 329 North Fifth Street, Reading, Pa.
Mrs. John S. Giles, Jr., 1320 Monroe Avenue, Wyomissing, Pa.
Mrs. Arthur Hammel, 702 Byram Avenue, Pennside, Reading, Pa.
Miss Dorathea A. Hassler, R.D. No. 1, Shoemakersville, Pa.
Mrs. Frederick S. Luden, 1500 Hill Road, Reading, Pa.
Alexander J. MacRae, 601 Elnore Road, Temple, Pa.
Mrs. Leroy 0. Milliken, R.D. No. 1, Robesonia, Pa.
Mrs. Lionel EL Newcomer, 21 Walnut Street, Fleetwood, Pa.
Mrs. J. Archer O'Reilly, Jr., Box 271, R.D, No. 1, Sinking Spring, Pa.
Mrs. G. 4yinond Piarry, 1300 Garden tane, Reading, Pa.
Loyal C. Radtke, 703 Trent Avenue, Wyomissing, Pa.
Dr. Leon Reidenberg, 325 North Fifth Street, Reading, Pa.
Mrs. Howard G. Riley, 1511 Meadow Lark Road, Wyomissing, Pa.
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Mrs. William L, Seidel, 1114 Reading Boulevard, Wvyoinissing. P'a.
Mrs. Harold H. Staudt, GreenfielIs. Reading. Pa.
Mrs. Theodore C. Templeton, 1120 North Sixth Street, Reading. Pa.
Everett 0. Walk, R.D. No. 1, Sheerlund, Reading, Pa.
William R. Werley, North Grand Street, Hamburg, Pa.

CASE ILLUSTRATION-SUPPLEMENT TO TESTIMONY ON RESIDENCE REQUIREMENTS
AND PUBLIC WELFARE SUBMITTED ON BEHALF OF THE FAMILY SERVICE OF READ-
ING AND BERKS COUNTY BY MRS. CHARLOTTE K. HUTCHINSON, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

The L family, the parents ages 28 and 26 years, and two children, 2 and 5
years moved to Berks County in June 1961. In October, Mr. L was laid off from
his Job, with the promise to be called back again when there was work. When
their funds were exhausted the family was helped by Mrs. L' parents, who
receive public assistance, as her father is disabled'. It was necessary for the
L'R to apply for financial assistance, which had to be refused because they had
not gained the year's residence. Thus they had to trend the path from one com-
munity agency to another to be rejected in one after another, with each re-
source trying to be helpful within their functions. This treadmill consisted of
being referred first to the local county institution district, where they were
told they could not be helped immediately, as their problem had to be decided by
the commissioners and they were referred to the Salvation Army for emergency
assistance for food. Mr. L had registered at the employment office for work
and for unemployment compensation. He was not eligible for immediate com-
,pensation because he had not worked on this Job long enough, he had left his
Job In the Midwestern State to move here. The employment office promised to
review his possibilities for compensation but this would take time because of
interstate communications. On return to public assistance they received a
one-time grant while residence in the other State was verified.

Mr. and Mrs. L, met while they were both in military service. After discharge.
Mr. L pursued his skill as baker, which he had learned in service, in his home
community in a Midwestern State. Mrs. L was born and reared in Berks
County, Pa., where her parents still live. Mr. and Mrs. L. were married after slie
left the service and they settled where he was employed. When her father
became disabled she increasingly felt as the oldest daughter she should be
able to help her parents and she wished. to move here to be closer to them.
They planned for the change, so that she and the children would get along
while her husband came to Reading to seek employment and find a place to live.
When he accomplished this, the family moved here with the intent to stay
permanently.

This month of insecurity began to take its toll in disturbed family relation-
ships. Mrs. L's father's disability is based on emotional instability. These
family upsets brought the two families to family service. Feelings were very
taut. When on the second visit to the local county institution district, Mr. L
wns strongly urged to return to the State of residence and support his family
from there. He talked back about unJustice and unfairness and his intention
to keep his family together. Upset by his behavior, a physical fight between
him and his father-in-law developed on the street and the police had to interfere.

Within 2 weeks there was general family contentions which threatened the
relationship of husband and wife; the children were upset; Mrs. L was due
to have a baby in 6 weeks. Hurt, brooding relationship grew up between her
and her parents. Counseling and intensive casework helped to maintain an
equilibrium for the young couple during this upheavel which need not have
happened if their rights, needs, and security could have been respected.

In desperation the L's agreed to return to their place of former residence,
and they left with a rift in her relationships with her family. This family was
quite capable of managing their maintenance and independence. They needed to
have financial maintenance for a short'timeuntil they could work things out.
The public assistance personnel were terribly caught as they wanted to be able
to help this family according to their needs yet they were helpless because of the
residence restrictions.

As soon as the family said they would return to their former community, public
welfare agencies were only too happy to pay the expenses to send them back.
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FAMILY SERVICE SOCIETY,

New Orlean8, La., April 9, 1962.Senator HARRY F. BYRD,

Oh airman, Senate Finance Comm it tee,
U.S. Senate, IVaslington, D.C.

DEAR MR. BYRD: As executive director of the Family Service Society, I am
writing to comment on H.R. 10606, the Public Welfare Amendments of 1962,
which is currently before your committee.

The Family Service Society offers a communitywide service of professional
family casework counseling, supported primarily by the United Fund, the local,
voluntary, found-raising body. Its services are provided by a staff of 23 persons.
Its affairs are managed by a voluntary group of 30 community-representative
persons. It has an interest constituency of 99 associate members, composed of
citizens with a special interest in strong, healthy family life. It serves approxi-
nately 2,000 families a year, composed roughly of 10,000 adults and children.

The central purpose of the Family Service Society is to contribute to harmoni-
ous family, Interrelationships, to strengthen the positive values of family life, and
to promote healthy personality development and satisfactory social functioning
of various family members. It is one of 308 family agencies in the United States
and Canada that belong to the national standard-setting and accrediting body,
the Family Service Association of America.

Family agencies like us know a good deal about public welfare. 'From our in-
ception in 1896 until the early 1930's, we administered the main financial assist-
ance resources in New Orleans. When the federally supported public welfare
program was created in 1935, our staff members were loaned to the city and State
to set up the new public welfare programs.

Private agencies supported by voluntary dollars cannot provide a universal,
basic, financial assistance program, but they can demonstrate, experiment, and
generally lead the way to show the value of professional casework in the
strengthening and rehabilitation of families and individuals. Basic to all of this
is an adequate public welfare, tax-supported, financial assistance program.
Counseling services such as ours cannot be effective when families and individuals
have a primary need for food, shelter, clothing, and medical care. And, simi-
larly, financial assistance alone is not sufficient help toward rehabilitation; it
takes both as we well know out of our 66 years of experience with these matters,.

Our public issues committee and. our board of directors have met to study H.R.
10606. They want you to know that H.R. 10606 is generally favored by them,
and that they especially commend and support the following provisions:

(a) Rehabilitation of families and individuals by measure such as family
casework services, and work and training programs.

(b) Professional social work training to make possible the provision of family
casework services.

(c) Broadening the child welfare program by the bill's new plan for aid and
services to needy families with children, day care for children of working
mothers, and other related provisions.

In general, we feel that H.R. 10606 offers a constructive approach to many
of the problems now seen in public welfare. We are impressed with the help it
will make possible to strengthen families who have economic and social prob-
lems, and the provision for the training of the skilled social workers which is
essential if this is to be carried out.

Sincerely yours,
FRANKLIN PARKS, ACSWV, Executive Director.

Subject: H.R. 10606 (formerly H.R. 10032).
HOn. CLAIBORNE PELL,
Senate Offce Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CLAIBORNE: As a former president and a present director of Children's
Friend and Service, a statewide agency here in Rhode Island, and as a director
of the Child Welfare League of America, Inc., I am deeply concerned with
the Public Welfare. Amendments of 1962 as contained in the above subject
bill. I feel that this is the most important piece of social legislation that has
been introduced since the Social Security Act of 1935.
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The bill as originally introduced, contained many constructive and vital
provisions which would have marked a giant step forward in our overall public
and piivate welfare program.

In my opinion, the bill as it now stands revised, contains flaws and omissions
which seriously diminish, if not completely eliminate these advantages.

It is to be regretted that all authority to purchase service from nonprofit
private agencies has been stricken from the original bill.

I do not favor the use of voucher payments as provided for under "Use of
Payments for Benefit of the Child." For the very few families for which money
management is a serious problem. I believe there are adequate protective pro-
visions included.

I do not think it is good practice to allow the States to deny assistance to a
parent while continuing assistance for the child. This could lead to the parent,
in effect, "eating from the bowl of the child."

I would hope that the bill, as finally enacted, would provide for Federal
scholarships to train social work personnel. Properly trained social workers,
in the long run, will go a long way toward decreasing public welfare problems,
catching many incipient problems before they actually occur. There Is a great
need at the moment for properly trained and qualified personnel of this nature.

I hope you will find it possible to promote the above-listed changes, and to
support the bill in every way possible.

Cordially,
CARL W. HAFENBEFFER.

RESOLUTION OF NEVADA STATE WELFARE BOARD, CARSON CITY, NEv.

(Adopted March 26, 1962)

Whereas the Nevada State Welfare Board recognizes that the standards of
assistance for all the public assistance categories are far too low in comparison
with cost of living and average national Income; and

Whereas the revised bill containing the Public Welfare Amendments of 1962
(H.R. 10606) provides for an Increase in Federal matching for old-age assistance,
aid to the blind, and aid to the permanently and totally disabled; and

Whereas the aforementioned bill (H.R. 10606) retains the present Federal
matching formula for aid to dependent children, only extends It to both parent
caretakers if needy and In the home; and

Whereas the Federal matching limit for a needy parent is currently less than
one-half that for a needy person over 65 years of age, and the proposed new
formula further increases this inequity; and

Whereas In aid to dependent children, more than in any other Federal-State
public assistance program, the amount of the Federal matching base tends to
establish the ceiling for recommendations by budgetary authorities and for
legislative appropriations by this State; and

Whereas, while the emphasis on preventive and rehabilitative service is ex-
tremely important and necessary, the desired goal will not be achieved unless
basic maintenance needs of aid to dependent children families are met more ade-
quately: Now, therefore, be itResolved, That the Federal matching limit for aid to dependent children and
the other three public assistance categories be brought closer together by pro-
viding a commensurate increase in -the Federal matching formula for aid to
dependent children as that proposed for old-age assistance, aid to the blind, and
aid to the permanently and totally disabled under H.R. 10606.

[TelegramI

WEBSTER GROVES, Mo., April 2, 1960.
Senator STUArt SYMIOTON,
Senate O"e BuildiEng, Washington, D.Q.:

The St. Louis County Child Welfare Advlsory Committee respectfully urges
your consideration for amendment of House Bill 10606 to include identifiable
funds for homemakers service for children whose mothers ore temporarily ill
or incapacitated. This provision would facilitate the realization of expanded
constructive child welfare services contemplated in the bill.

MIRIAM M. PENOYn, M.D., Chairman.
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Tim Boys & GIRLS Am Socxiry oF OnooN,
Portland, Oreg., April 9, 1962.

Senator MAURINE NEUBEROER,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MAURINE: As you would know, we are all very much interested In H.R.
10606, which is currently under consideration by the Senate Finance Com-
mittee. The House Ways and Means Committee made some major changes in
the bill as originally introduced and we are hoping that some of the original
provisions might be restored by the Senate.

1. They omitted the provision for the training of social work personnel
through contracts with schools. The national shortage of professional quali-
fied people in child welfare Is marketly retarding the ability of community
services to provide adequate care for children. I certainly hope that the
Senate will be able to include in the bill some provision of Federal scholarships
for social work personnel.

2. They omitted the authority for service to be purchased from nonprofit
private agencies. Such arrangements can be highly beneficial to both public
and private agencies through the full utilization of existing services.

3. They added a new provision entitled "Use of Payments for Benefit of
Child." This appears to be undesirable as it opens up the possibility of the
extensive use of vouchers, which have not worked well in the past, and it
also appears to permit States to deny assistance for a parent while con-
tinuing it for a child. In effect, this would merely reduce the income for all
members of the family as they would all have to live on what they received.

4. They increased the matching formula for OAA, AB, and APTD. There were
no Increases In the matching funds for programs affecting children. This
would still further increase the discrepancy between the two groups, although
our maximum need as we look to the future is the protection of our children.

I know how interested you are in all matters concerning social welfare and
hope that you will be able to help make improvements In this bill.

Cordially,
STUART R. STIMMEL, State Director.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION ON SERVICE TO UNMARRIED PARENTS,
Hon. HzARY ]Pi) BYRD, April 16, 1962.

Chairman, Committee, on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DEAR ,SENATOR BYRD: The National Association on Service to Unmarried
Parents is following with interest and concern -the proposals for amendments
affecting public welfare, contained in H.R. 10606. This association has on its
national committee representatives of 7 national agencies In the welfare field,
and has a membership of some 250 local or statewide committees and agencies,
voluntary and public, and both welfare and health, together with 150 interested
individuals.

We are glad to see that many of the proposals of the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare have been passed by the House of Representatives. We
are sure that these, if enacted into law, will facilitate constructive services. We
are, however, concerned about some points, and hope that the Senate will give
thought to them. They are:

Residence Jaws-With mobility of people very closely related to developments
in industry, agriculture, and other fields, restrictions on meeting emergency needs
Impose hardships on people, and an unreasonable burden on voluntary agencies.
It was a disappointment that the recommendation for change, Including a fLnan.
clal incentive to the States to eliminate residence as afaetor in eligibility, was
not passed by the House of Representatives. We hope -that the Senate will
give thoughtful consideration to this.

Protective paynment.-We recognize that there are a few families and in-
dividuals for whom an unrestricted cash payment to not practical or wise; but
we think that the proposals (as now contained in see. 108 ot H.R. 10606) gave
sufficient authority to deal with these unusual need& The amendment passed
by the House of Representatives fails to safeguard human rights and dignity in
line with the.originalintent, of the,4ocial Security Act.
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Aid to dependent children.-We recognize real progress inI the provisions to
permit the use of ADC funds for eligible children who are placed in foster
homes or institutions, when that is for the best interest of the child. We note
a proposal to amend this provision to permit assignment of funds to Juvenile
courts for such use. We believe that responsibility for the program should be
a responsibility of the child welfare services, because of their experience and
the skills that they have developed for this program. We know that there are
occasional instances in which continued supervision by a Juvenile court is Indi-
cated, but In these cases cooperation between the two agencies is not only pos-
sible, but is presently In effect.

Matching funds.-There is great disparity in matching funds between those
designated for the aged, blind, and disabled, and those for families with needy
children. We hope that there will be thoughtful attention to the needs of chil-
dren and youth, and to the importance of constructive, forward-looking services
for them.

Provisions for training in social wori.-The shortages of social work personnel
are staggering, and it is clear that welfare programs, to give present help to
people and provide constructive influences in looking to the future, need staff
with skills that come out of good training. It is important that plans be made
to recruit and train more social workers. We urge the importance of stipends
to individuals for study, and also grants to schools of social work and other in-
stitutions of learning.

Very sincerely yours,
EDITH F. BALMFORD.

WASHINGTON¢, D.C., April 16, 1962.
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
Senate Office Building,
Waahington, D.O.

GENLEMENr: In your consideration of H.R. 10606 I hope that you will give
consideration to the following very minor technical amendments which I am call-
ing to your attention

In new section 409(a) (4), page 35, line 8, after the words "performing work"
insert "or taking an approved course of training designed to facilitate return
to regular employment."

The reason for this suggested amendment is that I think that in the case of
a relative taking such a course the same arrangement should be made for the
care and protection of the child during absence from home while taking such a
course as the present provision gives to a relative who is "performing work."

In new section 106(a) (1), page 36, line 20, after the words "any such income"
insert "while taking an approved training course designed to facilitate return
to regular employment."

The reason for this amendment is that I believe that the expenses incident to
taking a training course, such as carfare, any needed supplies in connection with
the course, and so on, should be considered in determining need, as well as the
expense attributable to participating in a work relief program.

Both these minor amendments, I believe, will make it more possible for
families receiving aid to dependent children to participate more readily In traiin-
tog courses designed to facilitate return to regular employment.

Very truly yours,
OLGA S. HALSEY.

GEORGIA FEDERATION OF THE BhLIND, INC.,
Atlanta, Ga., April 19, 1962.

Hon. HARRY F. ByRw,
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance,
Senate Offce Building, Wahifngton, D.0,

DEAR SErATOR: The Georgia Federation of the Blind, a statewide organization
dedicated to the advancement of the social and economic status of blind persons
and other physically handicapped through employment opportunity and Im-
proved services, so as to reduce dependency, strongly favors H.R. 10606 and
earnestly urges your favorable consideration.

Cordially yours,
WALT= R. MoDoNALD, -Presiden t.
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RESOLUTION OF GEORGIA FEDERATION OF THE BLIND

Be It resolved by the Board of Directors of the Georgia Federation of the Blind
thi8 14th day of April 1962, at Atlanta, Ga., That the Senators and Representa-
tives from the State of Georgia to the U.S. Congress are urged to support the
provisions of H.R. 1060 or the modifications of that bill as hereinafter set forth,
and further that a copy of this resolution be sent to the members of the Senate
Committee on Finance with the urgent request that said bill be favorably reported
to the Senate.

1. We heartily endorse the aim set forth in section 101 and elsewhere of im-
proving services so as to prevent or reduce dependency through the increased
assistance payment s and otherwise.

2. We believe that the provisions relating to aid to needy families with chil-
dren in sections 102, 109, 131, 134, 135 represent considerable progress in this field,-
and we endorse this improved program.

3. There is in the country as a whole and especially in the State of Georgia a
scarcity of properly trained social workers. Such a program as is contemplated
in this bill cannot be effectivelycarried out without an adequate supply of such
trained workers. We, therefore, endorse the provisions of part B of this bill
(section 123 to encourage and assist with the training of such personnel).

4. We strongly urge the enactment of section 136 1602 (b) of this bill which will
permit the permanent coexistence In the States of Missouri and Pennsylvania of
the State-financed plan for aid to the blind and State-Federal program. The ex-
perience of 12 years has shown that this so-called "dual program" has resulted
in an excellent record of increased self-sufficiency on the part of recipients.

5. We feel that any citizen of the United States should be free to move from
one State to another for reasons of health, economics, or family convenience and
that he should not be unduly penalized because of such change of residence. We,
therefore, feel that the amendment to section 1602(b) inserted'by the Ways and
Means Committee should be stricken out or that provisions be made so that no
residence requirement would be made for eligibility for assistance which is in ex-
cess of the time required for the establishment of legal residence for the purpose
of voting In the State concerned.

0. We would approve the inclusion of medical aid for blind or disabled persons
as provided in the new title XVI. We feel, however, that a more reasonable
means test should be provided than that which now seems to be in use under
the medical care provisions of title I.

7. In order to encourage and assist disabled persons to attain or retain self-
support, we would favor the extension of the exempt earnings provision which
now applied to blind persons under title X to disabled recipients under the pro-
visions bf title XIV.

Adopted April 14, 1962.I WALTER R.' McDoNALD, President.
Attest:

JOhN R. PRICE, Secretary.

PENNSYLVANIA ACADEMY OF OPIITHALMOLOGY & OTOLARYNGOWOGY,
Harrisburg, Pa., April 23, 1960.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Ohairm an; Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Post Office, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SEN:ATOR BYRD: We Would like to enter our protests t0a provision in
bill H.R. 10606 entitled PiblicWelfare Amendments for 1962. Under section
16Q2, part "(12) provide that, in determining whether an individual is blind,
there shall be an examination by a physician skilled in the diseases of the eye
or by an optometrist, whichever the individual may select."

This statement equating the optometrist with an eye physician In the de-
terminatioii of blindness Is false, misleading, and not in the best interest for
the health and welfare of the general public.

In the determination of blindness, as to its causes and its manifestations,
there is a need for a thorough medical examination and a critical evaluation
of the findings by an eye physician.

Blindness determined 'by optometrists with their lack of medical training can
only be a limited an insufficient appraisal of the true condition. This lack of
medical training could unwittingly prolong a remedial condition or give a hope-
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Any efforts you can make to secure such revision In the Social Security Act
will have our enthusiastic support. If our opinion should be expressed to mem-
bers of the congressional committee Involved, we will appreciate your advice.

Itespectfully yours,
Asbazw F. JuaAs, Admfixrato.

NMW MEXICO D.PAwuzT or PUI aO HEALTzU
Santa P4~ April 4, 1962.

Hon. Dmiitzs CnAVXZ,
U.S. Seneto, WaMnglon, D.O.
Digi SEWATO OHAVEZ: I very much appreciate your reply relative to the letter

which I sent you expressing certain comments on the appropitos for
radiological health, hospital construction, and tuberculosis.

The executive committee of the Association of State and Territorial health
Officers has supported an amendment to the Social Security Act to Increase the
authorization for maternal and child health giants as well as those of crippled
children to the various States. The bill is N.E. 100.

While the State of New Mexico has been generally considered on the basis of
minimal grants, perhaps this bill will help satisfy our State's need in these two
areas. I would very much appreciate your isc Its content with our own
State In mind. Our maternal and child health program Is supported entirely by
Federal funds which are inadequate for the establishment of prenatal and well
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child clinics throughout the State. The vast majority of them are located north
of Albuquerque and there is very little coverage In the south. The crippled
children's program in this State Is of course under the direction of the depart-
ment of public welfare.

Sincerly yours,
STANLEY J. LELAND, M.D., Director.

JE:wVISi COiMMUNITY COUNCIL OF ESSEX COUNTY,
Newark, N.J., May 8, 1962.

Senator HARRY BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

])EAR SENATOR BYRD: We are most gratified that the House of Representatives
has passed the public welfare amendments bill (H.R. 10606). We hope that you
will support passage of this bill by the Senate. We should also like to comment
on some of the provisions adopted in the House, based upon our experience
as a central voluntary agency for the planning and financing of health and
welfare programs in our community for families, children and the aged.

First, the House bill failed to retain Secretary Ribicoff's original proposals to
provide incentives to the States to reduce or eliminate residence requirements for
public assistance. We would like to see these put into the measure in the
Senate.

Residence restrictions do not solve or eliminate problems. They only place
them on the doorsteps of voluntary agencies which do not have the funds to
meet them, draining funds from other needs which depend exclusively on
voluntary support.

Secondly, there is a section in the bill which permits States to take a variety
of actions with regard to payments to children of needy families (Aid to De-
pendent Children) other than withholding support. This section opens the door
to all kinds of abuses such as voucher payments, excessive punishments and
lowered standards. Such practices have been clearly proven to be undesirable.
There is in the bill, provision for "protective payments," which in the case of
unreliable families, safeguards them from improper actions.

Thirdly, the present bill permits increasing the disparity in the level of Federal
matching grants between needy families with children and the needy aged,
blind, and physically disabled. It is our belief that families with needy chil-
dren should be treated no differently from other public assistance recipients.

We are confident that you, in your awareness not only of the need for passage
of the essential provisions in the House bill but of the Importance of the three
additional points I have made here, will do everything within your power to
assure Senate approval of H.R. 10606. Thank you.

Very truly yours,
MARTIN JELIN, President.

NEW JERSEY OPTOMETRIC ASSOCIATION,
Trenton, N.J., May 10, 1962.Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,

Chairman, Senate Finance Conmpittee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: This is to Inform you that the New Jersey Optometric
Association Is in favor of the amendments to H.R. 10606 proposed by the Ameri-
can Optometric Association aDd to solicit your support of them when thls measure
come before your committee.

The amendments which (1) retain inclusion of optometrists in the aid to the
blind section and (2) specifically authorize the utilization of optometrists in
Kerr-Mills section are soundly in the public interest because they afford bene-
ficiaries the right of free choice in the selection of a practitioner of their own
preference.

Your support of the American Optometric Association amendment will be
greatly appreciated by the patients of optometrists throughout the country.

Sincerely,
Dr. JOSEPH J. JACOPELLI,

Chairman, Committee on Social and Health. Care Trends.
Dr. A. J. SHACK,

Chairman, Committee on Vision Care for the Aged.
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NATIONAL AssocIATIox OF HOUSING & REDEVELOPMENT OFFICIALS,
Kansa8 City, Mo., May 9, 1962.

1ion. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offce Building, Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR SIR: In connection with the hearings that your committee will be opening
within the next week or 10 days on H.R. 10606, "Public Welfare Amendments of
1962," I should like to put our association on record in hearty support of the
general goals of the bill for the prevention of dependency, for the strengthening
and improvement of family services, and for the provision of more rehabilitative
services for aiding families in becoming self-supporting. The bill In the form
it was first brought into the House, as H.R. 10032, seemed to us to have satis-
factprily provided for reaching these goals and we hope the Senate will bring
out a bill that contains all of these original provisions.

The association's interest In the bill stems from the work that our member-
ship does with the tenants of public housing developments and the relocatees
from renewal areas, many of whom are clients of public assistance agencies.
The general purposes of the association are described hI the attached member-
ship folder.

As you know, the Housing and Home Finance Agency and the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare have recently joined forces in an effort to
reach some of the objectives of the bill by exploring ways and means of con-
centrating in local public housing and urban renewal projects many of the
services that stem from HEW. Attached Is a copy of the most recent issue of
our monthly Journal of Housing in which we have sought to make specific what
such a concentration of effort might accomplish."

We also enclose a copy of the program resolution adopted by this association's
members last fall and call your special attention to the section on social goals.'

If there Is some way that our Washington office staff can be of assistance to
your committee during the course of the hearings on H.R. 10606, please feel free
to call on us. .

Respectfully,
A. J. HARMON, President.

CITIZENS' COMMITTEE FOR CHILDREN OF NEW YORK, INC.,

New York, N.Y., May 11, 1962.
Re H.R. 10606 (formerly H.R. 10032).
lion. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: Citizens' Committee for Children, organized in 1945 to
work in behalf of New York's children, urgently requests your action to report
this bill out of committee and your vigorous support on the Senate floor.

We are particularly interested in the inclusion for the first time of a Federal
program for the day care of children and the provision of matching funds to
States to facilitate the development of urgently needed resources (title V, pt. 3,
see. 527(a)). Hundreds of thousands of children are without proper attention
during all or part of the day because their parents must work or are unable
to care for them and Insufficient or no resources are available to supplement
parental care.

New York City has developed a good public day care program, but It is grossly
Inadequate because the city has had to carry the entire financial burden; no
State or Federal funds have been provided. Expansion is long overdue--New
York City day care centers now have a waiting list of 4,488 children, which
grows longer every day. Many more preschool children, the number can only
be guessed at, are looked after by relatives or neighbors who may be willing,
but are not always dependable caretakers; other young children are found com-
pletely "on their own" with door keys hung around their necks, and all too often
children are found locked in apartments with no one to look after them. The
importance of good vare for these children cannot be overestimated.

2Enclosures made a part of the committee files.
84071-62-139
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We plan to write you in the near future about other provisions in this bill
about which we have much concern.

We strongly urge your favorable action.
Sincerely,

FRANCIS HAIOHT,
Mrs. Eeic HAIGHT,

Chairman, Day Care Section.

CITIZENS' COMMITTEE FOR CHILDREN OF NEW YORK, INC.,
New York, N.X., May 14, 1962.

Re: H.R. 10606.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chatrnan, Senate Finance committee,
Senate Offme Building, Washington, D.C.

DARa SENATOR BYRD: Citizens' Committee for Children, dedicated to the pur-
pose of assuring the well-being of New York's children and their families, urges
your support of H.R. 10606 (formerly H.R. 10032), a bill which would "extend
and Improve the public assistance and child welfare services of the Social
Security Act, and for other purposes."

We sincerely approve the overall purpose of this bill. We are pleased with
its advocacy and provision of preventive and rehabilitative services for people
in need and with the expansion of child welfare services. It will, if enacted,
encourage all States to improve their programs and to develop comprehensive
plans based on sound nationwide standards for meeting these many-facetea
problems.

As we explain later, we have serious questions about some of the changes which
were made in the original bill by the House of Representatives' Ways and Means
Committee and urge your committee to reinstate the sections needed to restore
the original intent of the bill.

We commend in particular:
The constructive approach to the conservation of our Nation's manpower

through development or restoration of work skills and the emphasis on
preventing or reducing dependency through developing productive, self-
sufficient individuals. We believe that it is sound to require each State
to make available to applicants for or recipients of public assistance, services
to help them attain or retain capability for self-care and self-support and
to maintain and strengthen family life for children.

The expansion and improvement of child welfare services;
The appropriation of funds for day care for children (about which we

have already written) ;
The offering of incentives to employment through taking into account the

expenses incurred in earning income and by allowing the dependent child
to retain part of his earned income toward future identifiable needs, such as
education ;

We bel!eve ' that an adequate supply of trained personnel is the all-im-
portant element to the success of the proposed constructive welfare program,
but question the possibility of realizing it without extended planning with and
financial assistance. to the professional- schools of social work to enable
them to expand to Meet the increased enrollment, and the appropriation of
funds for tuition;

We welcome increase in the Federal matching formula for the aged, the
blind and the disabled, but are distressed at the widening disparity between
the formula for these categories and that for the grants for aid and services
to needy families with childreti. There is urgent need for a revision to nar-
row or erase this gap;

We welcome expansion of the temporary program to provide aid and serv-
icex to need$ families with children (when the father is unemployed) for
5 years, thbugli we had supported the administration's recommendation that
this provision be made permanent;

We have deep concern about the inherent dangers in subsection 107 (a), section
405 in regard to protective payments presumed to be for the benefit of the child.
The broad authority conferred on the States by this section weakens the Federal
role in the partnership program by giving precedence to State law over the State
plan requirements of the Federal law; t opens the door for punitive, retaliatory
action against all assistance recipients when a vocal group in the community
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arouses feelings against them, perhaps because of a small isolated incident; it
threatens the intent of the section-i.e., protection of the welfare of children-by
leaving the gate open to many ill-advised measures which could be permitted un-
der a literal interpretation of the section. All opportunity to use any part of a
livelihood grant to degrade and depersonalize the recipients must be removed.

The residence eligibility requirements as now incorporated in the bill stand
in need of correction. We would like to see all State residence requirements
removed so that there would be no obstacle to a mobile labor force and to the
movement of families seeking better Jobs and better living. The original bill
with provisions modifying residence requirements and providing financial Incen-
tives to States to remove such requirements was a long overdue step toward the
realization of this goal. It should be reinstated.

May we express again our support of the greater part of this bill and urge fa-
vorable action by your committee and the appropriation of the necessary funds.
We ask your most active support when the bill is before the Senate.

Sincerely,
Mas. MAX AscoLm, President.

THE SALVATION ARMY,
SOUTHWEST DIvISIONAL HEADQUARTERS,

Phoenix, Ariz., May 2, 1962.
Senator HARRY FLOOD BYRD,
lVahington, D.O.

DEAR SIB: It has been brought to our attention that H.R. 10606 has passed the
House of Representatives and is now in the Senate and is being referred to the
Committee on Finance of the Senate. Two important provisions were eliminated
from this bill when it finally passed the House. It is our conviction that in
the interest of good social work, these two provisions should be reinstated.

One makes reference to permission to purchase services from voluntary or
nongovernmental agencies and receive reimbursement from the Federal Gov-
ernment, and the other provision covers the elimination of restrictive pre-
requisites based on residence.

I trust that the Committee on Finance will take the necessary steps to have
these provisions reinstated in this extremely Important bill.

Thank you for your favorable attention to this request.
God bless you.

Yours sincerely,
EJuo NEWnOUL,

Lieutenant Colonel, Divisional Oommander.

THE AMERICAN LEoION,
Washington, D.C., May-15. 1962.

Hon. HARRY F. BYa,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DrAa SE AToR BYRD: As national child welfare director for the American Le-
gion and its affiliated organizations, I wish to make known to you the position of
the, American Legion on the Public Welfare Amendments of 1962 during your
consideration of H.R. 10608.

The child welfare program of the American Legion nationally, not only encom-
passes the activities of some 18,000 posts, but likewise approximately 14,000 units
of the American Legion Auxiliary. In addition, the work of the affiliated or-
ganization known as the 8 and 40 coordinates its child welfare activities through
our American Legion National Child Welfare Commission and this office.

Our interest in sound public programs for children began in the middle 1920's
and has continued uninterruptedly since that time. As some indication of the
magnitude of our interest we expended more than $7% million last year on child
welfare activities, the greater part of which went to help the children of veterans
who are in need and whose needs were not being met from any other source.
Records which I know- are available to the Congress will indicate the American
Legion's leadership long before the Social Security Act was adopted in helping
obtain State mothers' aid laws. Later we supported the Social Security Act
itself and have continued to recommend amendments to that act from time to
time.
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Early In 1960 the National Child Welfare Commission of the American
Legion became concerned with the present aid to dependent children program
in some of the States. Our own temporary financial assistance program,
in whieh we use our own finds to hell) meet children's needs. is a most sensi-
tive barometer of conditions for children and many times reflects local public
welfare *practices. As our concern increased, a special committee of the na-
tional child welfare commission was appolnttl to study various problems its
they appeared to us and make recommendations to our full commission. This
study has been in process for more than a year in which we have received,
among other things, the opinions of our State child welfare chairman through-
our the Nation. As a result of this study, certain recommendations were made
to our national executive committee, who on May 3 adopted the attached resolu-
tion which establishes the official position of the American Legion. We earnestly
urge the consideration of this resolution by your committee as it considers
II.R. 10606.

One additional point on which we would urge your consideration does not
appear in Resolution No. 41, since it has been the position of the American
Legion for several years. That point applies to residence requirements,
especially in the al to dependent children program. In the American Legion's
own temporary financial assistance program, where it is siiendhg its own noney,
the legal residence of a child his never been a consideration it whether or not
assistance is granted. Our belief has always been that a child in need is entitled
to what assistance we can give regardless of present geographic residence.
We were, therefore, much disappointed when II.R. 10606 failed so completely to
take cognizance of the mobility of our Nation and the discrimination brought
about by stringent residence requirements. We sincerely urge your committee,
Mr. Chairman, to give this point further consideration, even If it is necessary to
provide only the Federal share of assistance payments to children when,
through no fault of their own, they are it need and find themselves without
sufficient residence to meet State requirements.

As you well know, there are approximately 70 million children in the United
States 18 and under. Approximately 40 million of these children are the chil-
dren of veterans for whom our organization has pledged care and protection.
Although we are vitally concerned with these 40 million, we are no less concerned
with the remainhg 30 million children, for the second part of our purpose is to
Improve conditions for all children.

Thank you for the opportunity of presenting our view in behalf of the
American Legion.

Respectfully,
RANDEL SHAKE,

Director, National Child Welfare.

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE CO.M.M iivE MEETING OF THE AMI.RTCAN LEGION IIEI.D
MAY 2-3, 1962

Resolution No. 41.
Committee: Child welfare.
Subject: Strengthen public welfare programs for children and youth.

Whereas our present public welfare program has been in operation for 27
years with little basic change; and

Whereas during the same period social, economic and cultural changes of
great magnitude have taken place including the creation of new rehabilitation
skills; and

Whereas experience in the past few years has indicated the need for recon-
sidering our public programs for children; Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the American Legion reommends the following points as
needed to strengthen and improve the Nation's public welfare program:

1. The establishment of a program of rehabilitation and counseling services
for families dependent on public support.

2. Reaffirm and strengthen our support for funds for training of needed
personnel to carry out programs of rehabilitation and counseling.

3. An increase In Federal matching hnds fr families with dependent children
commensurate with the increases proposed for the aged, blind, and disabled.

4. That the long established principle of the American Legion's child welfare
program permitting payments of assistance to a third party, when circum-
stances require. he authorized for public welfare payments where it is determined
the parent is incapable of management of tunds. We continue to recommend,
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however, I lie principle (of direct money payments to the vast majority of families
In 1LCLed.

5. Work training prograins should be inaugurated for those recipients of
public welfare where such programs will not be detrimental to the proper care
and development of children and where such work training programs, in fact,
provide for developIient of it skill which will serve as an aid to future gainful
employment.

0. A substantial Increase in child welfare services funds is warranted in
keeping with the expanding chill IImulatlon of the Nation Including considera-
tion of day care services.

7. Extension of the present temporary provision of the Social Security Act
which liermits aid to dependent children and payments to families of unemployed
iparents. We believe this will act its a deterrent to desertion of the unemployed
father its a condition for making children eligible for assistance.

1. Provision should be made for the needs of the second parent in assistance
grants when such second parent is in the home, to avoid undue economic hard-
ship on the part of dependent children.

9. That we reiterate our longstanding American Legion position that as-
sistalte to children be bused on the studied needs of the family situation and
tiot ol all arbitrarily fixed family ceiling ; and, be it further

Resolred. That we recommend it family centered approach in the aid to
delpndent children program whidh Is In keeping with our American Legion
chill welfare tradition of strengthening the home and improving family life.

N.TIONA. ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL. WORKERS,
SANTA CLARA CHAPTER,

3lfaj1 15. 1962.

lHon. HARv F. B1YRD,
Chairman, Senate Finamie Conititec,
ll'ashington, D.C.

D: AR SENATOR: In accordance with your letters of April 14 and May 10, we
are pleased to send you a statement for inclusion it the records of the Fhinnce
Cojiunittee hearings on II.R. 10606.

Tie Santa Clara chapter of the NatioLal Assoclition of Social Workers, whose
220 neibers are very nunch concerned about the recent attacks made on social
welfare, and particularly tie aid to delpendent children program, tire nost happy
to support the efforts of Congress to prevent or reduce dependency. H.R.
10600 contains, In our opinion, many excellent provisions which will help Cali-
fornia, as well as the other States, do a better job. We comntend the In-
creased Federal matching for service costs, the extension for 5 years of aqsit-
alice to needy children of inemiployed parents, the Inclusion of both parents
in the ADC grant, the increased authorization for child welfare services, and
the incentive for einploymetit, particularly allowing the older children Ii these
famuillies to keep their earnings for educational purposes. In our opinion. the
establishment of a program for (ay (-are services is one of the most constructive
features of the lprolosed legislation as it will result in the rehabilitation of many
mothers, keep families together and in many cases prevent Juvenile delinquency.
Although the number of children who could be cared for through Federal funds
is relatively small, these funds would stimulate the States to develop day care
services.

California Is :head of tost States. in that It supports througli State and
county funds, a widespread day care programs. However, because of rapidly
growing child population there are not enough facilities at present to care for

ill the children whose mothers go to work. Santa Clara County is doing a fine
job in the licetnsing of foster day care facilities and day nurseries, but more still
llee s to be done. We believe that all adults including most mothers with small
children should be given an opportunity for employment or training for employ-
ment when this is necessary. Work is therapeutic for adults and also helps
children grow up in a normal atmosphere instead of making them as. different
froin other children in homes where the families are self-supporting.

The Santa Clara County Welfare Department Is service oriented but because
of insufficient funds for staffing it Is difficult to do as thorough a Job as is some-
times necessary. More Federal funds an !jropwsed in this bill would release more
money for additional staff.
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We realize that for some very small groups of families receiving public funds,
grants in kind with proper controls are temporarily essential at some point as
part of a long-term plan to help the family with money problems. In general,
however, we believe that people can better be educated to spend money wisely
by having it to spend, rather than by the use of grocery orders and other
payments in kind, which do not provide the experience for learning. In addi-
tion such practice encourages dependency, thereby negating the stated purpose
of H.R. 10606 We recommend the omission of section 107A of the bill which
amends section 405 of the Social Security Act by adding "Use of payment for
benefit of child." We do not believe that proper controls exist in this section.

We approve giving the States the option of combining the adult titles because
our ultimate goal is a comprehensive noncategorical social welfare program with
need the only requirement.

We disapprove the discriminatory treatment in the ADO category and should
like to see the Federal maximum raised. Although we appreciate the fact that
this bill makes improvements by including both parents in the grant and con-
tinuing ADO to unemployed parents, it is still difficult for us to assume that
it takes less than one-half to support a mother caring for a dependent child
than it takes to support one aged blind or disabled adult. We should like to
see the Federal maximum in ADC raised.

For future consideration we wish to go on record in favor of eliminating that
ancient relic of Elizabethan poor law-the residence requirement. It is our
belief that a mobile working population is in the public good and that workers
tend to follow employment opportunities. In the agricultural economy of Santa
Clara County migratory labor serves a valuable need; yet these workers and
their children are gravely penalized by this requirement. We supported the
original administration proposal which recommended the limitation of residence
requirement for all categories to 1 year and promised incentives to States
abolishing such laws.

Our association believes that public welfare services should be available to
Puerto Rico, Guam, and the Virgin Islands, and that they should participate
under the same policies and financial provisions as do the 50 States. Testimony
before the Ways and Means Committee from responsible persons in Puerto
Rico revealed that although this Commonwealth is making strong efforts to
improve the condition of the needy, their public assistance grants are unrealis-
tically low, thereby causing much suffering.

We are most appreciative of the fact that Congress is considering amendments
to the public assistance and child welfare titles of the Social Security Act. It
is important that the programs be changed to meet changing conditions. Because
of the concern of Congress we have made much progress in the 27 years since
the enactment of the Social Security Act.

We are very grateful for this opportunity to state our views on some of the
provisions of this important proposed legislation.

Respectfully submitted.
Lr.Au HEROLD LACHENBRUCII,

Chairman, Social Policy Committee.

THE WIscoNsiN OroMTRIc AssoOmATioN, INC.,
Madison, Ws., April 10, 1962.

Senator ALEXANDER WILEY,
S te o "e Building,
Washington, D.C.

DzAx SENATOR WuzY: I am writing to you in reference to the bill, H.R. 10606,
which is now in the Senate, pending before the Finance Committee. This bill,
as you know, was originally H.R. 10082, title No. 16, the Public Welfare Amend-
ment of 1962.

There are those who would like to amend this law to delete optometry and
Its services from the law, and restrict the public from having Its free choice of
practitioner for visual care.

An *amendment of this nature would be discriminatory, to say the very least,
if not outright undemocratic.

It ts for this reason that I write to you to do your utmost to see such action,
it instituted, be defeated.
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Optometrists of today must meet the highest of educational standards to gain

entrance to our several colleges of optometry. Once in school they must spend
a minimum of 5 years studying the eye and its appendages, both in the normal
state as well as the pathological. Upon graduation and receipt of their doctor's
degree they must pass both a written as well as a practical test given in each
State to prove their proficiency in the eye care field. These tests again include
the recognition of all Imthological conditions affecting the eye and its append-
ages. Optometry is the only profession caring for the public's vision which must
undergo this testing to gain a license to practice. This is true in every State
in the Union.

I would like to, on behalf of the Wisconsin Optometric Association, commend
you for the splendid job you are doing in Washington, and thank you for the
consideration that you have given to our requests in the past.

Very sincerely,
EARL E. WILSON, O.D.,

National Affairs Chairman,

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
DEPARTMENT OF CHILD WELFARE,

Frankfort, KV., May 15, 1962.
Subject: H.R. 10606.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEas SENATOR BYRD: Relative to the hearing of the Finance Committee on

Public Welfare Amendments of 1962, I wish to express my concern that certain
proposals within these amendments may compel the States to organize their
public welfare services in accordance with the desires of the Federal authorities
and without regard to the differing traditions and needs of individual States.
Specifically, it is important that the use of aid to dependent children funds for
payment for the care of children in foster homes not require that such homes
be supervised by or such placements made by the agency also responsible for
the administration or supervision of the ADO program.

Here in Kentucky, as in the case of Illinois, we have a separate State depart-
ment child welfare which is responsible for the licensing of foster homes and
the placement and supervision of children in them. Unless the Federal law per-
mits the State department of child welfare to carry out the functions and con-
tracts with the State public welfare agency, then either the department of child
welfare must become a part of the public assistance agency or both Kentucky and
Illinois must create duplicate foster care programs regardless of the waste re-
sulting therefrom.

I strongly endorse the principles embraced in this entire piece of legislation
and hope that Congress will appropriate the full sum authorized for the provi-
sion of child welfare services. On the basis of both Federal and State services,
however, I do not believe the efficient administration of public welfare services
requires that they be administered for or within a single department regardless
of the desires, wishes, or needs of the individual 50 States.

I shall greatly appreciate any assistance that you can give in assuring a sound
legislative basis for the development of child welfare services.

Sincerely,
RIOHARD J. CLENDENEN, C'o0mmieoner.

STATEMENT OF IRVIN P. SHLOss, LEmISLATIVE ANALYST, AMuIOAN FOUNDATION
FOR THE BLIND

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate this opportunity to
present the views of the American Foundation for the Blind on certain pro-
visiqns of H.R. 10606, the Public Welfare Amendments of 1962.

The American Foundation for the Blind is the national voluntary research and
consultant agency in the field of services to blind persons. As, such, we are
specifically concerned about the needs of the nearly 400,000 blind persons in the
United States, more than one-third of whom are on the public assistance rolls
as recipients of aid to the blind or old-age assistance payments.
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Generally speaking, the adult public assistance programs as administered in
most of the States have been essentially settle In character and limited to
financial aid at a bare subsistence level nald minimum medical care to people
unable to support themselves owing to advanced age, severe disability, or both.
As is the case with any illness, the best cure lies ini its prevention; and this
maxim holds equally true for the debilitating social illness in our society called
chronic dependency.

Fortunately, we already have the preventive mechanism through our social
insurance programs. Through their continuing expansion and improvement to
provide more adequate benefits for all types of beneficiaries, Including health
care for the aged, we have the means of preventing in the future the problem
of chronic dependency which besets a substantial number of public assistance
recipients today.

Other means of prevention of dependency not attainmble through the social
insurance programs are provided in MR. 10600. CAmsequently, we welcome this
effort to ameliorate the condition of those already on the public assistance rolls.

It appears to us that I.R. 106 has this as Its purpose through infusing into
these static programs a rehabilitation emphasis designed to promote self-care
and self-support and, hopefully, movement off the relief rolls. The bill pro-
vides for increased Federal financing to achieve this purpose, and it also pro-
vides for the vital ingredient of well-trained personnel at the operating worker-
to-client level in the States. These are desirable and coninenditble provisiolls.

We would particularly urge the committee to preserve and strengthen several
of the provisions which appear In h.R. 10606 as the result of action by the House
Committee on Ways and Means on H.R. 1003K2, the original public welfare bill
it considered. First, we strongly recommend that the provisions requiring utill-
ration of the State vocational rehabilitation agency by the State public welfare
agency for clients needing vocational rehabilitation services be preserved as
written In H.R. 10606. This will avoid duplication of staff and services largely
supported by Federal funds and at the same time assure adequacy of services
to the individuals needing them.

Similarly, we strongly endorse the new title XVI of the Social Security Act as.
it Is proposed in H.R. 10606. This would allow the States to combine the adult
public assistance categories and medical assistance for the aged under a single
State plan while still permitting the specialized State agencies for the blind in
Delaware, Massachusetts, New Jersey, North Carolina, and Virginia to con-
tinue administering that part of the State plan relating to the blind. with all of
the advantages of a single State plan accruing to both the State agency for the
blind and the general welfare agency in these five States. However, we would
like respectfully to suggest that, in Its explanation of the provision In the report
iceompanying the bill, the committee clearly point out that the additional Fed-
eral matching for both medical care for the aged and the financial advantages
of averaging will be available to the specialized and the general agency In these
5 States as they would be in the other 45 States if they elect the optional
title XVI plan for administering public assistance.

The American Foundation for the Blind would like to emphasize that it is our
firm conviction that retention of section 141 of H.R. 10600 providing for the
optional title XVI of the Social Security Act is advantageous to blind persons-
not detrimental to their best Interests. By electing the title XVI 'approach, a
State would assure its aid-to-the-blind recipients over O5 years of age-the bulk
of the present title X caseload-the advantage of additional Federal funds for
medical care not available to them otherwise. Streamlining the method by which
a State receives Its share of Federal funds for public assistance payments in no
way alters the quality of social services provided to blind aid recipients.

Therefore, we strongly urge the Committee on Finance to retain section 141
of H.R. 10600 in its present form.

Tn addition to endorsing the two above-mentioned provisions of H.R. 10006. we
should like to recommend changes which, we believe, will strengthen the bill.

First, we would suggest that the increase In the Federal participation formula
for aid payments in the adult public assistance programs be specifically condi-
tioned upon agreement by the States to pahs the higher payments on to Individual
aid recipients, The intent of the House of Representatives In voting this increase
was that it be passed on to individual aid recipients.

Second, we would recommend that the committee restore to H.R. 10606 the
wording of H.R. 10032 concerning reduced residence requirements in the States.
Reducing the maximum residence requirement a State could impose to 1 year,
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coupled with incentive payiiienits to States, which abolish residence requirements
altogether, would be inore In keeping with the rehabilitation emphasis of this
legislation. Certainly, serious consideration should be given to prohibiting any
residence requirement for that portion of an individual's aid payment which is
clearly the Federal share.

Third, we would recommend the establishment of a program for training social
workers who go into the public welfare program through federally supported
scholarships and fellowships administered through institutions of higher learn-
ing. Properly qualified personnel is the sine qua non of a public welfare program
designed to help people to help themselves, so that as many as possible will leave
the public assistance rolls and become contributing citizens. Sinillar federally
supported training programs in other fields have worked well, and we could
anticipate the same excellent results in this neglected area.

Fourth, we would like to recommend that the authorization for maternal and
child health services and cril)pplet children's serviLes be increased on the same
basis as the authorization for child welfare services is increased in H.R. 10606.
The American Foundation for the Blind has learned of instances from several
States where funds had to be raised from- private sources to pay for needed eye
surgery for visually handicapped children because the State agency administer-
big cripplo children's services had no funds available for this purpose. We
believe that increased funds, coupled with all intensive education program by the
Children's Bureau. would result in improved services to blind and Visually handi-
capped children in terms of restorative eye surgery and provision of special
optical aids.

Fifth, we would urge the committee to include in H.R. 10600 the provisions of
S. 2273, which would authorize research projects in maternal and child health
services and crippled children's services. This bill, which was Jointly sponsored
by Senators Robert Kerr and Lister Hill. complements legislation to establish a
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, thereby fulfilling
a vital need in the Children's Bureau program.

In conclusion, I should like to state that the American Foundation for the
Blind regards H.R. 10006 as generally forward-looking legislation which, with
the specific changes we have recommended, should have a considerable impact on
public welfare programs in the years ahead.

CAMBER OF COM1.rERCE OF TE UNITED STATES.
li'aIslhingtofl, D.C., May 18, 16..

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairmaii, Setate Coin ittee on, Finaic,
New Senate Office Ruildliig, lVaahtigton, D.C.

DF.AR SENATOR BYRD: The Chamber of Commerce of the United States recoi-
inends approval of certain provisions in the Public Welfare Amendmnents of 1962
(H.R. 10600) under consideration by your committee.

The Nationfl Chamber endorses the proposal to permit Federal grants under
the aid to dependent children program in cases where payments are made under
work programs and also for retraining (sec. 105(a)). This appears to us as
the most important constructive proposal in the bill and should prove very help-
fiul to many adults receiving ADC payments to achieve self-supporting work.

The chamber supports the proposed anendlment to give to each State greater
authority in preventing abuses in the aid to dependent children payments. This
includes "protective payments" to assure that the interests of the child are safe-
guarded (sec. 108), and that such child will not be in want. The chamber also
endorses the proposal to make permanent the temporary provision allowing
payments to be made to ADO children who are removed by court order from
the home and placed in a foster home.

Section 101 (a) amends certain provisions of titles I, IV, X, and XIV, with
respect to furnishing certain minimum services designed to help assistance re-
cipients to attain self-care, self-help, and to strengthen family life. The chamber
agrees that the objectives are most desirable and their implementation and'
achievement should be encouraged. However, we are opposed to making the
furnishing -of such services mandatory on each of the States, and also to In-
creasing the Federal sharing in the cost of such services from the present 60'
lPrcent Federal matching to 75 percent (sec. 101(b) ).
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The temporary provision enacted last year under recession conditions which
increased the Federal financial participation and also the maximum of such
participation should be allowed to expire on June 30, 1962. Only 15 States took
advantage of this and inany families were merely transferred from general
assistance to aid to dependent children. In many States, such families are
taken care of through this State and local program.

The increases in the Federal grants under titles I, X, and XIV (old-age
assistance, aid to the blind, and aid to the permanently and totally disabled),
proposed by section 132 of the bill, are not justified. There has been no sig-
nificant change in the cost of living since the last previous Increase in Federal
sharing and the national chamber recommends such increases be disapproved.

Finally, the chamber urges the committee to reject the proposal in section
141 which would provide additional Federal grants to those States combining
their plans for the aged, blind, and disabled. A trend Is apparently developing
of progressively relieving States of the responsibility In meeting the financial
nees of people under the four grant-in-aid public assistance programs. This
trend should be reversed and, wherever possible, greater flexibility and authority
be extended to the States so they may better adjust each of the programs to
meet changing needs in their States.

I would appreciate your making this letter a part of the record of your current
hearings on H.R. 10606.

Sincerely yours,
THERON J. RICE,

Legislative Action General Manager.

STATEMENT OF THE AMEmICAN FARM BuRAu FEDERATION WITH REGARD TO THE
PuBoc IVmJARE AMENDMENTS OF 1962

The 1,600,000 member organization of Farm Bureau has always taken a vital
interest in the public welfare programs which have been operated both by the
States and the Federal Government. Because of this and our continued interest,
we would like to comment briefly on the bill which is before this committee,
H.R. 10606.

We support the objectives of this legislation "to improve, redirect, and tighten
up Federal-State cooperative public welfare programs." At the December an-
nual meeting, the elected voting delegates of the member State Farm Bureaus
adopted the following policy:

"We recommend that State Farm Bureaus request State legislatures to pro-
vide for publication of welfare rolls. We also urge more local and State control
of welfare programs.

"Efforts to take care of our needy people often lead to abuse by some Indi-
viduals. Aid to children from broken homes has encouraged modes of living
which are a discredit to any society. Unrealistic welfare programs tend to
perpetuate generation after generation of families on relief. Efforts of local
administrators to correct such abuses are often hampered by Federal welfare
programs. We support changes In Federal law and regulations which would
bring about such corrections."

In line with this policy, we recognize that there is much value In H.R. 10606
as it was approved by the House. However, there are still some parts of the
bill to which we are opposed.

This bill, In its broad application, moves in the right direction In that it gives
the Individual States more authority and greater flexibility in the control of
their own welfare programs. It allows the States to Initiate some new pro-
grams and to use some discretion in the application of the Federal-State pro-
gram to reduce the abuses In the social security program without losing the
Federal share of the financing.

Under the present law, the States have tried to Institute programs which
would reduce the welfare load and exclude the "freeloader." The Federal Gov-
ernment has indicated that such actions _4y the States in many cases would be
in noncomptiance with the Federal regulations and that If such action were car-
ried out, the Federal matching funds would be withdrawn from the State. This
has been a serious deterrent to the reorganization and adoption of programs to
eliminate the abuses of welfare programs.
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We are pleased to note that under the House-passed bill the States will be
given more freedom and greater control over the operation of welfare programs.
This bill will permit the removal of the people from the assistance rolls who are
not really entitled to be there, and if it is carried out as intended, it would
eliminate some of the abuses in connection with the aid to dependent children
program. It also provides that various methods may be used by the States to
see that aid to dependent children payments are used in the best interest of
the child, and it also authorizes the State to use third parties in the welfare of
the child where It is determined that the parent Is incapable of managing funds.
These are some of the provisions of the bill which farm bureau supports.

However, there are two provisions in the House-passed bill to which we object.
The pending bill would authorize the increase to 75 percent Federal matching
in all public assistance titles for certain services to be specified by the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare. Examples of such services are counseling,
vocational training and medical care in some cases. The increased allowance
under this percentage ratio could also be used in training personnel employed in
State or local welfare agencies.

We strongly object to the increase in this Federal matching program and rec-
ommend that the existing law, which authorizes assistance on a 50-50 basis, be
continued. We believe that the increased percentage allowance in the category
will result in more Federal control rather than less, and it is estimated that the
cost will be at least $40 million.

The other feature of this bill to which we have objection is the increase in
the Federal matching formula for the aged, the blind, and the disabled. The
estimated cost for this program is $140 million. We believe it is unwise to
burden the budget with this extra authorization which is in excess of the Presi-
dent's budget request and which we understand was not recommended by the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.

We, therefore, propose that -the committee amend H.R. 10606 by deleting from
the bill those provisions dealing with the increases relating to services and
training in the public assistance program and the Federal matching formula for
the aged, the blind, and the disabled.

FAMILY & C0M SZviCES OF WASHINGTON, D.C.,
Washington, D.C., MaV 17, 1961.

To: Senate Finance Committee
From: Family and Child Services of Washington, D.C.
Re: H.R. 10606.

Family and Child Services of the District of Columbia was established in
1882 under the name of Agsociated Charities to meeth relief and welfare
problems of that day. It has operated conthiusly since then Under various
names but always with the same objective of meeting the ever-changing com-
munity needs. It it now the largest private agency in the District of Columbia
serving all people regardless of race, creed, or economic position. Its pro-
gram includes a professional and confidential counseling service on personal
and family *problems, supplemented by a licensed adoption service; foster
home care for children in need of temporary care; foster family day care for
the children of working mothers, and summer camping for boys and girls be-
tween the ages of 9 and 12. The agency also carries on research to perfect
its methods.

The board of directors of the agency has authorized the filing of the following
statement relative to the public welfare bill H.R. 10606, currently under con-
sideration by the Senate Finance Committee:

The board endorses the provisions in H.R. 10606 providing for counseling and
special aid to people who need help to prevent their becoming dependent. This
emphasis on prevention and rehabilitation is a field in which the agency has
had long experience and deep interest. From its experience it can say with
authority that such programs to be successful demand social workers with the
highest qualifications whose caseloads are small enough to make concentration
on individual problems possible. The board, therefore, pleads that every means,
both State and Federal, be employed to overcome the present shortage of trained
personnel in the field of social work.
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The restoration of the original proposal to authorize Federal funds for fellow-
ship and scholarship aid and for grants to schools of social work would do much to
ineet this imperative if a true preventive and rehabilitative program is to achieve
any measure of success.

The board would like to voice its deep concern with the inclusion of section
107(a). In the present bill. The board feels very strongly that while "protective
payments" to other than a relative are Justified when the welfare of a child is
at stake. This method should be used sparingly and within prescribed limits
such as are embodied in section 108 of the bill. The board is of the opinion
that the inclusion of section 107(a) vitiates every protective feature of section
108, giving as it does a free hand to each State to set up its own criteria, however
restrictive or punitive, for aid to dependent children. Present Federal require-
ments and those concentrated in section 108 protect the State and local public
welfare departments against ill-advised or localized pressures leading to depar-
ture from sound policy. The administration of stable welfare programs through-
out the 50 States would be Jeopardized if each, each year, has to fight battles
against vocal or powerful minorities whose interest is not in the well-being of
children.

Mrs. WAYNE CoY.
Chairman, Publib Isues Committee.

FAMILY SERvICE ASSOCIATION OF GREATER BOSTON,
Boston, Mass., May 17, 1962.

Hon. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,
Sena te Fina ice Com tittee,
Yew Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: At its meeting on May 8, 1062, the executive committee
of this association voted to express to. you and the members of the Senate Finance
Committee the support of the association for favorable action on H.R. 10600,
Public Welfare Amendments of 1962, which is now before the Senate Finance
Committee for consideration.

The Family Service Association of Greater Boston, a large, nonsectarian,
voluntary family counseling agency, views II.R. 10606 as a basically sound step
toward a more effective public welfare program. In our opinion, the proposed
legislation would provide the necessary leadership for a philosophy of public
welfare which would include provisions not only for adequate financial grants
to those in need but also for a program of skilled professional social services
toward rehabilitation, self-care and support.

We are concerned, however, that amendments to the original bill, H.R. 10032,
eliminated: (a) the forward-looking provisions to restrict residence as a re-
quirement In establishing eligibility for public assistance, (b) the provision for
direct grants to institutions of higher learning for the training of social workers,
without which the effort to secure an adequate supply of qualified social workers
for ptjblic welfare field will be limited seriously, and (c) the carefully considered
provisions related to protective payments which, as revised in H.R. 10606, now
fail to provide the minimum standards necessary for nondiscriminatory, con-
structive, and stable programs at the local level.

We urge respectfully that serious reconsideration be given to restoring these
deletions and amendments to H.R. 10600 in order to i:isure that this generally
sound bill might be even more sound as an instrument for efficient care and service
to those in need.

Sincerely yours,
JouN E. ROGERSON, President.

BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF NEZ PERCE COUNTY,
Lewiston, Idaho, Aprif 11, 1962.

Re H.R. 10032, Public Welfare Amendments of 1962.
Hon. RALPH R. HARDING,
Member of Cowgreat, Honse Office Bu ilding, tWash ington, D.C.

Dwm M. HARDIN: As chairman of the Welfare Committee of the State of
Idaho County Commissioners and Clerks Association, I and other members are
interested in the amendments effecting foster home care of all children within
our counties and the State of Idaho who are qualified to receive such care.
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Although there are many facets of this legislation of interest to counties, it is
felt there Is one area where a concerted county effort could result in a solid
accomplishment. There was some success in acquiring a temporary amendment
last year, providing for Federal assistance to children in foster homes. However,
it was limited to children placed there by a court order declaring their home un-
suitable fnd who were receiving ADC aid at the time they were so placed.

I urge that any dependent child in a foster home should be entitled to Federal
assistance the same as a child in the ADC family.

I am requesting that you contact the House Ways and Means Committee, Wil-
bur D. Mills and the Senate Finance Committee, Harry F. Byrd, asking them
to introduce and support the following amendment, and also that you support
the same:

"Section 408 of the Social Security Act authorizing Federal sharing under title
IV in foster care of children should be expanded to Include a dependent child
placed in a foster home by any approved State procedure and without regard
to whether the child was receiving ADC at the time he was placed in the foster
home."

I hope this will give all of the counties in our State some financial assistance and
many deserving children better homes to live in.

Many thanks to you for your help and all the good things you have done for
the State of Idabo.

Yours very truly,
A. B. McREaDY,

Chairman of Welfare, State of Idaho County Commissioner8 & clerks
As8oiation.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE,

Santa Fe, N. Mex., May 15,1962.
Re Public Welfare Amendments of 1962 (H.R. 10606 and HEW appropriation).
Hon. DENNIS CHAVEZ,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR CHAVEZ: Some time age we corresponded in reference to this
department's views about the pending Federal legislation relating to the admin-
istration of the public welfare programs. At that time indications were that
the legislation would probably not be scheduled for hearings until sometime
late In May or early June. However, I have received notification that the Sen-
ate Finance Committee is holding 3 or 4 days of public hearings on the pending
bill this week. For that reason I am taking this opportunity to inform you of
my views and recommendations regarding this legislation.

We are in favor of increased matching provisions. However, we feel that
any attempt to allocate Federal matching, based upon identification of social
services as opposed to administrative costs and program grant expenditures,
Is 1 doomed to failure from an administrative standpoint. Under the provisions
of the proposed bill social services costs would be available for matching at
the rate of 75 percent Federal money and 25 percent State money. It would
be an insurmountable task to indentify and segregate service costs from other
costs of program administration. We feel that the increases in administrative
costs in order.to accomplish this task would more than offset the additional funds
to be made available. Thus, the proposed plan would result in no increase
in rehabilitative services, but instead an increase in the administrative costs
of administering the programs.

We also object to the present method of determining the matching formulas
used in determining State-Federal sharing of actual expenditures for program
grants of public assistance. We strongly urge amendment of the existing law
and the spending of 75 percent Federal money and 25 percent State money across
the board. This action would necessitate changes in three areas: (1) present
statutory formulas for determining matching in public assistance grants; (2)
present statutory provisions for matching administrative costs connected with
categorical programs on the basis of 50-50; and, (3) proposed statutory pro-
visions for matching 75-25 for social services costs. In short, we urge that all
costs (including expenditures for grants) in connection with the administration
of.the categorical programs of public assistance be matched on the basiq of
75-25.
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Admittedly, such a change in the fiscal structure of the public welfare pro-
ms would increase greatly the expenditure of Federal funds. However, a

tate such as New Mexico, lacking in financial resources, would greatly benefit
from the proposed action.

I thank you In advance for your consideration of this matter.RPspectfully,
DALE H. HmLeps Wlare Direolor.

STATEMENT BY U.S. SENATOR JOHN A. CARaOLL BmroR THE SENATE FINANCE
Colurrrsm

Mr. Chairman, I appear before you with regard to H.R. 10000, the Public Wel-
fare Amendments of 1982, to express the sincere hope that no effort will be made
to restore a provision containeI in the original bill as introduced in the House.
That provision would lower the residence requirements now in effect for recip-
ients of old-age pensions. This proposed change was deleted by the House Ways
and Means Oommittee and is not in the bill before you. I call attention here,
as I did before the House Ways and Means Committee, to the memorials passed
by the Colorado Senate and House of Representatives, urging that the Congress
and the President take no action which would lower the residence requirements
now in effect for recipients of old-age assistance.

I would like to point out that Colorado, which maintains a highly advanced
program of cash benefits and medical care for the elderly, would attract aged
persons from other States if the residence requirements were lowered from the
present 5 years to only 1 year. This would occur because Colorado is far more
generous with its aged than most States in the Union, for our people have taxed
themselves heavily to maintain an excellent medical care program for the aged
pensioners.

There is ofcourse, , limit to what any one State can afford. A heavy influx of
old-age-assistance claimants would disrupt the entire Colorado program and
inevitably dilute the benefits available to those who helped to build Colorado
and paid Colorado taxes over a period of many years.

The medical care program of my State is fixed by constitutional provision at
$10 million a year. Already this progressive program Is straining to meet the
needs of 50,000 pensioners, and recently some serves have had to be reduced.
Another 10,000 or 9OQ0 recipients would cause a fiscal and constitutional crisis
in Colorado.

I am confident the committee will take into account the problems of Colorado
and of the 22 other States which require residence of more than I year for old-age
assistance.

The Colorado State Boar4 o Public Welfare, which fixes the policy for the
old-age-assstatwe program in my StAte, also has taken a firm public stand
against redgieing the resldene requirement&s I attach hpreto a letter of trans-
mitt l from Guy ,1 .7t~s,. of t*i State Depatment of Public Welfare
appended to the reml4 t 0o public welfare n this subject.

SuTi or COLOAO,DxrMaNIor PURI4 Wv..r~s,,

P 0o10en ,, ebrrp 0, 1. .
lion. J oe, A. C '4 '

WaMhusgto1# P.O..
Du* ft*&?. Cavxom: Noclosed is a copy of the reoluton adopted by the

State board of, public welfare at thel meeting on Friday, February 9, 1982,
urging that the Congrese of the United States take no action which would
cause Colorado to lower Its rdstdnoe requirements for recipients of old-age
pension. This resolution wa adopted by unanimm vote of te State board.

At the request of the. State board I aid forwnarding a colw of' this resolution
to each member of the Col(wa4p o gremslonal delegation. We would appreciate
bearing from you what action, if any, is t~ken by the Congress in this regard.'

Sincerely yours,
Our ILsuaDbretor.'
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RUMUTION OF THE COLORADO STATZ BOARD or PuBItC W FAzz URoING THAT

CosoRss TAKE No Acixox WHICH WOUW CAusE COLORADO To LowEs ITS

PDjawzos Rzqu/zAzIws Oa RsXOPIXNTS OF OLD-AGE PZNSION

Whereas Colorado has, by vote of its citizens, estblished ono of the most

adequate pension systems for the aged in the entire United States by providing

for a minimum monthly payment of $100 which has been and may be further
increased as the cost'of living increases; and

Whereas Colorado in 1958 substantially improved the care for its aged citizens

by providLng qne of the flnt medical programs in the Nation ; and
Whereas the b-year residence provison in the pTesent program is a reason-

able protection against an influx into Colorado of aged people from other
States, particularly adjoining States, with lesser pension programs; and

Wberea to reduce this residence requirement to 1 year would encourage
subs ilatl number of aged persons fro to move to Colorado in

order to take advantage of the Colo- ulon system;
Whereas the addition of subs a numbers of persons to e present pro-

gram would substantizll the level of medical care now p Ided under
Colorado's pension heal medical care program and cause sert disoca-
t#ox in the entire prg : Now, therefore, be it

8pwived by the St , oard 'd psib Wt re 0 state of C
That the members of i State boa of o 1kc eltere h by urge the Con-
Xre," ot theUnited ttes to qacti Itwhi would ower the resid --e
requirements now I t for Ipients of 14 age n e and be it further

Resolve4, That pies of t Iutio
Congress of the U ted States tnQF . .

lion, IfNY t. nBD,

Chairmans, F 00mi )
U3.S. S6~Ste, Was kugtonoDo.

With refrene HR. 1 w to otelegra om the N-
tional Society for t e Prevention of Blindness e Ho orabie Wil ur D. MI
dated February -28,1

"Consistent with e National 8 for the reve on o Undnes. ud
since 1950, With test ny given to e aye aid eap ttee at tha time
and with efforts made subsequent is sp rfquee at the
committee in passing H. 10032 amend pro section 16O02(4) of the
new title XVI to read: (12 ovide that, indetermining whether a idividual
is blind, there shall be an ex. aton by a physician Ouaified in e diseases of
the eye." , , " ", . .

It is further requested, for consist that section A) (10) title X be
amended by deleting: "or by an op etipt. woul apprecite )iwnn te
above made a matter of record asapa r f t e be& In .. .. ' e0 -

It i our tnderst~ndifg tl at HJ.. 1,00. referre to was passed as RAL 1060.
IJQI;N W. V=*Aua Moat, 84ou0lie Diretor

• .... ~[TeIW am|u . - ... ... ,

Hon. PvRgn MoKNsam. Due=,

Seate 0j0e BuldtW, Wa8higtot D.C.:
Deeply regret that I was not informed of Finance Committee 4'qrins May 10

on H.R. 1060 "Public Welfare Amendments of 1982" in time to permiy

1,
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to your 1mrticulnr attention two provisions of this hill of imijor signifhlcnnce to
Illnoli and urt'inig your active support of these lprovimlim.l,

'ontinuation lwyoml Jile 8O of this yir of (cNnerKI tutidplr ANII , o children
of ne4dy Ilneilyld parents, as provided in sect Ion 131 of I.I. IOm, im most
iriett. Tle T tSta government of linol at this tlito Is in ilre need of Federol
nl fir mtuiting it ki~rtion of tile v.mi for these fniuiliIes whdch are currently
rutittuig at the rate of $2,111 million Ir umnltl. Automttlol and other tec111dogi-
ral 4lI1411Rho 4 1i Ii1118 I1dillstry Itave boostio lipo dipendl ely 1'ale rudleialy from1
,.8 Iorco'nt of li l ikullation l 1l:t1 to 4,1 'Iueltnt today aind tile rate nlltitues
Itllmard its additional numte r1s X (lsplavtt lohile face lotm-tc rut unuelinlloynieut
And are foreeidit li the State-local Keieral nssistimmc program or tie lederil-
ttate Alit , jurram after exhitauuxt-o of lohytzent compensation Ieiefts.
V0sp0te the transfers of tihe utniployed with foillloilI,, to tilt, ADC progratt Ii
otr 1t1te, the general iussisiauce rollh for Ittdh'Idti(iq not 4junlitled for the fd-
orally aided program lve eontinuted to rist heavily. As a result, State funds
for tdhlug llinols localitlem for this resldue burden tnny run out before Christmns
and It MAY be hi10s1ile to provide the additional State funds ieled because
of the movero fiscal crisis iln this State. Withdrawal of Federal aid for the til-
eujloyt I under tie ADO 1 rograin will nggravate this crisis severely nd re-
stilt in \ideaspred destitution, It Is moat unfortunate that the representatives
of tile lllnoi, Chanber of Commerce did not make these pohits clear in their
testimony befot4 the bitiance Committee.

Itetention intact of tle bill's provision In section IOTA giving the States a
limited leeway in handling problem ADO families which do not use their grant
for the best interests of the children Is also essentlal If we are to correct abuses
lit that small minority of eases which have reflected adversely upolln a program
which has done so muc11h to advance tile interest of this Nation's children. We
tmust respectfully disagrt with testimony offered by the Atmerhnem Public We-
famr As clation ohjeeting to the language In this section of the bill which would
authorlie the States to take "other action authorized under Stitte law whih
is deemed necessry to protect the interest of the child" other than denial of
pavi.lnts to which the child Is duly entitled. This language would Iermit us
to utility on a caretfully selected basis, as now authorized by our Illinois law,
voucher payments in lieu of cash grant& nd similar ulleusures, when theme would
lead to developing lit the parent over a period of time tile capacity to handle
the, mnoay grant proiperly. Without this langunge such alternatives to the money
grant could not be used. Its deletion would have the effect of reducing section
10TA of the hill to mere counseling or the use of third parties as protectors,
puroyvslous thoroughLy Impractical under tile conditions prevailing In our State
for the tyl tf case situation this provision Is intended to help us correct. We
believe the Federal lelmrtment, under other provisions of II.R. 10606) and pro-
visions In the Federal Social Security Act as It stands, has sumclent authority
to control any- overuqe of voucher payments or any other maetliod proposed by
the States for eases of this type so that State action will not lead to erosion
of the'money lua.nent principle, as alleged, or to violation of the dignity and the
capacity for self-direction to any recipient.

The foregoing two Issues are of such major concern to the Illinois Public Aid
tOumntuison that I will greatly appreciate your advising me immediately if there
Is Indication that these provisions will be in any substantial way altered from
the text of H.R. 10600 as passed by tie House of Representatives.

Pamc W. CAHmL, R-recstitre Secretary.

(Subsequent to the discussion of the amendment proposed by Con-
frmssnati Baldwin, pp. 413-416, the chairman received the follow-
ing copy of t letter from Assistant Secretary Wilbur J. Cohen.)

DspaTmz or HEALTh, EDUOATrON, AND WELVARi,Waa#t#oi, Mo/ 89, 1969,

ion. Jouts F. BMoWimN, Jr.,
House of Repft'ew4aN mes,
Weasigto. D.C.

Dua K& Bawnin: In a letter dated May 18, 1962, I advised you of the
review the Department has been giving to your proposal that the Federal Gov-
ernment participate financially In ADC-foster home care costs paid through
another public local agency rather than the public welfare department. In
that letter. I outlined some of the concerns we had about your proposals,
particularly as they relate to the responsibilities of the State welfare depart-
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nient acting through its local affiliates must have for the basic operations of

the ADO lrograln. In view of the Independent nature of the judicial process,

we foresaw difficulties in the development of on appropriate relationship be-

tween the juvenile courts and public welfare departments which would not

weaken the responsibility the State public welfare department must maintain

in relation to children receiving ADO.
As you know, Mr, Wedemeyer, the director of the department of social

welfare In .alifornia, sent us a letter on this subject, a copy of which he

sent to you. Since the receipt of this letter, we have been reviewing this

nntter with the State of California to see to what extent Mr. Wedemeyer's

proposal which is based on the Juvenile Justice Commission report, offers a

bails for an arrangement In California which would satisfy both the concerns

of tile State department of social welfare and the Juvenile court judges. We

have been pleased to find that Mr. Wedemeyer's analysis of the situation In

California and his suggestions for a way of dealing with this problem offer

basis for the development of an arrangement that would be satisfactory to

this Department.
The questions which were raised by your proposals we find are not new

ones in California and have apparently been the subject of debate and dis-

cussion anong various groups in the State for some years. The arrangements

outlined in Mr. Wedemeyer's letter are those which lie believes he can work

out and seem to us to offer the necessary protections for the operation of the

ADO program. It Is our understanding that the State is now discussing

these arangements with the various courts in California. We believe accordingly

that the problem which you have identified can be satisfactorily handled without

the need for Federal legislation.
Sincerely, WILDUs J. Gon11i'.

A##UtaIft SeorelarV.

(Whereupon, at 12 :55 p.m., the committee was recessed.)


